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1 II\TRODUCTION

f his assessment is a Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (Revised Draft EIR) of the proposed
I Mammoth Pacific I (MP-I) Replacement Project that was prepared to meet the requirements of the

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA; Public Resources Code 21000-21178.1). This Revised
Draft EIR describes the existing environment that would be affected by, and the environmental impacts
which could result from the proposed MP-I Replacement Project and the alternatives described in
Chapter 2 of this Revised Draft EIR.

1.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Mammoth Pacific I Replacement Project (Project) has been proposed by Mammoth Pacific L.P.
(MPLP) to replace the aging Mammoth Pacific Unit I (MP-I) power plant with a modern and more
efficient binary power plant (M-l) while maintaining the existing geothermal wellfield, pipeline system
and ancillary facilities. The existing MP-I project is a commercial geothermal project located near Casa
Diablo Hot Springs in Mono County, California that has been in operation since 1984 (see Figure l). The
existing MP-I Project is one of three existing binary geothermal po!ù/er plants (MP-I, MP-II and PLES-I)
co-located in what is known as the Casa Diablo geothermal development complex (see Figure 2). The
MP-l Project consists of a binary power plant with a design capacity of about l4megawatts (MW), a
geothermal wellfield, production and injection fluid pipelines, and ancillary facilities located
approximately l,200feet northeast of the intersection of U.S. Highway3g5 and California State
Route 203 on 90 acres of private (fee) land owned by Ormat Nevada, Inc. (Ormat), the parent company of
MPLP.

The M-1 replacement plant site would be located entirely on private land about 500 feet northeast of the
existing MP-I power generation facilities and immediately adjacent to the existing MP-II power plant.
The proposed M-l replacement power plant would be capable of generating, on average, approximately
18.8 MW (net) of electricity. The Project would replace the existing MP-I power generation facilities. The
Project would not change the existing geothermal wellfield or wellfield operations, and it would not
change the amount of geothermal resource utilized by the existing Casa Diablo geothermal development
complex; therefore, no adverse impact on the geothermal reservoir would occur as a result of the Project
(see Appendix B).

During M-l plant startup operations, the existing MP-I plant would continue to operate until the new
M-l replacement plant becomes commercial, after which time MPLP would close and dismantle the old
MP-I plant. The transition period during which both the existing MP-I and the replacement M-l plant
startup operations would overlap would be a period of up to two years from the date the M-l plant begins
startup operations. The net amount of geothermal resource utilized by the existing Casa Diablo
geothermal development complex would not change as a result of any aspect of the Project either during
the MP-I/M-1 transition overlap or after the MP-I plant operations are discontinued entirely and the M-1
plant is operating commercially.

After the existing MP-I plant is dismantled, the plant facilities would be removed from the site, the site
would be re-graded, covered with gravel and converted to a fenced equipment storage yard that would
also be used periodically for overflow parking. This interim restoration of the MP-I plant site is described
in the Reclamation Plan submitted to Mono County (see Appendix L). In addition, site reclamation at the
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that could potentially result from changes to groundwater production, long-term geothermal fluid
production or other factors in the Long Valley Caldera (Thomas 2005).

The existing geothermal development at Casa Diablo is operating under a stipulated Owens tui chub
monitoring and remedial action program intended to protect the Owens tui chub critical habitat supported
by the Hot Creek headsprings. The program was initially adopted in 1990 as set forth in Stipulation No. I
of the Bureau of Land Management approval of the Plans of Operation for Development, Injection and
Ufllizãtion for the then proposed PLES-I Geothermal Project, but the program also considered the MP-I
and MP-II projects.

The monitoring program is coordinated by the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee (LVHAC).
The monitoring data is routinely evaluated by the Mono County Economic Development Department
(MCEDD), the LVHAC and CDFG (Mono County General Plan, Energy Resources, Goal 1,

Objectives C and D). Small changes have been observed in some of the Long Valley caldera springs since
the Casa Diablo geothermal operation began in 1984 (see Section4.8), but, to date, there have been no
substantive impacts on the Hot Creek headsprings supporting the Owens tui chub that have been
attributed to geothermal development in the Long Valley caldera. The LVHAC will continue to conduct
the hydrologic and biologic monitoring activities (Personal Communication - Dan Lyster, Director,
MCEDD; J:une22,2011).

The proposed MP-I Replacement Project would not change the existing MP-I wellfield or rate of
geothermal production or injection. As such, there would be no change on the effects of the existing
geothermal utilization on springs that are connected to the geothermal production or injection reservoirs.
Specific concem has been expressed that a decrease in geothermal injection fluid temperature could occur
as a possible result of additional heat extraction from the geothermal fluid by the new technology
proposed for the M-1 replacement plant. A substantial change in injection fluid temperature could lead to
changes in the geothermal reservoir with possible adverse effects on hydrogeologically connected springs.
The Applicant has provided evidence that the increased efficiency of the new technology and other
operational changes would result in both a higher rate of electrical energy production from the M-l
replacement plant as well as the return of slightly waffner (3-4'F) rather than cooler geothermal fluid
injection temperatures (see Appendix B). The retum of slightly waÍner injection fluid would diminish
whatever adverse effect on the injection reservoir that may be occurring from the existing return of
slightly cooler injection fluid to the injection reservoir. As such, there would be no new potential for
adverse impact on the Hot Creek headsprings habitat of the Owens tui chub as a result of the Project.

Based on this assessment there would be no potential for signihcant adverse impacts on the Owens tui
chub critical habitat as a result of the proposed Project. In addition, a mitigation measure is provided to
require that the existing MP-I Project, as modernized by the proposed MP-I Replacement Project
facilities, must adopt the same monitoring and remedial action plan requirements for protecting the
Owens tui chub critical habitat as required for new projects pursuant to Mono County General Plan
(Mono County General Plan, ConservatiorVOpen Space Element, Energy Resources, Goal 1, Objectives C
and D), and as is currently required for the existing MP-II Project (see Table 17). This requirement would
ensure that the monitoring and remedial action program requirements currently in place to protect the
headsprings supporting the Owens tui chub critical habitat would continue even if the existing MP-II and
PLES-I projects should be abandoned. The following mitigation measure is required.2'3

2 The referenced Goal 1, ObjectivesC andD, of the Conservation/Open Space Element are provided above in
Table77, and the referenced MP-II Geothermal Power Plant CUP conditions are provided as AppendixK of this
Revised Draft EIR. See specifically MP-II Project CUP conditions D.5, and D.9 through D.18, as applicable.
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1 II{TRODUCTION

fhis assessment is a Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) that was prepared to meet the

I requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA; Public Resources Code 21000-
2ll78.l). This Draft EIR describes the existing environment that would be affected by, and the

environmental impacts which could result from the proposed Mammoth Pacific I (MP-I) Replacement
Project and the alternatives described in Chapter 2 of this Draft EIR.

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The existing Mammoth Pacific Unit I (MP-I) project is a commercial geothermal development project
operated by Mammoth Pacific L.P. (MPLP) and located near Casa Diablo Hot Springs in Mono County,
California (see Figure 1). The existing MP-I project consists of a binary power plant with a design
capacity of about l4 megawatts (MW), a geothermal wellfield, production and injection fluid pipelines,
and ancillary facilities that have been operating since 1984. The existing MP-I power plant site is located

approximately l,200feet northeast of the intersection of U.S. Highway395 and California State

Route 203 on 90 acres of private (fee) land owned by Ormat Nevada, Inc. (Ormat), the parent company of
MPLP (see Figure 2).

The proposed Mammoth Pacific I Replacement Project (Project) has been proposed by MPLP (Applicant)
to replace the aging MP-I power plant with a new, more modem and efficient binary power plant (M-1)
while maintaining the existing geothermal wellfield, pipeline system and ancillary facilities. The proposed

M-1 replacement power plant would be capable of generating, on average, approximately 18.8 MW (net)

of electricity from the same geothermal resources currently supplying the existing MP-I plant. This
represents about a 34 percent increase in the net electricity generation from the same geothermal

resources currently being utilized for the existing MP-I facility. During M-l plant startup operations, the

existing MP-I plant would continue to operate until the new M-l plant becomes commercial, after which
time MPLP would close and dismantle the old MP-I plant. The transition period during which both the

MP-I and M-l operations would overlap would be a period of up to two years from the date the M-l
plant begins startup operations.

I.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT AND THE EIR

The Project is a proposal by MPLP to decommission the existing MP-I power plant and to construct,
operate, maintain and eventually decommission the M-l replacement plant. The following describes the

key participants and their roles in the development, analysis, and decisions related to the Project.

1.2.1 Mammoth Pacific. L.P.

MPLP's objectives for the Project are to continue to generate electricity within the MP-I project area from
the production and commercial utilization of the geothermal resources currently utilized by the aging
MP-I plant. MPLP's specific objectives for the Project are (a) to optimize the amount of electrical energy

that can be generated from the available geothermal resources; (b) to replace the existing MP-I plant with
a new, more modem and efficient binary power plant; and (c) to ensure continuous power generation and
maximize utilization of the geothermal resource. MPLP has filed the required applications for a

t-t
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Conditional Use Permit (CUP) and needed variances with Mono County for the Project. Approval of the
CUP and variances would grant MPLP the right to construct and operate the new M-l plant; to
temporarily continue to operate the existing MP-I plant with the M-l plant during the commissioning
period; and to decommission the MP-I plant after the replacement M-l plant is fully operational. In
addition, MPLP has submitted a Reclamation Plan for the Project which must be approved by Mono
County; and to actually conìmence construction of the new M-1 replacement plant, MPLP would also
need to submit applications for and obtain approval, as necessary, from other responsible agencies for
discretionary permit(s) and from Mono County for approval of grading and building permits required for
construction.

1.2.2 Mono Countv

Mono County is the lead agency for compliance with CEQA for the Project. MPLP has filed the required
permit application with Mono County to obtain approval for the construction and operation of the
proposed M-l replacement plant within the Project area. The objectives of Mono County for preparing
this EIR are to comply with the requirements of CEQA and to evaluate the potential environmental
impacts of the Proposed Project consistent with the requirements of CEQA and the County General Plan.
Policy 8 of the Land Use Elpment of the General Plan provides the following direction:

Regulate geothermal development and other energl development projects in a manner
consistent with the Energy Resources Policies in the Conservation/Open Space Element.

[Action 8.5]

The following relevant goals, objectives, and policies for Energy Resources are set forth in the
Conservation/Open Space Element of the General Plan.

Goal l: Establish a regulatory process with respect to both geothermal exploration and
development that ensures that permitted projects are caruied out with minimal or no
advers e environmental impacts.

Goal 2: Permit the productive and beneficial development of alternative energy
resources, including geothermal resources, consistent with the obiectives of Goal I and
national and local interests.

Objective A
Provided that the environment is protected in the manner required by the policies and
actions of Goal I of this section of the Conservation/Open Space Element, County policy
shall ensure the orderly and sound economic development of geothermal resources under
the appropriate circumstances.

Poliqt l: Decisions on applications for geothermal development permits may
take into account evidence of national needs for alternative energ) development.

Policv 2: Decisions on applications þr geothermal development permits should
be relatively morefavorable during times of scarcities of other energy sources.

Aclion 2.1: Applicants þr permits for geothermal exploration and
development may be required to submit information showing the benefits
of geothermal energy during the proposed period of geothermal

I-2
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ROGb NO,

(tons/year) (tons/year)

CO SOz PMl¡ Total

(tons/1,car) (tons/year) (tons/year)

Site Construction 2011"

Site Construction2012"

Model: CalEEMod (ENVIRON 2011)
u Assumes power plant construction begins September 2011and ends October 2012 and assumes the maximum
number of construction workers on site at any time is 80 workers.
b Reactive organic gases (ROG) are non-methane organic compound emissions that are assumed to be precursors
to the formation of secondary photochemical oxidant air pollutants in the atmosphere, including ozone. The more
current federal term is volatile organic compounds (VOC).

Illtnnotlt Pacific I Replncement Projecl
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Table 11: Projected M-l Plant Site Mitigated Arurual Construction Air Emissions

The plant site construction air emissions would be short term and temporary and the mitigated
construction emissions would not result in a significant CEQA impact.

Replacement Plant Operations :

The proposed MP-I replacement plant would be an air-cooled, binary po\¡/er plant in which both the
geothermal fluid and the motive fluid (n-pentane) would be contained in closed systems with no
operational emission sources. The project design eliminates emissions of noncondensible gases (carbon
dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, etc.) from the geothermal fluid and cooling tower emissions typical of
geothermal flash power plants. Geothermal power plants do not burn fossil fuels so there would be no
combustion emissions typical of coal, oil or natural gas fired power plants.

There would be no change in the existing MP-I wellfield operations and no new geothermal well drilling
or testing operations would be associated with MP-I Replacement Project. As such, there would be no
increased potential for the release of noncondensible gases, including hydrogen sulfide gas, from the
geothermal fluid to the atmosphere, and there would be no increase in the potential for objectionable
odors that could affect a substantial number ofpeople from the Project.

Motive Fluid Emissions: The existing MP-I power plant uses isobutane as the motive fluid. Both
isobutane and n-pentane are VOC and both are considered to be air contaminants. Based on motive fluid
inventory records at similar facilities to those proposed by the Project, the Applicant has estimated that up
to 205 pounds per day of fugitive n-pentane emissions would occur from very tiny leaks of n-pentane
through valves, flanges, seals, and other connections which would be released to the atmosphere. Air
leaked into the n-pentane condensers would be captured in the proposed OEC Unit vapor recovery units
(VRU). Some n-pentane vapors would be discharged to the atmosphere from the OEC Unit VRU and
from maintenance VRU during OEC Unit maintenance activities. After abatement the annual potential
fugitive emissions of n-pentane from the Project would be about 37.4 tons based on the estimated daily
losses. This would represent about a 60 percent decrease in fugitive VOC emissions from the MP-I
Project as the aging MP-I plant has fugitive losses of up to 500pounds per day (91.3 tons per year) of
isobutane.

According to GBUACD regulations, new stationary sources of emissions which would result in a net
increase in emissions of 250 or more pounds per day of any air pollutant or precursor (excepting carbon
monoxide or particulate matter) must meet Best Available Control Technology (BACT) and Mitigation
Requirements (GBUAPCD Rule 209-A Section D). The fugitive losses of n-pentane would not exceed the
regulatory th¡eshold requiring BACT.

4-38
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1. Introductìon
The purpose of this report is to evaluate and disclose the impacts of the Casa Diablo IV
Geothermal Development (CD-4) Project on the habitat of the thirteen (13) Management
Indicator Species (MIS) identified in the Forest Q.tF) Land and Resource Management plan
(LRMP) (USDA 1988) as amended by the Sierra Nevada Forests Management Indicator Species
Amendment (SNF MIS Amendment) Record of Decision (USDA Fo¡est Service 2007a). This
report documents the effects of the proposed action and alternatives on the habiht of selected
project-level MIS. This report also addresses habitat of the mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), an
Inyo National Forest Species of Special Interest (SSD.

MIS are animal species identified in the SNF MIS Amendment Record of Decision (ROD)
signed December 14,2007, which was developed under the 1982 National Forest System Land
and Resource Management Planning Rule (1982 Planning Rule) (36 CFR 219). Guidance
regarding MIS set forth in the LRMP as amended by the 2007 SNF MIS Amendment ROD
directs Forest Service resource managers to (1) at project scale, analyzethe effects of proposed
projects on the habitat of each MIS affected by such projects, and (2) at the bioregional icale,
monitor populations and/or habitat trends of MIS, as identified in the LRMP as amended.

1.a. Direction Regarding the Analysis of Project-Level Effects on MIS Habitat

Project-level effects on MIS habitat arc analyzed and disclosed as part of environmental analysis
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This involves examining the impacts of
the proposed project alternatives on MIS habitat by discussing how direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects will change the habitat in the analysis area.

These project-level impacts to habitat are then related to broader scale (bioregional) population
and/or habitat trends. The appropriate approach for relating project-level impacts to broader
scale trends depends on the type of monitoring identified for MIS in the LRMP as amended by
the SNF MIS Amendment ROD. Hence, where the NF LRMP as amended by the SNF MIS
Amendment ROD identifies distribution population monitoring for an MIS, the project-level
habitat effects analysis for that MIS is informed by available distribution population monitoring
data, which are gathered at the bioregional scale. For greater sage-grouse, the Inyo NF LRMp ai
amended by the SNF MIS Amendment ROD, does not identifu population monitoring or
surveys, and project-level MIS habitat effects analysis is informed by available bioregional scale
habitat monitoring data. The bioregional scale monitoring identihed in the NF LRMp, as
amended, for MIS analyzed for the CD-4 Project is summarizedin Section 3 of this report.

Adequately analyzingproject effects to MIS generally involves the following steps:

. Identi&ing which habitat and associated MIS would be either directly or indirectly
affected by the project alternatives; these MIS are potentially affected by the project.

o Summarizingthe bioregional-level monitoring identified in the LRMP, as amended, for
this subset of MIS.

. Analyzing project-level effects on MIS habitat for this subset of MIS.
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. Discussing bioregional scale habitat atd/or population trends for this subset of MIS.

. Relating project-level impacts on MIS habitat to habitat and/or population trends at the

bioregional scale for this subset of MIS.

These steps are described in detail in the Pacific Southwest Region's draft document "MIS

Analysis and Documentation in Project-Level NEPA, R5 Environmental Coordination" (May 25,

2006). This Management Indicator Species (MIS) Report documents application of the above

steps to select project-level MIS andanalyze project effects on MIS habitat for the CD-4 Project.

1.b. Direction Regarding Monitoring of MIS Population and Habitat Trends at the

Bioregional Scale.

The bioregional scale monitoring strategy for the Inyo NF's MIS is found in the Sierra Nevada

Forests Management Indicator Species Amendment (SNF MIS Amendment) Record of Decision

(ROD) of 2007. Bioregional scale habitat monitoring is identified for all twelve of the terrestrial

MIS. In addition, bioregional scale population monitoring, in the form of distribution population

monitoring, is identified for all of the terrestrial MIS except for the greater sage-grouse. For

aquatic macroinvertebrates, the bioregional scale monitoring identified is Index of Biological

Integrity and Habitat. The currentbioregional status and trend of populations a¡rd/orhabitat for
each of the MIS is discussed in the Sierra Nevada Forests Bioregional Management Indicator

Species (SNF Bioregional MIS) Report (USDA Forest Service 2008)'

¡ MIS Habitat Status and Trend.

All habitat monitoring data are collected and/or compiled at the bioregional scale,

consistent with the LRMP as amended by the 2007 SNF MIS Amendment ROD (USDA

Forest Service 2007a).

Habitats are the vegetation types (for example, earþ seral coniferous forest) or ecosystem

components (for example, snags in green forest) required by an MIS for breeding, cover,

and/or feeding. MIS for the Sierra Nevada National Forests represent 10 major habitats

and 2 ecosystem conrponents (USDA Forest Service 2007 a), as listed in Table 1. These

habiøts are defined using the California Wildlife Habitat Relationship (CWHR) System

(CDFG 2005). The CrWHR System provides the most widely used habitat relationship

models for Califomia's terrestrial vertebrate species (ibid). It is described in detail in the

SNF Bioregional MIS Report (USDA Forest Service 2008).

Habitat status is the curent amount of habitat on the Sierra Nevada Forests. Habitat

trend is the direction of change in the amount or quality of habitat over time. The

methodology for assessing habitat status and trend is described in detail in the SNF

Bioregional Mls Report (USDA Forest Service 2008).

o MIS Population Status and Trend.
A1l population monitoring data are collected andlor compiled at the bioregional scale,

consistent with the LRMP as amended by the 2007 SNF MIS Amendment ROD (USDA

Forest Service 2007a). The information is presented in detail in the 2008 SNF

Bioregional Mls Report (USDA Forest Service 2008).
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Population monitoring strategies for MIS of the Inyo NF are identified in the 2007 Siena
Nevada Forests Management Indicator Species (SNF MIS) Amendment ROD (USDA
Forest Service 2007a). Population status is the current condition of the MIS related to the
population monitoring data required in the 2007 SNF MIS Amendment ROD for that
MIS. Population trend is the direction of change in that population measure over time.
There are a myriad of approaches for monitoring populations of MIS, from simply
detecting presence to detailed tracking of population structure (USDA Forest Service
200I, Appendix E, page E-19). A distribution population monitoring approach is
identified for all of the terrestrial MIS in the 2007 SNF MIS Amendment, except for the
greater sage-grouse (USDA Forest Service 2007a). Dishibution population monitoring
consists of collecting presence dat¿ for the MIS across a number of simple locations ovei
time. Presence data are collected using a number of di¡ect and indirect methods, such as
surveys (population surveys), bird point counts, tracking number of hunter kills, counts of
species sign (such as deer pellets), and so forth. The specifics regarding how these
presence data arc assessed to track changes in distribution over time vary by species and
the type of presence data collected, as described in the SNF Bioregionai MìS Report
(USDA Forest Service 2008).

o Aquatic Macroinvertebrate Status and Trend.
For aquatic macroinvertebrates, condition and trend is determined by analyzing
macroinvertebrate data using the predictive, multivariate River Invertebrate prediction
And Classification System (RIVPACS) (Hawkins 2003) to determine whether the
macroinvertebrate community has been impaired relative to reference condition within
perennial water bodies. This monitoring consists of collecting aquatic
macroinvertebrates and measuring sheam habitat features according to the Stream
Condition Inventory (SCI) manual (Frasier et al. 2005). Evaluation of the condition of
the biological community is based upon the "observed to expected" (OÆ) ratio, which is
a reflection 9f tl" number of species observed at a site versus the numter expected to
occur there in the absence of impairment. Sites with a low OÆ scores have lãst many
species predicted to occur there, which is an indication that the site has a lower than
expected richness of sensitive species and is therefore impaired.

2. Selectíon of Project level MIS
Management Indicator Species (lvlls) for the Inyo NF are identified in the 2007 Sierra Nevada
Forests Management Indicator Species (SNF MIS) Amendment (USDA Forest Service 2007a).
The habitats and ecosystem components and associated MIS analyzed for the project were
selected from this list of MIS, as indicated in Table 1. In addition to identi$'ing ihe habitat or
ecosystem components (1't column), the CWHR typç(Ð defining eachhabiøtle-cosystem
component (2no column), and the associated MIS (3'd column), tLe Table discloses whether or not
the habitat of the MIS is potentially affected by the Inyo project (4th column).
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Table 1. Selection of MIS for Proiect-Level Habitat An lbr the CD-4 Proiect.

Habitat or Ecosystem
Component

CWHR Type(s) defining
the habitat or ecosystem

componentl

Sierra Nevada Forests
Management

Indicator Species
Scientific Nøme

Category
for

Project
Analvsis 2

Riverine & Lacustrine lacustrine (LAC) and

riverine (RIV)
aquatic
macroinvertebrates

2

Shrubland (west-slope
'chaparral types)

montane chaparral (MCP),
mixed chapanal (MCH),
chamise-redshank chaparral
ICRC)

fox sparrow
Passerella iliaca

1

Sagebrush Sagebrush (SGB) greater sage-grouse
Centrocercus
uroohasianus

J

Riparian montane riparian (MRI),
valley foothill riparian
IVRI)

yellow warbler
Dendroica pelechia 2

Wet Meadow Wet meadow (WTM),
freshwater emergent
wetland IFEW)

Pacific tree frog
Pseudacris regilla 2

Early Seral Coniferous
Forest

ponderosa pine (PPN),
Sierran mixed conifer
(SMC), white fir (WFR), red
fir (RFR), eastside pine
(EPN), tree sizes 1,2, and3,
all canoov closures

Mountain quail
Oreortyx pictus

2
Mid Seral Coniferous
Forest

ponderosa pine (PPN),
Sierran mixed conifer
(SMC), white fir (WFR), red
fîr (RFR), eastside pine
(EPN), fiee size 4, aIl
canoDv closures

Mountain quail
Oreortyx pictus

Late Seral Open Canopy
Coniferous Forest

porrderosa pine (PPN),
Sierran mixed conifer
(SMC), white fir (WFR), red
fir (RFR), eastside pine
(EPN), tree size 5, canopy
closures S and P

Sooty (blue) grouse

Dendragapus obscurus

I

Late Seral Closed Canopy
Coniferous Forest

ponderosa pine (PPN),
Sierran mixed conifer
(SMC), white fir (WFR), red
fir (RFR), tree size 5
(canopy closures M and D),
and tree síze 6.

California spotted owl
Strix occidentalis
occidentalis

2

American marten
Martes americana

-t

northern flying squirrel
Glaucomys sabrinus

2
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All CWHR size classes and canopy closures are included unless otherwise specihed; dbh : diameter at breast
height; Canopy Closure classifications: S:Sparse Cover (10-24o/o canopy-closure) p: Open cover (25-39%
canopy closure); M: Moderate cover (40-59% canopy closure); D: Dense cover (60-100;/o 

" opy closure);
Tree size classes: 1 (See.dlingx<1" dbh);2 (Sapling)(l"-5.9" dbh); 3 (pole)(6"-10.1; aUn;; a (Smaìitree)(lt;-
23.9" dbh); 5 (Medium/Large ttee)þ24" dbh); 6 (MultiJayered Tree) [In ppN u"á sv'c1 (Mayer and
Laudenslayer 1988).

2 C^t"gory 1: MIS whose habitat is not in or adjacent to the project area and would not be affected by the project.
Category 2: MIS whose habitat is in or adjacent to project area, but would not be either directþ or indiiectly
affected by the prqect.
Category 3: MIS whose habitat would be either directly or indirectly affected by the project.

The category I MIS whose habitat is not in or adjacent to the project area and will not be
affected by the project includes the fox spaÍow, sooty blue gìorrir and the black-backed
woodpecker. These species will therefore not be discussed fuither in this analysis.

The MIS whose habit¿t would be either directly or indirectly affected by the CD-4 project,
identified as Category 3 and 2 in Table I above, are carried forward in this analysis, whichïili
evaluate the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the proposed action and alternatives on the
habitat of these MIS. The MIS selected for projectlevel MIS analysis for the CD-4 project are:
aquatic invertebrates, greater sage-grouse, yellow warbler, pacific tree frog, mountain quail,
California spotted owl, American marten, northern flying squirrel and hairy woodpecker. Thá
mule deer was selected for analysis as a SSI.

3. Bioregíonal Mon¡toring Requirementsfor MIS Selected for Project-Level
Analysís

3.a. MIS Monitoring RequÍrementò.

The Sierra Nevada Forests Management Indicator Species (SNF MIS) Amendment (USDA
Forest Service 2007a) identifies bioregional scale habit¿t and/or population monitoring for the
Management Indicator Species for ten National Forests, including the Inyo NF (USDÁ Forest
Service 2007a). The habitat andlor population monitoring requirernents fôr Inyo NF,s MIS are
described in the Sierra Nevada Forests Bioregional Management Indicator Species (SNF
Bioregional MIS) Reporl (USDA Forest Service 2008) and are summarized below for the MIS
being analyzed for the CD-4 Project. The applicable habitat and/or population monitoring results
are described in the SNF Bioregional MIS Report (USDA Forest Service 2008) ánd are
summarized in Section 5 below for the MIS being analyzedfor the CD-4 project.

Habitat monitoring at the bioregional scale is identified for all the habitats and ecosystem
components, including the following analyzed for the CD-4 Project: sagebrush and late- seral
closed canopy coniferous forest.

6 of20 8/16/10
Snags in Green Forest Medium and large snags in

green forest
hairy woodpecker
Picoides villosus 2

Snags in Burned Forest Medium and large snags in
burned forest (stand-
replacing fire)

black-backed
woodpecker
Picoides arcticus

1

Sagebrush Sagebrush (SGB) Mule deer*
Odocoileus hemionus J
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Population monitoring at the bioregional scale for mule deer, yellow warbler, Pacific tree frog,

mountain quail, California spotted owl, American marten, northern flying squirrel, and hairy

woodpecker. Distribution population monitoring. Distribution population monitoring consists

of collecting presence data for the MIS across a number of sample locations over time (also see

USDA Forest Service 2001, Appendix E).

3.b. How MIS Monitoring Requirements are Being Met.

Habitat and/or distribution population monitoring for all MIS is conducted at the Sierra Nevada

scale. Refer to the SNF Bioregional MIS Report (USDA Forest Service 2008) for details by

habitat and MIS.

4, Description of Proposed Proiect.

The project includes the construction, operation, and maintenance of the proposed CD-4 Project

to process and transport geothermal fluid in leasos C^II672, CA 11667, and CA 14408 located

within the Inyo National Forest in Section 32, of Township 3 south and Range 27 East,

MDB&M. The Project (location/vicinity Map Figure 1 / Project Map Figure 2) would consist of
the following facilities:

o Geothermal power plant consisting of (2) OEC binary generating units (21.2 MW gross

each) with vaporizers, turbines, generators, air-cooled condensers, preheaters, pumps and

piping, motive fluid (isopentane) storage, a motive fluid vapor recovery system (VRU),

ãnd related ancillary equipment. The gross power generation of the plant would be 42.4

MW from the CD-4 plant. The estimated auxiliary and parasitic loads (power used

within the project for the circulation pumps, fan, well pumps, loss in transformers and

cables) is about 9.4, this providing a net power ouþut of 33 MW'
. Up to 16 wells over the life of the project. Approximately half of the wells would be

production wells and the other half injection wells. The final number of wells would be

determined by modeling and actual drilling results. Two of these wells, 57 -25 and 66-25

are already being used by the existing plants, Each production well would raîge in depth

from 1,600 to 2,000 feet, and new injection wells would be approximately 2,500 feet in

depth. Production wells would be equipped with a downhole pump powered by a surface

electric motor.
¡ Geothennal piping from production wells to the power plant and from the power plant to

the injection wells. Water piping from the Mammoth Lakes water facility to the

geothermal piping near wells 12-31, IZA-3I and 23-31-
. Main pipeline will parallel MPLPs existing Basalt Canyon pipeline through Basalt

Canyon and would cross U.S. 395 either at the same place as the existing pipeline, or

farther north across Los Angeles Department of Water and Power land to access the CD-

4 power plant site.
o Puffips, tanks, valves, controls, flow monitoring and other necessary equipment to the

welli and pipelines. Power and control cables for the wells would either be installed in

above-ground cable trays placed on the pipeline supporters or buried along and adjacent

to the pipeline.
¡ New Substation connected to the Southern Califomia Edison Casa Diablo Substation at

Substation Road with a half mile long 33 kilovolt (kV) transmission line either above
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ground with 66 foot high poles, on the ground, or buried below ground.
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o Aklwater hybrid cooling system for the power plant using either recycled water from the

Mammoth Community Water District (MCWD) wastewater treatment plant, or using

treated brine (geothermal fluid). The first alternative would include installing a water

supply pipeline from the MCV/D treatment plant to the CD-4 plant. The second

alternative would include installing an onsite reverse osmosis system to clean geothermal

fluid. It is possible that Ormat may not proceed with either option and use a dry cooling

system only; this would be decided during the engineering design of the Project.

5. Effects of Proposed Project on the Habitat for the Selected Proiect'Level MIS.

The following section documents the analysis for the following 'Category 3' species greater

sage-grouse and American marten. The analysis of the effects of the CD-4 Project on the MIS

habitat for the selected project-level MIS is conducted at the pro.þ!-scale. The analysis used the

following habitat data: Detailed information on the MIS is documented in the SNF Bioregional

MIS Report (USDA Forest Service 2008), which is hereby incorporated by reference.

Cumulative effects at the bioregional scale are tracked via the SNF MIS Bioregional monitoring,

and detailed in the SNF Bioregional MIS Report (USDA Forest Service 2008).

1 . CDFG 2003; 2. Classification proposed by CDFD 2007; 3. Project Area : Cultural Resources Area of Potentìal Effect

201

11

able 2. Plant Communities a CD-4IV Geothcrmal 0.

Plant
Community

Community
Numberl

Alliance2
Acreage

in Project
Arca3

Project
Component

Approximate
Acrcs of

Disturbance

Big
Sagebrush

35.110.07
Artemisia tridentata-

Pur,çhia tridentate
t37.7

Geothermal
Pipeline

Well pads /
injection sites

Access Roads

Water Pioeline

8.5

20.0

2.0

0.r7

Total Area Bis Saqebrush (acres) 137.7 30.67

Jeffrey Pine
Forest

87.020.26 Pinus Jeffreyi 118

Power Plant

Substation

Pipeline

Transmission
Line

Well pads /
inìection sites

2.2

0.25

3.6

12.l

15.0

Total Area Jeffrey Pine (acres) 118 33.15

Total Area of Plant Communities (acres) 255.7

Total Disturbed Ärea of Plant Communities (acres) 63.82
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Saeebrush Habitat (Greater Sase-Grouse)

Habitat/Sp ecies Relationship.

The greater sage-grouse was selected as the MIS for sagebrush habiøt on the Inyo and Modoc
National Forests. Sage-grouse is dependent on sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) for both food and
cover (Connelly et al. 2004, USFWS 2005). As vegetation in upland sagebrush habitats
desiccate, hens move to more mesic sites, such as riparian, wet meadows, and sagebrush
grasslands, to summer and rear broods (Connelly et al. 2000). Productive nesting habitat
includes sagebrush with horizontal and vertical structural diversity, including sagebrush
generally 30-80cm tall with a canopy of 15-25% and an understory composed of nátive-grasses
and forbs (Connelly et al. 2000). Sage-grouse surveys were conducted within appropriateiabitat
(sagebrush) in the proposed project area, summer 2010 and no signs of ihe ipecies were
observed.

Project-level Effects Analysis - Sagebrush Habitat

Habitat Factor(s) for the Analysis: (l) Acres of sagebrush habiøt (CWHR types SGB
and SLG). (2) Acres with changes in shrub ground cover class (Spart":10-Z4yo;
Open:25-39o/o; Moderute:40-59olo; Dense=60-100 (3) Acres with changes in CWHR
shrub size class [Seedling shrub (seedlings or sprouts <3years); Young shrub (no crown
decadence); Mature Shrub (erown decadence l-25%); Decadent shrub (>25%)1. (4)
Changes in perennial herbaceous understory.

Current Condition of the Habitat Factor(s) in the Project Area: The sagebrush
community is dominated by big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) and bitterbrush(purshia
tridentata) which provide an average oover of approximately 30%o. The total vegetative
cover is approximately 40-50%o.Peremial grasses (approximately 10%) such as
Achnatherum occidentalis, A. Hymenoides, and Leymus cinereus are also present and
sometimes com-prise a significant portion of the total cover (Paulus, 2003,2008). Jeffrey
pine (Pinus jeffreyi) stands occur primarily at the edges of the sagebrush but do .n.rouih
into the sagebrush providing a scattered overstory in some areas.

Alternative A (Proposed Action)

Direct and Indirect Effects to Habitat. Effects to the greater sage-grouse habitat
would include the loss or disturbance of habitat (vegetation) as a result of trenching,
drilling activities and accessing these activity sites. Approximately 137 .7 acres of
sagebrush habitat available for forage and cover is expected to be disturbed as a result of
the proposed construction of four boreholes.

Cumulative Effects to Habitat in the Analysis Area. Cumulative impacts from past,
present and reasonably foreseeable future actions would have impacts on the Àagebrush
plant communþ within the project area. Continued use of the area for geothermal
projects including testing, pumping and plant expansion and development, and
recreational use by forest visitors would expand the impacts to vegetation loss and soil
compaction and erosion. The impacts will reduce the amount of available cover and
forage for the sage grouse and other native plants and wildlife utilizing the project area.

Cumulative Effects Conclusion: Impacts to greater sage-grouse habitat in or

I2
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adjacent to the CD-4 areawould be minimal. Sage-grouse utilization of habitat

in the vicinity of the existing power plant is expected to be minimal, thereby

limiting the potential for conflicts when the geotechnical surveys are conducted in
that area. Approximately 137.7 acres of sagebrush habitat would be impacted as a

result ofthe proposed project.

Summary of Greater Sage-grouse Status and Trend at the Bioregional Scale

The Inyo NF LRMP (as amended by the SNF MIS Amendment) requires bioregional-scale

habitatmonitoring for the greater sage-grouse; hence, the sagebrush effects analysis for the CD-4

Project must be informed by habitat monitoring data. The sections below summarize the habitat

status and trend data for the greater sage-grouse. This information is drawn from the detailed

information on habitat and population trends in the Siena Nevada Forests Bioregional MIS
Report (USDA Forest Service 2008), which is hereby incorporated by reference.

Habitat Status and Trend. There are currently 998,000 acres of sagebrush habitat on

National Forest System lands in the Sierra Nevada. The quality and quantity of
sagebrush habitat have declined for at least the last 50 years throughout the range of the

greater sage-grouse, (Connelly et al. 2000). Within the last decade in the Sierra Nevada,

the habitat quantify trend is essentially stable (within the last decade, only changing from
8%o to 9%o of the acres on National Forest System lands). Current data from California

and the Sierra Nevada indicate that, although habitat quantity and quality has decreased

historically, the current habitat trend for greater sage-grouse in the Sierra Nevada is

stable.

Relationship of Project-Level Habitat Impacts to Bioregional-Scale Greater Sage-grouse

Habitat Trend. In conclusion, the CD-4 Project is not expected to have a significant direct,

indirect or cumulative ef,lect on greater sage-grouse habitat in the project area. The loss of
approximat ely 137 .7 acres of sagebrush habitat will not alter the existing bioregional trend

for sagebrush habitat in the project area nor will it lead to a change in the distribution of greater

sage-grouse across the Sierra Nevada bioregion.

American marten. and northern flYine squirrel)

Habitat/Species Relationship.

California spotted owl. The California spotted owl was selected as an MIS for late seral closed

canopy coniferous forest (ponderosa pine, Sierran mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir) habitat in
the Sierra Nevada. This habitat is comprised primarily of medium/large trees (equal to or

greater than24 inches dbh) with canopy closures above 40o/o withinponderosa pine, Sierran

mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir coniferous forests, and multi-layered trees within ponderosa

pine and Sierran mixed conifer forests. The California spotted owl is strongly associated with
forests that have a complex multi-layered structure, large-diameter trees, and high canopy

closure (CDFG 2005,USFWS 2006). It uses dense, multi-layered canopy cover for roost

seclusion; roost selection appears to be related closely to thermoregulatory needs, and the species

appears to be intolerant of high temperatures (CDFG 2005). Mature, multi-layered forest stands

are required for breeding (Ibid). The mixed-conifer forest type is the predominant type used by

13
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spotted owls in the Sierra Nevada: about 80 percent of known sites are found in mixed-conifer
forest, with 10 percent in red fir forest (USDA Forest Service 2001).

American Marten. The American marten was selected as an MIS for late seral closed canopy
coniferous forest þonderosa pine, Sierran mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir) habitat in the
Sierra Nevada. This habitat is comprised primarily of medium/large trees (equal to or greater
than24 inches dbh) with canopy closures above 40o/o withinponderosa pine, Sierran mixed
conifer, white fir, and red fir coniferous forests, and multi-layered trees within ponderosa pine
and Sierran mixed conifer forests. Martens prefer coniferous forest habitatwith large diameter
trees and snags, large down logs, moderate-to-high canopy closure, and an interspersion of
riparian areas and meadows. Important habitatattributes are: vegetative diversity, with
predominately mature forest; snags; dispersal cover; and large woody debris (Allen 1987). Key
components for westside and eastside marten habitat can be found in the Sierra Nevada Forest
Plan Amendment FEIS (USDA Forest Service 2001), Volume 3, Chapter 3,part 4.4, pages 20-
2t.

Northern flying squirrel. The northern flying squirrel was selected as an MIS for late seral
closed canopy coniferous forest (ponderosa pine, Sierran mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir)
habitat in the Sierra Nevada. This habitat is comprised primarily of medium/large trees (equal
to or greater than24 inches dbh) with canopy closures above 40Yowithinponderosa pine, Sìerran
mixed conifer, white fn, andred fir coniferous forests, and multi-layered trees within ponderosa
pine and Sierran mixed conifer forests. The northern flying squirrel occurs primarily in mature,
dense conifer habitats intermixed with various riparian habitats, using cavities in mature trees,
snags, or logs for cover (CDFG 2005).

Project-level Effects Analysis -Late Seral Closed Canopy Coniferous Forest Habitat.
Habitat Factor(s) for the Analysis: (1) Acres of late seral closed canopy coniferous
forest (ponderosa pine, Sierran mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir) habitat ICWHR
ponderosa pine (PPN), Sierran mixed conifer (SMC), white f,rr (WFR), red fir (RFR), tree
size 5 (canopy closures M and D), and tree size 61.(2) Acres with changes in canopy
closure (D to M). (3) Acres with changes in large down logs per acre or large snags per
acre.

Current Condition of the [Iabitat Factor(s) in the Project Area: There are currently
994,000 acres oflate seral closed canopy coniferous forest (ponderosa pine, Sierran
mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir) habitat on National Forest System lands in the Sierra
Nevada.

Alternative A (Proposed Actionl

Direct and Indirect Effects to Habitat. Effects to the late-seral closed canopy
coniferous forest habitat would include the loss or disturbance of habitat (vegetation) as a
result of tree removal along pipeline route andatwell pad sites. Approximately 33.15
acres oflate-seral closed canopy habitat available for cover, dening and nesting is
expected to be disturbed as a result of the proposed construction of the pipeline and well
pads.

14
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Cumulative Effects to Habitat in the Analysis Area. Impacts to late-seral closed

canopy coniferous forest habitat in or adjacent to the CD-4 area would be minimal.

Spotted owl marten and flying squirrel in the vicinity of the pipeline and well pads

is expected to be minimal, thereby limiting the potential for conflicts during
construction, operation, and maintenance of the wells and pipeline. Approximately

33.15 acres of late-seral closed canopy coniferous forest would be impacted as a

result ofthe proposed project.

Cumulative Effects Conclusion: Impacts to late-seral closed canopy coniferous

forest habitat in or adjacent to the CD-4 proje ct area would be minimal. Spotted owl
marten and flying squirrel utilization of habitat in the vicinity of the proposed well
pads and pipeline is expected to be minimal, thereby limiting the potential for
conflicts during construction, operation and maintenance of the wells and pipeline.

Approximately 33.15 acres of slate-seral closed canopy coniferous forest habitat

would be impacted as a result of the proposed project.

Summary of Status and Trend at the Bioregional Scale

California spotted owl, American marten, and Northern flying squirrel. The Inyo NF

LRMP (as amended by the SNF MIS Amendment) requires bioregional-scale habitat and

distribution population monitoring for the California spotted owl, American marten, and northern

flying squinel; hence, the late seral closed canopy coniferous forest (ponderosa pine, Sierran

mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir) habitat effects analysis for the CD-4 Project must be

informed by both habitat and distribution population monitoring data. The sections below

summarize the habitat and distribution population status and trend dat¿. This information is

drawn from the detailed information on habitat and population trends in the SNF Bioregional

MIS Report (USDA Forest Service 2008), which is hereby incorporated by reference.

Habitat Status and Trend. There are currently 994,000 acres of late seral closed

canopy conifersus forest þonderosa pine, Sierran mixed conifer, white fir, and red fir)
habitat on National Forest System lands in the Sierra Nevada. The trend is slightly
increasing (from TYoto 9% within the last decade on National Forest System lands).

Population Status and Trend - California spotted owl. California spotted owl has

been monitored in California and throughout the Sierra Nevada through general surveys,

monitoring of nests and territorial birds, and demography studies (Verner et al. 1992;

USDA Forest Service 2001,2004,2006; USFV/S 2006; SierraNevadaResearch Center

2007). Current data at the rangewide, California, and Sierra Nevada scales indicate that,

although there may be localized declines in population trend [e.g., localized decreases in
"lambda" (estimated annual rate of population change)], the distribution of California

spotted owl populations in the Sierra Nevada is stable.

Population Status and Trend - American marten. American marten has been

monitored throughout the Sierra Nevada as part of general surveys and studies from

1996-2002 (Zielinski et al. 2005). Since 2002,the American marten has been monitored

on the Sierra Nevada forests as part of the Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment
(SNFPA) monitoring plan (USDA Forest Service 2005,2006,2007b). Current dataatthe
rangewide, California, and Sierra Nevada scales indicate that, although marten appear to

l5
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be distributed throughout their historic range, their distribution has become fragmented in
the southern Cascades and northern Sierra Nevada, particularly in Plumas County. The
distribution appears to be continuous across high-elevation forests from Placer County
south through the southern end of the Sierra Nevada,

Population Status and Trend - northern flying squirrel. The northern flying squirrel
has been monitored in the Sierra Nevada at various sample locations by live-trapping,
ear-tagging, cameta surveys, snap-trapping, and radiotelemetry: 2002-present on the
Plumas and Lassen National Forests (Sierra Nevada Research Center 2007), and 1958-
2004 throtghout the Sierra Nevada in various monitoring efforts and studies (see USDA
Forest Service 2008, Table NOFLS-IV-1). These data indicate that northern flying
squirrels continue to be present at these sample sites, and current data atthe rangewide,
California, and Sierra Nevada scales indicate that the distribution of northern flying
squirrel populations in the Sierra Nevada is stable.

Relationship of Project-Level Habitat Impacts to Bioregional-Scale Trends.

California spotted owl. In conclusion the CD-4 Project is not expected to have a significant
direct, indirect or cumulative effect on spotted owl habitat in the p¡oject area. The loss of
approximately 33. 1 5 acres of late-seral closed canopy coniferous forest habitat will not alter the
existing bioregional trend in the project area nor will it lead to a change in the distribution of
spotted owl across the Sierra Nevada bioregion.

American marten. In conclusion the CD-4 Proiect is not expected to have a significant direct,
indirect or cumulative effect on American marten habitat in the project area. The loss of
approximately 3 3 . I 5 acres of late-seral closed canopy coniferous forest habitat will not alter the
existing bioregional trend in the project area nor will it lead to a change in the distribution of
American marten across the Sierra Nevada bioregion.

Northern flying squirrel. ln conclusion the CD-4 Project is not expected to have a significant
direct, indirect or cumulative effect on Northern fllng squirrel habitat in the project area. The
loss of approximately 33.15 acres of late-seral closed canopy coniferous forest habitatwill not
alter the existing bioregional trend in the project area nor will it lead to a change in the
distribution of Northern flying squirrel across the sierra Nevada bioregion.

Species of Special Interest
Sasebrush Habitat (Mule Deer)

Habitaf Species Relationship.

The mule deer was selected for sagebrush habitat as a SSL Mule deer range and habitat includes
coniferous forest, foothill woodland, shrubland, grassland, agricultural fields, and suburban
environments (CDFG 2005). Many mule deer migrate seasonally between higher elevation
summer range and low elevation winter raîge (Ibid). Mule deer surveys were conducted in the
summer, 2010, throughout the proposed project area andmule deer tracks and other sign were
uncommonly observed.

Project-level Effects Analysis - Sagebrush Habitat

Habitat Factor(s) for the Analysis: (1) Acres of sagebrush habitat (CWHR types SGB and
SLG). (2) Acres with changes in shrub ground cover class (Spars e:10-24Yo; Oper=25-39yo;

I
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Moderate:40-59%;Dense:60-100%) (3) Acres with changes in CWHR shrub size class

fSeedling shrub (seedlings or sprouts <3years); Young shrub (no crown decadence); Mature

Shrub (crown decadence l-25%); Decadent sbrub (>25%)l (4) Changes in perennial

herbaceous understory.

Current Condition of the Habitat Factor(s) in the Project Area: The mule deer is no

longer identifîed as a MIS by the Inyo National Forest but is still recognized as a SSI and so

is considered here for sagebrush habitat on the Inyo National Forest.

The Jeffrey Pite Qtinus jeffreyi) forest accounts for approximately 80 percent of the tree

canopy in the project arca and individual trees average 30 feet in height and 14 inches in

diameter-at-breast-height (dbh). Singleleaf pinyon (Pinus monophylla) and mountain juniper

(Juniperus grandis) are minor canopy components with an average of 20Yo, within the

project area. Jeffrey pine is common and widespread in the landscape surrounding the

project area. (Paulus 2009)

The forest contains a shrubby understory of primarily big sagebrusb (Artemisia tridentata)

and antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), that rarely comprises more than 10 percent of
total cover. Grass is sparse in the understory and consists of western needlegrass

(Achnatherum occidentale) andsquirreltail grass(Elymus elymoides). ln areas of disturbed

soil the non-native annual cheat grass (Bromus tectorum) is dominant.

Alternative A (Proposed Actionl

Direct and Indirect Effects to Habitat. Trenching, drilling and site access activities

may affect mule deer habitat with the disturbance of 976 square feet of sagebrush habitat.

Invasive, non-¡rative and noxious weeds that established populations in previously

undisturbed sites, within the project area, would impact the quality of the sagebrush

habitat.

Cumulativc Effects to Habitat in thc Analysis Area. Cumulative impacts from past,

present and reasonably foreseeable future actions would have impacts on the sagebrush

plant community within the project area. Continued use of the area for geothermal

projects including testing, pumping and plant expansion and development, and

recreational use by forest visitors would expand the impacts to vegetation loss and soil

compaction and erosion. The impacts will reduce the amount of available cover and

forage to the sage grouse and other native plants and wildlife utilizingthe project area.

Cumulative Effects Conclusion: The disturbance of approximately 976 square feet

of sagebrush habitat, as a result of this project) relative to the tens of thousands of
acres available on a landscape scale would not change the existing trend in the

habitat.

summary of Mule Deer status and Trend at the Bioregional scale

Habitat Status and Trend. There are currently 998,000 acres of sagebrush habitat on

National Forest System lands in the Sierra Nevada. The quality and quantity of sagebrush

habitathave declined for at least the last 50 years. Within the last decade in the Sierra

Nevada, the habitat quantity trend is essentially stable (within the last decade, only changing

from 8% to 9%o of the acres on National Forest System lands). Current data from California

I7
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and the Sierra Nevada indicate that, although habitat quantity and quality has decreased
historically, the current habitat trend for mule deer in the Sierra Nevada is stable.

Population Status and Trend. The mule deer has been monitored in the Sierra Nevada at
various sample locations by herd monitoring (spring and fall) and hunter survey and
associated modeling (CDFG 2007). California Department of Fish and Game (COfC¡
conducts surveys of deer herds in earþ spring to determine the proportion of fawns that have
survived the winter, and conducts fall counts to determine herd composition (CDFG 2007).
This information, along with prior year harvest information, is usedio estimate overall herd
size, sex and age rations, and the predicted number of bucks available to hunt (ibid). These
data indicate that mule deer continue to be present across the Sierra Nevada, and current data
atthe rangewide, California, and Sierra Nevada scales indicate that, although there may be
localized declines in some herds or Deer Assessment Units, the distribution of mule deer
populations in the Sierra Nevada is stable.

Relationship of Project-Level Habitat Impacts to Bioregional-Scale Mule I)eer Trend. In
conclusion the CD-4 Project is not expected to have a significant direct, indirect or cumulative
effect on mule deer habitat in the project area. The disturbance to approxim ately 976 square feet
of sagebrush habitat will not alter the existing bioregional hend for sagebrush naUitat nor will it
lead to a change in the distribution of mule deer across the Sierra Neváda bioregion.
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To: Steven Kerns
Wildlands Resou¡ce Managers June 18, 2001
P.O. Box 102
Round Mourtain, CA 96084

From: Jim Paulus
Consuiting Botanist, EMA Associates
PO Box 244
Bishop, CA 93515

RE: Plant communities found at the Basalt Canyon Geothermal Exploration Survey Area

Dea¡ Mr. Kerns,

I am writing to inform you of results of botanical survey work I have recently completed
within the approximately 800 acre Basalt Canyon geothermal exploration area of the proposed

Mam¡noth Pacific Geothermal Project, The botanical stwey was performedto determine the
presence or absence of sensitive plant species. All of the land surveyed is located west of
Highway 395 north of the Highway 203 exit, nea¡ the Town of Mam¡noth Lakes, Mono County,
Califomia and is administered by the Inyo National Forest.

Great Basin Mixed Scrub and Jeffrey Pine Forest plant communities were fou¡rC ,¡n

currently undeveloped, rolling hills and steep slooes, crossed by many dirt roads and bicycle
t¡ail;. "Mu¡phy Ûuìch", ¿:¡. spt¡-iìiú¡ôi ¡sv,¡.ì1cha.:,c-.,.**ieis i-iigl',;";2û3 nç* ;e southem
edge of the survey area (Figure l). No other hydrologic features (streams, seeps, wet meadows)
were encountered. My survey strategy was floristic, striving to identiff every species occurring
along the tansects. I have attached a list of the species for.¡nd.

Typical dominants of the Great Basin Mixed Scrub were found at high frequencies at

lower elevations, especially big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata), antelope bush (Pzrsåia
tridentata), while tobacco brush (Ceanothus velutinzs) and manzanita (Arctostaphylos
nevadensis and A. patula) were resticted to patches on the steep slopes of the ridge west of
Highway 395. Dominance by,4. tridentata was usually 60-800/o, a¡rd scn¡b height averaged I m.
Perennial grasses (Achnatherum hymenoides, A. occidentalis, A. nevadensis, and Leymus
cinereus) make up a significant percentage of the Mixed Scrub cover. Riparian vegetation was

not found where Murphy Gulch (a conduit for runofffrom impervious surfaces in Mammoth
Lakes, upstream) bisected rolling hills dominated by Great Basin Mixed Scrub. However, a few
patches of pine, and thick but small stands of shn¡bs such as bitter cherry (Prunus emarginata),
were present to provide cover for animals. Deer sign was relatively profrrse along the length of
the Gulch.

Forest canopy cover is nearly monospecific Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyi) at lower
elevations. On steeper slopes nea¡ the ridge line west of Highway 395, white hr (Abies concolor),
pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla), a¡d juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) are mixed into the Forest
canopy. Forest floor cover consisting of sometimes dense perennial grasses (mostly Poa
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wheeleri) and snowbe rry (Synphoricarpos rotundifolia) was for¡nd to be widespread. Habitat

in

Buckwheat Scrub, was found on these dry steep slopes. The frequency of the browse species p.
tridentata occasionally increases to> 9}%o,and these areas v/ere associated with high 

'se 
by

m¡le deer' Patches of desert peach (Prunus øndersonií) showed simila¡ relatively ttigtt *"g! Uy
oeer.

I did not see a lot of sign of deer use in Scrub-covered lower slopes cental to the Basalt
Canyon study area. I saw about 15 deer during the 8 days I have spent on site, all in M'rphyGulch, n lowe¡ slopes, and in hear.y scrub cover on higher slópes. I
did not study area at the time of the survey. I believe the nea¡estsurface of Highway 203. Ground squinels are common in Mgrphy

led hawks on several consecutivc days nea¡ the rocky outtrãp
395. smaller migratory birds were the only other wildlife

I hope this helps with you wildlife assessment. Call me at (760) 873-8516 if you have
any questions.

Yous truly,

James R Paulus, Ph.D.

cc. Dwight Ca,rey
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Pl¡nt F¡¡nlll¡¡ ¡nd Spoclc¡ Scrub Forcst Dllurbod

Bofeginacea€

C ry pt anth a circ u m s c i s s a
C ry ptanth a co nlert ito I i a
Cryptantha echinella
Cryptantha micrantha

Brôsr¡c€cr¡c

Anbis holboallil vaî. retfofracta
Arabis inyoensis
fuabis platysperma va:'.. plagsperma
Anbis pube¡ala
Araþis pulchra var. pulchra
Arabís sparu¡f,ora var. sparsif,ora
D e scura in ia califomica
Descunínia sophía .
Erysimum capitatum ssp. capitatum
Lepiclium ddsillorum vat. macrocarpum
The I ypod i u m m i llellorum

Caprifoliaccac

Symphorícarpos rotundilolius var. parishii
Symphoricarpos,þhrndifoûas var. rotunditotius

Caryophy,lleccae

Stellaria borealis ssp. s¡tct¡ana

Chenopod'nceac

Cheno podi um ambrosioides
Chenopodium follosum
Cheno podi um pratericola
Grayía sprnosa
Sa/so/a tagus

Ericacaa

Arcl o st a ph y I os ne yadensis
Arclostaphylos patula

Fabaceae

Astragalus purshii
Lupinus albicaulis
Lupinus andersonii
Lupinus argenteus v ar. heteranthus
Lupinus b¡color
Trilolium anderson¡¡ var. beattyae

Fagaceae

Chrysole pis sem pervirens

Genniaccac

Erodium cicutarium

jtp4-2.x1; â/1&{,1
Jamcs R. Paulus, Ph-D.

NAH

NPH

NAH

NAH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NAH

IAH

NBH

NBH

NBH

NS

NS

NPH

IAH

IAH

NAH

NS

IAH

NS

NS

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NAH

NPH

NS

IAH

I
x
x
x

,x x
X¡

XMG

x
x
x
X¡
I¡
x

XMG

x

x
x
x

x
xPo

x

xFu

Bosatt Canyon Goothcrmal Sulcys
Sonsiffur Spoebs Scerc/r

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Usl of planl sP€c¡!6 occurring in the arca ol the B¡salt Canyon Gcothcrmal E¡gloratlon. Hlbit summarizcs thc arwvth form
of ¡ach spcciês. Plants occuncd in one of four habihts. Habit codæ aru dcflncd bclov¡.

Occunence in Study Area
Scrub For:l DllurbcdPl¡nt Fam¡lhr end

Cupressaceae

Juniprus ocîidental¡s

Dqoptcridaccac

Woodsia oregana

Plnacæc

Abíes concolor
Pinus contofta ssp. munayana
Pinus llexilis (?, 1 ind.)
Pinus jeffreyi
Pinus monophylla

Dklots

Amannlhaceae

Am a ranth u s ca lifom ic us

Apiaccae

Cymopterus terebinthin us val. petaeus

Asteracæ!

Achillea míllefolíum
,ê.9..":- gleuce var. le;lni¿ia
Agosenls ret¡orsa
Ambrosia acanthicarpa
Artemisia cana ssp. bolancleri
Artemisia douglasiana
Añemisia tridentata
Aster ascondens
Chaenaclis íevioicles
Chrysothamnus neuseosus
Chrysothamn us patryi ssp. nevadensis
C h ry soth a m n u s t eretilo li u s
Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus ssp, puôerulus
Chrysothamn us viscid¡florus ssp. vì scidiftorus
Crepis acuminata
M achaeranthera canescens ver. canescens
Rigiopappus le ptoclad us
Senecio aronicoides
Senecio integenimus var. exaltatus
Stephanomeria paniculata
Stephanameria spinosa
Tetndymia canescerTs
Tragopogon dubius
Wyethia moll¡s

jrya_2.xls il1ùO1
J¿mcs R. Paulus, Ph D.

NT

H¡bit

NPH XMG

XMG

XMG

x

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT
x
x

NAH

NPH

NPH

Ì\PH

NPH

NAH

NS

NPH

NS

NPH

NAH

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NPH

NPH

NAH

NPH

NPH

NAH

NPH

NS

t8H

NPH

x

Yt,lG

x

x
XMG

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

XMG

XMG

x
x
x

x

XFU

xPo

Sasalt Canyon Geothcmat Suvcys
SâasúVc Spcabs Seelic,rr

l

L
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Grocsuh¡laceae

Ribes cereum vat. cereum

Hydrophyllacca€

Nama aretioidas var. multif,orum
Nama califomicum
Nama rothrockii
Phacelia bicolor
Ph acelia vall is+nort aa
Phacelia glandulifera
Phacalia hastata ssp. hasfafa
Phacelia sp.

Lamhceac

Monardella odoratissima ssp, odorafissima

Loeseccae

Mentzelia congesta
Mentzelia dispersa
Menâelia veatchiana

Onagnccae

Gayophytum diffusum ssg. parviflorum

Papave.nceae

Argemone mínuta

Polernonncaae

Allophyllum gilioides
Gilia brecciarum ssp. brecciarum
Eríastrum sparsif,orum
Leptodaclylon pungens
Unanthus nuttallli ssp. puôescens
Phlox cpndensata
Phlox gncilís
Phlox stansburyi

Pol)€onaceâr

Eriogonum maculatum
Eriogonum ovalifolium
Eriogonum paríshii
Eriogonum umbellatum
Eriogonum umbellatum var. nevadense
Polygonum arenas'trum
Potygonum polygaloides
Rumex cnspus

Portulacaceae

C a ly ptridi u m mo no spe rm u m
Calyptridium umbellatum

jtp4_2 xß AlgO1
Jamcs R. Paulus. Ph.D.

NS

NAH

NAH

NPH

NAH

NAH

NAH

NPH

NAH

NPH

NAH

NAH

NAI{

NAH

NPH

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

NAH X

NAH X

NAH X

NPH X

NPH X

NSx
NAH XMG
NPH X

NAH

NPH

NAH

NS

NS

IAH

NAH

IPH

NPH

NPH

x
x
x
x
x

x
XMG

XX
x

Easalt Canyon Gcolhomat Suvcys
Sonstyc Spcøcs Scarclr
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Rh¡mnaccac

Ceanothus velutínus
Rhamnus sg.

Ranulrculaceac

Delphinium cÍ. pañshü

Roracæc

Amelanchier ufaåensÅs
Holodiscus miæophyllus var. miaophyttus
Prunus andersoni¡
Pntnus emüginata
Rosa woodsii' Purshia trídentata var- tridentata

Rublaccac

Galium muttillorum
Kelloggia gatioides

Scrophuhriaceac

C astilleja angu stilotia
Mímulus nanus
Orthocarpus luteus
Pe nstemon azure us var. angusfissimus
Penstemon ¡ostrillorus
Veñascum fáapsus

Sohnaceao

Chamaesaracha nana
Nîcotiana acuminata var. muttillon

Viobc¿ae

Viola purpurea .tsp. venosa

NS

NS

NPH

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

x
Ix

x
I
r
x

NPH X

NPH x

NPH X

NAH X

NPH X

NPH X

NPH x
IBH XMG

NPH X

IAH
x

xFu

Monocots

Cyperaceae

Carex douglasii
Carex midþptera
Carex raynoldsiî
Cyperus laevígatus

Juncaceag

Juncus mexicanus

Lil¡aceae

Ail¡um atrorubens var. aistatum
Calochortu s teichilinii

jtp4_2.xß 6/1&O1
Jamcs R. Paulus, Ph.D.

NPH

NPGL X

NPGL XMG
NPGL

NPGL

NPGL

NPGL

NPGL

XFU

IPO

XMG

x
Easalt Canyon Gcotl,lllmtt Suloys

Scas/ffye Spcøcs Sorc/r
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Poae¡ae

Ac hn athe rum h yme noi cl e s
Achnatherum nevadons,s
Achnatherum occidentalis ssp. califombum
Achnatheram ocridentalis ssp. puDescuns
Agroppn desertorum
Bromus laevipes
Bromus madrÌtensis ssp. ruDens
Bromus suksdorfri
B¡omus tec'torum
Cynodon clactylon
Daclylis glomenta
Elymus elymoides ssp. etymoides
Hespercstipa comata ssp. comafa
Hordeum bnchyantherum ssp. bnchyantherum
HoÉeum jubatum
Leymus c¡nereus
Leymus tritîcoides
Melica stñda
M uhlenbergia richardsonis
Poa fendleriana ssp. longilígula
Poa palustris
Poa pra,tens¡s

Poa wheelerí
Pseudoroegneria s,picata ssp. spicafa

key to growth habit codes:

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

IPG

NPG

IAG

NPG

IAG

IPG

IPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

NPG

IPG

IPG

NPG

NPG

A annual
g biennial
G grass
GL grass-like
x herb
Hs half-shrub
r introduced
t¡ native
e perennial
s shrub

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

XMG

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
XMG

x

XMG

x

x
xFo

x

xPO

key to occunence codes: Mc
FU

PO

restricted to channel at Murphy Gulch
restricted to disturbed fumarole areas
resricted to disturbed ponding basin
at e¡lreme easlem tip of suNey area

jrp4-2 xts ill8ñl
Jamcs R. Paulus. Ph.D.

Basalt Canyon Gd'othcmal Su|cys
Sonsúyc Spccjcs Scarcâ
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HabitatartdManagement

SAGE CROUSE MANACEMENT

Cuiclelines to manage sage grouse
populations and their habitats

Jolm W Connelly, Michael A. Schroeder, Alan R. Sands, and
Clait E. Braun

Abstract The status of sage grouse populations and habitats has been a concern to sportsmen and
biologists for >80 years. Despite management and research efforts that date to the 1930s,
breeding populations of this species have declined throughout much of its range. ln May
'l 999, the western sage Brouse (C. urophasianus phaios) in Washington was petitioned for
listing under the Endangered Species Act because of population and habitat declines (C.
Warren, United States Fish and Wildlife Service, personal communication). Sage grouse
populations are allied closely with sagebrush (Artemisia spp.). Despite the well-known
importance of this habitat to sage grouse and other sagebrush obligates, the quality and
quantity of sagebrush habitats have declined for at least the last 50 years. Braun et al.
(1977) provided guidelines for maintenance of sage grouse habitats. Since publication of
those guidelines, much more information has been obtained on sage grouse. Because of
continued concern about sage Brouse and their habitats and a significant amount of new
information, the Western States Sage and Columbian Sharp-tailed Crouse Technical Com-
mittee, under the direction of the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, request-
ed a revision and expansion of the guidelines originally published by Braun eI al, (1977).
This paper summarizes the current knowledge of the ecology of sage grouse and, based on
this information, provides guidelines to manage sage grouse populations and their habitats.

Key words Artemisia, Centrocercus urophasianus, guidelines, habitat, management, populations,
sage Brouse/ sagebrush

The status of sage grouse populations and habi-
tats has been a concern to spo¡tsmen and biologists
for >80 years (Ilornaday l)16, Patterson 1952,
Autenrieth 1981). Despite management and
research efforts that date to the 1930s (Girard
L937), breeding populations of this species have
declined by at least 17-47% throughout much of its
range (Connelly and Braun 1997). In May 1999,rt:le
westem sage grouse (C. uropltøsianus pbaios) in
\ùf'ashington .was petitioned for listing under the

Endangered Species Á.ct because of population and
habitat declines (C. W'arren, United States Fish and
'SØildlife Service, personal cornmunication).

Sage grouse populations are allied closely with
sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) habitats Gatterson
L952, Braun et al. L977, Braun 198f. The depend-
ence of sage grouse on sagebrush for winter habitat
has been well documented @ng and Schladweiler
7972, Beck 1975, Beck 1977, Robertson i991)
Similarly, the relationship between sagebrush

Address for John W Connelly: ldaho Department of Fish and Came, 'l 345 Ba¡ton Road, Pocatello, lD 83204, USA; e-mail:
JCsagegrouse@gateway.net. chroeder: Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, P.O. Box 1077,
Bridgeport, WA 98813, US ds: Bureau of Land Management, 1387 S. Vinnell Way, Boise, lD A:ZOg,
1657, USA; present address 2404 Bank Dr¡ve, Suite 314, Boise, lD 83705, USA. Address for Clait E

Braun: Colorado Division o ch Center,3iT W. Prospect Road, Fort Collins, CO 80526, USA; present
address: Crouse 1nc,5572 North Ventana Vista Road, Tucson, AZ 8575O-72O4,U9A.

Wildlifc Society ßullelin 2000, 2B(4): 967 -gïs Peer ecliteri
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Sage grouse on a nest w¡th good shrub and herbaceous cover.
The nest was successful

habitats aîd s ge grouse nest success has been
described thoroughly (Klebenow 1969, WaUestad

and Pyrah t974,WîkJrinen 1990, Connelly et al
199I, Gregg et 

^l 
1994). Despite the well-known

importance of this habitat to sage grouse and other
sagebrush obligates @raun et al. 1976, Saab and
Rich 199Ð, the quaLty and quantity of sagebrush
habitats have declined for at least the last 50 years
(Brann etaL.1976, Braun 1987, Swenson eiaL1987,
Connelly and Bral.n 1997).

B¡aun et al. (1977) provided guidelines for main-
tenance of sage grouse habitats Since publication
of those guidelines, much more information has

been obtained on relative size of sagebrush habitats
used by these grouse (Connelly 1p82, Connelly et
al. 1988,Wakkinen et al. 1992),seasonal use of sage-

brush habitats @enson et 
^1. 

1991., Connelly et al
1991), effects of insecticides on sage grouse @lus
et al. 1989), importance of herbaceous cover in
breeding habitat Qvakkinen 1990, Connelly et al
L99I, Gregg 1991, Bamett and Crawford l994,Dn¡
et al. 1994a, Gregg et 

^1. 
1994), and effects of fire on

their habitat Qlulet 1983; Bensorl et al. I99l;

Robertson 1991; Fischer 1994; Frr,chLe-r et al. 7996a,
t997; P1.le and Crawford 1996; Connelly et al.
ZOOOb). Because ofcontinued concem about sage
grouse and thei¡ habitats and a significant amount
of new information, the Western States Sage and
Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse Technical Com-
mittee, under the direction of the .Westem

Association of Fish and tùlildlife Agencies, requested
a revision and expansion of the guidelines original-
ly published by Braun et al. (197 7). This paper sum-
marizes the cu¡rent knowledge of the ecology of
sage grouse and, based on this information, pro-
vides guidelines to manage sage grouse populations
and their habitats.

Population biology
Seøsonal mouements a.nd lJome ra.nge

Sage grouse display 
^vatiefy 

of annual migratory
patterns Geck 1975, Wallestad 1975, Hulet 1983,
Berry and Eng 1985, Connelly et al lp88,Wakkinen
1990, Fischer 1994). Populations may have: 1) dis-
tirict wiriter, breeding, and srünmer arets;2) distinct
suûrmer areas and integrated winter and breeding
reas;3) distinct winter areas and integrated breed-
ing and suûrmer areas; or 4) well-integrated season-
al habitats (nonmigratory populations) Seasonal
movements between distinct seasonal ranges may
exceed 75 krn (Dalke et ¡l 7963, Connelly et al.
1988), which complicates attempts to define popu-
lations. Thus, Connelly et al. (1988) suggested that
sage grouse populations be defìned on a temporal
and geographic basis. Because of differences in sea-

sonal movements among populations (Dalke et al.
1963, ìù/atlestad 1975, Connelly er al. 1988, Wak-
kinen 1990),3 types ofsage grouse populations can

iîd

I
t

Sage grouse on a nest with poor shrub and herbaceous cover
This nest was unsuccessful. Photo by Jena Hickey.
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Sage grouse on winter range. Note the relatively sparse cover;
without snow, the canopy cover of sagebrush in this area
exceeds 2ook

be defined: 1) nonmigratory, grouse do not make
long-distance movements (i.e, >10 km one way)
beñveen or among seasonal ranges; 2) one-stage
migratory, grouse move between 2 distinct season-

^l 
ranges; 

^ttd 
3) 2-stage migratory grouse move

among 3 distinct seasonal ranges Within a given
geographic afea, especially summer range, there
may be birds that belong to more than one of these
types of populations

On an annual basis, migratory sage grouse popu-
lations may occupy aÍe,as tlrrt exceed 2,7O0 kmz
QInlet l993,Leonard et al. 2000) During.winter,
Robertson (199L) reported that migratory sage
grouse in southeastern Idaho made mean daily
movements of 752 m and occupied an area >I4O
km2. For a nonmigratory poprìlation in Montana,
'$l'allestad (1975) reported that winter home range
size ranged from 11 to 31 km2. During surnmerj
migratory sage grouse in Idaho occupied home
ranges of 3 to 7 km2 (Connelly and Markham 1983,
Gates 1983),

Despite large annual movementsJ sage grouse
have high fidelity to seasonal ranges (Keister and
Willis 1986, Fischer er" Ll 1993) Females retuffr to
the same 

^rea 
to nest each year (Fischer et al L993)

^nd 
rî y nest within 200 m of thei¡ previous year's

nest (Gates 7983, Lyon2OOO).

Suruiuøl
lù(/allestad (1975) reported that annual survival

rates for yeading and adult female sage grouse were
35 a¡d 4O%, respectively, for poncho-tagged birds.
However, Zablan(1993) reported that survival rates
for banded year1tng and adult females in Colorado
were similar and averaged 55%; survival rates for

Sa¡4e grouse management . Connelly et al. 969

yearling and adult males differed, averaging 52 and
38%, respectively In Idaho, annual survival of male
sage grouse ranged from 46 to 54% and female sur-
vival from 68 r.o 85% (Connelly et aL 7994). Lower
survival rates for males may be related to physio-
logical demands because of sexual dimorphism and
grealet predation rates (Swenson 1986).

Reþroduction
Bergerud (1988) suggested that mosr female

tetfaonids nest as yearlings. ,{lthough essentially all
female sage grouse nested in Washington
(Schroeder 7997), Cornelly et al. (1993) reporred
that in Idaho up to 45% of yeading and22% of adult
female sage grouse do not nest each year. Gregg
(1991) indicated that, of 119 females monitored
through the breeding season in eastem Oregon,26
(22'/ù did not nest However, Coggins (1998)
reported a 99% nest fuútiation tafe for 3 years for
the same population in Oregon. The di_fferences
may be related to improved range condition that
resr¡lted i¡ better nutritional status of pre-laying
hens @amett and Craw{ord 1994)

Estimates of sage gfouse fìesf success throughout
the species' range vary from 12 fo 86% (Trueblood
7954, Grcgg 1991, Scfuoeder et al. 1999) Nest suc-
cess also may v^ry on an arìnual trasis (Schroeder
1997, Sveum et al. 7998a). Vallestad and Pyrah
(197 4) observed greater nest success by adults than
yearlings. However, significant differences in nest
success between age groups have not been report-
ed in other studies (Connelly et 

^1.7993, 
Schroeder

1997).
Clutch size of sage grouse is extremely variable

and relativell' low compared to other species of
gamebirds (Edminster 7954, Schroeder 1997)
Average clutch size for fi¡st nests varies from 6 0 to

.I

.'¡,b
{- 'E ü,

i
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Sage grouse nest Photo by lena Hickey
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9.5 throughout the species'range (Sveum 1995,
Sch¡oeder 1997), Greatest and least average clutch
sizes have been reported in S7ashington (Sveum
1995, Sch¡oeder 1997).

Renesting by sage grouse varies regionally from
<2O% @atterson 1952, Eng 7963, Hulet 1983,
Connelly et al.1993) to >80% (Schroeder 199Ð
Despite regional variation, differences in renesting
rates due to age have not been documented
(Connelly et aI.1993, Schroeder 1997). Because of
va¡iation in nest initiation, success, and renesting
rates, the proportion of females successfully hatch-
ing a brood va¡ies between 15 and 70% (Wallestad
and Pytah 1974, Gregg et al. L994). Despite this
variation, sage grouse generally have low reproduc-
tive rates and high annual survival compared to
most gallinaceous species (Zrblan 1993, Connelly
et aL L994, Connelly and B¡atn 1997, Schroede¡
1997, Schroeder et al.1999).

Little information has been published on mortali-
ty ofjuvenile sage grouse o¡ the level ofproduction
necessary to maintairi a stable population. Among
western states, long-terrn ratios have varied from
7.4O to 2.96 juvernles/hen in the fall; since 1985
these ratios have ranged from l.2l to 2.79
(Connelly and Braun 199'D. Ävailable data suggest
that a ratio >2.25 jtJ¡r,enlJles/hen in the fall should
result in stable to increasing sage grouse popula-
tions (Connelly and Braun

ing habitat. Although the lek may be an approxi-
mate center of annual ranges for nonmigratory pop-
rfations @ng and Schladweile¡ 1972, Wallesttd, and,
Pytah 197 4,Wallestad and Schladweiler 197 4), this
may not be the case for migratory populations
(Connelly et al. l988,Wakkinen et al. 1992). Avenge
distances between nests and nearest leks vary from
LI to 6.2 km, but distance from lek of female cap
ture to nest may be >20 km (Autenrieth 1981,
Vakkinen et al. 1992, Fischer L994, }Ianf et al. 7994,
Lyon 2000). Nests are placed independenr of lek
location @radbury et al. 1989, W'akkinen et al.
r992)

Habiøts used by preJaying hens also are part of
the breeding habitat. These areas should provide a
diversity of forbs high in calcium, phosphorus, and
protein; the condition of these areas rniry greatly
affect riest initiation late, clutch size, and subse-
quent reproductive success @amett and Craçford
1994,Cogg:ns 1998).

Most sage grouse nests occur under sagebrush
@atters on 1 9 5 2, Glll 19 65, Gray L9 67, W a\estz¡d, and
Pyrah 7974),but sage grouse will nest r¡nder orher
plant species (Klebenow 1969, Connelly et^1.799I,
Grcggl99l,Sveum etal. 1998ø). However, grouse
nesting under sagebrush experience greater nest
success (53Yù than those nesting under other plant
species (22%, Connelly et î1. L99l).

L997, Edelmann et al.
1998).

Habitat
fequirements

Breeding bøbitats
Leks, or breeding dis-

play sites, typically occur
in open areas surounded
by sagebrush @atterson
1952, Gtn 1965); these
sites include, but are not
limited to, landing strips,
old lakebeds, low sage-

brush flats and ridge tops,
roads, cropland, and
burned areas (Connelly et
a.l. 1981, Gates 1985).
Sage grouse males appear
to form leks opportunisti-
cally at sites within or
adjacent to potential nest-

Colo. 52

rd.

rd 58-79
td. 71

rd.

rd 61

rd

rd. 69

Mont. 40
Oreg. 80

Oreg.

Wash.

Wash

Wyo. 36
Wyo. 29
Wyo. 31

Wyo. 33

Petersen 1 980

Klebenow 1 969
Autenríeth 1981

Wakkinen 1990

Connelly et al. 1991

Fischer 1 994

Klott et al. 1993

Apa 1 998

Wallefad i 975

Keister and Willis 1986

Cregg I99.1

Schroeder 1 995

Sveum et al. 1 998a

Pafterson 1 952
Heath et al.1997
Holloran 1999

Lyon 2000

Table I Habitat characteristics associated with sage grouse nest sites

Sagebrush Crass

State Heighta(cm) Coverage (%) b Heigh(cm) Coverage(%) c Reference

15

22

1 5-32
19

27

20

24
20
19

24

25

26

18

19-23
22
1 5-30
34

14

4

3-1 0
ao

30

15

9-32
51

32

9

5

11

15

18

21

a Mean height of nest bush
b Mean canopy coverage of the sagebrush surrounding the nest
c Some coverage estimates may include both grasses and forbs.
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Mean height of sagebrush most commonly used
by nesting grouse ranges lrom 29 to 8O cm (Iable
1), and nests tend to be under the tallest sagebrush
within a stand (Keister and Willis 1986, Wakkinen
199o,Apa 1998). In general, sage grouse nests are
placed under shrubs having larger canopies and
more gfound andlatenl cover as well as in stands
with more shrub canopy cover than at random sites

QVakkinen 1990, Fischer 1994, F{eatlr et 
^1. 

1997,
Sveum et al. 7998a, }Idlora¡ 1999). Sagebrush
cover near the nest site was greater around suc-

cessful riests than unsuccessfi-rl nests in Montana
(Wallestad and Pyrah 1974) and Oregon (Gregg
799L). Wallestad and Pyrah (1974) also indicated
that successñI nests were in sagebrush stands with
greater aveÍage canopy coverage (27%) than those
of unsuccessñf nests (20%o). Gregg (1991) report-
ed that sage grouse nest success varied by cover
type The greatest nest success occurred in a

mountafui big sagebrush (A. t. tridentata uaseJ)ana)
cover type where shrubs 40-80 cm in height had
gteater canopy cover at the site of successful nests
than ^t 

unsuccessful nests (Gregg 1991). These
observations were consistent with the results of an
atiftcial nest study showing greater coverage of
medium-height shrubs improved success of arúft-
cial nests (Delong 7993,DeLongetal. 1995).

Grass height and cover also are important com-
ponents of sage grouse nest sites (Iable 1). Grass

associated with nest sites and with the stand of veg-
etation containing the nest was taller and denser
than grass at random sites (Wakkinen 1990, Gregg
1991, Sveum et al. 1998ø). Grass height at nests
under non-sagebrush plants was gteater (P<0.01)
than that associated with nests under sagebrush,
further suggesting that grass height is an important
laabitat component for nesting sage grouse
(Connelly et al. l99l). Moreover, in Oregon, grass

covef was greatet at successful nests than at unsuc-
cessful nests (Gregg 1991). Grass >18 cm in height
occurring in stands of sagebrush 4O-80 cm tall
¡esulted in lesser nest predationrates than in stands
with lesser grass heights (Gregg et aL. 1994).
Herbaceous cover associated with flest sites may
provide scent,visual, and physical barriers to poten-
tial predators @elong et al. 1995).

Eady brood-rearing areas occur in upland sage-

brush habitats relatively close to nest sites, but
movements of individual broods may vary
(Connelly 1982, Gates 1983). Within 2 days of
hatchirì.g, one brood moved 3.1 km (Gates 1983).
Earþ brood-rearing habitats may be relatively open

Sage grouse manaßement . Connelly et al. 971

As
Radiotelemetry and a pointing dog are used to capture sage
grouse chicks for a research project in southeastern ldaho

(about 14% canopy cover) stands of sagebrush
(Martin 1970,'Wallestad l97l) witt. >15% canopy
cover of grasses and forbs (Sveum et al. I998b, Lyon
2000). Great plant species richness with abundant
forbs and insects characteize brood areas (Dunn
and Braun 1986, Klott and Lindzey 1990, Drut et al.
I994a, Lpa1998). In oregon, diets of sage grouse
chicks included 34 generd of forbs and 4l families
of inverteb¡ates (Drut et 

^1. 
1994b). Insects, espe-

cially ants (ÉIymenopteta) and beetles (Coleop-
tera), are an important component of eady brood-
rearing habitat (Drut et al. 1994b, Fischer et al.

1996a) Ants and beetles occurred more frequent-
ly (P=O.02) at brood-activity centers compared to
nonbrood sites (Fischer et ù. L996a)

Summer -løte brood-re aring babitøts
As sagebrush habitats desiccate, grouse usually

move to more mesic sites duringJune andJuly (Gill
1965, Klebenow 1969, Savage 1969, Connelly and
Markham 1983, Gates 1983, Connelly et al. 1988,
Fischer et al.7996b). Sage grouse broods occupy a

variety of habitats during summer, including sage-

brush (Martin l97O), datively small burned areas

within sagebrush @yle and Crawford 1996), wet
meadows (Savage 1969), farmland, and other iffi-
gated 

^re^s 
adjacent to sagebrush habitats

(Connelly and Markham 1983, Gates 1983, Connelly
et al. 1988). Apa (1998) reported that sites used by
grouse broods had twice as much forb cover as

independent sites.

Føll babitøts
Sage grouse use a variefy of habitats during fall.

Patterson (1952> reported that grouse move from
surnmer to winter range in October, but during

f¡
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mild weather in late fall, some birds may still use
suflrmer range. Similarþ, Connelly and Markham
(1983) observed that most sage grouse had aban-
doned summering areas by the ffust week of
October. Fall moyements to wfulter range are slow
and meandering and occur from late August to
December (Connelly et al. 1988), Wallesrad (L975)
documented a shift in feeding habits from
Septembe4 .when grouse were consuming a large
amourrt of forbs, to December, when bi¡ds were
feeding only on sagebrush.

Winter babitats
Characteristics of sage grouse winter habitats are

relatively similar throughout most of the species'
range (Iable 2). Eng and Schladwetler (1972) and
rùØallestad (1975) indicated that most observations
of radiomarked sage grouse during winter in
Montana occr¡rred in sagebrush habitats with>2Oo/o
canopy cover. However, Robertson (1991) indicat-
ed that sage gror¡se used sagebrush habitats that
ll;rd avenge canopy coverage of 15% and, avenge
height of 46 cm during 3 winters in southeastern
Idaho. In Idaho, sage grouse selected areas with
g¡eate¡ canopy cover of Vyoming big sagebrush (á.
t. uryomingensis) in stands containing taller shrubs
when compared to ¡andom sites G.obertson 1991).

Table 2. Characteristics of sagebrush at sage grouse w¡nter-use
sites.

Canopy

State Coveragea (o/"\ Heighta (cm) Reference

24 36bd Beck1977
2O4Ocd Beck 1977
34b Schoenberg 1 982
26c Schoenberg 1 982
41-54de Hupp 1 987
56e Autenrieth 1981

2gb Connelly 1982

26c Connelly 1 982
46 Robertson 1991

25 Eng and Schladweiler
1972

Wallestad 1975

Hanf et al. 1 994

a Mean canopy coverage or height of sagebrush above snow.
b Males
c Females
d Ranges are given when data were provided fo¡ more than

one year or area.
e No snow present when measurements were made or total

height of plant was measured.

In Colorado, sage grouse may be restricted to <lO%
of the sagebrush habitat because of variation in
topography and snow depth @eck L977,Hupp and,
Braun 1989). Such restricted areas of use may not
occur throughout the species' range because in
southeastern Idaho, severe winter weather did not
result in the grouse population gre tly reducing its
seasonal range @obeftson 1991).

During winter, sage grouse feed almost exclu-
sively on leaves of sagebrush (Pattelson 1952,
Wallestad et 

^L 
197 5). Although big sagebrush dom-

inates the diet in most portions of the range
(Patterson 7952;'Wallested et al. 1975; Remington
and Braun 1985;welch er aI.1989,1991),low sage-
brush Ø. arbuscula), black sagebruslr. (A. noua,
Dalke et al. 1963, Beck 7)77), Grcryed sagebrush (24.

frigida,Wallestad et rl.7975), and silver sagebrush
(A. cana, Aldridge 1998) arc consumed in many
areas depending on availability. Sage grouse in
some areas apparently prefer'tüØyoming big sage-
brush @emington and Braun 1985, Myers 1992)
and in other areas mor¡ritain big sagebrush Cwelch
et al. 1988, 1991). Some of the di_fferences in selec-
tion may be due to preferences for greater levels of
protein and the amount of volatile oils @emington
and Braun 1985,Welch et al. 1988).

Effects of habitat alteration
Rønge mønagement tre øtnxents

Breeding babitat. Until the earþ 1980s, herbi-
cide treatment (primarily with2,4-D) was the most
coûrmon method to reduce sagebrush on large
tracts of ¡angeland @raun 1987). Klebenow (1970)
reported cessation of nesting in newly sprayed
areas with < 5% We sagebrush canopy cover.
Nesting also was neady nonexistent in older
sprayed areas containing about 5% Iive sagebrush
cover (Klebenow 1970). In virrually all document-
ed cases, herbicide application to blocks of sage-
brush rangeland resulted in major declines in sage
grouse breeding populations @nyeart 7956, Higby
1969, Peterson 1970, Wallestad 1975). Effects of
this treatment oû sage grouse populations seemed
more severe if the treated area was subsequently
seeded to crested wheatgrass (Agroplron crista-
tum,Enyeart 7956).

Using fire to ¡educe sagebrush has become more
common since most uses of 2,4"D o¡ public lands
were prohibited @raun 1987). Klebenow (7972)
and Sime (1991) suggested that fire may benefir
sage grouse populations. Neither Gares (1983),

I

I

t

Colo.
Colo.
Colo. 436

Colo. 37c

Colo. 30-38de
td 38e

ld. 26b

td. 25c
td 15

Mont 27

Mont. >2O

Oreg. 12-17d
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Martin (L99O), nor Bensen et al. (1991) reported
adverse effects of fi¡e on breeding populations of
sage grouse. In coritrast, following a 9-yeu study,
Connelly et 

^1. 
(1994,2OOOb) indicated that pre-

scribed buming of Wyoming big sagebrush during
a drought period resulted in alarge decline (>80%)
of a sage grouse breeding population in southeast-
ern Idaho. Additionally, Hulet (1983) documented
loss of leks from fire and Nelle et al. (2000) report-
ed that burning mountain big sagebrush stands had
long-term negative impacts on sage grouse nesting
and brood-reannghablttts. Canopy cover in moun-
tain big sagebrush did not provide appropriate
nesting habitat L4 years after burning (Nelle et al.

2000). The impact of ri¡e on sage grouse popula-
tions using habitats dominated by silver sagebrush
(which may resprout following lire) is unknown.

Cheatgrass (Broncus tectrorunx) will often occu-
py sites following disturbance, especially burning
ffalentine 1989). Repeated burning or buming in
late summer favors cheatgrass invasion and may be
a major cause of the expansion of this species
(allentine 1989). The ultimate result may be a
loss ofthe sage grouse population because oflong-
term conversion of sagebrush habitat to rangeland
dominated by an annual exotic grass. However, this
situation largely appears confined to the westem
portion of the species' range and does not com-
monly occur in lüTyoming Ç. Lawson, !Øyoming
Department of Game and Fish, personal communi-
cation).

Mechanical methods of sagebrush control have
often been applied to smaller areas than those treat-
ed by herbicides or fire, especially to convert îrîge-
land to cropland However, adverse effects of this
type of treatment on sage gfouse breeding popula-
tions also have been documented. In Montâna,
Swenson et al. (1987) indicated that the number of
breeding males declined,by 73% after L6% of thei¡
study area was plowed

Brood-reat'ing bøbitats. Martin (I97O) reported
thât sage grouse seldom used areas treated with
herbicides to remove sagebrush in southwestern
Montana In Colorado, Rogers (1964) indicated that
an entire population of sage grouse appeared to
emigrate from an area that was subjected to several
years of herbicide application to remove sage-

brush Similady, Klebenow (1970) reported that
herbicide sptaying reduced the brood-carrying
cap^ciiy of an atea in southeastern Idaho.
However, application of herbicides in early spring
to reduce sagebrush cover may enhance some

Sage g,rouse manag,ement . Connelly et al. 973

brood-rearing habitats by increasing the amount of
herbaceous plants used for food (A,uteffieth 1981)

Fire may improve sage grouse brood-rearing habi-
tat (Klebenow 1972, Gates 1983, Sime 1991), but
until recently, experimental evidence was not avail-
able to support or ¡efute these contentions @raun
1987). Pyle and Crawford (1996) suggested that
lire may enhance brood-rearing habitat in montane
settings but cautioned that its usefuIness requires
further investigation. A 9-year study of the effects of
fire on sage g¡ouse did not support that prescribed
fire, conducted during late summer in a $Øyoming
big sagebrush habitat, improved brood-rearing habi-
tat for sage grouse (Connelly et 

^1. 
L994,Fischer et

al. L996ø). Prescritred buming of sage grouse habi-
tat did not increase amount of forbs in burned areas

compared to unbumed areas @ischer et al. 1996ø,
Nelle et ù.2OOO) and resulted in decreased insect
populations in the treated area compared to the
unburned area. Thus, fre may negatively affect sage
grouse brood-rearing habitat rather than improve it
in Vyoming big sagebrush habitats (Connelly and
B.ralurr 7997), but its effect on grouse habitats in
mountain big sagebrush communities requires fur-
ther investigation @yle and Craw{ord 1996, Nelle et
al 2000).

Sage grouse often use agricultural areas for
brood-rearing habitat Gatterson 1952, ValJestad,
1975, Gates 1983, Connelly et al. 1988, Blus et al.

1989). Grouse use of these areas may result in mor-
tality because of exposure to insecticides. Blus et
al. (1989) reported die-offs of sage grouse that were
exposed to methamidiphos used in potato fields
and dimethoate used in allalla fields. Dimethoate is

used commonly for alfalTa, and 2O of 31 radio-
marked grouse (65yù died following direct expo-
sure to this insecticide @lus et al. 1989)

Winter bøbitat. Reduction in sage grouse use of

^tt 
are treated by herbicide was proportional to

the severity (i.e ., amount of damage to sagebrush)
of the treatmeff eyrah 1972). In sage grouse win-
ter range, strip plrtial kill, block partial kill, ând total
kill of sagebrush were increasingly detrimental to
sage grouse in Montana @yrah 1972) andVyomng
grigby 1969).

In Idaho, Robertson (1997> reported that a 2,000-
ha prescribed bum that removed 57% of the sage-

brush cover in sage grouse winter habitat minimal-
ly impacted the sage grouse population. Although
sage grouse use of the burned area declined fol-
lowing the fire, grouse adapted to this disturbance
by moving I to 10 km outside of the bum to areas
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with g¡eater sagebrush cover @obertson 1991)
than was available in the burne d trea.

Land use
Mining - energy deu e lopncent. Ellects of mining,

oil, and gas developmens on sage grouse popula-
tions are not well known @raun 1998). These activ-
ities negatively impact grouse habitat and popula-
tioris over the short term (Braun 1998), but
research suggests some recovery of populations fol-
lowing initial development and subsequent recla-
mation of the affected sites @ng et al. L979,Tate et
al. L979, Brar:n 1986). In Colorado, sage grouse
were displaced by oil development and coal-mining
activities, but numbers retu¡ned to pre-disturbance
levels once the activities ceased @raun 1987,
Remington and Braun 1991). Àt leasr 6 leks in
Alberta were distu¡bed by energy development and
4 were abandoned (Âldridge 1998) In Vyoming,
female sage grouse captured on leks disturbed by
natural gas development had lower nest-initiation
rates, lofiger movemerits to nest sites, and different
nesting habitats than hens captured on undisturbed
leks @yon 2000). Sage grouse may repopulate an
area following energy development but may not
attain population levels that occuffed prior to
development @raun 1998). Thus, short-term and
long-term habitat loss appears to result from ener-
gy development and mining (Braun 1998).

Grazing. Domestic livestock have grazed ovet
most areas used by sage grouse and this use is gen-
erally repetitive with a¡rnual or biennial grazing
periods of varying timing and length (Braun 1998).
Grazrng pattems and use of habitats are often
dependent on v¡eather conditions (lhlentine
l99O). Historic and scientific evidence indicates
that livestock gazing did not inc¡ease the distribu-
tion of sagebrush @eterson 1995) but markedly
reduced the herbaceous understory over relatively
large areas and increased sagebrush density in
some areas QaLe 1975,Tisdale and Hi¡onaka 7981).
'Within the intermountain region, some vegetation
changes from livestock grazing likely occurred
because sagebrush steppe in this atea did not
evolve with intensive grazing by wild herbivores, as
did the grassland prairies of central North America
(Mack andThompson 1982). Grazingbywild ungu-
lates may reduce sagebrush cover (l\4cA¡thur et al.
1988, Peterson 1995), and livestock grazing n]py
result in high trampling mortality of sagebrush
seedlings (Owens and Norton 1992). In'Wyoming
big sagebrush habitats, resting a¡eas from livestock

grtzing may improve understory production as
well as decrease sagebrush cover (Wambolt and
Payne l9a6).

There is little di¡ect experimental evidence link-
tng graztng practices to sage grouse population lev-
els (Braun 1987, Connelly and Braun 1997).
However, grass height and cover affect sage g¡ouse
nest site selection and success (Wakkinen 1990,
Gregg 1991, Gregg et aI. L994, Delong et al. L995,
Sveum et al.1998ø). Thus, indirect evidence sug-
gests grazing by livestock or wild herbivores that
significantly reduces the herbaceous understory in
breeding habitat may have negative impacts on
sage grouse populations (Braun 1987, Dobkin
1995).

Miscellaneous actiuities. Construction of roads,
powerlines, fences, reservoirs, ranches, farrns, and
housing developments has resulted in sage grouse
habitat loss and fragmentation (Braun 199g).
Between 1962 and 1997, >5l,OO0 km of fence were
constructed on land administered by the Bureau of
Land Management in states supporting sage grouse
populations (T D. Rich, United States Bureau of
Land Management, personal communication).
Structures such as powerlines and fences pose haz-
ards to sage gfouse because they provide addition-
al perch sites for raptors and because sage grouse
may be injured or killed when they fly into these
structures (Call and Maser 1985).

Weøtber
Prolonged drought during the 1930s and mid-

1980s to early l990s coincided with declining sage
grouse populations throughout much of the
species' range @atte¡soî 1952, Fischer 1994, Ilzurlf
et a,l 1994). Drought may a_ffect sage g¡ouse popu-
lations by reducing herbaceous cover at nests and
the quantity and quality of food available for hens
and chicks during spring Qlanf et al. l994,Fischer
et aL.1996ø).

Sp¡ing weather may influence sage grouse pro-
duction. Relatively wet springs rnay result in
increased production (Vallestad 1975, Àuteffierh
1981). However,heavy runlalJ during egg-laying or
unseasonably cold temperatures with precipitation
during hatching may decrease production
CXiailestad 1975).

There is no evidence that severe wintei weather
affects sage grouse populations unless sagebrush
cover has been greatly reduced or eliminated
(!üallestad I97 5,Beck L977,Robertson 1 99 1).

f>-
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Predation
Over the last 25 years, numerous studies have

used radiotelemetry to address sage g¡ouse survival
and nest success QVallestad 1975; Hulet 1983;
Gregg 1991 Robertson 1991; Connelly et al.1993,
1994; Grcgg er ù. 1994; Schroeder 199Ð. Only
Gregg (19p 1) and Gregg et al. (1994) indicated that
predation was limiting sage gfouse numbers, and
their research suggested that low nest success from
predation was related to poor nesting habitat. Most
reported nest-success rates are >40%, suggesting
that nest predation is not a widespread problem.
Similarl¡ high survival rates of adult (Connelly et al.

7993, Zablan 1993) and older (>10 weeks of age)
juvenile sage grouse indicate that population
declines are not generally related to high levels of
predation. Thus, except for an earþ study in
Oregon (Batterson and Morse t94a),predation has

not been identified as a major limiting factor for
sage grouse (Connelly andBrntn L997).

Constructing ranches, farms, and housing devel-
opments has resulted in the addition of nonnative
predators to sage grouse habitats, including dogs,
cats, and red foxes (Vulpes uulpes;J. W. Connelly,
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, unpublished
d^tî B. L. Welch, United States Forest Service, per-
sonal communication) and may be responsible for
increases in abundance of the cofirmon raven
(Coruus corax, Sater et 

^1. 
1997>. Relatively high

raven populations may decrease sage grouse nest
success (Batterson and Morse 1948, Auteffieth
1981), but rigorous field studies using radioteleme-
try do not support this hypothesis. Current work in
StrawberryValley, Utah, suggests that red foxes are

taking a relatively high proportion of the popula-
tion (Flinders 1999). This may become 

^ 
gle fet

problem if red foxes become well established
tbroughout sage grouse breeding habitat.

Recommended guidelines
Sage grouse populations occupy relatively large

areas on a year-round basis @erry and Eng 1985,

Connelly et al. 1988, Wakkinen l99},Ironard et rl.
2OO0), invariably involving a mix of ownership and
jurisdictions. Thus, state and fede¡al natural
fesoufce agencies and pnvate landowners must
coordinate efforts over at least an enti¡e seasonal
range to successfrfly implement these guidelines
Based on current knowledge of sage grouse popu-
lation and }rabita,t trends, these guidelines have

been developed to help agencies and landowners

Sage grouse manag,ement . Connelly et al. 975

effectively assess and mânage populations, protect
and manage remaining habitats, and restore dam-
aged habitat Because of gaps in our knowledge
and regional variation in habitat characteristics
(Tisdale and Hironaka 1981), the judgment of local
biologists and quantitative da:ta from population
and habitat monitoring are necessary to implement
the guidelines correctly. Further, we urge agencies
to use an adaptive management approach (Macnab
1983, Gratson et al. 1993), using monitoring and
evaluation to assess the success of implementing
these guidelines to manage sage grouse popula-
tions.

Activities responsible for the loss or degradation
of sagebrush habitats also may be used to restore
these habitats. These activities include prescribed
ftre, grazing,herbicides, and mechanical treatments.
Decisions on land tfeatments using these tools
should be based on quantitative knowledge of veg-
etative conditions over an entire population's sea-

sonal range. Generally, the treatment selected
should be that which is least disruptive to the veg-
etation community and has the most rapid recovery
time. This selection should not be based solely on
economic cost.

Definitions
For the putpose of these guidelines, we define an

occupied lek as a traditional display ateainor adja-

cent to sagebrushdomiriated habitats that has been
attended by >2 male sage grouse tn >2 of the pre-
vious 5 years. 'We define a breeding population as a

group of birds associated with 1 or more occupied
leks in the same geographic atea' separrted from
other leks by >2O km. This definition is somewhat
atbitrary but generally based on maximum dis-
tances females move to nest.

P oþula.ti o n nx anage rn e nt
1) Before making management decisions, agen-

cies should cooperate to first identify lek locations
and dete¡mine whether a population is migratory
or nonmigratory In the case of rnigratory popula-
tions, migration routes and seasonal habitats must
be identified to allow for meaningful and correct
management decisions.

2) Breeding populations should be assessed by
either lek counts (census number of males attend-
ing leks) or lek surveys (classify known leks as

active or inactive) each year (Autenrieth et al.

1982). Depending on number of counts each

spring Çenni and Ha¡fzler 1978,Emmons and Braun
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1984) and s,eather conditions when the counrs
we¡e made,lek counts may riot provide an accu¡ate
assessment of sage grouse populations @eck and
Braun 1p8O) and the data should be viewed with
caution. Despite these shortcomings, lek counts
provide the best index to breeding population lev-
els and many long-term data sets are available for
trend analysis (Connelly and Braun 1997).

l) Production or recruitment should be moni-
tored by brood counts or wing surveys (Âutenrieth
et al. 1982). Brood cor¡nts are labor-intensive and
usually result in inadequate sample size. W'here
adequate samFles of wings can be obtairìed, we rec-
ommend using wing surveys to obtain estimates of
sage grouse nesting success and juvenile:adult hen
(including yearlings) ratios.

4) Routine population monitoring should be
used to írssess trends and identify problems for all
hunted and nonhunted populations. Check sta-
tions, wing collections, and questionnaires can be
r¡sed to obtain harvest i¡formation. Breeding pop-
ulation and production data (above) can be used to
monitor nonhunted populations.

5) The genetic variation of relatively small, isolat-
ed populations should be documented to better
understand threats to these populations and imple-
ment appfopfiate management actions CYoung
1994, Oyler-McCance et al. L999).

6) Hunting seasons for sage grouse should be
based on careful assessments of population size
and trends. Harvest should not be based on the
observations of Allen (I)54:43), who stared, "Our
populations of small animals operate under a l-year
plan of decimation and replacement; and Nature
habitually maintaifls a wide margin of overproduc-
tion. She kills off a huge surplus of animals whether
we take ou¡ harvest or not." To the contrary sage
grouse tend to have relatively long lives with low
annual trlrnover (Zablan L993, Cornelly etal.L994)
and a low reproductive rate (Gregg 1991, Connelly
etal.l993). Consequentl¡ hunting may be additive
to other causes of mortality for sage grouse
Çohnson and Brar¡n L999, Cortnelly et al. ZOOOa).
flowever, most populations appear able to sustain
hunting rf. managed carefully (Connely er al.
2OOOa).

7) If populations occu¡ over relatively large geo-
graphic areas and a¡e stable to i¡rcreírsfutg, seasons
and bag limits can be relatively liberal (2- to âbkd
daly bag limit and a 2- to 5-week season) for hunt-
ing seasons allowing fi¡earms (Braun and Beck
1985).

8) If populations are declining (for 3 or more
consecutive years) or trends are unknown, seasons
andbzg limits should be generally conservative (1-
or 2-bkd datly bag limit and a L-to 4-week season)
for hunting seasons allowing firearms, or suspend-
ed (for all types of hunting, including falcon¡y and
Native Ämerican subsistence hunting) because of
this species' population characteristics @raun
1998, Connelly et aI.2OOOø).

9) Where populations are hunted, harvest rates
should be lO% or less of the estimated fall popula-
tion to minimize negative effects on the subse_
quent year's breeding population (Connelly et al.
2OOOa).

1O) Populations should not be hunted where 5'300
birds comprise the breeding population (i.e., <100
males are counted on leks [C. E. Braun, Colo¡ado
Division of Vildlife , unpublished ¡eporrl).
11) Spring hunting of sage grouse on leks should

be discouraged or, if unavoidable , confined to males
only during the early portion of the breeding sea_
son. Spring hunting is considered an important tra_
dition for some Native American tribes. However,
in Idaho, 8O% of the leks hunted during spring in
the earþ L99Os (n--5) had become inactive by t994
(connelly etat.Lgg4).
12) Viewing sage grouse on leks (and censusing

leks) should be conducted so that disturbance to
bi¡ds is minimized or preferably eliminated (Call
and Maser 1986). Agencies should generally not
provide all lek locations to individuals simply inter_
ested in viewing birds. Instead,l to 3lek locations
should be identified as public viewing leks, and if
demand is great enough, agencies should consider
erectirig 2-3 seasonal blinds at these leks for public
use. Camping in the center of o¡ on active leks
should be vigorously discouraged-

1l) Discourage establishment of red fox and
other nonn^tive ptedator populations in sage
grouse habitats.

L4) For small, isolated populations and declining
populations, assess the impact of predation on su¡_
vival and production. Predato¡ control prog¡ams
are expensive and often ineffective. In some cases,
these programs may provide temporary help while
habitat is recovering. Predator management pro-
grams also could be considered in a¡eas whe¡e sea_
sonal habitats are in good condition but thei¡
extent has been reduced greatly. However, predator
management shor¡ld be implemented only if the
avatlable data (e.g., nest success <25%, annual sut-
vival of adult hens <45yù support the action.
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Generøl babitat
mønøgement

The following guide-
lines pertain to all season-

al habitats used by sage

grouse:

1) Monitor habitat con-
ditions and propose treat-
ments only if warranted
by range condition (i.e.,
the area no longer sup-
ports habitat conditions
described in the following
guidelines under habitat
protection) Do not base

land treatmerits on sched-
ules, targets, or quotas.

2) Use appropriate veg-
etation treatment tech-

Sage grouse management . Connelly et al, 977

Table 3. Characteristics of sagebrush rangeland needed for productive sage grouse habitat

B reed i ng Brood-reari ng Wintere

Height(cm) Canopy(%) Height(cm) Canopy(%) Height(cm) Canopy(%)

Mesic sitesa

Sagebrush

Grass forb

Arid sitesa

Sagebrush

Crass/forb

Areab

40-80
>'1 8c

30 80

>'t 8c

15-25
>25d

>15

40-80 10-25
variable >1 5

40-80 10-25
variable >'l 5

>40

25 35 10 30

N/A N/A

25 35 10-30

N/A N/A
>80

a Mesic and arid sites should be defined on a local basis; annual precipitation, herbaceous
understory, and soils should be considered (Tisdale and Hironaka 1 98'1, Hironaka et al. 1983).
b Percentage of seasonal habitat needed with indicated conditions.
c Measured as "droop height"; the highest naturally growing portion of the plant.
d Coverage should exceed 1S'fo for perennial grasses and 

.l 
0% for forbs; values should be

substantially greater if most sagebrush has a growth form that provides little lateral cover
(Schroeder 1 995)
e Values for height and canopy coverage are for shrubs exposed above snow 1

niques (e.g., mechanical methods, fire) to remorre
junipers and other conifers that have invaded sage

grouse l¡labitat (Cornmons et ^l 1999). 
.$lhenever

possible, use vegetatiott control techniques t}ra,t are
least disruptive to the stand of sagebrush, if this
stand meets the needs of sage grouse (Table 3).

3) Increase the visibility of fences and other
structures occuffing within 1 km of seasonal
ranges by flagging or similar means if these struc-
tures appear hazardous to flying grouse (e.g., birds
have been observed hitting or narrowly missing
these structures or grouse remains have been found
next to these structures).

4) Avoid building powedines and other tall struc-
tuies that provide perch sites for raptors within 3
km of seasonal habitats. If these structures must be
built, or presently exist, the lines should be buried
or poles modi-ûed to prevent their use as raptor
perch sites.

Bre eding babitat nxa.nargement
For migratory and nonmigratory populations, lek

attendance, nesting, and early brood rearing occur
in breeding habitats. These habitats are sagebrush-
dominated rangelands with a healthy herbaceous
understory and are critical for survival of sage

grouse populations. Mechanical disturbance, pre-
scribed fi¡e, and herbicides can be used to restore
sage grouse habitats to those conditions identi-fied
as appropiate in the following sectioris on habitat
protection. Local biologists and range ecologists
should select the appropriate technjque on a case-

by-case basis. Generally,Tte should not be used in
breeding habitats dominated by rJØyoming big sage-

brush if these areas support sage grouse . Fire can

be difficult to control and tends to burn the best
remaining nesting and eafly brood-rearing habitats
(i.e., those areas with the best remaining understo-

ry), while leaving areas with poor understory.
Further, we recoûrmend against using fire in habi-
tats dominated by xeric mountain big sagebrush (á.
t. xericensis) because annual grasses commonly
invade these habitats and much of the original
habitat has been altered by fire @unting et al.

7987).
Although mining and energy development are

cofirmon activities throughout the range of sage

grouse, quantitative data on the long-term effects of
these activities on sage grouse are limited.
However, some negative impacts have been docu-
mented @raun L998,Lyon 2000). Thus, these activ-
ities should be discouraged in breeding habitats,
but when they are unavoidable, restoration efforts
should follow procedures outlined in these guide-
lines

Habitat protection
1) Manage breeding habitats to support 75-25%

canopy cover of sagebrush, perennial herbaceous
cover averaging >18 cm in height wit}] >15%
canopy cover for grasses and>7O% for forbs and a

diversity of forbs (Bamett and Crawford 1994,Dru¡
et ^I 

I994a, Apa 1998) during spring 6able 3).
Hâtritats meeting these conditions should have a

high priority for wildfire suppression and should
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not be considered for sagebrush control prog¡arns.
Sagebrush and herbaceous cover should provide
overhead md lareral conceal¡nent from predators.
If average sagebrush height is >75 cm, herbaceous
cover may need to be substantially greater than 18
cm to provide this protection. There is much vari-
ability among sagebrush-dominated habitats
Clisdale and Hi¡onaka 1981, Hironaka ef al. L9B3),
and some'Wyoming sagebrush and low sagebrush
breeding habitats may not support 25%herbaceous
cover. In these areas, total herbaceous cover should
be >15 % (lable 3) Further, the herbaceous height
requirement may not be possible in habitats domi-
nated by grasses t}ra,t are relatively short when
mÍrture. In all of these cases, local biologists and
range ecologists should develop height and cover
requirements that are reasonable and ecologically
defensible. L€ks tend to be relatively open, thus
cover on leks shor:ld not meet these requirements.

2) For norimigratory grouse occupying habitats
that are distributed uniformly (i.e., habitats have
the characteristics described in guideline 1 and are
generally distributed around the leks), prorect (i.e.,
do not manipulate) sagebrush and he¡baceous
understory within 3.2 km of all occupied leks. For
nonmigratory populations, consider leks the center
of year-round activity and use them as focal points
for management efforts (Braun et al. 1977).

3) For nonmigratory populations where sage-
brush is not distributed uniforrnly (i.e., habitats
have the characteristics described in guideline L

but distributed irregularly with respect to leks),
protect suitable habitats lor <5 km from all occu-
pied leks. Use radiotelemetry, repeated surveys for
grouse use, or habitat mapping to identify nesting
and, early brood-rearing habitats.

4) Fot migratory populations, identify and pro-
tect breeding habitats within 18 km of leks in a
míurner similar to that described for nonmigratory
sage grouse. For migratory sage grouse, leks gener-
ally are associated with nesting habitats but migra-
tory birds may move >18 km from leks to nest sites.
Thus, protection of h^bifrt within 3.2 krî of leks
may not protect most of the important nesting
areas (Vakkinen et al. 7992, Lyon 2OO0).

5) In areas of large-scale habitat loss e40% of
original breeding habitat), protect all remaining
habitats from additional loss or degradation. If
remaining habitats are degraded, follow guidelines
lor lra:bitat restoration listed below.

6) During drought periods Q2 consecutive
years), reduce stocking rates or change fiunage-

"t ry:É*;i..;.rsa*'

Sage grouse just leaving a. nest in good-condition breeding
habitat in southwestern ldaho. Note the height of grass anð
herbaceous cover.

ment pfactices for livestock, wild horses, and wild
ungulates if cover requkements during the nesting
and brood-rearing periods are not met. Grazing
pressure from domestic livestock and wild ungu_
lates should be managed in a manner that at all
times addresses the possibility of drought.

7) Suppress wildfi¡es in all breeding habitats. In
the event of multiple fires, land mar¡agemerit agen-
cies should have all breeding habitats identified and
prioritized for suppression, giving the greatest pri_
ority to those that have become fragmented or
reduced by >4O% in the last 30 years.

8) Adjust timing of energy exploration, develop-
ment, and construction activity to minimize distur_
bance of sage g¡ouse breeding activities. Energy-
related facilities should be located >3.2 km f¡om
active leks whenever possible. Human activities
within view of o¡ <O.5 km from leks shor¡ld be min-
imized during the earþ morning and late evening
when bi¡ds ate l¡Lear or on leks.

Habitat restoration
1) Before initiating vegetatiori treatments, quanti-

t^fively evaluate the area proposed for tfeatment to
ensure that it does not have sagebrush and herba-
ceous cover suitable for breeding habitat ¡Table 3).
Treatments should not be undenaken within sage
grouse habitats until the limiting vegetation fac-
tor(s) has been identified, the proposed treatment
is known to provide the desi¡ed vegetation
response, and land-use activities can be managed
afte¡ treatment to ensure that vegetation objectives
are met.

2) Restore degraded rangelands to a condition
that again provides suitable breeding habitat for
sage g¡ouse by including sagebrush, native forbs

írC

íÁ;'
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(especially legumes), and natiye grasses in reseed-
ing efforts (Apa 1998). If native fo¡bs and grasses

are r¡navailable, use species that âre functional
equivalents and provide habi¡at characteristics sim-
ilar to those of native species.

l) Where the sagebrush overstory is intact but
the r¡nderstory has been degraded severely and
quality of nestiag habitat has declined (Table 3),use
appropriate techniques (e.g., brush beating in
strips or patches and interseed with native grasses

and forbs) that retain some sagebrush but open
shrub canopy to encourage forb and grass growth.

4) Do not use fi¡e in sage grouse habitats prone
to invasion by cheatgrass and other invasive weed
species unless adequate measures are included in
restoration plans to feplace the cheatgrass unde¡-
story with perennial species using approved
reseeding strategies. These strategies could inc-
lude, but are not lirnited to, use of pre-emergent
herbicides (e.g., Oust@, Plateau@) to retard cheat-
grass germination until perennial herbaceous
species become established.

5) When restoring habitats dominated by
!(ryoming big sagebrush, regardless of the tech-
niques used (e.g., prescribed fi¡e, herbicides), do
not treat >2O% of the breeding habitat (including
areas burned by wildfire) within a 30-year period
(Bunting ef ^I 1987). The 30-year period repre-
sents the approximate recovery time for a stand of
lùØyoming big sagebrush. Àdditional treatments
should be deferred until the previously t¡eated area
ergain provides suitable breeding lrabitat ¡Table 3).
In some cases, this may take <30 years and in other
cases >30 years. If 2,4-D or sirnilar herbicides are
used, they should be applied in strips such that
thei¡ effect on forbs is minimized. Because fire gen-
erally burns the best iemaining sage grouse habitats

Nest habitat is measured
Idaho

This breeding habitat is in poor condition because of a lack of
u n derstory.

Sage grouse management o Connelly et al. 979

(i.e , those with the best understory) and leaves
areas with sparse understory, use fire for habitat
restoration only when it can be convincingly
demonstrated to be in the best interest of sage
gfouse.

6) When restoring habitats dominated by moun-
tain big sagebrush, regardless of the techniques
used (e.9., fi¡e, herbicides), treat 520% of the breed-
ing habitat (including areas bumed hy wil<lfire)
within a 2o-yem period (Bunting et 

^1. 
1987). The

2Ù-year period represents the approximate recov-
ery time for a stand of mountain big sagebrush
Additional treatments should be deferred until the
previously treated atea again provides suitable
breeding habitat ¡Table 3). In some cases, this may
take <20 years and in other cases >20 yearc. If 2,4-
D or similar herbicides are used, they should be
applied in strþs such that thei¡ effect on forbs is
rninimized.

7) All wildfires and prescribed burns should be
evaluated as soon as possible to determine whether
reseeding is necessary to achieve habitat manage-
ment objectives. If needed, reseed with sagebrush,
native bunchgrasses, and forbs whenever possible.

8) Until research unequivocally demonstrates
that using tebuthíuron and similar-acting herbicides
to control sagebrush has no long-lasting negative
impacts on sage grouse habitat, use these herbi-
cides only on an experimental basis and over a suf-
ficiently small area t}:rat any long-term riegative
impacts are negligible. Because these herbicides
have the potential of reducing but not eliminating
sagebrush cover within grouse breeding habitats,
thus stimulating herbaceous development, their use
as sage grouse habitat management tools should be
examined closely.

'çÈ tt *

in Owyhee County, southwestern
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John Craw4ord explains Oregon's sage grouse research program
to fíeld-trip attendees during a meeting of the Western States
Sage and Columbian sharp-tailed Grouse Technical Committee.

Surnmer- løte brood-re aring b abitat
7na.nøgement

Sage grouse may use îvaraety of habitats, includ-
ing meadows, farmland, dry lakebeds, sagebrush,
a'Jd rtparian zones from late June to eady
November @atterson 1952, Wallestad 7975,
Connçlly 1982, H^trf et 

^1. 
1994). Generally, these

habitats are characterizr.dby relatively moist condi-
tions and many succulent forbs in or adjacent to
sagebrush cover.

Ha.bita.t protection
1) Avoid land-use practices that reduce soil mois-

tu¡e effectiveness, increase erosion, cause invasion
of exotic plants, and reduce abundance and diversi-
ty of forbs.

2) Lvoid removing sagebrush within 3O0 m of
sage grouse foraging areas along riparian zoîes,
meadows, lakebeds, and farmland, unless such
removal is necessary to achieve habitat manage-
ment objectives (e.g., meadow restoration, treat-
ment of conifer encroachment).

l) Discoruage use of very toxic organophospho-
rus and carbamafe insecticides in sage grouse
brood-rearing habitats. Sage grouse using agricul-
tural areas may be adversely affected by pesticide
applications @lus et al. 7989). kss toxic agri-
chemicals or biological control may provide suit-
able altematives in these areas.

4) Avoid developing springs for livestock w^teÍ,
but if water from a spring will be used in a pipeline
or trough, design the project to maintain free water
and wet meadows at the spring. Capturing water
from springs using pipelines and troughs may
adversely a-ffect wet meadows used by grouse for
fotagþg.

Habitat restoration
1) Use brush beating or other mechanical treat-

ments in strips 4-8 m wide in areas with relatively
high shruÞcanopy cover Þ35% total shrub cover)
to improve late brood-rearing habitats Brush beat-
ing can be used to effectively create different age
classes of sagebrush in large areas with little age
diversity.

2) If brush beating is impractical, use fire o¡ her-
bicides to create a mosaic of openings in mountain
big sagebrush and mixed-sh¡ub communities used
as late brood-rearing habitats where total sh¡ub
cover is >35o/o. Generúly, LO-ZO% canopy cover of
sagebrush and 325% total shrub cover will provide
adequate habitat for sage grouse during summer.

3) Construct water developments for sage grouse
only in or adjacent to known sufilmer-use areas and
provide escape ramps suitable for all ayian species
and other small animals. Water developments and
"guzzlers" may improve sage grouse summer habi-
tats (Auteffierh er 

^1. 
1982, Hanf er À1. 1994).

However, sage grouse used these developments
infrequently in southeastem Idaho because most
'were constructed in sage grouse wiriter and breed-
ing habitat rather than summer range (Connelly
and Doughty 1989).

4) Whenever possible, modify developed springs
and other water sorrrces to restore natural free-
flowing water and wet meadow habitats.

Winter h abitat nxøna,ge nxent
Sagebrush is the essential component of winter

habitat. Sage grouse select wirìter-use sites based
on snow depth and topography, and snowfall can
affect the amount and height of sagebrush available
to grouse (Connelly 1982, Hupp and Braun 1989,
Robertson L99L). Thus, on a landscape scale, sage
grouse winter habitats should allow grouse access
to sagebrush under all snow conditions (Iable l).
Ha.bitat þrotection

1) Maintain sagebrush communities on a land-
scape scale, allowing sage grouse access to sage-
brush stands with canopy cover of IO-3O% and
heights of at least 25-35 cm regardless of snow
cover. These areas should be high priority for wild-
fire suppression and sagebrush control should be
avoided.

2) Protect patches of sagebrush within bumed
areas f¡om distrtrbance and manipulation. These

^reas 
m^y provide the only winter habitat for sage

grouse and thei¡ loss could result in the extþation
of the grouse population. They also are important

r :t
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seed sources for sagebrush ¡eestablishment in the
burned areas. During fire-suppression activities do
not remove or burn any remaining patches of sage-

brush within the fl¡e perimeter.
3) ln arcas of large-scale habitat loss Q4O% of

original winter habitat), protect all remaining sage-

brush habitats.

Habitøt restora.tion
1) Reseed former winter range with the appro-

priate subspecies of sagebrush and herbaceous
species unless the species ate tecolonizing the area

in a density that would allow recovery glable 3)
within 15 yeats.

2) Discourage prescribed burns >50 ha, and do
not bum >2O% of an 

^re 
used by sage grouse dur-

ing winter within any 2o-3o-year interval (depend-
ing on estimated recovery time for the sagebrush
habitat).

Conservation strategies
'W'e recommend that each state and province

develop and implement conservation plans for sage
grouse. These plans should use local working
groups comprised of representatives of all interest-
ed agencies, organizations, and individuals to iden-
ti,fy and solve regional issues (Anonymous 199Ð.
'Within the context of these plans, natural resource
agencies should cooperâte to document the
amount and condition of sagebrush rangeland
remaining in the state or province. Local and
regional plans shorfd summarize common prob-
lems to conserve sage gfouse and general condi-
tions (Table 3) needed to maintain healthy sage
grouse populations. Local diffe¡ences in conditions
fhat affect sage gfouse populations may occur and
should be considered in conservation plans.
Natu¡al resource agencies should identify remain-
ing breeding and winter ranges in lVyoming big
sagebrush habitats and establish these areas as high
priority for wildtire suppression. Prescribed burn-
ing in habitats that are in good ecological condition
should be avoided. Protection and restoration of
sage grouse habitats also will likely benefit many
other sagebrush obligate species (Saab and Rich
1997) 

^rrd 
enhance efforts to conserve and restore

sagebrush steppe.
Although translocating sage grouse to historical

range has been done on numerous occasions, few
attempts have been successful (Musil et 

^L 
1993,

Reese and Connelly 199Ð. Thus, we agree with
Reese and Connelly (1997) that translocation

Sage grouse manaflement ¡ Connelly et al. 981

efforts should be viewed as only experimental at
this time and not as a viable management strategy.

More inforrration is needed on characteristics of
healthy sagebrush ecosystems and the relationship
of grazing to sage grouse production. Field experi-
ments should be implemented to evaluate the rela-
tionship of grazing pressure (i.e., disturbance and
removal of herbaceous cover) to sage grouse nest
success and juvenile sr¡rvival (Connelly and Braun
I99Ð. T}re overall quality of existing sage grouse
habitat will become increasingly important as

quantity of these habitats decrease. Sage grouse
populations 

^ppe 
r relatively secure in some por-

tions of theh range and at risk in other portions.
However, populations that have thus far survived
extensive habitat loss may still face extinction
because of a time lag between habitat loss and ulti-
mate population collapse (Cowlishaw 1999).
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REPLY TO

ATTENTION OF

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P O. BOX 53271.1
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90053-2325

January Il,2013

Office of
District Counsel

Pamela N. Epstein
Adams, Broadwell, Joseph & Cardozo
601 Gateway Blvd., Suite 1000
South San Francisco. CA 94080-7037

RE: Casa Diablo IV Geothermal Development Project

Dear Ms. Epstein,

This letter concerns your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request clated Deccmbcr
12,2072. Your request, assigned number FA-13-0038, is enclosed. Please use this reference
number in any further correspondence regarding this request.

In your letter, you requested documents related to the above-r'eferenced project. After an
extensive search, no records have been found, Your FOIA request will be administralively
closed; no fuilher action is required. If you have any questions, please contact .lulie Witt at (213)
452-3947 or by email at julie.m.witt@usace.arm)¡.mil.

Sincerely,

Large
District Counsel

Enclosure

urke S.

Assistant
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U,S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO

CORPS OF ENGINÊERS
1325 J STREET

SACRAM ENTO, CALIFORNIA 9581 4-2922

January 4,2073
Office of Counsel

SUBJECT: Freedom of Information Act Request No. FA-13-0050; Documents related to Casa Diablo

IV Geothermal Development Project (CACA 11661)

oFnc?I9FEyåü,,l,,l.

JAN 8 2013

U S, ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEER{
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT

Dear Ms. Epstein:

This office has received your Freedom of Infonnation Act (FOIA) request for documents related

to Casa Diablo fV Geothermal Development Project (CACA 11667). I have forwarded your request to

the Los Angeles District for a direct reply. Any further inquiries should be addressed to:

Mr. Burke Large
Los Angeles District
Office of Counsel (CESPL-OC)
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1535

Los Angeles, Californi a 90017

Mr. Large may also be reached by telephone at Ql3) 452-3954

Ms. PamelaN. Epstern
Adams, Broadwell, Joseph and Cardozo
601 GatewayBoulevard, Suite 1000

South San Francisco, California 94080-1037

cc:

CESPL (Large)

Andrea L. Vaiasicca
Assistant Freedom of Information Act Officer
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DANIET'- CARDOZO
ìHONIAS A ENSLOW
PAfV)ELA N EPSTEIN

TANYA A GULESSERIAN
IúARC D JOSEPH

ELIZABETH KLEBANER
RACHAEL E KOSS
JAMIE L i\,1AULDIN

ROBYN C PURCHIA
ELLEN L TRESCOTT

OF COUNSEL
IHOMAS R AOAMS
ANN BROADWELL

ADAMS BROAD\(/ELL JOSEPH EL CARDOZO
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIOI']

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

601 GATEWAY BOULEVARD' SUITÉ lOOO

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080'7037

TEt (6s0) 589-1660
FAX (650) s89-5062

pepsteìn@adamsbroadwell com

December 1'2,2OI2

çA iÞ0 038
FP t3- oosTl +

SACRAMENTO OFFICE

520 CAPITOL MAtL, SUITE 350

sAcRAlvlENTO, C/\ 95814 4721

TEL (916) 444-6201
FAX (916) 444-6209

=' Received
DEC I 7 Zstz

VIA UNITED STATES MAIL

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Sacramento Office
1325 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95874-2922

ATTN: FOIA Officer

Office of tuunsel

Re:
velo

Dear I-OIA Officer:

pursuant to the Freed,om of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. S 552, we are writing

on behalf of california unions for Reliable Energy to request copies of all file

materials in the possession of the United States Environmental Protection Agency

related to the Casa Diablo fV Geothermal Development Project (the "Project")

proposed by ORNI 50 LLC in Mono County, caLifornia. The Project proposes to

construct a new 33-megawatt ("MW") geothermal power plant on the existing MPLP

geothermal leases near the intersection of California State Route 203 and U'S'

Highway 395 approximately 2.5 miLes east of the town of Marnmoth Lakes' Our

request includes but is not limited to:

1. Any and all appÌication and. file materials for the Project;

2. Any and all correspondence, air quality analyses and/or modeling, memos'

notes, other analyJes, electronic mail messages, files, charts, and-/or any other

documents by, to or from the IJ.S. Army corps of Engineers or any other

private o, go'rr"rnmental entity or ind.ividual referring or relating to the

Project.

CURE is a coalition of labor unj.ons who encourage sustainablà developrnent

of California's energy and natural resouïces. Since its founding in 1997, CURE has

been equally .o--i{t"d to building a strong economy and a healthier environment'

CURE prorrid.", California with reliable energy and power plant jobs while

2632-076cv

lrt prinled on recYcled PaPer
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Decenrber 12,2012
Page 2

p¡otecting the state's air, land and water from pollution.l CURE advocates for the

s¡stainable development of power faciLities by sponsoring and- disseminating legal

and scientific analyses in connection with the environmental impacts of proposed

power facilities for the purpose of local, state and federal agency environmental
review of proposed projects. As such, CURE's advocacy helps inform the
government's environmental review pïocess and increase public awareness of the

environmental consequences of proposed. development projects.

CURE has a direct interest in enforcing environmental laws to minimize the

adverse impacts of projects that would otherwise degrade the environment.
Environmental degradation jeopardizes future growth by causing construction
moratoriums, depleting limited air pollutant emissions offsets, consuming limited
fresh water resources, and imposing other stresses on the environmental carrying

capacity of the state. Additionally, union members live and work in the

communities and regions that suffer the impacts of projects that are detrimental to

human health and, the environment. CURE's members also recreate on public land

and have an interest in ensuring the multiple uses of those lands.

CURE belongs to the "other" category of document requestors. (See 43 C.F.R.

S z.IT(a); see Institute for Wtdlífe Protection u. [/.S. Fish ønd Wildlife Seruice,290

F.Supp.2d 1226, 1232 Q. Or. 2003.)) CURE is a coalition of non-proflrt entities,

which encourage sustainable development of California's energy and natural
resources. CURE is interested in the requested information for the purpose of

identifying the Project's potential environmental consequences in order to inform

CURE's comments on the Project's environmental analyses pursuant to state

environmental law. The requested information advances CURE's interest i,n
ad.vocating for the sustainable d.evelopment of power facilities atlatge, holds no

intrinsic commercial value for CURE, and does not vest CURE or its members with
any competitive ad.vantage as participants in the State's energ"y industry- Cf .

Pubtic Citizen Hea\th Reseørch Group u. Food and Drug Admirústrøtiort' (1983) 704

F.2d 1280 , 1290. Finally, the disclosure of the requested information would likely
significantly increase public understanding of the Project because CURE seeks

information not previously disclosed by Bureau of Land Management.

r More information regarding CURE, please visit our website,
http ://wwrv. sb ctc. org/cure/default. asp?id=2 383 &p agetyp e=subpa ge.

2632-0 l6cv
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We will pay for any reasonable costs associated with fulfilling this request ttp to

$20Q. Please contact me at (650) 589-1660 with a cost estimate before copving the

requested materials. Please send the above requested items to:

Pamela N. Epstein
Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo
601 Gateway Boulevard, Suite 1000
South San Francisco, CA 94080

Please call me at 650-589-1660 if you have any questions. Thank you for your

assistance with this matter.

PNE:clv

cc: Richard. Frank, FOIA Liaison Coordinator (CECC-G), e-mail: foia-

liaison@us ace. army.mil

Pamela N. Epstein
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Proceedings World Geothermal Congress 2000
Kyushu - Tohoku, Japan, May 28 - June 10, 2000

GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT A}[D CHAI\GES IN SURFICIAL FEATURES:
EXAMPLES FROM THE WESTERN UNITED STATES

Michaet L. Soreyl
rU.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, Califomia94025

Key Words: geothermal development, hot springs, impacts,
monitoring

ABSTRACT

Changes in surficial thermal features and land-su¡face
elevations can accompany development of geothermal
reservoirs. Such changes have been documented to varying
extents at geothermal fields in the Westem United States,
including Long Valley caldera, Coso Hot Springs, and
Amadee Hot Springs in Califomia, and Steamboat Springs,
Beowawe, Dixie Valley, and Brady Hot Springs in Nevada
The best-documented cases are for the Casa Diablo area in
Long Valley caldera, California and for Steamboat Springs,
Nevada whe¡e hydrologic monitoring programs have
delineated some combination of declines in thermal-water
discharge, increases in fumarolic steam discharge, and
subsidence. At othe¡ areas noted above, similar types of
changes have occurred but existing monitoring programs do
not permit the same level of analysis of cause-and-effect
relationships between such surficial changes and contributing
factors.

1. INTRODUCTION

In most respects, geothsrmal energy offers considerable
advantages over other forms of electrical and direct-use
energy development in terms of minimizing adverse
envi¡onmental effects. However, exploitable geothermal
reservoirs are commonly associated with surficial thermai
features such as hot springs and fumaroles, and some level of
change in such features can be expected to accompany
subsurface pressu¡e changes associated with the production
and injection of ¡eservoir fluids Geothermal reservoir
pressure and temperatu¡e declines can also ¡esult in
subsidence ofthe land surface. Perhaps the best-documented
examples are from the Wairakei and Broadlands geothermal
fields in New Zealand (Allis, I 981; Glover et al , 1996).

Most areas of existing or potential geothermal development in
the Western United States include natu¡al thermal features
such as hot springs, geysers, spring-fed the¡mal pools, and

steam-heated features such as fumaroles and hot pools. The
extent that these features may be impacted by geothermal
development depends on many factors, including both the
p¡operties of the subsu¡face and the details of the
development (production and injection) scheme. The
hydrologic and mechanical properties of the subsurface are

usually not sufficiently known before development begins to
predict the distribution and magnitude of surficial changes.

Ideally, a hydroiogic monitoring program should be in
operation befo¡e and during development in order to delineate
changes from both nafural and man-made influences. For a

variety of jnstitutional, economic, and engineering reasons,
this ideal is rarely met. Even when monitoring data are

available, it is often difficult to quantify the relative effects of
different factors that can influence surficial conditions, e.g.

variations in precipitation and groundwater recharge,
pumpage of groundwater aquifers, and crustal unrest
(eartbquakes and deformati on).

The following list (see Figure 1 for locations) includes areas
for which some degree of documentation exists for changes in
surficial thermal featwes and land-surface elevations,
followed by references to background information.

¡ Amadee Hot Springs, Califomia: Land subsidence
(Unpublished consultant's reports available fiom Lassen
County Planning Department and California Division of
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources)

r Beowawe, Nevada: Cessation of geyser discharge
(Layrnan, I 984; Faulder ef al., 1997)

¡ Brady Hot Springs, Nevada: Cessation of hot-spring
discharge and onset of boiling and steam upflow from
shailow aquifers (Garside and Schilling, 1979)

o Coso Hot Springs, California: Increased activity of steam-
heated features (Combs and Rotstein, 1975; Moore and
Austin, 1983)

r Dixie Valley, Nevada: Increased activity of steam-heated
features and subsidence (Benoit, 1997; Bergfeld et a1.,

I ee8)
o Long Valley caldera, Califomia: Increased steam discharge

in the well field, decreased thermal-water discharge at sites
downstream from the well field, and subsidence (Sorey
and Fauar,1998)

o Steamboat Springs, Nevada: Cessation ofgeyser discharge
(Sorey and Colv añ, 1992)

In this paper, we describe the hydrologic monitoring program
and the evidence for changes in surficial features associated
with ongoing geothermal development in the Casa Diablo
area of Long Valley caldera. We also compare and contrast
the Long Valley development experience with that af
Steamboat Springs, Nevada, and comment on situations at the
other development areas listed above

2. LONG VALLEY CALDERA, CÄLIFORNIA

2.1 Geothermal Development

The geothermal system in Long Valley involves upflow from
a source reservoir in the west moat of the caldera and late¡al
outflow of thermal water in a generally west to east direction
(Sorey et aL, 1991). Reservoir temperatures range from
274"C beneath the west moat, to 770"C at Casa Diablo, and
110oC near Hot Creek gorge in the east moat ofthe caldera
(Figure 2). Hot springs discharge primarily withìn Hot Creek
gorge. Geothermal development currently consists of three
binary power plants on a combination ofprivate and public
lands located at Casa Diablo. The plants produce a total of
about 40 MW fiom wells that tap the shallow, 170"C,
reservoir at depths of .'150 m. Plant MP-l has been in
continuous operation since 1985; plants MP-2 and PLES-I
began operations in 1 991. In this single-phase, closed system,
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cooled geothermal wate¡ at -80'C is reinjected in the well
field at depths of about 600 m. Tot¿l flow rate through the
plants is about 900 kg/s.

Inadvertent leaks ofisobutane working fluid into the injection
wells at Casa Diablo have provided a useful chemical tracer
within the geothermal system. Isobutane has been detected in
fumaroles at and near Casa Diablo and in the Hot Bubbling
Pool 5 km to the east. Fluorescein tracer tests and isobutane
data indicate that less than l0% ofthe fluid injected at Casa
Diablo moves into the production zone. Instead, most of it
flows away from the well field within the injection reservoir.
The appearance of isobutane at distant themral feafures,
however, indicates a higher degree of connection between
these two zones outside the well field.

2.2 Hydrologic Monitoring Program

The Long Valley are4 which includes the resof town of
Mammoth Lakes, has numerous features of geologic,
hydrologic, and recreational significance. Concems over
possible impacts of geothermal and water-resources
developments on surficial thermal featu¡es led to
establishment of the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory
Committee (LVHAC) in 1987. LVHAC membership includes
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service,
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Mono County, Califomia
State Department of Fish and Game, Mammoth Community
Water District, geothermal developers, and various
environmental organizations. As desc¡ibed by Farrar and
Lyster (1990), the purpose of the LVHAC was to implement a

hydrologic monitoring program focused on early detection of
changes in surfìcial featues that could be influenced by
water-resource developments within the caldera. The LVIIAC
provides information to permitting agencies on such changes
and recommends mitigation alternatives for specific
development projects. The committee is advisory and as such
its ¡ecommendations do not create legal obligations. The
USGS, as a non-voting member of the LVHAC, is responsible
for collecting and compiling hydrologic monitoring data, and
has on occasion been requested to prepare interpretive reports
based on these data.

In addition to the hydrologic monitoring proglam conducted
by the USGS, each resource developer is required to monitor
conditions in and arou¡d their well fields Thermal and
nonthermal subcommittees of the LW{AC meet with specific
developers to discuss both public and proprietary monitoring
and development data and interpretive analyses of such
information. Findings andlor recommendations are conveyed
to the LVHAC. Experience has shown that this full and open
disclosure and discussion of public and proprietary
monitoring data has allowed a more complete understanding
of changes accompanying development and promoted an
attitude of trust that has helped to avoid litigation. One
example of this process is the planning and completion of a

numerical model of the response of the geothermal field to
development. The modeling was funded by the developer and
canied out by one of its consultants, but input and review
were sought from members of the thermal subcommittee.

The LVHAC monitoring program includes thermal springs
east of Casa Diablo (Figure 2), streamflow measurement sites
along Mammoth and Hot Creek, and both thermal and
nonthermal wells (e.g. CH10B, and M-14, respectively).

A¡eas of envi¡orunental concem include thermal springs at the
Hot Creek Fish Hatchery and in Hot Creek gorge. The
Hatchery springs discharge at a composite temperature near
16"C, considered optimum fo¡ trout-rearing operations.
These springs contain a small (-5%) component of thermal
water. Springs in Hot Creek gorge discharge at temperatures
up to boiling (93'C), and provide a popular environment for
bathing in heated creek water.

2.3 Changes in Surlicial Features

Geothermal development at Casa Diabto has resulted in
declines in reservoir pressure and temperafure ove¡ the 19g5-
1998 period. As exemplified by data from observation well
65-32 on the edge of the well field (Figure 3), a cumulative
pressure change of 0.1 Mpa between 1985 and 1990 was
followed by an additional drop of 0.25 Mpa during l99l in
response to increased production and deepening of injection
wells. Between 1991 and 1999, reservoir pressures have
declined by about 0.1 Mpa, for a total decline of 0.45 Mpa
(4.5 bars). The reduction in reservoir temperature amounts to
10-15"C, compared with localized reductions of-80.C in the
deeper injection zone. Boiting conditions in the heated
groundwater system above the production reservoi¡ have
resulted in significant steam occur¡ences at and near the land
surface, including fumaroles occupying former hot-spring
vents, steam collecting beneath building foundations, anã
steam flowing upward through the roots of trees.

Data from the USGS monitoring program outside the Casa
Diablo area (Sorey and Fanar, 1998a, b) show cessation of
spring flow at Colton Spring (2 km east of Casa Diablo) and
declines in water level in Hot Bubbling Pool (HBp, 5 km east
of Casa Diabio). The water-level rècord for thermal well
CW-3 adjacent to HBP correlates with the pressure record
from well 65-32, i¡dicating that the 0.25 Mpa pressure
decline in the well field in 1991 (equivalent to a water-level
drop of 25 m) caused a drop of 1.2 min water level at this
distance.

At the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery, chemical-flux measurements
show that the themral-water component in the springs has
declined by some 30-40% since 1990. However,
temperatu¡es in the Hatchery springs have changed mainly in
response to variations in the nonthermal component caused by
seasonal and arurual variations in groundwater recharge. The
apparent lack of observable response in spring temperatue
accompanying the decline in tlerrnal-water component
suggests a moderating influence of conductive heating from
rocks within and adjacent to the shallow flow zone containing
a mixture of thermal and nonthermal fluids.

Total thermai-water discharge at Hot Creek gorge is
calculated ÍÌom chemical flux measu¡ements at gaging sites
on Hot Creek upstream and downstream from the thermal
springs. Within a measurement error of -75Yo, no decrease in
thermal-water flow has been detected over the lggg-199g
period and the presence of isobutane has not been detected in
the gorge springs. If appears fiom this that the cunent ievel
of geothermal development has not caused detectible
hydrologic changes beyond distances of about 5 km fiom the
well field.

Leveling data collected along Highway 395 show subsidences
ín the vicinity of Casa Diablo beginning in 19g6,
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superimposed on a general pattern ofuplift that began in 1980
in response to crustal unrest (Sorey and Farrar, 1998; Sorey et
al., 1995). Since 1988, benchma¡ks at Casa Diablo have
subsided approximately 25 cm relative to benchmarks on the
resurgent dome, which have risen approximately 20 cm. This
perhaps represents a unique sihration in that subsidence
induced by geothermal fluid withdrawal has allowed the
actual land surface elevation to remain relatively constant,
while intermittent intrusive activity has cause signiñcant
uplift ofthe surrounding region.

3. STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, NEVADA

3.1 Geothermal Development

The geothermal system beneath the Steamboat Hills, located
about midway between Reno and Carson City, Nevada, is
currently being developed by two well fields and associated
power plants (Figure 4). To the south, the higher-temperature
Caithness Power Incorporated (CPf development involves
single-stage steam flash and residual liquid injection To the
north, the lower-temperature Far West Capital (FWC) project
involves production and injection of pressurized single-phase
liquid and binary power plant conversion. Electrical
production totals about 15 MW at the CPI plant and 85-90%
ofproduced fluids are rernjected north ofthe production well
field. The generating capacity of the FWC plants totals about
40 MW and 100%o of produced fluids are reinjected in wells
adjacent to the production well field.

Between the two development areas is a silica terrace through
which hot springs and geysers discharged until 1987, when
sustained testing of geothermal wells began and water levels
in the spring vents began falling (Sorey and Colttard,,1992;
Collar and Huntley, 1990; Collar, 1990). Analyses of
available hydrologic and geochemical data have led various
authors to conclude that a single, interconnected, geothermal
system exists in the Steamboat Springs area (Sorey and
Colvard, 1992; Mariner and Janik, 1995, and White, 1968).
Hot water flows upward beneath the Steamboat Hills and then
laterally toward the north and northeast. In addition to the
main terrace described above, the ultimate point of discharge
of thermai water under pre-deveÌopment conditions was
Steamboat Creek.

3.2 Hydrologic Monitoring Program

Regulation and monitoring activities at Steamboat have
tended to be more complex and difficult to pursue than at

Long Valley. Although there are muitiple regulatory
jurisdictions involved at each area, the absence of an entity
such as the LVHAC at Steamboat has made it more difficult
to conduct adequate monitoring and to provide for interpretive
studies of changes associated with development. This
situation still exists today, in spite of the fact that part of the
silica terrace and adjacent areas to the west were designated
an Area of Critical Environmental Concern by the Bureau of
Land Management (Sorey and Colvañ, 1992)

Each developer has been responsible for monitoring
conditions in and around theír well fie1d. A set of wells drilled
for testing and monitoring exists in the F'WC well field; in the
CPI well field wells drilled for stratigraphic information are
monitored. A network of wells drilled into the nonthermal

Sorey

groundwater system surrounding the Steamboat Hills is
included in the monitoring program carried out by FWC.

3,3 Changes in Surficial Features

Data on pressure changes in the developed well fields are
either not publicly available or are difficult to interpret.
Pressu¡es declines in both fields appea¡ to be minimal (-0.05
Mpa, or 0.5 bars) This indicates high reservoir transmissivity
and pressure support from injection we1ls. Indeed, tracer tests
at the FWC show that most of the injected water ¡emains
within the well field (Rose et a1., 1999). This is in contrast to
the situation at Long Valley described above.

By the time monitoring programs began in earnest in 1986,
the geysers and springs were in decline and by 1987, liquid
discharge on the main te¡race had stopped. Monitoring of
water levels in some spring vents continued through 1989,
when water levels in the silicalined spring conduits fell
beyond the reach of measuring equipment. Two
measurements were also made in 1989-1990 of thermal-water
discharge in Steamboat Creek, using chloride flux techniques,
for comparison with similar estimates made in the 1950-1960
perìod (Sorey and Colvard, 1992). These data suggest
declines in total discharge of about 40%.

The analysis by Sorey and Colvard (1992) concluded rhat
declines in hot-spring activity and thermal-water discharge at
Steamboat Springs resulted from a combination of (l)
successive years of below-normal precipitation and
groundwater recharge, (2) groundwater pumpage in the South
Truckee Meadows (north of the Steamboat Hills), and (3)
geothermal fluid production. It was not possible at that time
to adequately determine the relative impacts of each facto¡.
However, precipitation has returned to normal or above-
normal levels since 1994 and monitoring records show that
groundwater levels have risen sigtriftcantly since that time and
are now at nearly the same levels as in the late 1980,s.
Although no recent measu¡ements have been attempted of
water levels in the spring vents on the main terrace, there is
no evidence ofany renewed spring flow.

4, OTHER AREAS
DEVELOPMENT

OF GEOTHERMAL

The scale and type of geothermal development at other noted
areas in the Westem United States vary widely, ranging from
a small binary-electric power plant supplied by two
production wel1s and no injection wells at Amadee Hot
Springs in northeastern California to the -250 Mwe steam-
flash power plants at Coso Hot Springs in eastern Califomia
(Figure 1). In all but one case, all or most ofthe development
area and surficial thermal features are privately owned The
exception is the Coso Hot springs area south of Long Valley
in eastem Caiifomia, where most of the land unde¡
development is part of the federally operated China Lake
Naval Weapons Center Thermal features at Coso Hot
Springs, located adjacent to the well field, are traditionally
utilized by local Native Americans Environmental
agreements between the Navy, the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, and Native American organizations call for
mitigatìon in the event that geothermal development causes
changes that negatively effect future use fo¡ religious and
ceremonial purposes (Bureau of Land Management, 1980).
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In cases where geothermal reservoirs and associated surficial
thermal feafures are on privately owned land, regulations
governing geothermal development are usually specified by
state or county agencies, rather than fede¡al agencies.
Monitoring programs may not include observations of thermal
features, so that information about changes in thermal features
or land elevations is usually anecdotal or unpublished and
often not sufficiently detailed to provide adequate
documentation of cause-and-effect relations. Even when
thermal features are on public lands, hydrologic monitoring
may be deemed unnecessary where expected changes in
thermal featu¡es or land-surface elevations are judged a-priori
to be either mitigatable or insignifrcant.

A common aspect of changes induced by development of hot-
water reservoirs is the reduction oflìquid discharge in springs
and geysers and the increase in steam discharge in fumaroles
and other steam-heated features. Available information
indicates that such changes have occuned at Long Valley,
Steamboat, Beowawe, Amadee Hot Springs, and Brady Hot
Springs, while at Coso Hot Springs and Dixie Valley naturally
occurring steam discharge has increased during development.
At Amadee Hot Springs, Brady Hot Springs, Dixie Valley,
and Long Valley, reductions in reservoir pressure have also
induced significant levels of land subsidence and ground
cracking. As pointed out previously, documentation ofsuch
changes and determinations ofthe influence ofvarious factors
on the thermal features is adequate only for Long Valley. At
Beowawe and Steamboat Springs, reductions and cessation of
geyser activity accompanied the pre-development testing of
production wells in the 1970's, at a time when monitoring
efforts were inadequate. Some of the previously cited
references contain infomration on thermal feafures at the
"other" areas of geothermal development discussed in this
section; additional pefinent references are listed below:

¡Beowawe: Zoback (1979); White (1998); Layman (1984);
Olmsted and Rush (1987)

¡Brady Hot Springs: Ettinger and Brugman (1992); Harrill
( 1 97 0), Osterlin g (1 9 69) ; Olmsted et al. (1 91 5)

o Coso Hot Springs: Monahan and Condon (1991a,b);
E¡skine and Lofgren (1989); Fournie¡ et al. (1980); Foumier
and Thompson (1 982)

o Dixie Valley: Williams et al. (1997); Waibel (1987)

5. CONCLUSIONS

Changes in surficial thermal features and land elevations
accompanying geothermal development should be viewed as

the rule, rather than the exception. This follows from the
nature of geothermal reservoirs within flow systems that
commonly include discharge of fluids at the land surface. In
the absence of fluid injection in locations proximal to such
discharge areas, reductions in reservoir ptessrue will cause
some degree of reduction in fluid upflow feeding the thermal
features. Natural geyser activity should be expected to be
most sensitive to such changes because of the unique
combination of processes and cha¡acteristics typically
required for geyser discharge. Where hot fluids occur at
relatively shallow depths, either within a developed reservoir
or in the overlying groundwater system, pressure reduction
can also induce boiling condilions that result in increases in
steam discharge at the land surface.

Factors other than pressure reductions in geothermal
reservoirs can influence the temperature and flow rate of
surficial thermal featu¡es. Information gained from hydrologic
monitoring in and around the developed well fields, both
during and prior to the development period, can aliow
quantification of the timing and magnitude of cause-and-
effect ¡elations between va¡ious factors that affect surficial
thermal discharge and guide attempts to mitigate any adverse
impacts caused by development.
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Figure l. Locations of some geothermal fìelds where development has been associated with changes in thermal features and/or land
subsidence.

Figrte2. Map of Long Valley caldera showing various geologic and cultural features, and key sites in the hydrologic monitoring progtam
directed by the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee.
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Figure 3. Pressure history in observation w ell 65-32, located on the edge ofthe geothemral well field at Casa Diablo, and periods ofoperation
of three geothermal powerplants.

Figure 4. Map of the Steamboat Hills and surrounding region showing approximate wellfield areas for the Caithness Power. Incorporated
(CPI) and Far West Capital (FWC) geothermal developments, locations of most of the production and injection wells, sorne of the vents on
the main silica terrace that formerly i¡cluded active hot springs and geysers, and the outline of the Area of Critical Environmental Concem
(ACEC) designated by th e Bureau of Land Management.
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Mammoth Poci/ìc I Replacentent Project
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Appendix M

Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee

Hydrologic Monitoring Data
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LIST OF DATA

GROUND.WATER LEVELS

Dailv Mean Water Levels

Hydrograph for well CH-1 08.
Hydrograph for well LV-19.

FISH HATCHERY DATA - 1988 through 2011

Measured Values for sites FHAB, FHCD, FH23

Discharge - Daily mean values
Water temperature - Daily mean values

Calculated Values

Thermal water discharge estimate - AB and CD
Thermal water as percent - AB and CD
Total and thermal water discharge - AB and CD combined

HOT CREEK DATA

Hot Creek flume daily mean discharge 1983 through 201 1

Graph of estimated thermal water discharge 1988 through 201 1

PRECIPITATION

Precipitation measured at Mammoth Ranger Station 1982 through 201 I
Precipitation by months

I

; Cover Photo: Well 12-25 during drilling, August 25,2011.
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Well LV-19 near Doe Ridge
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Hot Creek Flume Discharge
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PRECIPITATION AT MAMMOTH LAKES, CA
Calendar Years 1 982 to 201 1
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Precipitation at Mammoth Lakes, CA
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Form 9.1366
{oct.2fi15)

U.S. Department of the lnterior
U.S. GeologicalSurvey

Joint Funding Agreement

Cu¡torñlf*:
Agrrcment #:

Projoct t:
TIN #:

Fhed Cod
Agrermrnt

Pagc I of2

Pase 1 of 2
6fxI¡{xIt9õ6

lzwscAr9200

95{)0506r

iüìv*' lirc
FOR

WATER RESOURCES INVESTIGATIONS

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into as of tre 1st day of November, 201'1, by the U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, party of the first part, and the MONO
COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, party of tre second part.

1. The parties hereto agree hat subject to availability of appropriations and ln accordance with their
respective authorities there shall be maintained in cooperatlon for the cooperative water resources
investigations in the Mono County Economic Development Department area, herein called the program.
The USGS legal authority is 43 USG 36C;43 USC 50; and 43 USC 50b.

2. The following amounts shall be conhibuted to cover all of the cost of the necessary field and analytical
work dlrectly related to thls program. 2(b) indudes ln-Kind Services in the amount of $0.

by the party of the first part dur¡ng the period

-t

(a) $0.00

(b) $73,000.00

November 1,2011 to Oc'tober 31,2012

by the party of the second part during the period
November 1,2011 to October 31,2012

uscs DUNS rS l76l-38857

(c) Additional or reduced amounts by each party durlng the above perlod or succeeding periods as
may be determined by mutual agreement and set forth in an exc-hange of letters between the
parties.

(d) The performance period may be changed by mutual agreement and set forth in an exchange of
letters between the parties.

The costs of this program may be paid by either party in conformity wift the laws and regulatons
respectively goveming each party.
The field and analytical work pertaining to this program shall be under the direction of or subject to
periodic review by an authorized representative of the parg of the flrst part.
The areas to be included in the progrâm shall be determined by mufual agreement between the parties
hereto or their authorized representatives. The methods employed in the field and ofüce shall be those
adopted by the party of the 1Ìrst part to insure the required standards of accuracy subject to modification
by mutual agreement.
During the course of this program, all field and analytical work of either party pertaining to this program
shall be open to the inspection of the other party, and if the work is not being carried on in a mutually
satisfactory manner, either party may terminate this agreement upon 60 days written notice to the other
party.
The original records resulting from this program will be deposited in the office of origin of those records.
Upon request, copies of the original records wíll be provided to the offica of the other party.

I

I

3.

4.

5.

7.

htþs://gsvaresa0l.er.usgs.govAMebforms/9-1366R.nsflc2b886045170c623852571330054c... 11/1/2011
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Form 9-1366
continued

U.S. DepaÉment of the lnlerior
U,S. GeologicalSurvey

Jolnt Fundlng Agreement

PageZ ol2

Page2oÍ2

Cu¡tomer#: 
6000000956

Agreementf, l2wscAtg2oo
ProJcct #:

Tril #: 956005661

8. The maps, records, or reports resulting from this program shall be made available to the public as
prompty as possible. The maps, records, or reports normally will be publÍshed by the party of the flrst part.
However, the party of the second part reserves the right to publish the results of this program and, if
already published by the party of the first part shall, upon request, be fumished by fte party of the first
part, at costs, impressions suitable for purposes of reproduction similar to that for which the original copy
was prepâred. The maps, recods, or reports published by either party shall contein a statement of the
cooperative relations between the parties,

9. USGS will issue billings utilizing Department of the lnterior Bill for Collection (form Dl-1040). Billing
documents are to be rendered quarterly, Payments of bills are due within 60 days after the billing date. lf
not paid by the due date, interest will be charged at the cunent Treasury rate for each 30 day period, or
port¡on thereof, that the payment is delayed beyond ths due date. (31 USC 3717; Complroller General File
8-212222, August 23, 1983).

Name:
Address:

Telephone:
Email:

U.S. Geologlcal Survey
Unlted States

Department of the lnterior

USGS Point of Gontact

Tammy Seubert
6000 J Street, Placer Hall
Sacramento, CA 95819-6129
(916)278-3040
tseubert@usgs.gov

S¡onaturcs

MONO COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT

Gustomer Polnt of Gontact

Name: DanielL. Lyster, Director
Address: Post Oflice Box2415

Mammoth Lakes, Califomia 93546
Telephone:
Email:

-o"t"llftlæta.

ByBy.
Name
Title:

Name:
Title:

By.
Name:
Title:

Name:
Title:

o^t -/-lJ 4L
Director, USGS California Water
Science Center

Date Date

Date By Date

htþs://gsvaresa0l.er.usgs.govAMebfonns/9-1366R.nsf/c2b886045170c623852571330054c... nnD0Í
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Former Mono County Zoning Ordinance 9¡
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Titlc 19

ZONINGI

Chapters:

19.00 Inhoductory hovisions

19.01 Definitioru

19,02 DesignationolT'onvrgDishicb

19.03 Generalkovisions - ft^/)MqL 
'TÆNÙAf¿ts19.04 R-L District-Rural Living

19.05 A District-Agriculture

19.06 R-M-IIDistrict-RuralMobilehome

19,07 R-RDistrict-RuralResidcntial

19.0E S-f'-R Dishict-Single-Family Residential - W7-t R- i

19.09 M-F-RDistrict-Multiple-FamilyResidential

19.10 A-IIDishict-AflordableHousing
l9.ll C-RDist¡ict-ConcentratedResort

19.12 C-NDistrictJ{eighborhoodCorn¡rercial

19.13 CDistrict--GeneralComme¡tial

19.15 C.SDistrict-SeniceCommercial

19.16 I-P District-Indusfrial Park

19.17 I District-Industrial
19.18 O-A District-Open Area

19.19 P-A Dishict-Public Agency

l92O PIID District-Planned Unit Development

l92l S-CDistrict--ScenicCombining

1922 EDistrict-F,questrianCombining
1923 M-C DistrictJVlanufacturedHousingCombining

1925 tr'-PDistrict-FloodplainCombining

1926 Fire Sate Regulations

I Editor's Noæ: The Zoniog aod Development Code of Mono County was adçæd
by Ord. 86520.{ and amended by Ords. 8&522, 8652GE,87-52û8, 87-52GF and

88-52GF. Cerøin provisions origirally set out in Or¿ 39? as ¡mendcd by Ords.

'13-415,79-397-R',79:397-T,81-397,8l-397-BB, 85'397-SS have been codified ¡¡
well,

343 (Mono Couoty Supp. 6)
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1927 Airport Approacb Zoning

l92E Secondary Housing

1929 Parking Requirements

1930 Mobilehome Parks and Recreation Vehicle Parks

1931 ManufacturedllousingSubdivision

1932 Conversion of Existing Residential Facilities to

Other Uses

1933 Time-Share Projects

1934 Pe¡formance Standards

1935 Signs

f936 lÞsipllevlew'Dbtrict:'
1937 Noticing Requirements

1938 Use Permits

1939 Variances

19.40 Uses Permitted Subject to Direcûor Review and

Approval

19.41 Amendments

19.42 Appeals

19.43 Nonconforming Uses

79.44 Enforcement

19.45 Development Agreements

19.46 Specific Plans

19.47 A-DDistrict-AirportDevelopment

19.50 E-ADistrict-ExclusiveAgriculture

19.51 R-2District-DuplexResidential

79.52 R.3District-Multiple-FamilyResidential

19.53 G.P District-General Purpme

19.54 MFR, II District-Multifamily Residential, High
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Chapter 19.00

INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

Sections:

19.00.010 Adoption.
19.00.020 Intent.
19.00.030 Authority for regulations.
19.00.0¿m Purpoee.
19.00.050 Consistency.
f 9.00.060 Inûerpretation.
19.00.070 Restrictions.
19.00.0t0 Construction and dehnifion.
19.00.090 Title.

19.00.010 Adoption.
There is an adopted zoning and development code for

the county as provided by law. (Added by Supp. I, 1991)

f 9.00.020 lntcnL
The zoning and development code is inænded to serve

as a basis for all land use regulations adopæd by the county.
(Added by Supp. l. 1991)

f9.00.030 Authority for regulations.
The zoning and development code is adopæd pursuant

to the following authorify:
A. Local Ordinances and Regulations-{alifornia

Constitutions, A¡ticle XI. Section 7.
B. Planning and Zoning Law, Califomia Government

Code, Title 7.

C. Mobilehome Parts Act, CaliføniaHarlth and Safety
Code. Division 13, Pa¡t 2.1.

D. Airpcrt Approoches Zoning l-aw, Califmnia Govern-
menf Code. Title 5, Division I, Part l, Chapter 2, A¡ticle
6.5, (Addecl by Supp. 1. 1991)

19.00;040 Purpme.
A. The purpose of this ritle is:
l. To encourage, classify, designate. regulate, resfict

and segregale the highest and best location for, and use

of, buildings, stnrchres, and land for agriculture, housing,
commerce, trade, industry, w:rter conservation or other
purposes in appropriate places;

2. To regulate and limit the height and sizes of build-
ings and other structures hereafter designated, erected or
altered:

3. To regulate and determine the size oi yards and
other open spaces;

19,00.010

4. To regulaæ and limit the density of poprrlatie¡' -¿
5. To divide the unincorporated area of the county

into disricts of such number, shape and Íuea as may be

deemed best suiæd to cîrry out these regulations and
provide for this enforcement.

B. Furthermore, such regulations are deerned neces*rry
in order to:

l. Encourage the most apprcpriate use of land;
2. To conserve and slabilize lhe value of property;
3. To provide adequate open spaces for light and air

and to prevent and Frght fires;
4, To prevent undue concentration of population;
5. To lessen congestion of streets;
6. To facilitate adequate provisions for community

utilities such as water, sewage, schools and other public
rcquirements; and

7. To promote the public health, safety and general
welfa¡e. (Added by Supp. l. 1991)

19.00.050 Consistency.
All oi the provisions of the zoning and development

code and all of the provisions of the various area general
plans prepared therefrom. as well es, my land use autho-
rized by the zoning and development code. shall be consis-
ænt wilh the "Countywide General Plan." Consislency shall
mern that lhe various land uses ruthorized by the zoning
and development code or the various area general plans
are compatible with the goals, policies, implementation
me¡sures, land uses and programs specified in the
"Countywide General Phn." (Added by Supp, 1, 199t)

19.00.060 Interpretation.
Unless otherwise provided, any ambiguity concerning

the content or application of the zoning and development
code shall be resolved by the planning commision. Fu¡ther-
more, unless otherwise provided, any ambiguiry conceming
the content and applicatlon of the various area general plans
shall be resolved by the planning commission. (Added
by Supp. l, 1991)

f9.00.070 Restrictions.
It is not intended by the zoning and developmenr code

to interfere with or abrogate or annul:my eÍ¡semen!, cove-
nant or olher agre€ment between pa¡ties. Where the zoning
and development code imposes ír greater restriction upon
the use ofbuilding or land. or upon the height of buildings,
or requires larger open spaces than are imposed or required
by other ordinances, rules, regulations or by easements,
covenanls or ¡¡greements. the provisions of the zoning and
development code shall control. (Added by Supp. I, l99l)

l._ 344-L (Monq County Supp. l)
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19.00.080

f9.00.0t0 Consrucüon and def¡¡ition.
For the purpose of carrying out the intent of this title,

words, phrases and terms shall be deemed to have the
meaning ascribed to them in Chaptø 19.01. In construing
the povisions of thís title, specific povisions shall super-
sede general povisions rclating to the sarne subþc (Added
by Supp. l, 1991)

19.00.090 Title.
The ordinance codified in this title (Chæærs 19.00

to 19.46) shall be known as the "Mono County 7-oning
and De-velopment CodÊ." (4dded by Supp. l, 1991)
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19.59,010

CbaPter 1959

RE DISTRICT-RESOURCE EXTRACTION

Sections:
1959.010 Purpme and intenL
1959.020 APPlicabilitY.
f959.030 Criteria for applying the RE

1959.040
r9.59.050

district zone.

Uses permitted.
Uses permitted subject to
director review.

1959.060 Uses permitted subject to use

permit.
1959.070 Use permit rcquirements.
19.59.080 Project development-Phasing

requirements.
19.59.090 Amendments'
19.59.100 Developmcnt standards.
19.59.110 Reclamation requirements.
1959.120 Financial assurancres.

19.59.130 Inspectioru.
19.59.140 Administration.
1959.f 50 EnforcemenL

19.59.010 PurPose and intent.
The intent of the resou¡ce extracúon (RE) district is

to cvaluate and, if appropriate, permit resou¡ce ext¡action

projects in a m¿rner tbat is consistent with the provisions

of the Mono County general plan, zrpplicable area plans,

and appticable state and federal laws, such as the Surface

Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 (SMARA). The

resource ext¡action (RE) disuict has been est¿blished to

protect the envimnment and allow for the conditional

development of on-site resou¡ces, including butnot limit-
ed to, mineral resources, geothermal resources' wind and

. solar energy resources, hydropower resources and timber

resources. (Ord.94-m $ 2 (pan), 1994)

1959.020 ApplicabilitY.
The resource extraction (RE) disrict may þ applied

only to areas with existing or proposed resource develop
ment activities, The establishment of resource extraction
(RE) districts is also inænded to encourage and facilitale
public awareness concerning the potential for resou¡ce

and energy-relaæd extraction activities in areas where

si gnifican t resoufce deposits or energ y-relaæd resources

have been identifred.
In compliance with general plan policies, mining

operations, geotbermal operations, small-scale hydroelec-

tric generation facilties, wind and solar energy generation

facilities and similar resou¡ce exraction activities may be

pemritted only i ent

and zoned reso all

resource development projects shall comply with the

provisions of this cbapær. (Ord. 91-02 $ 2 (part\,l99S)

1959.030 Criteria for applying the RE district
zone.

In applying the RE disuict zone to a specific site, one

or more of the following criteria must be demons0rated

to tbe satisfaction of the countY:

A. An acfive resource development project cunently

exists on the subject lands.

B. The project qualifies under tbe "vesting" provi-

sions as specified in the Catifomia Surface Mining and

Reclamuion Act (SMARA)'
C. It has been reasonably deterrrined to the satisfac-

tion of the county that potentì¡lly significant re'sources

exist on the lands under consideration. This deterrnina¡ion

may be based on rsports filed by aregistercd professional

acceptable to the county, and funded by the applicant' or

in the case of surface mining operations, on mineral land

classihcation feports filed in conjunction with SMÄRA'
D. In areas with conflicting lesource values, it has

been reasonably deærmined to the satisfaction of the

counry tbat t[e proposed resotuçe development activity'
and therefore the proposed RE dist¡ict' is tbe highest and

best use of the land, and is in full complianc¿ with the

general plan. (Ord. 94-AZ g 2 (pan), 1994)

1959.040 Uses permitted.
The following uses are perrriued within the RE dis-

tricg plus such other uses as the planning commission

finds to be similar and not more obnoxious or deFimental

to the public health, safety and welfare:

A. Geological, geochemical or geophysical mapping,

surface sampling by hand of outoops and soil, and activi-

ties which do not involve extensive excavation,

devegetaúon, or other potentially significant environmen-

tål effects;
B. Such oüer uses a.s the director uny determme to

be of an infrequent nature a¡d which involve only minor

surface disturbances;

C. Residential uses are limited to caret¿ker units or

on-call employee housing æsociaæd witl¡ on-site resourcr

development projectsi such residential units shall be re-

moved rturing rhe frnal reclamation process. Residential

subdivisions or other types of permanent residenti¡l

development âfe not allowed;
D. Agriculural uses that are compatible with the

resource exúaction activity, (Ord. 94-02 $ 2 (part)' 1994)

(Mono Couaty SuPrP' ó) 34/,-t38
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1959.050 Uses permitted subject to dircctor
review.

The following uses may be pennifted subject 10 review
and approval by the director in conformance with the

director review process:

A. Excavations or grading conducted fu famting or
on-site constnrction for the purPose of resoring land
following a flood or naural disasæc

B. Resource development activities involving the

prospecting for, or extraction of, minerals for commercial
purposes and the removal of overburden in otal amounts

of less fhan one thousand cubic yards in any one parcel

of one acre or less;

C. Resowce devclopment activities thaf do not in-
volve either the removal of more tban one thousand cubic
yards of minerals, ore or overburden; or involve more

than one acre in any one parcel;
D. Surface mining operations that are required by

federal law in order to protect a mining claim, if such

operations a¡e conducted solely for this purpose and in
compliance with applicable federal regulations which

administer the affecæd mined lands;
E. Such othe¡ surface mining operations as are cåte-

gorically deærrrined by tbe Staæ Mining and Geology
Board to be exempt ftom the provisions of SMARA;
and/or those particutar resource development activities
with similar impacts that the county may deærmine to be

of inftequent nature and/o¡ involve insignificant amounts
of surface disu¡rbance. (Orû 94-02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

19.59.060 Uses permitted subject to use
permit

The following uses may be permitted subject to ob
taining a use permic in conformance wirh applicable
provisions of the county general plan and the Mono
County Code:

A. Surface mining operations as defined in SMARA;
B. Subsurface mining operations;
C. Exploring, drilling, processing, stockpiling and

ransporting of gas, oil and other hydrocarbons;
D. Exploring, drilling and development of geothermal

fesources;
E. Construction and operation of geothemtal power

plants, hydropower planfs, and wind and solar power
plants;

F. Resale ar¡d wholesale disributing of materials
produced on site and accessory uses, including but not
Iimited tro conshJcting and using rock crushing plants,
aggregate washing, screening and drying facilities and
equipment, ore reduction plants, asphalt and concrete
baæhing plants, and storage of maærials and machinery

19.59.050

which is in use and utilized by the permired operatiou.
(Ord.9+02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

1959.070 Use permit requirements.
A. F'tling.
1. Submittal. An application for a use pernit sball

be accompanied by the appropriaæ filing fee and shell be

submitted to the planning department or energy manage-

ment department on forms provided by the applicable

deparmenf Applications must be complete.
2. Acc€ptance. fui ap'plication for a use permit shall

not be deemed complete or accepted for filing and the

processing time limits sball not begin to run until the
planning or en€rgy matragement department acc€pfs the

application as complefe.
B. Procedure.
l. Use Permit Processing. Within thirty days after

receipt of a resource use peßtit application, the depart-

ment shall review tbe application and shall notify the

applicant or his designated representâtive, in writing,
concerning any application deficiencies.

a. Applications shall be deemed complete, rmless the

applicant or his designaæd representative has been noti-
fied in writing ùat the application is incomplete prior to

tbe expiration of the thirty-day review period- Acceptance

of the application as complete shall not constitute an

indicuion of project approval.
b. Complete applications sball be processed in accor-

dance with the provisions of Chapær 19.38, Use Pemrits,

and for surface mining operâtions, with the applicable
provisions of SMARA.

2. Nonuse of Pemril In confommnce with Chapær

19.38, Use Pemiß, failure to commence diligent resource

development activities within onc year subsequent to

pemrit issuance, or within the period deærmined by the

planning conrmission, shall render the use permit nr¡ll and

void. DocumentÂúon that the operatff bas made every

attempt to secure required permits at t¡e stâte or federal
level but that, despite due diligence, the pemrits have not
yet b€en issued may serve ûo stay this requirement.

C. Environmental Compliance. Permits shallbe pro
cæsed in accordance with CEQA, the Mono County
Envi¡onmental Handbook and general plan policies.

Common environmenfal documenution may be used for
the exploratory and development permit stages of a pro-
ject when consistent with CEQA.

Pemrits shall contain condiuons wbich assure compti-
ance with CEQA and with applicable laws and regula-
tions of Mono County and other agencies with jurisdic-
tion.

D. Monitoring. In accordance with general plan

policies and CEQA fequirements, when applicable, per-

D.-
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19.59.070

mits shall conl.rain conditions for ongoing monitoring of
operatrons.

Tbe conservation/open space element cont¿ins monitor-

ing requirements for geothermal developmenl mineral
resource development and timber developmenl (Ord. 9+
02$2(part),1994)

1959.0E0 Project development-Phasing
requirements.

In compliance with general plan policies, geothermal

projects shall be developed in a phased manner. In addi-

tion ¡o the phasing requirements listed below, energy

resource extrÍtction projects shall comply with ail phasing

requirements in the general plan (conservatiott/open space

element energy resource policies).
A. Phasing of Geothemtal hojects. Geothemal

development shall be subjecr to úe following phased

permittlng process:

l. The geothermal exploration permit sball regulate
geothermal exploration and reservoi¡ characærizatron

activities. The primary purpose of the exploratory phase

is to determine hydrologic, geologic and oùer relevant
cba¡acteristics of the geothennal resource being consid-
ered fbr development. During the exploratory phase, the
permittee shall develop sufficient dâts, to the satisfaction
of the county, to determine whether there is a geothermal
resource adequate to sustain the prcposed development
project.

2. The geothermal development permit shall regulaæ
geotlemral development, operations, termination of oper-
ations, sitc reclamation, and reserve momtoring. The
purpose of the development phåse is to regulate all geo
thermal development including tbe siting aDd construc-
tion of facilities, conditions of operation, main[enanc¿ of
roads and equipment, and to assu¡e the protection of the
environment.

B. Pbasing of Otber Resource Development Acrivi-
ties. Other resource development activities may þ subject
to a pbased pemútting process, depending on the nature
of the resource and its development (Ord. 94-02 ç 2
(part), 1994)

1959.090 Amendments.
A, Minor Amendments to an Approved Reso¡¡rce

Development Pemrit.
1. MinorAmendmenE Minor changes to an approved

resouroe development permit may be approved by the
planning department director or tbe energy management
director in accordanc¿ with the following provisions.

2. Processing: Requests for approval of a minor
amendment shall be submitted on forms provided by tbe
planning department or energy uumagemcnt deparment,

atong with the appticable fees. \{ithin thirty days of
receipÌ of sucb a request the appropriate director shall

deærmir¡e whether or not lhe application should be con-

sidered a minor amendmenl The director shell ¿pp¡stt
or deny the rcquest and notify tbe applicant in writing
within pn 6¿ys of his decision. The decision of the direc-

tor as to whether or not the request sbould be approved

or denied shall be final, unless an appeal is filed. ff it is
deærmined tbat the rEquest is not a minor amendment,

the request may be prrocessed as a major amendmenl
3. Requests for a minor amendnent may be ap

proved only if tbe director is able to make all of the

following findings:
a. The proposed change involves only minor changes

in the siting or operations of tbe prqect and will not
affect the basic character or inplementation of the perurit

b. No substantial adverse environmental damage,

either on-site or off-site, will result from the propos€d

change and tbeproposed change is consistent with adopt-
ed envi¡onmental detemúDafions.

c. The proposed cbange will not be derimentai to

the public healtb, safety and welfare and is compattble
with tbe objectrves and policies of the general plan and

applicable specific plans.

B. Major Amendments to an Approved Resou¡ce

Development Use Permir
1. Major Amendment Major amendments to ap-

proved resource development use permits måy be åp-
proved by the planning commission subject to the follow-
ing provisions.

2. Processing: Applications for pmposed artendsrenß
sbalt be submitted on fomts provided by the planning

department or energy runagement deparffient and shall
include such data as may be required to complete atr

environmental assessmeoL Applications shall include the

required hling fee, and shall be noticed and scheduled for
public hearing before the plarning commission in the

same manner as the original permit submifral.

3. Amendmenß mÂy be approved by the planning

commission only if all of the following findings can be

made:

î. The proposed atrlendments are necessâry or desi¡-

able ro assure a more practícal recovery of the resource

or to avoid multiple fun:re disturbances of surface land

or waters.
b. No subst¿ntial adverse envi¡onmentrl damage,

either on-site or off-site, will result from the proposat
change and tbat the proposed change is consistent with
adopted environmental detemtinations.

c. The security required to be filed by the applicant
with the county is adequate or additional security bas

(Mooo Courty Sugp. 6) 3M-r40
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been filed fo gr¡anmt€ecompliance with the revisedpemtit
d. The pemit, as arnende4 will continue fo meet the

requirements of this chapter and will be conducæd in
conformity with all applicable laws, ordinances and

regulations of all agencies with jurisdiction over the

resource development project
e. The approval of tbe amendment will not be detri-

mental to tbe public healtb, safecy or welfare and is
comparible with the obje.ctives and policies of the general

plan, and applicable specific plans, the zoning and ap
proved end use of the siæ. (Ord.94-02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

19.59.100 Development standards.
The following minimum development standa¡ds sball

apply to all prqects in the resource exl¡action district
unless amended througb the specific plan process. Other
standffds or conditions idenúlted during the use permit
proc€ss may also apply.

A. Lot Size ar¡d Disrict Area. The mrnimum lot size

and district area shall be forty acres or a qutrter, quarter

section, with the exception of patent and/or historicåI
mining claims and "vested operations" whici shalt be

coruideredon acase-by-case basis. Minimum lotsize and

disrict afta may bc reduced in conformance with the

development plân or specific plan process.

B. SéIb S.

l. No processing equipment or facilities sball be

located'and.no.resource,developmÞnt shall'occu¡'within
the,following"minimurh'hoäzontiìl sÞtbacksP

a.. One.hundred.,feet"from"any.interior+public,streÆt
or,hi ghway-unless,tbe public.works'direcûorrdeferurings

th at* anlesseç dis t¿n ce, w ould'bë'acirep tablä.

b='..Q!e,hundred'feet away ftom.any exterior.property
.line;r

c;,-..Five hund¡ed,fe€t"ftom'any,adjæent,private dw€ll-
, ing titution,rsehoohor' other, buildin g, 6¡".¡o"ur,on^ used
. forep ublic"as semblage;

d. No geotiernal development locâted within the

Hot C¡eek buffer zone shall occur within five hundred
feet on either side of a surface watercourse (as indicated
by a solid or broken blue line on U.S. Geological Survey
7.5 or l5-minute series topographic maps).

2. No residenúal usqs sball be located within the
following minimum horizon tal setbacks:

a. Fifry fe€t from any interior public street or high-
way unless the public works di¡ector determines that a
lesser distancp would be acceptable;

Fifty feet from any exterior propeny line.
Visual lmpacts.
Siting. All resource development projects shall be

sited, designed and operated to minimize impacts to the

surrounding visual environment, in conformance with

19.59.090

applicable provisions of the county's general plan and

this code. The conservation/open element contains poli-
cies relating to the siting of various types of energy
resource pfojects.

2. Screening. Screening shall be required for uses

which a¡e contiguous to any residential or courmercial
district or use, for uses in scenic highway corridors or
important visual a¡eas, and for uses with an identified
significant visual impact. Screening may be achieved
tbrough tbe use of siting, landscaping, fencing, contour
grading, constructed berms and./or other appropriate
meffìures. If landscaping is chosen æ a method of
screening, a landscape plan shall be submitæd as part of
tbe use permit application.

3. Lighting. Exterior lighting shall þ shielded and

indi¡ect and shall be minimized to that nec¿ssary for
security and safety.

4. Maærials and Colors. Materials for strucnues,
fences, eæ, should ha¡monize with the natural surround-
ings, whenever possible. Materials sbould be nonreflec-
rive or sbould be painted with a trlatte hnish. Colon for
structures, fences, etc. should blend into the natu¡al sur-
roundings.

D. Erosion and Sediment Control.
1. Siting. All resource development projects sball be

sited designed and operaæd to minimize erosion and

sediment transport, in confomrance with applicable provi-
sions of fhe counfy's general plan, this code, and apptica-
ble staæ and federal regulaúons. The conservation/open
elemenl energy resourc€ section, contains policies relat-
ing to the siting of various types of energy resource

projects.
Siting sbould minimize impacfs to the natural la¡d-

scape. Project desigl should encourage the joint use of
facilities wbenever possible in order to minimize distur-
bance to tle natural environmenL Access and c¡rstruction
roads should be loc¿ted so that naûrral feahrres ¿ue pre-
served and erosion is minimized.

2. Sitc Disturbance. Earthwork, grading and vegeta-
tive removal shall be minimized. Existng access roads

sball be utilized whenever possible. Const¡uction of new
access roads, frontage roads or driveways sball be avoid-
ed except where essential for bealth and safety. Earth-
work and grading shall be ¡rrformed in accordance with
Chapter 13.08 of this code.

3. Revegetaúon. Site distu¡bances shall be

revegetated in confomrance witb the reclamation plan

developed pursuant to Chapter 19,60 of this code.
4. Drainage. Drainage facilities sball be constructed

¿rnd maintained in accordance with Chapær 13.08 of this
code and with any applicable requiremenß of the

b.
C.
l.
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19.59.i00

Labonøn regional water quality conuol board pertaining

to w¿rst€ discharge.
E. Cultural Resou¡ces. The applicant sball stop work

and notify appropriaæ agencies and officials if archaeo
logical evidence is encountcred during construction or
operations. No disûubance of an a¡chaeological site shall
be pemitted until such time as the applicant hi¡es a
qualified consullant and an appropriÂte teport is hled with
úe county planning deparfrrent which identifies acc€pt-

able siæ mitigation measureq which shall then become

conditions of tbe use pemrit and the recliamation plan (if
applicable).

F. Noise. All resource development projects sball be
sitrd, designed and operaæd to minimize noise impacts
to the sunounding environment, in confomnnce with
applicable provisions oftbe county's general plan (noise

element) and Chapter 10.16 of this code.

G. Air Quality. All resou¡ce development projects
sball be designed and operated in compliance witb all
requirements of the great basin uniñed air pollutiou
control distnct and applicable provisions of the counry's
general plar.

H. Safety, Including Haza¡dous Materials andHaz-
ardous W'aste. All prqecæ sball comply witb applicable
safety sundards. Hazardous waste shall be maintaine¡l io
conformance with the Mono County general plan (hnz¡r¿-

ous waste managoment element) and the Mono County
integrated wa^ste management plan. (Ord. 94-02 $ 2
(pârt), 1994)

19.59.110 Reclamation requirements.
S[andårds and pmcedures fbr the reclarnation of re-

source development activities in Mono County ¿ue con-
talned in Chapær 19.60 of this code. All resou¡ce devel-
opment projects must comply witb Cbapter 19.60 of this
code. Reclamation plans must be submitted as part of the

use permit application. (Ord.94-02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

1959.120 Financial assuranses.
Rnurcial assurance requirements for the reclamation

of resource development activities in Mono County âre

contained in Chapær 19.60 of this code. All resou¡ce

development projecs must comply with the ñnancial
assurance requirement. (Ord.94-m $ 2 (part), 1994)

1959.130 Inspections.
A. Requiremenß. The use permit sball esøblish an

inspection schedule for compliance witl use permit con-
ditions. Inspctions shall æcur at least once a yeår, but
may occur more often depending on the nau¡¡e of the
project. The inspection schedule nay change over the

lifetime of tbe project. Tbe annual inspection for mining

operations shall coincide with the aon,r4l inspection

required by SMARA. Chapter 19.60 establishes an in-
spection schedule for reclanation plans. The required
inspections for compliance with use permit conditions a¡d
reclanation plan requirements should coincide.

B. hocedu¡e. The operator shall file a request for
annual iospection with the county compliancc offrcer at
least once in each calenda¡ year. Requests for annual
irnpections shall be accomoanied by thc appropriaæ fifing
fee.

The compliance officer shall inspect or cause to be

inspecæd the site within thirty working days of receipt
of the application for inspection a¡d the frling fee. Unless
otherwise agreed, tailure to inspect witbin fhirty working
day shall bc deemed a finding that the resor¡rce develop
ment operation is in compliance with its use pemrit (Ord.

94-02 $ 2 (pa¡),1994)

1959.140 Adminístration.
A. Appeals. Appeals of any decision resulting from

the requiremenß of rhis chapter may be made in confor-
mance with the provisions of Chapær 19.42, Appeals.

B, Fees. Fees required in conjunction with the provi-
sions of this cbapter sball be established from time o
time by the board of supervisors. (Old.94-02 $ 2 (pa¡f),

r994)

1959.150 EnforcemenL
A. EnforcemenL Tbe pnovisions of this chapær shall

be enforced by the energy tnanagement departmeng the
planning department, and/or the county compliance ofh-
cer or sucb other persons ar¡ rtay be designated by the
board of supervisors. Enforcement of the provisions
contained in this chapær shall be in accordance with
applicable provisions of this code.

B. Right of Entry. tWhenever it becomes necessåry

to inspect resource development acúvities as provided in
this cbapter or ûo investigate compleints æsociated with
resource development activities or to monitor conditions
of approval as Inay be imposed on resource development
activities, reasonable acc€ss to the project site shatl be
afforded by the op€rator in conformance with Cbapær

1.08 of this code. Authorized representatives of the coun-
ty, upon presentalion of appropriaæ credentials, shall
have access to the sit€ without advance notice. (Ord. 9zl-

0zS2 (part), 1994)

(Mono Couuty Supp. ó) 3M-r42
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1 . Pno¿ect DescRrprol'¡

The Marnmoth Pacific geothermal complex is located on unincorporated

land in Mono County, 2.5 miles eost of the Town of Mammoth Lakes,
northeast of the junction at US Highway 395 and State Route 203. The
complex includes three geothermal power planrs built between 1984 and

1990 that h¡ve a generating capacity of 29 rnegawatts (MW). The
existÍng facility produces enough electricity to power approximateþ
21,750 homes. The electricity is sold under long-term contructs to
Southern Cel ifornia Edison.

During late 2010, Ormat Nevada, Inc. (ONl) acquired sole ownership of
the geotherrnal complex site, power plants, equipment, and future rights
to develop additional çothermal facilities on more than I0,000 acres of
undeveloped federal land. The Company proposes to replace thê 7 MW
1984 facility (Gl) with I more modern and efficient advanced
technolog¡i plant (Ml ) that can produce 18 Mïy of electricity,

The new plant will be located only 500 feet from the existing plant (See

Figure 1). A pipeline will conÍect the replaeemcnt plant with the existing
wells, which means that no new geothermal wells will need to be

constructed, ln addition, anew 12.47 KV substation/switching station

will be constructed to connect the new power plant to tJre existing
transmission line.

lThis space intentionally letl blankJ

Economic Ben€nts of Proposed M-1 GBothêmal Power Replacement Plant ¡n Mono County
September 6, 2{ll1

,ro7
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CHAPTEK I

IntroductÍon
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PTER I. lntroduction

Purpose of the Forest Plan

Ttre ¡n:r¡nse of tt¡e Irrlo NatÍcrral ForesÈ Land and Rescnr¡ce l4anâg€rüÊnt PLan is
to ptro\rie jntegratecl, nnrltiple resõureê rnanagenent drrectlcn for all Forest
resoL¡roes for the ne¡cÈ decade (1988-L997). T1Þ Plan has be€n deveroped
tf¡m¡gf¡ a plarnrJr:g ar¡d ernzironpntaL analleis [rcce-ss that j-s doct¡nented Ín
tf,re acocrçany'irg Er¡r¡l¡orsnerÉal Irlpact Staternerrt (EIS). This Plar¡ details tle
Ð¡eferred Àlternatit¡e anallzed in the EIS.

lf¡e Plan presctibes managørrerrt di-rection for the nost st¡itable ccmbinaticn of
managenrerrt practices, sets t€n- to fifteert-3rear objectities, ¡nccxzides for the
rm-rtj-ple use and susÈair¡ed yield of græd.s ar¡d se¡¡¡ices, môximízes lorg-term
rret publrc beneflts, prìqposes €ñrirormerrtally sound management, and respo¡ds
to major pùlic issues ard manageratt octlc€rlrrs.

In Septanben 1984 Grgress designated tÏ¡e l"bþ Basin Natiølat Forest Scerric
Area whiotr enocrrpa.sses appe.fuately 116,00O acres of land w'íthin tåe Inyo
National Forest boundary. Resour¡ce æd develognent planrÉry for tlre Scs¡rc
Area is beirg ocrdr¡sted in a separate pl-arrung prÐcess. Ttte ne$¡
Ocnprelær:sÍve D4anagement PIar¡ for the Scenic Ànea wj-ll be incorporated into
the ForesE PIan.

Relatlonshlps wlth Other Envlronmental Documents

The Plar¡ rril]. supesede all eeistjlg plans for inliviùral nesource.s or J.and
units. fhese elristj¡g plans r^¡iII be treåted i¡ one of ttlæe vra!'s: (1)
incorlnrated jrrto tùe PIan l'¡Ithor¡t retrlsÍcrr, (2) l¡tooæorated wltÌ¡ dj¡¡ectlq¡
to be ¡e\¡rsed or ragdated, or (3) neplaced by tl:e Plan. See À¡¡f¡ertdi:r A for
the list.

In addition to replacÍrg and/ar incor1oratirg earli"en plans, tlte Pl-an calls
for tÀe dwelqrnent of several resouroê inplernentatron plans dur:irg tf¡e
ccrnfuE decade. Ihose rtev,r plannÍrg requj-rsner¡ts arìê Iísted 6 Appendix A.

Tlre Plan and Íts Ernarrrsnental Inpacb Statenstt will serye âs r¡¡ibrella
docr¡ner¡ts for at1 fuLtue planning ør lfie Iryo. fvbsb :r¡dirrióral prtjects will
sÈilt reqrrire an enr¡jromerrtal anôLyÊis befoæ Ítplementatícnr. but these vrj.ll
be tiened b tìe EIS. Fæ tTpse Brojec*s tìat z,eqrdjre additronat anal1æis,
only tlrat i¡ÉormatÍør reeded for site-specific decÍsÍcns l^riLl be addressed.

Plan Implementation

The FÍr¡al PIan Í¡cor¡nrates marry of the ccmner¡ts received fron the public ín
response to revier¡ of tf¡e llraft PIan. :Ilre Fi-nal PIan and Envi¡'ørnental
Irpact Statenent Ì^riI1 be a¡proved with a Record of Decisicn sigred ter the
Regicrnal Fìorester. the a¡proved Plar¡ will beocrne effesbive nc less tÌ¡an

*r
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thütlr dafe after ¡ublrcaticn irr tñe Fedena]. Reglster of a lËtrce of
Availabilfty'of tl¡e Fina]. 4IS. !'lher¡ t¡at [K)cess j.s oorplete, dírecticn in
tìe PIan will be lnplerented.

Inplarcrrtation of tt¡e Plar¡ \^rt11 ¡rean a charge frun crrenib nenagenerrt
dj¡ection, jlcludirg tÌ¡e anrn¡a1 budget and objecÈitre proçtrans, b reflec*
resource enphasis strifts. Orrrent rnanâg€nent is re¡rreserrted hry tbe l.b.Ac,tion
Alternatir¡e (CflR) in tfre Ernri¡qcrier¡Èaf lryacÉ Statement; the Plan ¡nmgram is
:represerrted bry ttte Pref,erred Alternatil¡e (PRF). Cttagter III, Sr¡¡naqi¡.o.f tl¡e
.ênaltinsis of tlte ltlanagenBnÈ Siluatlqr, ccÍrpares both prograns.

Plan managaerrt di:recticn i-s descri.bed Írr Chapter IV. In scme cases, ne!û
agÈirrities are prìqtþsed; jn others¡, díæoticr¡ caJ.ls fcn a change frc¡n cu=ent
managanerrt. In the fornen cas€, ¡xWosed astis¡s can begjn Jrmediately. In
the latben, a period of adjustrner$ rrìay be reeded.

Charges in managenent diæctÍø¡ $rill be irplemented t*xtough t}te arrual
budgetirg arxl nork Blar¡nfng processes. fttese gnoeÆsses allcn¡ for adjustrnerÉs
to æflecÈ ctrrcnt ¡rriorities. Ihe degËee to $¡trich ttús Plan wrII be
firplenentæd depends to a lange e¡<tent d¡ the a¡¡prnoprlatlcn of firnds by
Ccngress and allocation to tÏp ForesÈ UDrcUgh bu@et proceaure-s.

Wtren tÌ¡e PIan xs¡ ùplemerÉed, sub¡ecÉ to valid existilg rights, atl
cutstaruCJ¡g and futr¡re ¡nrmLts, oorrtracts, cooperati\¡e agregnents, ar¡d othen
instruments for Fb¡resb land use and occrr¡nnoy r¡¡d.Il conform to ûÞ PLan. fhe
PIan vri}l be tlsed by the Forest to di-:¡ecù nanagemerú actirzlties j-n
oørjuncbion $rith otfien docunents that ¡rouÍde poIÍcy dj-æcbtm. It¡ese
lncLude Fozest Senrlce l*Î¿nruals ard Hardbociks and tÏÞ Paclfic Sor¡tt&rest
Regiøra} tuide. Di¡ectior¡ fnqn lfisse other sources 1s nepeated jn the Plan
orùy r*rere it is necessarl, for ¡nr¡nses o'f euphasis.

Íhe Natiø¡al FbresÈs aæ managed urden a røarieiË1' of fedenal- Iar¿s vrtrict¡ a¡e
ttccuerÉecl in the Oode of Federal Regulatiørs (Cs'R). À11 Fbre,sb Senrlce
activities nn¡st adhe¡re to tfiese laws.

Amendments, Revisions, and Appeals

At jntenvals specified in Chapten V, lyt¡rlrtorirg ard EvaluaÈt@, Forest
activities will. be nu¡itored to tþtermine þ,het,l¡er ttæ goals and obJecrblves of
the Plan are berng net. Ihe PIar¡ car¡ be anended at any'tÍne if rrrrÍtorÍng
rest¡Its i¡:dicate tl¡at it ís needed. ¡n anendnent $riIl ¡æqul-æ arì
envircnnental anafyeÍs to determine $Ihetïrer tìe a¡renùne¡¡t represent-s a
sigrrtftcant change frqn tt¡e PIar¡. If t*re cùrangê is significant, preparatÍcr
of an Ern¡d-mupr¡taL Iryast Statgrent and foma-l ¡tublic i¡n¡olr;qent are
requfued. If rst, ths kind of ¡rublJ.o i¡volr¡ement and tl¡e docunstta'tion tjtat
is reeded w111" bê determined tv t¡¡ê tyBe and tnagniü¡cþ of tlæ prc'Bosed
durge.

Ihe PIan will ordinarfly be revised ever!¡ ten y'ears or at nrcst everl'fifteen
lears. Revisiqr mayr a-læ be roosed in the j¡terùn Íf corditic¡:ts have
cturged ernugh to affecÈ FbresL-wide ¡rcçFa¡rLs set forlà in the Plan. A PIan
revisicrr ahuays requjres a crhange to this Enr¡:iru¡nenùat Inpac* Statønerlb,

2
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r¡oo4)orating public in¡oIr¡sne¡rt proceA:ræs as requiæd hEt tt¡e Natis¡a1
Er¡v:-rorrner¡ta1 Poltc¡f ^Ac* (NæA).

The Regacnal Forester's decisicr¡ to a¡4rrure ttte Plan and íts Enri¡cn¡¡er¡tat
üqnct StaternenÈ is srbgecÊ to tj¡e ¡rub1:lcrs rlghts of aùninistratlve a¡peaI.
PrelJmJnary pocess fuisicr¡s are rn'b s¡bjeot to epeÆ-l tsee 36 CFR
21L.18(b)(11)1.

Plan Organization

Ttre PIan is organ-ized jnt¡ cnaÉers as follorss:

Chapter I. . Inüoörctícn. Itr:-s chagter descrÍ.bes the ¡rur¡nse of tfie Plan,
its :relatiæshtp with o,tl¡er plærs ard erljrorunert¡Eat docrments, tpr,¡ it rlrilI be
irçlemerÉed, ar¡d Broceare-s for arenúnent ar¡d rsv:ísrqt.

Chågter II. Issr'es and Cã¡Ër¡s. úrÍs chapten sw¡nt¡rizes tÌ:e Íssues and
corcerns tlat were ldentffled frr tfús plannfrg prccess ør tle Inyo Natløral
Foresb ard, dlscr.¡sses tï¡e wale in Í¡flicñ tl¡e PIan respcr¡¿s to those issues and
concêms.

Chæter III. Sxnerf' Ànalysis of tl¡e Mæagef¡pnt Situatidl. If¡-is cf¡apter
tlescribes Foresb æsources irt terrs of current directron, tÏ¡e opporturÉEÍes
for chage, str¡ply ard demand, and tfie Plants managernent erpnasis for eactr
resou]îce.

Ct¡aptell nt. Martaggrrcnt ¡l-æc+l.crr. TtrJ-s cb,apter desæl,bes J¡¡ detail fs¡, tìe
Fbrest r,nIl be managed ûJrirg this Blanning pericd. lltris :¡cludes Coa]"s,
Objecùives, Fore.st-wi& Standards âr¡d GrÍ.&lir¡es that vù.iI1 be applÍed vufen
nanagdqg eact¡ reso¡æe, l,fanaganent p¡¡escrfptions ttnt girze s¡>ecÍfic di:¡ectiør
for qpÈ¡asLztrp indavidr¡af resq.úces. ard l4anagement Àrea Di¡ecÈÍon. the
Forest is divided into twenff manageûrent areas. Eacfr area has a dÍffe¡¡ent
set of nanagercnt ¡rrescripEicns that aEply to rt, ar¡d eacf¡ has specific
dtrectlcn. l4aps of eact¡ area wlth presæiption bcn-r¡clarfes aæ r¡¡cluded l¡¡
this cfiapten

Cttafvter V. leritæing and E\rahntiæ. ttrls chapten describes and schedtrles
tlÞ acùivÍtles tfrat vùiL1 be needed to nor¡rtor ard erzaluate tt¡e Plan's
diæcÉiq¡ considerÍng o.rtlruts, ù¡ecÈÍves, and errrri:roûnentaL inpacts.

Cha¡¡ter \II. Glossa¡¡fr.

Chagter IÆI. Ixds(.

ã[Is¡dix A: Rescn¡nce Plar¡s

A¡pendl¡c B: Resea¡ct¡ l\þeds arut Tecl¡rri-cal Data l€eds

Afæer¡dtx C: Tentatir¡e Ter¡-Year TÍrrber SaIe ÀsÈiqr Plar¡.
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CHAPTER V. Monitoring and Evaluation

Forest pranning is a aynarnrc process that does rnt erd wrth publicatiøt of
the Plan. ¡,tu¡r-torirg and evaluatiør activitíes ¡rrcnride :¡formation to help
determine $¡hetner or rpt Inllo Nationâl Forest Frograms are neetbg tJre Planrs
objectives. lt is tlrrough tb,î-s process that correcÈiqrs 6¡6 arriu.sürents are
made l¡ marrage.nrerrt actrrrities, the degree of Ínplementatron ts assessed, and
tlre need for c;trange is deteñÌrxÊd.

t,¡cnatorfr¡g arrd en¡a.Iuatron are separate, sequerrtral actrr¡rtíes. Ivbnrtorrng
cslsists of colLectirg j:rformatiorr frcrll selected sources to Íteasûie t}re
effects of Forest Senzce actrvittes, Tlrrs fnformatícrr wrll i¡dicate $tf¡ettten
prograns are ccnsÍsbent witl¡ the obJectíves and costs proiected :¡r tle Plan
and vûhefñer thery are aøæirg to tfÞ Planfs Stardards ând G.rídelÍ.nes and
reseord:¡g to ttre ¡rubIicts ar¡d rnanagemerrt's or¡rressed. ccr¡ce,rns.

In tÌ¡e evaluatrcrr sEage, í¡¡formaticn obrtained in ronrtorÍr:g rs ocnpared with
ptan r€qui-Ðenents. tll¡en diffener¡ces are rnted, therr sÍgnificance wrl1 be
ei¡aluated. TtÞ PJ.an can be anerded at ary tÌrne if ÍÞnrtoring results
Í¡rdicate t¡tat it rs rreeded. Ân arslftpnt r,Jûr¡Id r€qul¡e ar¡ ern¡rrpr¡nental
analysis to determi¡e $ll¡et¡eüc the are¡:ûnent rep:eserrts a signrfrcarrt cfrange
fron tÏre PIan. If tfÞ pro¡nsed change frcrn the Plan is srgnÍfícant,
¡meparation of an trnd-rorner¡tal IÍpact Statsnerrt and fcrcfiiâI ¡nrbhc
írvolvs¡rerrt are required. If rnt, tl¡e kirtd of ¡ublic in¡ohenent and. tJte
decrsl-crr doglÍrprËatr-ar¡ tf,rat is rreeded will be deter¡nined bry tàe tjæe ar¡d
nagnitude of the p4o¡nsed drange.

Ttle flu4)ose of tJÞ lrhr-itorrrg PIan is to assess tle success of Plan
rnpJ.ernerrtatÍon arrd determjne wT¡ethen ttre PIan needs to be anprtded or r^¡hetåen
managenerrt acEivIties need to be revrsed.

Monitoring Process

Resutts of nnnitorirg and er¡al-uatiqr will be reSnrted peniodtcal-ly as
drspJ.a¡¿ed in tfie ltbrritorirg Plan Tab1es. Data soLrces fcrr the rlrcrÉtcrrirg
pIân irEll¡de:

L. ¡¡la¡ræe¡nent Reqlg'¡s. Ceneral lvfar¡agement Renriew, IàîogÉan Rerriew ârd
Acbiviþ' Re\ri€'vr.

2. Orgeff€' I$¡entories and ¡4cnfÙorirEr Ðogrars. So11 prodlctivlty
nonitoring. water qual-it1r nnmtorÍrg, forest ìrventory plots for tirnber,
range utihzatisr irr\rentorl.es, tlmeater¡ed and endargened specles
nrcrti-toring, etÆ.

3. l4tr¡âgãrer¡t Attai¡¡tÞnt Reports. farget acccrplishnent re¡nrts fited brl'
Forest St4lennsæ's Staff ar¡d Dlsdricf nægers t¡l¡ee tirneÆ per year and
fo¡*¡arded to t:lre Regtcnaf Føester.

Ihe Itbritorirg Plan 1s designed to Ítr¡:itõr ürplanentation of tÏre Plar¡. It is
rpt lnterded to neplace mgÞing detailed, resource specrfíc trrcnitorÍrg.
Results of tlre detailed cr¡lrent ÍErrítorirg efforts I/û:i11 also be r¡sed b
evaluate Plan ùt4llernerrtatiqt,

I
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Ferritoring will be pe¡rfornted bf'aI[¡qrtate irdivl.Õ¡als tårcugtout tle Fore.st
as follcp¡s:

1. Foresb Staff. Each Staff Offtcer is reqrcr¡síble fæ peparÍrE a rrÞæ
detailed resdræe nnnitorirg Btan fæ hLs/her respecti\¡e fimctiør, witlr
assistance fron tfÞ Distrfct RarryeÉs; ¡z€vc.dÍrg tecbrdcal adrrice and
sufrport in ùt¡lløterÈ,5ng tlte l,trrittrjr¡g Plan; periodíca-lIy reviewirg
ac*irrities to ensur,e fiçIernarrtaticn of ¡¡rcrritorirg plars; and assemblirq
tìe norritor:ng æqrlts at tTe clocê of eacùt Fiscal. Year,

2. DJsbisÞ RaEæ. Eacl¡ DishÍcb Ranger is responsiÞle for assLstjrg thê
ffi in peparrrg nnre oetailed rrtrritorirg pran; fæ
eacÌ¡ resor¡rce; nonitorJrg tle ann¡ar vorl< plans of nesou¡ce specialtsts
re¡nrtJng to rÉm/tter; ensuring that rwdtorirg is calried. out accordjrg
b tlÞ plans, ârd sr¡bnfttjng t¡re results of rrtrritorjrg to the a¡prcpriate
Staff Officen.

3. tard ¡{anag'erpnt Plar¡nl¡¡g Steff Officer. Àt .tåe close of each FJ.scal
Year, t¡€ Land tt4anagercrft Plannirg Staff Officer will incor¡nrate all
rtrritorirrg j¡¡fornatiqr, evaluâte tÌre resrrlts vrltt¡ the Forest Staff, and
formally report finclings ard reoorendati.qrs ùo the Forest Sr4nrrzisor.

Evaluation Process

lhe l'trritoring E\¡aluatiül Þrccess dispLayed sr the nexL ¡nge illr¡sLrates the
stepÊ necassarlr for an effætir¡e npßitc¡.ing 41d er¡aluation p1an. Based on
the resrl.ts of this process, need fon firthe¡r acùion is reccmner¡ded b t-he
RegÍcnâI Foresten.

Er¡aluation of tle resuLts of tÌre sÍte-q¡ecifíc ronitoring proç¡rêm will be
&cwerÈed ard a\¡ailab1e fc ¡ublic renriel. Ite signifícance of the results
of tle ¡r@ttoriry prcSpan r.rill be anafyzed bE tle ForesÈ Sr:perrrisor. Based
on tt¡e erraluatLqr, tbeæ n¡ay be a r¡eed for ñ¡rtf¡er acticrr. Managemerrt
asblcr¡s a¡e a restrlt of tt¡e nsaitæing ar¡d er¡af,uat1ø¡ ¡rocess car¡ :¡rclude:

1. I'Ir¡ acÈicrr reeded. ì'trÉbrirg irdicates PIan Goals, objectlves, and
Fo:¡est-ruide Standards and Gricteli¡es a¡e aohier¡ed.

2. Refer reccmner¡ded acticn to t¡e a¡4xo¡nriate tl¡e officer for ùprorænrent
of a¡plicatÍorr of Star¡dards and G¿i&Unes, PnesøÍ¡rb:i.ørs, or D4anagenent
Area Directicr¡.

3. I\bdify ¡n*iørs of the Plan as a PIan A¡ûenún€rì:t.

4. ¡,Icdtfy Prescrt¡rllcrr bq¡ndanÍe-s as a PIar¡ ffer¡ôner¡t.

5. Rey1se the çroJætect sctreû¡l"e of cutptrts.

6. Initiate reuisiør of tt¡e Plan.

Plan nodlflícaticn aÊ/or ¡¡evdsicn will be made in acoordarrce witù the
Naticnal n¡rj-urrcr¡faf Foüc1r Act ar¡d NatÍ.sral Forest ManageÍrenÈ AcË
regulatJ.q¡s. Resq.úce acanvlties, ¡ractices æ effests to þe ns¡itored are
diælayeal irt t*ds séstíon.
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Monitoring Evaluation Process
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6.

8.

¡t[fÍffDG Pl¡lI EY ÍESIRCE

the fol.lomrg tables dtsplay fsr üÞ ntan+f€JrEnt acÊtvlttes an tle Forest $¡I11
be rnn¡tored. ltris lnfornatl.cn wtll be rÀsed to evaluate PLar¡
uçlerentaticr¡. Ite tables ocrrtaln tle follorirg colume:

1. Àptrvrty to be ¡æ¿s¡red.

2. ¡.tutorinq ObjecÊ¿ve.

3. ¡t{ìÍtorl¡g lFjrriouå. A æsclptÍcn of tsr ttÞ data nrlll be gat}Ered.

4. Eloecteat.EtæÍs1o std ValldtE. Præfstcn Ís tìÊ e¡EaÉ.tfrÊss or aca¡rac!'
of reas¡rsænt t¡æf¡dquæ. Valldtt!, ls üË e:æec¡g gobabifrty thatj¡¡formatro ac4ri:ed tàd€h s4rlJ¡g w111 reflecÈ actual cæditrcns.
Eotà ¡rælstan úrd velfdfty æ quantJ.tatfvely rated as eltler high,
nedirrn, G lqr accoratrg to ËeÈfg üg marfm¡t neas¡rannnÈ is r*itå¡¡r
10t, 33rÛ, æ SOt of tln saqrle ÍÞÉrr¡, qætslvely.

5. f¡a¡eÊgt ard. RæH¡g eerfd. nÞ rütrrfin,.ut fquerrl' fæ dete
gatlcrirgr; ttæ rnirrtÍr¡n perlod fc ¡'epqtf¡g ttt data.

StanÇartt of Grcarl'sì_qnf Varlattan fisn ttn *t¿rtalærlt,RqÍ¡j{g nrürer
Actlan. ttp a¡rttclpated r=orlt, Ietrel, ca sÈattrs of tlre acÈicr, effesÈ,
ffiol¡ce tÞ be ¡rrcrrrtæea ã¡n +tE e¡çected r¡arlatLcn of *seryâticns ln
r^elatlan to tle süenderd. fñen üd.E Iüntt ls e¡rced, the cause of tle
r¡ariaticr¡ rus,t bê æÉÊfffed cÉ tlÞ ntnfffi¡g E(æess ÍÌtdified, as
alDrEf)rlate.

Àvêræe A¡ruat 6"t. çre FGsErs besrt esÈfna e of ttre 6rrrråI æst of
nrr¡itorüg. Itrts Ls æst l.s ¡Jt aùlltfcn to ffn arr¡,nt apçrcglated
fi¡n¿+¿cnal æsts. If ttn æts dre slgdrl as zero, tfrey are jræluH in
the arr¡ual ageglatd ñ¡rFlcnal Gts.
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¡IIIO IIATIONAI IOREST PLAII IPLBIE!¡TAIIOI¡ TO¡¡ITORING PROGRA''

Inyo Natlonal Forest Plan lmplementatron Monltorlng Program

NÞ
Ol

(EesDonsrble Ofl¡crql lo¡esÈ SuDcrv¡6or)

¡mDlenentalron ol Enlure cohplaance Hlth SêhpIe I,rgJect Hrgh

ta¡agenent Drrectron PoFa6t Plan ¿11¡ect¡on Plañ ônd

oDgo¡ng/
Annuâl ly

Envlronnental
AEse6ôÞent6 fo¡
coEpf rance

Lsnd HanÈ8.!ent Pl¿nnrng staff offtce¡)

Analyze expend- H¡gh A¡nu¿lly/
1tu¡c ênd allo- 5 years

cåt 10n

Any alevratron fron PIan al¡¡ectron $14,5oo

10l drfferehcÊ betve€n predlcted U (rr)
and actual costs of InplenéntIng
the ForcsÈ Pl,an

33t vslratron froo beneflt/cost U (r')
rstros D!ealrctêd rn Pôreôt Plan

and X6nagêDcnt

(ReêponÊrùle offlcral

Co6t and Benefrt6 Valrdate predrcted
ot lùplêbentrng verÊuÊ actuâl Plqn
the Poreot Plan ¡DÞIenentatron co6tE

DcterÉrne the eeo-
noúrc eff€cts of
PIån Itrpleoentatron

Revlew cost/ üedrun
benefal compar-

t6on6 rn Þ!olect
Feco¡ds

Attsrnnent rè- Hrgh
portE

Utåter6hed Stêf f Offrcer)

Monrtor AQRV rn- VårleÊ
dtcâtols by w¡th Tech-

Dhotog¡¿DhY, nrque
EeaSuredent,
ånålys¡6, and

reco!daÈ¡on

5 yea¡a/
5 yc¿ls

Reßource Output
åt larnme n t

AIR QIIALIÎY

Air quallty

ConÞa¡e actual vÊ

Þredrcted outÞuta

(Respon6lbIe offrc¡aI

Evêluat€ cohÞl¡ance
urth StÀte end PederêI
Ârr Quatrty stanalards
rn desrgnatcd Clasi I
snal ClasE II arr6hed6

Ánnuôlly/ 10¡ devrâtron fron Dredrceed U (t')
Annuolly outÞutE over ê frve yeê¡ perrod

Contrnuoui c61r-fq¡nra Arr Iesoqrces Cont¡ol $ 5,000
lllonrtorrng/ Doård ståntLard6 Àny devraLlon
5 years ffom alesrgn¿Èeal feóê¡ql qnd

state stånda?dê
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lnyo ¡lBtlonãl Forest P¡an ¡mÞlcm€ntatlon l,lonltonng Program

cuLrnR^L nBsouÌcÊ8

f,rtlB¡ll,on qnc

Drotgctivê EeaEu¡ag

(Bcsponslble Olflcaal

AsÉeÊB elfèctrVenèE!
of protcçt¡ve neåaule!
tak€n to ach¡eve ilho

ctlcct" Etatuô on cul-
tutal lesoqlccs f¡gn
lend uae DroJêcts and

othc! legoulq€ úanôgc-
Eent actlyltle¡

Rcc¡eatron Sfàfl Off¡ceF)

On-611e 1n6DÊc- Hedrun

tlor
Dhotog!âÞhy,
Baa6u!èEênt,
ånd récord¡t¡on

,laacas target to com- llonl.tor 6tatu6 Htgh

Þ1.tc a total Cululal of ¡nvêntory
BeÊouÈc€ ¡nventory's ty
thc ycår 2030

Þrte¡ùrnç thc occùrê¡cc a¡g¡148ì 6¡tar, ff¡Bh

effcctlveneê¡ of cutt- rnaÞ!ctroì,
u¡al reêourcês puD¡tc ÞhotoEfaDhy,
åwa¡tßeaÊr lnterpletÊ- DearureDent, aDd

tlo!, and anlorcedcnt reco¡dÈtron
ptoSrgDa

Annuslly/ P¡otectrve DGÊ6u!GG ¿¡e elfeq- $ 3'000

5 yeÊlr tlve on leas than 90t of srtes
4a¡Plr! Þc! YGal

A¡nuÀ¡Iy/ 1ot .tevlataon f¡oD tqrget to t 50o

Ánnua¡ly lìvcntoly 40,00o ¡c¡se p.r yea¡

Anhuatly' or Stsndürd tE the Ple-vÊndall¿ed a 6,ooo

tg rêpo?t6 sulvoy rccorde or othe¡ alocu-

oC d'añ¿a./ Eent.
annually.

l\)è\

àhd ext.Bt of vandalrsm perloalrc o¡-Érte Hrgh/HedruE ¡n responae condltlon' å. 6hoHn on eltÊ
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ITIO IIâTIOÑAL PORESÌ PLAII IIPLEIET|TAIIOT TONIÎORITG PROGNÂ¡

lnyo Natlonal forest Plan lmplementaüon Monttonng Program [.i

DIVERSITY

Vegetat¡vê
Dlve¡É1ty

(ReEDonÊrblê offrcrÈJ. WrldlIfê Stalf Offlce¡)

Ensure thôt tha Pgrê6t- ComÞare cxr.tlng Lof
srde alrs!rrbutaon of and lon8te¡b
¿t1 succeEsronal atagea Frnrout le9€1¡
oeet Fo¡est Se¡vace Sañple ranSe'
GuralelueB & P¡eacrlD- rec¡c¿t¡oñ, trq-
trona, thât sDat¡al aDd bÇr qnd prçs-
attuctural dlvor¡rty rs c¡rbed buan 9¡o-
hsrntarned rn !lpatran J€ctê to deter-
â!eas, ¿nd that the ñ1De th€ cuEu¡a-
ptesc¡rbe¿l quantlty, trve effectô on
qualrty and d¡6Èrrbu- 6ucce¡sional
tton of Bnags and ¿louD stage, spat¡êl
woody Dåte¡ral 1s naln- and ilrverê¡ty
tarned

(ncEponsrble Offrc¡el U1l.¡111f€ St¿ff Olflcc!)

NèÈ

5 veate/
10 yeÀrs

üedruD,/tltgh 3 yèè!8/
3 Yea!6
PloJect EA6,

EIs., and

!eDolts

2Of chang€ rn the exÞocÈed I 6,000
acrea8ê ol auccaacronal ataSês
ol DaJor vcSctat.lon typc6 aô r
!e!u1t of fo¡eót EanêScncnt

actrvrÈtes

Exr6trn8 poÞulatron ccnGusca,
lecovaly pl8n crrtc!râ

3 4.000

PISH

threatened and
Endangê?eal P¡6b

EnÉu¡c coùpl¡aDce urth
!ecoveÈy plan Iorêgt-
Þrdc Slandor¿ls ând

Gurde!.rnes

GAIdS rnv.nto¡y
of exast¡Dg and

DotenÈrel hêb¡-
tatg Populatron
¡nventorr ea

coo¡dr¡ate xrth
Calrforh¡8 P¡5h

ånd GaDe fo¡
exlat¡nB ând re-
rntroaluced poD-

uJ.atrons

t

i-+..

t,

L

I
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lnyo lìatlonal fotest Plan tmplementatton nonltorltrg Ptognm

'-i:"i

(Rc6pons¡bte offlcrû1 lrlldl¡fc Stafl Off¡çer)PrsH (cÒN'T)

Trout Streaßs

PESl ilÀNAGPTEI¡T

Danage and

PoÞulat ¡o¡e

gonduct .t?eaE ¡ledrun
EUlVey6 rn COop-

erÀtlon vrth
CDSG uhe¡e 9oÊ8-
lble SaúDle
p¡ôJect BAs ¿nd

eotrduct faeld
D¡oJact levlôws

ùtonlto! habltÀt condr-
tron of resrdenL trout
EhÊurê thqÈ the lnte8-
¡rty ônd ÞroalucÈ1vrty
of tlout Bt¡eåñs ar!
Da¡nt!¡¡êd o¡ enhânced

throu8h the protectron
of Êuch trout hâbltat
factora âÊ stseànbÀñks
stâbrlrtY, hank ônd

6trean êôver, !Iper¡an
vegetataoD, añd chå¡nêl
boÈtoo cohposttloD

Ea¡Iy detectron end ÂcDraL an¿ AlcdruD

evaluatron of peoL !e- Eround 6u¡vey6,
lsted pÌobleB6 on 6u¡ve¡l1ance,
coDmerclÂl trÉbea lanals trnber standa
and othçr Potest 1¿¡d6 exaDrnêtron6 and

othcD reaource-
aÞectltc exobrD-
atronE

Þ¡oJect by
proJ ec t
baal6
Annually,
etth 5 yêâ¡
tÌend evÂ.I-
ua t ¡on

ActlvltIeB that ceu€e dêvratlon 513'0O0

flon Polest Serv¡cp GufdellneÊ

¡equ¡!e an envlronEental
ånêly6r6

r\)Þ
ro

(SesDonsrbIc Offrclal Po¡est Integrated Pcst Mans8eDcnt Coo¡allnatoD, Stête ¿nd P!lvate Porcst¡y,
and Forest Pê€t ManèBedent)

Ânnua1ly/ Pê6t !cIBtêd ltaEa8e levels ñu6t U (')
As needed nqt rntertcrç vrlh the attôln-

u.nt of üanaseDent Goalô Ând

ODJectl9ê8
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lnyo Nahonal For¿st Plân Implementatlon Èlonttollng Program

PROTECTION (Responslble Offrcrol Prre ilanâgènent Staff Off¡êer)

Ftre Süppless¡on VaIldate p¡e¿ttctrons of Proñ frre ¡eport Rtgh
âc¡eÊ burned by H¡Id- conpare actual
fr¡e for ¡êxt Fo¡e6t acreÊ burned

Conduct 6ample

f1èId rurvay6

5 yeårs/
10 ye¿rs

Annua I lyl
5 years

5 yeat6/
5 yeår6

Annually/
10 yêâr6

u (')

g 500 De¡
Þ¡oJ êc t

Vaarâtton - 501 betÞeeÀ actual
and predrcted qc¡es bu¡ned
vrthrn s Hanageñent Àrea

ptan uÞdaÈe

RÀflGE (nesponsrble Offrctal

Range UtrIrzÂtron Ensu¡e prope¡ levet of
fo¡age utrlrzatron tn
rlpatrôn åreas and
me¿dovs snd otheÌ6 AOP

coopllahce

w¡ th Predrctlve
tables

Ran8e St6ff off¡ce!)

Mcdr uE 151 devratron fron Btåndards S56,OOO

å6 exP¡ê6êed tn al¡otment
manqgaEent plans o¡ Ran8e

Managenent tlandbook
N)(¡
o

Rahge lorq8e
InproveDenl

RánBe Cônalrtron
and Trend

¡ng btowae ¡e-

laase proJects

Pe¡manent snd Medruh

DêCed t¡ân6êCts

Monrtor v¡Id Hl8h
ho¡se nuhbers &

sex ¡at10s åñd

vegct¿Èrve con-
drton of habrtât

Dete¡erne effectrvenesÊ Conduct freld MedruD

of b¡owse ¡eleåse pro- surgeyÊ foIlos-

Jecte

Deterdrne the effects
of g¡å¿¡ng.levelB on

the range resou¡çe
UÞdåte AllPs as pe¡
llanusl and PIan

Deternrne cffectrvenesâ
of vrld horse nånage-
nêD t

¡tnnually/ 501 devratron ?roD preallcted

5 yeå¡E ¡esultE

DowhHa¡d t¡end 1n ôorls or 438,000
veSetatron on range åIlotDenla a

kJ¡ld Ho¡s€

ahd Eur¡o
Dovnwê¡d trend ¡n 6orls or $14,000
vegetataon Declrhe rn urldllfe
or vrld hoDsc conalttlons
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lnyo Natronal Forest Plan lmplementatlon Èlonltorlng Program

f\)('t
H

OHV usê on lana
ånd olher Eesourccs

NIPARIAII

Protectlon and

Drver6rty

@9,
Becre¿t¡on Use

ProtecÈlon ônd

Mrttgat¡on

(ncGDonsrble oifrclåt Rocrcet¡on 6tsff offlce¡)

Dete¡nlne total reçreã- Rlll syEte[ ånd Hedluß

tton u6e check co- other saDPltng

effrclentB by B0S t.chnlques
class

DetêrD¡nG lf adversE PhotoS¡aph Ând/ ¡lêd1uh

effects on natùrêl !e- or fueld toåÊuF€-

Êou¡ce6 åre occul¡¡ng nent
o¡ t¡kelY to occu¡

(ReÊponÊ¡ble offlc¡a¡. ¡râterEhed sÈaff offraer)

EnÊura thot oånsgeoent Preld su¡vcys lfedtun
p¡eÊc¡rÞtronB and Porest
Servlce Gu¡delrneB åd-

equôtely proteçt oeadowE

and ¡1pa!19n a?eås and

thar¡ a6socrsted valua6
EnÊu¡c thât Epatral and

6tluctural vegeÈatrve
dlvÊrsrty r6 maantarn€d

¡n rrpq¡¡an aaeas

Dete.rlne whethe! mrtt- Preld !cvlek of llcdluE
gatron nea6ure6 fo! applled Drtlga-
sDall hyd¡o ÞroJecta & tlon oeaaures

Beothe¡!aI dcvêlopDent
a¡e auffrc¡enÈ & effec-
trvê rn hårntElûtñ8
r¡Dúrran vegetctroh e

other r¡par¡an dependént
ra Eou rce E

Annual,ly/ 102 va¡latlon betwe.n âctual
5 yea!6 and predlctcd ¡VD6 by ROS cle6Ê

ADnually/ 251 devratlo¡ fror Êtåndard

3 years Þ¡esc¡¡bed lt thé OHV Donrtorln8
Þ1an

$ ?,o00

E10 ,000

5 ye¿t6/ ActrvltreÊ that cóuse devratroh ¡ 1,000

10 yee¡6 llon Fole6t selvloe Guldellleê
¡equlre åh env¡tonßêntÀI analyElÊ

5 yeats/ 2oZ devlatron fron Fo¡est ser-
10 years vrce Gurdel¡nes

$ 5, 00o

Per P!oJect
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lnyo Natronal Forest ?lan lmplementåtton ilonttonng Program

l

SÉ}ISIÎIVB PLÁJI'S

sênartlve Ptqnt
SÞêcrêr Hab¡tat

(Re6Þonrrb¡e Oftrclôt gtldl.rtc Staff Offrce¡)

Detect changeE rn kcy
ÞoDulat¡ong of each
6ÞCCIeê And A¡¡ead tE-
PeCta on ¡€lected Dolt-
ulat.to¡e ol occuÞled
habttalr .I'¿cnt¡ty key
PgDu¡at1oD6 that ulll
be uae.l fo¡ Donttorlng
DUrDO6es

Ì$(t
l!

PoDu¡atlon t!cnd tfrgh/HrBh Annuålly./ ?o¡e.t StÀndardÊ ¿ ou¡dclr¡cr, ¡12,000
cenÊuses. Er6cl¡ne Annually fos Spccie. ,lenÀ8eÞênt Gurdcr.
an¿l past-ploJ.êt gpêcaflc SenEitlvc Plcnt Hanôbook./ilo ner
Êurveyc fo¡ ¡¡put DroJèct! rEpactô to plant popul¿tl.on6

anto BAs Ur. th¡t do not hêvc aÞcclÇa !qnâ8ê-
àDÞlrcable tech- 3-5 fca¡er/ ¡ent D1¡n, unlê65 ¡ecoD¡cntl.d
n1que6 ldaDtlf¡ê¿ 3-5 Year6 o¡ by thc Polcat SuDa¡vi¡os
la lñte¡la o! accold¡ng to
SÞacre6 [anagcnent Intèlr! ot
Gurdes Errßtln8

lllan¡gcEeDt

Guldca

g!ÐE!,

Re toreÊ tâ t ron

Surtabrlrty for
Trùber P¡oductton

(ReGDonarble OffIc¡al

D€te¡¡¡nat¡On 0f Buc-
cêâa of r€gêner6tlon
Þr¿c t ¡ cêß

Ilct.¡r¡nè rf Iand,s
cl¿sscd ¿a not surtcd
for trnbê¡ product¡oì
ârê su¡tôble

TrEbêr llanaSeoÇnt oflrce¡)

Deaclrbeal ¡D PStl HrSh
24?0 Include6
senpl¡ng of.pe-
cle5,6utvrvâI,
Dl,¿nt¡ng 6tock
ãnal dens¡ty

ProJect evqluâ- H¡gh

tron and trnbea
¡nventory

lst t 3rd DeEc¡rùêd rn Psfi 2470 A t¡cnd $ 5,000

Grosrng sea- ¡n elthe! no!talrty or groYth
son À3teF ¡Dhtbatrns f¡ctore that rndlcô-
!G3o!êsta- teal Erni¡un at¡rtc¡alg rrll noè

t¡on and bc Det êt êo¡e tutuac tlDC
Dsrntsl¡od
untrl fqllY
c€rtrtrcd es

crtabllshcal,/
5 ye!¡c

Annually for LåndÊ ldentrñed ôa unôu¡ted u (r)
p¡oJGcÈ9 çt- for any !èason â¡c deter4lnêd
antnad ú at ru¡tcd and are 10f ol cu¡rent
lc!ât eee¡y suttable lands
lO yaêrÊ for
all land6

I

i

tt
l
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lnyo Nâtlonal Forest Plän lmplementatlon Irtonrtorrng Program

IMIB (coN'r)

Ánnual F¡og¡adDed
Sale Quant¡tY AcreE

ônd Volume Offered
and Harvested by

PaescrlÞtlon ånd

Po!e6t Type

ment Tlmbe! Sale
EAs

(neEponsrble Offlcral' T{úbc¡ mðna8ÊnÈnt Offrcer)

EDEure rDpIcúenêtatlon HanagèEent ne- írgh AMualty/
of the tlnbeÌ 6ale pro- v¡ews Proglannêd 10 yeals

8¡enned r6 co¡€tgtenÈ Hârvest Sfatê-

30f of åcre. and 101 of allow- I 1,000
able sal€ quêntity voluEe for a

decadc, by !reÊc¡lptLon, or by

foÌeÊt type

Annuélly/ VQo snd EVC a6 defrned Ln FSM ¡ 2,000
10 ye¿rô 2380 5t fElru¡e to achfcve

the pl,anned VQO on toÈa¡ p¡o-
J ects

5 yèats/ Plañ ånd PsW-91 of 1973 rndr- I 2'500

5 yêâ!Ê cetro¡ of trend åwây froE thc
6tå Èed Soal

An¡latly/ Plan ãnd Pf,anDlng ¡ecolde and $ 50o

Annu¿lty PSÌf 2380 tr.66 thân ,Ol Èccon-
pllshúènt of ersual !ê6ourcc
rDD¡ovement proJgêta Ln Àny yea!

Ì\)
(tl
ü)

VISIIAL RESOURCES (ResDonsrble Offrcfål Recr€st1on Staff Offrce¡)

Vrsual condrtron of Oete¡û¡ne ¡f VQoê Êrè Fleld .evleut & Hrgh

Po¡a6È berng Eet ås per PIa¡ photo polntÉ

w¡th the PIån

Determrne ¡t deÊl¡ed f¡eld levteeE Hlsh
cha¡acter ôtatêd ln wrth landsctÞe
plan rs bêrng aÞÞro- coDltol pornt
ached or nq¡ntalned Photo nethod

sorl p¡oductlvrtY Þ¡oJect sct¡vlty

Tr€nd ol Vrsuâl
Charâc t e ¡

VrEuôl Resource
lnproveEenÈ

SorI

Deto¡mtne rf al actlve Fleld tevtess
Þro8raB of vlsu¿l rê- and Þhoto Polnt
sou¡€e 1np!ovenent ¡s
berng ca¡¡led out

(ReEpon6rble Offlcral Wate¡êhed Stâff Offrcer)

Productrvrty Ve¡fly adequEcy of Observatrono É iledlum

P¡cscFrÞt1on6, Stãnd¿rd mea6urement6,

and Cu¡delLnes rn mårn- añd valrdate the

tsrnrng aDd rmprovtng uaa of 8UPÉ rn

Ihproveñent an¿l narnten6nce S14,ooo
neâÊu!ês 90t aucce6sful, 90l of
Dresc¡Ibed DMP6 sFe lúÞlehenlêd

Annuål 1y,/

5 yea!E
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lnyo NatronEl Forest Plan lmplementatton Monltorrng progrâm

9àtcr Qualrty
lüanagemenÈ

(coN'r)

AEBe6Ê coEpl¡ônce Hrth
BHP ¿ll!ecÈ¡on, snd to
cont¡nue to eveluôte
the effecttvcness of
BMP

Revrew of Dre- Htgh

Påred EA6, ¡e-
vaer of contrqçt
Ptov¡6lon6,
freld actrv¡ty
tevlevs, watef
quelrtY ênrly6rs
f¡eld oDse¡vâ-
tlone

Obsetvatron6 and üed¡um
Dea6urèmehts

(Rasponsrble Offrclel t¡laterÊhed Staff Offrce¡)

l$o+ t¡rête¡shed ¡nprove- Eval,uãte eftect¡veness
Eent of aate¡Sh€d rDp¡Þve-

Dent nea6u¡e6

UILDLIPE

GôÊhaHk

(R.3poñ8rbIe Offlcral Ìtrldtrfe Staff Offrcêr)

Ensure p¡oJect codÞll- Survey ¡II ilêd¡ub
ance Plth ForeÊt-wrde known nest stteF
Standa¡ds ahd Guralêl¡ne v¡thrn a¡eâE
Det.DBrne populâtron & nanaged for trn-
habrtat trends

ongo¡n8 as Impleûentrng docunents fo! $12,o00
part of EA th¡ee !¡oJectE åre found ùo be

and contract nrô!rig ne€aled watêr quallty
r€vrew Pro- nrÈ18at¡on heeau¡es Lrate¡
cess, and os quelrty obJêctrves vrolå[ed
freld t!rps Two fleld revrews rdentrfy
are taken nrt¡Batron heeGu¡eÊ are ñot
Arnual êc- belng rBplenented
tlvrty rc-

ánnual]y/ 801 su¡v¡val ¡Btê of ÞroJect $ 5,000
5 yea.6 over a 10 yeår Þerrod

ADnuå1ly/ Porest-vrale Standå¡ds and Gu¡ale 3 3,O0O

Ánnua1Iy Ilnes and håbrtåÈ capabrltty
spccrflc !to bodela

Ject EAs o¡
reporttbe¡ annual.ly

Survey 50t of
known ne6t Ê¡tes
ouÈs1de of e¡ê86
nsnaged for tro-
be! ânnu¿lly
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lnyo Natlonâl Forest Plan lmplementatton Dfonttoíng program

!I¡!!M (coN'1)

Ètule Dccr

(ReEDons¡ble Olfrclal gtldlrfe Ståff Off¿cc¡)

lD6qre coEDlronca rlth Coo¡dr¡a!e coa-
Côlrfolnrg Pl6h t oana Dltence count6
Deer herd danogsñ.nt rlth CåI¡tornr¿
ÞlÂna, 8or€st-wrdr P¡eh and coEe,
StandardE ¿nd curde- .valuate hÂbtÈBt
lrnes, ianaBenent Ârc¿ fo! sÞecrflc
Drrcct¡on propo6ed ÞroJect

Ver¡fy Dest¡ng and re- pr€ld aqrvcya of
Þrodqct¡vc rucce66 of hlstor¡c neEt
Þ€É68¡rne falconÊ lm- êrca6 6nd hlgh
DIëDent lecgve!y Þlan potentlal ne6t
Tuo neGtrtrg pÂ¡l6 Êltls

InEure coDplrånce vlth Conduct hecd
PorcEt-slde Standard! & co¡posrtrgn
Guld€lrnca, Ànd !ecov- count6 urth Cat-
êry plôna

Àladlun Annually,/ PrevlouE census rnfoÌeatton, E 8,OOO

âhnuqlly !a¡eEt-vade Standatds 4n¿ Gqlde
Speerf¡c EAc lrncs, Iúan¿genlnt Ar€a D¡rectron
and !èpo¡ta atatc dcer hcrd D¡ên6, d€vt¿t¡on

fro! EtEnd¿rds ot thc6e ôocuDênts
+/- lol chàngo rn popul¿t1on
levêla gve! 5 yearE

Hedluo/ An¡qally/ eotêbll6hnent o? tro nedtln8s I 2,OOO

flrgh Annutlly p¿rrA CO@Þa!¡Eon of 6rghtrDgs
f¡oÃ ycat to y€êr No actrve
61te rn 5 yearâ o! dêcllne rD
Erght¡nts over 5 yee!6

Med¡uo/ Annually/ Recovely plan obJcct¡vêE, $ I,OOO

Hrth 2 year6 Poreat-{rde gtandâ¡d6 snd culde
lrnca, prev¡oua cenEugÊ8,
+/- lol c¡ßn8e an poÞutâtl,on
levô16 ov6¡ a 5 yeàr Defrod o¡
oD alevletron f¡0¡ abovê docuñents

filcd¡um/ Annually,/ Fore6t-r1de Stå¡dârde êhd local 9 2,OOO

HrSh Ahnual-ly lecovely p1anE, and. fiabrtat
l{tDte! SDecr?1c E^s Capabtlrty üodel6 ldd Forest-
area6 or ¡eports w¡de Standa¡ds ônal Guldelrneal

Hlah/Hrgh dêvrôtron f¡oE tåe ¿bove or +/-
251 chaîEe rn Dopu],¿tlon levels

fsftt('r

FarcSr¡hê 8À1con
Rccovê ¡y

S¡c!Då Nêvadâ ånd

N.lÊon lfountarn
sheep

ldlntêr Eqld EâEle
Habl ta t6

lfornra Pl,Êh å¡d
Gane, of c*r6t-
lng Dopulot¡ona,
vlll be rnveh-
torred every
other yea!

InplcDcnt recove¡y DIan Su¡vey kDoyn srn
Evâlurte trendE of haù- ter àrcåE,sulv!y
ltsts dcl¡neated to câpabrtrty of
to ¡ect !ecove¡y goals of deltnêqtc{
Detelotne trênd o? vln- habrtat6 for
tê¡ Þopulàt1on6 6Pêclfac pro-

Dosed pFoJ ectB
SÞecaf¡c
proJ ectê

t
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Inyo Natronâl forest plan lmplementailon Ìlonttonng program

|¡LDLfFE (CON'1) (nê¡ÞoûsrbIe Oftrclal t{rldl¡fe Statf Offace!)

Oth.¡ State 1a6ted En6u¡G Dlotêctron Þ¡o- Aptr¡oD¡rate sut_ úedluD
or 6enÊltlvc Epecre6 vrdêd by pOtCÊt-Wrde vry Dethods
as êfffected by StênataFdo and culdel¡ne Applrcat¡ob Ênd
apecrfrc AroJectr and Hab¡tat CaÞeblllty dêvelophent of

Pâ8t popul.tron sareey3, Hâbr- 3 0,OOO

tât Cqgqbtlrty to(leI!, PoreBt-
wrde Stqndô!¿la antl ourafetrnÊ6,
or lowar6 trabrtat capôbtltty
lo¡ apecaeo

P!oJcct
Bas¡ s,/

P¡oJect
Bås¡e

lsqr
cl)

Ster¡å NeVada red Uodels
fox, Þ¡De ds¡ten,
?rsher [olvartDaÊ,
and aÞotted owI,
gfe¡t 8¡ay owl

lfabrtat Capab!1,-
rty to delrn.atè
håbrtâtÊ oì D¡o-
J6ct À¡eaÊ

Enau¡è thât hÀhagetrent SaEpte EAe anil luedru¡
4ctlvrtles âffolil pro- conduct i¡€Id.
tectron of al1 Thloet- 5u¡veys of com-
encd Endangcred and DIêted ploJect
8ênsrtrve EDec¡Gs a6

ÞreBclabed tn Plan

Th¡eat ened
Bndånge¡cd an¿l

Senartrve Specre6
¡ltanå8edch Ë

lrend6 of Hêbttât lo ensure thåt beùftat Fleld survêya [êd¡ud
Capqb¡Irty fo¡ cspab¡lrty trends tor rDd off¡ce ar-
lfan¿geDent lndlctto¡ llls âre con6t6t€nt y¡Èh vaew of p¡oJecÈ!

Þltn d¡!ectlon. to dÊÈe¡hrne
hcb¡taÈ capsbrl-
¡ty fo¡ üIS

Añnuelly/ Any det€cteÞl€ úecllne ln !op- ¡ à,000
Annually u1¡tron

Annually,/ 20Í va¡ratron 1n ex¡rected $ 6,000

, yeaEs chaD8c ¡D habrÈat capobllrtlr,
o! hÂbrtåt côDabrllty 1ê 10¡
above vrÂblc IevclÊ

1.,

I
{,

)
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lnyo Natlonal Forest Plan tmplementatton Monltollng Program

N(tr\¡

ftlLDLIPE (CON'T)

Quantrty and

Drstrrbut¡on of
SnsgE 6hd Dogned

Lo gE

Eel,atr0nshrp
betHeen MIS and

Rep!esented sÞecres

9ILDERNESg

(Rêsponstble Offrc¡al rrrrtd).¡fe Støff 0ffrcer)

EnÉu¡e mlntnum qu¿nrty¡ RevreH ÉAs snd trledtuñ

quallty, and d¡6tr¡bu- coDduct freld
tlon of sn¿86, dead and sqlveys of coop-

doffi tsoody naterlål lcted. ProJcctsi
Dontto¡ üIS Sroup

To våltdate thet nern- Fr€ld survey to ltlealluE

toranco of MIS hêbrtêt ilête¡ñrne rl rê-
capab¡11ty malDtå1ns Þresented aÞecles

haDltat fo¡ the spectes ate Dlesent
thÊy rep¡eÊent

(ReêÞonsrbla Off¡cral, Rêçleatloh Staff O?ftcer)

Á¡nuåIly/ Any datectablê decllne ln 6nq8e 3 2'000

5 ycar6 6nd dolned 1086 fro¡ 6hovn rn
Forest-errle StandardE and Gulde-

Iin e 6

Annuslly/ ?0, of sDecles reDtcsented ale I 6'ooo

5 yêaÌ6 Þrcõent

Actual Use MaÁsure chgn8ea snd

Compaled to Flahnêd conÞaÈ6 ç1th ¡rh¡tE of
(e6tabl¡6hcd) ¿cce¡t¿blc change and

Des!¡ealCond¡trons evalu¿te aEsoclated
envrronBental effecta

ReDedsu¡e c6mD- lledluE

slte cond¡t¡on

claEt, teco¡d

cheDge6 aceoDd-

¡ns to FS¡t2323 I
R-5 6upp #145

Annua]ly,/ ADY d€cllne
5 yea¡6 t¡On cIAsS

1n caDPsrte condl- s20,oo0
bclow C1ôêB III
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PTER IV, Management Dlrectlon

Introduction

Itrts cl¡aflter docr¡rerrts trcr^r the Inyo Natiøra1 Forest lnl1 be marnged ü.Eirg
tf,rts plarrrri-ng perj.od. It pmride.s di¡ecbicrr to Forest land manag'ers and
explains to the public tñe rîeasons rttr1' sXncific areâ-e are tnanaged for
sl¡ecífic ¡îeasons and ncr¡¡ û¡at r^r111 be acccnplrshed.

'Ihe cfrapter is divided i¡tto five sections:

1". Fæst Goals lists the resourres of tf¡e Føest vÉth their nespective
marngerûent goals.

2. fbest Objectir¡es lisEs orþuts fon each resounce tÏ¡at vriIl result f¡dn
inplgnentjxg tf¡e P1an.

3. F'æst-$ride Standards and qrtdeliæ are tlre bases for al.l managernent
actrvities on the Faresù. 

-paOr 

rresc,urce tras a set of staruJards arrd
gl.Ècbs to ensr,¡¡e that the æsource is ¡roteotecl, maintaÍræd or developed
in dr errrd¡urnsrtally so.rrt ard ecqsnical"Iy cosÈ-effec*ive way'. Ilt¡ese
standards ard guides appty to atl- areast of the ForesE.

4. Mar¡ag@¡t PresgþÈngrs prescriOe fnvr areas crr tfte Forest r^r111 be
managed witlr a spectÊic resotrce enphasi-s. For enanqrl-e, any lrlrlderness
on the Fo:¡est rrc rnatter rdÌEre it 5.s located witJ. be managed ur¡der
Þrescription #1 - Designatæd Îüitderness. Eact¡ pæsoriptiqr describes lfie
ob¡ective of managenent ând thê a¡ears resource ençf¡asLs.

5. Mæagens¡t årea oiJrec_tis¡ deli¡eates bo¡rdarfes of the tr¡ærÉy rnanâgeflEnt
€rreas qr the Foæst. Eact¡ of tlrese has a dr rferent mix of prescriptiørs,
but al-I are nanaged rxrder tte Fsest-vÉde Standar¡ds and G.ridelines.

NatÍcnaL Forests are managed under a varieþ'of federal lavrs rangirg frqn the
U.S. D'finÍng Las¡s of LB72 tþ tÏ¡e Natiølal Fsresb ¡{anænent Àsb of L976.
Forest Sen¡:lce l,tlar¡ual.s ard Handbooks and ürê Pacifl-c Sant]¡wesù Regiøla]. fuidê
prtuide addi-tional polic1' dj¡ecÈ1cn. l[t]e PIan sLUDIerrEnts but does not
replace the di-reetÍø¡ frun tt¡ose sources.

VarLar¡ce frqn FcmesÈ-rdde Starda¡ds and QrídelJ-æs, Pnescrtptícns, or
Iuanagement .Area Di¡ecÈicr¡ may occasiøralIy be needed fue to ur¡foreseen site
ccrtdibiø¡s, tncørtrollab1e cj-æumstarees or unexpecÉed natr¡ral ¡frencmæa.
Itühere r¡arLar¡ce is unanioidable, Ít will be docurented j:r an a¡prcpriate
project enviffinental analyeis. If necessarlz, tÏ¡e Plan can be arnended or
revised.
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Forest Goals

Itre rnrltÍple-use managenent goals tlrat follcr'¡ cþscrLbe tfte desjred fuüJre
ø¡di'tÍon of the T-¡ryo Naùional Foregb. Ihese goals are derùzed frun Ia$¡s,
regrr:J-atlurs, policies, Resotmces Plarrirg Act (RFA) Èogrdlt goa1s, tltê
Pacffic Souttrdest RegÍcrral Gli.de, and identifÍed I-nlo Natisral Foæst j-ssues

and ocncerns.

m\ufic/soc[Arr

Ttre Forest is managed in ær ecorqnÍca.lIy efficÍerrt and cosb-effestlve nnilier
v,ÈriIe rcspm¡diig to tf¡e ecorìc¡rlic arrd sociaL n¡eeds of tt¡e ¡ublic and local
cqmn¡nrties.

AIR QI¡AT.ITIS

Natiqral Forest Systern lands are rnarnged to maintain al.r qt¡aI1tl¡ that
ocrrplles with aII a¡p1icable regulaticts. Xhê cs¡rù¡cÈ of Fþre,st managerent
actir¡Lti-es is ca¡ried out in a manner ccr¡sister¡t and coçatible with tfte
attainnær¡t of sLate âr¡d federal air quarit!'objecÈives.

q,,I,rt'RgTJ RESüJ8CES

IdentifÍcation, evaluatiür, ¡rrctectÍcrr, artd Snteryetation of ct¡lù¡ral and
hrstortc lesourpes are ocrrtfr¡r¡ouus ar¡d an JntÆgra1 part of mar:ryarcnt of the
Forest.

D]:ITERSITY

Itre Foresb hâs acÌrieved divensitl' of plant and animal ccrrrflLntties bet

¡lrovfü)g a tlræ-sho:ld leveL of rzegetatfør types and seral stages.

ENERG:T

l4aximun public beneflts are oËal¡¡ed frcrri tÌrê €r¡ergLr rêsources of Natlcr¡a]-
Forest SI'st€Ír lands, wlü.Le adr¡erse em¡$g¡nental effects on other Fcúest
resoì.:¡ces frËm erploratl-on, develc4ment arìd extractÍcrr aæ ml¡rûnrzed.
l4anagernent operations ør tl¡e Forqsù ar€ energy-efflclent.

EilcII.IrIES

An efflcLeñb Ftor€st trar¡spætatfcn sr/sE€rrr, aùuinistratir¡e sltes, and otåer
facftftles a¡¡e in place arlcl mafntal¡ed at l-easù to tbe mln:imun sùandards
açprcprfate for planned uses and the prctecËcn of ne-scurces.
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EÍ.SII

Fish ftabitat ls nnnaged to provlde s¡)ecies dirærsiþ', ùo ensure tltat rziable
¡n¡utatiørs of natir¡e r¡erteibrates âre nairrbaj¡red and tñê hêbitats of
managenent eûglfiasis specÍes aæ nal¡rtai¡red ø ir4rcved.

GEDI&Y

Geologic resources, includtrg gnprndrrater, aæ assessed. fhe r5-sl<s to
persor'ìs and projects fron ¡nterrtial geologic processes such as landslides,
earthquakes, arrd volcanfc er¡er¡ts are r.eoogrnÍ-zed ar¡d p¡o\risior¡s are made for
ttÌsn.

14ù6

the Fores* has a Iæd d¡d r'ìeso.rrce narragement strucÈr-æ and program wittr
ccnpatible ælatiolslrLps betereen Naticnal Fæst S5fsbsn lands and adJacerrt
rst-federal lands. Specific acÈlvitÍes to aoocnplLstr thÍs goaì- aæ: special
use aùnin-istratior¡, electroaic slte rnanagenænt, ubÍIfty oo:rÍdor manag'ement,
rights-of-way management, r'rithdralual, l.andownership adjusùnent, and prceerby
UounOary a€sur:rrey ard m¡n¡nerrtation.

MINER.AI.S

It'laxìmun public benefits are obtaired f¡c¡n tfre mÍræral (inctudjrg geotlernra-l)
resources of National Fonest Sl¡stern lards, v¡hile adr¡erse er¡vj:rcrrnental
effæts øt ott¡er Foresb rescn-æês frun eçloration, deræIogrerrt and
exEacbtsr are mi¡rlmfzed.

PESÍ !,4IGGEMEÀ¡T

Pest-rel-ated damage is naintal¡red at letrels that cb not unaoceptabþ' jrrpact
land and resource nar¡ägems¡t goats æd ôJecùfves.

PROIæITON

The Forest has a oost-effec*Í¡¡e firÞ ûrar¡agerüent ¡rcglcan tt¡at mirrimÍzes
rescÐrce losses ar¡d seriols or lcrrg-tasbi¡g aú¡erse effec*s frcm w:i1dflne.
Ihe Forest Se¡ryice mission jn fÍ¡e nranagement is to r¡se fi¡e as a resou¡qe
managørent tooL.

RD¡GE

A sustai.ned yleld of fæage is ¡mrided, rar€Þ oor¡ctitiør is Írgoved, and
grazir)9 cæacity is Ír¡æeased clIr stritable range, ¡^¡hite ottrer resouæe values
a¡e maintaj¡¡ed or tu4xcved tåru¡gh oosL-effectir¡e develqnrerrb ad ingoveCl
managaænt.
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REnEATIC{

A boad rar€e of develqled and Ai-spersed recreåttan q4nrü-rrities in balance
v¡itlr identified elcistjrg æd fi¡tr.ue denand ts ¡mzided.

RESEARC¡I IìBIITRR¡, AREAS

All botardcal Re-searct¡ Natural- .âreas a¡e esbablished and tangets ane net.
itII qualified aquatic and giælogtc candfdates are tdentffied and reocnnertded
for esbablÍshment.

RIPäRf,ATìT ÀREãS

Ri¡nrian areas aæ managed to ¡rcteot or iÍçrro\¡e cipariarr area-de¡rendent
resourÐes r.ilriJ.e al.I.owJng fon managarcrrt of ottpn srgntible uses.

SPETAT, I¡üIEREST AREHS

Special Interest Àreas (botantc, geologic, slcerltc, zool-ogfc) aæ managed to
fr[tfLJ.J. ttre intent arrd ¡rrrpose fæ utric,tr tt¡e areas a¡e establhhed.

ITREATE¡IE). ENDR¡iGERED. æ SENS¡If,TUE SPMIES

The habitats of tÌtreatened or endarg:eæd antmals aæ pra'tected or irqrroved to
assist tt¡e rcoove,r!¡ of ttre species in oocperatiør with state and ottren
federal- agencies. Sensitive plarrt species are ¡roËected to ensr¡:¡e tjre!' will
rpt beocne tÏ¡reate¡¡ed or endang'ered.

TIIßR,

lllre tjrnben resource is managed to ¡rouide a sugÈained yield of ocmnercfal
sawbimber, grblic firellrcod, and miscetlarpous l'ræd proörcts, wtrile otfier
resource r,¡aJ-ues arè mai-ntairrcd at or abor¡e t¡ose rÉ¡rifirums presæibed þr law
andr/or regulation.

urgnú REsu.rRcEs

fte qualitl¡' of the scsrtc nescruæe anal vieridrg ctBporù.rÉ.ties are maintal¡ed
or er¡har¡ced.

ÍüTERSTIED

National Forest managsnent agtivj.ties are cor¡ductecl to malntain or ifiprcve
soil Broductiwity, to maintain far¡orable cor¡ditÍcr¡s of waterflcnr, and to
conply wj-th waten qr¡aliQ goats as specified jn state and federal clean water
legislation for ttte ststaÍned ber¡efit of ccnsuttptÍve arrd rorrcmsurçtÈrze users
of water.
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wIIÐ är{D scENIc RIttEs

The newly &signated lÈrth Fck of tùe l(eún ard Sqdà Forlc of tlre t(ern WLld
and Scerric FÈlrzens æe nalaged to ¡roùecÉ their erlld ard scerú.c quaì-itÍes. Ítle
Middle Fork of tt¡€ San æqufn is managÞd so as rsb ùo ¡ræclude lts
designatlcn âs a üIl-ld ild Soeûtc Rtr¡er.

$ÍII,DER{ÉIS

Class*Efed wllderness Ls nanaged b pEect ad ¡:er¡nürate the wJ.I.derne-ss
clnracfrer of tt¡e aæa; ùo llo\ridê cEpæhrÉties for ¡rÌrnitive recreatiø¡; to
maintairr wildlife ar¡d fi-sh, sceraie, and watersl¡ecl r¡aluesi aflcl to nal¡¡tain æ
enf¡ar¡ce tÏre qualit.¡' of wilderness exper:tenoes.

IÙILDLI¡:E

f'lildlífe hâbitat is managed ùo Brctrlde specles Ai\rersitJr, üo ensr¡re tåat
viable pc4rrlaticns of existing nati'r¡e r¡ertebratqs ard fr¡¡¡etrebateE âre
matntalned, ard that ttre hâbttats of nangaent errçùrasis qncies âæ
rnfrËal¡ed æ fuqroved.
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Forest Objectives

Fbr€sf cbjectfnes are the quantifÍed æscn¡rcê and activJ.t1' cutt¡uts for tte
lo-1'ear plannirg perlod (1988-1997), rtÞ follorirg tåb1e displays tÌre
outputs or inventæy' fron tl¡e base year of L982¡ tÌ¡e 1980 Resources PLanrri¡g
A€È (RPÀ) targets for ttte lears 1990 ard 2Q3O¡ ênd tÌ¡e outputs tl¡at wil-l
restr]-t frun fuplanentirg tlle PIan. Íhe5¿' are diqpfayed :n ttris mannen for
ccrrparison ptt4Ðses. Itere aæ rÞ RPA targets for marv of ttre categories.

Forest Objectives
r{verage Annual Outputs for Decade 1

Ðecade L

EBCIIJrIE;

ãùËrrÍst¡atfi¡e Sites

ForesÈ Serrrice cr'¡ned (rp. )
leased (rp. )

Ilans ar¡d

Forcst Se¡¡¡rce (rp. )
State/I-ocal (rp. )
Prrr¡ate (rn. )

Roads (ñ-res¡

Oonstructicr¡ (totat)
recreåtLcr¡ (sLte access)

(jnterÍor)

Reaor¡structisr (totaf )
tfmben
recreaticrr (site acce-ss)

(interior)

Þîainter¡ar¡ce (totaf ¡

Irails (niles)

Ocnsüuobisr (total)
erristÌrg wilderness
rcocnmended vrilderness
omaer¡trated æc. €ræas
cpen Naticnal f'crËst
oHl/
rnrdic

I
1

3
4

11

3
4

11

o
0
o

25
l-5

5
5

974

0
0
o
o
0
0
o

2.5
0

2.5

ls.o
5.0
5.O
s.o

977

?4.3
o.7
1.8
9.0
1.0
1.8

10.0
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Forest-wide Standards and Quidelines

Forest-r.¡l& Stardards and eÉdslínes set the nirdrr¡n resmce øtdi-tÍcr¡s that
wj-II be ¡naintai¡ed t¡¡u$rcnt tt¡e Fsest. Ihey provide specific guidê1i¡es
for tìe managarcnt of each resgJ¡ce to ensure rts ¡rrotecËicrr or er¡t¡ancerrer¡t.
Ihey apply $rhere\¡er tlp æsxÏl¡ce or acÈ1wlÇ occr:rs. l6re s¡tecÍfic or
arlditiorral d¡-resbron frlay be given tryr D4anagenerÉ kescrlptions or lvtanagenent
Area DrrecLicr¡.

Thrs section displal's tle gulde}j¡es for managr-ng all resources of the
Fonest.

Resource Page

AirQualÍty.... 75
Cultural Resources 75
Diversity 76
Energy 77
Facilities 77
Fish 78
Geology 80
Itardwoods... BO

Lands 80
Minerals 82
PestManagement 85
ProtectÍon A4
Range A4
Recreation 86
Research NaturalAreas 89
RiparÍan Areas 89
SensitivePlants ...91
Special Interest Areas 92
Timber 92
Visual Resources 95
Watershed 94
lllild and Scenic Rivers 97
lñlilderness ... ...97
Urildlife 98
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Dnergy

- Autlorize tfie deveJ-o¡nent of wl¡rd asi an ãrergy source !Èrere develo¡merrt
is ocnpatible witl¡ the attal¡urerrt of estabLished Forest goals for ottrecc
r€sources or uses.

- AutÌþrize ne$t ttl'dropfegtri6 pq'Ier faci].ities as ar¡ energy so1¡roe wt¡er¡
develogrent of ¡noJects r^ri.1L allo,t shearnflcw sufficierrt to natntair¡
restderrt tfûr¡t fLsÌ¡eries, malrrtatn VLsua.l QuaIiW Objectives, and upürold
wil-dJ.ife artd riparian æsourcê ùJecùfves.

- Àssu¡e tåat energy ccnsefiråticn ¡ractices ane a¡p1ied to Naticnat Fo:¡est
managenent lr'osfralts.

- Ib ttÞ exbent posslble, re4luire tÌ¡e r:se of existrng :mads, dish:¡bed
¿ÌrËac;, and the co-tocaticrr or clustering of energy devefofrner* facilÍties
such as rcad.s, pif¡eli¡es, ¡louerplant and s.44nrÈ skuctt¡res.

Facilities

- Prìovide adcliLicr¡s to tlre tras¡nrtatiur sleten for resorrce develo¡ment.
hovrde ¡nrblic access to publio land arrd developed reæat1on sites,
cor¡sisterrt $dth F.ore.st goals and obJecÈùres.

- Recglsbr¡ct and regulate baffic as rÞeded for prblic safeþ' and,/or
rîesource ¡rotection.

- Address ccrçerns for grb]-ic safetlt and ¡¡eso¡rce ¡t¡otestion tÀrough noad
closrrê, rêlocatiør of, reoonsüuctj.on of rursyetan :¡oads cqrsfstent wÍttr
available bu@ets.

- Marntaln facÍLitÍes to estabLished sbar¡darrls, mal<e them enegy effLcierrt,
and/or replace ì-f necessa:cy.

- Sct¡eù¡Ie facillties naintenânce ar¡d reptacernerrt per t¡e follor^drq
priorÍties:

1. Coæest irr\reJìtor.ied heåttt¡ and safe!¡, itens.

2. Àcccnpli$r arrrual- recw¡ent nnrntenance.

3. El1nÍnate i¡¡¡er¡ùoried matrrtenance backlogs.

4. Replace cøldemned facilities if theme is a csrtinued need arrd no
feasible alternatrr¿es aæ ar¡aitable. If cor¡sb:uction fi,utds a¡e
rnt avarlable, continue relubilitatron/nefurbisht-ng r,uork necessarfr
to maintajn facilities at habitabte standards v¡hiLe perpetr.ntirg
the hfe of the stn¡cùtæ.

5. koulde new facllitíes rr¡here needed.

- Bnsider mass kar¡sit optÌons r,¡fier¡ vehicle use srceeds tÌre ca¡ncity' of
e:<is"biry roads or tt¡neater¡s to darnge rcesource values or r^¡tren ¡rub1lc
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facÍlitie.s can best t¡e senred bv a cc¡nmr¡ity'-wtde s'¡eten profpsed f¡f'
arptlren entitr¡'.

- hovide trarls fæ hike¡cs, skleni, equesbians, bicryclists, srolrmcbilers,
tåe hanclicaptped, aûÉl off-trtghway vehicle users when coçatibLe w:itlr usen
needs, le\re1 of èvelo¡ment, ard Fcrest goals arrd obJectives.

- It4aíntarn bails to assigned maintenance lenrels.

- Ooordi¡ate trâÍt cørsEuotíorr, ærcut5lg, ir¡¡noverrent, änd naintenance
r¿:fth cooperatirg or affecúed agencles.

- Separate :nccnpatible trait uses where feasrble.

- ütrlrze exist:ng develo¡:ed facilfties, rcads, aû1 trails for htottt sur¡rpr
ard w:¡rter recreatÍør actrn-ties, wheræver possible, before dwetopJrg
nÊ[¡i cü]es for e:rclusive seascnal r¡se.

Fish

Ihreater¡ed ard Endanææd Fish

- RehabilÍtate and nair¡tain essential hâbftat for tñese species aooording
to specíesr reoovery ptans and NÞmanda of bdenstardlng $rj.tñ the
CalLfornra Departmmt of Fistr êr¡d GarIE and. tÏ€ U.S. Fr-sh and üIL1dlife
Senace.

- ho\ride hLgh quaJ-1t!' habitat for tlrreatened anl endangered f:-str specres
based on låe rest¡lts of habitat capabrlrtl'npdel analyses.

- l'lanage aII sæãn reaclps of esserrtial habitat as depictect l¡l tÏ¡e
Recovery Plan to the follotnng guldeHnes ln cc¡r¡sultatior¡ wlth ttle U.S.
Fr-sh ênd ütrÍldlife Senace.

1, Do rnt at]-cþr any acùiwiþr tl¡at results l¡ rlþrîe than l.O peúcent
de$adatr-ry¡ of tÏÊ habitat w¿ttlir¡ anl' grven stream reactr; this
cqrclusicrr rrus't be sumo*ea bry clata tl¡at results fr,cilr t.he r¡se of a
quantitatitre netf,ndology stmte], sr¡c}¡ as GAhlS, ffitlFISH, etc.

2. Restore r¡nstable or ercdirg sfueanbanl<s to atLarn a strea¡rbarrk s:ete¡n
'tf,¡at Ís rþ nnre tÌ¡ân LO peæeJ¡t Ltr¡sbable at ax¡ giver¡ trnp.

3. Reta:¡r vegetatrør adjacent to f¡erer¡ni-ar skeams that affonils st¡ream
snaAiry ard strea¡nbar¡t< stabilfff.

Fisheries

- ProrrJ-e medir¡n-- to trigh-qr¡alit1', habitat for residerrt fish species based
on the ræsu1ts of tÏ¡e afpropriaûe habiüat ea¡)ahr.lÍty rrcdeI.

- l4ênage all strreãn reac]¡es of all sùate desígnated wj-ld bcn¡t waters
accorcfÍrtg to tfre folIoøirg:
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1. ^ãrrl' actilritlr tùat restrlts i¡t brarrpli¡rg arrd ctriselirg shorúd rpt e¡<ceed
IO Beúcerft of arryr gtven streaun ¡,eacfr. A reac:h is defjÐed as a
odrtiruous BæUi,cr¡ of a stúedn râritì ltcnngeneous ¡rtty'srcal
cù¡arasterisùics. Use tle cr¡rer¡t siüraticr¡ as docunenùed in txte Final
h\,dr€ûnental Irlpasb StatemerÉ (EIS) as a referer¡ce poÍnt.

2. Restoæ umsteble or eroùing streanbanks to attain a shes¡ù¡ar¡I< s\¿stsn
that is no trnre t:t¡an 10 percant rrrsbable at arryr given tfue.

3. Sùrearnside vegetatiorr sf¡ouLct ptnde a milÌùnm of 9O percent of the
habitatrs ca¡tabiLiþ'to plovdde stream shadir¡g and fisf¡ oo\rer.

- D4anage a].l strean :¡eactres ocrÉainjrEf resider¡t fistr accgrdjng to tf¡e
foilcrvül¡g:

1. An5¡r acÈtw1ty' that results Ín tranpliqg €nd cfrrselirg sl¡ot¡rd rpt
orceed 2O percerÈ of arryt gfræn st¡eam read¡. Use tÌte qrrer¡t
situattcrr as docr¡nented irr tÌÞ EIS as a æfeænce poitt.

2. Resborê rnsbable æ eroding¡ skearüranÌçs to attain a streambar¡l<
srJsbãr that is no Ínne thân 20 peroent unstable at any' given tirÞ.

- Prohi.bit strea¡n-¡¡pdfftÈqg cøtskr¡oticn asÈirritíes hritÌdrr or i¡mediately
adJacerÈ to tf¡e aquatic zore ùrirg tln follcnring spavnt4t seasorìs:

l-. in st¡ea¡s Ìritì s¡ri¡€ spaqr¡frg species (rainboro, cr,rttåroat, and
gfofcþn tro-lt), Fehrralar L5-Attgusb 20;

2. in streams wJ.t¡ fall spaû¡ning species (brcm¡n and bræt< trrot.lt),
October l-À¡lci1 15.

Þ<ceptiqrs to (1) and (2) âbove nusù be approved tty thê Foresù
Supewfsor.

- Desigf¡ sÈrean æssirgs to acccnnodaLe fish passage where proposeA rcads
ând traile wil1 crc¡ss st¡earns that sql¡Þrt acùirze or ¡ntential fisheries.

- Maintain ;i¡rst¡eam florcs needed to sufpc¡rb aristirg resident fisheries.

- Ivlaintair¡ waten len¡e]-g in resewoirs artd naù¡ral lalce.s to snpport
fish¡enies to at least e¡dsbi¡g ler¡els.

- NegotÍate wittr tl¡e Fedenal- Enelgy Regulatory Ocnml-ssror¡ (FERC) ând tÏ¡e
affected utÍIÍty'ccfreaùaies ùo ¡ewaten sel-ecteat æactps of skeams for llre
re-establisf¡nent of :resident fuout fisheriês.

- Ooordinato vrit¡ tÌF CalÍfornia Deparbrcnt of FisÌr and Ga¡re to establ:istr
stardard.s for rriable ponl¡fâtj.øts and toLeürab1e Ie\rels of de¡rleticn for
¡esident fish specles.
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A,eology

- Desigrr and cqts'trr¡ct sü:uotuæs æ facLliLies located rrear acÈil¡e fat¡J-ts
andr¡or are.as of lglcr¡¡n seLgnrc âgttr¡ltl' to v¡ithsbard sei.gnic iJrpacts.
Relocate struct:¡res or facilities to less astir¡e sites vrtlpre destgn and
cor:strr-ptiqr is rst ecqsnical-ly efficient.

- fuiducÈ s¡-sfte geologtc investigratld¡s IrLor to st¡r^face or rregetatJ,ør-
¿istr¡¡Urtg acÈivitles cn Isrds mâEped aS htgbly or e:<brcrnely ursÈab1e d¡
fonest geologic rescnrce jrrvenbory rnapÊ. Assess tfe feasibJ-lity of
nrttigaticn nÞasures æd t¡clu& *abf[t!, mitlgatlør rpasures ln pmoject
qeratCrg plans anl design qreclficatiørs.

- !4ake a sJ.qn suitabfliff etraninatÍcn based on sheer sbength/sÌ¡eer st-ess
relatiørslrt¡s before ocnskuctifg: ¡oad.s or other permâr¡ent develognents
in areas tf,iat are a hazard because of insÈahilit1'.

- Cooperate rrj.th otler agencles, v¡here agryrriate, l¡ l-dentiryfug geologic
hazaïds irr arìeas of exfsü4g roads crr facilitres arìd ass:esg tàe
feasíbilitlt of ittpl6rnenurg hâzard mittgatiør measures.

- Whereven apprcpriate, incJ-ude l¡¡formatrcn erçfairrfng local geology or
intenest5rg geologric featu.æs in interyaretirze display"s, ¡n:bhcatÍons, and
interpnetiwe 1rroçIr€rns.

Ilardwoods

- P¡'orÈeot the integrity' of the harú¿ood eæq¡etern in all erÍstÍng oak
sùards.

Lands¡

Etecùmic Sites

fttlJ.y develo¡t erdst¡xg sites befone autl:øizing rø,r sites. Àubhorize r¡ew
srtes or e:rpêrtd eûristiirtg sites only after arralleis jndrcates sucFr r¡se is
ccrqratrble with Fcrest goals and ùjec*ir¡es.

fando¡rosÌ¡fp edjusGrb

- ecqujre lands tty excbange, ¡rnrchase, or dcr¡aài-on j-n tf,¡e follouirtg
PriorÍW:

J-. fÉghest [lríorÍt'j¡:

a. lands wità waten fzuttage sucjh as lakes, strearìs. flooq)IaÍrts,
wetlards, ard riparran æs;

b. key gaÍìe management aæas arrd lards having enOarg:ered or
tf¡reatered fish, u:l1dlife, or plant habitat;

c. lands needed ùo refuce fire risl¡s;

I
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SÏ¡eclal Uses

- Issue specl-al r:se parmits on-Iy if prlvate lênd sul-table for the use is
rot reasonably avaitable and íf tlre r¡se ís ooq>atrble wj-tl¡ establisfred
Foresb gpaLs and ob¡ectrzes.

- Ãpply ttre follotring Briority' vrhen evaluati¡g spær-al uste peûIlÍt
a¡plications:

L. puhlic uses (gor¡err¡nentar)

2. sørLi-¡ublic uses

3. prrvate (er<clusrve) t¡ses.

- Issue ro speclal use peñrìrts or¡ lands fder¡trfred for wften tJris
r,'ould re&¡ce futu¡e orctrarge op[þrhrnab-es.

tltitÍ.ty Cmldæ

- Parbicipate in t,tre Eastern Sier:ra Intenagency Utilit1' Oor-idor Strrùr to
rderrtifi' an east/west csrrdor dasÍgrration.

WÍtt¡dr:asn.ls

- Re\rief¡¡ e:gstÍrg wíthdra¡¡aLs and reccmner¡d revocation v¡hen the purtrþses
for urtrictr tlre w:ithdra¿als v¡ere esÈablísfied ro longer e>rrst or can rÞ
lmger be aúnlrrisbatirzely acocnptrshect.

- Initiate FæesE Senrice rrrthdrawals fon new sites only r+tær¡ other
available sr.rface r¡se ar¡d occq)ancry/ ccrrbpls c€nnot protect tf,te s¡rface
resources.

Minerals

!!Í¡¡erals ltanagæ¡Ê: Ger¡ema1

- Àùru¡rster mÍ¡irg laws ard regut-atlors ùo pernLit ttle un-internrpted
proùrctÍon of mi¡erats wtriLe assurirg the adequate protectiør of otlren
resourcês and enrd-rcr¡nental values

.- hlhrcre valid e¡<isti¡g rights withln v¡ithdrawn areas are e>rercised,
operatirg pl.ane should be oonsisberÈ eritå the ¡ltirpose of witìdrawals.

- 6ordj¡ate the mineral. program \üittr t¡re Bureau of Lard
Managænt.

Leasable lfi¡erals: OiI, Gas, and Gecrtl¡emal

- PrÐvidê for the leasi.rrg of Natiqral Foresb l"ards for orploratiør atrt
develctgnsË of oil, gas ard geothermal resources csilrìensurate w:ltf,r otJren
rescurce \¡a1ues. Follcr¡ ertstj-rg tnbnrrar¡da of Understandirg between the
Bu¡eau of Land laanagarcnt ônd tÌÞ Fbæsb Senrice tà,at relate to oiI, gas,
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and gæthermat mirteral asblvlties. FollcrÌ^r a¡pticable regulatiøts,
operatrng ordens, and rptices for oil, gas, and geotltermal leases lssued
¡nrrsuarrt to a¡prqxiate autùorit3r.

- Prepa:re er¡vj¡utmentaf documerrts that anaJ-pe fiill-scale develo¡ment pri-or
to conserrtìng to Elureau of Larrd Ì{anagemerrtrs issuarrc'e of geotheûnal
leases.

- IÌepaæ postlease erru:i¿crirnerÌtal docurpr¡ts in cooperatron wrth t.t¡e Bu¡eau
of Land llanagenent for site-specific e>rploraticrr, develo¡ment, and
prrduction ¡nrrposals. Àssule th,at upacts to resor¡rces are a¡pnopriately
analped. Àssure that irrpacts to ttrese resourcês are rnitrgated to the
exberrt possible.

- Oryrsrden the location of fluj-d ccûtve]€nce li-nes arrd facrlrties for
geothermal derzelo¡xærrt to ensure the vrabÍ1ft1' of deen mrgmtlon
oonrdors. Encourage geothennal develo¡merrt tÌ¡at utrlizes ai-r cooling
rattren ttran eva¡nrative coolrng systerrs.

I-easable l'!inera-[s: O't*¡en

- PrcrvÍde for leasirg NatÍcr¡al Fonest Sy'støtt Lands for tñe exploratj-on and
derre].o¡rnent of mir¡erâLs, ccmner¡surate wÌth ott¡er resource \¡aJ.ues, as
specified under tlre lfi¡enal.s LeasÍrg Act of 1920 and tÌ¡e lt4rnenals Leasrng
Àst fæ ecquired Lards of L967. Itris Íncludes hardrocJ< rni¡eral-s. Follor^r
a¡pltcab1e laws ard re$[atiæ.

IÆatabl-e ÌfÍnenals

- A11or,¡ aJ.l Natlrytal Forest Sj¡steÍt lards rÞt specifically withdraq¡n faqn
mfnenal enbryr to be avai].able for mi¡rerat e>qfloration, locaticrr ar¡d
extxac+ion under a¡plicable faþrs and reguJ-ations.

Sal-eable Dfi¡erals

- UtiLi-ze ccfrfiEt varietl'minerals, e.9.. sarui, gravel, ard borrrcn¡ materia]
wj-tl¡out encroachÍng upør otfær resource values. nncourage lùe r.¡se of
naten'iaLs tàat a:¡e ar¡ai.lable frqn ttp prÍvate sector wt¡ere possible.

- hovÍde for tt¡e sa].e of ccflmf,n varleþr mi¡rgrals rüæn suclt acùion will rpt
caus¡e r.rrracce¡Èabte damage to the sr¡rface æsources. Ttris ì¡lcludes
iÍpacts crr s¡r^face-based access.

Pest Manage¡¡ú
- frordl¡a'Ee pst ccrdrol prograns eritït the U.S. Flsh ard Wildllfe Senrrice,

tl€ Cal-ifcrrrria De¡núnent of Fish and GarIÞ, tlte Californra Departnerrt of
Hea1th Serwices, oùtrer federal, statê, arrd local agencaes, and 1nÍvate
secùor groups as needed.

- Follq¡ an Integrated Pest lttliarngement aç'prcacn to tnarra"ing pests durirg
the plarurirg æd fuplementatícn of a1I appra[Eiate actirrities,
¡nrtÍcnrfarly t¡¡ose that i¡rftuence vegetatiøt. Consider and arnJ.yze, on a
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site-specific proJecb basis, a füII range of ¡n^st managemerrt alternati¡¡es
tlìat l¡clude cultlJral, biologlcal and necharrrcal netlods. SeIegL
tÍeafurerÈ trerttpds tfirougür tf¡o er¡r¿rw¡rer¡ta1 analysis ¡:nþcess that
cmsiden the envi¡or¡nental effec*s, t¡eåùnent efflcacl', and oog't
effecÉÍr¡eness of each alternatir¡e. Determir¡e rcnitorirg ar¡d er¡forcsrrenÈ
p1âns to iJqptenÞrrÈ specifíc nÞasuæs dù¡riqg thLs stte-speclflc process.
Pest detecÊfq¡, surtre:l1larrce, er¡aluatiør, Iret¡entiorr, srrp[rressÍtrr, trd
post-acÈiut er¡aluaticr¡ aæ jrtega:al- ocrrpærerÉs of this Integrated Pest
lvfanagenent a$rcach.

- Treat green pine stuçe that a¡e eigffi l¡rches ard larger in dtaneter ralth
bæax to nini¡nize lùe aerlal s¡rread of anrpeus rut disease in staru:ls
that are managed for tftiben goùrcÈicn. Ihæ-at al.l green oqrifer sburres
$¡ith borax irt €ureâs nanaged vrtth a ocr:centrated/developed recreatlcrr
erçhasts.

Protection

- Irplernent a fj.re managemerÉ púrcElram cmsl-sbing of: L7 percerrt feventic'n
and detection, 83 percent su¡4ressiorr and auiaticrr, and tlre a¡p]-icaticrr
of a1r a¡pnqriate wiLdfiJe sr44nessiør strategÍes (oø¡fi¡rsnent,
Õontâirnent, ând ccnt¡ot).

- Use pnescri-pHcrts and Management Area Dírecticn arìd fire manryement
' acticrr plans wb€r¡ aeteñúüng tlp a¡4rrc¡nriate wildfixìe su¡presslør

#ategy.

- Use presærbed fíre as a managanent tool.

- Oortsiden both e¡ristirg conclitÍons and the effect of futr¡re marng'snÊnt
activities irr tte area s¡nsunAiry the pmoject area v,Ëren d€r/el€'pirg
treåünent sùandards for fi¡e1s.

- Cærdl¡tate wj.tft l-oca1 fi¡e distr5.cts j:r tlæ develognent of major ner,r
strucù¡rat facilities on NatlølaJ. Fæesb 1ands.

- Al1cr¡able burned acre objecÈives for qecifj-c a¡eas will be deterrnÍned in
tfie pæparatiør of fÍ.re rnanagemerrt anea plans.

- Ihe Fbæ^st Se¡rrrlce nl-sslq¡ l.n flre rnanagernerrt r.s to use fiJe as a
¡îesource managernent tool.

Range

- Dsvelop range resd¡rces to tfreir ¡reasonable ¡nterrtial and nanage tåern for
sustairied yrelds.

- Êor¡ide grâzing tenu¡e to l-end stabiliþ ùo tñe (æ;,l- Iive-stock-raising
ccrnn:rrì-þ ar¡d establist¡ed ranctdrg cperaticrrs.

- ltlanage grazr¡g allotments accorüing to a planned managemerrt system.
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- Use rel¡eateÖ {¡eat¡srt¡s, if rrecessary', to estabrish rægetatlcn cr¡ filJ.
matæial $rte¡Þ hidgÞs æ crrlr¡erts qross sfuealns.

- Heavity ârûþr tfre strea¡bed ffilr r4sÈnean and. doq,nrst¡ea¡n ffit eactr rcad,
t:rail. ênd Iír¡esùock patfr æssfr¡g tl¡ât has neither a trl.dge rnr a
crú\rerb. Give htghesL frforít¡' b streans that cor¡tain tù¡:eater¡ed on
endangeú€d txdrt specÍes æd watersheds tl¡at prouide dcmestÌc waten
st4p1Íes.

- Use ttre folforrirg spacfrg of cross-dral$s qt ur.surfaced. roads as a guide:

- CrEslope wg.daced roads âr¡d {-atls Ìü¡€úe usen safeþ' and desfgned use
æp rst jectpuaizea.

- Ar¡oid æati.rg bqûrrs that hinden Aainagê cn lovi¡ gradient roads.

- Revegêtate ¡oads and bãils when use is terminated.

- Retr¡¡rr alL J.ends ln dec3.lning rrlatersH ocmdibq¡ to equlllbrlun.

Wild and Scenic Rivers

- Develq) mæagenerÉ p].afrs in cqjtr¡ctjcn tÉth thê Sequola Natiqral. Fbrest
for the n€rrr1y Clesfgnaùed f,ú¡trh Fork of tIÞ l(ert ând Soutlr Fork of the
I(€rr tìti]-d anô Soerric Rlr¡ers.

- IÌ¡deÉal<e rn rnanagement actirrities that $Dutd precturde designraticrr of the
¡,fiddle Fbrf< of tl¡e Sar¡ Joaqrrin Rirzer as a irtÍId and ScerrÌc Rir¡en.

Wilderness

- Dê\lelop managercnt plans or aner¡d e>risLirtg plar¡s to address wilderness
designated trtj the CaLifmria liüiLdesp.ss AsÈ of 1984 or an!¡ tsildarness
legisratitrr enacÈed clrrjrg the BfarrrÍ¡g perÍod.

- Nlanage rrllderness tlrder tÌ¡Ê foltovrirg grrtdelines: maintain a
redsnfnarrtly rlatural æd r¡atr¡raL-afpeadng ernri:onrnent, facilitate lon¡
frequencies of inùeractiqr beùrre€rr usetrs¡, and exe¡rcrse necêssarli cø¡t-ro1s
¡rtmarfly frcrn outside tlre v¡l.Lderness bomdarl'. ^qñy cn-slte cor¡t¡rols
sfpufd be sr¡trI"e.
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tüldttfe
I?¡¡¡eatened, Ebdargemed= -qld SeqFittr¡e Àninal Secies

- Oonsider tÏ¡reater¡ed ând endargereO specr-es as belov¡ vrabilrþ' urtrl
reocÃ/erlr is achier¡ed. Euphasize tùe prctectron and inpr.cnzenertt of
h¡abltat for threatened or ædar:gered wildtrfe. Iqanære for the prctesÈisr
ar¡d €r¡t¡ârrerrent of al.l hJ-stcr:Ically and potentlally tt¡reater¡ed or
erdang'ered species habitat as necessary to reet recover¡z ler¡eIs.

- Coceenate witt¡ the FÍst¡ ar¡d !ûiJ.dtife Senrioe and Ca1ifoúnia Depatnent of
Fish ard Gane in the nanagement of th¡eaferæd and endange,rîed specíes and
the resboratic¡n of habitat. Suhnit prcposâls for acticr¡s tbat ÍÉght
affesb the csÈi¡rued sristerçe of a ti¡reatened or endarg'ened species to
tñe U.S. Físh ard úÍitdlÍfe Senrice for fonnal cor¡sr¡ltat¡-q¡.

- Durelo¡l and fuplenent a ccnsiste¡t, slsternatic, brologíca1ly sor-uld
skategy to tnanage ssrsítir¡e species and tlrcr.r habitats so tbat federal
hstrng does rst occur.

- Permit scier¡tífic sh¡dies on sensùtive species crrly rf the studres v,¡ould
berefrt the specres.

l4anagssrt__In4iaatæ Species_

It4anageænt Indicator S¡:ecies aæ ttþse tñat tñe Fonest iderrtifíed fon crre or
nore of the follorrrilg reasørs: federa-tly desrgnated th¡eater¡ecl æ endargered
species; sensitive specie.s; harvest species; ecological rdicator specr-esi or
special interest species.

Po¡mlatrons of specÍes jrr tltesê categories wlll be malntalned at viable
levels. These Star¡da¡ds and G¡i&l-lnes apply to ocrstÍrg ar¡d ¡nterrtial
habitats for these species.

Carniræs (State-lisüed G Ss¡sÍtive): Sier¡na ¡b¡ada red f.Sp pi¡e
rnarten, fÍst¡€r, vplr¡erine

1. Inverrtory projecÉ areas $ftêre develo¡nent or habitat alteration
¡rr.o¡ecÈs could a].ter habitats reguired þ' tbese species.

2. ¡4aìntai¡ ttte integrdtl' of habrtats reqL¡j-red þr these species. It4anage
Imoln habitats to ensure tàat bneedirrg and adjacerÉ forag:rg habrtats
are maintal¡red.

m4g deer -(¡lan¡est)
1,. t"taÍntain or ent¡arce tl¡e Íntegriþ' of keY winten rênges, holdi¡g

areas, migratiqr ruutes, and fawnilg areas for nnrl.e deer. Àfthough
marngønent acüir¡lties nay al.Icrr for scne alteratLor¡ of tJreir habrtat,
tlte goal 1s to ma:¡¡tain deer habitat to su¡4nrt deer pozul-ation
len¡els cø¡slster¡t wlth deen herd managenørt objectrræs.
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Design rrcgetatirze trìeatmerrb r.ntts on suflrner, wirrtetr, ar¡d
lrar¡sÍtis¡ ræges so tfiat t.lre distance fmn forage to coven does
ûot e><oeed six tu.mdned feet.

- Reoogluke ttte ser¡siti\riÈr of Ìnfrlrgement q¡ lmcr¡rr keY mrle deen
falùni¡g are€¡s drrilg t}te æitical faming period frc¡n Jr¡ne 15 to
Jr.rly L5. Reso:tve omfLi(Ès in far¡or of favurirg areas.

- l,lanage stlrrnsr and transitiør rê¡nges for eactr herd to provide a
thermal oo\¡er ùo fwage ratio betr,¡een 20:80 ar¡d 80:20 on eact¡
area.

- DëveLop water sources $here wiate¡r is needed and o¡4nrh.rrt'Ltes are
avallable.

- bordj¡ate $Ètlr Caltrans æd the cor.r¡ties to gotride tlre safest
¡n*sfble road crossirrgis fm mr¡le cteer.

2. Reoognlze tTte inçnrtæce of kø5¡ de€r hâbitats. Etrçifrasì-ze ttre
Irctesticn of æi-tical deer habitat wtren anaryzing develo¡rnerrt
¡rcposals.

3. DeternÉne fcnnge a-LlæaLicrr fcr deen crr the basLs of five ¡nr:nds of
forage pen deen per day (6.5 deer pen AIn4).

4. Ooordinate r¡rith Ca1iførria De¡nrùrcnt of Flsh and Gdnê in
fupternentÍrg e¡<istìrg deer herd plarrs. froperate wittr ttre Oepartnerrt
of Fish and Ganê Ín tÏte ¡reparatiør of needed additÍcnâ:. deer herd
plans.

Bald_eagle (Erdægeæd)

l-. l4artage for reco\rêrJ¡. neoovery maf¡ requi¡e the rnanagenerrt of
poter¡tial sites as $¡eJ-l as occr4Éed sites.

2. Use the Elresence of bal.d eagles and res¡fts of tñe hâbttat ca¡nbJ-11ty
ncdel fcn tìe species ùo esbabli.sh t¡e eûdsti-rg and ¡uberrtial
wtntenÍrg areas futcludirg r,rrinter roosts, foraging dr€âs¡ arrd dal'tÍrne
perstres.

3. tqaintafn the j.ntegritl¡ of existirg r¡rintering areas. Do rpt establistr
nest $rirrter r¡ses or æoeaticn develognents $rlthÍr¡ one-quarten miLe of
st¡ch areas.

4. I'taintain and enhance fi-sh, ruaterfq¡l, and otlren pey-base ¡n¡ru]-ations
r.rithj.n ùri¡rtêr føraglrg areas $Jtrere opErcrtt.rritie-s eËisb.

5. Irlplsnent tl¡e Pacl-fic States Batd Eagte Reoü/e¡¡Jr P1an. enepare a
local- lrIiltÆr batd eâgle managønerft plm that tÍers b thê Pacific
States P16n.
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Colderr eagle æf ¡nìel.rte falccn (SþecLat rnteæst)

1. ¡4ajr¡tain or eriharce tle jntegÉitl' of nestirg habitats fø glolden
eagles and praki.e falccns.

LimÍt l¡rlnsr dlsÈr¡r{cæce withtur crrê{uarter rnÍIe of regt sites
f¡crn Fetnn¡a¡T'1 tlucnah üme 30.

Pnorride for soneral successi.õla1 stages and vegetaticrt tyges
$ritÌrin fir¡e niles of rest sites.

- ho\,:ide artificial ledges qr cliffs $ttteú,e tlre l-ack of ledges Ls a
J.irrlitir€ faotor.

I¡trle efk (SecLal I¡¡terest)

1. Foüotv tle cli¡echicrr of'tl¡g llrrte Elk Mæagern€nt Plan for tlÞ C^¡ens
VaÚey.

geregiîe falcan (Ehdætgered)

1. IÍpl-snent tlre Pacific Ooâ.st .â¡nerican Peregrj¡e Faloq¡ Reoovery Plart
Bu¡epared by the U.S. f.Ísh ar¡d t{LJ.dlife Senrlce.

2. E¡stablistr tvo restirg p¿úns of ¡:eregrine falocns.

Goshæ,¡k (Ser¡sitir¡e)

1-. Þra¡rrtar¡ a densiþ' of at least one goshav'¡l< tes:ritory per eighteert
squâre miles lritlrÍn goshâvú< habrtat rarge. Distances betweer¡
territonies or clurgs of territorj-es will rpt exceed tu¡el¡¡e miles.
Gosf¡avt< habr.tat rarge is defiræd as an area contairu.ng actrve or
¡ntentLal restfng habitat as defi¡æd below.

2. l,Iai¡tain at leasb cr¡e hurdred asres of matur^e timber per territory to
Bro\ride suitable ccr¡dltiæs for tt¡e ne.st stand and an alternate nest
stand. If ttte nest star¡d ard an alternate negt sband are krullrt,
deljrleaùe at l.easb fift!' acres arourd each sband. If ø:.1y tÌæ rest
stdrd Ís krrorrrr, deJ-lneåte ertTren cr¡e tn¡ndæd acres aru¡nd tàe nest
sbdìd or at leas't fift1' actes aromd the r¡est stand and, w"itltin a
ha-lf-mrIe radfirs, at leasb fiftl' aqæs arour¡d a ¡ntential al-ternate
rest stand. Ê¡su¡e tÌ¡at replacenent stands are ìncor¡nrated rn
territorie-s.

3. Girre prreference to curr,ently actirre nest territorres r,¡tren dell¡teatrng
a ¡:o¡rulation retrprk.

4. Irrclude t}re follcn'nrg elanrsrts ixr ¡rcÈentral goshawt< habitat or
te¡ritories ¡etar¡'¡ed to assr¡re s¡:ecies viabilrtlr: (a) frve or nrcre
rzregretaticn typeÆ and tÌ¡r€e or IIEe seral stages vatlrin tv'o mlles of
tt¡e nesb stand; (b) at leasb tlO percent canotr¡f æ\zeri (c) a wateor
sol¡rce within øte-quarten mile of tte rrest standi and (d) a rest
stard locatíqr cn a slq)e of less than 20 peúcent.
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5. IÐcate temitpries in areas cLassified as ursritable for ccmnereial
tjrnben mæragererrt wt¡erever ¡nssible.

6. Þrclude timben acùiviÈies $rlt¡Én occrpied nesb stands iturjry tfe
ne^sting period. Eimber acÈivitJ.es dtráng otìen tùne periods stror¡Id
be li¡nÍted b tlpse act-iwities that meet the habitat r¡ariabtes
assocl-ated $rJ.t¡ srrttable habitat in tt¡e Forestrs gosharok habitat
caPabitrþ' rrþdeI-

Blr¡e grq¡se_(Uarvest)

1. ¡æintain år entrance blue ç¡rouse hâbitat by p¡otecti¡g vegetatiræ
diversity', riparian habitat, and down 1ogs.

Sage gûlq¡se (Hañrest)

L. I4aintaÍn a st¡n¡b carn[ry cover of at leasb 2O perce¡t on at leá.st 30
peücent of rzegetatiør treaünent arei¡s $ritÏrfur six rniles of lsrr^¡rr
skuttjrg gp3oLmds (leks).

2. A].lcr^¡ ro rregetative beatment in sage grouse habitat that u¡or.rld have
a signtficarrt negative irpact crr llrrs species.

3. Recognize ttte ser¡sitiwity of sage grcuse lel<s úJrirlg the period frrcnr
¡4arc:lr L and April 30. Resolr¡e conflicts ¡n far¡or of sage*g:rouse.

4. boperate wllfi t.}re Califsrnia DeparùrÊr¡t of Fish ard Game irr
nerntnodr¡strcrr ef forts.

*e,.tted oû¡I/Gneat $îey o.I. (Ss¡sÍti\re)

1. Oonduct peniodic jJrventones. If sBotted ovrl pairs êre located,
manage tÌteir habrtat as needed to rrairrtairr natural drs-tributiorr on
the Foregt.

2. If g:ceat gray olvls aæ documer¡ted, rnalntaJrl foragrng and nesting
habitat v¡he¡re managemerrt asLivities could alten tfieÍr habrtat.

Sierra

1, Nnaintain e¡rì-sti¡ìg rpr¡nta¡n streep hâbitat. ûrltrere feasible, eq>and
tFpj-r ranges by kansplantÍrg aùaùnals to surtable uncccupied habitats
a-s per the crlte¡r{a sbated ùì the Stena Ne!¡ada lvlruntain Sheep
Recovery Plan.

2. Peñrlit rn jno¡ease irr e¡rÍstirg lir¡egbocl< use rf ttte :¡rcrease is sfrÕ¡¡Jn
to be deleterious to rcr-ntairr sheep ¡n¡rulations as def:¡¡ed rn tlre
Recovery Plâr¡.

3. Maintain tlte health of estabLlst¡ed rnt¡¡tai¡¡ streep pcpulatrcrrs. If
disease bar¡snission fisn dcntestic Iir¡estocl< l-s sh!ãrrr to be
deleteriotrs to npuntain sheee pcpflations, fmd waye to alleviate
this prcblern.
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Management Prescriptions
Ivlarngemerrt Prescriptior¡s specLfy fpt^¡ alL tÏte Forest resci¡rcês wÍ11 be managed
to errphnsjrze a specifrc nesource. Each pnescr"r¡rbron has a di-fferent æsource
erþhasÍs. Ser¡ena1 prescrrptrons may be fuplenerÉed wrur:¡t one l"lanagernent
Area, dependmg ø¡ tÏre resources arrd use of tfre area.

Ttris sectÍcrr describes ttre ¡rurBose of eact¡ prescriptrør, r¡¡hat the resouroe
er4ihasis will be and r^,treúe tåe Brescript-ion v¡"j.IL be applaed. It dispta'¡e
dl-rectj.on for managererrt of eadr resource. 'Itrerc are elghteen ¡r::escrJ-ptlons
that wt1-I be irçI-enented.

llo. PrescrrDtron Page

1. Deslgnated WÍlderness. . . LO?
2, ProposedWilderness,.. L1-5

5. Mountain Sheep llabitat 1L6
4, Mule Deer Habitat Ll?
5. Research Natural Areas 119
6. Mono Basin National Forest Scenic Area . L22
7, Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest L26
8, trllild and Scenic Rivers L26
9. Uneven-agedTimberManagement.. 15O

10. tlighlevelTimberManagement.. 7'32
a7,, Range ..... L34
a2. Concentrated Kecreation,{rea . L56
L5. Alpine SIri Area, Existing and Under Study l-58
L4. Potential Alpine Skí Area L4O
L5. Developed Recreation Síte . L45
I-6. Dispersed RecreatÍon 1'45
L7. Semi-Prim¡tive Kecreation L47
L8. Multiple Resource Area L4g
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qùù.ulal Resowoes

Ererg¡'

Facilities

Desiqnated Wilderness (#1)

Ihe ¡nrrpose of ttd.s fnnescriptÍ<rr is b prctect rüiId Iânds and thâÍ.r
urildeEless values of rratrraL ecolog'icaL integrity and r¡atr¡¡ral ap[]earance,

I1æ enef¡asfs ls or¡ providiry oIporùlaities fæ solitude, challerge, and
prirnrtive reæattan.

Ttris pc,escripticrr applies to tl¡e e¡risùirrg AnseL Adaûts. flocverr, @1den fbout,
John M¡i-r, Souttr Siema. ard arry l¡ililderness designated tv ø¡gress dr¡r:irg ttre
planrring period.

Ele¡e¡l ¡aqf¡agæ¡È Oiresticn

Irtrritor di.r qrrâIiW ør Class I ai¡:sÌ¡eds to detÆcb
degradaticn. Reccnmer¡d abatsnenib meast.æs after
.Èi.r Qua1lw Rêtaþd Values arid indicatøs are
determined.

Protecb signifÍcant cu].ù.ËI gcperties Þr Éniti$g
cr distríbuting use.

Po:rai't rþ new eneúgü¡ claæIo¡rnants.

Àllcn'l rD road ocr¡stn¡ckicn.

l¡lanâge thê tÍail systern es determined irt tl¡Ê
managEment plan for eacÏr ruilderness. $4aintain
trails to assigned mautenance levels.

lbr,rrt signs to be urcffir¡str¡e and rpt detrast frq¡r
tÌ¡e sr¡rmmði,rg nab¡raL emrj-m¡nerrt. Sigr¡ drly as
needed for ¡rogmessive tra\reI. Iþ r¡ct sign
feaü¡es oth€r tflan passes.

Use fcr¡ds at shean crossirrgs ur¡less a tridge is
rpeded for safeùy or rcn¡te ørnecrLiør. ffiìstruc*
needed hi@es usirlg ¡naterials and netfiods that
r4rifL besb fmeseñre r'ril.clerness r¡alues.

nçnasíze the use of naùirze matealals r,{fsl
desígrftg r€scnmce ¡roùectiør inprovanents.

A[crr" srphr srnweJ¿¡ cabÍ¡s to zemain in wilderness
crrly Íf essentraf fæ ths safety of sam elj/ol.s.
Reflcve srþer sr¡¡rre'j, cabi¡s after tl¡E agçociated
sLr\rey sites trane beøt ooræLatecl dü, srd
replaoed bV, sites outside srilclerr¡ess. Make
e¡raeptiqrs íf a cabln i"s reeded for safe
lcng-dLstarce traver ùo a site tùat is stilt in
use.

Air Qualiq¡
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Fist¡e¡cies

ceology

IÉnds

I'fi¡srals

Pest ltlatege¡rrtt

hotecticrr

UIberB a dgrmsrtrated need fs ídentffted, al-lcrr
autqnatJc srtr suñrey insbtwpntatfcn ard teçorarlz
seLsntc staticrs l¡r wilde¡rtess erl-th tÐê cq¡di'ÈÍcrr
tÌrât tt¡e facl-lities r^rilI be perfodically evaluated
fsr ne€d. füfrcn iñe jxÉ'lilrlents aft, rÞ l.onger
needed, the facilitfes $Jould be rerpved ard t¡ê
site restoæd to as near a r¡atr.ral condfüon as
¡nssible.

Allos aerJ.al fish süockfilg in wilderess Íf it
ar¡oids iryacts Gr vlsitors and irr\rot\res only lakes
that rdeme aerJ.ally sbocked before û¡e affected
wilderness uras teg:islatively designated. Licensed
fisltjrg is alIcrr¡ed.

Oø¡sider t¡e risk frqn lar¡dsliidê and seisnic
púocesses s¡f¡en locati-rg rew t-ails. Prouicle
lnfo¡matiqr s¡ tt¡ese rlsks to ¡rildernesg usêrs.

Attaçb to aaquíre all prlvate 1.ard i¡lrol-dirgs.

Deternl¡e t$e vall-dity of erÌ.sting minf.qg claims
+¡her¡ a plan of cperatj-cr¡s ts sutrnftted,. Srrbject tD
\¡al.id existirgt rights, dâêignated wilderness êreast
a¡e urlthdraçm frcrn fi¡rther mineraI enb1r.

AùÉnisben q>enatirg plans to pteot r¡ltderness
values ar¡al grârdfatheúed val5-d e¡dstirg rlghts.

Al1cß^r tìo minena]- leasing, Snctuding geot$ernal
leasing, Ín designatæd wilderness.

Permit rþ saf.es or extracÈiør of oc¡rnsr rrarieþ'
mi¡enals ín designated wíIërr¡ess.

Àtlcr'r insêoÈ and dtsease l¡¡festatÍø¡s to rr¡n thêjr
natr.¡raI cÕurses ea<cept wtreúe it is necessarl' to
pre\¡ãÉ wncce¡rbable damage to resÐurces qt
ad¡acerrt J.ands or to prs\rent urr¡aùrreL loss to t}le
wilderness resoLrce because of e:<otic pests.

Use the fi-re supçression sba@res of confÍnenrerrt,
cørtai¡ur¡e¡rt, or oørhoJ. for managemerrt of trrplanned
r¡atrral fl-æs. Oærkol all wrplanrred h¡En-carrsed
fl-res.

Ob'tairr altprcvat fior to €rrÞÈEer¡cy r.¡se of tlÞ
fol-lounng sr44rressLør actÍr¡rties: Regional Forester
a¡prroval for tracfror use and/or for heliport
ørstn¡cticr¡; Fcmest Stpenvlsor a¡4.urcnzaI for
helisBot oonsh-rction, retardar¡t applicatadt otÏ¡er
thâr¡ short-term or frrgitÍtre-d!'e, l,¡heeled'ureFr.icles,
genenators, or cÌ¡atn sa$rs (unless for d:-rect
sulllressidr).
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Apply fov-inçnct suWessirw¡ tac¡bics strcÌ¡ as
æLiar¡ce qur natrral baniers r.r¡less ¡¡pre direcù
attad< is needed to ¡rtoLect perscns or adjacent
fEloeetrtf¡ rra1l¡es. Fa\ror the use of waten oven lanl
disttrbs¡ce. Fa\¡ffi cold-traifÍrg q/er hardfinê
ø¡stn¡cttqt

ItlitÍgaùe tøçuarl' fire canps, felis¡rts. evidence
d vehicles, Ðd ottæoc dishrbance-s ceabd by
gneúg'er¡cl¡ ffæ surppressicr¡ acÈivi.ties.

Use frescrl.¡eA firê (ptumed igniticr¡s only) to
reùrce the risks and consequences of l*ildfl-æ
r.¿tfrfn wllderness or esca¡úrg fron t¡ilderness to an
acceereUfe Ieve1.

Ad¡d¡rister the range grazirg progrdn as defined þ'Fæst Senrice l,tanr¡a-L Zgn.Z (lùilderness) and
Forest SenrJoe Nlæual 2200 (Range).

Alloüærrt ltanagãrs¡t PLar¡s (A¡{Ps) r{ill ccr¡sider
r€Eêati-cnal sbod< grazing.

DLshlh¡te ¡nrbttcatlørs ùo wilderness users that
anphasize wilderness regulatiørs, etiquette, and
hearth anal safety ocnsideraticns including fir€
safeù1'.

Allcnr 1lÞ dispersed recrea i-dr acü$¡ltles
epprcxlriate to kimtti\re ênd Semt-Prfcitlve
lÛ¡-¡btorized Reæatis¡ Opporänitlr Spec.ln¡n (ROS)
classes. A¡-lcr¡r rn off-hÍgtnuay,/over-s¡ctr,¡ (Otlt/OSV)
r¡etricle t¡se.

Srasize mirrim¡n iÍpac;b caryfug techrriques when
interacÈirg üritñ wil-derness users or ctevelcpirg
infqntatimal hartdor¡ts.

Reqrriæ that carps'ites be located cr¡e tu.mdred feet
cr nure frsn lakesttores, trails æd s'lreams lú¡eæ
terrairt perruits, br¡t ür rÞ case closer tlnn
twenþr-fitre feet.

Aô¡ocaùe and enforce the pad<-Ít-in, Inck-it-cut
¡rcç¡rãn for trash.

Hri.bit discharge of fi-rearms exce¡* for
øtergenciest ot for tal<irq wildlife as pennitted
r.rder state gare Ia$¡s.

Eohibit r'æd flres in areas that aæ
er¡rirsunentally sensitive ø wt¡eæ ncod is scarce.

I
I

_l

Rõrge

kæati.crr

I
I

b

--l
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fhreater¡ed, Erdangered,
or Ss¡sitive Species

rifliber

Vísuat Resqrces

Watershed

Al-Icn¡ J.æse lendlrg of lnd< and saddLe^stock orly
$tf¡eúe trall ccnalitrons make it r¡nsafe to tte stocJ<
@ether.

Prcihrbit overnigtrt pid<eting on tetñerÍng of stock
Jn neadc¡os. Requfue tttat stoc¡< Li.ed orernight be
tied to hrtch lines qr hancl sites.

Requi-æ that feed for reæaticn stock be pack€d
:¡rto tÌ¡e wilderness rrnder the follcnrjng conditíqls:
before lfe grazirg season, !{here feed is
mat¡aÍlabIe, ot $¡here grazir¡g nould damage natt¡ral
fesou¡ces.

Pnùf.bít tyixg of stock vdthirr s¡e tu.¡ndred feet of
water, kails, or canpsites errceFÈ r.¡t¡en toading or
unloacling. üJhen loadlngr or tntoading, tie sboct<
ølly to trees eight lrrcheo Ín dianeter or largen.

fssue Do nser perÍd.ts for pastures on stock pac}cirg
sert¡ices ln tlp .Anse1 Adams, llcovetr, Jotm lvÍrir, or
Gotden Ilout !üildernesses. Àl1-crÁr for a bansfen
permrt r.Jhen ovar¡ersnip drarges or peãdts ¿üe
rerte!'¡ed Íf csrtiru¡ed use is ccnpatible vritfi
wilderness nanagernerrt obJectives.

Éçhaslze tÌ¡e rnnrber of wi1dsr¡ess rangers ù¡rilìg
tfte restristed season lrr hearzrly used, IEEn¡J.ar
areas to narimLze persd¡a1 cørtacts witfr qrildeúness
users,

Ðrcrüested sites of tìr,eater¡ed, endÊrg'eored, or
sensitÍre BJ.ants and anrmal.s W nesf-icting or
redirectirg r:se.

Àlloer rìo tÍmber hêrrres'ti4g.

!4eet tlte Presen'satiorr Vistral qraËtj¡' Objectirre
(\¡00).

Peûrút t¡eatber npdlfrcation as long as effects ør
chmate, wrlderness use seasons¡, ard ott¡er
resources are acceptable.

Incæ¡nrate tt¡e Fo:rest ülatershed frprovenpnt Needs
PIan vùrile ¡rrotecÉirg vailderness values.

Educate the publtc with regard to Gia¡dia

nuorporate bott¡ T.rll-d and scerÉc rlr¡en managemerrt
diresticn and witderness managenerrt vihere a
designated ríven segnerrt e:çterrds irrto desrgnated
wilderness.

trtlld and Scer¡ic Rivers
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litildsmess EstabLish capac*ty ltmÍts for eactr wilderr¡ess æd
inPL€rnent €nUT' rimits øt specific ù=itheads to
regufate r¡se uhen use e¡rceeds cqncit¡'.

Establish lf¡e seæ¡ d.¡rùtg t"¡ttich entrti¡r limits srill
apply. llhe ¡¡e-striobed use season may \¡ôrf¡ frcrn m¡e
üaiüpad b aptàen.

Realirect or reshict use t'¡Ì¡ere rpcessary to resùore
i¡rea¡¡ea wiüerness resurces.

Limit BarW size ard nr¡nben of sboclt pen ¡nrt'¡r ùo a
Ie\re1 lfiat ¡rctecbs soclal ar¡d, natural- rescnrrce
r¡alues. Ilre lerzel mãy \rary $rltÌdn or between
wildernesses.

Afply traif¡¡ed entry'qt¡cÈas b bcrtl¡ ærnerstal. and
rglocmnercial users.

Determl¡E tlre cÐ¡z€nt ].evel of rstmmercial and
cc¡¡uercial baclpacki.rg anX ununtairnerirg use.
EsÈabfish an a¡4ro¡rJ.ate leveJ. for these t!¡pes o,f
use.

A¡pIy qr¡otas cr¡ tlp Paqiftc æsb :IbaiL to ørly
tlþse Ear¡elers rûho begú¡ tltêi:r kip at a traittead
wj.th quotas.

kotri.bit wteeled nechs:cical de\rÍcÆ íncluding, b¡t
rÞb Ltmlbd to, bioycles. lragoûs, t)d cæts e¡rceet
tlrce r¡eeded for aúnirrislratit¡e ¡lryses ø fæ use
hry pùrysically handicapped persuts tltden special.
peûÈt.

Aq¡struct rp ber¡clt¡es, tabLes, c stelters.

Allc$r pllânt coLl.esbiqr and scÍer¡tific researcÏt
wder permit on a case-b'jr-case basis.

nequi¡e the rq¡¡r¡al of airplane wrecl<age b!' o,men
or Ínsurance ocfrpafly.

I¡oËry tftè a¡æro¡riate military authonityr of
lourl-er¡eL fl.ights o\rer wilderness unt.íI f1:f$ffis
oease. 6sdÍnate vritl¡ the Federat Aviatfqt
Adnùrfstratfcr¡ b çdate vrltderness bo¡rdarles crt
flight c.Ì¡arts.

Limit ccr¡nærcÈal wiltternæs acÈivities ûrder peûrÉt
to ttæ that neet pblic needs artd canrpt be
¡rrcñrlded elgewTrere.

PeÉmít rþ co¡rpêtttÍ\le tyf¡e ever¡ts in wiLderness.
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!ùttdlife Proteclt üÞ lntegriÞ' of naü¡rat ecologfcal
¡n€oessês try restcr¡¡g t¡Dse prccesses fàat ha\rê
beÐ alte¡red try h.mân astsivitíes.

Protest kq¡ trabitat for l4anagerer¡t Irdtcator
specias bl' llmltlJìg or disE.fbrùi¡g use.

Iuan€grs n¡antaln strêeÐ frabftat to najntatn andr¡on
erùarpe carryd¡ìg capacftl,. Relocate orfstingr orqstn¡ot rerp reæall,cn trails ør1y Jn âreas lrùEúB
fåe Eai-Is e¡lII nort cause stgnificarÉ attverse
effecÈs t4ut tln use þ' npurÉa:in stteep of lùel¡
lnbftat. Ient1fy and ¡rrcvtde fæ tl¡is sensitivity'
irr tÌÞ apponc4riate witderness managemerÉ pItrl.

Lfcensed frr.rÉlng is allc¡¿ed.

tLz
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Proposed Wilderness (#2)

fhe Elr¡nse of this prescri.pblcn is b recogrrtze and pobeot wijfdernegs
attrib¡tes of fllü¡er Pl.arrirg Aúêås reøurer¡ded for v¡ilderness pendi¡g
Chrgressi.øtal. designatiør.

qhe srphasís is cr¡ prsvídfurg baditÍcnal ¡rubltc uses ûrirg füe tnterim tlat
do rct JecpardÍze designaticn as wildsrness.

lltris pmescrfptrcn a¡tplÍ.es b tñe Table l,hritain ild Tioga Lal{e Fì¡rt*¡er
Pl-anning Areas and ¡nrtlcns of, tÌre Hhite D,l¡.rrEains ard Patute-l¡tazourka
n¡rthen Plarrung Anea.s. Ihese total aWo<iroateff' L72,6W Natisral Forest
Syetøn acres.

Elsrsft lfuiagensrt_ Di¡esticrr

l4al¡rtair¡ !$,r Auaf.ftlf Related VaLues.

Permtt fÞ fEeù enetrgv dalelo¡nerrts æ leases.

Allc[fl rp road oq¡structicn æ req¡strr¡cytfcn.

lûairrtairt, recø¡st-rrct, or oürsh¡crt trails crr l*¡e
crrrre.nt t¡nrentæy accorairry to establist¡ed
Føest-$ridê ¡riæities.
Retatr¡ oth€r facttiùies if desJìed,, h¡t do rnrt
e¡pand f*rsr¡.

OcrÈinr¡e qrrrerrt managernent, încludirg aerial fistr
s¡oct<l¡g and habitat ùrlpo\r€rnent to tl¡E e:çüe¡¡t tl¡at
witderness r¡alues are rtnt aÀzersely affectecl.
Licer¡sed fist$ng is allo!ì¡ed.

6nsidffi the aoqr.¡fsiticn of ¡rirrate raDds iriside
the ¡ro¡nsed vrildsness tourdarfr cn a Fbrest-¡ride
Píoritl'basis.
Àll.ør spectal uses to ørüi¡us, hJt rst to eaçand.
If a cr-trrent peñnft tarml¡ates cm expi^res, a neh¡
perml.È will ørly be iss.¡ed orì ân anrrt¡al basis.

Deùerilrdn€ the validtityr of e¡dshi¡g miniry claims
vlhsr a plan of operattørs is sr¡h¡ritted.

Aúni¡risben oBeratirg plans to Enobe€È Ír¡herer¡t
wilderness attrÍbubes æd grandfathered \¡alJ.d
existing rights.

ALlow Do mineúa1 Leasirg, irrcLudüq geothermal
leasirg, in proposed wilderness.

Parmit rp sales or e¡rlracfr:icn of ccrrrrrcEr rrariet¡'
ml¡enals :in frcposed tüiI&rness.

Fist¡eries

Af-r 9r¡atiq,

Energil'

racilities

LåDds

I'fi¡era-ls

,'-k

1r.3
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Mule Deer Habital(#4)
The pr¡nse of ttrts fmescrtptisr is to preseñre or erihance kq¡ rule deer
habitat irr orden to matrrtain or i¡snease eldstirEt ¡n¡nrlatiør le\¡els.

Tl¡e errqña.sis is on key nure d€er hâbÍtat, faming aæas, wintÆr rarlge,
migratiøt æ¡ridors. ârd, holdÍng areas. Othor Íìanâge¡rer¡t activitles lrj.ll be
prof¡i¡nftea or ¡edr¡ced if thel, ¡lresent r.rrresol\rabf€ wrflicÉs jr¡ tÌrese key
areas¡.

EteÍErrt

Ensìgty

Facilities

llí¡¡era.ls

P¡pùectist

Ra¡ge

Managær Dlrectl.qr

Reørner¡d ín far¡or of er¡êËrgy develoEnmt $,herc
develo¡nrer$ j.s iletermined to be ærpatible wittr
wildlife r¡a1ues. Reoqrnend agaJnst er¡ergg/
develogrterrt where ínpacts b wildtife rralues
c€nnot be nÍtfgated or arê uracceptable.

Iocate traits ard manage tllair r¡se s tùø¡' do rnt
omfll-ct r,¡Itt¡ ¡nu1e deêr hâbitat.

Do rþt esbabl.ish rcads cE fÞliports r.rher€ ttrey
vn¡ad od¡fl-Lct rrith m¡te deetr.

[tl]úk wj.tå cIaÍnarÈe ard mineral oBeraüors to llmtt
nÉneraI ërplorattw¡/ds\re1€6msÉ activities vrÌtfdrr
mule deer migratiør corfidcrs durixg mignaticrr
periods, v¿ithin ke1' faumJrE eæas, and cn keryt
winten range 1f ft Ls determined on a
¡troJecÈ-specific basis that ndneral operaticrrs
ûEul-d affecL nn¡te deer usæÞ of these habitats.

Use tÌ¡e fi.re sugfession strateg:ies of ænfirrenrent,
cs¡tai¡rynertü, or cørbol fø manageuerÈ of uplanned
nab¡ral- fiæs. Oonbþl alt- uryÈarrned hfiarFcaused
fires.

Presæibed fire rnay be used fcrr habitat
Ítqrto\r€rnent.

lrHmge llr¡esùod< Àni¡naI ltoit ltnths (A1nqs) cn kE¿
dêer $¡irrter rarge and otlrer crÍùica3. habítats suct¡
as¡ migratiøt æutes, hotdirg arìeas arut far'vrrirg
arÞ¿rs accordirg to objecÈlrzes of the Deer Herd
It'lanagement Plafìs a¡rprrrzed Jointly by tlp Forest,
ttre Eteau of Land !4anagarcnt ar¡d tle Califorrria
IleparùnerÈ of Fj.str ar¡d Game.

Desiglr nerü develo¡rnmt so liat the integriþ of
m¡le deer stagjry aæãs, migratlon corridors and
kq¡ habitat is maÍrìtäiried. AIIo¡¡ the dispensed
actÍrrities a¡4rrc¡rriate to ktmiLir¡e, Søni-kimitive
Ìfui-l"tctorized, Serni-Þlmttir¡e lrbùorized ard Roaded
Natural- ROS classes. OEI1Is âre Bermffted on

Recrea,tiqr

Ll7
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er<fst:íng desigrratecl æads ard trâils r:nJ.ess ]

otf¡ervrise resbrÍcted. OSVs are ¡rofÉbtted r¡tless
crlåer:ç'rise indtcated cn ttre lrùi¡rter ì,trbor Veùricle Use r.

¡,lap. I

I

Rí¡nrÍan Areas ftre¿ove ríparian a¡teast ú¡here necessâr!, to ent¡ance
fawnirg hêbitat.

Ti¡ùer learre vegetatiør ræcessarT¡ fæ tt¡ermal and trid:ng
cover.

visua-l Resanres I'feet or e¡<ceed tt¡e Parbial Reter¡tiqr V@.

t{ildlife ¡aairrbaÍn habitat gualiÈy jn Røy fautnirg areas,
rrrinter rar{le, holcli:rg atreas¡, and key nigratlør
roubes.

I4anage vegptatÍør clr ksy habttat aæas for o¡rtinmr
forage-to-cqre{r ratiæ.

Ifar¡âge ttrê rienainirg rur-ke5¡ $¡i¡ttêr rarrge to
¡rrsrc-cla the ccngnsittøt dtd seral. stages of
preferred burush species tt¡at will neet the dietarl'
needs of n¡rle deer.

Restriob r¡etrict¡lar access as¡ necessaaT¡ to prctec*
deer vrínter range, holdirg' areas, and kncr,m kq¿
fa$¡rtiftg arìe€s.

Coordinate wit} Buæãu of tand l,Ianagenentf s
BentsrG¿errs Val1ey Dfarryercnt Ffams¿srk Plan fcr
seasø¡al road closr.æ dates to berÞfit mr:J.e deen.

\
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IìIAÍIAGEFIEI'IT AREA # 7

O NATIONAL

fç ,-"*.

8!rlon ô

Prescript¡on Allocatlon (Kx) for Managem€nt Area #72 Upper Owens Rlver

*+.

".""

0Ì bll;

Rxg
Rx LO

Rx 1.1

Rt( AZ

Rx 1.5

Rx 16

Uneven-aged T¡mber Management
Hlgh Level llmber Management
Range Emphaels
Concentrated Recreatron Area
Developed Recreatlon Stte
Dlspersed Recreatlon

6,763
17,866
19,450
5,906

292
a,o43

Total 55,?20

pper Owens Kiver
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ÞiANAûEmENT AREA #7

Upper Owens River
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Upper Owens RÍver (#7)

DescrÍpticEl

The llglen Ovr¡ens FLh¡en ManagernerÉ .årea 1s located ¡¡rnedrately above and to the
ncrtlwesb of La}ce Crcnfl-ey. Included are tÌ¡e subdrairrages of Deaúnan Èeel<,
tfie (þper or^¡eDs Rivetr, r,rtLle rlct fred<, DfrJ cneek, and ¡nrtrons of Hct
Cree}<. Prcr¡Énent featu¡es i¡clude l-ækout $4cuntain, Deer Fbuntdin, Srckqf
Bear FLat, Litble .Anteto¡:e Vafley and t}re Deaùnan,rlrrlo Craters r¿olcarric
fonnatro¡rs.

Wrtt¡ tt¡e e:rceptícn of tlre land i¡rnediately adJacerrt to the owens Rlvetr, t¡e
rernaj¡der of tñe area 1s NationâI Forest. A snall fringe of tlre rncor¡nrated
Town of D4an¡n¡tÌ¡ EaÌ<es Ís located l¡ the souttrern portion of tlre area. U.S.
395 Eaverses i¡r a rrcrttrwestr/southeasb directÍcrr and 1s ttre major access to
t*re area.

Topography rs charactenizd bI nrnÊrcus snall üainages wrttr nrcdenate side
slopes and ftat r1@etops. Ele\zation rarges f:un 6,96O feet in t¡¡e Hot Creek
drarnage to 8,796 feet atop Ðeer lvlr¡¡ntain. The easbern Bortion coúttafu¡s
moderately rollrrg rargeland wrth sage ar¡d bitterh:str síde slopes and grass5¡
va1lry bottcrrls. fÉ$ten elevatrqls ar€) charactenized þ thê Jeffrey' pÍne
forest.

.As tlte prfmarl' waterstred for Lake ftolvJ"ey, tÏ¡e area pror,rtdes an Ínçnrtant
source for dcrnestrc water for the Citl'of l-os Angeles. Ilre (þper Orøens Rlveris an jJrporbant t¡out fislær!'.

The lt4anagement Àæa is $dtfÉn tàê t€ng Valley l(rsvn Geotferma]- Resource Àrea
(I(GRA). Serrer¡ lessees cr.merrtly hold gæthermal leases crn a¡proxÍmately
38,L90 acres of land with:¡r the l.tanagqnent Àrea. Erploratfør, incluùirg
wells drilled to a depttr of rcre ttnn 6,000 feet, hâs Ueen cmAucftga Uyprlvate jndusbcy ard the scier¡tifíc corrrnndtlr. .Ifpre t_s qrre opeeratjng Ló
næg'awatt ¡:omerplarrt ør ¡rrivate land $rlthirr ttre l4anagenrerrt Area. OcnmercLal
denzelopers have applied to l\,llr¡o Comt!¡ for the rights to h-Litd two additÍ-or¡al
pc,bter plants øt private land. knnercial- develcpers have a¡plied to the
Bureau of Land lt{anagønent to brlild a single pol,¡en plar¡t on Natior¡al Forest
Systen 1ar¡d.

AIL or part of severr gtaz:uq ai-lotrnerrts are located :¡r the marragernerrt area.
Resæatronal use r-s pnmarily of a Chspensed naùua€. flre frrlo Craters, a
pctptrlar day-use site, focr¡ses crr ttre inte*aretatic¡rr of geologic Tri-stcn1'.
Deaùnan, LoÊ¡er Deaünan, Glass Creek, ard Big Sprirrgs CêwpgrÐtlrds prcuide
overnight calçing fac:-lÍties.

Tl¡ttben stands i¡clude nearly pure red fir; mixed stards of red fir, v¡tftefb, l@epole and Jeffreryr pÍne; pr:re stands of lodge¡nIe; ard a ¡rre starrdof Jeffre¡¡ prrÞ. Beca¡.¡se of loggung activiù1', nlrercr¡s single-Iane and
tv¡o-lane dirt arrd grarrel rcads bisesË ure area. I"oggring debris and dead ar¡d
dcn^rn $Ðod form an Íqnrtant sor¡rce of fi¡elvnod for the adjacerrt Tbwrr of
¡aannpth Lakes and m¡reror¡s ottrer ocrmr¡rities as far souur âs l.ons pl:re,
calj-fornra. rhere is ocnnenciar fuelvæd hartre.su¡g crr ttre area.

181
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FIANAGEÈIENI AREA # 9

INYO NATIONAL FOREST

Presc¡'lptlon Allocation (fut) for Management Area #9: Mammotl

Range Emphasls
Concentrated Recrcãtlon Area
tÞveloped Recreatlon S¡te

Totâl 8,414

ammoth

190

è
Itrdl!Grdcncc

a.

Rx 11
Rn 12
R.I15

3,557
4,796

26L

Èú

-q Lúc
U lp,r.
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MANAcEHeNT AReA #9
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Mammoth (#9)

IÞsæilÊiør

the l¡taqnpth D4arngement Area csrt¿rÍ¡rs ¡rrivate l.artd r¡riü¡in i:tre llt¡¿r¡ of t¡la¡mrctÌr
Lakes, Natfcnal Foresb SysÈen land, and land ot,'¡ned by tåe Crþ' of .Ios
Argele-s. fhe Malrlþtt/J¡ne Lake A:-r1nrL, Ilct Geek Fish Hatcheqr, Hot Ctreek,
and Sherwin O¡eeJ< Campgrormd are fuportant featr¡res in ttris lvlanagemerrt Area.

'Ihe a¡ea contains the aùn¡¡ri-strative faciliàies of the NAa¡r¡u¡ttr Rangen
Disbict. Faciliti.es l¡¡clude a major \ri"sitÆ centen ard Dishi-ct Office
ccnçùer<, a vsa¡.et¡ouse buildjxg, a frusiry a¡'ea ¡¡itfi s5x gova:rrnentrcumed
houses and fiftÆen Eall.en pads for ¡rlrmte tpuse bailers, a grazing pasture
and tad< facilíties.

Ib'pogrîaFùIlz is gedcfrÈnately nnderate\' roIlÍng teffain ill the ¡tla¡nroth Creek
Ora:nage. Íhe western Xprtiqr of the a¡ea cø¡tains red fl-r end Jeffnq' pine
forest, vrit¡ tt¡e eâsbern pætiør ouqnised pínari1y of a
grmss/bitteÈlcrush/sage vegetatirre b¡pe.

Recerrt land orcfiange effcnbs have ccr¡solrdated J.and orvnenstrþ $ritñfu¡ the fior¡¡n
of lvlanrpttr Lal<es feawing only two parcets of Natiqlal Fbresb Sy'sben lands

i¡t the T!o$rr. lltrese Lands are identified as tle Shad,1' Rest æd
ltloodsbocl< parcels. Larrd erdmnge effods ln the past have been oriented
prfurariJ-y tob¡ard ccr¡soLidaticr¡ of owr¡ersftip and ¡nro\rÍdirg tânds for ccnrnunity'
needs such as sch¡oo1 and hosprtal sites, i¡ld¡shial parlc sites for ccnnnurity,
and private needs, and lar¡d for affordãb1e housing develo¡ment. Becarse of
the ctrrerrt gtrowtt¡ ençùasrs of tl¡e nstrly Jnoorporated T'Û!,in, rt is arrÈicipated-tùat future land o<changes !ìriI]. be ¡xoposed Þr the ccrunuu'Éþ' to seek tD
¡rourde amenrb¡' facrlitres jll sup¡nrt of tlte clrxa€fìt destinaticn resort
ptrifosophrl'.

Eìecaurse o tl¡e Bro¡¡¡¡nity to the Ilov¡r¡ of t{am¡tt¡ Lal<es, mary Natiorral ForesÈ
l-and uses are di-recÈIy r€lated to tle sr¡ppcrE of tÌris ¡npular resort
ocrrrltt.uriþ. Uses include ttre facíIíties of ttrc Nh¡¡urcrtlr Oounty ûrtraten DistrÍcÈ,
Southern CafífsrnÍa Eclisor¡ najor tÐìrer trar¡guissist f.ir¡es, the l{arrrptt¡¿/J¡.¡ne
Lat<e Airporb, Ocrrtinerrtal Tele¡ùmre cffnu-tr¡icaticn facilities, a ocfrrfirmiþ
park, and tÌÞ Hot Creek Fistr Hatchery o¡renated try tt¡e State of California,
In addrtiqt to the priwate land, ff,¡s City of l.os Àngeles al.so oerns se\reral
parcels r¡r the easte¡ri portiør of tl¡e area.

The area cø¡ta:¡s ¡nrticns of tr^¡o grazirlg allotments.

ftp area fs Írportarrt as a mrle deer migratiør rcute and stagirg area l-n the
fal.l artd sprirg.

Recreatiø¡ use is heav''¡r at Shensin G¡eek Caregro¡r:¿, Shady Resù ônd OId Shary
Rest CançBnoumds Ímediately adjacent to the ÍItnsn of D4arnpth Lakes, and at
Eart¡qt¡aÌ<e Fault Interpretive Site. Heãvy AisBersed use also occurs alørg
Ivlarnpü Creel< and cr¡ Fbæsb lands firnedÍate1y adjacent to givate fand in ü¡Þ
To$rn. I{crt æe}< Interpretive Site, a gfltutar da1'-use aæa, focuses ø¡ tl¡e
lnterpretatlon of the geologd-c resource.

L92
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Ba.se todge II ard tlte p¡opo.sed Base I@e VII, irço*ant access ¡nÍnts for
the lr'Ia¡rmct}r I',rilntarn Ski Ãæa, are also located !,rj.thin the llanaganertt Àrea.
Because of its pro:<ftnftl¡ to tlte p:r¡nsed Shen¡jn Bohrl Ski- ÄFea, ure wegtern
¡nrtrør of the r¡rrit wil-I- pl-ay an irrpca:tdrt part 5n tJre develo¡rrent of base
and ottren ccnplernerrtarf' facrlities if S}¡stuin Bowl is derclcf¡ed.

lltre rasuat cørrdors alor:g U.S. 395, a desÍgnatecl sce¡ric hrgtwa¡¡, ard State
Route 2ß, the prûnary entza' poxrrt f@ tfte flovrn of lt{atmpth Lakes, are
1ryo*ant rrier¡¡sheds to the bavelJng public.

Itts¡agært nrea DiæsLiq¡

Orltural Resqrrces

- tvlaurtaJ¡ ar:d er¡har¡ce q¡1tural æsource interBnretir¡e sites such as I'4amrÐtl¡
Creek cabrn, \ÆS cabin, I-ndíart Ca\tes.

Facrlitres

- Àllchi develo¡ment of neç{ skr base areas ccûmÊrtsurate with locaL
træ¡spcrrtaticn sysbern planrrirg.

F:-st¡

- ¡rbintar¡ proch¡c*it¡d-ty' of tte llct Cneek fisttery in Sectiøt 25, Toumstrþ 3
Sq¡t¡, Ræge 28 Easb.

- Ivlaultarn resqJrces affecting l¡ct Creek Fish l{atcfrcü-li'.

- Stud¡f Lar¡¡e1 Føld for int¡où¡ction of fl.sfi Jn coordinaticn with
Ca1if,ornÍa Department of Frst¡ ard @rIê.

- Þlanrye accordirg to tbt Creek Ï¡üi1d Trq¡t D,lanagernent Plan of 1986.

Geology

- CqrtÍrue to cocperate wrth and coor¡di¡ate geopfryEical exploratrcrr and
researctr $¡ttfr t¡F scler¡tiffc ocrrrr¡urrtt!¡.

- Ercor.¡rage oryrt;r¡rued geolognc ø<p1-oratiør artd researrh retatÍrg to
¡nst-caldera formatlon, seisnic ar¡d volcanic acÈiviþ' ard the predic*ion
of futr¡re seis¡lLc actirrJ-ty' ar¡d r¡olcanic erupbíons.

- $lheæ a¡4nopriate esç¡fiasize geothennâl r€soulces at :rrter¡rretive sites or
in guides tf¡at ooven tt¡e aæa.

Lands

- kchage Foresü Serr¡ice lands into tbe p:rvate secÉor for ccmnurriQ'
e>rpansron wf¡en:

1. 1lÞ rnst a¡prcpriate use of the National Forest Lands oven the lcnng
ter¡n is ln tlte prÌvate secrbort

ll
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2, State, counþr, locat and Forest Senr¡ice plantrirg. prccesses identif¡¡'
and su¡4nrt cøt\¡eøJgr ownerstÉp of tf¡e parcet frun Natloral For:est
flrstern sbatus to ttre ¡¡rÍr¡ate secùæ; and

3. Ifte use intend€d for the federal land beirg exctrarged ¡neets the
l¡ter¡t of tle cau:r€nt a¡lpoved furn.rrtþr GeneraL plan.

- A]-lcn¡ no federa]. lard e:<charges rþrt¡¡ of State Ror¡te 203 r¡rità the lt4annpth
Lakes ocnnnnity ù¡ri¡g tÌ¡is Blar¡njrq peoriod.

- Prtesstt prcposeA cleveLcEnents dI Natldlal Forest S1'stern ].ards to othêr
$we¡frnents for tf,teÍr ccfrrnent $ther¡ tfiose gov€wmenÈs har¡e a vesbedjnte¡¡est in the pro¡nsal.

- Àllcn¡ develo¡ment crt Natrqral. For,est Sysbefn land v,ihen rt j-s cJ.ear1y
denprçtrated that tfie l¡¡frastntcbrrre of a cotrnL¡rrit1r can *æport the
dernards of tlrÊ proposed devêlognerrt and berÞfÍts frun derrelo¡rnerrt
outvrergh adr¿er:se inçncts on tìe ccrrruni-ty.

Recreaticrr

- Prouide trail interface o¡4nrtr-rritres wittr tire cqrrrunity of tlarnoth
Lakes.

- Ì¿iaintatn opefr-sllace al¡eas adjacerrt to t¡e Tcr+¡n of laa¡rrnctt¡ Lakes for
passive recz'eaticrr use.

- Prohri.bit dfspersed caÍping tlroughoùt the !,Ianagenrerrt Ànea.

- Prohri.bit devefcçrnertt of Shad5¿' ResU Part{ beyurd e*istiry ¡:erineten roads.
and rprth of tf,re pcruenJ.ine ctghts-of-v¡ay.

- .Lllcn¡l develc4rnerrt of Ìvla¡mrsttr Creek Pælr kry tJre Tov¡r¡ of lvlanroth.

- Identify and pù:ogram tàe e><¡nnsicn ¡nterrtial- of t}re Shâdy Resb and
Stprw.i¡t ftieetr CanFro¡¡tA ccrple:ces and derrelo¡r as fi:nds becsne avarlable.

- Ftrlly devefo¡l tlte intenpretive ¡rctentiaL of tÌ¡e Hot Creek geologic site
as fi¡r¡ds becqe avai.labl-e.

Vrsual Resources

- Develop a corridor rriev¡shed. analleis and plans tlnt i¡rcl-ude State Route
2O3 and U.S. 395.

- laitigate thre visual Írçacts of exi-sting nrajor uses l-n lfie area seerr frcrn
U.S. 395 arrd State Route 2û3 east of the To$rrr, as this is ttre maJor
gateway to tåe !4aflûþth area.

I¡laten

- Àtlots develo¡nrerrt crr Naticrral Forest SlsLøn lands ur the Marnrcthr/Jr¡ne
area uÈpne adequate ütater rs ar¡allabLe after naùrral resource needs a¡e
met. À1Ioh¡ for t.}te o<ploraticn and. devêlo¡merrt of rew water sources on

E'
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I
I

I'NatioDal Fbrest Sy'stern lands for ørnuriþr -r**"" ør,!y lvtrøl sucþ
oeeortlrnitieE harze been e¡Û¡ausÙed øt ¡rivate lards'

- Su¡port sbate waten quaffff csrbol r€qutrernerÉs and local. ordl¡ar¡ces to
nítfgate adr¡erse Írpaobs of tuban n-noff øtto Naticr¡al llorêst Slsbent
Ia¡rls.

lrtíldlife

- fuitir¡r¡e to ætrarrce ar¡l maintaln waterfo'¡I bâh{tat at LaLEeI Pd¡d.

- !,Iâfntâfn üre integrity of key hrfr¡ten r€ilrges, to1dj¡g ar€€rs, migratíon
rcutes, and faû¡rri¡tg aæas for ¡u.¡le dêêr.

H

t

I

I

I
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Sc'olt Ca.;hen, lLS.-Jttde¡tenclenf Biologic'nl Re,s'ottrces and F'ore,ttn; Con.st.tltct¡tÍ

January 28,2013

Bureau of Land Management
Bishop Field Office
Attn: Collin Reinhardt
351 Pacu Lane, Suite 100
Bishop, CA93514

Great Basin Unif,red Air Pollution Control District
Attn: Jan Sudoimer
157 Short Street
Bishop, CA93514

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Draft
Environmental Impact Report for the CD-Mroject

Dear Mr. Reinhardt and Ms. Sudoimer:

This letter contains my comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
Draft Environmental Impact Report ("DEIS/DEIR") prepared for ORNI 50, LLC's
("Applicant") proposed CD-IV Project ("Project"). The Project involves the
construction, operation, and eventual decommissioning of a new 33 net megawatt (MW)
binary power plant. The Project also involves expanding the geothermal well field;
constructing pipelines to bring the geothermal brine to the power plant and to take the
cooled brine to injection wells; and installing an electric transmission line to interconnect
the power plant to the Southern California Edison Substation at Substation Road.

I am an environmental biologist with 20 years of professional experience in wildlife
ecology, forestry, and natural resource management. To date, I have served as a
biological resources expert for over 50 projects, the majority of which have been
renewable energy facilities. My experience in this regard includes assisting various
clients with evaluations of biological resource issues, and testi$ring before the California
Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission. My educational
background includes a B.S. in Resource Management from the University of Califomia at
Berkeley, and a M.S. in Wildlife and Fisheries Science from the Pennsylvania State
University.

I have gained particular knowledge of the biological resource issues associated with the
Project through my work on other projects in the Sierra Nevada. The comments
contained herein are based on this knowledge, as well as my review of the environmental
documents prepared for the Project, a review of scientific literature pertaining to
biological resources known to occur in Mono County, consultations with numerous
biological resource experts, and the knowledge and experience I have acquired during
more than 20 years of working in the field of natural resources management

3264 Hutlson A\;enue. 'll'ctlnut Creek, CA ç4597
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The DEIS/DEIR Lacks a l)ecommissioning Plan

The Applicant has yet to provide a Decommissioning Plan (also referred to as a Site

Abandonment-Reclamation Plan) for the Project. Indeed, it is unclear when such a plan
would be prepared. In one instance the DEIS/DEIR indicates the plan would be prepared
prior to operation of the Project, whereas in other instances it indicates the plan would not
be prepared until the end of power plant operations.l

Retuming the Project site to pre-development conditions will require a dedicated effort
that removes any degrading factors (e.g, soil erosion or contamination) and repairs the
physical and/or chemical environment (as needed). The actions that are required to
accomplish these tasks have the potential to cause significant impacts to biological
resources. Because decommissioning is an anticipated phase of the Project, the Bureau

of Land Management ("BLM") and the Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control
District ("GBUAPCD") must describe decommissioning activities so that Project impacts

and the mitigation proposed in the DEIS/DEIR can be properly evaluated.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The BLM, USFS, and GBUAPCD Do Not Have the Data Needed to Evaluate Project
Alternatives

The BLM and U.S. Forest Service ("USFS") have identified Altemative 3 as the
Preferred Alternative, and the GBUAPCD has identified Alternative 3 as the

environmentally superior altemative.t The DEIS/DEIR indicate-s Project Alternatives 1,

2, and3 would all have similar impacts on biological resources.3 The BLM and

GBUAPCD do not appear to have the basis for these conclusions because site-specific
studies have not been conducted for Alternative 3, and they have not been completed for
Alterrrative 2.4

The DEISÆ)EIR's Description of the Jeffrey Pine Vegetation Community Is Too
Vague to Understand Existing Conditions and Habitat Suitability for Sensitive
Species

According to the DEIS/DEIR, wildlife habitats were categorized using the CDFG's -4

Guide to Witdtife Habitqts (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988).s This statement is not
reflected in the habitat descriptions provided in the DEIS/DEIR. Mayer and

Laudenslayer (1988) identifii 24 distinct habitat stages of the Jeffrey Pine vegetation

t DEIS,DEIR, pp. 2-45, 4.3-8, 4.8-6.
t lbid,p.2-74.
3 lbid,Table2-4.
a lb¡d,Table3.3-1.
t lbid,p.3.4-2.

T
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community.6 The DEIS/DEIR does not describe the habitat on the Project site according
to this classification system. Instead, the DEIS/DEIR's description of the Jeffrey Pine
vegetation community (one of the two dominant vegetation communities in the Project
are) is limited to the statement that:

Jeffrey pines (Pinus jeffreyi) exist in the Project area as the dominant overstory
species, occurring in pure stands of various size second-growth, as well as

scattered individual trees ofvarious sizes.T

This description of the Jeffrey Pine vegetation community is too vague to convey the
habitat types present on the Project site. For example, the Pacifîc fisher occurs in
intermediate to large-tree stages of coniferous forests and deciduous-riparian habitats
with a high percent canopy closure.s Based on the DEIS/DEIR's descrìption of the
Jeffrey Pine vegetation community, it is impossible to determine the extent of large and
dense stands of Jeffrey pine on the Project site, and thus the extent of Project impacts to
habitat for the Pacific fisher. The DEIS/DEIR must be revised such that it describes the
specific habitat stages present on the Project site, as well as the abundance and
distribution of the specific habitat types associated with the special-status species
identified in Table 3.4-1 of the DEIS/DEIR.

The DEISIDEIR Fails to Provide a Sufficient Description of Sensitive Botanical
Resources

The Applicant's consultant conducted special-status plant and noxious weed surveys
within the immediate fooþrint for the geothermal power plant site, the geothermal well
sites, and a 300-foot wide survey corridor for the pipeline routes.e Botanical surveys for
the new access roads have not been conducted, although the DEIS/DEIR indicates they
will be conducted during the spring and summer of 2013.10

Most special-status plant species have specific microhabitat requirements. The Project
has the potential to alter the microhabitat conditions near the Project site through shading,
wind deflection, and changes to the local hydrology (among other possible changes).ll It
also has the potential to indirectly impact botanical resources through accidental
trampling, vehicular activity, intrusion of non-native species, and fuel and chemical spills
(among other potential indirect impacts). Focused botanical surveys of the buffer zones
surrounding the potential power plant sites are essential to evaluating the potential
indirect impacts of the Project on sensitive biological resources. The BLM and
GBUAPCD's failure to document the presence, abundance, and distribution of special-

6 McBride JR. 1988. Jeffrey Pine. In: Mayer K-E, WF Laudensl ayer Jr., editors. A Guide to Wildlife
Habitats of California. State of Califomia, Resources Agency, Department of Fish and Game Sacramento,
CA. 166 pp.

' Ibid.

' Culifotttiu V/ildlife Habitat Relationships System. 2005. California Department of Fish and
Game. California Interagency V/ildlife Task Group. CV/HR version 8.1 personal computer program.
Sacramento (CA).
t onls/oen,p.3.3-r.
'o lbid.
tt S-ith SD, DT Patten, RK Monson. 1987. Effects of artificially imposed shade on a Sonoran Desert
ecosystem: microclimate and vegetation. Journal of Arid Environments 13:65_.82.
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status plant species in the Project buffer areas precludes the ability to fully evaluate
Project impacts, and the ability to formulate appropriate mitigation.

The DEIS/DEIR Fails to Provide a Sufficient Description of Special-Status Wildlife

Several special-status wildlife species have the potential to occur on the Project site.l2

Nevertheless, focused biological surveys for special-status wildlife were not conducted
for the Project.13 Without a proper description of use of the site by special-status species,

it is impossible to assess the Project's impacts, the various alternatives, and the adequacy
of the proposed mitigation measures. The BLM and GBUAPCD must require protocol-
level surveys for special-status wildlife and provide the survey results in a revised
DEIS/DEIR.

Northern Goshawk

Focused surveys for the northern goshawk were not conducted for the Project, even

though the Project site is within a protected activity center ("PAC") and five kno,wn

northern goshawk nest sites have been identified in a portion of the Project alea.'* The
Biological Evaluation that was prepared for the Project indicates northem goshawk "calls
and nest surveys" were conducted during the spring and summer of 2010. The value of
these surveys cannot be evaluated because the Biological Evaluation provides almost no
information on the survey effort, including whether the surveys adhered to the USFS
survey protocol. Furthermore, the DEIS/DEIR lacks the information needed to evaluate
the severity of Project impacts on the northem goshawk because it does not provide
baseline information on (a) the local and regional status of the northern goshawk; and (b)

the number and status of PACs in the Inyo National Forest.

Greater Sage-Grouse

The Project area contains suitable habitat for the greater sage-grouse.l5 According to the
DEIS/DEIR, sage-grouse habitat on the Project site is of "marginal quality due to the low
density of the sagebrush, the presence of interspersed Jeffrey pines and the lack of
herbaceous cover," andthat "[s]age-grouse typically prefer dense, contiguous stands of
sagebrush with little to no overstory."tu These statements are unsubstantiated. They are

also inconsistent with the DEIS/DEIR's description of the sagebrush scrub vegetation
community on the Project site, with information provided by the Applicant's biologic_al

resources consultant, ánd with published literature pertaining to sage-grouse habitat.rT

1' DEIS/DEIR , Table 3 .4-1 .

" tbtd,p.3.+-+.
to Ibid,p.3.4-13.
's lbid,p.4.4-lo.
'6 lbid.
t' Ibid,p.3.3-4. See also Paulus J. 2001 Jun 18. Plant communities found at the Basalt Canyon Geothermal

Exploration Survey A¡ea. Letter to S. Kerns, V/ildlands Resource Managers. Available from Mono County

Planning Division. See also Connelly JW, ST Knick, MA Schroeder, SJ Stiver. 2004. Conservation
Assessment of Greater Sage-grouse and Sagebrush Habitats. Western Association of Fish and Wildlife
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For example, sage-grouse leks do not occur in dense stands of sagebrush. Instead, they
are typically adjacent to sagebrush at a location that is characterizedby low, sparse
vegetation and higher amounts of bare ground than adjacent sites.l8

There have been nine consistently counted active sage-grouse leks in Long Valley.le
Conelly et al. (2000) suggests that for all non-migratory populations of sage-grouse,
habitat within 3.2 km of known leks should be given a high priority for protection.2O The
Project's consistency with this recommendation cannot be evaluated because the
DEIS/DEIR does not identifu the distance between known leks and the Project site.

Sage-grouse havg been observed within a 0.25-mile distance from the southern edge of
the Project ur"u." According to the DEIS/DEIR, surveys for possible sage-grouse nest
and lek sites were conducted in June 2010, and no signs of sage-grouse were observed
during those surveys. The DEIS/DEIR fails to provide any information pefaining to the
surveys, including the survey methods and area. Consequently, it is impossible to assess
the value of the surveys in providing evidence that sage-grouse were absent from the
Project site in 2010.

American Marten

The Project site provides suitable habitat for the American marten, and the species has
been detected in the vicinity of the Shady Rest Park in association with Jeffery pine
stands.22 According to the DEIS/DEIR, however, "the lack of dense, multi-stôried, multi-
species late seral conditions (abundant downed logs, snags and large diameter trees)
make it unlikely marlen use the area for denning, resting and/or sustained foraging."23
This statement conflicts with the Management Indicator Species Report prepared for the
Project, which indicates the Project site contains "Late Seral Closed Canopy Coniferous
Forest" habitat, an4 that the Project would directly or indirectly affect habitat for the
American marten.24

The Biological Evaluation for the Project provides additional confusing information
pertaining to the Project site's suitability as marten habitat. It states: "fm]arten are
typically associated with true fir habitats with associated brush fields. Such habitat exists

Agencies. Unpublished Report. Cheyenne, Wyoming. Available at:
http://www.ndow.orglwild,/conservation/sg/index.shtm.
r8 Connelly JW, ST K¡ick, MA Schroeder, SJ Stiver. 2004. Conservation Assessment of Greater Sage-
grouse and Sagebrush Habitats. Westem Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies. Unpublished Report
Cheyenne, Wyoming. Available at: http://www.ndow.orglwild./conservation/sg/index.shtm.
re Bi-State Sage-grouse Conservation Team.2004. Greater sage-grouse conseÑation plan for Nevada and
eastem Califomia. First edition. Available at: http://www.ndow.org/wild/sg/plan/SGPlan063004.pdf
20 Connelly, J. W., M. A. Schroeder, A. R. Sands, and C. E. Braun. 2000. Guidelines to manage sage-
grouse populations and their habitats. Wildlife Society Bulletin. 28:96'7 -985.
'' pBIS/o¡rR, p. 3.4-14.
t' Ibid,Table 3.4-1. See also Biological Evaluation, p. 25.

" Ibid,p.4.4-11.
'a MACTEC. 2010.Draft.Project Management lndicator Species Report: Casa Diablo IV Geothermal
Development Project, Table 1.
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only in the northwestern edge of the Project atea."25 This statement is not substantiated
by a citation, and I am unaware of any literature that has concluded marten are typically
associated with true fir habitats and brush fields. According to the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife ("CDFW"): (a) "fi]mportant habitats ffor marten] include red fir,
lodgepole pine, subalpine conifer, mixed conifer, Jeffrey pine, and eastside pine;" and (b)
there is "fl]ittle information available on the interspersion of habitats required by this
species."26

The inconsistent and incorrect information presented in the DEIS/DEIR and

accompanying documents make it impossible to understand the amount and quality of
American marten habitat in the Project area.

Sierra Nevada Red Fox and Pacific Fisher

The Sierra Nevada red fox is listed as threatened under the California Endangered
Species Act. The Pacific fisher is a candidate for listing under the federal Endangered
Species Act. Both of these species have the potential to occur on the Project site.27

Special survey techniques are required to-detect the presence of the Sierra Nevada red
fóx, Pacif,rc fisher, and American marten.28 The Applicant did not implement these

survey techniques. As a result, one must assume these species occur on the Project site.

Pallid Bat

The DEIS/DEIR provides inconsistent information on the potential for pallid bat roosts
on the Project site. It first states that "[s]uitable foraging habitat exists across the Project
site and suitable roosting habitat exists within the Jeffery pine forest along the northern
boundary of the Project site. The species is thought to be present in the vicinity of the
Project site based on habitat suitability."2e However, it subsequently states "[s]uitable
roosting habitats such as cliffs (pallid bat) and caves (Townsend's big-eared bat) are not
found within the project areù." 

30 According to the Biological Evaluation, "[t]he key
components of habitat for the pallid bat consist of open foraging gpportunities in
combination with suitable roost areas in association with watet."3\ These conditions are

present in the Proje ct area. The lack of any focused surveys for bat roosts, in conjunction
with the inconsistent information provided in the DEIS/DEIR and supporting documents,

2t CD-IV Biological Evaluation, p. 43.
2ó California \Mildlife Habitat Relationships System. 2005. California Department of Fish and

Game. Califomia Interagency 'Wildlife Task Group. CWHR version 8.1 personal computer program.

Sacramento (CA).

" DEIS/DEIR, Table 3.4-1.
28 Zielinski V/J, TE Kucera [technical editors]. 1995. American marten, fisher, lynx, andwolverine : survey

methods for their detection. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station.

Albany, California.
tt p¡ISDplR, p. 3.4-15.
to lbid,p.4.4-10.
3r Biological Evaluation, p. 23.
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makes it impossible to evaluate Project impacts to the pallid bat and other special-status
bat species.

The DEIS/DEIS Fails to Accurately Disclose Wetlands and Jurisdictional Waters

Dr. Paulus, the Applicant's consultant, conducted an assessment of wetlands and riverine
resources at the Project site in 2012. The DEIS/DEIR misrepresents the information
presented in Paulus's assessment, and the extent ofjurisdictional waters in the Project
area.

First, the DEIS/DEIR indicates, "[a] total of 1.89 acres of potentially jurisdictional
wetlands were mapped^within the Project area, all in close proximity to the existing
power plant facilities."32 This statement is incorrect. Paulùs mapped 1.89 acres of
wetland vegetation alliances, which do not necessarily reflect the total extent of
jurisdictional wetlands in the Project area.33

Second, the DEIS/DEIR incorrectly reports the Riparian Conservation Area ("RCA")
corridors in the Upper Basalt and Basalt Canyon areas do not support stream channels.3a
Although disco-ntinuous, stream channels are present in the Upper Basalt and Basalt
Canyon ureas." Indeed, Paulus reported a chãnnel that originates at Shady Rest Park.36
One of the pipelines proposed for the Project would cross that channel.3T

Third, the DEIS/DEIR states "[t]he assessment performed by Paulus (Paulus, 2012)
determined that the 'blue line' drainages were likely not jurisdictional under the CWA
fclean water Act] except for in the area of the existing power plants."38 The u.S. Army
Corps of Engineers makes each jurisdictional determination on a case-by-case basis
considering the facts and circumstances of the case and consistent with applicable
statutes, regulations, and case law. The actual extent of waters of the U.S. cannot be
determined until Paulus's wetland delineation has been verified by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers.

Finally, and most importantly, the DEIS/DEIR fails to map or otherwise disclose the
extent of other waters of the U.S. (i.e., "(aX3) waters"), waters of the State, and aquatic
habitats subject to regulation under Section 1602 of Fish and Game Code. These features
appear to be present in the Project area. For example, the DEIS/DEIR indicates erosion
control measures will be implemented where sediment run-off threatens "Waters of the
State," and Paulus reported the presence of wetland vegetation and hydrology at an

" DEIS/DEIR, p. 3.3-11.
33 Paulus J. 2\l2.Investigation of Riverine Resources Including Wetlands at the Proposed CD4 Project,
Mammoth Lakes, Califomia, Table l.
'o DEIS/DEIR, p. 3.3-18.
35 Paulus J.2012.Investigation of Riverine Resources Including \Wetlands at the Proposed CD4 Project,
Marnmoth Lakes, Califomia, p. 12 and Appendix D.
tu lbid.
t' Ibid.
38 DEIS/DEIR, p. 3.3-1r.
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internally drained basin 600 ft north of proposed well pad 34-25.3e The BLM and
GBUAPCD must prepare a revised DEIS/DEIR that identif,res, quantifies, and maps the
presence of all jurisdictional features in relation to Project infrastructure so that the public
and decision makers can evaluate Project impacts, the adequacy of the proposed
mitigation, and the Project's compliance with state and federal water quality regulations.

The DEISÆ)EIR Fails to Establish Baseline Conditions with Respect to the Owens
Tui Chub

The Owens tui chub is a subspecies of fish that is listed as endangered under the state and
federal Endangered Species Acts. It is an extremely rare subspecies that is known to
occur at only six isolated locations.a0 The headwaters of Hot Creek above the Hot Creek
Fish Hatchery is one of only two locations where the Owens tui chub occurs in its native
habitat (the remaining four populations are located in manmade impoundments).4l

The Hot Creek Headsprings (or Headwaters) site consists of two springs, "AB Spring"
and "CD Spring." It is located approximately two miles east of the Project site, and it is
one of two sites that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife ("USFWS") has designated as critical
habitat for the subspecies.

The DEIS/DEIR provides a generalized description of the habitat and biology associated
with the Owens tui chub. However, it fails to provide three critical pieces of data:

1 Population data. The BLM and GBUAPCD's fail to establish the current size
and trend of the Owens tui chub populations in the Hot Creek Headsprings.
This precludes the ability to analyze the population's response to Project-
induced changes in habitat (e.g., water temperature). It also precludes the
ability to devise an objective and meaningful trigger for adaptive
management.

2. Hydrologic data. The United States Geological Survey ("USGS") has been
collecting hydrologic monitoring da1rz at Hot Creek since the 1980s. Some of
these data pertain to habitat conditions in the Hot Creek Headsprings. To
establish existing conditions, the BLM and GBUAPCD must disclose these
datain a revised DEIS/DEIR.

3. Habitat data. Severalhabitatvariables are believed to influence Owens tui
chub populations. These include the prey base, cover, water quality, water
chemistry (e.g., pH, dissolved gases), and presence of predators (among other
variables). The DEIS/DEIR does not quantifu existing conditions pertaining
to these habitat variables, This precludes the ability to determine whether a

change in the Owens tui chub population is due to a Project-induced change in
habitat (e.g., water temperature), or a change in habitat that is unrelated to the
Project (e.g., increase in predator density).

" Ibid, p. 4.3-18. See also CD IV Wetlands, Appendix D, Plate D-18.
oo US Fish and V/ildlife Service. 2009. Owens Tui Chub: 5-Year Review and Evaluation.
4t lbid.
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The DEIS/DEIR's failure to disclose and incorporate fundamental baseline data results in
significant flaws with the DEIS/DEIR's description of the environmental setting and its
analysis of Project impacts to biological resources. Indeed, Mono county has
acknowledged comprehensive baseline data are needed to evaluate proposed geothermal
development projects. specifically, the Mono county General Plan states: "it]he
applicant for a geothermal development permit shall prepare a baseline data report to be
included as part of the hydrologic and biologic resource monitoring plans that identifies
all significant hydrologic and biologic baseline information available for the project

,.42alea.'

The DEIR Fails to Disclose or Address the Project's Potentially Significant Impacts
on Tree-Kills

Since 2006, scientists with the USGS have been conducting research at tree-kill sites near
Casa Diablo. Their research has led them to the following inferences and conclusions:

1. "[m]any of these kills occurred during the mid-l990s and were associated
with earþ power-plant operations atCasa Diablo (Bergfeld and others,
2006).-43

2. "[o]ur findings indicate that the [new tree-kill] areas have developed as a
response to changes in the shallow hydrologic system. Some of the changes
are likely related to fluid production at the power plant, but at distal sites the
changes are more likely related to seismicity and uplift of the dome."4

3. "changes in the size of kill zones, increases in soil temperatures or steam
discharge, and changes in CO2 emissions most likely reflect the response of
the shallow hydrothermal system to geothermal fluid production at the Casa
Diablo power plant."4s

4. "[o]ur early work (Bergfeld and others, 2006) indicated that about 8.7 metric
tonnes of COz per day (t/d) were emitted from these kill zones, with the
highest discharge occurring in areas within a few km of the Casa Diablo
geothermal power plant, and that most of the kill zones developed as a
response to changing conditions in the shallow hydrothermal system."46

5. "fw]ithout sufficient pressure support, the shallow hydrothermal system fat
Shady Rest] would respond to the 2006 onset of fluid production atthe 5725

a2 Cotnty of Mono Community Development Department. 2010, Mono County General PIan. Bridgeport,
CA. (Drafted Júy 1997 and Revised 2010). Conservation /Open Space Element-2O10, p. V-41. femphasis
addedl.
a3 Bergfeld D, WC Evans. 2011, Monitoring COz emissions in tree kill areas near the resurgent dome at

l,ong Valley Caldera, California: U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2011-5038, p. 5.
aa Bergfeld D, $/C Evans, JF Howle, CD Farrar. 2006. Carbon Dioxide Emissions from
Vegetation-Kill Zones Around the Resurgent Dome of Long Valley Caldera, Eastern Califomia
USA. Joumal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research 152 (2006):140-156. Abstract available at:
www. sciencedirect. com/science I article/ pül 5031 7 027 3 05 003 5 5 0.
a5 Bergfeld D, TVC Evans.201l, Monitoring CO2 emissions in tree kill areas near the resurgent dome at

Long Valley Caldera, Califomia: U S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2011-5038, p. 1.
a6 lbid.
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and 6625 wells. Variations in COz emissions since that time may reflect
adjustments in the shallow reservoir to the fluid production."4T

"[t]he presence of isobutane in gas samples at Basalt Canyon shows that
volatiles from the injectate have reached the underlying area. The pressure

support provided by the injectate would stabilize the depth of boiling in the
reservoir and, consequently, would control the upflow of steam andCOz,
producing more const ant CO z emissions.'/8

"[t]he presence of isobutane in gas samples from sites in and around Basalt
Canyon suggests that geothermal fluid production directly effects fluid upflow
in the region close to the power plant."ae

8. "[t]he appearance of this gas [II2S] at the surface may signal increased
drawdown of water levels near the geothermal productions wel1s."50

Based on the information provided above, there is ample scientific evidence that the
Project would contribute to additional tree kills. Specifically, because the continued
expansion of the tree-kill sites has been highly correlated with geothermal resource
extraction, one can infer that an increase in geothermal resource extraction would
contribute to additional expansions of the tree-kills (and possibly new tree-kill sites). The
DEIS/DEIR fails to disclose, analyze, or provide mitigation for this potentially signihcant
impact.

PROJECT IMPACTS

The DEIS/DEIR Lacks An Accurate Assessment of Project Impacts During
Decommissioning

The DEIS/DEIR concludes there would be no impacts to special-status plants and
wildlife due to decommissioning activities.sr This conclusion is unjustified. As the
DEIS/DEIR acknowledges, potential direct and indirect effects to biological resources

during decommissioning are similar to those associated with the construction phase of the
Project. These effects include ground disturbance, noise, light, fugitive dust, and the
introduction or spread of noxious weeds.52

Decommissioning activities have the potential to cause significant impacts to any special-
status plant and animal species that colonize or re-colonize fhe Project site during the 30-
year lifespan of the Project. Focused plant and animal surveys prior to decommissioning
are required to determine the potential for significant impacts to special-status species

during the decommissioning process.

o7 lbid,p.9.
ot Ibtd,p. B.
ae lbid,p. l.
to lbid.
5t IEIS¡DBIR, pp. 4.3-9 a¡d 4.4-20.
t' Ibid,p. 4.3-lo and 4.4-8.

6

7.
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Vegetation Resources

Invasive Plants

The DEIS/DEIR does not consider chemical control as a means of containing and
controlling noxious weeds at the Project site because, according to the DEIS/DEIR, "site
specific information on target weed species are not known at this time."53 The stated
rationale is confusing because noxious weed surveys were conducted for the Project.sa
Nevertheless, there are two implications of the DEIS/DEIR not considering chemical
control methods.

First, herbicides can have direct and indirect impacts on non-target organisms. If
herbicides may be used for the Project, the DEIS/DEIR must identi$ the specific
herbicides that will be (or may be) used, and it must analyze the potentially significant
impacts of those herbicides on the environment.

Second, application of herbicides may be the only feasible means of controlling some
noxious weed species. If herbicides will not be used, the DEIS/DEIR must establish the
efficacy of other methods (e.g., manual removal) in controlling the noxious weed species
that occur (or may occur) in the Project area

The maintenance of access roads both within and outside the Project site boundary has
the potential to introduce i_nvasive plant species and facilitate the
spread of noxious weeds." Vehicles and crews track in clinging
seeds andlor parts of noxious weeds, thus facilit However, the
DEIS/DEIR concludes the application of PDMs BIo-4, BIo-5, B10-6, BIo-7, and BIo-8
would reduce these impacts.sT The DEIS/DEIR lacks the basis for this conclusion
because the referenced mitigation measures apply to the Project construction phase only,
and they do not address the spread of noxious weeds during the operation and
maintenance phase, or during decommissioning.

Special-Status Plants

The significance of Project impacts to special-status plants caffiot be evaluated until
focused botanical resources surveys have been completed for all areas that may be
directly or indirectly affected by the Project. This includes the areas that may be directly
or indirectly affected by Alternative 3, the new and reconstructed access roads, and the
buffer zones surrounding the potential power plant sites. Although the DEIS/DEIR
suggests some of these surveys will be conducted during the spring and summer of 2073,
it does not incorporate the surveys as a required mitigation measure, and it does not

t'Ibid,p.2-55.
to lbid,p. 3.3-1.
tt Ibid,p.4.3-10.
tu lbid.
t' Ihìd.
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identify the mitigation measures that would be implemented if special-status species are

detected during the surveys.

The DEIS/DEIR Fails to Disclose and Assess Impacts from the Project's Sump Pits

A dead northern goshawk was found at a well site in the Project area. According to the
Project's Biological Evaluation, the goshawk apparently died from drowning in the well
pad sump pit.58 The DEIS/DEIR goes on to suggest the goshawk drowned because the
steep slopes of the sump pit trapped the goshawk.se It is extremely unlikely that a bird
species adept at flying would become trapped in the sump pit. Instead, it is much more
likely the goshawk died due to contact with chemicals in the pit.

Hydraulic fracturing fluids and other hazardous materials will be used at the Project well
sites, and presumably they have been used at the existing well sites.60 These materials
include (or may include) diesel fuel-powered equipment, drilling mud additives such as

gel, polymers and slurry (which may contain small quantities of crystalline silica),
miscellaneous lubricants, and solvents.6l Hydraulic fracturing fluids can contain
chemicals (e.g., surfactants, hydrochloric acid, caustic potash, and diesel fuel) that may
enter the sump pit wher s entrapped in sump pit
fluids attractsongbirds, .u' The struggling birds or
small mammals in turn

The sump pits create an allractivehazard on the site because birds and other wildlife will
mistake the sump pits for bodies of water.65 If the sump pits contains oil, condensates, or
other hydrocarbons or hydraulic fracturing fluids, the risk of bird mofality is very high.66

The sticþ nature of oil entraps birds in the sump pits, where they die from exposure and

exhaustion.ut Bi.ds that manage to escape die from starvation, exposure, or the toxic
effects of oil ingested during preening.ut Birds ingesting sublethal doses of oil can

experience impaired reproductioo.6e Cold stress can kill the animal if oil damages the
inzulation provided by feathers or fur.70 Animals not killed in the sump pits can suffer ill
effects later from contact with the oil and chemicals in the pits.7l If they absorb or ingest
oil in less than acutely lethal amounts they may suffer avariety of systemic effects and

tt CD-IV Biological Evaluation, p. 17.
te DEIS/DEIR , pp. 4.4-9 and - I 0.
uo lbid,p.3.l3-2.
u'Ibid.
62 Rami¡ezP Jr.2009. Reserve Pit Management: Risk to Migratory Birds. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Region 6, Cheyenne, Wyoming. 32 pp.
ut lbid.
* Ibid.
ut lbid.
uu lbid.
u' Ibid,
us lbid.
ue lbid.

'o lbid.
lt lbid.

t2
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may become more susceptible to disease and predation.T2 During the breeding season,
birds can transfer oil from their feet and feathers to their eggs.73 In some cases, a few
drops of oil on an eggshell can kill the embryo.7a

The DEIS/DEIR must disclose thesehazards to the public and decision makers. It also
must identiff the specific chemicals that may enter the sump pits so the hazardto wildlife
can be properly assessed, and so effective mitigation strategies can be devised.

Special-Status Wildlife

Northern Goshawk

The DEIS/DEIR fails to identifu the location of Project activities (e.g., tree removal and
road construction) in relation to the five northern goshawk nest sites that occur in the
Project area. This information is essential to evaluating the types and severity of Project
impacts to the species.

Northern goshawks exhibit ecological characteristics of species that may be particularly
sensitive to forest management practices that reduce or fragment habitat.T5 Nevertheless,
the DEIS/DEIR lacks any discussion or analysis of the effects of habitat fragmentation on
the northern goshawk. Forest management that fragments and reduces the extent and
area of stands suitable for nesting in a breedin g areù may result in its less consistent use
for nesting over time.76 In addition, increased forest fragmentation will likely increase
competition and predation on goshawk populations. Habitat generalists and species
better adapted to more open woodlands such as corvids and other raptors (hawks and
owls) can displace goshawk_s, compete for nesting structures, deplete the prey base, and
depredate nests and adults.77

The Biological Evaluation concluded that the Project may affect an individual goshawk's
ability to forage in the area of construction, primarily in the northwest portion, but is not
likely to result in a trend toward federal listing or loss of viability.tt Thir is not a

" Ibid.

" Ibid.
74 lbid.
75 US Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station. 201 1. Northem Goshawk: Habitat Conservation
Assessment for Califomia [research project summary]. Available at:
http://www,fs.fed.us/psw/topics/ecosystem¡rrocesses/sierra/bio_diversify/biodiversity_sub6/northem_gosh
awk.shtml.
76 Woodbridge, B. and P.J. Detrich. 7994. Tenitory occupancy and habitat patch size of northem goshawks
in the southern Cascades of California. Studies in Avian Biology 16: 83-87. See also Desimone, S.M. 1997.
Occupancy rates and habitat relationships of northem goshawks in historic nesting areas in Oregon. M.S.
Thesis, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR.
77 Crocker-Bedford, D. C. 1998. The value of demographic and habitat sh¡dies in determining the status of
Northern Goshawks (Accipiter gentilis atricapillus) with special reference to Crocker-Bedford (1990) and
Kennedy (1997). Joumal of Raptor Research 32:329-336. See also Patla, S M. 199'7. Nesting ecology and
habitat of the Northern Goshawk in undisturbed and timber harvest areas on the Targhee National Forest,
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. M. S. thesis, Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho.
tt onts/len, p.4 4-9.
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meaningful comparison due to massive differences in the two scopes of analysis (i.e., the
local impact in relation to the national population). The DEIS/DEIR must assess the
significance of Project impacts to the northem goshawk at the local or regional level, and
then evaluate how impacts to the local or regional population may affect the statewide or
national population. Furthermore, any analysis of the Project's contribution toward
federal listing or loss of viability must consider the cumulative projects within the entire
country (i.e., the projects thaf may cumulatively result in federal listing).

The Project will impact a goshawk PAC by causing habiøt loss and fragmentation. The
DEIS/DEIR lacks any compensatory mitigation for this impact. As a result, the Project
would have an unmitigated, signif,rcant impact on the northern goshawk.

Greater Sage-Grouse

The DEIS/DEIR concludes direct effects to nesting sage-grouse would be minimal due to
the marginal quality and limited availability of suitable nesting habitat in the Project
area.Te As discussed previously, scientific literature and Paulus's survey reports do not
indicate habitat is "marginal" or "limited."

The Biological Evaluation concluded that the Project may affect individual sage-grouse,

but it would not likely result in a trend toward federal listing or loss of viability.s0
Similarþ, the Management Indicator Species Report concluded that the Project is not
expected to have a signif,rcant direct, indirect or cumulative effect on greater sage-grouse

habitatin the Project Area.sr It stated the loss of approximately 39.56 acres of sagebrush

habitat will not alter the existing bioregional trend for sagebrush habitat in the Project
area nor will it lead to a change in the distribution of greater sage-grouse across the Siena
Nevada bioregion.s2 These conclusions lack scientific support.

First, the loss and fragmentation of sagebrush habitats has been cited as a primary cause

for the decline of sage-grouse populations.s3 Mechanisms for declining populations from
habitat fragmentation, which is largely a result of human activities, include reductions in
lek persistence, lek attendance, population recruitment, yearling and adult annual
survival, female nest site selection, nest initiation, and complete loss of leks and winter
habitat.sa Functional habitat loss also contributes to habitat fragmentation as greater sage-

grouse avoid areas due to human activities, including noise, even though sagebrush

remains intact.ss In an analysis of population connectivity, Knick and Hanser (2011)
demonstrated that in some areas of the sage-grouse raÍrgez populations are already

" Ibid,p.4.4-ro.
'o lbid.
tt lbid.
t' Ibid.
83 See literature cited in: Sage-Grouse Conservation Objectives Team 2012 Aug 1- Sage-Grouse

Conservation Objectives Draft Report. Available at: http://www.fus.gov/mountain-
prairie/species/birds/sagegrouse/.
to lbid.
st Blickley, J. L., D. Blackwood and G. L. Patricelli. 2ü,2.Expenmental evidence for the effects of chronic
anthropogenic noise on abundance ofgreater sage-grouse leks. Conservation Biology 26:461-471.
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isolated and at risk for-extirpation due to genetic, demographic, and stochastic (i.e.,
unpredictable) events.86 Habitatloss and fragmentation 

"ottttibrrte 
to the population's

isolation and increased risk of extirpation. As the DEIS/DEIR acknowledges, "[t]he
highways and existing geothermal development are now significant barriers to [sage-
grouse] emigration from the known local use areas."87 Additional development due to
the Project would exacerbate these issues and would increase the risk of local extirpation.

Second, the DEIS/DEIR's impact assessment fails to consider the effects of the Project's
transmission line, roads, and fencing. The construction of transmission lines, roads, and
fences are known to be risks to sage-grouse in the South Mono PMU (Population
Management Unit), and these features affect habitat quantity and populations on a
yearlong basis.88

Third, the Project's effect on the distribution of greater sage-grouse across the entire
Sierra Nevada bioregion it is not a meaningful level of analysis. The DEIS/DEIR must
assess the significance of Project impacts to the South Mono PMU.

Ultimately the DEIS/DEIR concludes that the implementation of Mitigation Measure
WIL-7 (pre-construction surveys for leks) would ensure that there are no residual impacts
to sage-gro.rr".te I disagree with this conclusion because the mitigation measure does
nothing to mitigate (a) the loss and degradation of sage-grouse habitat; or (b) the adverse
effects of the Project's transmission line, roads, and fencing.

Forest Carnivores

The Project has the potential to cause the direct take of the Sierra Nevada red fox, Pacific
fisher, and American marten (e.g., through destruction of den sites). It also has the
potential to cause the indirect take of these species by displacing individuals out of their
home range(s). These impacts would be extremely significant, especially to the Sierra
Nevada red fox and Pacific fisher, which are extremely rare. The Sierra Nevada red fox,
Pacific f,rsher, and American marten are rarely detected unless specialized survey
techniques are used (e.g., remote cameras). As a result, the pre-construction survey
proposed in the DEIS/DEIR is not an appropriate take avoidance strategy.

The DEIS/DEIR states Mitigation Measure WIL-3 will improve the quality of the habitat
for the American marten, and that "there should be no residual impacts to American
marten habitat from construction of the Proposed Action."e0 This statement is
unjustified. Mitigation Measure WIL-3 requires the Applicant to retain as many snags,

8u Klick, S.T. and S.E. Hanser. 2011 Connecting pattern and process in greater sage-grousepopulations
and sagebrush landscapes. Pp. 383 - 406 in S.T. Knick and J.W. Connelly (editors). Greater Sage-Grouse:
ecology and conservation ofa landscape species and its habitats. Studies in Avian biology (vol. 38).
Universify of California Press, Berkeley,CA.
t7 rgts/oBrR, p. 4.4-ro.
tt Bi-Stut. Sage-grouse Conservation Team.2004. Greater sage-grouse conservation plan for Nevada and
eastern California. First edition. Available at: http://www.ndow.orglwild/sg/plan/SGPlan063004.pdf
tn DEIS/DEIR, p. 4.4-Lo.
no lbid,p 4.4-ll.
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downed logs, coarse woody debris and brush piles "as possible;" it does nothing to
improve habitat as stipulated in the DEIS/DEIR. To the contrary, the habitat loss,
fragmentation, and anthropogenic disturbance caused by the Project would degrade
habitat for the American marten and Pacific fisher. The DEIS/DEIR lacks any mitigation
(i.e., habitat compensation) for this significant impact.

The DEIS/DEIR acknowledges that the Project "is anticipated to result in temporary
and/or permanent impacts to individuals or habitat of northern goshawk, greater sage-
grouse, pallid bat, Townsend's big-earedbat, and Sierra marten. Under CEQA, these
impacts would be considered signif,rcant."el Because the DEIS/DEIR does not provide
mitigation to offset these impacts, the Project would result in unmitigated, significant
impacts to special-status wildlife.

Pallid Bat

The DEIS/DEIR states "[n]o bat roosts are known to occur within or adjacent to the
Proposed Action; therefore, impacts to bat roosts are not anticipated."e2 This statement is
unfounded because focused surveys to locate bat roosts were not conducted for the
Project, and the DEISIDEIR lacks evidence that surveys for bat roosts have ever been
conducted in the Project area.

The DEIS/DEIR Does Not Provide an Accurate Assessment of Project Impacts to
Wetlands and Jurisdictional Waters

The DEIS/DEIR describes the impact anaþsis process that was applied to wetland and
other jurisdictional waters as the following:

[t]o determine the potential for construction and operations activities to cause
direct effects on federal and state jurisdictional wetlands and waters of the U.S.
the proposed construction areas were compared with maps of these features.

Potential indirect effects were identified through the same *"unr.9'

The DEIS/DEIR subsequently concludes :

[d]irect impacts to potentially jurisdictional features in the study area are not
expected. Project facilities are not planned for those areas identified during
vegetation surveys that support vegetation typically associated with wetlands.
RCAs in the study area will be avoided through implementation of PDM HYD-Z,
which requires pipelines and access roadways to be located outside of any
delineated RCAs.ea

The DEIS/DEIR does not provide any maps of waters of the State in the Project area. It
also does not provide any maps that depict the locations of Project features in relation to
waters of the U.S. This makes it extremely diff,rcult for the public and decision makers to

n' Ibid,p.4.4-19.
t'Ibid.

" Ibid,p.4.3-2.
t4 lbid,p. 4.3-8.
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evaluate Project impacts to jurisdictional features, or to verift the conclusions presented
in the DEIS/DEIR.

I used a geographic information system to overlay the map of Project features on the
maps provided in Paulus's wetland delineation report. The resulting maps do not support
the statements that (a) Project facilities are not planned for areas that support vegetation
typically associated with wetlands; and (b) pipelines and access roadways would be
located outside of any delineated Riparian Conservation Areas ("RCAs").e5 To the
contrary, the maps depict new pipelines traversing through wetland plant communities,
RCAs, and potentially jurisdictional wetlands (Figure I and2).

The aforementioned statements in the DEIS/DEIR also conflict with the information
provided in Paulus's wetland delineation report. Specifically, Paulus identified the
potential for pipelines and roads to affect streamcourses and the RCAS.e6 The
DEIS/DEIR fails to describe how impacts to these features would be avoided.

The DEIS/DEIR cannot conclude there would be no impact to federal wetlands during
decommissioning.eT Wetland communities are dynamið. There is a high probability ihat
the extent of wetlands in the Project areawill change over the 3O-year lifespan of the
Project due to changes in the local hydrology caused by the Project, in conjunction with
ongoing changes in hydrology that have occurred as a result ofexisting projects.

" Ibid.
e6 See caption to Figure I in: Paulus J.2}l2.Investigation of Riverine Resources Including Wetlands at the
Proposed CD4 Project, Mammoth Lakes, California.
nt pBIS/ouR,p.4.3-12.
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Wetlands Figure 3 over DEIS/DEIR Figure 2-8

I,

Figure 1. Project features near existing power plants in relation to wetlands mapped by
Paulus. Project pipelines (turquoise lines) would pass through wetlands (dark blue
polygons).
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Wetlands Figure 4 over DEIS/DEIR Figure 2-8

Figure 2. Project features in relation to RCAs (red corridor) and blue line streamcourses.
Project pipelines (turquoise lines) would pass through RCAs and potentially jurisdictional
features (non-shaded portions of corridor).

The DEIS/DEIR Does Not Adequately Assess Potentially Significant Impacts to the
Owens Tui Chub

When the USFWS designated critical habitat for the Owens tui chub, it identihed
activities thatmay adversely affect that critical habitat. They include "activities that
decrease available water or cause a significant change in the physical or chemical
properties (e.g., temperatrre,pH, or dissolved gases) of the watet."eB

Experiments and observations conducted after critical habitat was designated suggest that
aqualic vegetation is an important ecological component of criticalhabitat in the Hot
Creek Headsprings.ee Another outstanding component, and one that is highly
interrelated, is the constancy of the environment, primarily flow and temperature.

nt U,S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1985. Endangered status and critical habitat designation for the Owens
tui chub. Final rule. Federal Register 50(150): 31592-31597.

'n McEwan D. 1991. Microhabitat Selection of the Owns Tui Chub, Gila bicolor snyderi,-in the Hot Creek
Headsprings, Mono County, Califomia. Proceedings of the Desert Fishes Council, Vol. XX and XXI.
Desert Fishes Council, Bishop, Califomia. pp. 1l-24
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Environmental constancy, among other things, allows for the persistence of the
vegetation through the winter, as well as a year-round production of the aquatic
invertebrate fauna. Any management or recovery plan for the Owens tui chub in the
Headsprings should recognize the importance of these two ecological components.

Physical and Chemical Properties

Owens fui chubs require aquatic vegetation for cover, foraging, and spawning, as well as

gravel substrates for spawning.lOo If one or more of these elements are absent, the
subspecies can be quickly extirpated from a location.

Historically, vegetation has provided abundant cover for tui chubs in the Hot Creek
Headsprings. There has been a limited die-off of vegetation beds during the winter, but
most of the beds persist due to the thermal characteristics of the water entering the
Headsprings.

The DEIS/DEIR states "changes in hot spring inlet temperatures have not been
accompanied by changes in chemistry of the water which would indicate a change in
thermal inflow."l0l This statement is incorrect. At the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery,
chemical-flux measurements collected by the USGS show that the thermal-water
component in the springs declined by 30% to 40%o between 1990 and 2000.102 Since then
the ihermal-water Component has declined even further.lO3 The data also indicate there
has been a decline in the total volume of thermal water entering the Hot Creek
Headsprings since the early 1990s.r04 The DEIS/DEIR must be revised such that it
accurately reports the data collected by the USGS. A revised DEIS/DEIR must also
address how the reductions in thermal water have affected vegetative cover and prey
resources (i.e., aquatic invertebrate fauna) for the Owens tui chub. It also must address
how additional reductions in thermal water may affect these resources. Until the
DEIS/DEIR establishes the physical and chemical properties that currentþ exist within
the Hot Creek Headsprings, it will be impossible to evaluate the effects of the Project on
tui chub habitat, and thus, the tui chub populatron.

The Applicant's consultant has predicted the Project would reduce thermal outflow in the
Hot Creek Headsprings by approximately 17 percent.rut I concur with Dudek and ICF
Internationaltha| "[a]ny reduction in flow from springs in the Owens Basin would result

r00 
See literature cited in: Dudek and ICF Intemational. 2072.Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan.

2012ll4.ar 2Draft. Species Account for the Owens Tui Chub (Siphateles bicolor snyderi).

'o' DEIS/DEIR, p. 4.4-13.

'o' So."y ML. 2000. Geothermal Development and Changes in Surhcial Features: Examples from the
Western United States. Proceedings of the World Geothermal Congress 2000; Kyushu - Tohoku, Japan,

May 28 - June 10, 2000. pp. 705-lll.
'03 Howle JF, CD Farrar, K Bazar.2012 Feb 13. Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee Hydrologic
Monitoring Data for the Period Ending December 2011.
t* Ibid.

'os DEIS/DE]R, p. 4.4-13.
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in further reductions of habitat qU?lity and quantity for the Owens tui chub at springs and
tributaries of the Owens River."106

Indeed, there is circumstantial evidence that the Owens tui chub populations in the
Headsprings have already declined in response to the reduced thermal inflows. In 1988,
prior to the decrease in thermal water to the springs, the population estimate for Owens
tui chub in the AB Spring was 334+105, and it was 523+146 in the CD Spring.r0T In
1999, after the decrease in thermal water, the population estimate for the AB Spring was
180 to 245 individuals (no confidence interval provided), and no tui chub were detected
in the CD Spring.l08 Whereas the exact cause ánd effect relationship is unknown, one
can infer that the apparent decline in the Owens tui chub populations could be due to the
decline in the thermal water component given its influence on tui chub habitat.

The DEIS/DEIR Lacks an Assessment of the Project's Contribution to Tree-Kills

Tree-kills have broad implications on sensitive resources and the ecology of the Project
region. For example, the DEIS/DEIR acknowledges that "[n]on-native annuals such as

cheat grass, redstem filaree, black mustard, Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), and silver
hairgrass (Aira caryophyllea) attainweedpatch dominance and up to 90 percent cover
where recent thermal activity has killed native shrubs and tÍees."l0e The DEIS/DEIR
needs to assess the potentially significant impacts associated with additional tree-kills
thalmay occur due to an increase in geothermal operations.

The DEIS/DEIR Fails to Disclose, Analyze, or Provide Mitigation for Potentially
Significant Noise Impacts to Wildlife Species

Drilling operations would take place 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, and each
geothermal well would take approximately 60 days to complete.tto Drilling operations
and construction of the power plant are expected to produce average noise levels of up to
85 dBA at 50 feet.lll Operation of the power plant is expected to produce average noise
levels of 7 L5 dBA at 150 feet, 64.5 dBA aT 400 feet, 54 dBA at 0.25 mile (1,320 feet),
and 48 dBA at 0.50 mile (2,640 feet) from the center of the plant.112 Noise levels from
the well pumps are expected to be 58 dBA at 100 feet from the well pump.ttt Because
the DEIS/DEIS provides the average noise levels, the peak noise levels associated with
the Project would presumably be higher.

The noise levels reported in the DEIS/DEIR are high enough to significantly impact
wildlife. For example, Reijnen et aI. (1997) concluded sound levels above 50 dBA could

'06 D.,dek and ICF Intemational. 2012.DesertRenewable Energy Conservation Plan.2012ly'rar 2Draft
Species Account for the Owens Tui Chub (Siphateles bicolor snyderi), p. 10.
tot US Fi.h and Wildlife Service. 2009. Owens Tui Chub: 5-Year Review and Evaluation, Table 1.
tot lbid.
ton DEIS/DEIR, p. 3.3-5.
"o lbid,p.2-25.
t" Ibid,pp.4.1 l-3 and -5.

"' Ibid, p.4.11-7.

"' Ibid. p.4 u-8.
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be considered potentially deleterious to breeding birds within an average of 1,000 m
(3,280 feet) from the source of noise.lla

Animals rely on hearing to avoid predators, obtain food, and communicate. Noise and
vibration have the potential to disrupt these activities, and otherwise reduce fitness
through injury (e.g., hearing loss), energy loss (from movement away from noise source),
reduction in food intake, and habitat avoid rce and abandonment.rr5 The DEIS/DEIR
fails to disclose, analyze, or provide mitigation for potentially significant impacts of
Project noise on wildlife.

The DEIS/DEIR Fails to Disclose, Ãnalyze, or Provide Mitigation for the Potentially
Significant Impacts Associated With Soil Stabilizers

Soil stabilizers (also known as soil binders, dust suppressants, or dust palliatives) may be
used at the Project site.l16 The majority of soil stabilizers are made from waste products
from the manufacturing industry and many contain chemicals that are toxic to plants and
animals.uT Because soil stabilizers are generally applied over the ground surfàce, any
vegetation or fauna on the site, including soil microorganisms, may come into direct
contact with the stabilizer. Application of soil stabilizers has been associated with the
browning of trees along roadways and stunted vegetation growth in forestlands, and they
have caused sickness and adverse effects on reproduction in terrestrial animals.l18 The
DEIS/DEIR fails to disclose, analyze, or provide mitigation for potentially significant
adverse impacts associated with use of soil stabilizers at the Project site.

The DEIS/DEIR Fails to Address the Potentially Significant Impacts Associated
with Ravens, Crows, and Other Predators that May Benefït from the Project

Common ravens and American crows are nest predators of sage-grouse and other shrub-
nesting birds.lle Common ravens, American crows, and otherpredators benefit from
anthropogenic features. For example, common ravens use power lines for nesting and as

hunting perches.l2o

tto Re¡nen R, R Foppen, G Veenbaas. 1997. Disturbance by traffic of breeding birds: evaluation of the
effect and planning and managing road corridors. Biodiversity and Conservation 6: 567-581.
115 National Park Service, I 994. Report to Congress, Report on effects of aircraft overflights on the
National Park System.

"u DEIS/DEIR,p.2-54.
ttt U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 2004ly'rar. Potential Environmental Impacts of Dust
Suppressants: Avoiding another Times Beach. In: An Expert Panel Summary, May 30-31, 2002,Las
Vegas, Nevada. Available at: http://www.epa.gov/nerlesdl/cmb/pdf/dust.pdf
,t, Ibid.
lre Connelly, J. W., S. T. Knick, M. A. Sch¡oeder, and S. J. Stiver 2004. Conservation Assessment of
Greater Sage-grouse and Sagebrush Habitats. Western Association of Fish and V/ildlife Agencies.
Unpublished Report. Cheyenne, Wyoming. Available at:

http : //www. ndow. org/wild/conservation/s g/index. shtm.

"o lbid.

7
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Common ravens and American crows often forage >10 km from nests or perches.l2l
Consequently, anthropogenic features that benefit raven and crow populations can cause
indirect impacts that extend a great distance. The DEIS/DEIR fails to discuss how
Project features and activities may attract and subsidize unnaturally high numbers of
ravens, crows, and other predators. Because the DEIS/DEIR does not provide any
mitigation for this potentially significant impact, the Project may cause an unmitigated
impact on sage-grouse, deer, and other prey species that occur in the Project region.

MITIGATION

Decommissioning

Sensitive plant and animal resources have the potential to colonize the Project site during
the 30 years prior to decommissioning. Because the Project has the potential to impact
sensitive biological resources during decommissioning, the Applicant should be required
to conduct focused surveys for sensitive biological resources prior to any
decommissioning activities. The Applicant should also be required to consult with the
USFWS and the CDFW prior to, and during, decommissioning.

The DEISDEIR Improperly I)efers the Preparation of Plans Fundamental to the
Success of Project Mitigation

The DEIS/DEIR improperly defers formulation of the (a) Drainage and Runoff
Management Plan; and (b) Weed Management Plan until after the environmental review
process terminates.l" Th" lack of these plans precludes the ability to evaluate their
effectiveness in mitigating significant impacts of the Project.

According to the DEIS/DEIR, "the Drainage Plan shall evaluate potential changes in
stormwater flow that would result from implementation of the Proposed Action."123
Changes in stormwater flow have the potential to affect the wetlands in the vicinity of the
existing power plant facilities. The DEIS/DEIR must disclose and analyze the potential
for these changes to occur; it cannot defer the analysis to a forthcoming Drainage Plan. It
also must identi$r the erosion control measures that will be installed on Project roads, and
the design of stream crossings, such that the Project complies with Mammoth Lake
General Plan Policy R.2.D that prohibits placing intermittent streams in culverts.l2a

Several noxious weed species are present in the Projecf area where topsoil has been
scraped away for recent well pad or road co rstruction.ttt This demonstrates that the
Applicant has been unsuccessful in preventing the spread and colonization of noxious

l2r Connelly, J. W., S. T. Knick, M. A. Schroeder, and S. J. Stiver. 2004. Conservation Assessment of
Greater Sage-grouse and Sagebrush Habitats. Westem Association of Fish and V/ildlife Agencies.
Unpublished Report. Cheyenne, Wyoming. Available at:
htç ://www.ndow. orglwil d/con servati or/s g/index. shtm.

't' DEIS/DEIR, pp. 4.3-3 and -20.

'2t lbid,p.419-22.
"o lbid. p.3.3-25.

"t Ibid,p.3.3-5
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weeds, and it exemplifies the need for a detailed Weed Management Plan that can be
vetted by the public, resource agencies, and biologists prior to a decision on the Project.

Vegetation

Mitigation Measure VEG-I includes measures to minimize impacts to vegetation
resources. The mitigation measure, which includes implementation of erosion control
practices and a Revegetation Plan, is not adequate because it fails to identiSr (a) the
monitoring methods and schedule; (b) the adaptive management or remedial action plan
if success critena are not met; and (c) an enforcement mechanism.

Invasive Plants

I have the following comments pertaining to Mitigation Measure VEG-2 (Weed
Management Plan):

l The DEISiDEIR indicates "fb]aseline weed conditions shall be assessed

during the pre-construction phase of the CD-ry Project, during pre-
construction surveys and staking and flagging of construction areas.:rr26 1'6.
pre-construction phase may not be the appropriate time of year to determine
the presence, abundance, and distribution of weeds. The timing for baseline
weed surveys should be dictated by the phenology of potentially occurring
weed species and not by the timing of the Project.

2. The DEIS/DEIR indicates, "[a] stratifred random sampling technique shall be
used to identiSr and count the extent of weeds on the site."r27 This technique
cannot be evaluated because the DEIS/DEIR does not identifu the sampling
intensity and area.

3. According to the DEIS/DEIR "fm]onitoring shall take place each year during
construction, and annually for the lifespan of the Project following the
completion of construction."r28 The DEIS/DEIR needs to identifli the
monitoring methods.

4. Decommissioning activities will result in conditions that promote the
colonization andlor spread of weeds. As a result, weed monitoring and
control activities need to extend at least three years past the end of
decommissioning.

5. The DEIS/DEIR indicates, "fc]ontrol methods shall be implemented when
measurable weed increases, as well as visually verified increases, are detected
during monitoring."l2e This condition is too vague. The DEIS/DEIR needs to
identi$r the metric that will be used to identifu "measurable weed increases"
(e.g,, relative abundance, density, or distribution).

t26 lbid,p.4.3-20.
t'7 lbid.
tt9 lbid.
"n lbid,p.4.3-21.

I

I'E
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Mitigation Measure VEG-2 establishes a remedial action trigger for all non-
native weed species already present in the Project area, except cheatgrass. As
the DEIS/DEIR acknowledges, cheatgrass may pose the biggest threat to
vegetation resources in the Project area.tto As aresult, the Þìoject's
contribution to an increase in cheatgrass appears to be unmitigated. The
DEIS/DEIR needs to clariÛr and justi$r (a) the areas where cheatgrass will be
controlled; (b) the areas where cheatgrass will be eradicated; and (c) the areas
where cheatgrass will be left untreated.

The Project has the potential to promote the colonization and spread of weeds
throughout its lifespan and until the site has been successfully restored
following decommissioning. However, the DEIS/DEIR indicates the success
of the Weed Management Plan will be determined after the first three years of
monitoring and reporting.l3l This eliminates an enforcement mechanism that
ensures weeds are controlled for the remaining2T years of the Project. The
proposed success criteria and reporting measures should be required for the
life of the Project, and for at least three years following decommissioning.

Sump Pits

Mitigation Measure WIL-2 for the Project is:

[w]ater which may accumulate in geothermal well site basins from precipitation
shall be removed to a standing depth of 2 inches from the respective basins on a
daily basis or as soon as operationally feasible; and liquids deposited into the
basins shall either be removed daily to a standing depth of 2 inches, or the basins
shall be made wildlife escapable by creating earthen ramps at slopes of 1:3 or
less at intervals of 100 feet apart or less around the perimeter of the standing
depth of the liquid stored in the basin. The basins shall be monitored during well
drilling to determine if these measures are effective. If monitoring determines
that these measures are ineffective in preventing wildlife from drowning in the
basins, an alternative deterrent or escape structure such as netting will be
implemented. Altematives for providing equally effective measures which would
allow wildlife to escape unharmed from the well site basins may be authorized
subject to USFS, USFS, and CDFG approval.l32

The DEIS/DEIR concludes this mitigation measure will prevent wildlife from becoming
trapped in the lined well site basins, and that it will help reduce impacts to special-status
wildlife to a less-than-significant level.r33 I disagree with these conclusions for several
reasons.

First, removal of water and other fluids from the basins is conditioned on feasibility,
which the DEIS/DEIR fails to def,tne or discuss. Consequently, implementation of the
mitigation measure is uncertain, and its effectiveness is unreliable.

"o lbid, p. 4.3-16.

"' Ibid,p.4.3-2r.
"' Ibid, p. 4.4-30.
t" Ibid, pp. 4.4-10 and -19.

6.

7.
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Second, organisms that fall into the basin can suffer ill effects as soon as they come into
contact with fluids in the basin. Even if the organisms are able to locate and swim to the
escape ramps, the escape ramps do not mitigate the adverse effects to a less-than-
significant level. Presumably the purpose of lining the basins is to prevent hazardous
fluids from contaminating the soil and groundwater. It is unclear how the Applicant
would be able to install earthen ramps that enable wildlife to escape, yet do not expose
soil and groundwater resources tohazardots fluids.

Third, the DEIS/DEIR provides no evidence that the proposed mitigation measures would
be effective. Indeed, the DEIS/DEIR suggests it may not be. This issue is confounded
because the DEIS/DEIR fails to define the monitoring methods, schedule, and duration.
In addition, it fails to establish success criteria, triggers for remedial actions, a reporting
program, or a mechanism for enforcement.

Several states require netting or screening of sump pits containing oil to prevent access

by wildlife. This measure is feasible, and it should be required for the Project.

Wildlife

The Project may have a significant impact on wildlife movement.r3a The DEISIDEIR
concludes the implementation of Mitigation Measure PDM BIO-1 would reduce the
impact to a less-than-significant level. PDM BIO-1 requires a qualified wildlife biologist
to walk the pipeline route once each year for the first three years following completion of
construction to survey for any signs that the pipeline is impeding wildlife movement.
The DEIS/DEIR fails to justif,i how the proposed measure might be effective. It is
unforeseeable that a biologist "walking" the pipeline route a total of three times, to
accomplish a mitigation measure without any performance standards or triggers, would
be able to determine if the pipeline is impeding wildlife movement. The mitigation
measure needs to be redesigned to incorporate remote cameras or other specialized
techniques that would provide data on wildlife movement in the vicinity of the Project
pipelines. In addition, deer in both the Round Valley and Casa Diablo herds have been
fitted with radio-telemetry collars. Data from the radio-telemetry collars should be
incorporated into the analysis of potential impacts to wildlife movement.

The PDMs and Mitigation Measures proposed in the DEIS/DEIR have been formulated
to avoid or minimize impacts to special-status wildlife. However, they do nothing to
compensate for impacts to individuals and their habitat, which the DEIS/DEIR identifies
as a significant impact.

For right-of-way applications that are longer than one mile or that would disturb more
than two surface acres, it is the BLM's policy to require measures that minimize impacts
to sage-grouse habitat.l35 In addition to this kind of onsite mitigation, the BLM has

"o lbid,p.4.4-20.
r35 US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management. 2012 Nov 16. Wildlife: Greater sage-
grouse conservation [intemet]. Available at: http://www.blm.gov/id/slerVprog/wildlife-botany-
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indicated it will develop and consider offsite mitigation measures in cooperation with the
applicant, USFWS, BLM State Director, and the Director of the CDFW.136 The
DEIS/DEIR provides no evidence that this coordination has occurred, or will occur. In
my professional opinion, habitat compensation is required to mitigate Project impacts to
the greater sage-grouse, northern goshawk, American marten, and other special-status
wildlife species.

Nesting Birds

Mitigation Measure WIL-1 requires pre-construction surveys for bird nests within 250
feet of areas potentially affected by construction activities.l3T The results of the surveys
then would be emailed to CDFW, USFS, and USFWS at least three days prior to
construction. t'8 If any nests are detected, the Applicant would be requireã to establish a
no-work buffer zone around the nest.13n The size of the no-work buffer zone would be
determined in consultation with the CDFV/, USFS, and USFWS, although a 500-foot
buffer would be used when possible.laO

Research indicates nest finding is labor intensive and can be extremely difficult due to the
tendency of many species to construct well-concealed or camouflaged nests.lal In
general, bird nests are located when a variety of search techniques are used and
considerable time is devoted to the effort.ra2 As a result, the DEIS/DEIR needs to
establish the minimum standards for locating nests and minimizing human-induced
disturbance. It also needs to establish that pre-construction surveys for the northern
goshawk should adhere to the survey guidelines issued by the USFS.143

The DEIS/DEIR establishes 500 feet as the minimum buffer size around active bird nests.
Howevet, it only requires nesting bird surveys within 250 feet of areas potentially
affected by construction activities. The Applicant would be unable to establish a 500-
foot buffer around all nests if the survey efforts extend only 250 feet beyond the
construction area.

forestrylgm/wildlife-pgm/BlM-sensitive-species Idah ol greater-
sagegrousejgm/conservation 201 1/ROWs.html.
136 US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management. 2012 Nov 16. Wildlife: Greater sage-
grouse conservation Iintemet]. Available at: http://www.blm.gov/id/st/enlprog/wildlife-botany-
forestry pgm/wildlife-pgm/BLM-sensitive-species_Idaho/greater-
sagegrousejgm/conservati on 20 1 I /ROWs.html.

'" uÈtsnÚR, pp. 4.4-29 and--30.

"t lbid.
t" Ibid.
too lbid.
lal Desante DF, GR Geupel. 1987. Landbird productivity in central coastal California: the relationship to
annual rainfall and a reproductive failure in 1986. Condor. 89:636-653. See also Baicich PJ, CJ Harrison.
1997. A' guide to the nests, eggs, and nestlings of North American Birds. 2nd ed. London: Academic Press.
ta2 MaftinTE, C Paine, CJ Conway, WM Hochacka .1996. BBIRD field protocol. Montana Cooperative
Wildlife Research Unit, Missoula (MT).
ra3 

See Woodbridge, B.; Hargis, C.D. 2006. Northern goshawk inventory and monitoring technical guide.
Gen. Tech. Rep WO-71. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 80 p.
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Some species of birds can build a nest and initiate egg-laying in less than 14 days. The
mitigation measure should be revised to require pre-construction surveys no more than
seven days prior to construction.

The DEISIDEIR fails to justi$r why the resource agencies would not be notified of the
survey results until as few as 3 days prior to construction, especially because it is feasible
to notiff them shortly after the surveys are completed (i.e., within 24 to 48 hours). The
buffer size needed to protect a bird nest from disturbance is highly dependent on site-
specific conditions. Emailing the survey results to the CDFW, USFS, and USFV/S three
days prior to construction may not be enough time for the agencies to coordinate a site
visit with the Applicant's biologist to determine the appropriate buffer size(s).

Offsite Aquatic Habitat

According to the DEIS/DEIR, existing monitoring programs under the oversight of the
Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee would be expanded to include monitoring
for the Proposed Action, in accordance with PDM GEO-S, which is:

ORNI50, LLC commits to continuing to operate the existing geothermal projects
in conformance with the Plans of Operation for Development, Injection and
Utilization, approved by the BLM and USFS, as well as in conformance with
monitoring through the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee, and
remedial action programs, which are designed to prevent, or mitigate, potential
hydrothermal impacts to the Owens tui chub critical habitat, Hot Creek Hatchery
and Hot Creek Gorge springs from geothermal operations conducted on federal
geothermal leases in the Mono-Long Valley area. ORNI 50, LLC also commits to
operating the proposed geothermal project il conformance with these
requrrements.

The DEIS/DEIR concludes this mitigation measure will ensure impacts to the Owens tui
chub and its critical habitat would be less than significant.l4 There are several flaws
with the DEIS/DEIR's conclusion.

First, the DEIS/DEIR fails to provide adequate information pertaining to the existing
monitoring program. I obtained the hydrologic monitoring data that the USGS has
collected for the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee. These data are limited to
graphs depicting the relationship between a dependent variable (e.g., water temperature)
and an independent variable (e.g., year). There does not appear to have been any
statistical analysis of the data or any analytical interpretation of the results. The
monitoring program has little value unless the data are analyzed and interpreted.

Second, the value of the proposed mitigation measure cannot be evaluated until the BLM
and GBUAPCD identifu:

L the variables that will be monitored. Research indicates variables other than
temperature may affect tui chub habitat. As a result, the original hydrologic
monitoring program (i.e., for PLES I) may no longer be sufficient,

'* DEIS/DEIR, p. 4.4-19.
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the parfy(ies) responsible for analyzing and interpreting the dala.

the statistical techniques that are (and will be) used to analyze the data, and
the corresponding confidence levels that are (and will be) used in the
statistical tests.

the specific details of the remedial action program, including the specific
monitoring results that would higger remedial actions.

an enforcement mechanism that ensures remedial actions are implemented and
successful.

how the existing monitoring programs "would be expanded to include
monitoring for the Proposed Action."

how the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee will be able to
distinguish whether changes in the response variables are due to the CD-IV
Project; other geothermal projects in Casa Diablo; naturally occurring events;
or an interaction among these factors. As the DEIS/DEIR acknowledges, "it
is difficult to identi$'the smaller effects of geothermal development on the
Hatchery springs relative to natural climatic effects because climatic
variations and geothermal reservoir changes have both occurred
simultaneously."t4t

Third, past experience demonstrates the monitoring program has been ineffective.
Specifically, the monitoring program has been ineffective in reversing the decline of
thermal water to the Hot Creek Headsprings that began i¡ 1993, or in preventing the
significant decline in the Owens tui chub populations that corresponded with the decline
in thermal water.

Lastly, the hydrologic and biologic monitoring and mitigation program proposed for the
Project may be inconsistent with USFWS Recovery Plan for the Owen tui chub. In
pafüclalar, Recovery Task2.4.2 is:

Protect spring discharge. Geothermal development and groundwater pumping in Long
Valley may alter aquifer dynamics. Springs supporting Hot Creek should be protected
from adverse impacts of decreased discharge, and changes in the thermal and chemical
characteristics of water. Monitoring programs should be [designed to] determine
characteristics (temporal, chemical, physical) of natural spring discharge, if spring
discharge is being affected, and the location ofactivities causing adverse effects. Actions
should be taken to protect discharge at 1998 levels.146

Based on my review, the hydrological and biological monitoring program has not ensured
consistency with the Recovery Task (i.e., it has not prevented potential adverse impacts
associated with changes in the thermal and chemical characteristics of water in AB
Spring and CD Spring), or that actions are, have been, or will be taken to protect
discharge at 1998 levels.

'ot lbid,p.4.4-13.
tou U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1998. Owens Basin Wetland and Aquatic Species Recovery Plan, Inyo
and Mono Counties, Califomia. Portland, Oregon. [emphasis added].

2.

aJ.
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Recommended Mitigation

The loss of the Owens tui chub populations in Hot Creek Headsprings would be an
extremely significant impact that would jeopardize the continued existence of the
subspecies. As a result, mitigation imposed by the BLM and GBUAPCD should be
expanded to include: (a) a management plan for the Owens tui chub populations in the
Hot Creek Headsprings; and (b) a reintroduction plan that will be implemented if the
populations in the headsprings drop below the minimum viable population level.

Tree-Kills

The DEIS/DEIR lacks any mitigation for the Project's contribution to tree-kills. Non-
native plants colonize sites where recent thermal activity has killed native shrubs and
trees.l47 As a result, the Applicant should be required to control and eradicate weeds in
the tree-kill areas.

To be consistent with Mono County's General Plan, the Applicant needs to prepare a
written analysis of the impacts that the Project and other development projects may
individually or cumulatively have on tree-kills.tot The Applicant should then develop a

monitoring plan subject to review by the BLM, GBUAPCD, USFS, County, CDFW,
USGS, and other relevant resource agencies. Specific triggers for additional mitigation
should be established in conjunction with the monitoring plan. Once Project operations
conìmence, the tree-kills should be monitored to determine the extent of additional
impacts to vegetation and other biological resources. If the monitoring indicates
geothermal operations have contributed to additional tree kills, the Applicant should take
the actions necessary to reduce any adverse effects to less-than-significant levels.

Sincerely,

Lq

I

tu
Scott Cashen, M.S.
Senior Biologist

tot DEIS/DEIR, p. 3.3-5.
148 County of Mono Community Development Department. 2010. Mono County General Plan. Bridgeport,
CA. (Drafted Júy 1997 and Revised 2010). Conservation /Open Space Element-2010, Goal 1.
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Scott Cashen, M.S.
Senior Biologist / Forest Ecologist
3264 Hudson Avenue, Walnut Creek, CA 94597. (925) 256-9185. scottcashen@gmail.com

Scott Cashen has 20 years ofprofessional experience in natural resources
management. During that time he has worked as a field biologist, forester, environmental
consultant, and instructor of Wildlife Management. Mr. Cashen currently operates an
independent consulting business that focuses on CEQA/NEPA compliance issues,
endangered species, scientific field studies, and other topics that require a high level of
scientif,rc expertise.

Mr. Cashen has knowledge and experience with many taxa, biological resource issues,
and environmental regulations. This knowledge and experience has made him a highly
sought after biological resources expert. To date, he has been retained as a biological
resources expert for over 40 projects. Mr. Cashen's role in this capacity has

encompassed all stages of the environmental review process, from initial document
review through litigation support and expert witness testimony.

Mr. Cashen is a recognized expert on the environmental impacts of renewable energy
development. He has been involved in the environmental review process for 28
renewable energy projects, and he has been a biological resources expert for more of
California's solar energy projects than any other private consultant. In 2010, Mr. Cashen
testified on 5 of the Department of the Interior's "Top 6 Fast-tracked Solar Projects" and
his testimony influenced the outcome of each of these projects.

Mr. Cashen is a versatile scientist capable of addressing numerous aspects of natural
resource management simultaneously. Because of Mr. Cashen's expertise in both
forestry and biology, Calfire had him prepare the biological resource assessments for all
of its fuels treatment projects in Riverside and San Diego Counties following the 2003
Cedar Fire. Mr. Cashen has led field studies on several special-status species, including
plants, f,rsh, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals. Mr. Cashen has been the technical
editor of several resource management documents, and his strong scientihc writing skills
have enabled him to secure grant funding for several clients.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

. CEQA, NEPA, and Endangered Species Act compliance issues

. Comprehensive biological resource assessments

. Endangered species management

. Renewable energy

. Forest fuels reduction and timber harvesting

. Scientif,rc field studies, grant writing and technical editing

EDUCATION
M.S. Wildlife and Fisheries Science - The Perursylvania State University (1998)
B.S. Resource Management - The University of California, Berkeley (1992)

Cashen, Curriculum Vilae
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Litigation Support / Expert Witness

As a biological resources expert, Mr. Cashen reviews CEQA/NEPA documents and
provides his client(s) with an assessment of biological resource issues. He then prepares
written comments on the scientific and legal adequacy of the project's environmental
documents (e.g., EIR). For projects requiring California Energy Commission (CEC)
approval, Mr. Cashen has submitted written testimony (opening and rebuttal) in
conjunction with oral testimony before the CEC.

Mr. Cashen can lead field studies to generate evidence for legal testimony, and he can
incorporate testimony from his deep network of species-specific experts. Mr. Cashen's
clients have included law frrms, non-profit organizations, and citizen groups.

REPRE S ENTATryE EXPERIENCE

Solar Energy Facilities Geothermal Energy Facilities
. Abengoa Mojave Solar Project . East Brawley Geothermal
. Avenal Energy Power Plant . Mammoth Pacific 1 Replacement
. Beacon Solar Energy Project o Western GeoPower Plant and
. Blythe Solar Power Project Wind Energy Facilities
. Calico Solar Project . Catalina Renewable Energy Project
. Calipatria Solar Farm II . Ocotillo Express V/ind Energy
, Canizo Energy Solar Farm . San Diego County Wind Ordinance
. Catalina Renewable Energy Project . Tres Vaqueros Repowering Project
. Fink Road Solar Farm . Vasco V/inds Relicensing Project
. Genesis Solar Energy Project Biomass Facilities
. Heber Solar Energy Facility . Tracy Green Energy Project
. Imperial Valley Solar Project l)evelopment Projects
. Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating . Alves Ranch
. Maricopa Sun Solar Complex . Aviano
. Mt. Signal and Calexico Solar . Chula Vista Bayfront Master Plan
. San Joaquin Solar I & II . Columbus Salame
. Solar Gen II Projects . Concord Naval Weapons Station
. SR Solis Oro Loma . Faria Annexation
. Vestal Solar Facilities . Live Oak Master Plan
. Victorville 2 Power Project . Napa Pipe

. Roddy Ranch

. Rollingwood

. Sprint-Nextel Tower

Cas hen, Cu rr icu lum V itae
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Project Management

Mr. Cashen has managed several large-scale wildlife, forestry, and natural resource
management projects. Many of these projects have required hiring and training field
crews, coordinating with other professionals, and communicating with project
stakeholders. Mr. Cashen's experience in study design, data collection, and scientific
writing make him an effective project manager, and his background in several different
natural resource disciplines enable him to address the many facets of contemporary land
management in a cost-effective manner.

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE

WriWife Studies

. Peninsular Bighorn Sheep Resource Use and Behavior Study: (CA State Parks)

. "KV" Spotted Owl and Northern Goshawk Inventory: (USF,S, Plumas NF)

. Amphibian Inventory Project: (USFS, Plumas NF)

. San Mateo Creek Steelhead Restoration Project: (Trout Unlimited and CA Coastal
C ons erttancy, Orange County)

. Delta Meadows State Park Special-status Species Inventory: (CA State Parks,
Locke)

Natural Resources Management

. Mather Lake Resource Management Study and Plan - (Sacramento County)

. Placer County Vernal Pool Study - (Placer County)

. Weidemann Ranch Mitigation Project - (Toll Brothers, Inc., San Ramon)

. Ion Communities Biological Resource Assessments - (Ion Communities,
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties)

. Del Rio Hills Biological Resource Assessment - (The Wyro Company, Rio Vista)

Forestry

. Forest Health Improvement Projects - (CalFire, SD and Riverside Counties)

. San Diego Bark Beetle Tree Removal Project - (SDG&.E, San Diego Co.)

. San Diego Bark Beetle Tree Removal Project - (San Diego County/NRCS)

. Hillslope Monitoring Project - (CalFire, throughout Caliþrnia)

Cas hen, C u rriculum V i lae
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Biological Resources

Mr. Cashen has a diverse background with biological resources. He has conducted
comprehensive biological resource assessments, habitat evaluations, species inventories,
and scientific peer review. Mr. Cashen has led investigations on several special-status
species, including ones focusing on the foothill yellow-legged frog, mountain yellow-
legged frog, desert tortoise, steelhead, burrowing owl, California spotted owl, northern
goshawk, willow flycatcher, Peninsular bighorn sheep, red panda, and forest carnivores.

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE

Avian
. Study design and Lead Investigator - Delta Meadows State Park Special-Status

Species Inventory (CA State Parlcs: Locke)

. Study design and lead bird surveyor - Placer County Vernal Pool Study (Placer
County: throughout Placer County)

. Surveyor - Willow flycatcher habitat mapping (USFS: Plumas NF)

. Independent surveyor - Tolay Creek, Cullinan Ranch, and Guadacanal Village
restoration projects (Ducl<s Unlimited/USGS: San Pablo Bay)

. Study design and Lead Investigator - Bird use of restored wetlands research
(P enn sy lv ani a G am e C o mm is s i on : t hr o u ghout P enn sy lv ani a)

. Study design and surveyor - Baseline inventory of bird species at a 400-acre site
in Napa County (HCV Associates: Nopo)

. Surveyor - Baseline inventory of bird abundance following diesel spill (LFR
Levine-Fricke: Suisun Bay)

. Study design and lead bird surveyor - Green Valley Creek Riparian Restoration
Site (City of Fairfield: Fairfield, CA)

. Surveyor - Burrowing owl relocation and monitonng (US Navy: Dixon, CA)

. Surveyor - Pre-construction raptor and burrowing owl surveys (various clients
and locations)

. Surveyor - Backcountry bird inventory Qt[ational Park Service: Eagle, Alaska)

. Lead surveyor - Tidal salt marsh bird surveys (Point Reyes Bird Observotory:
throughout Bay Area)

. Surveyor - Pre-construction surveys for nesting birds (various clients and
locations)

Amphibian

. Crew Leader - Red-legged frog, foothill yellow-legged frog, and mountain
yellow-legged frog surveys (USFS: Plumas NF)

C as hen, C u rricul u m V i ! ae
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. Surve)¡or - Foothill yellow-legged frog surveys (PG&E: North Fork Feather
River)

. Surveyor - Mountain yellow-legged frog surveys (El Dorado lrrigation District:
D es o lation lVildernes s)

. Crew Leader - Bullfrog eradication (Trout Unlimited: Cleveland NF)

Fish and Aquatic Resources

. Surveyor - Hardhead minnow and other f,rsh surveys (USF^!.' Plumas NF)

. Surve)¡or - Weber Creek aquatic habitat mapping (El Dorado lrrigation District:
Placerville, CA)

. Surve)¡or - Green Valley Creek aquatic habitat mapping (City of Fairfield:
Fairfield, CA)

. GPS Specialist - Salmonid spawning habitat mapping (CDFG: Sacramento River)

. Surveyor - Fish composition and abundance study (PG&E: Upper North Fork
Feather River and Lake Almanor)

. Crew Leader - Surveys of steelhead abundance and habitat we (CA Coastal
Cons ervancy : Gualala River estuary)

. Crew Leader - Exotic species identification and eradication (Trout Unlimited:
Cleveland NF)

Mammals

. Principal Investigator - Peninsular bighorn sheep resource use and behavior study
(Caliþrnia State Parlcs: Freeman Properties)

. Scientific Advisor -Study on red panda occupancy and abundance in eastern

Nepal (The Red Panda Network: CA and Nepal)

. Surve)¡or - Forest carnivore surveys (University of CA: Tahoe NF)

. Surve)¡or - Relocation and monitoring of salt marsh harvest mice and other small
mammals (US Navy: Skagg's Island, CA)

. Surveyor - Surveys for Monterey dusky-footed woodrat. Relocation of woodrat
houses (Touré Associates : Prunedale)

Natural Resource Investigations / Multiple Species Studies

. Scientific Review Team Member - Member of the science review team assessing

the effectiveness of the US Forest Service's implementation of the Herger-
Feinstein Quincy Library Group Act.

. Lead Consultant - Baseline biological resource assessments and habitat mapping
for CDF management units (CDF: San Diego, San Bernardino, and Riverside
Counties)

Cashen, C u rri cul um Vi tae
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' Biological Resources Expert - Peer review of CEQA/NEPA documents (Adams
Broadwell Joseph & Cardoza: California)

' Lead Consultant - Pre- and post-harvest biological resource assessments of tree
removal sites (^lDG&E: San Diego County)

. Crew Leader - T&E species habitat evaluations for Biological Assessment in
support of a steelhead restoration plan (Trout Unlimited: Cleveland NF)

' Lead Investigator - Resource Management Study and Plan for Mather Lake
Regional Park (County of Sacramento: Sacramento, CA)

' Lead Investigator - Biological Resources Assessment for 1,070-acre Alfaro Ranch
property (Yubo County, CA)

' Lead Investigator - Wildlife Strike Hazard Management Plan (HCV Associates:
Napa)

' Lead Investigator - Del Rio Hills Biological Resource Assessment (The Wyro
Company: Rio Vista, CA)

' Lead Investigator - Ion Communities project sites (1on Communities: Riverside
and San Bernardino Counties)

. Surveyor - Tahoe Pilot Project: Validation of California's Wildlife Habitat
Relationships (CWHR) Model (University of California: Tahoe NF)

Forestry

Mr. Cashen has five years of experience working as a consulting forester on projects
throughout California. Mr. Cashen has consulted with landowners and timber operators
on forest management practices; and he has worked on a variety of forestry tasks
including selective tree marking, forest inventory, harvest layout, erosion control, and
supervision of logging operations. Mr. Cashen's experience with many different natural
resources enable him to provide a holistic approach to forest management, rather than just
management of timber resources.

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE

' Lead Consultant - CalFire fuels treatment projects (SD and Riverside Counties)

. Lead Consultant and supervisor of harvest activities - San Diego Gas and Electric
Bark Beetle Tree Removal Project (San Diego)

' Crew Leader - Hillslope Monitoring Program (CalFire: throughout Calfornia)
. Consulting Forester - Forest inventories and timber harvest projects (various

clients throughout Caliþrnia)

F¡.
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Grant Writing and Technical Editing

Mr. Cashen has prepared and submitted over 50 proposals and grant applications.
Many of the projects listed herein were acquired through proposals he wrote. Mr.
Cashen's clients and colleagues have recognized his strong scientihc writing skills and
ability to generate technically superior proposal packages. Consequently, he routinely
prepares funding applications and conducts technical editing for various clients.

PERMITS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Section 10(a)(1)(A) Recovery Permit for the Peninsular
bighorn sheep

CA Department of Fish and Game Scientific Collecting Permit

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS / ASSOCIATIONS

The Wildlife Society (Conservation Affairs Committee member)

Cal Alumni Foresters

Mt. Diablo Audubon Society

OTHBR AFFILIATIONS

Scientific Advisor and Grant Writer - The Red Panda Network
Scientif,rc Advisor - Mt. Diablo Audubon Society

Grant Writer - American Conservation Experience

Scientific Advisor and Land Committee Member - Save Mt. Diablo

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Instructor: Wildlife Management - The Pennsylvania State University, 1998

Teaching Assistant: Ornithology - The Pennsylvania State University,1996-1997

Cashen, Curriculum Vitae
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California Wildlife Habitat Relationships System
California l)epartment of Fish and Game

California Interagency Wildlife Task Group

Jeffiey Pine

Vegetation

Joe R. McBride

Structure-- The structure of the Jeffrey pine forest varies over its distribution. A
single tree layer is characteristic of Jeffrey pine stands on moderately dry sites, giving an

impression of openness, limited leaf area,light, and heat. On moist and mesic sites a
second tree layer exists which is composed of deciduous hardwood species, whereas on
dry sites evergreen hardwood species form the second tree layer. Conifer species provide
the second tree layer on xeric sites. The single (or upper) tree layer ranges from 30 to 50
m (98 to 164 ft) in height, but in some stands this layer may exceed 65 m (213 ft)
(Fowells 1965). The second tree layer, where it exists, varies from 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft)
in height. Complete (100 percent) crown cover is seldom encountered in Jeffrey pine
habitats. Most stands have typically between 40 and 70 percent crown cover in the
uppermost tree layer and usually less than 50 percent crown cover in the second layer,
except on moist sites where Aspen cover may approach 100 percent. In southern
California a krummholzform, where trees are only a few meters tall, is found at higher
elevations near timberline.

A sclerophyllous shrub layer is common to most Jeffrey pine stands except on
serpentine soils, extremely xeric sites where the shrub layer is absent (Jenkinson 1980),
and where the krummholz form exists. Height and crown cover of the shrub layer varies
with site characteristics. For example, taller shrub layers tp to 2 m (6 ft) with signihcant
crown (>70 percent) are common on more mesic sites.

Composition-- Jeffrey pine is the dominant species found in the upper tree layer. It
usually forms pure stands but may have as its associates ponderosa pine, Coulter pine,
sugar pine, lodgepole pine, timber pine, white fir, red fir, incense-cedar, and black
cottonwood. Jenkinson (1980) suggests that any stand in which Jeffrey pine makes up the
majority of the stocking should be recognized as Jeffrey pine. Dominant species

composition of the second tree layer consists of aspen on moist sites, California black oak
on mesic sites, and pinyon pine and western juniper on dry sites. Shrub species
composition varies between geographical regions. In the Klamath Mountains,
huckleberry, scrub oak,manzanita, Fremont silktassel and coffeeberry dominate the
shrub layer. Shrubs common to the Jeffrey pine type on the western slope of the Sierra
Nevada include huckleberry oak,manzanita, and mountain misery. East of the Sierra-
Cascade crest, the dominant shrub layer species include squaw currant, snowbush, and
greenleaf manzanila at higher elevations, and antelope bitterbrush, rabbitbrush, and

sagebrush at lower elevations. The shrub layer of Jeffrey pine stands in southern
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California is dominated by scrub oak, ceanothus, Siera chinquapin, martzatr;ita, Parish
snowberr¡r, and cherry. Herbaceous species common to the Jeffrey pine type in southern
California include rockcress, birdbeak, buckwheat, fritillary, groundsmoke, ivesia, þine,
rock melic, Bridge's penstemon, penstemon and needlegrass (Thorne 1977). Species
common to Jeffrey pine stands along the east slope of the Sierra Nevada include
squirreltail, blue wildrye, slender hairgrass, western needlegrass, woolly wyethia, and
pennyroyal.

Other Classifications-- Jeffrey pine has been included in the broad yellow pine forest
type of Munz and Keck Q9a9-50); pine-Douglas-fir, pine-fir, and pine-Douglas-fir-fir of
Jensen QgaT; Jeffrey pine of Parker and Matyas (1981), SAF (Eyre 1980), and
Cheatham and Haller (I975); the upper montane mixed conifer forest of Cheatham and
Haller (197 5); and type 42 - evergreen forest land of Anderson et al. (197 6). Jeffrey pine
is divided into two classes -northern Jeffrey pine forest and southern Jeffrey pine forest -
by Küchler (1977). Paysen et al. (1980) includes Jeffrey pine in the Ponderosa/Jeffrey
Pine Series of the Conifer Forest Subformation. Horton (1960) divides it between the
pine forest type and the sugar pine-white fir forest type, while Thorne (1975)(No Thorne
I975 Cite. There is a 1976 Cite. None placed in Lit Cite at end.) includes it in the yellow
pine forest.

Habitat Stages

Vegetation Changes-- 1;2-5:S-D. Old-growth Jeffrey pine stands exhibit an uneven-
aged structure. Analysis of fire scars and age structure suggests that prehistoric fires
played an impor[ant role in regeneration without destroying the overstory (McBride and
Laven I976); however, in southern California fires have recently eliminated large areas

of Jeffrey pine forest overstory because of accumulated surface fuels. The successional
pattern following these fires involves an initial fireweed stage, followed by a shrub stage
dominated by ceanothus and manzanita. 'Where canyon live oak is present in the second
tree layer, an oak stage develops instead of the more common shrub stage (Minnick
1976).In time, Jeffrey pine succeeds the shrub or oak stage to restore the original
vegetation.

Duration of Stages-- Jeffrey pine stands are self-perpetuating under a regime of
periodic surface f,rres. Tl,pical old-growth stands in southern California support trees up
to 450 years old. The age structure of these stands suggests that regeneration has occurred
about every 40 to 60 years (Laven1982). Where crown fires have created openings, the
fireweed stage lasts for 2 to 3 years, followed by the shrub stage which persists for 15 to
20 years. Extensive areas of ceanothus and manzanita (i.e., montane chaparral) and
canyon live oak woodland, resulting from large crown fires occurring in the last 70 years
in the San Bernardino Mountains, show no evidence of reestablishment of Jeffrey pine,
and fuither succession of these areas to Jeffrey pine is problematical. Forest harvesting
using selective cutting and sanitation-salvage methods has converted Jeffrey pine stands
to oak woodlands or montane chaparral in the San Bernardino Mountains (Minnick
1976)(Listed as Minnich in Lit Cite?). Where clearcutting or group selection cutting was
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followed by planting Jeffrey pine, the type has been successfully maintained.

Biological Setting

Habitat- The Jeffrey pine habitat is associated with Douglas-fir at its lower
elevations and subalpine conifer at its higher elevations in the Klamath Mountains. East
of the Sierra-Cascade crest it occurs between subalpine conifer at higher elevations and
pinyon-juniper or sagebrush at lower elevations. On the west side of the Sierra Nevada,
Jeffrey pine is generally found above Sierra: Nevada mixed conifer and below the
subalpine conifer or alpine dwarf shrub. On ultramafic soils at mid-elevations, Jeffrey
pine is surrounded by mixed conifer (Sierra Nevada and Klamath-enriched). In southern
California, Jeffrey pine is situated above ponderosa pine or blue oak-foothill pine on the
southern side of the Transverse and the southwestern side of the Peninsular Ranges. At
higher elevations in these mountains it gives way to subalpine conifer. At lower
elevations on the northern side of the Trans verse Range it adjoins pinyon-juniper. On the
northeastern side of the Peninsular Range, it is adjacent to the desert scrub or pinyon-
juniper. Areas of Jeffrey pine forest in the Peninsular Range east of San Diego are
surrounded by chamise (redshank) or are adjacent to pinyon-juniper type.

Wildlife Considerations-- Jeffrey pine is intermediate in species richness between
warlner forests- at lower elevations and colder forests at higher elevations in the Klamath
Mountains and on the west side of the Sierra Nevada. Its species richness exceeds that of
the adjacent upper elevation forests and lower elevation woodland and scrub types in
both the Transverse and Peninsular Ranges.

The value of the Jeffrey pine forest type as ahabitat for wildlife is due in large part to
the food value of the Jeffrey pine seeds. Pine seeds are included in the diet of more
wildlife species than any other genus except oak (Light 1973). The bark and foliage also
serve as important food sources for squirrels and mule deer. Jeffrey pine provides vital
nesting cover for several species such as nuthatch, brown creeper, woodpecker, and
northern flying squirrel. The southern rubber boa, a species listed as rareby the State of
California and sensitive by the U.S. Forest Service, is reported to occur in the Jeffrey pine
forest type in southern California (Cunningham 1966).

Physical Setting

Jeffrey pine occurs in a variety of physical seffings throughout its extensive range. The
tolerance of its dominant species to low temperatures allows the type to occupy the
borders of topographic frost pockets and high cold ridges (Haller 1959). It is commonly
found on soils developed from granite and lava flows, but can also develop as a type on
ultramafic soils (Walker 1954).Its distribution in northern California west of the
Sierra-Cascade crest is limited to such soils (Jenkinson 1980). Jeffrey pine is not
restricted by aspect or slope.
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Distribution

Jeffreypine ranges from 150 to2900 m (500 to 9500 ft), the actual range depending
upon latitude. The habitat covers extensive areas in the Klamath Mountains, North Coast
Range, Cascade Range, Modoc Plateau, Sierra Nevada, Transverse Range, and the
Peninsular Range in California. It also occurs in Oregon, Nevada, and Baja California.
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CALIFORNIA WILDLIFE HABITAT RELATIONSHIPS SYSTEM
WOODED HABITAT SAMPLING DATASHEET

Date: Sample Crew: Plot Number: Location:

Visual estimate at plot center before sampling: CWHR habitat type, size class and canopy closure class
Structure: Even-structure: ,ot Uneven-structure:

Standards For Tree Size Standards For Canoov Closure

CWHR C'WHR Size Class Conifer Crown Diameter Hardwood Crom DBH CWHR C'WHR Closure Veg. Cover (Canopy

I Seedlins tree nla nlî <1.0' S Sparse Cover 10.0-24.9%

2 Saplins tree nJa <15.0' l0 59 P Open cover 25.0-19.9%

3 Pole tree <12.o', 15.0'-29.9' 6 0 10 9 M Mod. Cover 40.0-59.9%

4 Small tree 12 ¡',-23.9' 30 0'-44.9' 110 239

5 Medium/large tree >24.o', >45.0' >24 0" Uneven-structure : >3 CWHR size classes, or if only 2
classes present, then the classes must skip an intervening

6 Multi-layered tree A distinct layer ofsize class 5 trees over a distinct layer ofsize
class4 and/or 3 trees, and total tree canopy ofthe layers > 600lo

(layers must have ¡-10 0% canopy cover and distinctive height
senaration)

class (e.9, 5 and 3 present but not 4) with distinctive height
separation. Plots are even-strucfured if they do not meet
uneven-structure definition.

Record species and dbh fiom all live woody stems > 5.0" dbh in a 0. 1-acre circular plot (3 7.2 ft radius) Crown diameter and height are fiom I tree/ca¡dinal compass quarter

understory trees depending on relative crown position, while suppressed trees should always be understory trees.

Stem # Specics Over/
under

dbh
(0 I in) in) rn

Crown
diam (ft)

Ht (ft) pr-çî 1/4
qud quad

Stem # Species Over/
unde¡

dbh
(0 I in)

Crown
diam (ft).

Hr (ft) pt-ctr
I /4 quad

)6
2 )'7

)2
4 )s

l0
Á

1)

I
g 2L

l) i5
76

') '\7

3 1R

4 i9
5 40
Á

1 4)
R 42,

s AA

)(\ 45

46
)) 47

)1 d9.

24 49

OVERSTORY CANOPY COVER MEASUREMENT
Qyg¡q¡gry cover hits (+) and misses (0) measured through a sighting tube at 6.2 ft. intervals beginning at the North stake and proceeding along the N-S axis for I 3 readings,
thenfiomtheEaststakealongtheE-Waxisforl2readingsandskippingthecenterstake. Takereadingswithtubeheldoverthe6.2ft.interval.
Percent Cover: L (no. hitÐ/25)) + 100.

E-W:

I

(Center stake)

N-S
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California Wildlife Habitat Relationships System
California Department of Fish and Game

California Interagency Wildlife Task Group

FISHER

Family: MUSTELIDAE
Ml55

Martes pennanti

Order: CARNIVORA Class: MAMMALIA

Written by: G. Ahlbom
Reviewed by: M. White
Edired by: M. White, G. Ahlborn

DISTRIBUTION, ABUNDANCE, AND SEASONALITY

Uncommon permanent resident of the Siena Nevada, Cascades, and Klamath Mts.; also
found in a few areas in the North Coast Ranges (Grinnell et al. 1937). Occurs in intermediate
to large-tree stages ofconiferous forests and deciduous-riparian habitats with a high percent
canopy closure (Schempf and White 1977).

SPECIFIC HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

Feeding: Fishers arelargely carnivorous. Eat rabbits and hares, especially snowshoe
hares, and rodents (mice, porcupines, squirrels, mountain beavers), shrews, birds, fruits, and
carrion. Prey on ground surface and in trees. Fishers are opportunistic; they search for small
mammals, and pounce on, or chase prey. Also dig out prey. Grenfell (1919) reported that the
most important food item in the stomachs of 8 fishers was false truffle, a subterranean fungus.

Cover: Fishers use cavities in large trees, snags, logs, rock areas, or shelters provided by
slash or brush piles. Dense, mature stands of trees also provide cover, especially in winter.

Reproduction: Fishers den in a variety of protected cavities, brush piles, logs, or under an

uptumed tree. Hollow logs, trees, and snags are especially important.

'Water: May require drinking water.

Pattern: Suitable habitat for fishers consists oflarge areas ofmature, dense forest stands

with snags and greater than 50Yo canopy closure.

SPECIES LIFE HISTORY

Activity Pattems: Active yearlong. Mostly noctumal and crepuscular, some diurnal
activity.

Seasonal Movements/Migration: Non-migratory.

Home Range: In Ontario, Canada, home ranges were estimated at 38 km'(10 mi')
(deVos 1952), ln Massachusetts, home ranges averaged19.2km'(74 mi'), and varied from
6.6 to 39.6knf (2.5 to 15.3 mi'?). Home ranges usually smaller in summer than in winter
(Kelly 1977). The long axis of home range tends to parallel valleys. Home ranges of 3 adult
males in Trinity Co. averaged 14 knf (5.4 mi') (Buck et al, 1979). The fishers in Trinity Co.
appeared to have regularly used travel routes within the home ranges (Buck et al. 1979)

Territory: Fishers appear to be territorial (Powell 198lb).

Reproduction; Females breed a few days after parturition; implantation of the embryo is
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delayed until the following winter. Post-implantation active growth lasts about 30 days (Powell
l98lb). Young bom February through May. Litter size averages 2.7,and ranges from l-4,
rarely 5. Young remain with female until late autumn. Males and females become sexually
mature in the first or second yr (Powell 1982).

Niche: Few animals prey on fishers other than humans. Fishers are one of the few
specialized predators on porcupines. Have been transplanted into Oregon, West Virginia,
and other states for porcupine control (Hooven 1971, Powell l98la, l98lb,1982). Long-term
studies suggest that fishers predominantly are terrestrial (Powell 1981b).
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To: Steven Kerns
Wildlands Resource Managers
P.O. Box 102

Round Mountain, CA 96084

From: Jim Paulus
Consulting Botanist, EMA Associates
PO Box 244
Bishop, CA 93515

RE; Plant communities found at the Basalt Canyon Geothermal

June 18,2001

Exploration Survey Area

Dea¡ Mr. Kerns,

I am writing to inform you of results of botanical survey work I have recently completed
within the approximately 800 acre Basalt Canyon geothermal exploration area of the proposed
Mammoth Pacific Geothermal Project. The botanical survey was performed to determine the
presence or absence of sensitive plant sp€cies. All of the land stweyed is located west of
Highway 395 north of the Highway 203 exit, near the Town of Mammoth Lakes, Mono Coun.ty,

California and is administered by the Inyo National Forest.
Great Basin Mixed Scrub and Jeffrey Pine Forest plant communiries were fou¡rC rn

cunently undeveloped, rolling hills and steep slooes, crossed by many dirt roads and bicycle
t¡ails. ''ìvf u¡;;hy 'Sulch", i!. cyl.-iìtúiêi ùsirú.i1cha;n-.,.*;lei; !iig;l',;"r'2C3 ¡lc; úc southern
edge of the survey area (Figure l), No other hydrologic features (streams, seeps, wet meadows)
were encountered. My survey strategy was floristic, striving to identif every species occurring
along the transects. I have attached a list of the species found.

Typical dominants of the Great Basin Mixed Scrub were found at high frequencies at
lower elevations, especially big sagebrush(Artemísia tridentata), antelope bush (Pursåia
nidentata), while tobacco bnrsh (Ceanothus velutinus) and manzanita (Arctostaphylos
nevadensis and A. patula) were resticted to patches on the steep slopes of the ridge west of
Highway 395. Dominanceby A. tridentata was usually 60-80%, and scn¡b height averaged I m.
Perennial grasses (Achnatherum hymenoides, A. occidentalis, A. nevadens¡s, and Leymus
cinereus) make up a significant percentage of the Mixed Scrub cover, Riparian vegetation was
not found where M.,rphy Gulch (a conduit for runofffrom impervious surfaces in Mammoth
Lakes, upstream) bisected rolling hills dominated by Great Basin Mixed Scrub. However, a few
patches of pine, and thick but small stands of shrubs such as bitter cherry (Prunus emarginata),
were present to provide cover for animals. Deer sign was relatively profuse along the length of
the Gulch.

Forest canopy cover is nearly monospecific Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyi) at lower
elevations. On steeper slopes nea¡ the ridge line west of Highway 395, white fir (Abies concolor),
pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla), and jr.uriper (luniperus occidentalis) a¡e mixed into the Forest
canopy. Forest floor cover consisting of sometimes dense perennial grasses (mostly Poa
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wheeleri) and snowberry (Symphoricarpos rotundifolia) was found to be widespread. Habitat
quâlity for deer in otherwise dense Forest near the eastern edge of the survey area is probably
further enhanced by the high frequency of small, shnrbby forest gaps.

Larger openings in the Forest canopy occur on the steeper slopes of higher elevations in
the study area Great Basin Mixed Scrub of higber diversity, rangrng from nearly impassable
inclusions of Tobacco Brush Chaparral to more oper¡ herb-dominated inclusions of low
Buckwheat Scrub, was found on these dry steep slopes. The frequency of the browse qpecies P.
nidentata occasionally increases to> 9}%o,and these area:¡ were associated with higü use by
mule deer. Patches of desert peach (Prunus andersonií) showed similar relatively high usage by
deer.

I did not see a lot of sign of deer use in Scrub-covered lower slopes cental to the Basalt
Canyon study area. I saw about 15 deer during the 8 days I have spent on site, all in Mnrphy
Gulch, at the forest/scrub interfaces on lower slopes, and in heavy scrub cover on higher slopes. I
did not find any urater sources on the study area at the time of the survey. I believe the nea¡est
surface water is Sherwin Creek south of Highway 203. Gror¡rd squirrels are common in Murphy
Gulch. I obscrved a pair of red-tailed hawks on several consecutivc days near the rocþ outcrop
on the ridgeline west of Highway 395. Smaller migratory birds were the only other wildlife
observed duing this work.

I hope this helps with yoru wildlife assessrrent. Call me at (760) 873-8516 if you have
any questions.

Yous truly,

James R Paulus, Ph.D.

cc. Dwight Carey
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Pl¡nt F¡¡nlll¡s ¡nd Spccb¡ Hlbtr Scn¡b Fonst Dlsturò.d

8or¡ginacaa€

Cry ptanth a c¡rcumscissa
Cry pt anth a co nfe rtilo li a
Cryptantha echineila
Cryptantha micrantha

8¡ass¡{åcæc

Arabis holboelill vaí relüofracta
Arabis inyoensis
Arabis platysperma var. ptatysperma
Anbis puberula
Arabis pulchn vaí putchra
A¡abis sparsif,ora va¡. sparsif,ora
D e sc ura ì ni a cal¡fomiea
Descurainia sophia r
Erysimum capitatum ssp. capitalum
Lepicllum clesif,orum var. macrocarpum
Thety podi u m m i I lellorum

Ceffidlaccac

Symphorlcarpo s totundilotius v ar. parishii
Symphoricarp s rotundifolius v ar. rotundifoli us

Garpphy'hccac

Stellaria borealis ssp. srfct ana

Chcnopodkrceac

Che no podi u m am bro s ¡oide s
Chenopdium îollosum
C ha no podi u m pztericola
Grayia sprnosa
Sa/sola ùagus

Erfu¡aco¡c

Atclo sl a phy I os ne yadens¡ls

Arctostaphylos patula

Fabaceae

Astragalus purshii
Lupinus albicaulis
Lupinus andersonii
Lupinus ar.genteus var. hetennthus
Lupinus biælor
Trilotium andersonii var beailyae

Fagaceaa

Chrysole pis sempervirens

Ger¡niaccac

Erodium cicutarium

jN_2.xEalùol
Jemos R. Paulus, Ph.D.

NAH

NPH

NAH

NAH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPH

NAH

IAH

NBH

NBH

NBH

NS

NS

NPH

IAH

IAH

NAH

NS

IAH

NS

NS

NPH

NPH

NPH

NPI.I

NAH

NPH

NS

IAH

x
x
x
x

.x
x

XMG

x
x
x
x
x
x

XMG

x

XMG

x
xFo
x

x

IFU

Bosût Canyon G.othañd Suvays
.Sonsitfu¡ Spoq'¡s Sr¿rcâ

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
I
I
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Lil ol plant spccics ocæuning in thc arca of thc Basalt Canyon Gcothcrm.l Éçloråtlon. H.bit q¡mm.tizcs thc arotlü lorm

of..ch spcc¡es. Pbnts occuncd ln onc of fourhabitats. Habil codss arc deflncd bclou

Plrnt Fa¡r¡lllc¡ rnd Spcclcs

Occunence in Study Aæa
ll¡tút Scrub Forclt Dllurbcd

Cupressaceae

Juniperus ocr;¡dentalis

Dryopteridaccac

Woodsia oregana

Plnacac

Abies concolor
Pinus contorta ssp. muîayana
Pinus llexilis (?, 1 ind.)
Pinus jeflreyi
Hnus monophylla

Olc.ilt

A¡naranthacæe

Amannthus califomicus

Apiaccac

Cymopterus terebinthinus var. or,taeus

Aleøce¡c
Acltillea millefolium
4a's . ' dauoe vaí le;¡n¡¿ta..J ' Y

Agosens retrcrsa
Ambrosia ecanth¡cdrpa
Artemisia cana ssp. bolanderi
Aftemisia clouglasiana
Ademisia trídentata
Aster ascpndens
Chaenaclis levl'oides
Chrysothamnus nauseosus
Chrysothamnus patryi ssp. navadensls
C hry soth am n u s te¡etifo I i us
Chrysothamnus viscidif,orus ssp. puöerulus
Chrysothamnus viscidillorus ssp. yr'scdríorus

Crepis acuminata
Machaeranthera canesc€ns ver. canescans
Rigiopappus leptocladus
Senecr'o aron¡coides
Senecio inteçnimus var. exaltatus
Stephanomoria paniculata
Stephanameria spinosa
Tetndymia canescens
Tragopogan dubius
Wyethia mollis

jrya_2.xls 6/1ùO1
Jamcs R. Paulus, Ph D-

NT

NPH

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

XMG

XMG

XMG

x

NAH

NPH

xFU

xPO

Baselt Cenyon G.olh.m¿l Suryays
Scasiûvc Spcabs Scarcâ

NPH TI.IG

irPH \
NPH X

NAH

NSx
NPH XMG

NSx
NPH X

NAHX
NSx
NSx
NSx
NSx
NSX
NPH X

NPH X

NAH

NPH TMG

NPH XMG

NAH X

NPH X

NSX
IBH

NPH X
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Plant Frmlllcr ¡nd Spcclc¡ Scrub Forcl Dl¡tu¡bcd

Grossubrlacqae

Ribes cereum var. cereum

Hydrophyllaccac

Nama aretioides vel mult¡florum
Nama califomicum
Nama rothrockíi
Phacelia biælor
Ph a ce Il a v a I I ¡ s+n o rt a a
Phacelia glandulilera
Phacslia hastata ssp. /,a$afa
Phacella sp.

Lamhccac

Monardella odoratissima ssp. odoraflssima

Loasaccae

Menfuelia congesta
Mentzelia dr'spersa
Mentzelia veatch¡ana

Onagraccae

Gayophytum ditrusum ssp. pauiflorum

Papavreceae

Argemone minuta

Polernonnccae

Nlophyttum gilioides
Gilia brecciantm ssp. brecciarum
E¡iastrum sparsif,orum
Le pt odac:tylon p unge n s
Unanthus nuttallii ssp. puôescens
Phlox condensata
Phlox gncilis
Phlox stansburyi

Polygonacêãê

Eriogonum maculatum
Eriogonum ovalifolium
Eriogonum paríshii
Eriogonum umbellatum
EriogÞnum umbellatum var. nevadense
Polyganum arenaslrum
Potygonum polygaloides
Rumex cnspus

Porlulacaccaê

Calyptridium monosperm um
Calyptridium umbellatum

jrya_2.xß A1ùO1
Jamcs R. Paulus, Ph.D,

NS

NAH

NAH

NPH

NAH

NAH

NAH

NPH

NAH

NPH

NAH

NAH

NAH

NAH

NPH

x
x
xx

x
x
x

x
x
x

NAH X

NAH X

NAH X

NPH X

NPH X

NSx
NAH XMG
NPH X

NAH

NPH

NAH

NS

NS

IAH

NAH

IPH

NPH

NPH

x
x
x
x
x

x
XMG

xx
x

Bas.lt C.nyon Geothcrmal Sutvcys
S¡aslllyc Spcacs Scrrclr
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i

t

Rh¡mnacca¡

Ceanothus velutinus
Rhamnus sg.

Ranunculaccgc

Delphinium d. parishii

Recoac
Ame I anchie r ufal¡ensr,s
Holodiscus miaophyllus var. midophyllus
Prunus andersonii
Prunus emetginata
Rosa woodsii' Purshia tídentata var. tídentata

Rutiaccac

Galium mulliflorum
Kelloggia galioides

ScrÞphuhrh,caat

C a stil lej a anguíífo lia
Mlmulus nenus
Ofthocarpus luteus
Penstemon azure u s var. angusfisslmus
Penstemon rcstn'llorus
Verbascum fåapsus

Sohnaccac

Chamaesancha nana
Nicotiana acuminata v ar. multif,ora

Vlobccac

Viola purpurca ssp. yenose

NS

NS

NPH

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NPH

NPH

NPH

NAH

NPH

NPH

NPH

IBH

NPH

IAH

NPH

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

XMG

x

x
II

x
x
x
x

I

IE

x
xFU

Monocots

Cyperaceae

Carex douglasü
Carex micrcpterc
Carex raynoldsü
Cyperus laevþatus

Juncaceac

Juncus mexicanus

Ul¡accac

Allium etrorubens var. cristalum
Calochottus leichtlinii

jrpa_Z.xß A1&A1
J¡øas R. Paulus, Ph.D,

NPGL X

NPGL XMG
NPGL

NPGL

NPGL

NPGL

NPGL

XFU

IPO

XMG

x
Etszlt Canyon Gcothumd Survoys

Srasiúlv¡ Spcgrs Sr¡rctr
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Pl¡nt Famllics and Specl¡r ll¡bil Scrub Forcsl Dllurbcd

Poaceae

jrp4_2.ils A1ùO1
Jamcs R. Paulus, Ph.D

Achnatherum hymenoides NPc x x
Achnatharum nerledens,s NPc x x x
Achnatherum occidentalis ssg. cel¡fomicum Npc x
Achnatherum occidental¡s ssp. puDescÉns Npc x
Agropyron deseftorum rPG x
Bromus laevipes NPG x
Bromus madritensis ssp. ruÞens ßc x x x
Brcmus suksdorfr¡ NPc x
Btpmus teclorum LAG x x x
Cynodon clac'tylon rPG xpo
Dactylis glomerata rPG xMG
Elymus elymoides ssp. elymoldes Npc x x
Hesperostipa comata ssp. cûrnefa NpG x
Hordeum brachyantherum ssg. bnchyantharum NpG x
Hordaumjubatum NPG x
Leymus cinereus Npc x x
Leymus tritíc-oides NPG xPo
Melica striúa NPG x x
Muhlenbergia richardsonis NPG

Poa fendleriana ssp. Iongiligula Npc x
Poa palustris rPG xMG
Poa pratensis tPG x x
Poa wheeleri NPG x
PseudoroegnerÍa soicata ssp. spicafa Npc xMG

key to growth habit codes:
¡ annual
a þiennial
G grass
cL grass.like
H herb
Hs half-shrub
r ¡ntroduced
¡¡ native
e perenníal
s shrub

key lo occunence codes: Mc restricted to channel at Murphy Gulch
FU restricted to disturbed fumarole areas
po relricled to disturbed poncting basin

at erlreme eastem tip of survey area

Btsalt Canyon Gcotll.'4¡,r,tl Sutvcys
Scnstvc Spcobs Sc¡¡câ
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PREFACE

The Bi-State Planning Group consists of local biologists, land managers, land users, and
others who share a common concern for the Greater Sage-Grouse in western Nevada and
Eastern California. The Greater Sage-Grouse Conseruation Plan for the Br-Sfafe Plan Area
of Nevada and Eastern California -FIRST EDITION- represents more than two years of
collaborative analyses and planning. Still, with much that has been accomplished, our work
is not done.

The Bi-State Planning Group remains intact and committed to:

The extensive effort that has been given to this process speaks to the value and energy of
local planning and the en Libra process. The members of the Bi-State Planning Group wish
to express our gratitude to Governor Kenny Guinn for the opportunity to participate in this
important project that either directly or indirectly affects us all.

vt
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

',.1 Background
Sage-grouse populations in Nevada have been in decline for the last two decades. ln some
areas their habitat has been degraded or decreased by both human and natural causes.
The decline has placed the species in jeopardy, and a listing under the Endangered Species
Act is under consideration.

ln recognition of the importance of sage-grouse conservation, Nevada Governor Kenny
Guinn appointed a task force which became known as the "Governor's Sage-grouse
Conservation Team." ln August 2000 the Governor's Team was organized and included
representatives from industry, Native Americans, conservation organizations, land
management agencies, legislators, and professional biologists. This team prepared a sage-
grouse conservation strategy that offered tools, resources, and current scientific information
to local planning groups to formulate a statewide Sage-grouse Conservation Plan.

Local planning groups were charged with developing workable solutions to specific on-
the-ground challenges. Local groups were asked to consider alternatives, develop
strategies, and implement plans for natural resource management actions that will enhance
and benefit sage-grouse. The local plans are intended to form the cornerstones of a
statewide conservation agreement.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this plan is to repoft the conservation strategies developed by the Bi-State
Planning group. This plan addresses important plan components recommended by the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Policy for Evaluation of Conservation Efforts when
Making Listing Decisions (PECE Policy) including agreements among agencies,
implementation schedules, adaptive management, and financial strategies to implement the
plan.

The goals of the Governor's Sage-grouse Conservation Team are as follows:

1. Create healthy, self-sustaining sage-grouse populations throughout the species'
historic range by:

sagebrush ecosystems, and

2. Have locally functional, well-informed groups throughout sage-grouse range in
Nevada, empowered to actively contribute to sage-grouse conservation while
balancing habitat, bird, and economic considerations.
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2.0 GONSERVATION ASSESSMENT APPROAGH

2.3 Genetic Background for the Bi-State Sage-grouse Populations

ln the late 1990s the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (WAFWA), Sage-
grouse and Columbian Sharptailed Grouse Technical Committee solicited a research
proposal to facilitate a better understanding of gene flow, genetic diversity and evolutionary
history between greater sage-grouse populations across their range and to determine the
validity of the eastern and western subspecies. The research effort initiated by the
University of Denver included collection, processing, and analysis of DNA extracted from
tissue samples taken from greater sage-grouse across their range. Each western state
wildlife agency within the range of the greater sage-grouse contributed funds towards this
effort. The results from this research are reported in Benedict et al. (2003) and Taylor
(2001).

The initial research by Benedict et al. (2003), sequenced a rapidly evolving portion of the
mitochondrial control region in 332 birds from 16 populations across the greater sage-
grouse range. This research did not find genetic evidence to support the delineation of the
eastern and western subspecies. However, this research did reveal that the Greater sage-
grouse population(s) within the Bi-State Conservation Planning Area contain an unusually
high proportion of unique haplotypes (genetic markers). Benedict et al. (2003) concluded
that geographic isolation and lack of gene flow within neighboring populations has been
extensive enough to allow populations within the Bi-State Planning Area to develop an
unusually large amount of genetic distinctiveness.

Research conducted by Sonja Taylor (2001) used nuclear DNA markers instead of
mitochondrial DNA markers as were used in Benedict et al. (2003). Mitochondrial DNA is
maternally inherited and is relatively small compared to the nuclear genome. Nuclear data
can often uncover additional variation in the male genetic contribution. Taylor's (2001)
research using nuclear DNA further supported the hypothesis that geographic isolation and
genetic drift have caused the Mono County (CA) and Lyon County (NV) populations to
become genetically distinct from other greater sage-grouse. Taylor (2001) explains in her
thesis that although Mono/Lyon populations may be considered a Management Unit as
defined by Moritz (1994) because significant divergence of alleles at nuclear and
mitochondrial loci have been demonstrated, these populations would not be considered an
Evolutionary Significant Unit (lt[oritz 1994). Although the uniqueness of mitochondrial
haplotypes in the Mono/Lyon sage-grouse suggests that interbreeding with neighboring
populations has not occurred in recent history, based on the number of haplotypes found,
there is no evidence of any recent genetic bottlenecks within these populations (Taylor
2001).

General observations indicate that there are no obvious physical or morphological
differences in the Mono/Lyon population that distinguish it from other greater sage-grouse
populations, Young et al. (1994) did find some level of difference between California and
Colorado populations while studying behavioral characteristics of sage-grouse across their
range. This observation, along with the previous research, led to the development of a
cooperatively funded research project, in the spring of 2001. The principle researcher was
Sonja Taylor (UOD) funded by CDFG, BLM, and Quail Unlimited, lnc. This study was
designed to compare male sage-grouse strut displays from Lassen County (CA) and Nye
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County (NV) with the strut displays from Mono County (CA) and Lyon County (NV) and to
compare morphological measurements as well. Preliminary results for the behavioral
analysis indicates that there are no significant differences in male sage-grouse strut displays
between birds within the Bi-State Conservation Planning Area and Lassen County (CA) and
Nye County (NV) birds. (Taylor and Young unpublished results) However, due to a lack of
morphometric samples, the morphological comparison portion of this study (measurements
of bill, tarsus, wing cord, and weight) was not completed. Additional sampling is proposed
below to answer genetic questions surrounding the Mono/Lyon populations.

C o nservati o n Acti o n : Geneti c Resea rch andsjllllpli4g

Risk: Lack of information on the genetic status of the Mono/Lyon sage-grouse populations.

Obiective: Determine the spatial extent of this genetically unique population and further
describe the genetic uniqueness of the greater sage-grouse in the Bi-State area. lf the
Mono/Lyon sage-grouse are found to be an Evolutionary Significant Unit, determine the
population boundary to facilitate management planning and actions by identifying critical
conservation linkages.

Rationale: Comparison of genetic markers between adjacent PMUs should help define the
edges or boundaries of this population, and evidence of genetic integration with adjacent
populations.

Proiect Descriotion: Sage-grouse blood, tissue, or feathers will be collected in conjunction
with ongoing sage-grouse telemetry study captures and as specifically needed for this study.
Samples will be analyzed for genetic characterization that will determine the genetic
uniqueness of the Mono/Lyon sage-grouse populations.

Table 2.1 lists areas that have been sampled and areas that remain to be sampled for
genetic markers that would support or refute the finding of an Evolutionary Significant Unit.
Figure 2-1 shows sampling locations.

LeqalAuthoritv: CDFG, NDOW, BLM, USFS, NRCS, BlA, USGS, USFWS

Procedural Requirements: NDOW and/or CDFG certification of field personnel to assure
proper handling of sage-grouse and proper collection and handling of sample specimens.

Fundino Source: USFWS research grant (potential).

lmplementation Process:
1. Agency staff (CDFG, NDOW, BLM, USFS, NRCS, BlA, USGS, USFWS) will develop

a 'research needed' proposal to be reviewed by the Bi-State Conservation Planning
group.

2. The proposal will be used to solicit contract bids from several universities with
genetic research facilities (i.e. UNR, UOD, UCB, UC Davis).

3. The interagency team will search for grant funds.
4. ln the interim, the interagency team will continue to collect and store blood, tissue, or

feathers when feasible.
5. All future captures within the Bi-State planning area will gather morphometric

samples to facilitate the completion of this portion of the study.
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Level of Partnership Commitment: The interagency team acknowledges the incredible effort
made by Mr. Steve Pellegrini and his students (Yerington High School Science lnstructor)
who have trapped, sampled, and marked many sage-grouse within Nevada PMUs in
coordination with NDOW. The interagency team will continue to coordinate these efforts
and provide assistance as needed to insure consistent handling, sampling, and marking
protocols are followed throughout the Bi-State planning area.
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Table 2-1 Greater Sage-Grouse DNA Sampling: Bi-State Sage-grouse Conservation Planning Area, September 2003.

Spanish
Springs
Reserve

6 14
Not

Analyzed

Within WashoeiModoc Planning Unit
but needed to determine the Bi-State
potential DPS extent.

Steve Pellegrini holds 6 unanalyzed
samples.
Mike Dobel (NDOW) - sage-grouse
location information.

Palomino
Valley 1 19

Not
Analyzed

Within Washoe/Modoc Planning Unit
but needed to determine the Bi-State
potential DPS extent.

Steve Pellegrini holds 1 unanalyzed
sample.
Mike Dobel (NDOW) - sage-grouse
location information.

Virginia
Range 0 20 N/A

To be added to Bi-State Planning
Area. Steve Pellegriniwill talk to
landowners to determine the potential
to trap and sample sage-grouse.

Steve Pellegrini - sage-grouse location
information.
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Pine Nut PMU 0 20 N/A

Need to collect 20 samples in approx.
3 areas along the Pine Nut Range
and to discuss sampling on
Reservation Land.

John Axtel (BLM), Walt Mandeville
(NDOW, retired), Steve Pellegrini -
sage-grouse location information.

Desert
Creek/Fales

PMU

20
DC
10

SW
16 JA
10w

B

0
Not

Analyzed

20 samples collected by Steve
Pellegrini et al. in the Desert Creek
area and 10 collected in the northern
Sweetwater - both Nevada locations.
16 samples collected in Jackass by
CDFG and USGS, and 10 collected
in BurchamMheeler area by USGS
et al.

Steve Pellegrini holds 20 unanalyzed
samples.
Walt Mandeville (NDOW, retired) sage-
grouse location information.
Mike Casazza (USGS) holds 22
unanalyzed samples (12 Írom Jackass,
1 0 from Burcham/Wheeler;
Sonja Taylor (UOD) holds 3 from
Jackass and 1 from Wheeler.

Mt. Grant
PMU

15
10

Not
Analyzed

15 samples collected by Steve
Pellegrini et al. in the southwestern
portion of the PMU. Need to sample
in the Mt. Grant area and to the north
of Mt Grant within the PMU

Steve Pellegrini holds approx. 15
unanalyzed samples;
Walt Mandeville (NDOW, retired)
coord inated sage-grouse location
information;
Sonja Taylor (UOD) 18 analyzed, taken
from the wing tissue collected by NDOW
for both Mineral and Lvon counties.

Bodie Hills
Hunt Zone

26 0
20+

analyzed

20+ samples were collected via wing
samples within the North Mono Hunt
Zone which comprises the majority of
the PMU. These samples were
analyzed by UOD and results are
included in Benedict et al. and Sonja
Taylor's Masters Thesis.
6 additionalsamples have been
collected bv USGS et al.

Sonja Taylor (UOD) 20+ analyzed, holds
some unanalyzed samples from the wing
tissue.
Mike Casazza (USGS) holds 6
unanalyzed samples.
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Note: Sonja Taylor (UOD) - Holds a total of 181 samples from California. Of those 96 are from Mono and lnyo counties. UOD have
extracted DNA from 43 of the 96 samples, approximately 20 each from the Bodie Hills and Long Valley Hunt Zones. CDFG sent 6 additional
samples to UOD in February 2003 from Jackass, Wheeler, Parker Bench, Parker Meadows areas.

South Mono
Hunt Zone
and South
Mono PMU

31 0
20+

analyzed

20+ samples were collected via wing
samples within the South Mono/lnyo
Hunt Zone which comprises the
majority of the South Mono PMU and
the CA portion of the White Mtns
PMU. These samples were analyzed
by UOD and results are included in
Benedict et al. and Sonja Taylor's
Masters Thesis. Based up hunter
permit data, these wing samples
most likely came from Long Valley.
12 samples were taken during
trapping operations in the Parker
area outside the hunt zone but within
the PMU.

Sonja Taylor (UOD) - 20+ analyzed
samples, holds some unanalyzed
samples from the wing tissue and 2 from
resent trapping in the Parker area.
Mike Casazza (USGS) - holds 10
unanalyzed samples from the Parker
area.

White Mtns
PMU

1 19 l analyzed

1 sample collected by NDOW et al. in
the northern Whites and analyzed by
UOD and found to be a novel
haplotype. Need additional samples
in this area. Also need samples from
CA side of the Whites and the
Truman Meadows area of NV.

Tom Dunn NV BLM
Gary Milano (USFS) - sage-grouse
location information

Churchhill
County NV

18 0 18

1B samples were collected via wing
samples taken in Churchhill Co. NV.
These samples were analyzedby
UOD and results are included in
Benedict et al.

Mike Dobel (NDOW) collection
Sonja Taylor (UOD)

Nye County
NV

20 0 20

20 samples were collected via wing
samples taken in Nye Co. NV. These
samples were analyzed by UOD and
results are included in Benedict et al.

Mike Dobel (NDOW) collection
Sonja Taylor (UOD)
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INSERT FIGURE 2-1
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2.4 Risk Assessment and Conseruat¡on Strategy Approach
The Bi-State Planning Group was organized into six committees to facilitate local
participation, one for each PMU. Each PMU group worked independently to conduct field
trips, evaluate sage-grouse habitat condition, identify risks, and formulate conservation
strategies to address specific risks. A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) consisting of
professional biologists, land users, and land managers provided direction and definition to
the local PMU groups, as needed, to assure consistency and a sound technical approach
throughout the plan area.

The methods used for habitat condition assessment were consistent with the
recommendations in the Governor's Conservation Strategy and are included in Appendix B.
Each PMU group evaluated sagebrush sites and assessed habitat condition according to
the Governor's Team definitions. The PMU groups used NRCS Soil Surveys and Ecological
Site Descriptions, where available, to identify sagebrush-dominated ecological sites within
each PMU.

The following Conservation Strategies provide an overall framework for sage-grouse
conservation in the Bi-State Plan area. This framework will be used by land managers and
participating private land owners to address the threats and guide the management actions
at the local planning level.

1. Ensure no net /oss of sage-grouse breeding populations within the Bi-State Planning
Area.

2. Maintain and restore (improve) sagebrush and associated habitats critical to the
long-term viability of sage-grouse populations within the Bi-State Planning Area.

3. ldentify and eliminate or substantially reduce threats to sage-grouse populations and
habitats within the Bi-State Planning Area.

4. ldentify and implement scientifically and economically sound management strategies
applicable to the management of sage-grouse populations and habitats within the Bi-
State Planning Area.

5. ldentify impoftant data gaps and implement scientific data collection effotfs specific
to sage-grouse populations and habitats within the Bi-State Planning Area.

6. Develop active, well informed local planning groups committed to the development
and implementation of sage-grouse conseruation actions within the Bi-State Planning
Area.

The PMU Committees identified risks for each PMU. At a minimum, each PMU group
considered the population and habitat risks described in the Governor's Conservation
Strategy.

The TAC developed and provided a Risk Assessment Worksheef to assist the PMU groups
in specifying and characterizing existing and foreseeable risks to habitat, populations, local
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groups, and individual birds. The Risk Assessment Worksheet provided consistency in the
risk evaluation between PMU groups and is included in Appendix'C'.

When possible, risks were field verified by the PMU Committees and strategies to mitigate
risks were formulated. When additional information was needed to verify risks or specify
conservation actions to mitigate risks, the additional data needs were identified. ln some
cases, specific projects and actions have been planned at the local PMU level to address
specific risks to sage-grouse and their habitat. Project descriptions are included with the
corresponding risk assessment, and include the objective and rationale behind the action,
project details, the implementation process, funding opportunities, and the level of
partnership commitment. The Conservation Objectives are specific for each project and are
quantifiable. Progress toward meeting the Conservation Objectives can be measured and
the results can be used in an adaptive management strategy.

The results of the habitat condition assessment, the risk assessment, and the conservation
strategies are described for each of the Bi-State PMUs in the following sections.
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3.0 PINE NUT PMU

3.1 PMU Description

3.1.1. Location and Boundary
The Pine Nut PMU encompasses the Pine Nut Mountains and is the northernmost PMU in
the Bi-State Plan Area, totaling approximately 575,000 acres. The majority of the PMU is
east of Highway 395. The PMU boundary follows the Carson River from Carson City east to
Highway 95; Highway 95 south to Wabuska; along the Churchill Canyon Road to Lincoln
Flat and south to the West Walker River. The south boundary extends into California,
encompassing Slinkard Valley to the ridge of the Sierra Nevada Mountains near Woodfords,
California. The west boundary extends north to the east side of Gardnerville, Nevada; east
of Prison Hill; and back to the Carson River.

3.1.2 Land Ownership and Regulatory Jurisdictions
Land ownership within the Pine Nut PMU is mixed, as shown in Table 3-1. Approximately 79
percent of the PMU lies within portions of Douglas, Lyon, and Carson City Counties in
Nevada. The remaining 21 percent is within Alpine and Mono Counties, California. The
majority of the area, approximately 60 percent, is public land managed by the Bureau of
Land Management Carson Field Office. Approximately one-forth (25 percent) of the PMU is
private land that includes approximately 60,000 acres of private lndian Allotment Land.
Approximately 12 percent of the PMU is within the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest
managed by the Bridgeport and Carson Ranger Districts. Two percent is California state
land.

Table 3-1. Land ownership within the Pine Nut PMU.

Total PMU
Acres 574,373 100 454,249 79 120,124 21

National
Forest 70,492 12 14,082 3.1 56,4't0 47

Private 144,798 25 127,644 28.1 17,154 14

Bureau of
Land
Manaoement

344,791 60 312,069 68.7 32,722 27

State and
County Land

13,758 2 136 <1 13,622 11
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Private lndian Allotment Land - There are approximately 385 individual private lndian
allotments within the Nevada portion of the Pine Nut PMU that encompass approximately
60,000 acres. lndividual private allotments are approximately 160 acres in size. Fractional
ownership is common whereby many allotments have more than 100 owners. These lands
are held in trust by the United States Government and managed by the Bureau of lndian
Affairs. The BIA Superintendent is the designated Trustee in most cases and is responsible
for managing grazing and other natural resources on behalf of the owners. The BIA will be
involved with development of sage-grouse conservation activities proposed for allotment
lands and will contact the appropriate land owners for approval of specific actions. At the
end of a ___response period, the BIA Superintendent can authorize decisions for approval
of the final conservation plan and implementation on behalf of the owners. This process can
take up to 24 months to complete (Spaulding, 2003).

The Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California has the majority ownership on two Pine Nut
allotments. Fish and game law enforcement and hunting on all of the lndian allotment lands
is contracted to and managed by the Washoe Tribe Hunting and Fishing Commission.

Wild and Free Roaming Horses - Herd Management Area (HMA) - The Pine Nut Wild
Horse Herd Management Area (HMA) lies immediately east of Carson City and is
approximately 98,580 acres in size. Approximately 90,900 acres are public land; 7,680
acres are private land. The appropriate herd management level (AML), established in 1995
to maintain a thriving natural ecological balance and multiple use, was determined to range
between 118 and179 horses. The population estimate for March 2003 was 439 horses, or
more than 270 percent higher than the lower AML limit (BLM 2003). Horses have been
routinely observed outside of the HMA. Over the last 20 years, the BLM has removed
approximately __horses from inside and outside the HMA as summarized in Table 3-2.
During the most recent wild horse gather, July 2003, ___ horses were removed, primarily
from the Dayton-Carson City-Fish Springs portions of the HMA, on the west slope of the
Pine Nut range (Axtel 2003, personal communication).

Table 3-2. Number of Wild Horses Gathered and Removed from the Pine Nut Herd
Management Area.

1977 186 186
1 980 140 140
1 984 235 235
1 985 325 325
1 989 208 208
1 995 629 410
2003

TOTAL

The majority of the Pine Nut HMA is not fenced and the southern portion of the HMA
overlaps with the northwest corner of the Pine Nut PMU. Five of the seven sage-grouse leks
for the north Pine Nut breeding population are included within the unfenced Pine Nut HMA
boundary.
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Domestic Livestock- Livestock grazing has been a traditional use within the Pine Nut PMU
dating back to the 1800s. Recent trends in livestock grazing include:

. Decrease in permitted grazing permits

. Conversion of permits from sheep to cattle

. Completion of allotment management plans

Currently, grazing of domestic livestock is managed by the BLM on public lands and by the
BIA on private lndian allotment lands. A summary of current grazing allotment use is given
in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2. Grazing Allotments in the Pine Nut PMU

1 Sage-grouse seasonal habitat in each allotment will be verified during the summer of 2005.

Adrienne Vallev BLM Cattle 3t1-2t28
Artesia BLM Cattle 1t1-2t1
Buckeve BLM Cattle o3t1-2t28*
Buckeye BLM Sheep NA
Churchill Canvon BLM Cattle 11t1-5t15
Glifton BLM Cattle 1t1-5t31
Clifton Flat BLM Cattle 11t1-3t31
Eldorado BLM Sheeo 11t1-2t28
Fort Churchill BLM Cattle 4t1-7 t31

Hackett Canvon BLM Cattle 3/15-6/30
Hackett Canvon BLM Sheeo 3/1 5-6/30
lndian Greek BLM Cattle 5t15-11t1
Lincoln Flat BLM Cattle 11t1-12t31
Mill Canvon BLM Sheep 1111-3131.
Pine Nut

BLM Sheep
6/01-6/30; 7101-8131;
11t1-11t30

Rawe Peak BLM Cattle 11t1-3t31
Red Burbank BLM Sheep 511-7115
Red Burbank BLM Cattle NA
Sprinq Gulch BLM Sheep 311-8115: 12115-2128

Sunrise BLM Cattle 3115-6115
BIA

The BIA grazing permits are currently
expired and are being revised and updated.

Grazing on BIA allotments is expected to
resume in

BIA
BIA
BIA
BIA
BIA
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Livestock graz¡ng has not occurred within the north sage-grouse breeding habitat since
1987. Sheep grazing occurs in the vicinity of the south breeding habitat during late summer,
after the sage-grouse breeding and nesting seasons. Sheep are trailed across the ridges
during August. Current sheep herding practices no longer include traditional nighttime
bedding grounds, eliminating the concentrated use areas that once were common on sheep
ranges (Fulstone 2003, personal communication).

3.1.3 Topography and Climate
The elevation within the Pine Nut PMU ranges from 1,277m (4,190 feet) to 2,879m (9,446
feet). The majority of the PMU (approximately two{hirds) is below 1,981m (6,500 feet). The
mountainous terrain is highly dissected with steep canyons. More than half of the PMU is
characterized by steep slopes ranging between 15 and 50 percent slope (100- 350). Allfour
primary aspects (north, east, south, west) are approximately equally represented within the
PMU boundary.

3.1.4 Vegetation Communities and Distribution
The Nevada portion of the Pine Nut PMU is included in portions of the Lyon County,
Douglas County, and Carson City Soil Surveys. Ecological site descriptions for Nevada
ecological sites are covered under Major Land Resource Areas (MLRAS) 26 and 27. More
information can be obtained from the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(http//:unruw.nv.nrcs.usda.gov). The vegetation in the Pine Nut PMU varies from salt desert
shrub at the lower elevation to alpine vegetation at the highest elevation.

The salt desert shrub is found at the lower elevations on the north and northeast portion of
the PMU starting atabout 1,300 meters (4,100feet). Vegetation includes shadscale (Atriplex
confeñifolia), Bailey greasewood (Sarcobatus baileyi), bud sagebrush (Artemisia
sprnescens), lndian ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenordes), bottlebrush squirreltail (Elymus
elymoides),lupine (Lupinus sp.). ln the deeper, mesic soils, typically in the drainages, big
sagebrush (Añemisia tridentata tridentata) community with an understory of Basin wildrye
(Leymus cinereus) can be found.

As elevation and precipitation increase, the dominate shrubs become Wyoming sagebrush
(Aftemisia tridentata wyomingensrs,) on the deeper soils and Lahontan sagebrush (4.
arbuscula longicaulis) on the shallow soils. Associated species with these sites are
Anderson peach (Prunus andersonii), Mormon lea (Ephedra sp.), Thurber needlegrass
(Achnatherum thurberianum), desert needlegrass (A. speciosa), antelope bitterbrush
(Purshia tridentata), phlox (Phlox sp.), biscuit root (Lomatium sp.) and lupine. ln a few
locations with shallow soils to a calcareous hard pan, black sagebrush (A. nova) occurs.

Above 1,875 meters (6,000 foot) in elevation, Lahontan sagebrush transitions to low
sagebrush (A. arbuscula) on the shallow soils. On the deeper, mesic soils the Wyoming
sagebrush transitions into mountain sagebrush (A. tridentata vaseyana). Associated
species on these sites include Antelope bitterbrush, snowberry (Symphoricarpos sp.,) currant
(Rrbes sp.), mountain brome (Bromus marginatus), bluegrass (Poa sp.), ldaho fescue
(Festuca idahoensis), and needlegrass species. A few of the forbs found include
balsamroot (Balsamorhiza sp.), buckwheat (Eriogonum sp.), locoweed, (Asfragalus sp.)
lndian paintbrush (Castilleja sp.) phlox (Phlox sp.) and lupine.

Scattered among the sagebrush are stands of curlleaf mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus
ledifolius) found on the dry rocky sites.
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Woodlands found in the PMU include s¡ngle leaf pinyon (Pinus monophyila) and Utah
juniper (Juniperus osfeospenna/ ranging from the lower elevations up to 2,500 meters
(8,000 feet). The pinyon-juniper woodland exceeds its historical distribution and density in
the Pine Nut mountains. This especially is the case at the lower and mid elevation where
the woodlands continue to encroach into the sagebrush communities. This expansion and
an increase in the stand density has resulted in a reduction of the understory herbaceous
vegetation component.

ln the Carson Range, Jeffrey pine (Prnus jeffreyi), white fir (Abies concolor), and western
juniper (J. occidenfaÍs) woodland are found as elevation increases up lo 2,700 meters
(8,700) feet.

lnterspersed are small reservoirs, creeks, wet and dry meadows, springs and seeps and
seasonal dry lakes. Vegetation associated with these areas includes stands of aspen
(Populus tremuloides), willows (Salix sp.) and cottonwoods (Populus sp.,) Other species
include sedges (Carex sp.), lupine, clovers (Trifolium sp.), wild iris (/rs sp.) and other
associated species.

There are several crested wheatgrass seedings in the PMU. These were either seeded
after wildfires, or done in conjunction with Pinyon Juniper chainings. The seedings are
found around Sunrise pass and China Springs.

The area has had numerous burns, varying from a few acres to several thousand. Some of
the larger burns can be found west of Walker and Coleville, CA., China Springs, Topaz
Ranch Estates, Sunrise Pass, and Buckeye Creek, NV. Most of these burns have occurred
in Pinyon Juniper vegetation.

3.2 Sage-grouse Habitat Description and Condition Assessment.

Two recent wildfires burned big sagebrush range sites on the east slope of the Pine Nut
Mountains, south of Mount Como. The Como fire burned between October 18 and October
31,2000 and affected 1,767 acres of rangeland. Of the total acres,400 acres were within
the prescribed burn project area designed to reduce fuel loading, increase species diversity,
and improve wildlife habitat. The burned area was rehabilitated with a seeding of native and
naturalized grasses, forbs, and shrubs including big sagebrush.

The Sunrisefire occurred on thefourth of July 1996 and covered approximately 3,230 acres
including approximately 215 acres of interior unburned islands. The majority of the burn
occurred on mixed sagebrush rangeland. The burned area was rehabilitated with native and
naturalized grasses and forbs. Sagebrush seed was not included in the seed mixture.

3.2.1 BreedingHabitat.
Biologists have identified two distinct breeding populations within the Pine Nut PMU. A large
expanse of pinyon and juniper separates the north and south lek sites. lt is not know if birds
move between the north and south breeding and brood habitat sites or within additional
habitat areas that have not yet been specifically identified. There are no distinct barriers that
would prevent bird movements between the Pine Nut PMU and the adjacent Desert Creek
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PMU to the south. Habitat condition ratings are described in Appendix _. The distribution
of sagebrush habitat condition in active breeding habitat is shown on Map 3--.

The North Pine Nut Breeding Habitat consists of eight leks east of Rawe Peak. Six were
relocated and verified in 1993, and two were discovered in 2001. Seven of the eight leks are
within approximately one and one-half mile of each other. The eighth lek is within three
miles, but is not currently active. Lek number NOPN 7 has been designated as the primary
trend lek for the north breeding habitat. The remaining seven leks recorded in the North
Pine Nut are believed to be satellite leks, possibly used by subordinate males.

Much of the north breeding habitat area is steep (15-50 percent slope) and rocky,
characterized as extremely stony loam, rubble land, and rock outcrop. The suitability of
these range sites for sage-grouse nesting and the potential for habitat improvement is
limited by stones and cobbles on the surface that would interfere with the use of mechanical
equipment (USDA1984).

Flatter areas in the vicinity of the north leks, ranging from 2 to 8 percent slope, are
dominated by low sagebrush, with a diversity of forbs and grasses including phlox, aster,
buckwheat, groundsel, hawksbeard, milk vetch, mustard, bluegrass, and bottlebrush
squirreltail (PMU Committee field trip notes 5/19102). These low sage sites were rated as
key sage-grouse habitat (R0). The majority of the big sage/low sage communities on the
east slope of Rawe Peak are characterized by light to heavy encroachment of pinyon and
juniper (R3).

The BLM Carson Field Office in cooperation with NDOW and a group of volunteers
conducted an intensive field reconnaissance of the north lek area in the spring of 2001.
Four nests were found and recorded in low sagebrush habitat. Two nests were within less
than one mile of the NOPN4 and NOPNT leks; one nest was within one mile of the NOPNl
lek; and one nest was within two miles of the NOPNl lek.

The South Pine Nut Breeding Habitat consists of two documented lek locations, and a
third sighting of birds during the breeding season that has not been confirmed as a lek. The
south breeding habitat is north of Minnehaha Canyon and west of Red Canyon. No recent
strutting activity has been observed in the south breeding habitat area.

Sagebrush habitats west of the leks around Bald Mountain and west to Blossom Spring are
a mosaic of big and low sagebrush considered to be key sage-grouse habitat (R0).
Northeast of the leks the terrain is steep, dissected and rocky low sagebrush that does not
provided desirable nesting conditions. The big sagebrush sites in the vicinity of Mill Canyon
and Thompson Canyon are characterized by extensive pinyon juniper encroachment (R3).
To the southeast of the leks, in the vicinity of Minnehaha Canyon, sagebrush is lacking as a
result of the Holbrook fire (R1).

3.2.2 Summer - Late Brood Habitat.

The Pine Nut PMU is characterized by numerous springs and wet meadows that provide
active and/or potential late brood habitat for sage-grouse during the summer, which are
briefly described below.
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Headwaters Minnehaha Canyon - The meadows in this area are in mixed ownership
between BLM public lands and BIA-administered private lndian Allotment lands.
Unauthorized livestock grazing has been identified as a concern affecting existing habitat
condition.

Mineral Valley Meadows - This area is managed as a grazing allotment by the BlA.
Concerns for these meadows include off road vehicle use, pinyon-juniper encroachment,
unauthorized grazing by wild horses, stream channel incisement, and the existing road
alignment.

Buckeye Meadows / Winter's Mine - This series of stringer meadows runs south from
Slater's Mine at the south end of Pine Nut Valley to Winter's Mine. The intermittent
meadows are associated with Buckeye Creek and numerous springs east of Mount Siegel.
This meadow complex is under mixed ownership that includes private lands, public lands,
and Private lndian Allotment land administered by the BlA. BLM manages sheep grazing in
this area as portion of the Pine Nut Allotment. The BIA historically managed the area as part
of a cattle allotment. Portions of two separate meadows are protected by fenced exclosures
that are closed to livestock grazing. The lower exclosure is south of Slater's Mine. The upper
exclosure encompasses a portion of the meadow at Winters Mine. Concerns for this area
include wild horse use outside of the herd management area, unauthorized grazing, off road
vehicle use, and poaching.

Upland areas adjacent to the meadows are a mosaic of big and low sagebrush that
appeared on initial evaluation to comprise key sage-grouse habitat (R0).

Sagebrush recovery has not been documented at this time.

Red Canyon - This area is included in the BLM Red Canyon Allotment, which has not been
grazed for the last 5 years. The steep topography in this area and woody riparian
vegetation brings to question the value of this area as sage-grouse brood habitat.

Blossom Meadow - This area is under mixed ownership that includes BLM public land and
private lndian allotment land. The BLM manages cattle grazing in this area on the Buckeye
Allotment. There is some concern that the sagebrush perimeter around this meadow is too
dense and decadent for optimal sage-grouse habitat. Other concerns for this area include
off road vehicle use and the existing road alignment adjacent to the spring.

Big Meadow - This area is public land managed by the BLM. Cattle grazing is managed as
part of the Churchill Canyon Allotment. The Big Meadow supports a good diversity of
grasses, sedges and forbs including yarrow, milk vetch, dandelion, milkweed, and monkey
flower. Concerns for this meadow include the relative composition of wiregrass (Juncus
balticus) and wild iris (/ris ;;ræs*¡¡¡¡e¡;srs) and the presence of Canada thistle (Cirsus
canadensis), a noxious weed. The BLM is currently using herbicide treatments for control of
Canada thistle. This area is monitored annually during the sage-grouse brood counts.
NDOW has documented an upward trend in the number of birds seen at this location over
the last 10 years. However, monitoring has not been sufficient at this site to estimate mean
brood size for the population, or make inferences regarding nesting success. Biologists
speculate that the birds using this meadow may have bred and nested in the north breeding
habitat area.
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Sagebrush cover adjacent to the Big Meadow is lacking on the west perimeter as a result of
the recent Como and Sunrise fires. These burned areas have been reseeded but are
currently lacking sagebrush cover (R1). Sagebrush sites on the unburned east side of the
meadow are providing required escape cover and summer roosting habitat. However, these
sagebrush stands appeared to be aging beyond the optimal conditions for sage-grouse
habitat and should be evaluated for their potential to respond to habitat improvement
treatments.

3.2.3 Winter Habitat.
The sage-grouse wintering areas for the Pine Nut PMU are currently unknown. Observations
of grouse at high elevations such as Bald Mountain have been documented during October
and November. Sightings between December through February have included Jack Wright
Summit.

3.3 Sage-grouse Populations
Data generally used to estimate population size and demographics are lacking for the Pine
Nut PMU. Strutting grounds were first recorded and inventoried in the Pine Nut Mountains in

1993. However, since then, lek counts have not been regularly or systematically conducted
until recently.

3.3.1 HistoricalTrends
Hunting has not occurred consistently in the Pine Nut PMU since 1971, and harvest data are
limited. There have been only twelve open hunting seasons over a thirty-year period. Only
limited harvest data for the south breeding population have been compiled as summarized
in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3. Hunter success from the Douglas County portion of the Pine Nut PMU
between the 1970s and the 1990s.

The limited harvest data available cannot be used to derive even a vague description of the
historic population trend. No comparison of hunter success between the decades has been
analyzed. Numerous factors could affect hunter success in addition to the bird population
status. These should be considered with the haruest data prior to drawing conclusions.
Some of the covariant variables that are inherent in the harvest data include climate,

1 970s 5
Seasons

132 '120 11

1 980s 2
Seasons

1 990s 4
Seasons

23 34 0.7
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duration and tim¡ng of the hunting season, and age and experience of the hunter, to name a
few.

Brood survey data for the Pine Nut PMU are also limited as summarized in Table 3-4.
lnconsistent survey intensity, climate, and other factors affect the interpretation of population
trend from the existing brood data. The overall average number of birds observed during
brood surveys between the 1960s and the 1990s is 35 birds and an overall ralio of 2.1
chicks per hen.

Table 3-4 Brood Survey Data from the Pine Nut PMU between the 1970s and the
1 990s.

1 960s 3
I 970s 5
1 980s B

1 990s 4

3.3.2 Current Distríbution
The most recent population estimate from Nevada Division of Wildlife (NDOW) for the north
population is 260-450 birds. These estimates are based upon 2-year average lek count
data from the years 2002 and 2003. The procedures used by NDOW to estimate the
population from the lek data are included in Appendix E. Current data for this PMU are
showing that the north Pine Nut population is stable, showing signs of upward trends, but
still well below historic levels. NDOW credits wise range management as benefiting the
North population.

NDOW observations indicate that there is also a viable breeding population at the south end
of the Pine Nut Range. The south end of the range is generally inaccessible during the
strutting period and lek count data are minimal. Brood surveys conducted in this atea arc
evidence that the population exists. However, consistent data are insufficient to reliably
estimate the population size of the south breeding population.

The earliest lek monitoring data forthe North Pine Nut date back to 1993 when six leks were
counted from a helicopter on one day in late April. The number of birds per lek ranged
between 4 and 10 males. The most birds seen at one lek was 15 (mixed sexes).

The next recorded lek count occurred in mid-April 2002. None of the six leks previously
counted in 1993 were active. ln 2001, two new leks were discovered in the North Pine Nut
with 8 males on NOPN B and one male on NOPN7. During the last two years, the leks in
the north breeding habitat have been monitored by NDOW, BLM, and volunteers. The
historic lek count record for the Pine Nut PMU is given in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5 Historic Lek Gount Data from the Pine Nut PMU betweenl993 and 2003.

NOPNl I 993 Lvon Unknown

NOPN2 1 993 Lvon Unknown

NOPN3 I 993 Lvon Unknown

NOPN4 1 993 Lvon Unknown

NOPN5 1 993 Lvon Unknown

NOPN6 1 993 Lvon Unknown

NOPNT 2001 Lvon Active

NOPNS 2001 Lvon Unknown

NOPN9 2003 Lvon Active

NOPNlO 2003 Lvon Active

SOPNl 1 993 Douqlas Unknown

SOPN2 2002 Douqlas Act ve

'*'ACTIVE" leks are those where male birds have been observed during the
;trutting season within the last 5 years.

3.4 Pine Nut PMU Risk Assessment and Gonservation Actions
Existing and foreseeable risks for the Pine Nut PMU include pinyon-juniper encroachment,
wildflre, predation, power lines, urbanization, off-road vehicle use, wild horses, livestock
grazing, poaching, and pronghorn antelope grazing. Each risk is discussed in detail below.

3.4.1 Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment
Pinyon-juniper encroachment onto sagebrush range sites is occurring throughout the Pine
Nut PMU. Many of the ecological sites that support big sagebrush have been converted to
pinyon-juniperwoodlands overthe last 100 years. Of particular concern is the replacement
of needed big sagebrush habitat on the west slope of Rawe Peak near the North Lek Area,
throughout Pine Nut Valley, and the area around Thompson and Mill Canyons in the vicinity
of the South Lek Area. Pinyon-juniper encroachment affects sage-grouse habitat quality
and habitat quantity. ln the Pine Nut PMU, it is impacting potential nesting and early brood
habitat in multiple sites by reducing the availability of big sagebrush near leks. Pinyon-
juniper encroachment may also be affecting the connectivity between the north and south
breeding populations.

The impacts are predicted to become permanent and irreversible without appropriate
management. lf pinyon-juniper encroachment is not managed in these areas, a permanent
change of the site potential can occur that would alter plant successional pathways and
preclude the natural recovery of the sagebrush ecosystem. lf sagebrush and its associated
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herbaceous understory are replaced, recovery of sagebrush sites to desirable sage-grouse
habitat will require significant human intervention and expense.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:

with the highest potential for recovery if trees are removed.

owners and the Washoe Tribe to evaluate the potential for tree reduction treatments
on private lndian allotment lands. The Washoe Tribe has expressed interest in fuel
reduction in the past for protecting old growth pinyon stands in the Pine Nut range.
The Washoe Tribe Environmental Protection Department is currently implementing a
BIA woodland grant project to remove infected trees and improve woodland health
on two private lndian allotments at the south end of the Pine Nut Range.

biomass utilization plants to identify biomass disposal alternatives.

efficiency of using inmate crews to treat areas and remove pinyon-juniper.

Conservation Action: Pinvon And Juniper Tree Removal

Risk: Optimal nesting habitat in the vicinity of leks is limited by lack of big sagebrush sites
due to habitat type conversion from big sagebrush to woodland.

Obiective: Reestablish big sagebrush habitat for nesting and early brood-rearing on sites
that can and previously did support big sagebrush vegetation. Reestablish a big sagebrush
habitat corridor between the north and south breeding areas.

Action: Reclaim approximately 30,000 acres of sagebrush habitat over a 15-year period.
Treatments will be phased spatially and temporally to produce a mixed-age mosaic of
sagebrush habitats.

Rationale:

Leqal Authoritv: BLM Carson Field Office and lndian Allotment owners, and the Bureau of
lndian Affairs.

Procedural Requirements: BLM
1. Field-verify and survey project area to delineate sagebrush ecological sites, stage of

Pinyon- Juniper encroachment, and existing understory composition of forbs and
grasses.

2. Comply with NEPA requirements to analyze the pinyon-juniper tree removal project
and potential project alternatives.

3. Develop biomass utilization plan.
4. Schedule and implement treatments overa 1S-year period.

Procedural Requirements: BIA
1. All of the above, plus...

ilr
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2. Notify all allotment owners of proposed action.
3. Obtain approvalfrom owners or BIA Supervisor.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Source: BLM ; conservation grants
Funding opportunities will be identified to coordinate with ongoing, funded programs such as
the Healthy Forest lnitiative and biomass- energy development initiatives.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: 2003 for 2005 budget
2. Project lmplementation Spring 2005
3. Project Monitoring: 3-year intervals

Proiect Area Locations:
Public Land bound by T 13 N to T 15 N and R 21 Eto R 23 E
Public Land bound byT 12N to T 14 N and R21 Eto R 23 E
lndian Allotment Land bound by T 11 N to T 13 N and R 21Eto R 23 E

3.4.2 Predation
lncreases in predator populations over the past several decades have been attributed to
reduced professional predator management, reductions in the commercial fur trapping
industry, and protection of predator species. One example of this trend is the common
raven. Boarman and Berry (1995) reported that raven populations had increased from 500
to 7,600 percent in some areas of the Western United States from 1968 to 1992 Large
predators, including mountain lions and black bears, are commonly seen throughout the
Pine Nut PMU. While these large predators species may not directly impact sage-grouse,
additional pressure on the prey populations affects all predator species (Mandeville 2003).
Some of the predators in the Pine Nut PMU that commonly prey on the birds and/or
consume their eggs include foxes, coyotes, bobcats, badgers, skunks, raccoons, ground
squirrels, and multiple avian species (corvids and raptors).

Direct evidence of coyotes and ravens hunting on the north lek was recorded by lek
surveyors during the strutting season in 2003 (J. Alexander, NDOW Volunteer, 2003).
While it is true that sage-grouse are a natural prey species for indigenous predators, the
seriously low sage-grouse population in the Pine Nut range is much more susceptible to the
loss of adult birds and low juvenile recruitment to the population.

Sage-grouse predation can occur in several ways and from a host of species, especially
during their most vulnerable time of year, breeding through brood-rearing. Sage-grouse can
be easily detected and killed on leks. Females can be sighted leaving and returning to nests
during incubation. Nests can be robbed of eggs. Young chicks are easily detected and
killed during the first few weeks of their lives.

Nesting and early brood-rearing habitat within three miles of the north lek complex is
primarily low sagebrush. While this ecological site produces abundant forbs in years with
good spring moisture, the structural character of the sagebrush is limiting. The mean
sagebrush height in this area is approximately 9-inches (RCl 2003). Changes in

management will not result in taller shrubs.
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Big sagebrush sites within the nesting range of the north lek are encroached with pinyon
and juniper. lmprovement of these encroached sites to reestablish optimal nesting habitat
will take a minimum of 5 to 20 years to become established and be available as high quality
nesting habitat for sage-grouse.

Gonservation Action: Species Protection

Risk: Currently low sage-grouse population levels and marginal nesting habitat in the
vicinity of the north lek complex increase the impacts of predation on the sage-grouse
population. Losses of individual adult and juvenile bird have a direct impact on population
viability.

Obiective: Assist the sage-grouse population during the breeding and early brood rearing
periods to, at a minimum, maintain their current level by providing sage-grouse protection
from predation for the interim period until habitat improvement projects become established.

Rationale: The long term solutions to minimizing the impacts of sage-grouse predation are
1) increasethe population size, and2) provide more secure nesting and early brood-rearing
habitat. However, even if habitat improvement projects are implemented immediately, there
will be a delay of years or decades before desirable habitat is reestablished. During that
time the population may continue to decline as a result of adult mortality and low
recruitment. ln the interim, controlling targeted predators (when predator populations have
been monitored, and if control has been demonstrated to benefit sage-grouse during the
vulnerable time of year, March through June), will reduce the exposure of birds to high
levels of predation. The anticipated result would be maintenance or possible increase of the
population size.

Proiect Description: The sage-grouse protection project would take place on the Nevada
side of the Pine Nut PMU, and would be implemented across all land ownerships and
jurisdictions. The project will be supervised and implemented by professional animal
damage control biologists. USDA Wildlife Services (WS), the nation's leading agency in
wildlife damage control to protect species of special concern, will be contracted to manage
the Pine Nut project. NDOW and the Washoe Tribe Wildlife Commission will oversee the
project and approve annual plans. Each year of the project, prior to initiating protection and
throughout the protection season, WS will conduct predator surveys to identify target
predator populations and monitor predator population trends,

WS will submit the results of this project to the Washoe Tribe Wildlife Commission and to
NDOW in their annual report at the end of the protection season. NDOW will make the
results available to the public in their annual Predator Management Plan. This information
will be used in conjunction with ongoing sage-grouse population monitoring to determine the
effectiveness in stabilizing or improving sage-grouse population trends.

As a pilot project, the sage-grouse protection project will be implemented for an initial S-year
period. Data compiled during this pilot period will include sage-grouse population trend,
predator population trend (annual and seasonal), and habitat improvement success.
At the end of the S-year trial pilot period, the effectiveness of meeting the project objectives
will be evaluated. lf successful and necessary, the project will continue until habitat
restoration objectives are met.

Leqal Authoritv: NDOW, Washoe Tribe Wildlife Commission, BLM, private land owners.
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Procedural Requirements: - insert information from WS here -
Fundinq: Funding would be pursued from private wildlife interest groups, NDOW, and
others.

lmplementation Process: (To be further developed with WS and NDOW)
1. Write the detailed implementation and monitoring plans in conformance with other

species protection projects conducted by NDOW.
2. Formalize proposals to NDOW and Washoe Tribe Wildlife Commission.
3. Contract with WS to implement the Pine Nut Sage-grouse Protection Project.
4. Report annual results.
5. Determine the need for continuing or terminating the project.

Level of Paftnership and Commitment:
Bureau of lndian Affairs - in progress.

3.4.3 Urbanization (Residential Development)
lncreased human presence in sage-grouse habitat occurs with urban expansion and
increases risks to habitat quality, habitat quantity, and sage-grouse populations. Carson
City, the Johnson Lane area of Douglas County, Fish Springs, Topaz Ranch Estates,
Wellington, Minden, Gardnerville, Dayton, and Smith Valley are continuing to expand.
Private land values are escalating and the potential for subdivisions and residential
development is increasing.

Unrestricted road access throughout the Pine Nut PMU provides the potential for increased
human presence in critical habitats during critical times of the year. People particularly affect
nesting, early brood, and late brood habitat during spring through fall where critical habitats
are easily accessed by vehicles. lncreased human presence disrupts daily activities for
individual birds and broods. Management of this risk is somewhat unpredictable due to
current limitations on enforcement of existing laws.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

adjacent to the PMU,

plans for development on the private lndian allotment lands. Consult with BIA to
determine the possibility of establishing conservation easements on lndian
allotments.

conservation easements and other USFWS conservation programs for private land
owners.

Gonservation Strategy - The risk of disturbance to sage-grouse from increased human
presence can be mitigated in the future by developing conservation agreements, modifying
zoning ordinances, and restricting seasonal access to critical habitats during critical times of
the year.
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Access on roads in breeding and nesting habitat should be seasonally restricted between
February 1 and May 15. Substantial penalties should be invoked for unauthorized trespass
on seasonally restricted roads.

Public education is an additional approach to mitigating the impact of human activity in

critical habitats by increase public awareness of sage-grouse conservation. Educational
programs that focus on elementary schools can have long{erm benefits.

Revisions to existing zoning and master plans should be evaluated where applicable to
curtail expansion of urban development into suitable sage-grouse habitats.

Conservation Action: Gonservation Aqreements for Late Brood Habitat and Gorridors

Risk: The majority of the active late brood habitat, particularly in the vicinity of the south lek
area, is private land or private lndian allotment land. The perpetuity of these critical habitat
areas depends upon protecting these lands from future urban development. The
connectivity between the Pine Nut PMU and the Desert Creek PMU to the south is also in
potentialjeopardy if urban development continues in critical linkage areas.

Obiective; Secure conservation agreements with property owners that will protect the
existing habitat values that are critical to sage-grouse for the late summer brood period, and
areas that will preserve the connectivity between the Pine Nut and Desert Creek PMUs.

Rationale: Urban development is progressing at a rapid pace in all locations surrounding
the Pine Nut PMU. The long term viability of sage-grouse in the Pine Nut PMU depends
upon maintaining viable late brood habitat. Long-term viability of the Mono/Lyon population
may depend upon preserving connectivity between the Pine Nut and Desert Creek PMUs.

Proiect Description: Secure conservation easements to maintain existing habitat values that
are critical to sage-grouse for the late summer brood period including private land along
Pine Nut and Buckeye Creeks, and private lndian allotment lands in the Double Springs
area.

Secure conservation easements in areas that will preserve the connectivity between the
Pine Nut and Desert Creek PMUs. These may include private lndian allotment lands in the
Double Springs area and private land from the Walker River, north to Jacks Wright Summit.

LeqalAuthoritv: BLM, land conservancies, private land owners.

Procedural Requirements: ln progress.

Funding: Private wildlife interest groups, USFWS, BLM, NRCS
Funding opportunities will be identified to coordinate with ongoing, funded programs such as
the Healthy Forest, wildfire risk reduction, and biomass- energy development initiatives.

1. lmplementation Process:
2. Pursue willing parties who are interested in long term sage-grouse conservation

including private land owners and administrative agencies.
3. Pursue funding for Conservation Easements.

].'*.
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4. Negotiate agreements or transactions with private land owners to provide
assurances that private property with critical habitat values are not developed or
degraded.

Level of Partnershio Commitment:
USFWS Conservation Agreements with Assurances:
Douglas County
Lyon County
Carson City

3.4.4 Wildfire
Lightning strikes, controlled burns, or human negligence ignite wildfires within the Pine Nut
PMU nearly every year with the potential to remove critical sagebrush habitats. Big sage /
low sage mosaic habitat within the Pine Nut PMU for wintering, brooding, and nesting is
currently in desirable condition for sage-grouse use, but is limited. lf these habitats are lost
in a wildfire, successful reclamation will take an average of 10 to 20 or more years to
reestablish suitable sagebrush sites for cover and food. Under worst-case conditions,
burned sagebrush sites can be converted to annual grasslands dominated by cheatgrass,
thus permanently impacting the potential for sagebrush reestablishment. Any further loss of
big sagebrush habitat within the Pine Nut PMU will have a negative impact on sage-grouse
recovery.

The risk of wildfire in the Pine Nut PMU will directly affect habitat quality, habitat quantity,
and sage-grouse population. Yearlong, nesting, brood, and winter habitats can be affected
at multiple sites. The risk of wildfire is seasonal, and the impacts are predictable. While
lightning strikes cannot be controlled, the risk of habitat destruction can be reduced through
pre-suppression strategies to create firebreaks and reduce fuels in critical habitat. Mitigation
of the risk is manageable and expensive.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> lf available, historic aerial photographs should be evaluated to verify pinyon-juniper
encroached sagebrush sites.

> Fire behavior modeling and risk assessments are needed in the vicinity of critical
habitats to evaluate the need for and design fuel reduction treatments and firebreaks.

> Coordination is needed with Carson City Biomass initiative and local businesses that
are interested in biomass utilization to identify biomass disposal alternatives.

> Coordination with the Nevada Division of Forestry is needed to evaluate the
efficiency of using inmate crews to implement fuel reduction treatments.

Conservation Strategy - lnitiate fuel reduction treatments and construct firebreaks in
conjunction with the National Fire Plan to reduce the risk of habitat destruction and potential
habitat conversion to cheatgrass. Maintain firebreaks with controlled grazing on an annual
basis to control the build up of fuels.
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Both natural-caused and prescribed fires should be managed to protect and optimize sage-
grouse habitat to the maximum extent possible. Known critical sage-grouse habitat,
particularly big sagebrush sites, should be designated for full fire suppression status.

Wildfire rehabilitation plans should emphasize sagebrush reestablishment on sagebrush
ecological sites. lf burns occur in sage-grouse nesting habitat, post fire management should
favor reestablishment of nesting habitat.

Prescribed burns should not be allowed in Wyoming big sagebrush sites without the
recommendations and approval of range ecologists as being the best alternative for
recovering poor condition habitat.

Monitoring results of the existing seedings on the Como and Sunrise burns should be used
to assure big sagebrush reestablishment. lnter-seeding with additional sagebrush seed
should be initiated if necessary to speed the rate of sagebrush recovery.

3.4.5 Off Road Vehicle Use and Existing Road Alignments
Organized off-road vehicle races have been permitted in the past on Memorial Day and
Labor Day weekends. Memorial Day race routes that have included portions of the Churchill
Canyon Road in between the North Lek Area and the Big Meadow are of most concern for
the sage-grouse population. Young broods are expected to be using this area during this
time period. lmpacts from these events can affect individual and multiple birds by direct
mortality or by disturbances to broods that cause chicks to become separated from hens,
also resulting in chick mortality. This risk is both manageable and predictable and can be
mitigated inexpensively.

Some existing roads traverse meadow habitats causing accelerated erosion and
jeopardizing the condition of late brood habitat.

Gonservation Strategy - Appropriate clearance through the NEPA process for all organized
racing events should include specific analysis of impacts to sage-grouse. Approved race
routes should avoid critical sage-grouse habitat during critical seasons. Race courses
should not be allowed in breeding and brood habitat until afterJune 15 and September 15,
respectively.

Unorganized ORV use should be limited to existing roads and trails in sage-grouse habitat.

Conservation Action: Road Realiqnment - Maddv Roach Sprinq

Obiective: Reverse the downward trend of the meadow by repairing road-caused damage,
and realign the road through an upland area outside the meadow.

Rationale: The existing road is contributing to the downward trend and atrisk condition of
Maddy Roach Spring. Repairing the existing damage can be accomplished without
extensive engineering or inputs and at reasonable cost. Realigning the road outside of the
meadow will achieve long term improvement and maintenance of late brood habitat.

Proiect Description: Realign public road on private property.

Leqal Authoritv: Private land owner.
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Procedural Requirements:
Obtain advice from professional land conservancies and Douglas? Lyon? County

Fundino: NRCS, private land owner, conservation funds

I mplementation Process:
L Open negotiations with private land owner
2. Project cost estimate
3. Secure funding
4. Design
5. Environmental clearance
6. Construction

Level of Partnership Commitment:
Pending

3.4.6 Power Lines
The North Pine Nut Lek Area is bordered on two sides with existing power lines that are
located within 2-3 miles of active strutting grounds and within less than one mile of an active
nesting site. Existing strutting grounds and nest sites are within the hunting territory of
ravens that may be nesting on existing power poles. New power lines have been requested
within the Pine Nut PMU area.

The risk of power lines to sage-grouse is in terms of increasing avian predations. Ravens
are know to depredate sage-grouse during the nesting and early brood stages. Ravens
were observed "hunting" over active sage-grouse leks during the 2003 breeding season.
The risk may be mitigated by improving existing and/or creating additional nesting and early
brood habitat in areas away from potential raven nest sites (See Pinyon-Juniper
Encroachment Section 3.4.1).

Gonservation Strategy - Provide improved nesting habitat by rehabilitating big sagebrush
sites encroached with pinyon-juniper.

Limit power line expansion to existing corridors.

3.4.7 Wild Horses
The herbaceous vegetation in this area was observed to be heavily grazed by wild horses in
May 2002 when more than 40 horses were observed within a mile of the leks (Pine Nut PMU
Committee). Livestock have not grazed this area (Mill Canyon Allotment) since 1987. The
Pine Nut Herd has approximately two times the AML and is expanding well outside the HMA
boundary.

Wild horses compete for herbaceous vegetation in the north breeding habitat, resulting in
risks to habitat quality in nesting and early brood sites during the spring. This risk is
manageable and predictable, but expensive and complex to address.

Gonservation Strategy - The ongoing need for regular removal of wild horses from the
HMA has been well documented by the BLM. Reducing the wild horse numbers to the AML
and monitoring the effects of a managed horse herd on sage-grouse breeding and early
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brood habitat will be necessary to evaluate the effects of competition and disturbance by
horses. Horses should be removed from the Pine Nut PMU by whatever means available
and managed to maintain AML. Vegetation trends, particularly forb and grass composition,
and sage-grouse population numbers should be monitored to evaluate the impacts of a
managed horse herd on sage-grouse habitat.

3.4.8 LivestockGrazing
Both cattle and sheep gtaze public lands in the Pine Nut PMU in accordance with allotment
management plans and permits administered by the BLM Carson city Field Office.
Additional sheep and cattle grazing, primarily in the south part of the PMU is permitted on
private lndian allotment lands administered by the BlA.

On private lndian allotment lands, enforcement of permit conditions, seasons of use,
numbers of livestock, and trespass onto adjacent, unfenced public land has been a concern
for sage-grouse summer / late brood habitat for the south population. Overgrazing on
stringer meadows can affect forb availability and concealment cover for sage-grouse.

The current status of public land grazing within the PMU is managed such that it is not
known to be impacting sage-grouse breeding habitat, summer / late brood habitat, or
populations at this time. Grazing on private lndian allotment lands is currently being
reviewed in cooperation between the BLM and Bureau of lndian Affairs (BlA).

Conservation Strategy - Maintain exclosure fences. Continue to manage livestock grazing
in compliance with the Sierra FronV Northwestern Great Basin Resource Advisory Council
Standards and Guidelines to accomplish four fundamentals of rangeland health:

> Watersheds are in properly functioning condition;
> Ecological processes are in order'
> Water quality is in compliance witÀ State Standards; and
> Habitats of protected species are in order.

Coordination between the BLM and the BIA to establish season of use and class of livestock
consistencies on adjacent allotments will facilitate permit enforcement and reduce the
potential for livestock trespass.

3.4.9 Poaching
Sage-grouse hunting is illegal eveny'where within the Pine Nut PMU. Any take of sage-
grouse from within the PMU constitutes poaching. There are no recent accounts of sage-
grouse poaching within the PMU, although law enforcement has been light. lt is highly
suspected that poaching does occur. NDOW has documented that the risk of illegal hunting
increases in close proximity to urban areas.

Conservation Strategy - lncrease signage within the PMU clarifying the area to be closed
to sage-grouse hunting and listing contact information for "Operation Game Watch."
Substantially increase penalties for illegal take of sage-grouse. Designate that additional
money collected for sage-grouse poachíng fines is earmarked for sage-grouse habitat
conservation.

3.4.1 0 Pronghorn Competition
Pronghorn antelope were recently introduced into the Pine Nut PMU. A total of g1 animals
were released in 1999 and 2000. The current population is estimated at 130-160 animals.
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Pronghorn eat forbs when available and have a dietary overlap with sage-grouse,
particularly chicks, during the spring and summer. Pronghorn potentially compete with
sage-grouse on a seasonal basis, especially during drought years when annual forb
production is low.

Gonservation Strategy - Competition between sage-grouse and pronghorn is not a
problem at this time. Ongoing habitat monitoring programs are needed to evaluate the trend
of forb composition and utilization where antelope and sage-grouse use areas overlap.
Pronghorn populations should be managed to maintain population levels at the designated
desired level (200)to maintain compatibility with existing multiple uses.

3.4.11 Noxious Weeds and lnvasíve Vegetation Species
Noxious weeds and cheatgrass are invading sagebrush and wet meadow range sites
throughout the Pine Nut PMU. Of particular concern are areas consumed by wildfires, and
places perpetually frequented by the public. All invasive exotic plant species negatively
affect sage-grouse habitat quality and quantity by replacing desirable plants needed for
forage and cover.

lf ignored, the impact of invasive plants is predicted to become permanent and irreversible.
Plant community succession will be altered to the point that natural recovery of native
habitat would be impossible. Partial recovery of converted sites would require significant
and expensive human intervention to recreate favorable conditions for sage-grouse.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:

infestations with the highest potential to invade critical sage-grouse habitat.

the Pine Nut PMU to implement prompt weed eradication and Burned Area
Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) projects as necessary. lmplementation of these
projects would optimally give sage-grouse use areas the highest priority.

associated with invasive plant species. Special emphasis should be placed on the
transportation and establishment of new infestations by human behaviors and how
they can be minimized.

eradication projects using honor camp inmate crews.

Conservation Strategy - Most major landowners and land management agencies are
currently engaged in cooperative weed management practices across the Pine Nut PMU.
These efforts should continue while also expanding the educational needs of the public in
order to minimize noxious weed impacts to all resources and subsequent land users.

3.4.12 Energy Development - Wind
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Approximately 15 percent of all the wind energy produced in the nation comes from federal
lands. Thirteen sites have been authorized in Nevada for monitoring wind; three of these are
in the Pine Nut range. Monitoring can take up to 1.5 years. lf the conditions are favorable,
turbines could be operating as early as 2007. Wind-generated power facilities are of
concern to sage-grouse conservation because the infrastructure includes roads and power
lines that can fragment habitat, increase human presence, and facilitate predation.
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4.0 DESERT CREEK - FALES PMU

4.1 PMU Description

4.1.1 Location and Boundary
The Desert Creek - Fales PMU is approximately 568,000 acres in size and includes land in
both Nevada (55 percent) and California (45 percent). The majority of the arca
encompasses the Sweetwater Mountains along the California/Nevada state line. The Pine
Grove Mountains border the Desert Creek - Fales PMU to the east, and a portion of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains denotes the west boundary. The PMU contains porlions of the
both the West and East Walker Rivers. The East Walker River demarks the southeast PMU
boundary. Towns within the PMU include Bridgepoft, California, which marks the southeast
corner; Walker, California on the west boundary; and Wellington, Nevada on the northwest
boundary.

4.1.2 Land Ownership, Land Uses and Regulatory Jurisdictions
The vast majority of land within the Desert Creek - Fales PMU, 87 percent, is National
Forest land managed by the HumboldlToiyabe National Forest Bridgeport Ranger District.
Most of the remaining lands within the PMU, I 1.6 percent, are privately owned. The Bureau
of Land Management manages one percent of the PMU. The remaining 0.4 percent of the
PMU is California State and Mono County lands. The southwest corner of the PMU is
within the Hoover Wilderness area. Land ownership is summarized in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1. Land ownership in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU.

Total PMU
Acres 567,992 100 310,189 55 257,803 45

National
Forest 493,612 87.0 278,426 90.0 215,187 83.4

Private 65,716 11.6 31,763 10.0 33,953 13.2

Bureau of
Land
Manaqement

6,1 10 1.0 6,110 2.4

State and
County Land

2,552 o.4 2,552 1.0
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Land uses in the PMU include livestock grazing, recreation (motorized and non motorized),
hunting and fishing, agriculture, mining/gravel, rural residential, small towns and utility and
transportation corridors.

Livestock grazing of both cattle and sheep occur on portions of the National Forest lands,
with the majority occurring in the Sweetwater Mountains. Grazing is mainly during the
summer with a few areas available for winter grazing. Grazing also occurs on ranch lands
year round. Recreation occurs as dispersed motorized and non motorized. The majority of
recreation activity occurs in the portion of the PMU that is in the Sierra Mountains. Fishing is
a common recreational activity that occurs along the rivers and creeks found in the PMU.
Hunting includes mule deer and game birds. Sage-grouse hunting is closed in the PMU.
Agriculture consists of mainly hay production and livestock grazing. Mining is a minor
component. Rural residential is a growing land use in the PMU, Localized areas include
Smith Valley, Sweetwater summit, Antelope Valley, Bridgeport, and Highway 395 from
Bridgeport to Fales. There are two main transportation corridors, highways 395 and 338. A
utility corridor also follows Highway 395.

4.1.3 Topography and Climate
Elevations range from 1,372m (4,501 feet) to 3,609m (11,840 feet). Approximately two-
thirds of the PMU lies between 1,982m (6,500 feet) and 2,743m (9,000) feet. More than half
of the Desert Creek - Fales PMU (55 percent) is characterized by steep slopes ranging
between 10 and 35 percent. The remaining 42 percent of the area consist of gentle slopes
and flats. Approximately three percent of the PMU is very steep slopes, scarps, and cliffs.
The predominant aspects are north, east, and west. The two highest peaks are Wheeler
Peak at 11,663 feet in the Sweetwater Mountains and Buckeye ridge at 11,849 feet in the
Sierras.

4.1.4 Vegetation Communities and Distribution
The vegetation in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU varies from salt desert shrub at the lower
elevation to alpine vegetation at the highest elevation.

The salt desert shrub is found at the lower elevations on the northeast portion of the
Sweetwater and Pine Grove Mountains. Vegetation includes shadscale (Atriplex
confeftifolia), Bailey greasewood (Sarcobatus baileyi), bud sagebrush (Añemisia
spinescens,), lndian ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenoides), Bottlebrush squirrellail (Elymus
elymoides),lupine (Lupinus spp.). ln the deeper, mesic soils, typically in the drainages, big
sagebrush (Aftemisia tridentata tridentata) community with an understory of Basin wildrye
(Leymus cinereus) can be found.

From this vegetation zone going up in elevation and precipitation are the Wyoming
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata wyomingensrs) on the deeper soils and Lahontan sagebrush
(A. arbuscula longicaulrs) community on the shallow soils. Associated species with these
sites are Anderson peach (Prunus andersonii), ephedra (Ephedra spp.), Thurber
needlegrass (Achnatherum thurberianum), desert needlegrass (4. speciosa), antelope
bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), phlox (Phlox spp.), biscuit rool (Lomatium spp.) and lupine.

Above the 6000-foot elevation the Lahontan sagebrush goes to low sagebrush (4.
arbuscula) on the shallow soils. On the deeper, mesic soils the Wyoming sagebrush goes
into Mountain sagebrush (4. tridentata vaseyana). Associated species on these sites
include antelope bitterbrush, snowberry (Symphoricarpos spp.) currant (Rrbes spp.),
mountain brome (Bromus marginatus), bluegrass ( Poa spp.) species, ldaho fescue
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(Festuca idahoensis), and needlegrass species. A few of the forbs found include wyethia
(Wyethia spp.), balsamroot (Balsamorhiza spp.), phlox and lupine. ln the more mesic soils
with a seasonal high water table, silver sagebrush (Arlemisia cana) can be found with
sedges (Carex spp.), bluegrass, lupine, clovers (Trifolium spp.,), wild iris (/rs spp.) and other
associated species.

Scattered among the sagebrush are stands of curlleaf mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus
ledifolius)found on the dry rocky sites.

Woodlands found in the PMU include pinyon (Pinus monophylla) and Utah juniper
(Juniperus osfeosperma,) woodlands at the lower elevations up to 8000 feet. The
pinyon/juniper exceeds its historical distribution and density in the Sweetwater Area. This
especially is the case at the lower and mid elevation where the woodlands continue to
encroach into the sagebrush communities. This expansion and an increase in the stand
density has resulted in a reduction of the understory component. Erosion rate has been
accelerated due to lack of understory. Fire frequency may also be less than reference
conditions due to a reduction of the fine fuel that once carried the fires.

Jeffrey pine (Prnus jeffreyi), lodgepole (P. contofta), white fu $bies concolor), red fir (A.
magnifica), western juniper (J. occidentaÍsl woodland are found as elevation increases.

ln the subalpine zone whitebark pine (P. albicaulþ, lodgepole pine (P. contofta), western
white pine (P monticola), limber pine (P. flexilis) and mountain hemlock (Tsuga
mertensiana) are the primary tree species.

lnterspersed are lakes, streams, wet meadow and dry meadows, springs and seeps.
Vegetation associated with these areas includes stands of aspen (Populus tremuloides),
willows (Salix ssp.) and cottonwoods (Populus ssp.) There are several old wheatgrass
seedings found on Sweetwater summit and Wheeler flat. Other vegetation types include
cultivated crops (alfalfa hay), and irrigated pastures and hay fields.

4.2 Sage-grouse Habitat Description and Condition Assessment
Sagebrush vegetation types include Lahontan sagebrush, Wyoming big sagebrush, low
sagebrush, and mountain big sagebrush. Associated vegetation types include salt desert
shrub, pinyon-juniper woodland, aspen, lodgepole, Mountain mahogany, native meadows,
irrigated forage and crested wheatgrass seedings.

4.2.1 Breeding Habitat
There are 13 confirmed leks of which ten are active within the Desert Creek - Fales PMU.
The Deserf Creek /ek is located at the south end of Smith Valley, Nevada, at an elevation of
5,200 feet. The habitat in the surrounding area is a mixture of Lahontan sagebrush and
Wyoming sagebrush with encroaching pinyon woodlands. Habitat has been assessed as
R0, R2 and R3.

The Sweetwater lek and surrounding area is located near Sweetwater summit at an
elevation of 6800 feet on the east side of the Sweetwater Mountains. The habitat is a
mixture of mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush with encroaching pinyon/juniper
trees. Portions of the area are old crested wheatgrass seedings. Habitat has been
assessed as R0, R2, R3 and ROagcr.
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A total of six strutting grounds have been identified in the Fales /ek complex. These 6
strutting areas are located at 7,000 feet elevation on Burcham and Wheeler Flats in the
vicinity of Sonora Junction fiunction of highways 395 and 108) in northern Mono County.
The habitat is a mixture mountain big sagebrush/bitterbrush with some low sage, sub-alpine
sagebrush/snowberry and silver sage. There is an old crested wheatgrass seeding on
Wheeler Flat. Sagebrush habitats have been assessed as R0, R2 and ROagcr. Of the 6
leks identified in the Fales area, only two (leks 2 and 3) are considered to be dependable,
long term leks based on male attendance. Lek 1, which was initially counted in 1953,
became inactive in 1981 and has not been surveyed since 1991. Leks 2a,3aand4 appear
to represent satellite grounds based their intermittent use.

The Jackass lek, which was first discovered in spring 2003, is located on Jackass Flat on
the northeastern flank of the Sweetwater Mountains at an elevation of approximately 8,000
feet (3,200 m). The habitat on Jackass Flat is a mosaic of mountain big sagebrush and low
sagebrush with some sub-alpine sagebrush/snowberry. Habitat has been assessed as R0,
R2, R3 and R1 (recent burn).

Table 4-3 lists the leks identified within the PMU and their status.

Table 4-3. Activity status of known leks in the Desert Greek - Fales PMU.

Desert Creek 1 ACTIVE
Desert Creek 2 ACTIVE
Desert Creek 3 ACTIVE
Sweetwater 1 ACTIVE
Sweetwater 2 ACTIVE
Wilev Ditch 1 ACTIVE
Wilev Ditch 2 ACTIVE
Wilev Ditch 3 ACTIVE
Wilev Ditch 4 ACTIVE

Fales 1
INACTIVE
lbirds last observed in 1980)

Fales 2 (Burcham Flat) ACTIVE
Fales 2a (Burcham Flat) SATELLITE-I NTERM ITTENT USE
Fales 3 (Wheeler) ACTIVE
Fales 3a (Wheeler Flat) SATELLITE-I NTERM ITTENT USE
Fales 4 SATELLITE-INTERM ITTENT USE
Jackass 1 ACTIVE

'ACTIVE" leks are those where male birds have been observed during the strutting
season within the last 5 years.

4.2.2 Summerl Late Brood Habitat
Private lands within the Desert Creek - Fales PMU are very important for summer brood
habitat. The core of the summer brood habitat associated with the Deseft Creek /eks is the
meadows on the Desert Creek Ranch and adjacent National Forest lands. Summer brood
habitat associated with the Sweetwater leks includes the meadows on the Sweetwater
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Ranch and adjacent ranches, and National Forest lands. Additional summer habitat has
been documented on the west side of the Sweetwater range. The summer brood habitat
associated with the Fales leks includes the meadows on Wheeler Flat and potentially some
of the meadows in the Sweetwater Mountains.

4.2.3 Winter Habitat
Winter habitat in the vicinity of the Deseft Creek Leks is the surrounding area and the Pine
Grove Hills to the east. Winter habitat in the vicinity of the Sweetwater leks is the
surrounding area and to east on the East Walker River. Winter habitat associated with the
Fales lek has not been confirmed, but could potentially occur in the vicinity of Antelope
Valley.

4.3 Sage-grouse Population

4.3.1 Historical Distribution

4.3.2 CurrentDistribution
Desert Creek / Sweetwater, Nevada - ln 2002lhe size of the Nevada population of the
Desert Creek/Sweetwater population of the Desert CreeUFales PMU stood somewhere
between the low estimate of 471 birds and a high estimate of 565 birds. This estimate was
produced using a population estimator created by the technical committee of the Western
States Sage-grouse Team. A three-year average was used to produce this estimate.
Observations from the years of 2000, 2001 and 2002 were used. An updated estimate
following the 2003 census gives a low estimate of 672 and a high estimate of 807.

Trend. This population of sage-grouse has maintained relative stability over the past 50-
year period. Annual observations of this population began in 1953 and continued to the
present. There were some years when surveys were not conducted for a variety of reasons.
However, the efforts remained fairly consistent over the years.

The highest number of observed strutting males occurred at the onset of population
monitoring in 1953 when 153 strutting males were recorded. The number of strutting males
remained high until 1960 when a decrease in activity was noted. The average for the 1960s
was 46 strutting males. The next two decades saw an increase where ten-year-averages of
57 and 68 were recorded. The 1990s showed a decrease to a ten-year-average of 51
males observed. The average number of active males strutting has risen to 63 since 2000.
The average number of strutting males observed over the SO-year period since 1953 is 65
active males. The current trend indicates an increase in activity for this population of sage-
grouse.

Summer brood counts have shown the same general trend that is recorded for strutting
activity. The data are showing a general seven to ten-year cycle with rises and declines in
production. Climate certainly has an impact on production for this population. However the
population appears to be maintaining stability at this time.

Fales Population. Annually, the Department of Fish and Game, Bureau of Land
Management and other resource agencies assess the status of sage-grouse breeding
populations in Mono County, California, by surveying all known leks for activity, searching
for new leks, and obtaining peak counts of the number of males attending each know lek.
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To date, a total of 6 strutting locations, including core leks and associated satellite leks,
have been identified in the Fales breeding complex (See Section______ for a complete
description of breeding habitat). These 6 strutting areas are located on Burcham and
Wheeler Flats in the vicinity of Sonora Junction fiunction of highways 395 and 108) in
northern Mono County. Of the 6 leks identified to date, only two (leks 2 and 3) are
considered to be dependable, long term leks based on male attendance. Lek 1, which was
initially counted in 1953, became inactive in 1981 and has not been surveyed since 1991.
Leks 2a, 3a and 4 appear to represent satellite grounds based on their intermittent use.

Beginning in 1987, the method for conducting lek counts was standardized in attempt to
obtain the annual peak high male count for all known active leks in the Fales population.
Annual monitoring efforts prior to 1987 did not always involve multiple lek counts because of
problems associated with personnel and weather constraints. The method used to establish
the peak single day count typically involved 1 experienced person counting at each lek on at
least 3 separate days conducted during the period when female and male presence was at
a maximum (Connelly et al. 2003). The peak single day count was taken on the day with
the highest cumulative number of males counted on all leks visited within the breeding
complex. Leks were monitored for activity from early March to judge the likely period of
peak lek occupation.

Population Estimates.
Two population expansion estimators, Emmons and Braun (1984) and Walsh (2002), were
used to estimate the upper and lower limits of the most recent spring sage-grouse
population in the Fales breeding complex. The low estimate (Emmons and Braun 1984)
assumes that there are 2.00 hens per male, while the number of undetected males (adult
males not attending leks and immature males) is 25% that of visible males. The high
estimate (Walsh 2002) assumes that only 50% of all males attend leks and that there are
2.73 hens per male. The assumption that 10% of all leks in the PMU are still undetected
was applied to both estimators. Based upon the average of peak lek counts conducted in
the Fales breeding complex from 2000-2002, the most recent spring population estimate for
the California segment of the Bodie Hills PMU was between 122 and 182 grouse

Trend. lnitial population monitoring effoñs in the Fales area began in 1953 with the
counting of lek 1. Leks 2 and 3 were added to the survey in 1957, and lek 4 in 1961. From
1957-1980, the average number of males counted on all leks and was 78. The high peak
count during this same period was 205 males in 1963 (Figure 4-1). Of these 205 males,
nearly 50% were counted on lek 1, located within 50 m west of Highway 395 (Figure
_____.1). Annual male attendance on lek I averaged 36 birds from 1957-1970; however,
from 1971-1980, that use declined to an average of just 9 males. By 1981, grouse use of
lek I had ceased entirely and no birds have been observed on this lek since that time. lt
was the loss of lek 1 that apparently served as the catalyst for a precipitous decline in the
Fales sage-grouse population (Figure ____.1). From 1982-2003, the average number of
males counted with the entire Fales breeding complex was 27 birds (Figure ____.1). The
high peak count during this same period was just 38 males in 1999 (Figure ____.1).

The trend in the Fales sage-grouse populations is marked by two distinct periods (Figure
____.2). From 1957-1981, 3-year moving averages for the number of males counted
fluctuated between 75% and 311% of the long-term average ln some years lek surveys
were not conduced or abnormally low sample sizes were obtained due to low sampling effort
(e.9., one-time counts), which may account for the wide fluctuation in 3-year average lek
counts. For the most part, however, average lek counts remained well above or just slightly

I
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below the LTA for the period. The Fales grouse population attained its highest level from
1959-1964, when 3-year averages ranged from 140% to 31 1% of the LTA (Figure 4-2).

Beginning in 1982, the Fales population began a steep, downward trend which was
apparently linked to the cessation of breeding activity on lek 1 (Figure 4-2). Three year
moving averages from 1982-1991 dropped from 88% of the LTA in 1982 to as low as 20-
30% of the LTA from 1984-1986. From 1993-2003, three year moving averages ranged
from 26-56% of the LTA. The most recent three-year average (2000-2002) indicates that
the Fales sage-grouse population is maintaining a low, but stable trend at around 50% of the
LTA (Figure 4-2).

Figure4-1. Peak number of males counted for all leks and for Lek I from the Fales
Breeding Complex in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU/

Peak Number of Males Counted for all Leks and for Lek 1, Fales
Breeding Gomplex, Fales-Desert Creek PMU, 1953-2003

.o4 CC""&CCó"C94C$"..teeed'."ú.r""r.$
Year

l-Allleks (1-4) *¡s¡ 1
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Jackass Flat Population

ln spring 2003, a new sage-grouse strutting ground was located in extreme northeast Mono
County, California, in the vicinity of Jackass Flat. Jackass Flat is located on the
northeastern flank of the Sweetwater Mountains at an elevation of approximately 8,000 feet
(3,200 m). The Jackasss Flat lek is located approximatley 11 air-miles (7 km) north of
Burcham Flat, which supports the northern most lek within the Fales breeding complex. The
peak high count for the Jackass Flat lek in 2003 was 10 male grouse.

4.4 Desert Creek - Fales PMU Risk Assessment and Conservation Actions
Existing and foreseeable risks for the Desert Creek - Fales PMU include pinyon juniper
encroachment, conversion of rangeland to agriculture, urbanization, power lines and other
infrastructure, human disturbance, predation, hunting, and livestock grazing. Each is
discussed in detail below. The priority for concern for the PMU is:

1. Pinyon-juniper encroachment
2. Urbanization / Land Use
3. Human Disturbance
4. Sagebrush habitat condition
5. Power lines, roads, fences, other infrastructure
6. Livestock grazing
7. Predation
8. Hunting

4.4.1 Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment
Pinyon-juniper encroachment is occurring throughout the entire Desert Creek-Fales PMU in
both upland and riparian habitats and is adversely affecting both habitat quality and quantity
for sage-grouse. The replacement of sagebrush range sites with pinyon juniper woodlands
is fragmenting the sagebrush habitats and diminishing habitat connectivity. Pinyon-juniper
also provides additional nesting and perching habitat for predatory birds such as ravens that
prey on sage-grouse chicks, particularly during the early brood stage.

The risks from pinyon-juniper encroachment are manageable and predictable, but expensive
to mitigate. Christmas tree and fire wood cutting and tree mortality from insects and disease,
especially during drought years are reducing tree density, but on a very small scale in
comparison to the extent of the pinyon-juniper encroachment.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:

> lnventories to document sagebrush, riparian and woodland sites needs to be
completed throughout the PMU for both USFS and private lands.

Who: USFS, Private, NRCS
When: ongoing on National Forest

> ldentify critical habitat areas with pinyon-juniper encroachment for potential
treatment.

Who: USFS, Private, NRCS, NDF, NDOW, CFG
When: on going
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> Monitoring bird movements with radio telemetry is needed to verify population
distribution patterns in relation to habitat connectivity.

Who: NDOW, CFG, USGS
When: ongoing

lnitial Conservation Strategy:

Establish a demonstration project at Dead Ox Spring to determine the effects of PJ removal on
the site. This site is currently characterized by a closed canopy of pinyon-juniper.

Remove pinyon-juniper where it is invading known, sage grouse habitat using the appropriate
treatment technique.

Photo 4.1 Proposed treatment area Number l. Near Sweetwater Summit. Note
density of pinyon in foreground and pinyon encroachment in the
background to the right.

Gonservation Action: Pinvon Juniper Reduction

Risk: Loss of sagebrush habitat in the Sweetwater breeding area complexes due to
encroachment of pinyon-juniper.

Obiective: Remove pinyon-juniper over story where it is encroaching into sagebrush habitat
adjacent to the breeding area complexes. Treat approximately 3,380 acres.
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Action: Remove pinyon-juniper over story with most appropriate technique. (Cutting,
burning, chaining, herbicide.)

Rationale: Habitat in the Sweetwater Complex is a mixture of mountain big sagebrush, low
sagebrush, and old crested wheatgrass seeding, with encroaching pinyon-juniper trees.
Habitat has been assessed as R0, R2, R3 and R0agcr (sagebrush with crested
wheatgrass). Those areas within 2 miles of the lek, that are classified as Phase I (few to
many small trees not affecting understory, < 11o/o canopy cover) and Phase ll (12-54%
canopy cover, rapid tree growth, declining understory) were selected for removal of pinyon
over story. Treating Phase I and Phase ll is more effective than treating Phase lll (tree
dominance, little understory > 55% canopy cover). Treatment of Phase I will maintain
existing habitat and treatment of Phase ll will increase the amount of habitat in the
Sweetwater complex.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.

Procedural Requirements: Projects addressing this risk are within the management
responsibility of the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Source: National Forest appropriated dollars requested for FY 2004 and in planning
process for 2005; partnerships to be pursued for full implementation.

lmolementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service (2004):

a. ldentify action locations
b. Enter into budget planning.
c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. Complete Environmental Analysis.

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (2005):
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW Partners (2005-2006):
a. Forest Service monitor implementation for consistency with the

proposed action. Monitor change in percent canopy cover of pinyon-
juniper before treatment and one year after treatment. Complete
additionaltreatment required to accomplish the project proposal.

b. Nevada Department of Wildlife continue monitoring sage-grouse
populations through lek counts for changes in numbers of males
visiting leks.

c. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Project Area Locations:

l. Project Site One: Sweetwater Complex; One mile west of Wiley Ditch #2 lek (T8N,
R25E, E/,Sec 15, W % 14).
Description:
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a. Elevation 7,000-7,200 feet
b. Aspect: East
c. Dominant Vegetation: Mixed brush community with mountain big

sagebrush, Wyoming Big sagebrush, desert peach, bitterbrush.
d. Pinyon Phase: Phase I - few too many young/submature trees

present, but not affecting understory. Phase ll.
e. Acres: 960
f. Soil Type: Soil Map Unit 851 and 861
g. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Desert Peak S&G and Sweetwater C&H

. Pine Nut collecting in adjacent mature stands of pinyon

. Deer summer/transitory range

2. Project Site Two: Between Wiley Ditch and Wiley Ditch #2 (T.8N, R25E, NWSW, Sec.
18, T8N, R24E, NESE, Sec. 12)

Description:
a. Elevation 6600 feet
b. Aspect: East
c. Dominant Vegetation: Mixed brush community with mountain big

sagebrush, Wyoming Big sagebrush, desert peach, bitterbrush.
d. Pinyon Phase: Phase I and ll.
e. Acres: 160
f. Soil Type: Soil Map Unit 851
g. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Desert Peak S&G and Sweetwater C&H

. Deer summer/transitory range

3. Project Site Three: Sweetwater Complex; East of Wiley Ditch #1 (T8N, R25E, Sec 17,
East/. of the West %).

a. Elevation: 6,600
b. Aspect: Southwest
c. Vegetation: Pinyon Phase I and ll: Understory is intermix of big

sagebrush, bitterbrush and low sagebrush.
d. Acres: 100
e. Soil Type: Soil Map Unit 851
f. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Nye Canyon C&H

4. Project Site Four: Sweetwater Complex; South of Wiley Ditch #3 and north of
Sweetwater #1 (TBN, R25E, Sec 30, NWSE)

a. Elevation: 6900
b. Aspect: Northeast
c. Vegetation: Big sagebrush
d. Pinyon Phase: Phase I -few too many young/submature trees

present, but not affecting understory.
e. Acres: 200
f. Soil Type: Soil Map Unit 861
g. Other Existing Uses:

o Grazing: Sweetwater C&H
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5. Project Site Five: 1 mile West to Northwest of Sweetwater #1 (T8N, R24E, Sec. 35,
36).

a. Elevation 7200-8400 feet
b. Aspect: Northeast
c. Dominant Vegetation: Mixed brush community with mountain big

sagebrush, Wyoming Big sagebrush, desert peach, bitterbrush.
d. Pinyon Phase: Phase l, ll.
e. Acres: 1000
f. Soil Type: Soil Map Unit 923, 851
g. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Desert Peak S&G and Sweetwater C&H

. Pine Nut collecting in adjacent mature stands of pinyon

. Deer summer/transitory range

6. Project Site Six: 112 mile west of Sweetwater #2 (T7N, R25E, Sec 6 Wesl%)
a. Elevation: 7,000 - 7,200
b. Aspect: East
c. Vegetation: Pinyon Phase 1., ll., lll: Understory is mountain big sage

and bitterbrush
d. Acres: 640
e. Soil Type: Soil Map unit # 851, 861
f. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Sweetwater C&H

7. Project Site Seven: One and a half mile east of Sweetwater #2 (T7, R26E, Sec 4, SE
%) Long Doctor Spring

a. Elevation: 6,500
b. Aspect: southwest
c. Vegetation: Pinyon Phase 1., ll: Understory is low sagebrush with

Wyoming and Mountain big sagebrush.
d. Acres: 320
e. SoilType: Soil Map Unit 861
f. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Bald Mountain S&G and East Walker Stock drive

. Wildlife: Mule Deer winter and transitory range.

. Mining: lsolated claims with low potentialfor activity
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Figure 4-2. Location of proposed p¡nyon-juniper treatment areas in the Desert
Greek PMU.
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Conservation Action: Riparian Habitat lmprovement

Risk: Loss of late summer brooding habitat from encroaching pinyon pines on riparian areas
in the Desert CreeUFales PMU.

Objective: Remove encroaching pinyon trees from riparian habitat that supported wet to dry
meadow vegetation

Action: Remove pinyon overstory with most appropriate technique (cutting, burning,
chaining, herbicide, etc.)

Rationale: Late summer brooding habitat is being replaced by encroaching pinyon-juniper in
portions of the Desert Creek/Fales PMU. Late summer habitat consists of wet and dry
meadows, springs, seeps and streams. These riparian areas are important sources of
insects and forbs when the surrounding upland habitat dries up in the late summer.
Numerous riparian areas at the mid-elevation of the Sweetwater and Pine Grove Mountains
have been or are going to be lost due to increasing density of trees. Locations are on
National Forest land private lands.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest or private land owners
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Procedural Reouirements: National Environmental Policy Act requirements are identified in
the project description below for National Forest Lands.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Source: National Forest appropriated dollars requested for FY 200_-_ and in
planning process for 200___; partnerships to be pursued for full implementation. Cost share
grants are available for private land from various sources.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service (200__):

a. ldentify action locations.
b. Enter into budget planning.
c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. Complete Environmental Analysis.

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (200__):
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW Partners (200__-200__):
a. Forest Service monitors implementation for consistency with the proposed

action. Monitor change in percent canopy cover of pinyon before treatment
and one year after treatment. Complete additional treatment required to
accomplish the project proposal.

b. Nevada Department of Wildlife continues monitoring sage-grouse populations
through lek counts for changes in numbers of males visiting leks.

c. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

4. Project Planning: NDF, Private Land Partners (200__):
a. ldentify action locations.
b. Enter into budget planning.
c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. Complete Environmental Analysis.

5. Project lmplementation NDF/Partners (200__):
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

6. Project Monitoring: NDF/NDOW/ Partners (200__-200__):
a. Monitor implementation for consistency with the proposed action. Monitor

change in percent canopy cover of pinyon before treatment and one year
after treatment. Complete additional treatment required to accomplish the
project proposal.

b. Nevada Department of Wildlife continues monitoring sage-grouse populations
through lek counts for changes in numbers of males visiting leks.

c. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Proiect Plans:

1. ProjectSiteOne: Dead OxSpring (TgN, R25, Sec. 25)

I
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Joint Volunteer Project with Bi-State Planning Team and USFS
Description:

a. Land Ownership: USFS
b. Elevation 7800 feet
c. Aspect: South
d. Dominant Vegetation: Pinyon Pine
e. Acres: 20?
f. SoilType
g. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing:

. Pine Nut collecting in adjacent mature stands of pinyon

. Deer summer/transitory range

Figure 4.2 Location of Dead Ox Spring project area

Map
Dead Ox Spring

Project Area

2. Project Site Two: Long Doctor Spring (T7N ,R.26E, Sec. 4 )
a. Land Ownership: USFS
b. Elevation 6600 feet
c. Aspect: East
d. Dominant Vegetation: Mixed brush community with mountain big

sagebrush, Wyoming Big sagebrush, desert peach, bitterbrush.
e. Pinyon Phase: Phase I and ll.
f . Acres: 20
g. SoilType: Soil Map Unit
h 

:"hiiiü:iï:",,.ry ranse

3. Project Site Three: Upper portion of Dalzell Canyon (T.8 N. R25E, Sec.8, 17,18.)
a. Land Ownership: Private/USFS
b. Elevation: 6700
c. Aspect: NE
d. Vegetation: Pinyon Phase I and ll: under story meadow, creek
e. Acres: 100
f. SoilType: Soil Map Unit
s 9,rä.y,ïJns 

uses:

4. Project Site Four: Poftions of Fryingpan Creek (T7N, R25E ,32, 33, and 34)
a. Land Ownership: Private/USFS
b. Elevation: 6200- 6700
c. Aspect: E
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d. Vegetation: Pinyon Phase I and ll: under story meadow, creek
e. Acres: 100
f. SoilType: Soil Map Unit
g. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing

5. Project Site Five: Misc. other springs, seep, meadows as identified at a later date.
a. Land Ownership: Private/USFS

4.4.2 UrbanizationlLand Use
Private rangeland in Desert Creek, Fales/Burcham Flat, Sweetwater, and the east side of
Antelope Valley are being converted to residential and vacation homes. Residential
development may reduce habitat resulting in risks to habitat quantity and fragmentation.
Human activities including ORV, private airstrips, horse riding, biking, walking, etc. may
disturb individual birds during the breeding and nesting seasons. Domestic dogs and cats
can prey on sage-grouse. This risk is manageable and predictable and can range from
inexpensive to expensive to mitigate.
See Map ____ for private lands in PMU.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> An inventory of land ownership and vegetation types is needed to evaluate the
extent of potential losses of habitat from this activity.

> An inventory of habitat types on private lands and existing use by sage-grouse is
needed to characterize habitat distribution in the PMU.

Lands

Risk: Private lands in the Wheeler Flat and Burcham Flat areas in California and the Desert
Creek, Sweetwater, and Antelope Valley areas in California and Nevada are under current
or future threat of development.

Objective: Maintain or improve habitat quality and quantity on private lands in the Wheeler
Flat and Burcham Flat area in California and the Desert Creek, Sweetwater and Antelope
Valley areas in California and Nevada.

Action: Provide information, education and funding to maintain and improve existing sage-
grouse habitat on private lands.

Rationale: Residential development may reduce habitat resulting in risks to habitat quantity
and fragmentation.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
California Fish and Game and Nevada Department of Wildlife, Mono, Douglas and Lyon
County government.

Procedural Requirements: Dependent on program.
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Level of Partnership Commitment: High

Fundinq Source: Various private, State and Federal programs.

I molementation Process:

1. ldentify existing land ownership
a. Who - NDOW, CFG
b. When -2004

2. Develop a map of private lands areas with critical habitat concerns
a. Who - NDOW,CFG
b. When - 2004

3. Establish partnerships with private landowners and determine their interest in sage-
grouse conservation. Provide habitat assessment on private land to identify
management opportunities for sage-grouse..

a. Who - Bi-State planning group, NDOW, CFG, NRCS
b. When - 2004-05

4. Provide information/partnerships on funding programs for habitat management and
improvement of private land. Conduct workshops for private landowners on
management techniques that can be used to maintain or enhance sagebrush
habitats.

a. Who - Bi-State, NDOW, CFG, partners
b. When - 2004

5. Develop and implement habitat management projects on private lands.
a. Who - NDOW, CFG, NRCS
b. When - 2005-06
c. ldentify project locations
d. ldentify proposed projects
e. ldentify funding sources
f. Acquire funding
g. lmplement projects/actions

6. Support zoning that will maintain, enhance or preserve critical sage-grouse habitat
a. Who - NDOW, CFG, partners
b. When - When local planning is initiated

7. ldentify, propose and initiate: conservation easement- short term and long term, land
exchange or land acquisition for private lands that are under current or future threat
of development.

a. Who - NDOW, CFG, NRCS, private land owners
b. When - 2005-06
c. ldentify project locations
d. ldentify proposed projects
e. ldentify funding sources
f. Acquire funding
g. lmplement projects/actions
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8. Project Monitoring. Monitor sage-grouse populations. Report accomplishment to
USFWS, Reno Office.

a. Who - NDOW, CFG, Partners
b. When - 2006

4.4.3 Conversion of Rangeland to Agriculture
Land conversion from rangeland to agriculture risks sage-grouse habitat quality, quantity,
and sage-grouse populations. Winter habitat on private sagebrush rangelands in specific
sites including Sweetwater, Desert Creek, Dalzel Canyon, and state line at the Walker River
is being converted to irrigated pasture and hay fields. lrrigated pasture has been known to
provide late summer habitat for sage-grouse, but it may be at the loss of needed winter
habitat. Agriculture uses may benefit sage-grouse if certain habitat characteristics are
provided for. The risk to sage-grouse from habitat conversion is manageable and
predictable, but expensive.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> An inventory of land ownership and vegetation types is needed to evaluate the
extent of potential losses of winter habitat from this activity.

> An inventory of habitat types on private lands and existing use by sage-grouse is
needed to characterize habitat distribution in the PMU.

Ranch Lands

Risk: Private lands in the Desert Creek, Sweetwater and Antelope Valley areas in California
and Nevada are under current or future threat of conversion to agriculture.

Obiective: Maintain existing habitat on private lands and provide opportunity to improve
habitat on private lands.

Action: Provide information, education and funding to maintain and improve existing sage-
grouse habitat on private lands.

Rationale: Private rangeland conversion to agriculture risks sage-grouse habitat quality,
quantity and populations.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
California Fish and Game and Nevada Department of Wildlife, Mono, Douglas and Lyon
County government.

Procedural Requirements: Dependent on program.

Level of Partnershio Commitment: High

Fundinq Source: Various private, State and Federal programs.

lmolementation Process:
1. ldentify existing land ownership
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a. Who - NDOW, CFG
b. When -2004

2. Develop a map of private lands areas with critical habitat concerns
a. Who - NDOW, CFG
b. When -2004

3. Establish partnerships with private landowners and determine their interest in sage-
grouse conservation. Provide habitat assessment on private land to identify
management opportunities for sage-grouse

a. Who - Bi-State planning group, NDOW, CFG, NRCS
b. When - 2004-05

4. Provide information/partnerships on funding programs for habitat management and
improvement of private land

a. Who - Bi-State, NDOW, CFG, partners
b. When - 2004

5. Develop and implement habitat management projects on private lands.
a. Who - NDOW, CFG, NRCS
b. When - 2005-06
c. ldentify project locations
d. ldentify proposed projects
e. ldentify funding sources
f. Acquire funding
g. lmplement projects/actions

6. Support zoning that will maintain, enhance or preserve critical sage-grouse habitat
a. Who - NDOW, CFG, partners
b. When - When local planning is initiated. Note: Smith Valley in

process of developing a Master Plan for 2005.

7. For those private lands that are under current or future threat of conversion to
agriculture, identify, propose and initiate conservation easement, short term and long
term; land exchange or land acquisition

a. Who - NDOW, CFG, NRCS, private land owners, partners
b. When - 2005-06
a. ldentify project locations
b. ldentify proposed projects
c. ldentify funding sources
d. Acquire funding
e. lmplement projects/actions

8. Project Monitoring. Monitor sage-grouse populations. Report accomplishment to
USFWS, Reno Office.

a. Who - NDOW, CFG, Partners
b. When - 2006
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4.4.4 Human Disturbance
Risks to sage-grouse populations in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU from human disturbance
are affecting multiple birds on multiple sites year round, but especially during the breeding
and nesting seasons. Some critical sage-grouse habitats in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU
are accessible for public recreation year round or are adjacent to recently developed
housing areas. Lek activity has been published by NDOW, and lek locations are easily
accessed and well known. Mitigating these kinds of risks from human disturbance is
manageable but expensive.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> ldentify seasonal use areas by sage-grouse in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU by
radio telemetry to correlate with existing land use activity.

Initial Gonservation Strategy:

> Limit public access to lek sites during the breeding and nesting season to avoid
disturbance by humans.

> Establish a wildlife viewing point for the Desert Creek lek for the public at safe
distances from the leks and develop educational programs and materials to inform i,
people about the problems caused by human disturbance, i.e. driving to the lek i'l
during breeding season.

> Limit the disturbance in critical winter habitats.

Gonservation Action: Limited Public Access

Risk: Disturbance of the birds during the breeding and nesting season may be reducing
reproduction success.

Obiectives:
1. Limit public access to lek sites during the breeding and nesting season to avoid

disturbance by humans.
2. Establish wildlife viewing points for the public at safe distances from the leks and

develop educational programs and materials to inform people about the problems
caused by human disturbance.

3. Limit the disturbance in critical winter habitats.

Actions:
1. Close public access to the Desert Creek lek sites during breeding and nesting

season,
2. Establish a wildlife viewing area for the Desert Creek Lek with educational

information.
3. ldentify winter use areas of sage-grouse to determine if there is a conflict with winter

recreational uses.

Rationale: By reducing possible disturbance to the birds during breeding and nesting
season, reproductive success may improve.
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Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest. Highway Kiosk USFS,
NDOT and Lyon County. Monitoring sage-grouse and recreational activities would include
NDOW, CFG and USFS.

Procedural Requirements: NEPA.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Source: National Forest appropriated dollars requested for FY 200 and in
planning process for 200__; partnerships to be pursued for full implementation.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service (200__):

a. ldentify action locations.
b. Enter into budget planning.
c. Complete Environmental Analysis.

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (200_ ):
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW Partners (2005-2006):
a. Forest Service monitors implementation for consistency with the

proposed action.
b. NDOW and CFG continues monitoring sage-grouse populations

through lek counts for changes in numbers of males visiting leks.
c. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Proiect Area Locations

1. Project Site One: Desert Creek Lek Closure - March 1 to May 30.
a. Acres: 1280 acres
b. Other Existing Uses:

. Grazing: Cattle, winter use

. Deer summer/transitory range

2. Project Site Two: Desert Creek Kiosk and Viewing Area
Location: Along Hwy 338 across from Lek areas.

Figure 4-4. Proposed location of Desert Creek Lek Glosure and Kiosk.

Map
Desert Greek
Glosed Area

And
Kiosk
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4.4.5 Overall Sageörush Habitat Condition
The ecological condition of sagebrush habitats within the Desert Creek - Fales PMU is
variable across the landscape resulting in potential and current risks to habitat quality for
sage-grouse. Sagebrush is old and decadent in some areas with little desirable understory.
Mountain sagebrush cover is dense in areas such as Burcham and Wheeler Flat.
Sagebrush sites such as the area surrounding the Desert Creek nesting area and some
early brooding areas lack forbs and associated insects for young broods. At the opposite
extreme, old crested wheatgrass seedings on Sweetwater summit have a good diversity of
species and the sagebrush is in high vigor. Other factors that affect the quality of sagebrush
habitats include wildfire, drought, insects, and range improvement budgets for federal land
management agencies.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> Quantify and map vegetation types to document the age and structural character of
sagebrush in key areas.

> Review National Forest Management Guidelines for approved land management
techniques.

> Monitoring data on condition and trend of key sagebrush habitats.

lnitial Gonservation Strategy:

Maintain or improve the health and vigor of existing sagebrush habitat in the PMU.

Risk: Reduction of quality and quantity of sagebrush habitat from natural decline and
decadence.

Obiectives:
1. Emphasize monitoring, analysis, and management of sagebrush range sites for

sage-grouse on public lands.

2. lntegrate specific objectives for sage-grouse habitat into land management plans,

3. lmplement vegetation treatments appropriate to rejuvenate decadent sagebrush
sites in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU.

4. lncrease fire suppression priorities in critical sagebrush habitats, particularly areas
prone to cheatgrass invasion.

Action: lnventory and assess sagebrush habitat for possible treatment to reduce the cover
and density of mature and decadent sagebrush and to provide for the establishment of
grasses, forbs and young sagebrush plants. Treatment: Brush beat, burn, herbicide, etc.
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Rationale: Portions of the PMU contain sagebrush vegetation that is providing low quality
habitat for sage-grouse.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.

Procedural Requirements: Projects addressing this risk are within the management
responsibility of the Bridgeport Ranger District, HumboldtToiyabe National Forest.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Source: National Forest appropriated dollars requested for FY 200_-_ and in
planning process for 200__; partnerships to be pursued for full implementation,

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service (200__):

a. ldentify action locations.
b. Enter into budget planning.
c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. Complete Environmental Analysis.

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (200__):
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW/ CFG/Partners (200__-200__):
a. NDOW/CFG/ continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through

lek counts and brood counts.
b. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Proiect Area Locations:

1. California Locations:
a. Wheeler Flat
b. Burcham Flat area
c. Upper Desert creek

2. Nevada Locations:
a. Sweetwater Summit
b. The Elbow
c. Bald Mountain

4.4.6 Power Lines, Roads, and Other lnfrastructure
Power lines, roads, airstrips, and fences are risks to sage-grouse in the Desert Creek-Fales
PMU that affect habitat quantity and populations on a yearlong basis. Breeding habitats,
brood habitats, and migratory habitat can be impacted. Recent declines in the Fales
population may be related to construction of power lines and associated land use activities
over the last ten years. Power lines and roads may be effective barriers to bird movements.
Sage-grouse have been known to fly into newly constructed fences.
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New developments that pose this type risk are being managed on federal lands in
conjunction with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, and on private
lands in California in accordance with the California Environmental QualiÇ Act (CEaA).

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> Compile maps and specifications of transportation routes and corridors or road
improvements proposed for construction in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU.

> Analyze the cumulative effects of existing transportation routes and corridors.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:

> Use flagging to mark new fences, or relocate fence construction away from critical
habitat areas.

> Maintain existing corridors for power lines and transportation routes. Locate new
utility corridors away from leks.

> Modify aerial structures to prevent avian predator perching or nesting.

> Close and reclaim roads that ORV users have created into critical sage-grouse
habitat areas.

> Limit development of new roads and trails to minimize impacts to critical habitat
areas.

Conservation Action : Uti lity/Transportation Route Analysis

Risk: Predation, Accident Mortality, Loss of Habitat

Obiectives: Reduce further impact to sage-grouse

Action: Compile maps and specifications of transportation routes and corridors or road
improvements proposed for construction in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU. Analyze the
cumulative effects of existing transportation routes and corridors. Locate new utility
corridors away from leks.

Rationale: Will provide information on current and future impacts to sage-grouse.

LeqalAuthoritv: CFG, NDOW, USFS, NDOT, CalTrans

es

Action: Modify aerial structures to prevent avian predator perching or nesting.

Rationale: Aerial structures are know to provide perches for raptors and other avian
predators.
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Leqal Authoritv: Utility Company.

Proced ural Req uirements

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundino Source: Partners, Utility Company

lmplementation Process:

Project Area Locations: Highway 395 from West Walker to Fales area

Conservation Action: Limit Off-Highway Routes

Action: Close and reclaim roads that ORV users have created into critical sage-grouse
habitat areas. Limit development of new roads and trails to minimize impacts to critical
habitat areas

Rationale: Roads may fragment habitat, support noxious weeds, disturb sage-grouse.

LeoalAuthoritv: USFS

Procedural Requirements

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Funding Source: USFS, partners

I mplementation Process:

Proiect Area Locations:

4.4.7 LivestockGrazing
The risk to sage-grouse from livestock grazing is the reduction or removal on an annual
basis of plant production that could either provide nesting/hiding cover or forage for sage-
grouse. Grazing of meadows used for brooding by sage-grouse is not detrimental to the
habitat when adequate cover and forbs are provided to meet sage-grouse needs. The
potential for grazing to impact riparian meadow habitats by decreasing cover and forage for
sage-grouse is more prevalent during the mid-late brooding period. Long term risk could be
the change in composition of vegetation in key habitat.

The Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest administers grazing within the Desert Creek - Fales
PMU on National Forest land. Grazing allotments, season of use, and past use are
summarize d in I able 4.2.
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Table 4-2. Livestock graz¡ng allotments and season of use in the Desert Creek Fales
PMU.

Current management practices on National Forest allotments in the PMU are providing
adequate nesting cover and brooding habitat. There has been no grazing in the Desert
Creek lek area forthe past several years. Cattle gtaze the Sweetwater lek area during late
spring, after nesting, and utilization levels have been moderate. No grazing occurs in the
Fales/Wheeler area during the nesting season.

Rickev Peak unknown USFS Sheep 6t28-9t30
South Swauoer unknown USFS Sheeo 7t1-9t10
Little Walker breed, nest, early-

late brood
USFS Cattle 6t16-9t15

Poison Creek nest, early-late
brood

USFS Sheep 6t19-9t25

Junction unknown USFS Cattle 6t16-9t24
Mount Jackson unknown USFS Cattle 6/1 6-9/30
Sierra Blanca unknown USFS Cattle 6/1 6-9/1 5
North Swauqer unknown USFS Sheep 7t21-8t5
Burcham breed, nest, early-

late brood
USFS Sheep 7 t1-9t15

Cottonwood breed. nest. winter USFS Sheep 7 t1-9t15
Sweetwater breed, nest, early-

late brood, winter
USFS Cattle 6t16-10t15

Frying Pan-Murphy
Creek

late brood USFS Cattle 6t16-9t20

Desert Creek late brood USFS Cattle 7t15-8t15
Desert Peak late brood USFS Sheep 5/1 9-6/1 I
Risue unknown USFS Sheep 5/1 9-6/1 I
Tooaz none USFS Cattle 11t15-5t25
Wild Oat none USFS Sheep 4t1-5t15
Simpson late brood USFS Cattle Vacant
Saroni Canal unknown USFS Sheep 4t1-5t18
Fourmile breed. nest USFS Cattle 11t15-1t15
Dalzell nest USFS Cattle 1t16-2t28
Conway early-late brood,

winter
USFS Cattle 12t11-2t14

Bald Mountain late brood. winter USFS Sheep 5t16-6t15
Nve Canyon late brood, winter USFS Cattle 6/1 6-9/1 5
Sulfur lSorino) winter USFS Sheep 4116-5t24
Sulohur lWinter) winter USFS Sheep 't2116-3115
Missouri Flat unknown USFS Cattle 11t1-1t31
Wellinqton Sprinqs winter USFS Sheeo 4116-5t15
Wheeler Flat unknown USFS Cattle 11t1-2t28
Grav Hills unknown USFS Sheeo 1t1-12t31
Suoarloaf unknown USFS Sheeo 12t16-2t28
Pine Grove winter USFS Sheep 5t25-6t27
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Livestock grazing occurs throughout the Desert Creek - Fales PMU under the authority,
permitt¡ng, and management of the National Forest Service Bridgeport Ranger District.
Grazing allotments and seasons of use in the Desert Creek - Fales PMU are summarized in
Table 4-2. All other livestock grazing is found on private land with in the PMU.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> Continue to monitor utilization or stubble height at known nesting sites prior to the
nesting season. This includes Desert Creek, Sweetwater, Fales and Wheeler Flat
leks.

> Monitor utilization or stubble height on late brooding habitat. This includes Wheeler
Flat, Sweetwater, Fales, Jackass Springs and numerous other sources in the
Sweetwater Mountains.

> Evaluate the ecological condition of known nesting habitat to determine the potential
for producing optimal nesting habitat as described in the WAFWA Guidelines. This
includes Desert Creek, Sweetwater, Fales and Wheeler Flat lek areas.

> lnventory and conduct Proper Functioning Condition (PFC) evaluations on meadows
and riparian habitats used or potentially used by sage-grouse. This will provide a
baseline to determine the existing and potential habitat for these area and help direct
efforts for management.

> Monitor birds' movements with radio telemetry to identify nesting, early brood, and
late brood habitats to determine potential conflicts with season of grazing, use levels
and class of livestock (cattle or sheep).

lnitial Gonservation Strategy:

> Maintain grazing management practices on National Forest allotments where current
utilization levels and season of grazing are consistent with maintaining or enhancing
nesting and brood habitats.

> Use an adaptive management approach during drought periods to modify grazing to
provide cover requirement for nesting and forage for brooding habitat.

> Manage livestock grazing to maintain sage-grouse use on all currently used
meadows.

> When possible, modify water sources to restore wet meadow and riparian habitats.

> ldentify locations and install water developments and guzzlers to improve summer
habitat conditions.

Gonservation Action: Livestock Manaqement

Risk: Reduction or removal of cover or forage on an annual basis. Long term reduction of
cover, forage or change in species composition.
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Objective:
1. Maintain graz¡ng management practices on National Forest allotments where current

utilization levels and season of grazing are consistent with maintaining or enhancing
nesting and brood habitats.

2. Use an adaptive management approach during drought periods to modify grazing to
provide cover requirements for nesting and forage for brooding habitat.

3. Manage livestock grazing to maintain sage-grouse use on all currently used
meadows.

4. Manage existing and new water sources to restore wet meadow and riparian habitats
and improve summer habitat conditions.

Actions:
1. lnventory, evaluate and monitor habitat per Additional Data Needs (above).
2. ldentify developed water sources in sage-grouse habitat to determine if they are

maintaining associated wet meadows and riparian habitats. Modify water
developments if needed for sage-grouse habitat.

3. Develop water sources for livestock if they will maintain or improve sage-grouse
habitat.

4. ldentify appropriate locations and installwater developments and guzzlers to improve
summer habitat conditions for sage-grouse.

5. Continue to monitor habitat and birds' movements with radio telemetry to identify any
ongoing conflicts. Modify grazing as necessary during drought periods.

Rationale: Management of livestock grazing needs to be done in such a way as to maintain
or improve sage-grouse habitat.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.

Procedural Requirements: Projects addressing this risk are within the management
responsibility of the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Source: National Forest appropriated dollars requested for FY 200__ and in
planning process for 200___; partnerships to be pursued for full implementation.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service (2004):

a. ldentify action locations
b. Enter into budget planning
c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. Complete Environmental Analysis.

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (2005):
a. Budget for project
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b. Budget for Partners
3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW/ CFc/Partners (2005-2006):

a. Forest Service monitor utilization levels.
b, NDOW/CFG continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek

counts and brood counts.
c. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Proiect Area Locations: To be identified at a later date.

4.4.8 Predation
Predation on sage-grouse is a threat to the population that is affected by many conditions
including availability of other prey species, habitat condition, and climate. The range and
size of predator populations can be expanded by human activities such as road and fence
construction, landfills, and housing development. Predator densities can also increase with
the number and availability of prey species.

Predation has not been identified as a significant limiting factor for sage-grouse in the
Desert Creek - Fales PMU.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

> Obtain and review predator control records from APHIS for the Desert Creek - Fales
PMU area.

a. Who: CFG, NDOW
b. When: ongoing

> Mark and monitor sage-grouse to determine predation rates.
a. Who: CFG, USGS, NDOW
b. When: ongoing

lnitial Conservation Strategy:

> Educate private landowners to reduce predation by domestic pets.
a. Who: CFG, NDOW, Partners
b. When: ASPS

> Provide optimal habitat of sage-grouse for all seasons to minimize predation.

4.4.9 Hunting
Hunting is the physical act of removing individual birds from the population. However,
hunting seasons are only scheduled when specific population criteria are met. Currently
there is no hunting within the Desert Creek - Fales PMU.

lnitial Gonservation Strategy:

> Continue routine population monitoring to assess trends in breeding populations and
annual production.

a. Who: CFG, NDOW, Partners
b. When: ongoing
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Permit and schedule hunting seasons only when specif¡c population criteria indicate
that the population will not suffer from loss of individuals.

a. Who: CFG, NDOW, Partners
b. When: ongoing
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5.0 BODIE PMU

5.1 PMU Description

5.1.1 Location and Boundary

The Bodie PMU encompasses 349,630 acres in northern Mono County, California. The
majority of the PMU is located north of California State Route 167 and east of US Highway
395 in the Bodie Hills. Adjacent portions of the Mono Basin, Bridgeport Valley, and east slope
of the Sierra Nevada comprise the remainder of the PMU. The noñh half of Mono Lake
constitutes about 7% of the PMU area. The Bodie PMU is bounded on the north by the
Desert Creek-Fales PMU, the east by the Mount Grant PMU, and the south by the South
Mono PMU (Figure 5.1.1-1).

The PMU boundary follows the East Walker River from the California-Nevada state line,
southwest through Bridgeport Valley, then along Sawmill Ridge to Robinson Peak. From
Robinson Peak, the boundary trends southeast along the upper elevations of the east slope of
the Sierra Nevada to Lee Vining Peak. From Lee Vining Peak, the boundary drops into the
lower elevations of the Mono Basin and continues easterly to the California-Nevada state line.
The boundary then follows the state line northwest to the East Walker River.

5.1.2 Land Ownership and Regulatory Jurisdictions

Land ownership in the Bodie PMU is predominantly public with nearly 74% of the PMU
managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the US Forest Service (USFS). The
BLM, Bishop Field Office, is responsible for management of the largest portion of the PMU.
The Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest (HTNF), Bridgeport Ranger District, and the lnyo
National Forest (lNF), Mono Ranger District, manage National Forest lands in the PMU.
Private lands comprise about 17o/o of the PMU, with some private lands in the northern Mono
Basin owned and managed by the City of Los Angeles, Department of Water and Power
(DWP). State of California lands comprise about 2% of the PMU and include Bodie State
Historic Park, Green Creek Wildlife Area, East Walker Wildlife Area, Wilson Creek Wildlife
Area, and a few scattered school sections. Native American reservation lands under
jurisdiction of the Bridgeport Pauite Colony represent less than 1% of the PMU. Land
ownership in the Bodie PMU is summarized in Table 5.1.2-1.

The existing land ownership pattern is primarily the result of early mineral development and
ranching activities. Numerous, often small and isolated, private parcels are distributed
throughoutthe PMU. A large block of private land occurs in BridgeportValley (Figure 5.1.2-
1). Many of these private parcels are associated with perennial waterand provide important
sage-grouse habitat. Significant historic human population centers and associated
development occurred in the vicinities of Bodie, Bridgeport, Masonic, Lundy and Dunderberg.
Contemporary residential and commercial development is predominately clustered along the
corridors of US Highway 395, California State Route 167, and California State Route 182.
Bridgeport and Mono City are the primary population centers. Residential and recreational
development is also common in the Virginia Lakes and Twin Lakes basins. Additional
development of the numerous private parcels traditionally associated with ranching and
mining is increasing, particularly along California State Route 167 in the northern Mono Basin.
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Table 5.1. Summary of Land Ownership in the Bodie PMU.

TotalAcres 349,630 100

Bureau of Land Management 180,022 51

Private (lncluding DWP) 58,952 17

Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest 44,836 13

Inyo National Forest 36,546 10

Mono Lake 23,153 7

State of Galifornia 6,081 2

Native American 40 <1

Land use, management and development on most lands in the Bodie PMU is guided by
existing land use plans. The Bishop Resource Management Plan (BLM 1993) provides
direction for management of BLM lands in the PMU. National Forest Lands in the PMU are
managed under direction of the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan (USFS 1986), and the lnyo National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan (USFS 1988). The Mono County General Plan (Mono County 1992)
guides land use and development on private lands in the PMU.

The southern limits of the PMU include a portion of the Mono Basin National Forest Scenic
Area. Other significant Federal land use designations include BLM managed Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs) for the Bodie Bowl, Conway Summit and Travertine Hot
Springs. Large portions of BLM land in the Bodie Hills and northeast Mono Basin are also
designated as Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs). ln addition, small portions of the Humboldt-
Toiyabe National Forest along the western boundary of the PMU are identified as proposed
additions to the Hoover Wilderness.

5.1.3 Topography and Climate

Elevations in the Bodie PMU range from 5,940 ft (1,811 m) to 12,380 ft (3,773 m). The
majority (80%) of the PMU lies between 6,500 ft (1,981 m) and 9,000 ft (2,743 m). Mean
elevation is 7,540 ft (2,298 m). Lower elevations occur in the Mono Basin, Bridgeport Valley,
and along the East Walker River. Upper elevations are associated with the highest peaks of

i 
''.".
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the Bodie Hills and the east slope of the Sierra Nevada. ln the Bodie Hills, elevations above
9,000 ft (2,743 m) are restricted to the environs of Bodie Mountain, Potato Peak and Masonic
Mountain. The highest elevations in the PMU occur along the east slope of the Sierra Nevada
near Robinson Peak, Monument Ridge, Kavanaugh Ridge, Dunderberg Peak, Mount Warren
and Lee Vining Peak.

Topography is diverse with the full spectrum of slope and aspect classes well represented.
Steep slopes (10-35% slope) are the dominant topographic class and comprise 39% of the
PMU area. A combination of flats, very gentle slopes (0-3% slope), and gentle slopes (3-10%
slope) characterize an additional 47o/o of the PMU. The remaining 14% of the PMU is
considered very steep (rgS% slope). Northerly, easterly, southerly and westerly aspects are
nearly equally represented, The physiographic diversity in slope and elevation within the PMU
provides for a variety of microclimatic temperature and moisture gradients.

Climate is typical of the Basin and Range Province, characterized by hot, dry summers and
cold winters. Temperatures range from summer highs above 90' F to winter lows below -30'
F. Bodie and Bridgeport commonly report some of the coldest recorded winter temperatures
in the contiguous United States. Average annual precipitation measured at Bodie from 1964
through 2001 is 13.50". Bodie received a record high of 26.04" of precipitation in 1965 and a
record low of 6.84" of precipitation in 2000 (Western Regional Climate Center 2003). Most
precipitation occurs during the winter as snow. However, spring, summer and fall rains
provide significant moisture in some years.

5.1.4 Sagebrush Associated Vegetation Communities and Distribution

A diversity of sagebrush species and associated vegetation communities typical of the
southern Great Basin sagebrush ecosystem (Miller and Eddleman 2001) occur in the Bodie
PMU. The predominant sagebrush species are mountain big sagebrush (Arfemisia tridentata
spp. vaseyana), Wyoming big sagebrush (Aftemisia tridentata spp. wyomrngensrs) and low
sagebrush (ArTemisia arbuscula spp. arbuscula). Silver sagebrush (Artemisia cana spp.
viscidula) and basin big sagebrush (AÍemisia tridentata spp. tridentata) are also common, but
occur on a considerably smaller spatial scale. Subalpine big sagebrush (Artemisia
spiciformis) is limited to the Sierra Nevada portion of the PMU. Though not contiguous,
sagebrush habitats are generally well distributed and found from the lowest to the highest
elevations of the PMU.

Wyoming big sagebrush tends to be the dominant tall sagebrush variety in the lower elevation,
arid portions of the PMU. Significant stands of Wyoming big sagebrush are found in the
northeastern Mono Basin and on some lower elevation slopes adjacent to Bridgeport Valley.
On many Wyoming big sagebrush sites, antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata var.
tridentata), basin big sagebrush and other xeric shrubs are common to co-dominant in the
plant community. Singleleaf pinyon (Pinus monophylla), and to a lesser extent juniper
(Juniperus spp.), are common along the upper elevation limits of many of the Wyoming big
sagebrush communities. Common grass species associated with Wyoming big sagebrush in
the Bodie PMU include Nevada needlegrass (Achnatherum nevadensrs), western needlegrass
(Achnatherum occidentalrs), squirreltail (Elymus elymoides) and bluegrass (Poa secunda spp.
secunda).

Mountain big sagebrush is the dominant tall sagebrush variety in the cooler, mid to upper
elevations of the PMU. Mountain big sagebrush is typical of deeper, well-drained soils, both
within and above the pinyon-juniper belt. Bitterbrush is frequently a dominant or co-dominant
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component in most of the mid-elevation mountain big sagebrush communities. Singleleaf
pinyon is also common in many mid-elevation mountain big sagebrush sites. At higher
elevations, and on moister slopes and aspects, mountain snowberry (Symphoricarpos
oreophilus), wax currant (Rrbes cereum) and other montane shrubs are common associates of
mountain big sagebrush. Common grass species associated with mountain big sagebrush in
the Bodie PMU include Thurber's needlegrass (Achnatherum thurberianum),lndian rice grass
(Achnatherum hymenoides), western needlegrass, basin wild rye (Leymus cinereus) and
needle and thread grass (Hespirostipa comata ssp. comafa).

Low sagebrush is well distributed on shallower, impermeable soils, associated with flats,
ridges, and steeper slopes at the mid to upper elevations of the PMU. Frequently, low
sagebrush forms a mosaic with mountain big sagebrush or mixed mountain big sagebrush-
bitterbrush communities. Singleleaf pinyon, and to a lesser degree juniper, have invaded
some mid-elevation low sagebrush communities in the PMU. Common grass species
associated with low sagebrush in the Bodie PMU include Webber's needlegrass
(Achnatherum webberi), June grass (Koeleria macrantha) and several bluegrass species (Poa
secunda ssp. secunda, Poa wheeleri and Poa neruosa).

Silver sagebrush is common within and along the margins of moist meadow communities at all
elevations of the Bodie PMU, Notable silver sagebrush stands occur at Big Flat, upper
Cottonwood Canyon, and the headwaters of Rough Creek. Basin big sagebrush is found
primarily at the lower to mid-elevations of the PMU and associated with deeper, well-drained
sandy or loamy soil inclusions. The majority of basin big sage habitats within the PMU are
found in valley bottoms and along drainage corridors. Common grass species associated with
basin big sage habitats in the Bodie PMU include basin wild rye, lndian rice grass and needle
and thread grass. Subalpine big sagebrush is limited to upper elevations on the Sierra
Nevada side of the PMU where it occurs on moist opens slopes and along the fringes of
mountain meadows and streamside riparian habitats.

Singleleaf pinyon is common, with significant stands occurring along the lower to mid-
elevation slopes of the both the Bodie Hills and the Sierra Nevada. ln the Bodie Hills, large
stands of pinyon are found on the northern flank adjacent to the East Walker River, on the
southern flank from the Nevada border to Conway Ranch, on the eastern flank along the
Nevada border, and on the western flank from Cleanryater Creek to Bridgeport. Though
seldom dominant, juniper is common in many of the pinyon stands in the Bodie Hills. On the
Sierra Nevada side of the PMU, significant stands of pinyon occur adjacent to Bridgeport
Valley from the Hunewill Hills south to Dog Creek and south of Lundy Canyon adjacent to US
Highway 395 west of Mono Lake. Juniper is rare on the Sierra Nevada side of the PMU.
Pinyon, and to a lesser extent juniper, encroachment is common in sagebrush communities in
these areas of the Bodie PMU.

Native and irrigated meadows and streamside riparian habitats are common associates of
sagebrush communities in the Bodie PMU. Though of limited overall extent, numerous small
springs and associated meadows are scattered throughout the PMU. The largest meadow
complexes are found in the vicinities of Bridgeport Valley, Summers Meadows, Green Creek,
Sinnamon Meadows, Kirkwood Meadows, Conway Summit, Conway Ranch, Bodie Creek,
Mormon Meadows, Cottonwood Creek, and the headwaters of Rough Creek. Streamside
riparian habitats are associated with the headwaters of the East Walker River and the Mono
Basin and are found in both the Bodie Hills and the Sierra Nevada portions of the PMU.
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Other associated vegetation types include mixed evergreen forests, aspen, mountain
mahogany and mixed shrub communities.

5.2 Sage-grouse Habitat Description and Condition Assessment

Most sagebrush associated upland range sites in the Bodie PMU are considered to be in mid
to late-seral ecologicalcondition. These mid to late-seral communities are generally classified
as either key (R0) or understory limited (R2) sagebrush habitats, As a result, R0 and R2 are
the dominant sagebrush habitat condition classes represented in the PMU. Pinyon-juniper
encroached (R3) sagebrush habitats are also common, but occur on a smaller spatial scale.
Sagebrush limited (R1) and potential sagebrush habitats without sagebrush (R4) are relatively
rare in the Bodie PMU.

Understory limited (R2) sagebrush habitats in the Bodie PMU are characterized by a wide
variety of sagebrush canopy cover and herbaceous understory conditions. Mountain big
sagetrrush associated R2 types with high (> 40%) shrub canopy cover and a limited native
grass-forb understory are relatively common. ln these sites, excessive shrub cover may be a
factor contributing to limited understory conditions. ln other R2 types, shrub cover is lower
(15-40%) and not likely to be a factor limiting the understory. Though seldom dominant, cheat
grass (Bromus tectorum) is a significant component in the understory of some R2 sites. Many
R2 sites in the Bodie PMU have tremendous potential for sage-grouse habitat improvement.
However, finer resolution mapping of R2 sites will be required to ensure the application of
appropriate management techniques.

Pinyon-juniper encroached (R3) sagebrush habitats are common at the lower to mid-
elevations of the Bodie PMU. Significant areas of pinyon, and to a much lesser extent juniper,
encroachment can be found on all flanks of the Bodie Hills. On the Sierra Nevada side of the
PMU, pinyon encroachment is occurring adjacent to Bridgeport Valley from the Hunewill Hills
south to Dog Creek and south of Lundy Canyon adjacent to US Highway 395 west of Mono
Lake. Juniper is rare on the Sierra Nevada side of the PMU. Many of these R3 sites provide
excellent opportunities for sage-grouse habitat improvement, pafticularly those adjacent to
leks and meadows. R3 sites that occur between known seasonal use areas or adjacent
breeding populations are also good candidates for sage-grouse habitat improvement projects.

Sagebrush limited (R1) habitats in the Bodie PMU are restricted to relatively recent (. ¿O

years) burns, mechanical disturbances, or other site altering activities. Contemporary
disturbances have been limited and affected a very small percentage of the PMU. No
landscape scale fires or other disturbances have occurred over the last 40 years. During the
1960s, several herbicide sprays were conducted to reduce shrub cover in mid to upper
elevation mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush habitats in the PMU. However,
sagebrush cover was quick to recover and most of these spray sites are now classified as key
(R0) sagebrush habitats. Generally, R1 sites in the Bodie PMU are naturally transitioning
early to mid-seral sagebrush communities in which sagebrush cover will improve over time.
Roads, housing developments, mineral material pits, and other activities that completely
remove vegetation from an area characterize potential sagebrush habitats without sagebrush
(Ra) in the Bodie PMU. Large contiguous blocks of R4 habitat are essentially absent. To
date, no type conversion of sagebrush dominated habitat to non-native annual grassland has
occurred in the PMU. However, cheat grass is common and some risk of type conversion
does exist, especially in the lower elevation Wyoming big sagebrush habitats adjacent to
Bridgeport Valley. Some lower to mid-elevation mountain big sagebrush sites are also at risk
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of convers¡on to non-native annual grassland. This risk is greatest on dryer, south and west
facing slopes and sites where pinyon encroachment has increased the potential for a large,
hot fire. R4 habitat restoration opportunities are generally limited to small, isolated sites in the
Bodie PMU.

5.2.1 Breeding Habitat

The Bodie PMU includes one of the largest breeding complexes in the Bi-State Planning Area.
To date, 29 different leks have been mapped within the boundary of the PMU. Of these, I
appear to be dependable long-term strutting locations based on review of lek coding,
geographic location, and male attendance. Of the remaining 21 mapped locations, 6 appear
to be satellite leks, 6 may represent either satellites or changes in lek focal activity, and 6 are
one-time observations of strutting males. The significance of 4 cannot be determined as
documentation other than a mapped location is lacking.

Leks in the Bodie PMU are arrayed roughly in a mid-elevation ring surrounding Bodie
Mountain and Potato Peak (Figure 5.2.1-1). The easternmost lek (11112), on Dry Lakes
Plateau near the Nevada border, and the westernmost lek (10), at Lower Summers Meadow
west of US Highway 395, are separated by a distance of 11.6 miles (18.6 km). The
northernmost lek (718) at Big Flat and the southernmost lek (5/6) at Bridgeport Canyon are
16.3 miles (26.2 km) apart. Leks range in elevation from 6,820 ft (2,079 m) at Lower
Summers Meadow (10) to 8,450 ft (2,576 m) at the Racetrack (4) near Bodie State Historic
Park. Mean elevation of all mapped strutting locations is 7,874 ft (2,400 m). Leks are on wet
and dry meadows, dry lakes and low sagebrush sites. ln general, sagebrush habitats are
uniformly distributed around leks in the Bodie PMU. However, sagebrush tends to be
irregularly distributed at the lower elevations, especially in the vicinities of lek 9 near US
Highway 395 and lek 10 at Lower Summers Meadow. Pinyon, and to a lesser extent juniper,
are the primary factors fragmenting sagebrush habitats in these areas.

Telemetry tracking of approximately 10 sage-grouse per year has been underway in the Bodie
PMU since 1999, a cooperative effort of the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG),
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the United States Geological Survey (USGS). A
total of 10 nests have been located, 8 of which have hatched successfully. Nest shrub
information was recorded and vegetation measurements were collected along transects
centered on the nest, using a protocol developed by ldaho BLM (Sather-Blair et al. 2000)
based on the guidelines (Connelly et al. 2000).

BLM found that in 1999-2002, nest sites compared favorably with shrub height, grass height,
and grass cover recommendations published in the guidelines. Nest site shrub communities
differed from those described in the guidelines in that shrub canopy cover tended to be
greater and bitterbrush provided a major cover component. ln addition, bitterbrush was often
selected as a nest shrub, with no apparent detriment to nest success. Basin wild rye
contributed notably to tall, dense grass cover (BLM 2003). Twenty-two forbs known to be
preferred sage-grouse forage are found in the Bodie PMU. Those found during nest site
evaluations included birdsfoot trefoil (Lofus sp., rare), milkvetch (Asfragalus sp., sparse),
hawksbeard (Crepis sp., sparse), phlox (Phlox sp., rare to common), groundsmoke
(Gayophytuln sp., scattered to common) and yarrow (Achillea millifolium, common to
abundant) (BLM Bishop FO files).

5.2.2 SummerlLate Brood Habitat
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Within the Bodie Hills, east of US Highway 395, telemetered males and hens without broods
have begun moving to higher elevations in early June, followed by hens with broods during
late June and early July. Both telemetry and casual observations show that throughout the
remainder of the summer, significant numbers of sage-grouse concentrate around Bodie
Mountain and Potato Peak, and are commonly found from about 9,000 ft (2,743 m) in
elevation up to the top of Bodie Mountain near 10,170 ft (3,099 m). These high elevation
summer observations also cluster around springs, streams and meadows that comprise the
headwaters of Rough Creek and originate on the northern and eastern flanks of the peaks.
Key areas include the upper reaches of the Paramount Mine drainage, Meadow Canyon,
Rough Creek, Atastra Creek, and the small reservoir that lies between the two peaks. This
results in many grouse concentrating in a small percentage of all sagebrush habitats in the
Bodie PMU.

Low sagebrush and mountain big sagebrush are common at these higher elevations, with
patches of bitterbrush, currant and snowberry occurring on more mesic sites. These higher
elevations generally remain cooler and moister, and support forbs to a later date, than the
lower elevations of the PMU. Telemetry study has thus far spanned drier than average years
and continued study may reveal whether such concentrated sage-grouse use of the highest
elevations during the summer is also the norm during wetter years. Further vegetation
assessments may also reveal the extent to which sagebrush community characteristics at
high-elevation sites altered by chemical treatments 4 decades ago may be a factor in summer
habitat selection.

An apparently lesser number of sage-grouse are also found during the summer in sagebrush-
associated habitats adjacent to lower elevation spring-fed or irrigated wet meadows in the
western portion of the Bodie PMU. Sage-grouse in this area also summer on the high ridges
dividing streams that flow out of the eastern flank of the Sierra Nevada, ranging up to the tree
line at about 9,000 lt (2,743 m) and occasionally onto the higher peaks that are bare of trees.
Mixed shrub communities comprised of mountain big sagebrush, bitterbrush, snowberry,
currant and other montane shrubs are prominent. Pure stands of mountain big sagebrush and
low sagebrush are limited west of US Highway 395. Larger meadow complexes are also a
prominent feature of the western portion of the PMU. lmportant meadow complexes include
Bridgeport Valley, Summers Meadows, Green Creek, Sinnamon Meadows, Kirkwood
Meadows, Conway Summit, Conway Ranch and Mormon Meadows.

5.2.3 Winter Habitat

ln 2000 through 2003, nearly all telemetered sage-grouse left summer habitats by mid-
September and returned to the 7,000 ft (2,314 m) to 8,000 ft (2,438 m) level. During
September-November, they tended to concentrate in the expanses of sagebrush near two of
the lek areas, Big Flat (7/8) and north and east of Mount Biedeman (2). These areas have
extensive, almost monotypic stands of sagebrush with what appears to be good canopy cover.
ln December-February sage-grouse continued to use these fall habitats, occasionally visiting
higher elevations when weather conditions allowed. Use of Big Flat is also documented for a
telemetered female sage-grouse from the Desert Creek - Fales PMU during the winter of
1998-1999. By March, telemetered sage-grouse had begun spreading out into all the lek
areas in the PMU. Casual observations of wintering sage-grouse are recorded for the Mono
Basin near Mono City and east of Mono Lake. A significant low elevation stand of Wyoming
big sagebrush occurs east of Mono Lake and may provide important winter habitat in some
years.
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Winter telemetry observations have thus far taken place only during dry winters with less than
average snowfall. During non-drought years, suitable wintering areas may be few and/or
distant, as pinyon, and to a lesser extent juniper, cover much of the sagebrush habitat below
7,000 ft (2,134 m) in the PMU. Continued telemetry study through several winters of heavy
snowfall will be needed to find out where sage-grouse go when snow completely covers much
of the sagebrush in the Bodie PMU. Aircraft tracking support during the winter months is
crucial to gaining this information.

5.3 Sage-grouse Populations

5.3.1 Population Characteristics and Distribution

Sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU exhibit at least 2 of 3 seasonal movement patterns described
in the guidelines (Connelly et al. 2000): 1) Non-migratory, with well-integrated seasonal
habitats; and 2) One-stage migratory, with distinct summer areas and integrated winter and
breeding areas. To date, no evidence of two-stage migratory movement has been
documented. However, as described above, severe winters with deep snow conditions may
necessitate a two-stage migratory pattern.

Connelly et al. (2000) also identify active leks separated by < 12.4 miles (20 km) as belonging
to a single breeding population. Applying this definition to active leks within the Bi-State
Planning Area indicates that sage-grouse in the Bodie and Mount Grant PMUs comprise one
breeding population. Currently, the northernmost active lek (Big Flat) in the Bodie PMU is
only 7.9 miles (12.7 km) from the southernmost active lek (China Camp #2) in the Mount
Grant PMU. Comparison of active vs. inactive leks shows no significant reduction in the
overall extent of breeding range within the Bodie PMU. However, the loss of strutting activity
at 3 of the southernmost leks (Aurora, Mud Springs and China Camp#1) in the Mount Grant
PMU indicates some reduction in breeding range for the combined Bodie-Mount Grant
population (Figure 5.3.1 -1 ).

To the north, active leks near Sweetwater Summit in the Desert Creek Fales PMU are
separated by just over 14.3 miles (23 km) from the northernmost active leks in the Bodie and
Mount Grant PMUs. To the south, the northernmost active lek (Parker Meadows) in the South
Mono PMU is about 17.4 miles (28 km) south of the southernmost active lek (Bridgeport
Canyon) in the Bodie PMU. A female sage-grouse radioed by the Nevada Department of
Wildlife (NDOW) during the spring of 1998 near Sweetwater Summit in the Desert
Creel</Fales PMU moved into the Bodie PMU near Big Flat later that fall, a distance of about
14.3 miles (23 km). The movement of this hen documents some interaction between these
two breeding populations. To date, no similar movement between the Bodie and South Mono
PMUs has been documented.

5.3.2 Population Estimates and Trends

Annually, the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and other agencies cooperate to assess the status of sage-grouse breeding
populations in Mono County, California. Annual efforts include surveying all known leks for
activity, searching for new leks, and obtaining peak counts of male attendance at each known
lek. lnitial population monitoring efforts in the Bodie Hills began in 1953 with the counting of
just three leks (1 ,2 and 3). A fourth lek (4) was discovered in 1957, followed by the addition
of satellites 2a and2bin 1970, leks 516,718,9 and 10 in 1976, lek 11l12in 1977, and satellite

È
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2c in 1980. To date, a total of 8 dependable, long-term leks and several associated satellite
grounds have been identified in the Bodie PMU (see Section 5.2.1 Breeding Habitat).

Beginning in 1987, the method for conducting lek counts was standardized in an attempt to
obtain the annual single day peak male attendance for all known active leks in the Bodie
PMU. The method used to establish the annual single day peak count typically involves 1

experienced person counting each active lek on at least 3 separate days during the period
when female and male presence is at a maximum (Connelly et al. 2003). The annual single
day peak count is reported for the day with the highest cumulative number of males counted
on all active leks visited within the PMU. Leks are monitored for activity beginning in March to
judge the likely period of peak lek occupation. Annual monitoring efforts priorto 1987 did not
always involve multiple lek counts because of constraints associated with personnel, weather
and access.

Connelly et al. (2000) summarize the limitations of lek counts and recommend that population
assessments based on lek counts be viewed with caution. Despite those limitations, they also
recognize that lek counts provide the best index to breeding population levels and trend.
Population estimates and trends based on annual lek surveys for the Bodie PMU are provided
below.

Population Estimates
Two population expansion estimators, Emmons and Braun (1984) and Walsh (2002), were
used to estimate the upper and lower limits of the most recent spring sage-grouse population
in the Bodie PMU. The low estimate (Emmons and Braun 1984) assumes that there are 2.00
hens per male and that the number of undetected males (adult and juvenile males not
observed on leks) is 25% that of visible males. The high estimate (Walsh 2002) assumes that
only 50% of all males attend leks and that there are 2.73 hens per male. The assumption that
10% of all leks in the PMU are still undetected was applied to both estimators. Based upon
the average of annual single day peak lek counts conducted in the Bodie Hills breeding
complex from 2001-2003, the most recent spring population estimate for the California
segment of the combined Bodie-Mount Grant breeding population is between 560 and 830
sage-grouse.

Sage-grouse hunting in the Bodie PMU is currently managed under a limited quota permit
system. The current system was established in 1987, following a 4-year season closure,
when CDFG established the North Mono and South Mono hunt areas. Annual permit quotas
are determined separately for each hunt area based on the estimated fall population as
derived from lek counts and estimated production. The need to develop breeding population
estimates for each hunt area requires that lek surveys reflect the peak single day male count
(Connelly et al. 2003). The peak single day count typically provides a more conservative
population estimate than peak counts for each individual lek.

Population Trends
Long-term Trend (1953-2003). Three leks (2, 3 and 4) were used to assess the long-term
breeding population trend in the Bodie PMU. These three leks were used for evaluating long-
term trend because 1)they have been consistently counted by sage-grouse managers since
1953, and 2) they function as core leks that on average represent 73o/o o'tall males counted
annually in the Bodie PMU. The highest total number of strutting males observed on leks 2, 3
and 4, including associated satellite leks, for years in which adequate data exist was 319 in
1963 (Figure 5.3.2-1). The lowest number of males counted on these three leks combined for
those years in which adequate data exist was between 45 and 50 in 1956, 1969, 1982 and
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1998. Since 1953, the average number of males, hereafter referred to as the long-term
average, counted on leks 2,3 and 4 was 117 (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1. Total Number and 3-year Moving Average for Male Sage Grouse Counted
on Leks 2,3, and 4 in the Bodie PMU (1953-2003).

Total Number and 3 Year Moving Average for Male Sage Grouse
Gounted on Leks 2,3 and 4, Bodie Hills PMU (f 953-2003)
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The long-term trend in breeding population forthe Bodie PMU from 1953 to the present was
evaluated for leks 2, 3 and 4 using a three-year moving average, where each year is an
average of that year and the year before and after. This trend is marked by several distinct
changes in population. From 1959-1980, three-year moving averages for the number of
males counted were near, or well above, the long-term average (Figure 5.3.2-1). This era was
highlighted by the period from 1959-1965 when the breeding population was at its highest
level, indicated by three-year moving averages that ranged from 124o/oto 191% of the long-
term average. This trend was reversed from 1981-1986 when three-year moving averages
ranged from4To/o to 88% of the long-term average. From 1988-1992, the trend in breeding
population increased, with three-year moving averages ranging from 1260/o to 155% of the
long-term average. This upward trend was again reversed from 1993-2002, when three-year
moving averages ranged from 50% to 69% of the long-term average. The trend has been
relatively stable over the last three years (2000-2003) at between 58% and 63% of the long-
term average (Figure 5.3.2-1).
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Recent Trend (1987-2003). Because more leks have been consistently counted in recent
years, the trend in peak male attendance from 1987-2003 was also evaluated for 8 core leks
using three-year moving averages (Figure 5-2). These I core leks include leks 2, 3 and 4
which were used to assess the long-term trend, plus leks 516,718,9, 10 and 11112. This
analysis excludes the 1995 count because it was based on a one-time helicopter survey that
yielded results not comparable to ground surveys. From 1987-2003, the highest total number
of strutting males observed on all B leks combined, including associated satellite leks, was
360 in 1992 (Figure 5-2). The lowest number counted was 64 in 1998. The long{erm
average number of breeding males for the period was 178.

Figure 5-2 Total Number and 3-year Moving Average for Male Sage Grouse Counted
Eight Leks in the Bodie PMU (1987-2003).

For these B core leks, the trend in breeding population for the period from 1987-2003 was
marked by two distinct changes in population similar to that defined by leks 2, 3 and 4. From
1989-1992, the trend in strutting males remained high, ranging from 141% to 205% of the
long-term average. This trend was reversed from 1993-2003 when the average number of
males dropped to between 36% and 94% o'Í the long-term average. Over the last three years
(2000-2003), the average number of breeding males for these 8 leks has been relatively
stable at between 70% and 93o/o of the long-term average (Figure 5-2).
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Bodie PMU Risk Assessment and Conservation Actions

Existing and foreseeable risks evaluated for the Bodie PMU include licensed hunting,
predation, fences, utility lines, permitted livestock grazing, feral horses, land use change and
development, mineral exploration and extraction, recreation, fire, pinyon-juniper
encroachment, water distribution, quality of sagebrush habitats and quality of meadows and
riparian habitats. Risk assessments for each these risks are presented in the following format:
1) An overview of the nature of the risk that includes the risk type, the habitat component or
season affected, and the habitat and population scale; 2) A brief discussion of the specific
habitat and population risks; and 3) A synopsis of existing management efforts and future
management options and priorities.

5.4.1 Licensed Hunting

Licensed hunting was evaluated as a population risk in the Bodie PMU. Licensed hunting is a
seasonal risk, with specific season dates and bag limits established by the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). Shotgun season traditionally occurs in mid-
September, followed by falconry season beginning in early October. Depending upon
prevailing weather, sage-grouse may be concentrated in late brood and summer habitats or
dispersed into fall habitats during the shotgun season. Sage-grouse are most likely to be
using fall and winter habitats during the falconry season. Licensed hunting is anticipated to
continue into the foreseeable future and is characterized as a past, current and future risk to
multiple birds within designated hunting areas in the Bodie PMU.

Hall (1995) summarized the history of sage-grouse hunting in California. The first open
season was established in September 1853, and in 1901, the first bag limits (25 per day and
25 in possession) were instituted. From 1907-1986, hunting seasons and bag limits were
gradually reduced and subjectto periodic closures (Table 5.4.1-1). During the period of 1910-
1949, open seasons ranged from 2-6 weeks in length, hunter numbers were unlimited, and
bag limits were 4 grouse per day and I in possession. Beginning about 1950, open seasons
were reduced to 2-3 days in length. Hunter numbers were still unlimited, but bag limits were
reduced to 1-2 birds per day and per season. From 1950-1972, season dates coincided with
Labor Day weekend and a time when sage-grouse were heavily concentrated on water. By
1973, the season was changed to mid-September in an attempt to further reduce harvest by
allowing time for birds to disperse into fall habitats. The era of unlimited sage-grouse hunting
permits in California ended in 1983.

Sage-grouse hunting in the Bodie PMU is currently managed under a limited quota permit
system. The CDFG instituted the current system in 1987, following a  -year season closure,
when they established the North Mono and South Mono hunt areas. Annual permit quotas are
determined for each hunt area based on the estimated fall population as derived from lek
counts and estimated production. CDFG issues these permits annually through a statewide
drawing. Sage-grouse hunting in the PMU occurs primarily in the North Mono hunt area. A
very small portion of the PMU, south of California State Route 167 and east of US Highway
395, is within the South Mono hunt area. Few, if any, South Mono hunt area permit holders
hunt within the Bodie PMU.
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Table 5-2. Glosure Patterns of Sage-grouse Hunting Seasons in Galifornia, 1907-1986.

1 907-1 91 0 Closed
191 1-1930 Open
1 931 -1 949 Closed
1 950-1 952 Open
1 953-1 958 Closed
1 959-1 960 Open
1961-1962 Closed
I 963-1 965 Open
1 966-1 969 Closed
1970-1982 Open
1 983-1 986 Closed

The North Mono hunt zone encompasses the Bodie Hills and is described as "that portion of
Mono county beginning at the intersection of Highway 182 and the California-Nevada state
line; south and east along the California-Nevada state line to Highway 167; west along
Highway 167 to Highway 395; north along Highway 395 to Highway 182 at Bridgeport; north
along Highway 182 to the point of beginning" (CDFG 2003). A description of the South Mono
hunt zone boundary is provided in the South Mono PMU section.

From 1987-1997, quota numbers for the Nofth Mono hunt area ranged from 150 to 450
permits. Season openers were held as early as September 13 and as late as October 14
(Table 5.4.1-2). By 1998, concerns over a declining population trend in the Bodie Hills
prompted the CDFG to significantly reduce the number of available permits. Since 1998, the
North Mono hunt area quota has not exceeded 25 permits. Only 10 permits were issued in
2003. Season length is currently limited to 2 days with a bag limit of 1 sage-grouse per
season. Annual permit quotas are combined for shotgun, archery and falconry.

Direct mortality of sage-grouse from hunting is a potentially significant population risk. ln
contrast to many upland game species, sage-grouse are relatively long-lived with low annual
turnover (Zablan 1993, Connelly et al. 1994) and low reproductive capability (Gregg 1991,
Connelly et al. 1993). Hunting may be additive to other causes of mortality (Johnson and
Braun 1999, Connelly et a1.2000a) and season dates, bag limits and permit quotas must be
set with caution to avoid potential over-harvest. Breeding population size, trend and
geographic extent should also be considered when establishing hunting regulations (Connelly
et al. 2000) to further improve harvest management. A limited permit quota system is clearly
the best management option for addressing these concerns and maintaining desired harvest
levels.

The termination of licensed hunting is also a potentially significant population risk. Connelly et
al. (2000) recognize the importance of hunter provided wings for monitoring production and
recruitment. When adequate sample sizes are available, wings provide the best measure of
nest success and juvenile: adult ratios. Hunters are also recognized as valuable allies in the
effort to conserve sage-grouse. Revenue derived from license fees, upland game bird stamps
and federal excise taxes on the purchase of firearms and ammunition pay for the bulk of State
sage-grouse population monitoring and management activities. ln addition, sportsmen groups
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commonly provide the funding, labor and political support needed to implement conservation
actions.

Table 5.3 Sage-grouse Perm¡ts for the North Mono Hunt Area, Mono Gounty,
Galifornia, 1 987-2003.

1987 300 1t1 Oct 10-11
1 988 300 111 Oct 8-9
I 989 300 1t1 Oct 14-15
1 990 300 1t1 Oct 13-14
1 991 450 1t1 Oct 5-6
1992 450 1t1 Oct 3-4
1 993 300 1t1 Oct 2-3 (falcon Oct 9-Dec 7)
1994 300 1t1 Oct 1-2 (falcon Oct 8-Dec 6)
1 995 150 1t1
1 996 150 1t1
1 997 1t1
1 998 20 1t1
1 999 20 1t1
2000 25 1t1
2001 25 1t1
2002 25 1t1 Seot 14-lS lfalcon Oct 1-Dec 2)
2003 10 1t1 Seot 13-14 lfalcon Nov 1-Dec 311

Licensed hunting is characterized as a manageable risk, with current permit numbers very
conservative and well below the maximum harvest rates (<10% of the estimated fall
population) recommended in the guidelines (Connelly et al. 2000). Compared to other causes
of direct mortality, current harvest rates are believed to be insignificant. The number of
permits issued for 2003 equates to approximately 1 2% of the estimated spring population and
0.4% of the estimated fall population. CDFG's current limited-quota permit system is effective
because it eliminates the potential for over harvest due to weather and other influences.
Additionally, the current system employs a mail-in hunter reporting system that provides wing
data necessary for evaluating harvest and production trends.

Licensed hunting is arguably the most closely regulated risk identified for the Bodie PMU;
however, the Bodie PMU planning group still expressed a clear desire to improve upon
existing management. Specific items identified for consideration include: 1) ldentifying
thresholds for season closures based on breeding population size;2) lncorporating population
trend into permit allocations; 3) Tailoring hunt area boundaries to the geographic extent of
distinct breeding populations; and 4) Coordinating and standardizing harvest management
strategies with the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW).

Gonservation Action: Licensed Huntinq Manaqement

Objectives: Ensure that licensed hunting does not adversely affect sage-grouse populations
in the Bodie PMU. Maintain the current conservative approach to managing sage-grouse
harvest levels in the Bodie PMU.

J¡"
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Actions:
1) Develop and implement a comprehensive harvest management strategy for licensed

sage-grouse hunting in the Bodie PMU.
2) Maintain a conservative approach to managing harvest levels through the current

limited-quota permit system.
3) ldentify population thresholds for season closures.
4) lncorporate population trend data into permit allocation decisions.
5) Modify hunt area boundaries to more accurately reflect breeding populations or to

protect small or at risk sub-populations.
6) Adjust season dates as necessary to moderate disproportional harvest of females and

broods on water sources.
7) lmprove hunter feedback requirements to facilitate data collection opportunities.
8) Coordinate and standardize harvest management strategies with the Nevada

Department of Wildlife (NDOW) to ensure that similar limited-quota harvest methods
are adopted and employed for any licensed hunting within the Bi-State Planning Area.

9) Re-evaluate this comprehensive harvest management strategy annually and update as
needed using an adaptive management approach.

Rationale: CDFG currently lacks a comprehensive harvest management strategy for sage-
grouse in the Bodie PMU, coordinated with NDOW. A comprehensive strategy should include
criteria for making harvest management decisions based on breeding population extent,
population trend, annual hunter success and weather influences; and should specify hunter
reporting requirements and how this data will be used to evaluate harvest and production
trends.

Leqal Authoritv: All actions addressing this risk are under the management authority of the
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).

Procedural Requirements: The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFD) will develop
a formal harvest management plan for sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU.

Level of Partnershio Commitment: The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) is
committed to improving all aspects of harvest management within the Bodie PMU. The Bodie
PMU planning group expressed a clear desire to improve upon existing hunting management
where possible.

Fundino Sources: The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) will fund and
develop a Sage-grouse Harvest Management Plan for the Bodie PMU.

I mplementation Process:
1. Review existing harvest management actions, population trend data and other

information relevant to sage-grouse harvest management in the Bodie PMU.
2. Develop a Sage-grouse Harvest Management Plan for the Bodie PMU.
3. lmplement the harvest management plan,
4. Annually review and, if necessary, update the harvest management plan based on the

most current population trend, hunter harvest data and other information relevant to
sage-grouse harvest management in the Bodie PMU.
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5.4.2 Predatíon

Predation was evaluated as a population risk in the Bodie PMU. A host of avian and
terrestrial predators capable of killing adult and juvenile sage-grouse occurs in the PMU.
Potential nest predators are also common. Predation is considered a yearlong risk throughout
the PMU, with the risk greatest in seasonal concentration areas. Predation is characterized
as a past, current and future risk to multiple birds throughout the Bodie PMU.

Potential predators of adult and juvenile sage-grouse include coyotes, mountain lions,
bobcats, golden eagles and other raptors. Potential nest predators include California gulls,
ravens, snakes, coyotes, badgers, bears and small mammals. Predator population levels in
the Bodie PMU are not well documented, but populations have likely rebounded from
extensive predator control efforts of the late 1800s and early to mid-1900s. However, there
are no clear indicators of artificially high predator numbers in the PMU. Trash dumps have the
potential to artificially increase raven, gull, coyote and bear populations, but at this time
community trash is collected and stored at covered transfer stations. Trash containers at
Bodie State Historic Park are kept covered as well. With the possible exceptions of bears in
the Bodie Hills, and ravens in Bridgeport Valley, no predator species currently appear to be
increasing. Because residential development and recreational use are light in much of the
PMU, predation and disturbance by free roaming and feral pets are not considered problems
at this time.

Adult and juvenile sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU may be most vulnerable to predators when
concentrated in seasonal use areas of limited extent; for example, leks during the spring,
water sources during dry summers, or snow free sagebrush habitats (currently unknown)
during winters of heavy snowfall. Mortalities among 41 telemetered sage-grouse within the
PMU have in 4 instances revealed clear evidence of predation. Two were adult males killed at
one lek site during the strutting season, within a few days of each other, evidently by a golden
eagle. The other 2 were females during the nesting season; one had been incubating but was
killed by an unknown predator while off her nest, the other was not nesting and was killed by
an avian predator. Additional instances of predation probably went undetected due to lack of
forensic evidence. Further information is needed to adequately assess the level of predation
on sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU.

Vulnerability to nest predators begins at egg laying and continues through hatching. Nesting
in the Bodie PMU generally occurs from late April through mid to late June (BLM 2003, USGS
in press). Telemetry study through 4 breeding seasons has monitored 10 nesting hens with
only 1 instance of nest predation. Groups of foraging California gulls from Mono Lake have
been observed flying low over Bridgeport Canyon during the nesting season and one predated
nest has been noticed there. Though the sample size is extremely small (n=10), nest
predation does not appear to be an issue in the Bodie PMU at this time.

Predation is not known to be a significant limiting factor in the Bodie PMU and few studies
have identified predation as a primary factor limiting sage-grouse populations elsewhere
(Connelly et al. 2000). Currently available data for the PMU suggests high nest success and
annual adult hen survival. Steep declines in the sage-grouse population for any reason, such
as disease, large-scale habitat loss or severe weather could render the population critically
vulnerable to predation impacts. Under such a scenario, predator control could become a
viable management tool. Connelly et al. (2000) recommend that predator control be
implemented only in cases where nest success of < 25o/o, or annual survival of adult hens of <
45o/o can be documented. Studies specifically addressing predator interactions are not a high
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priority, but may be appropriate if the population undergoes a steep decline. Telemetry study
and predator observations gathered during the course of other work in the PMU will continue
to add to our knowledge.

Predation is to some extent manageable in the Bodie PMU by means of managing other
factors that affect sage-grouse vulnerability to predators. Manageable human-induced factors
include: 1) Free roaming orferal pets or other non-native predators; 2) lllegal dumping, which
is minimal at present but has the potential to increase as transfer station fees are raised; 3)
Hunting, if at levels that are clearly additive to other causes of direct mortality; 4) Fences and
utility lines that create artificial predator perches or result in additive sources of direct
mortality; and 5) Grazing, especially if nest success is compromised by inadequate
herbaceous understory cover.

Conservation Action: Predator/Predation Monitorinq And Manaqement

Risk: Potential for predation by wild predators and/or free-roaming or feral pets to be a
population-limiting factor in the Bodie PMU. (Utility poles as avian predator perches are
addressed separately).

Obiectives: Gather data on predators and predation in the Bodie PMU. lnitiate predator
control as a management tool only if deemed necessary, feasible, and likely to be effective in
stabilizing or increasing sage-grouse numbers (i.e., a predator management strategy that
effectively increases nest success, juvenile survival or adult survival).

Actions: Standardize and coordinate compilation of predator observations and sage-grouse
predation. lf predation is implicated as a population-limiting factor, initiate formal studies to
assess the need for, feasibility of, and projected effectiveness of predator control measures.
lnitiate predator control measures as per the outcome of formal studies.

Rationale: The Bodie PMU planning group could not identify predation as a population-
limiting factor based on currently available data. Observations on predator abundance and
sage-grouse predation should continue to be gathered, with formal studies and predator
control measures implemented if other factors reduce the population to a level at which it is
not resilient to predation.

Leqal Authority: Any predator control response would be legally conducted according to
Federal, State and local laws by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Animal Plant and
Health lnspection Service (APHIS), Wildlife Services (WS) program. "WS is a cooperatively
funded, service oriented program that provides technical assistance to requesting public and
private entities" (USDA 2002). WS activities would be conducted under the direction of the
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and in coordination with Mono County, the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS), and any affected private parties in accordance with the appropriate
Cooperative Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Work could be conducted
on both private and public lands in cooperation with Federal, State and local agencies, and
private organizations and individuals. Control of free-roaming pets by enforcing existing leash
laws is within the authority of Mono County.

Procedural Reouirements: Formal studies would be observational only and would require no
more than a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or Cooperative Agreement among
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involved parties and a Categorical Exclusion (CE) on public lands. Predator control would
require a Cooperative Agreement or MOU with Wildlife Services (WS) in order to verify the
need for the requested work, and to identify the roles of WS and its cooperators (USDA 2002).
Typically, according to Animal Plant and Health lnspection Service (APHIS) procedures as
they relate to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), individual wildlife damage
management actions and any related technical assistance and monitoring efforts can be
afforded a CE (USDA2002).

Level of Partnership Commitment: All participants in the Bodie PMU planning group endorse
this stepped course of action.

Fundino Sources: ln the event that formal studies are needed, the California Department of
Fish and Game (CDFG), Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
would seek internal funding and pursue partnerships for matching funds in the event that
Wildlife Services (WS) is needed to implement a predator control.

I mplementation Process:
1. Continue current predator observations:

a. Continue telemetry study, maximizing frequency of observations to
improve the chances of locating fresh kills, identifying predators, and
distinguishing predation from scavenging.

b, Continue to gather casual predator observations from other personnel in
the field including researchers, agency personnel, and livestock
operators.

c. Provide a standardized format for recording predator observations and
designate a person to collect, keep, and summarize the data.

d. Designate an interdisciplinary group such as the Bi-State Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC)to review and summarize the data annually.

2. lf data indicate that predation may be a limiting factor, consider initiating formal
predator studies, especially if the population is rendered vulnerable by sharp declines
due to other causes.

a. TAC or similar group must concur that study is warranted.
b. Seek funding and complete any procedural requirements.
c. Contract study. Study plan should include observation of predator

numbers and predator-prey interactions at all life stages from egg to
adult, assessment of habitat features that influence vulnerability to
predators, and estimation of predator impacts on the sage-grouse
population. The study should also address the cost, feasibility, likely
effectiveness, and possible negative impacts of various predator control
measures and of habitat measures to decrease prey vulnerability.

3. lnitiate a pilot predator control project only if studies indicate it is necessary for
protection of the sage-grouse population in Bodie PMU. The pilot project should be
designed to assess the benefits and overall effectiveness of predator control, as well
as economically viability and feasibility. Monitor subsequent predator and sage-grouse
populations. Discontinue predator control if it is ineffective or results in negative
impacts to sage-grouse or other species of concern (including predator populations if
they approach unviable numbers).
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4. Seek enforcement of existing Mono County regulations to control free-roaming pets in
areas of concern if problems with predation or undue disturbance become apparent.

5. Educate authorities responsible for trash management regarding the importance of
continuing to keep all trash contained and keeping dump fees reasonable to deter
illegal dumping, in order to minimize proliferation of ravens, gulls, bears, coyotes, and
other predators.

5.4.3 Fences

Fences were evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie PMU. Fences are
common in, and adjacent to, a variety of sage-grouse habitats on both public and private
lands within the PMU. ln addition, the construction of new fences in the PMU is likely in the
foreseeable future. Principal habitats of concern include lek, night roost, nesting, early brood,
late brood and summer habitats. Fences are a yearlong risk, with seasonal peaks occurring in
the spring and summer, as birds concentrate near strutting grounds and late brood habitats.
Fences are characterized as a past, current and future risk that affects multiple sites and
multiple birds in the Bodie PMU.

Habitat risks include changes in habitat quality and habitat fragmentation. ln the Bodie PMU,
fences are commonly used to manage livestock or delineate property boundaries. When
poorly designed and sited, such fences can be detrimental to sage-grouse habitat quality.
Though fence construction may not result in direct habitat loss, fences can cause sage-grouse
to avoid traditional use areas. Such habitat avoidance was observed following construction of
the Bodie State Historic Park fence through the Racetrack lek and the private property
boundary fence built adjacent to the Lower Summers Meadow lek. However, properly
designed and sited fences are recognized as an important management tool that may be used
to improve sage-grouse habitat quality.

Direct mortality of sage-grouse due to fence strikes is a potentially significant population risk.
This risk is most often associated with the low-level flight of birds into leks under poor light
conditions. Similar impacts are expected as sage-grouse access other small habitats of
concentrated use, for example night roosts, springs and meadows. A single mortality was
documented in the fence adjacent to Lower Summers Meadow during the summer of 2003.
The exact date of the mortality could not be determined, but is estimated to have occurred in
the late spring or summer, as the bird was leaving the meadow for nearby sagebrush-
bitterbrush habitat (Nelson, BLM Bishop FO files). Similar strikes are documented in the
South Mono PMU (Russi, BLM Bishop FO files), as well as other areas within sage-grouse
range (Connelly et al. 2000). Fences may also provide perches for avian predators and
contribute to increased predation rates. lncreased predation rates are also expected to be the
greatest in seasons and habitats of concentrated use.
Fencing is clearly a manageable risk; however, present management is inadequate to address
sage-grouse needs. Currently, all fence construction is done at the discretion of the individual
landowner or agency constructing the fence. Design and placement options capable of
reducing impacts to sage-grouse are seldom incorporated into fence construction projects in
the Bodie PMU. The Bishop Resource Management Plan (BLM 1993) prohibits the
construction of fences on strutting grounds and requires the use of let down fences in areas
where sage-grouse are susceptible to wire strikes as they enter or leave a lek. No other
guidance for fence construction in or adjacent to sage-grouse habitats in the PMU exists. ln
addition, many existing fences within the PMU may not be adequately designed or sited to
meet sage-grouse needs. The Bodie PMU planning group expressed concern about existing
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fences in the following areas: Bodie State Park, 7-Troughs, Lower Summers Meadow, and
small exclosure sites like 4-way Meadow and Murphy Meadow. Concern was also expressed
about existing land use designations and management policies (for example, lnterim
Management Policy for Wilderness Study Areas) that limit fence design and placement
options and often take precedence over sage-grouse habitat needs.

Conservation Action: PMU Group Review Pendinq

5.4.4 Utility Lines

Utility lines were evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie PMU. Utility lines
are present in several known sage-grouse use areas and several key habitat types within the
PMU. The construction of new utility lines is probable in the foreseeable future, most likely to
provide service to private property developments. Utility lines are a yearlong risk, with sage-
grouse most vulnerable during the breeding season. Potential impacts to leks, nesting areas
and early brood habitats are of particular concern. Utility lines are characterized as a past,
current and future risk that affects multiple sites and multiple birds in the Bodie PMU.

Habitat risks are similar to those described for fences (see Section 5.4.3 Fences) and include
reduced habitat quality and habitat fragmentation. Poles for above ground utility lines provide
perches for avian predators (Ellis 1984, Ellis et al. 1989) and may cause sage-grouse to avoid
the immediate area where they are placed. Roads developed for the installation and
maintenance of utility lines often result in the longterm direct loss of extended linear
segments of habitat. The extent to which predators use utility poles as perches within the
Bodie PMU is unknown, but sage-grouse may instinctively avoid such tall objects regardless
of raptor activity. Overhead utility lines have had a clear negative influence on lek attendance
in northern California and strutting activity has ceased on all leks within 1 mile (1.7 km) of
overhead utility lines in that region (F. Hall, CDFG, personal communication). ln the 1980s, a
utility line was constructed near lek 9 alongside US Highway 395, despite recommendations
that the lek area be avoided. Construction of this utility line may have been a factor in the
subsequent reduction in the number of strutting males observed on this lek.

Utility lines may also cause direct mortality if flying sage-grouse strike the wires (Call and
Maser 1985). To date, no utility wire strikes have been documented in the Bodie PMU. As
stated above, utility poles may also provide perches for avian predators and contribute to
increased predation rates. ln northern California, the percentage of radioed grouse lost to
avian predation increased as distance between lek of capture and overhead utility lines
decreased. Post capture life spans also decreased as distance between lek of capture and
distance to overhead utility lines decreased (F. Hall, CDFG, personal communication). Utility
pole height, location and design likely influence the extent to which utility poles contribute to
sage-grouse predation. lncreased predation rates are expected to be the greatest in breeding
habitats. Potential impacts to strutting, nesting and brooding sage-grouse are of particular
concern.

Parts of the Bodie PMU identified as having utility lines that may be negatively affecting sage-
grouse include the Bridgeport Valley; the Mono Basin, including Mill Creek, Conway Ranch
and the utility line adjacent to "Pole Line Road" (California State Route 167); the US Highway
395 corridor from the Mono lnn north to the Bodie Road (California State Route 270); the east
slope of the Sierra Nevada from Lundy Powerhouse north to Bridgeport Valley; and the Bodie
Hills from the Bodie Substation east through 7-Troughs and along Bodie Creek to the Nevada
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border. There are also traces of an historic line that once provided electricity to the town of
Bodie. There are no major, multi-line, high voltage utility corridors in the PMU, nor any
designated corridors to accommodate such use identified in current land use plans.

Utility lines are considered a somewhat manageable risk; however, past management has
been inadequate to address sage-grouse needs. Future management should focus on
quantifying and reducing any negative effects of existing utility lines, as well as eliminating or
substantially reducing the negative affects of new utility lines. ln key habitat areas, land
managers should explore oppoftunities to have anti-perch devices installed on existing utility
poles during normal maintenance activities. Land managers should also investigate
possibilities for removing old, inactive utility lines. Where feasible, new utility lines should be
placed underground, located to avoid key habitats or designed to significantly reduce negative
effects on sage-grouse.

Gonservation Action: PMU Group Review Pendinq

5.4.5 Permitted Livestock Grazing

Permitted livestock grazing was evaluated as both a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie
PMU. Most of the land, both public and private, in the PMU is rangeland that is grazed during
some paft of the year. ln general, domestic livestock and sage-grouse use the same
vegetation communities and the majority of suitable range in the PMU is sage-grouse habitat.
Habitats of concern include lek, night roost, nesting, early brood, late brood, summer and fall
habitats. However, breeding and summer habitats are most likely to be affected by domestic
livestock grazing. Grazing by domestic livestock has occurred in the Bodie PMU since the
late 1800s and is expected to continue into the foreseeable future. Permitted livestock
grazing is characterized as a past, current and future risk to multiple sites and multiple birds in
the Bodie PMU.

Approximately 75% of the Bodie PMU is within the boundaries of federal grazing allotments
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Bishop Field Office, the Humboldt-
Toiyabe National Forest (HTNF), Bridgeport Ranger District, or the lnyo National Forest (lNF),
Mono Ranger District (Table 5-3). Though comprised of mostly public lands, these allotments
also include significant private in-holdings. These private in-holdings, or base property, are
frequently associated with perennial water and provide important sage-grouse habitat. Private
lands are generally managed under the same grazing regime as public lands within the
allotments. ln the Bodie Hills portion of the PMU, several key private landowners are active
participants and cooperators in the development and implementation of Coordinated
Resource Management Plans (CRMPs) that address grazing management issues. Domestic
livestock also graze most private land outside of federal grazing allotments in the PMU. A
significant block of private rangeland and irrigated pasture occurs in Bridgeport Valley.
Permitted livestock grazing is limited on State and City of Los Angeles, Department of Water
and Power (DWP) lands in the Bodie PMU.
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Table 5-3 Federal Livestock Grazing Allotments in the Bodie PMU.

Aurora Canvon 20,088 BLM Cattle 6/15-9/30
Bodie Mountain 56.263 BLM Cattle 611-10t15
Doo Creek 7,675 BLM Sheep 6t1-10t31
Green Creek 4.384 BLM Sheeo 611-10t31
Little Mormon 9,974 BLM Sheep 6t1-10t31
Mono Sand Flat* 51,085 BLM Cattle 12t1-5t21
Mono Settlement 572 BLM Sheep 611-10t31
Mormon Ranch 3.322 BLM Sheep 7122-10t15
Mount Biedeman 4,953 BLM Sheep 6t1-10t31
Potato Peak 14.670 BLM Cattle 611-10t31
Rancheria Gulch 26.238 BLM Sheep 6t1-10t31
Travertine Hills 10.595 BLM Sheep 5117-'t0131
Mono Sand Flat* 9,083 INF Cattle
Buckeve* 62 HTNF Cattle 6t28-9t30
Cameron
Canvon

4,245 HTNF Sheep
6t28-9t30

fi011-10l15)-

Dunderberq
7,001 HTNF Sheep

6t28-9t30
(0t1-10l15)-

Eaqle Creek* 91 HTNF Cattle 7116-9t15
Green Creek 1,308 HTNF Sheep lnactive
Hunewill Hills 1,186 HTNF Cattle 5125-6t23
Larkin Lake* 43 HTNF Cattle 11t1-11t30
Masonic* 18.661 HTNF Cattle 7 t1-10t15

Rickev Peak* 553 HTNF Sheep
6t28-9t30

(0t1-10l15)-
Robinson Creek* 758 HTNF Cattle 6t1-10t15
Rouoh Creek* 1.741 HTNF Catt e 6t1-10t15
Summers
Meadows 2,467 HTNF Sheep 6/16-10/31

Tamarack*
2,340 HTNF Sheep

6128-9t30
(011-10t15\-

Virqinia Creek* 922 HTNF Cattle lnactive
Wild Horse* 642 HTNF Cattle 12t1-5t31
*Only portions of these allotments are within the Bodie PMU.

-These allotments are manaqed under a four-vear deferred rotation schedule. C
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Cattle are the dominant class of domestic livestock in the Bodie PMU. Cattle graze
approximately 67% of the acreage within federal grazing allotments in the PMU. Cattle also
gtaze the majority of private rangelands outside of federal grazing allotments. Sheep gtaze
the remaining 33% of the acreage within federal grazing allotments in the PMU. Sheep
grazing is limited on private rangelands outside of federal grazing allotments. Less than 1% of
the acreage within federal grazing allotments in the PMU is inactive. Cattle allotments
dominate the northern and eastern portions of the PMU. Sheep allotments are concentrated
in the southwestern portion of the PMU (Figure 5-5).

Permitted livestock grazing is primarily a habitat quality risk in the Bodie PMU. While there is
little direct scientific evidence that links livestock grazing to sage-grouse population levels,
indirect evidence suggests that grazing practices that significantly reduce the height and cover
of the herbaceous understory in breeding habitat may negatively affect sage-grouse
populations (Connelly et a|.2000). Though the sample size is extremely small (n=10),
currently available data suggests that nest success is not an issue in the Bodie PMU at this
time. Grazing may also reduce herbaceous understory vigor and contribute to accelerated
shrub community succession (Miller and Eddleman 2001, Wambolt et al.2002). This may be
particularly important in mountain big sagebrush communities that are prone to high (>40%)
shrub canopy cover. Abundant forbs are an important source of nutrition for pre-laying hens
and hens with broods (Connelly et al. 2000) and some argue that excessive shrub canopy can
limit forb production (Wambolt et al. 2002). Additional habitat assessments are needed to
determine the extent to which permitted livestock grazing is influencing the quality of breeding
habitats in the Bodie PMU.

Meadows, riparian stringers and irrigated pastures are key components of sage-grouse late
brood and summer habitats (Connelly et al. 2000, Wambolt etal.2002) that can be degraded
by incompatible domestic livestock grazing practices. These habitats tend to be limited in
both extent and distribution in the Bodie PMU, particularly east of US Highway 395. ln
addition, both livestock and sage-grouse use tends to be concentrated around these habitats
during the summer. Due to their limited extent and susceptibility to livestock grazing induced
ecological changes, the availability of quality meadow and riparian habitats may be a
significant limiting factor for sage-grouse in the PMU. Several studies have reported that
properly managed and timed grazing can improve sage-grouse habitat quality by increasing
forb availability during the spring, late brood and summer period (Neel 1980, Klebenow 1985,
Miller and Eddleman 2001, Wambolt et al.2002). Numerous opportunities to improve the
quality of meadow, riparian and irrigated pasture management are available in the Bodie
PMU; however, many of these sites are privately owned and continued cooperation of private
landowners will be required to make appropriate changes.

Livestock management facilities such as spring developments, fences, holding pens and
salting and supplemental feeding locations can also negatively affect sage-grouse habitat
quality. Habitat impacts associated with permitted livestock grazing may be exacerbated by
conditions that influence vegetation conditions such as fire and drought.

The elimination of grazing is also a potentially significant habitat risk. As noted above,
properly managed grazing of meadows is documented as having a positive influence on sage-
grouse habitat. ln addition, range managers are recognized as valuable allies in the effort to
conserve sage-grouse and the importance of private rangelands to sage-grouse in the Bodie
PMU cannot be overstated and should not be overlooked. Land managers should strive to
develop flexible grazing management strategies that address sage-grouse habitat needs as
well as the economic viability of livestock operators. Management strategies that contribute to
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poor private land management or the eventual subdivision and development of private
rangelands could have significant long-term negative impacts on overall sage-grouse habitat
quality and quantity in the Bodie PMU.

Lek disturbance and nest trampling by domestic livestock during the breeding season are
potential population risks. Authorized seasons of use on most federal grazing allotments
within the Bodie PMU due not begin until after June I (Table 5.4.5-1). This eliminates the
potential for lek disturbance in the majority of the PMU. Some potential for lek disturbance
exists from early season grazing in or adjacent to Bridgeport Valley; however, with the
exception of lek 10 at Lower Summers Meadow, no leks are currently documented for this
portion of the PMU. Most authorized seasons of use also occur after the peak of the nesting
season and this significantly reduces the potential for nest disturbance or trampling. However,
June hatching dates have been documented in the Bodie PMU and some potential for nest
disturbance and trampling does exist for late season nesters. Sage-grouse are indeterminate
nesters known to abandon nests when disturbed (Cite); but the potential for nest disturbance
or trampling is also limited by permitted seasons of use, as well as livestock behavior. Except
when trailing, cattle do not travel in large groups or walk directly through sagebrush habitats in
a manner that would likely crush or disturb a nest site. ln contrast, sheep may be more likely
to disturb or trample nests due to behavior and movement patterns associated with herding.
ln either case, trailing is considered to have the greatest potential for direct physical impact to
nesting sage-grouse. Trailing was identified as an issue in the western portion of the PMU in
the vicinities of Lower Summers Meadow, Green Creek and Clearwater Creek.

Permitted grazing is considered a manageable risk with current management representing a
significant improvement over historic use. Currently, all federal grazing allotments in the
Bodie PMU are managed under Allotment Plans (AMPs) or Coordinated Resource
Management Plans (CRMPS) developed to meet multiple resource objectives. Several key
private landowners are active participants and cooperators in the development and
implementation of CRMPs in the Bodie Hills portion of the PMU. Sage-grouse were frequently
identified as a wildlife species of concern during the development of these plans. Still, many
oppoftunities exist to tailor livestock management practices to better address sage-grouse
needs. AMPs and CRMPs provide the mechanism for adjusting livestock management
practices to take advantage of these opportunities.

The best available data specific to sage-grouse habitat requirements and rangeland
management practices must be considered during the future development or revision of
grazing management plans in the Bodie PMU. Special emphasis should be given to: 1)
Maintenance or improvement of sagebrush communities in known breeding areas; 2)
lmprovement of meadow, riparian and irrigated meadow habitats; 3) Eliminating or
substantially reducing trailing disturbance in breeding habitats in the western portion of the
PMU; 4) Proper design, location and development of livestock management facilities; 5)
Reducing impacts associated with drought conditions; and 6) Developing management
strategies and incentives that encourage the long-term maintenance and improvement of
private rangelands in the PMU.

Conservation Action: PMU Group Review Pendinq
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5.4.6 Feral Horses

Feral horses were evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie PMU. Horses
occur in the southeastern portion of the PMU where they occupy known key sage-grouse use
areas and key habitat types. Current use is concentrated near the 7-Troughs lek and potential
winter and connectivity habitat in the northeastern Mono Basin. lmpacts to lek, night roost,
nesting, early brood, summer and winter habitats are of most concern. Horses are a yearlong
risk, with the present risk greatest during the spring. Feral horses are characterized as a past,
current and future risk to multiple sites and multiple birds in the Bodie PMU.

Feral horses have been present in the Bodie PMU for many years. Until recently, known
horse use in the PMU was limited to the northeastern Mono Basin in the vicinities of Larkin
Lake, Cedar Hill and Mono Sand Flat. Large groups of horses (>30) could be observed in
these low elevation areas of the PMU during the winter. Horses were first observed in the
mid-elevations of the PMU about 4 years ago, during spring sage-grouse strutting ground
surveys. Since that time, up to 6 horses have been consistently observed near the 7-Troughs
lek during the spring and summer. Other recent observations and sign of horse use in the
PMU have occurred in the vicinities of Mexican Springs, Brawley Peaks, Milk Ranch Canyon
and Geiger Grade near Truck Tank. A total of 18 horses were counted in the Bodie Hills
portion of the PMU during a July 2003 capture effort. The best available information suggests
that feral horse numbers and range are increasing in the Bodie PMU.

Habitat risks for feral horses in the Bodie PMU are similar to those described for permitted
livestock grazing (see Section 5.4.5 Permitted Livestock Grazing) with potential impacts to
breeding, summer and winter habitats of most concern. The principal difference is that
stocking rates, seasons of use and forage utilization levels are not actively managed.
Therefore, any significant increase in horse numbers or range within the PMU is anticipated to
have commensurate effects on sage-grouse habitat quality. The current extent of breeding
and summer habitat degradation attributable to horses in the PMU is unknown, but believed to
be insignificant due to low horse numbers. The extent of winter habitat degradation is even
less understood, but also believed to be insignificant because winter habitat quality is mainly
dependent upon sagebrush cover, which is minimally affected by horse use. Habitat impacts
associated with feral horses are exacerbated by conditions that influence vegetation
conditions such as fire and drought.

Lek and night roost disturbance is a potentially significant population risk near the 7-Troughs
lek. The current trend of extremely low male sage-grouse lek attendance coincident with
spring feral horse use in the 7-Troughs area is cause for concern; however, horses are not
assumed to be the sole contributing factor. Other risks are also likely influencing sage-grouse
habitats and populations in the 7-Troughs area including fences, utility lines, permitted
livestock grazing, recreation and the quality of meadow and riparian habitat.

Feral horses are a manageable risk, although the process of capture and adoption is difficult
and expensive. There is no designated Herd Management Area (HMA) within the Bodie PMU
and horses in the PMU are drift from the adjacent Powell Mountain Wild Horse Territory
(WHT). The Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest (HTNF), Bridgeport Ranger District, manages
the Powell Mountain WHT with the Appropriate Management Level (AML) goal of 26 horses.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and National Forest management goal is zero
horses outside of the established territory boundaries. Federal horse removal programs are
active in attempts to meet these goals. ln July 2003, BLM Wild Horse and Burro specialists
from Ridgecrest captured and removed 26 horses from the Powell Mountain WHT. An
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additional 7 horses were captured and removed from the Bodie Hills outside of the designated
territory. An estimated 30 horses remain in the Powell Mountain WHT and an estimated 11

horses remain in the Bodie Hills outside of the territory. During the course of the capture, 10
of the remaining Bodie Hills horses were at least temporarily driven into the Powell Mountain
WHT. Future management should focus on removing all feral horses outside of established
territory boundaries and maintaining AML goals within the Powel Mountain WHT.

Conservation Action: Feral Horse Removal

Objectives: No feral horses in the Bodie PMU. Maintain horses at the Appropriate
Management Level (AML) in the adjacent Powell Mountain Wild Horse Territory (WHT) in the
Mount Grant PMU.

Actions: Remove all feral horses from the Bodie PMU and control horse numbers in the
adjacent Powell Mountain Wild Horse Territory (WHT).

Rationale: Feral horses have been increasing in the PMU and expanding their range in key
sage-grouse habitats, and all are drift from the Powell Mountain WHT. Horse numbers have
been above the established Appropriate Management Level (AML) in the Powell Mountain
WHT for many years. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has a legal obligation to
remove horses outside of established HMAs, The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) has a legal
obligation to manage horse numbers within the Powell Mountain WHT at AML.

Leqal Authoritv: Horse removal is under the management authority of the U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).

Procedural Requirements: The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) and the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) must complete a capture plan and supporting environmental
documentation prior to any capture and removal effort.

Level of Partnership Commitment: No objection to horse removal has been raised during the
Bodie PMU planning process. BLM is committed to its policy calling for no horses on public
lands outside of established HMAs and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) is committed to
maintaining horses in the Powell Mountain Wild Horse Territory (WHT) at Appropriate
Management Level (AML). Private landowners in the Bodie PMU concur that horse removal
is beneficial.

Fundinq Sources: Horse removal is cooperatively funded by the U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Additional out-year funding will be required to
implement future captures.

I mplementation Process:
1. Develop capture plans and supporting environmental documents to capture and

remove horses from the Powell Mountain Wild Horse Territory (WHT).
2. Gather all feral horses in the Bodie PMU.
3. Remove horses from the Powell Mountain WHT as needed to maintain the herd at the

established Appropriate Management Level (AML).
4. Continue to monitor the horse population and remain watchful for any further

encroachment into the Bodie PMU.

I
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5.4.7 Land Use Change and Development

Land use change and development was evaluated as a habitat risk in the Bodie PMU. Private
lands are scattered throughput the PMU and include all sage-grouse habitat types. Several
key sage-grouse use areas and important habitat types are known to occur on private lands in
the PMU. Residential, commercial and recreational development of private lands in the PMU
is increasing, and additional development is likely in the foreseeable future. Development of
some public lands in the PMU is also likely. Land use change and development is a yearlong
risk, with potential impacts to breeding, summer, winter and connectivity habitats of most
concern. Land use change and development is characterized as a past, current and future
risk to multiple sites and multiple birds in the Bodie PMU.

Private lands comprise about 17% of the Bodie PMU. The existing land ownership pattern
developed largely to support ranching and mining, with numerous, often small and isolated,
private parcels distributed throughout the PMU. The largest block of private land occurs in
Bridgeport Valley. Many of the private parcels in the PMU are associated with perennial water
and provide important sage-grouse habitat. Contemporary residential and commercial
development is predominately clustered along the corridors of US Highway 395, California
State Route 167, and California State Route 182. Bridgeport and Mono City are the primary
population centers. Residential and recreational development is also common in the Virginia
Lakes and Twin Lakes basins. Development of the numerous private parcels traditionally
associated with ranching and mining is increasing, particularly along California State Route
167 in the northern Mono Basin. The current land ownership pattern is likely to contribute to
'leap frog' development that may have significant negative impacts on sage-grouse in the
Bodie PMU.

Habitat loss and fragmentation due to land use change and development is a significant risk in
the Bodie PMU. The majority of private lands in the PMU are still characterized as rangeland
and the commercial, residential or recreational development of these private rangelands is of
particular concern. Such land use change and development will result in the direct loss and
fragmentation of sage-grouse habitat. ln addition, the construction of roads, fences, utility
lines and other infrastructure required to support such development will magnify the extent of
habitat loss and fragmentation. Additional indirect impacts resulting from increased human
presence and disturbance associated with development will further degrade sage-grouse
habitat quality. Potential development in, and adjacent to, strutting, nesting, brooding,
summer, winter and connectivity habitats may be especially damaging. Significant impacts to
sage-grouse will likely result from the development of meadows and currently intact
sagebrush habitats in the PMU. The existing land ownership pattern increases the potential
for land use change and development induced habitat loss and fragmentation impacts in the
Bodie PMU.

Habitat loss and fragmentation associated with land use change and development is not
restricted to private lands in the Bodie PMU. Rights-of-ways for roads, utility lines, sewage
treatment plants and other public purposes on public lands are frequently requested, and
granted, to support development activities on adjacent private lands. Bodie State Historic
Park has expressed an interest in acquiring public land for the construction of a Visitor's
Center in the Bodie Hills portion of the PMU. Again, the potential for such land use change
and development impacts are exacerbated by the existing land ownership pattern.
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Land use change and development is considered a manageable risk with land use and
development on most lands in the Bodie PMU guided by existing land use plans. Existing
plans include the Mono County General Plan (Mono County 1992), the Bishop Resource
Management Plan (BLM 1993), the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan (USFS 1986), and the lnyo National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan (USFS 1988). Mono County has the primary responsibility for regulating
land use and development activities on private lands in the PMU. To date, the extent of
habitat loss and fragmentation attributable to land use change and development in the PMU
has been limited. Private landowners and citizens of Mono County have a clear opportunity to
guide future land use and development to substantially reduce impacts to sage-grouse.
However, the juxtaposition of private lands and key sage-grouse habitats will make this a
complex and contentious issue. The cooperation of adjacent public land managers,
particularly the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest
(HTNF) and Bodie State Historic Park will be required to successfully address the problem.

The Bodie PMU planning group identified the following priorities for addressing land use
change and development challenges in the Bodie PMU: 1) Update existing land use plans to
incorporate appropriate guidelines and mitigation strategies specific to land use change and
development in sage-grouse habitats; 2) Encourage the use of conservation easements and
other incentives that promote the long-term maintenance and conservation of private
rangelands; 3) lmprove and streamline the land exchange process to facilitate land tenure
adjustments that protect key sage-grouse habitats and maintain Mono County's private
property base; 4) Develop educational information to improve private landowners
understanding of sage-grouse habitat needs; and 5) Avoid public land management strategies
and policies that contribute to poor private land management or the eventual subdivision and
development of private rangelands.

Conservation Action: PMU Group Review Pendinq

5.4.8 Mineral Exploration and Extraction

Mineral exploration and extraction was evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the
Bodie PMU. Mineral exploration and extraction has played a significant role in the history of
human settlement and subsequent ecological change in the PMU. The best available
information indicates that significant mineral deposits remain in the PMU and mineral
exploration is likely to continue into the foreseeable future. The potential for future mineral
extraction is dependent upon the extent of future discoveries, as well as economic,
technological and politicalfactors that influence prospective development. Mineral exploration
and extraction is characterized as a yearlong risk, with potential impacts to all sage-grouse
habitat types in the PMU. Direct loss of key seasonal habitats or population disturbance
during key seasonal use periods are of most concern. Mineral exploration and extraction is
characterized as a past, present and future risk to multiple sites and multiple birds in the Bodie
PMU.

The Bodie PMU is best known for historic hard rock mining and the extraction of gold and
silver during the mining boom of the late 1800s and early 1900s. Significant blocks of public
land in the PMU are under valid existing mining claims. With the exception of Dog Town, the
Bodie BowIACEC and the Travertine Hot Springs ACEC, all public lands in the PMU are open
to mineral location. Sand and gravel are also common mineral commodities in the PMU.
Active and historic mineral material pits are located along Green Creek Road near the Lower
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Summer Meadows lek and in the Mono Basin near Mono City and Conway Ranch. The
southern portion of the PMU is within the Mono-Long Valley Known Geothermal Resource
Area (KGRA). Several valid geothermal leases are present within the KGRA; however,
geothermal exploration has been limited, and no geothermal development has occurred, in the
Bodie PMU.

Habitat risks associated with mineral exploration and extraction include changes in habitat
quality and direct habitat loss. The direct loss of habitat due to surface disturbing activities
has the potential for significant long-term impacts to overall habitat quality in the Bodie PMU.
Mines of the gold and silver boom era of the late 1800s and early 1900s were mainly
underground and probably had minor direct impacts on the overall extent and quality of sage-
grouse habitat in the PMU. Wood was in huge demand for mine timbers, smelting operations,
building and heating. The consumption of trees changed the landscape to an unknown
degree, such that it is uncertain whether the current extent of woodlands represents
expansion or recovery relative to the mining boom era. Mining activity continued at a low level
in the PMU until as recently as the 1960s, leaving a few scars in sage-grouse habitat. Some
opportunity exists for the reclamation and restoration of these historically mined areas.
Present-day mining practices have the potential to disturb large areas and create associated
impacts such as noise, stream sedimentation, water or soil contamination and road
proliferation. Even minor disturbances may have a disproportionate impact on sage-grouse if
they occur in seasonal concentration areas during the season of sage-grouse use. Recent
mining activities have focused on gold and silver exploration and sand and gravel extraction.
Notable proposals within the past decade include a request to conduct exploratory drilling at
the old Paramount Mine near an important sage-grouse summer concentration area and a
request for access to State mineral reserves near the lek area on Dry Lakes Plateau. There is
also a potential for "recreational" miners to create new roads during the course of prospecting
and staking claims.

Direct moftality of sage-grouse for sustenance was a major population risk and indirect effect
of historic mining in the Bode PMU. The gold and silver boom of the late 1800s brought about
a rapid increase in human population in mining camps such as Bodie, Masonic, Lundy,
Dunderberg, Mono Diggings and Dogtown. While the population of Bodie grew from a handful
of miners in 1879 to a peak of 6,000-10,000 in 1881, agricultural production lagged behind
and sage-grouse were a ready food source. The extent to which sage-grouse were exploited
and the potential genetic ramifications of such exploitation may never be known. The
contemporary population risk is generally associated with the occasional opportunistic
poaching of sage-grouse by recreational prospectors or the disturbance of sage-grouse in key
seasonal habitats during mineral exploration or extraction activities.

Mineral exploration and extraction is believed to be a manageable, although potentially
expensive, risk in the Bodie PMU. The current risk is generally restricted to small-scale gold
and silver exploration and sand and gravel extraction activities that are considered to have
minimal impacts on sage-grouse. New technology and political and economic factors that
influence development potential could bring the risks associated with large-scale mineral
exploration and extraction to the forefront in the future. Future management should focus on
the application and enforcement of existing county, state and federal laws, regulations and
policies specific to mineral development and extraction. Special emphasis should be given to:
1) Developing effective guidelines and mitigation measures designed to protect key sage-
grouse seasonal use areas; 2) Developing and implementing practical reclamation techniques
to restore disturbed sites; and 3) ldentifying and prioritizing potential restoration sites.
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Conservation Action: PMU Group Review Pendinq

5.4.9 Recreation

Recreation was evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie PMU. A wide-variety
of recreational activities occur in the PMU, many within or adjacent to known key sage-grouse
use areas and key habitat types. Recreation is a yearlong risk, with sage-grouse particularly
vulnerable to disturbance during the breeding season and other periods of concentrated use.
Potential impacts to leks, nesting areas, early and late brood habitats and summer and winter
concentration areas are of particular concern. Recreational use varies by season, with most
activity occurring in the late spring, summer and early fall. Some recreational uses also
produce predictable seasonal peaks in the level of activity. Recreation is characterized as a
past, current and future risk to multiples birds and multiple sites in the Bodie PMU.

Recreation in the Bodie PMU draws visitors from a broad region including many from urban
areas in southern California, the Bay Area and northern Nevada. Popular recreation activities
in the PMU include camping, hiking, site-seeing, mountain biking, horseback riding, cross-
country skiing, snowshoeing, off-highway vehicle use (OHV), snowmobiling, bird watching,
bird dog training, fishing and hunting. Fishing, camping and hiking are the dominant
recreation activities on the Sierra Nevada side of the PMU. Visitation to Bodie State Historic
Park accounts for the majority of recreational use in the Bodie Hills portion of the PMU. Most
recreation use occurs in the late spring, summer and early fall. Fishing and hunting season
openers, holiday weekends and other special events result in short, but prominent, upsurges
in visitation in the PMU. Nearly all recreation involves OHV use to some degree, as visitors
use unpaved roads to reach recreation destinations. OHV use for its own sake also occurs,
including a few large organized events. Winter recreation is largely dependent upon snowfall
and snowmobiling, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing occur in scattered areas of the PMU
when conditions allow.

The primary population risk associated with most recreational use is disturbance and
displacement. Disturbance may cause sage-grouse to flush making them more vulnerable to
predation. Excessive disturbance may also cause sage-grouse to avoid traditional use areas.
The effects of disturbance are exacerbated when use occurs in important seasonal
concentration areas, especially leks. Excessive lek disturbance by campers and bird
watchers, as may occur in other PMUs, is currently not a problem in the Bodie PMU.
However, it is imperative that this risk be monitored and all parties remain alert to the potential
for lek disturbance. Dogs accompanying recreationists may increase the level of disturbance
by flushing and may chase and kill young birds. Bird dog training is not known to occur at
high levels in the PMU at this time but should also be monitored for undue disturbance to
sage-grouse. ln general, light, non-motorized recreation currently presents a low population
risk to sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU. Sage-grouse hunting is a potentially significant
population risk that is addressed specifically in a separate section (see Section 5.4.1 Licensed
Hunting).

Population impacts of motorized recreation include disturbance, displacement and direct
mortality from vehicle collisions. Habitat effects include accelerated erosion and the creation
of new routes which may increase access to previously undisturbed areas. lmpacts to wet
meadows, riparian areas and currently intact sagebrush habitats are of particular concern.
Developed recreation sites constructed to provide visitor services can also result in the direct
loss and fragmentation of sage-grouse habitat. The results are the same as those described
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for land use change and development (see Section 5.4.7 Land Use Change and
Development). Developments in or adjacent to key habitats are of particular concern.
lncreased human presence and disturbance associated with developed recreation sites will
further degrade sage-grouse habitat quality. Wildfire caused by carelessness is potentially the
most catastrophic habitat risk associated with recreation in the PMU. Fire ís addressed in a
separate section (see Section 5.4.10 Fire).

Recreation is considered a manageable risk in the Bodie PMU. Developed recreation sites
and concentrated recreation use are generally limited to the Twin Lakes basin, the Virginia
Lakes basin and the vicinity of Bodie State Historic Park. Current land use plans and policies
allow land managers the latitude to mitigate future impacts of recreational use on sage-grouse
in the PMU. The current policy on all public lands throughout the PMU is to allow OHV use
only on existing, designated routes. Land management agencies also have the authority to
close unauthorized new routes and rehabilitate old routes that significantly affect sage-grouse
habitat quality. Land managers also issue permits for organized and commercial events,
regulating their location and timing. Snowmobile use is currently light and has not yet been
addressed in terms of designating use and non-use areas.

Recreation use is predicted to increase in the Bodie PMU and land managers must be aware
of changing use patterns that may negatively affect sage-grouse. Management activities must
keep pace and include proactive outreach and education programs, as well as increased
regulation and law enforcement effort if necessary. The Bodie PMU planning group
expressed particular concern about the desire of Bodie State Historic Park to construct a
Visitor's Center in the Bodie Hills, the dissemination of potentially sensitive lek location
information, the potential for a catastrophic human cased fire, and the prospect of increased
motorized recreational use.

Gonservation Action: PMU Group Review Pendinq

5.4.10 Wildfire

Wildfire was evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie PMU. The effects of
both wildfire and wildflre suppression activities on sage-grouse populations and habitats in the
PMU were considered. Essentially all sagebrush associated habitats in the PMU are subject
to some fire related risk. Wildfire and wildfire suppression activities are a risk to several
known key sage-grouse use areas and key sage-grouse habitat types in the PMU. Wildfire is
a yearlong risk, with the risk of natural ignition and large fires generally restricted to the
summer fire season (May-October). The risk of human caused fires is also greatest during
the summer fire season. Wildfire is characterized as a past, current and future risk to multiple
sites and multiple birds in the Bodie PMU.

Wildfire and wildfire suppression activities are primarily a habitat risk in the Bodie PMU.
Habitat risks include direct loss of key habitats, habitat fragmentation and long-term changes
in habitat quality. Population risks are largely associated with the displacement of sage-
grouse from key habitats or the disturbance of sage-grouse during critical seasons of use.
lncreased recreational use and expansion of the wildland-urban interface increase the
potential for human caused fires and may ultimately limit fire suppression and management
options in the Bodie PMU.
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Contemporary wildfire activity in the PMU has been limited and no significant impacts to key
sage-grouse habitats have been documented. ln general, most recent burns in sagebrush
associated habitats in the PMU are functioning as naturally transitioning early to mid-seral
sagebrush communities in which sagebrush cover will improve over time. No landscape scale
fires have occurred over the last 40 years and even the largest contemporary burns in the
PMU can be characterized as small. Nonetheless, the potential for a large uncontrolled
wildfire to significantly impact key sage-grouse seasonal use areas is clearly recognized. The
risks to nesting, early brood, fall and winter habitats are of particular concern. As with other
sage-grouse habitats throughout the west, sagebrush associated habitats in the Bodie PMU
with favorable characteristics for sage-grouse are most likely to burn.

Overzealous wildfire suppression activities may also lead to direct habitat loss or long-term
ecological changes in habitat quality. Direct impacts associated with fire suppression
techniques such as dozer lines, burnouts and similar suppression techniques may actually
impede habitat recovery following a fire. For example, a dozer line in low sage habitat may
take several decades to recover. ln addition, years of aggressive wildfire suppression have
likely contributed to the abundance of late seral shrub communities and pinyon-juniper
expansion in the Bodie PMU. This abundance of late seral shrub communities and significant
stands of pinyon-juniper heighten the potential for large fires. Excessive fire suppression may
ultimately have a negative impact on overall sagebrush habitat quality by reducing overall
habitat diversity and productivity. The risks to leks, night roost, early-brood, late brood,
summer and connectivity habitats are of most concern. The long-term risks to future nesting,
fall and winter habitats are also a concern.

The presence of cheatgrass in some sagebrush associated plant communities in the Bodie
PMU also adds the risk of altered fire cycles and increased cheatgrass abundance. To date,
no landscape scale fires or type conversion of sagebrush dominated habitats to non-native
annual grasslands has occurred in the PMU. However, cheat grass is common and some risk
of type conversion does exist, especially in the lower elevation Wyoming big sagebrush
habitats adjacent to Bridgeport Valley. Some lower to mid-elevation mountain big sagebrush
sites are also at risk of conversion to non-native annual grassland. This risk is greatest on
dryer, south and west facing slopes and sites where pinyon encroachment has increased the
potential for a large, hot fire.

Fire is characterized as a manageable risk, although fire management options are often
expensive and unpredictable. ln general, both cost and manageability are directly related to
protection priorities and prevailing fire behavior. All agencies with fire management
responsibilities in the Bodie PMU have existing policies and plans that direct their fire
management activities. Threats to human life and property are clearly recognized as the
highest priority for protection and contemporary management has largely focused on
suppression. ln addition, other resource values often take precedence over sage-grouse
conservation needs and little fire management direction exists to ensure the long-term
maintenance and improvement of key sage-grouse habitat in the Bodie PMU.

The Bodie PMU planning group identified the following priorities for addressing fire
management related risks and challenges in the Bodie PMU: 1)ldentification and protection of
key seasonal habitats from direct loss or degradation due to catastrophic fires or inappropriate
fire suppression techniques; 2) ldentification of fire suppression priorities and the
implementation of fire suppression techniques compatible with sage-grouse population and
sagebrush associated plant community needs; 3) ldentification of fire rehabilitation priorities
and the development of criteria for fire rehabilitation efforts in sagebrush associated plant
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communities; and 4) Use of prescribed fire, fire surrogate treatments or other appropriate
actions to reduce the potential for large, catastrophic fires or to improve the ecological heath
of sagebrush associated plant communities. The group also recognized the need to: 1)
lmprove and increase fire prevention efforts to reduce the occurrence of human caused fires;
2) Recognize the ecological differences among sagebrush species in the PMU and the
expected responses to fire, fire suppression techniques and restoration efforts; 3) Evaluate
historic burns to improve our knowledge of local sagebrush associated plant community
responses to fire and the potential effects on sage-grouse populations and habitats; and 4)
ldentify local sagebrush associated communities at risk of cheat grass conversion.

Gonservation Action: Fire Protection And Manaqement

Risks: Direct loss or degradation of key sage-grouse habitats from catastrophic wildfire in the
Bodie PMU. Population disturbance or habitat degradation from the application of wildfire
suppression techniques or fuels management actions that may be incompatible with sage-
grouse needs in the Bodie PMU. Potential long-term ecological changes to sagebrush
associated plant communities in the Bodie PMU from ovezealous fire suppression.

Obiectives: Protect key sage-grouse habitats in the Bodie PMU from direct loss or significant
degradation resulting from catastrophic wildfire. Ensure that future wildfire suppression and
fuels management actions promote the maintenance or improvement of sage-grouse habitat
in the Bodie PMU.

Actions: Develop and implement interagency fire management guidelines for the protection
and management of sage-grouse habitats in the Bodie PMU. lnclude elements that address:
1) ldentification and protection of key seasonal habitats; 2) Priorities forfire suppression and
compatible fire suppression techniques; 3) Priorities for fire rehabilitation and criteria for
rehabilitation efforts; 4) Prescribed fire and fire surrogate treatments for fuels management
and habitat improvement; 5) Fire prevention to reduce human caused starts; and 6)
ldentification of sagebrush associated plant communities at risk of cheatgrass conversion.
These guidelines must recognize the ecological differences among sagebrush species
present in the Bodie PMU, and the expected responses to fire, fire suppression techniques
and fire rehabilitation efforts. lncorporate these guidelines into fire management plans, land
use plans and fire related activity plans for the Bureau of Land Management, Bishop Field
Office, lnyo National Forest, Toiyabe National Forest, Bridgeport Ranger District and Bodie
State Historic Park.

Rationale: Development and implementation of the proposed interagency fire management
guidelines will address the risks and help ensure the long-term protection, maintenance and
improvement of sage-grouse habitats and populations in the Bodie PMU.

Leqal Authoritv: Development of fire management guidelines and fire management plans for
public lands and national forest lands is under management authority of the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS). The California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection (CDF) is the principal authority for fire management on private
and State owned wildlands in California.

Procedural Requirements: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) must complete appropriate environmental review prior to implementation of
any fire management plan or fire related activity plan. Any subsequent land use plan updates
would also require appropriate environmental review.
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Level of Partnershio Commitment: Several existing partnerships and cooperative agreements
will facilitate completion of this action. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Bishop Field
Office and the lnyo National Forest currently operate under a unified fire command. The
Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest and California Department of Forestry (CDF) are also
current partners committed to cooperative fire management in the region. Some additional
coordination will be required to ensure that Bodie State Historic Park (BSHP) is an active
participant in this process.

Fundinq Sources: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) frequently receive priority funding to complete fire management planning efforts.
Targeted funding may be required to ensure completion of this priority action.

I mplementation Process:
1. Establish an interagency, interdisciplinary team to develop interagency fire

management guidelines for the protection and management of sage-grouse habitats in
the Bodie PMU.

2. Send proposed guidelines out for agency, peer and public review.
3. Review comments and finalize guidelines.
4. Complete appropriate environmental review and update applicable plans to include

guidelines.
5. Periodically review the guidelines for effectiveness at protecting sage-grouse habitats

and update as needed.

5.4.1 1 Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment

Pinyon-juniper encroachment was evaluated as a habitat and a population risk in the Bodie
PMU. Significant stands of singleleaf pinyon, and to a lesser extent juniper, are found
adjacent to several known key sage-grouse use areas and key habitat types in both the Bodie
Hills and the Sierra Nevada portions of the PMU. Pinyon-juniper encroachment is a yearlong
risk, with encroachment into currently occupied breeding, summer, fall and winter habitats of
most concern. lncreased tree density and expansion into adjacent non-woodland habitat
types and potential connectivity habitats is also a concern. The potential contribution of
pinyon-juniper densities to large catastrophic fires and the potential for long-term plant
community type conversion accentuate this risk. Pinyon-juniper encroachment is
characterized as a current and future multiple site, multiple bird risk.

Pinyon-juniper encroachment is primarily a habitat risk in the Bodie PMU. Habitat risks
include changes in habitat quality and habitat loss or fragmentation. Pinyon-juniper
encroached (R3) sagebrush habitats are common at the lower to mid-elevations of the PMU.
Significant areas of pinyon, and to a much lesser extent juniper, encroachment can be found
on all flanks of the Bodie Hills. Notable stands of pinyon are found on the northern flank
adjacent to the East Walker River, on the southern flank from the Nevada border to Conway
Ranch, on the eastern flank along the Nevada border, and on the western flank from
Clearwater Creek to Bridgeport. Though seldom dominant, juniper is common in many of
these pinyon stands. On the Sierra Nevada side of the PMU, pinyon encroachment is
occurring adjacent to Bridgeport Valley from the Hunewill Hills south to Dog Creek, and
adjacent to US Highway 395 south of Lundy Canyon west of Mono Lake. Juniper is rare on
the Sierra Nevada side of the PMU. ln some cases, the role of pinyon-juniper encroachment
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in reducing sage-grouse habitat quality and the likely response to treatment is clear. ln other
cases, improved mapping and evaluation of pinyon-juniper habitats and sage-grouse needs
will be needed before appropriate management strategies can be developed and
implemented.

Pinyon-juniper encroachment may also be a limited population risk. Pinyon and juniper trees
can function as perches for avian predators and could contribute to increased predation rates.
lncreased predation rates are expected to be the greatest in seasons and habitats of
concentrated use. Potential impacts to strutting, nesting, brooding and wintering sage-grouse
are of most concern.

Pinyon-juniper encroachment is clearly a manageable risk; however, recent management has
been inadequate to address sage-grouse needs. Many pinyon-juniper encroached sites in the
Bodie PMU provide excellent opportunities for sage-grouse habitat improvement, particularly
those adjacent to leks and meadows. Pinyon-juniper encroached sites that occur between
known seasonal use areas or adjacent breeding populations are also good candidates for
sage-grouse habitat improvement projects. The Bodie PMU Planning Group identified the
vicinities of lek 9 near US Highway 395 and lek 10 at Lower Summers Meadow as a priority
for treatment to reduce pinyon-juniper encroachment in and adjacent to occupied breeding
habitat. The group also identified sagebrush habitats adjacent to Summers Meadows,
Mormon Meadows, Conway Ranch (Rancheria Gulch) and Big Alkali as potential treatment
areas. The group recognized a clear need to improve mapping and evaluation of pinyon-
juniper habitats in relation to sage-grouse needs. Of particular interest are potential
connectivity habitats with the Mono Basin, the Mount Grant PMU and the Deseft Creek-Fales
PMU. The role of fire and fire surrogates in addressing long-term plant community changes
and reducing the potential for large catastrophic fires should also be investigated. Concern
was also expressed about existing land use policies (for example, lnterim Management Policy
for Wilderness Study Areas) that may limit pinyon-juniper treatment options and often take
precedence over sage-grouse habitat needs.

Conservation Action: Pinvon Removal And Manaqement

Risks: Direct habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and habitat degradation from pinyon and/or
juniper encroachment into key sage-grouse habitats and adjacent non-woodland habitats in
the Bodie PMU. lncreased potential for catastrophic fire and long-term sagebrush associated
plant community type conversions in the Bodie PMU.

Objectives: lmprove sage-grouse habitat quality by treating pinyon and/or juniper
encroachment into key sage-grouse habitats in the Bodie PMU. Manage pinyon and juniper in
the Bodie PMU to ensure long-term connectivity between sage-grouse seasonal use areas
and adjacent breeding populations. Reduce the potential for catastrophic fire and sagebrush
associated plant community type conversion from excessive pinyon and/or juniper densities
and continuous fuel conditions in the Bodie PMU.

Actions:
1) Remove pinyon and/or juniper in and adjacent to currently occupied breeding habitat in

the Bodie PMU using the most appropriate technique (cutting, burning, chaining,
herbicide application, etc) to achieve project objectives.

2) Design and implement pinyon-juniper removal projects that include a scientific
research component designed to improve our knowledge and ability to effectively
manage pinyon-juniper in the Bodie PMU.
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3) Map and compare current pinyon-juniper extent with historic pinyon-juniper extent to
assess temporal changes in pinyon-juniper distribution in the Bodie PMU. 

I

4) Evaluate the current extent of pinyon-juniper in relatíon to sage-grouse habitat needs, l

fire ecology and sagebrush associated plant community health ¡n tne Bodie PMU. I

5) ldentify additional priority treatment sites and implement additional pinyon and/or
juniper removal treatments to improve sage-grouse habitat and sagebrush associated l

plant community health in the Bodie PMU.

Rationale: Removing pinyon-juniper in and near current breeding areas is expected to bring
about immediate improvement of a key habitat. The remaining actions will increase 

i

understanding of the dynamics of pinyon-juniper encroachment and effects of removal efforts,
and allow long-term adaptive management to improve sage-grouse habitat conditions and
connectivity.

Leqal Authoritv: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has management authority for the
implementation of pinyon-juniper treatments or research projects on public lands in the Bodie
PMU. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) has management authority for the implementation of ,

pinyon-juniper treatments or research projects on national forest lands in the PMU. Pinyon-
juniper treatments or research projects on private lands in the Bodie PMU are at the discretion
of individual privatelandowners. 

'rPrr'qterqr¡vorrrrrrsuvvrsr r'rvqrvqrrrrevrùvrerrv' 
I '
Ll

Procedural Requirements: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) must complete appropriate environmental review prior to the implementation l

of any pinyon-juniper treatment or research project on public lands or national forest lands in L

the Bodie PMU. Any treatment on public lands under Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
designation must comply with the BLM's lnterim Management Policy (lMP) for WSAs. Private 

I

landowners can request the assistance of the Natural Resource Conservation Service i

(NRCS), the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CDF), or the University of
California (UC) Cooperative Extension to develop and implement project plans. 

I

Level of Partnership Commitment: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Bishop Field
Office and Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, Bridgeport Ranger District were active | ì

participants and partners in the development of this action plan. Íne goO¡e PMU planning I

group expressed a keen interest in pinyon-juniper management in the PMU 
r'-"""'v 

l

Fundinq Sources: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Bishop Field Office and
Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, Bridgepoft Range District are responsible for identifying
and securing funding for project implementation. Significant levels of funding will likely be
required to successfully implement proposed projects. Where possible, all cooperators should
work to identify and secure contributed funds and volunteer labor to support implementation. A
variety of contributed funds are likely available to support project implementation on public
and private lands in the PMU.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning:

a. Finalize project location, define project objectives and identify proposed
treatment.

b. Complete required surveys and appropriate environmental review.
c. Conduct pre-project monitoring.
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2. Project lmplementation:
a. Secure funding and complete appropriate coordination.
b. lmplement the proposed treatment.
c. Conduct any immediate post-implementation monitoring.

3. Project Monitoring and Adaptive Management:
a. Monitor plant community composition and sage-grouse population

b. l";ffii"r"nitoring data and assess success at meeting project
objectives.

c. Update project as needed and complete additionaltreatment required to
accomplish project objectives.

d. Keep partners and participants informed throughout.

Prioritv Proiect Area Locations:

1) Lek 9 Breeding Complex (BLM, Bishop Field Office).
2) Lek 10 Breeding Complex- Hunewill Hills/Summers Meadows Complex (BLM, Bishop

Field Office, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, Bridgeport Ranger District and
Private).

3) Mormon Meadows (BLM, Bishop Field Office and Private).
4) Rancheria Gulch (BLM, Bishop Field Office).
5) Big Alkali (BLM, Bishop Field Office and Private).

5.4.1 2 Water Dístribution

Water distribution was evaluated as a habitat risk in the Bodie PMU. Water availability affects
both habitat quality and quantity, as sage-grouse require open water when succulent
vegetation is scarce. The availability of open water may to some extent define and limit sage-
grouse summer habitat in the PMU. This risk is seasonal, peaking during the dry summer
months and during extended drought periods. Water distribution is characterized as a past,
present and future risk that affects multiple sites and multiple birds in the Bodie PMU.

Sage-grouse summer habitat quality and extent is likely influenced by the nature of water
distribution in the Bodie PMU. Telemetry study has shown that sage-grouse in the PMU tend
to concentrate near available water, particularly at higher elevations, during the warmest
months. Springs and streams are abundant but patchily distributed, and some of these are
ephemeral during drought years. Dependable summer water sources are primarily associated
with the headwaters of the East Walker River and concentrated on the east slope of the Sierra
Nevada and the northeast slopes of the Bodie Hills. Few perennial water sources are found in
the northern Mono Basin and on the western flank of the Bodie Hills. The eastern Mono Basin
is particularly dry. A few artificial reservoirs and livestock watering troughs supplement natural
water sources. The effect of water distribution on sage-grouse summer habitat quality and
quantity in the Bodie PMU can be exacerbated by extended drought conditions.

Livestock water developments are frequently proposed to improve livestock distribution and
may provide some benefits to sage-grouse during the summer; however, livestock overuse
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may degrade the quality of sage-grouse habitats both directly adjacent to water sources and
in a wider surrounding area. Livestock also tend to concentrate near water and use the same
areas as sage-grouse during the summer. The potential effects of changed livestock
distribution and use on sage-grouse habitat quality must be fully evaluated prior to the
development of new livestock watering facilities. Shifts in livestock use patterns that
significantly reduce the height and cover of the herbaceous understory in nesting areas should
be avoided. Livestock watering troughs that have not been fitted with wildlife escape ramps
also pose a drowning hazard. Pipelines and water developments that significantly alter spring
sources and associated meadow vegetation can also negatively affect sage-grouse habitat
quality (Connelly et al. 2000). Fences to exclude livestock from water sources may improve
habitat conditions, but may also pose hazards to sage-grouse accessing them (see Section
5.4.3 Fences).

Sage-grouse habitat quality and quantity as influenced by water distribution is to some extent
manageable in the Bodie PMU. Ongoing telemetry study and examination of habitat selection
by sage-grouse in the PMU may identify areas that have suitable summer habitat
characteristics except for a lack of water. Management emphasis should focus on: 1)

Protecting and restoring existing water sources; and 2) Developing new water sources in or
adjacent to known summer use areas. Land managers should take advantage of
opportunities to improve water distribution for both livestock and sage-grouse; however; land
managers must also ensure that such developments do not negatively affect key sage-grouse
habitats or contribute to direct mortality of sage-grouse or other wildlife. Guidelines designed
to ensure habitat protection and wildlife safety could easily be developed to address these
issues. Some existing land use designations and policies (for example, lnterim Management
Policy for Wilderness Study Areas) may limit opportunities to improve water distribution for
sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and affected
interests should strive to resolve these limitations and ensure that sage-grouse receive equal
consideration when implementing such policies.

ater

Risks: Poor water distribution may limit sage-grouse summer habitat availability in portions of
the Bodie PMU. Extended drought may exacerbate the effects of poor water distribution on
sage-grouse summer habitat availability in the Bodie PMU. Some natural springs and existing
man-made water sources in the Bodie PMU do not provide sage-grouse safe access to water.

Obiectives: lncrease available sage-grouse summer habitat and mitigate extended drought
conditions by improving water distribution in the Bodie PMU where appropriate. Protect
natural spring sources and modify existing water developments to improve sage-grouse
access to water in the Bodie PMU.

Actions:

improve water distribution.

existing water developments.
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Rationale: ldentifying sites where lack of water is the main factor limiting summer habitat
quality, and improving the availability of water in those places, is expected to increase usable
summer habitat especially during drought conditions. Protecting existing natural water sources
will maintain habitat quality. lmproving safety of water sources will reduce mortality.

Leqal Authoritv: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has management authority for the
implementation of habitat improvement projects on public lands in the Bodie PMU. The U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) has management authority for the implementation of habitat
improvement projects on nationalforest lands in the PMU. Project implementation on private
lands in the Bodie PMU is at the discretion of individual private landowners.

Procedural Requirements: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) must complete a project plan and appropriate environmental review prior to
the implementation of any habitat improvement project on public lands or national forest lands
in the Bodie PMU. Project implementation on public lands under Wilderness Study Area
(WSA) designation must comply with the BLM's lnterim Management Policy (lMP) for WSAs.

Level of Partnership Commitment: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Bishop Field
Office and the Eastern Sierra Chapter of Quail Unlimited (QU) are active partners committed
to the restoration, improvement and development of water sources for upland game birds in
the Eastern Sierra. The local QU chapter has expressed a keen interest in habitat
improvement projects to benefit sage-grouse in the Bodie PMU and has a proven track record
of providing funding and labor to support such effofts. Private landowners and grazing
permittees participating in the Bodie PMU planning group have also expressed an interest in
partnering to improve water distribution to benefit both livestock and sage-grouse.

Fundino Sources: Funding for the implementation of water development projects is readily
available from Quail Unlimited (QU) and a variety of other conservation organizations. The
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Bishop Field Office, the Eastern Sierra Chapter of QU,
and the Eastern Sierra Chapter of the California Deer Association (CDA) have been extremely
successful at securing such funding over the past several years. The BLM and QU have also
successfully secured funds through the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF)
"Answer the Call" program.

I mplementation Process:
1. Evaluate sage-grouse habitat use in relation to current water distribution and identify

potential project sites to improve sage-grouse access to water.
a. Use telemetry and habitat data to identify areas of potential sage-

grouse summer habitat that lack free water.
b. Assess the potential for small water developments in these areas to

improve sage-grouse summer distribution.
c. Evaluate the expected positive and negative effects of water

development on the distribution of other animals including domestic
livestock and feral horses.

d. Develop guidelines for water developments to ensure that sage-grouse
are benefited.

e. Seek cooperative opportunities to improve livestock and sage-grouse
distribution by means of water development.

2. Construct guzzlers or other water developments as indicated by Step 1.
a. Design for safe sage-grouse access.
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I
I

b. Design to require minimal maintenance and maximum longevity. lf t

labor-intensive, consider compensation for extra effort on the part of
private landowners.

c. Complete project plans and appropriate environmental review including
cultural surveys and lnterim Management Policy (lMP) for Wilderness
Study Area (WSA) notifications if necessary.

d. lmplement with the assistance of volunteer labor contributed by Quail
Unlimited (QU) or other conservation organizations.

3. Protect natural spring sources and modify existing man-made water developments to
improve sage-grouse summer habitat and sage-grouse access to water.

a. Ensure that fences used to protect springs and streams allow safe
access to water, by means such as let-down fences, using as few wires
as practical, and/or runoff outside the fence.

b. Retrofit all existing livestock water troughs with wildlife escape ramps.
c. lnclude adequate water for sage-grouse in livestock water

developments, via overflow or grouse waterers.
d. Ensure that livestock water developments do not dry up meadows.

5.4.13 Quality of Sagebrush Habitats

PMU Group Evaluation Pending

5.4.14 Quality of Meadows and Riparian Habitats

PMU Group Evaluation Complete, Draft in progress
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6.0 WHITE MOUNTAINS PMU

6.1 PMU DESCRIPTION

6.1.1 Physical Location and Boundary
The White Mountain PMU encompasses 1,753,875 acres in the area of the White Mountains
in western Nevada and eastern California. The White Mountain PMU contains three distinct
portions including the White Mountain portion, the Truman Meadows/Candelaria Hills portion,
and the Silver PeaUMagruder portion. The PMU is located in Esmeralda and Mineral
counties in Nevada and lnyo and Mono counties in California. Map 1 delineates the White
Mountain PMU boundaries.

White Mountains-Those portions of Esmeralda and Mineral Counties in Nevada, and Mono
and lnyo Counties in California bounded on the north by U.S. Highway 6 from the
California/Nevada state line north and east to the junction of Nevada State Route 264, on the
east by Nevada State Route 264 south to the Nevada/California State Line, California State
Route 266, thence south along California State Route 266 to the junction of California State
Route 168 at Oasis, on the south by California State Route 168 to the junction of U.S.
Highway 395 at Big Pine, and on the west by U.S. Highway 395 north to the junction of U.S.
Highway 6 at Bishop, thence north along U.S. Highway 6 to the California/Nevada State Line.

Truman Meadows / Gandelaria Hills-Those portions of Mineral and Esmeralda Counties,
Nevada, bounded on the south by U.S. Highway 6 from the California/Nevada state line north
and east to the junction of the Columbus Road, on the east by the Columbus Road north to
the junction of U.S. Highway 95, on the north by U.S. Highway 95 north and west to the
junction of the Silver Dyke Canyon Road, thence west on that road and continuing past the
end of that road to the top of the Excelsior Range, thence west along the top of the Excelsior
Range to the Mount Grant PMU eastern boundary near Summit Spring, on the west by the
eastern boundary of the Mount Grant PMU south to the Nevada/California state line, thence
south and east along the state line to the junction with U.S. Highway 6.

Silver Peak / Magruder-Those portions of Esmeralda County in Nevada and Mono County
in California bounded on the north by U.S. Highway 6 from the junction of Nevada State Route
264 east to the junction of Nevada State Route 265, on the east by Nevada State Route 265
south to the junction of the Railroad Pass Road at Silver Peak, thence south along the
Railroad Pass Road to the junction of Nevada State Route 266, thence west on that State
Route to the junction of the Tule Canyon Road, thence south from that junction along the Tule
Canyon Road to the Nevada/California State Line, on the south by the Nevada/California
State Line north and west to California State Route 168, on the west by California State Route
266 from Oasis north to the Nevada/California State Line, Nevada State Route 264, thence
north on Nevada State Route 264 to the U.S. Highway 6 junction.

6.1.2 Land Ownership and Regulatory Jurisdictions
Public land comprises approximately 97 percent of the land within the White Mountain PMU.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) manages 83 percent of the PMU (Tonopah Field
Station in Nevada and Bishop Field Office in California). The lnyo National Forest, White
Mountain District manages 14 percent of the PMU. Various private citizens or companies and
the State of Nevada own the remaining three percent of the lands.
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Herd Management Areas (HMA) 
-Within the White Mountain PMU, the BLM manages six

wild horse HMAs. The Tonopah Field Station manages Fish Lake Valley, Silver Peak, and
Palmetto HMAs. Carson City Field Office manages Montgomery Pass HMA, in cooperation
with the U.S. Forest Service, Garfield Flats HMA and the Marietta Burro Range. Only 9500
acres of the Garfield Flats HMA lies within the White Mountain PMU. The BLM and USFS
manage for wild horses in part of the White Mountains. These horses are difficult to manage
because in some areas they move freely between USFS and BLM managed lands. However,
the agencies are taking measures to assess the status and condition of the horses in the
region. Map2 shows the locations of the HMAs in the White Mountain PMU. The horses are
not necessarily restricted to these areas by geographic or human made features. They can
move throughout the area in the White Mountains.

Table 6-1 shows the current estimated populations of these HMAs and their appropriate
management levels (AML). AML is the maximum number of horses or burros the HMA can
sustain to maintain a healthy ecosystem. Estimates are very conservative as they are based
on average birth rates only. Currently, the estimated numbers of horses are neither so high
nor dense to be considered alarming.

Table 6-1. Herd Management Area lnformation for White Mountain PMU

Fish Lake Vallev 65 60 (2003)
Garfield Flat 125 141 (2002\
Silver Peak 312 west side onlv 133 (2003)
Palmetto 76 3 (2002\
Montoomerv Pass 184 140 (2001\
Marietta Burro Ranoe 104 93 (2002\

Domestic Livestock-The BLM manages eight grazing allotments in the Esmeralda County
portion of the White Mountain PMU, three allotments in Mineral County portion, and ____
allotments out of the Bishop Field Office. Currently, two permittees use five Esmeralda
County allotments for approximately 8200 cattle animal unit months (AUM). They graze the
allotments seasonally. Three permittees use the Mineral County allotments in the winter.

The lnyo National Forest manages six grazing allotments in Esmeralda, Mono, and lnyo
counties from Truman Meadows in the north to Crooked Creek in the south. Cottonwood
Creek and Tres Plumas are former large allotments on the east side of the White Mountains in
Mono County that have been removed from active grazing since 1990 for watershed
restoration for the Piute cutthroat trout. Meadow hydrology, vegetative condition, and
associated sagebrush stands have improved in herbaceous species density and composition
since allotment rest. Grouse have not been seen in Cottonwood in past field trips possibly
because of the small, fragmented patches of sagebrush interspersed with pinyon stands and
aspen groves. Approximately half of the suitable sage-grouse range is located within active
grazing allotments almost entirely on the east side of the White Mountains and Truman
Meadow.
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Since the 1920s, Deep Springs College has had a grazing permit on the lnyo National Forest
for the Crooked Creek grazing allotment. The students have collected anecdotal evidence to
support the conclusion that sage-grouse have been in the area since that time. Today, the
college utilizes about 690 AUMs during the months of July, August and the first half of
September. ln 1992, the college established the "Deep Springs Resource Management
Team," a diverse group of people with management interests and concerns on the land owned
and leased by the college. The members include representatives from the lnyo National
Forest, the Ridgecrest BLM, the California Dept. of Fish and Game, and the Native Plant
Society. For the past decade, the team has worked to plan and manage the Deep Springs
grazing operation with a goal of providing a stable ranch operation for the college within the
context of environmental stewardship and habitat preservation.

Areas of Gritical Environmental Goncern (ACEG) 
-ACECS 

are specific to BLM lands. An
ACEC designation constitutes a management commitment by the BLM. BLM regulations (43
CFR part 1610) define an ACEC as an area "within the public lands where special
management attention is required (when such areas are developed or used or where no
development is required) to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic,
cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife resources, or other natural systems or processes, or
to protect life and safety from natural hazards."

To be eligible for ACEC designation, an area must meet relevance and importance criteria
and require special management to protect or appropriately manage the important values. lf
current management provided for in the land use plan is not sufficient to protect or
appropriately manage the important values, special management is needed.

The designation does not, by itself, automatically prohibit or restrict other uses or activities in
an area, with the exception of the requirement of a Plan of Operations for anv proposed
mining activity within a designated ACEC.

Various groups and organizations have nominated 22 sites for ACEC status in Esmeralda
County. For further information on these nominations please visit the following website:
www. nv. bl m. gov/bmou ntainl acecl acec_nomination list tfs. htm.

Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) 
-Two WSAs exist in the Esmeralda County portion of the

PMU. Congress will make the final designation of a wilderness area on each WSA. The Silver
Peak Range WSA has 33,900 acres and the Pigeon Spring WSA, west of Lida, has 3,575
acres; however, none are recommended for wilderness designation.

6.1.3 Topography And Climate
Elevations in the White Mountain PMU range from approximately 4,000 feet in the valleys to
14,246 feet on White Mountain Peak. The average elevation is 6,519 feet (1987 m). Fifty-
eight percent of the area is less than 6,500 feet high, thirty-three percent of the area is
between 6,500 and 9,000 feet high, and nine percent of the area is greater than 9,000 feet.
The valleys run gradually into the foothills of the mountains. The mountains are very rugged
and steep in places and some high meadows exist in the upper elevations. One quarter of the
area is very steep scarps and cliffs (greater than 35% slope) and another quarter is gentle
slopes (3-10% slope). Steep slopes (10-35% slope) account for 36% of the PMU. Only 14
percent of the PMU has flats and gentle slopes (0-3% slope). The aspects of the area arc
divided somewhat evenly between northerly (24o/o), southerly (22%), easterly (28%) and
westerly (22%), with 4% no aspect or flat.
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The climate has many characteristics of high, cold desert including highly variable
precipitation patterns, extreme variation in daily temperature, and well-developed seasons. ln
the summers, The valley bottoms can attain daytime temperatures over 100 degrees F in the
summers and below freezing in the winters. Precipitation varies in type and quantity.
Mountainous areas receive average annual levels of snowfall around 158 inches, whereas the
valley bottoms may receive none. Precipitation levels range on average from 4 inches per
year in some of the drier locations to over 19 inches in the higher elevations of the White
Mountains.

6.1.4 Vegetatíve Communities And Distributíon

The lnyo National Forest surveyed habitats in Esmeralda County in 2002 to determine
suitabiliÇ for sage-grouse. Because of the fragmented stand nature and because no grouse
were observed, the low value of these habitats became apparent even though they met
criteria for suitability. Out of 16,000 acres surveyed, including Trail Canyon, Kennedy Flats
and Sage Hen Flats, 2,815 acres or 17% were typed as sagebrush associations dominated by
mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush. The remaining 13,275 acres (83%) of the area
were dominated by pinyon pine, followed by mountain mahogany, limber pine and high alpine
barren. Most of the sagebrush stands rate as R0, key habitats since they have excellent
understories of forbs and grasses and few non-native plants, Sagebrush canopy cover tends
to be high but within useable guidelines.

The best continuous sagebrush habitats in the PMU are found in the southern and south
central White Mountains in Mono County in the upper Crooked Creek watershed, and
Chiatovich Flats where grouse are routinely seen. The sagebrush stands here are generally
much larger in size and more continuous.

Salt Desert Shrub (Precipitation zones 3-5", 5-8")- Salt desert shrub occurs mainly in
valleys and low hills throughout the area. These ecological sites are dominated by shadscale
(Atriplex confertifolia), Baíley greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus baileyií) and spiny
menodora (Menodora sprnescens). Associated species are wolfberry (Lycium spp.),
cheeseweed (Hymenoclea salsola), Nevada ephedra (Ephedra nevedensis), bud sagebrush
(Aftemisia spinescens), winterfat (Eurotia lanata), Nevada dalea (Psrothamus polydenius),
fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), lndian ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenordes) and
Joshua lree (Yucca brevifolia). Grass makes up 5 to 10% of the total production on most salt
desert shrub ecological sites.

Sagebrush (Precipitation zone 8-12"1- Sagebrush is found on hills and mountains in the
Silver Peak Range, the Palmetto Mountains and the White Mountain range. These ecological
sites are dominated either by black sagebrush (Aftemisia nova), Wyoming big sagebrush
(Aftemisia tridentata wyomingensis), or mountain big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata
vaseyana). Associated species are green ephedra (Ephedra viridis), rabbitbrush
(Chrysothamnus spp.), antelope bitterbrush (Purshra tridentata), cliffrose (Cowania mexicana),
lndian ricegrass and bottlebrush squirreltail (SÍanion hystrix).
The higher elevation stream bottoms, slopes, and flats in the White Mountains such as Sage
Hen Flat, Kennedy Flat, Pellisier Flat, Tres Plumas, and Chiatovich Flat are mosaics of
mountain big sagebrush, big sagebrush (A tridentata tridentata), and low sagebrush
(Añemesia arbuscula) in association with rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus vicidiflorus), ephedra,
antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), and snowberry $ymphoricarpos longiflorus),
depending on soil type, and aspect. Common forbs and grasses include lupine (Lupinus sp.)
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buckwheat, (Eriogonum sp./, Junegrass lKoeleria macrantha), mountain brome (Bromus
carinatus), western needlegrass (Acnatherum occ¡dentale, and bottlebrush squirreltail
(Sitanion hystrix).

Pinyon and Juniper Woodlands (Precipitation zone 10-16")- Pinyon and juniper
woodlands are dominated by pinyon pine (Prnus monophylla) and Utah juniper (Juniperus
osteosperma) with an understory of black sagebrush or Wyoming big sagebrush. ln the White
Mountains this zone occurs between 6,500 and 9,500 feet elevation.

Subalpine and Alpine Zone (Precipitation zone more than 20" at the highest elevations)
- The White Mountains' subalpine zone (9,500 to 1 1,500 feet) is characterized by a mosaic of
low, open bristlecone and limber pine forests interspersed with mountain big sagebrush, and
low sagebrush types. Artemesia communities typically dominate on sandstone and granitic
soil types in this zone. The alpine zone (11,500 feet to 14,246 feet) is characterized by low
growing prostrate grasses, forbs, and shrubs with low sagebrush types occurring up to 12,000
feet. Low sagebrush types are widely distributed on dry, sandy soils.

Washes (Precipitation zone 3-12"1- Washes are scattered throughout all other vegetation
types in the area and are dominated by cheeseweed, founruing saltbush, rubber rabbitbrush
(Chrysothamnus nauseosus) and sagebrush (sagebrush grows in higher elevations only).

Blackbrush (Precipitation zones 5-8", 8-10") - Blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosrssima)
occurs in the higher elevations just above the hot desefi vegetation and below the sagebrush
in some southern portions of the area. ln the lower and dryer portion of its range it is
associated with shadscale, spiny menodora, creosote bush, white bursage and other shrubs
in the Salt Desert and Hot Desert vegetation types. ln the higher and cooler portions of its
range, it is associated with Wyoming big sagebrush. Grass makes up less than 10% of the
total production on most blackbrush ecological sites.

Saline Meadows and Alkaline Soils (Precipitation zone 3-8") - This vegetation type occurs
on valley floors with a high water table, often at the soil surface. Black greasewood
(Sarcobatus vermiculatus), alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airoides) and inland saltgrass
(Distichlis spicata stricta) dominate the valley bottoms in alkaline and saline soils.

Hot Desert Vegetation (Precipitation zone 3-5", 5-8") - Hot desert vegetation is found on
the lower elevations in the southern portion of the area. These areas are dominated by
creosote bush (Larrea tridentate), white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa), shadscale, and spiny
menodora. Associated species are wolfberry, Nevada ephedra, cheeseweed, spiny hopsage
(Grayia sprnosa), fourwing saltbush, cattle saltbush (Atriplex polycarpa), Fremont dalea
(Psorothamnus fremonfz), range ratney (Krameria paruifolia) and Joshua tree.

6.2 Sage-grouse Habitat Description And Condition Assessment

6.2.1 Breeding Habitat
Although the specific locations of leks have not been well documented in the White
Mountains, observations of both male (not strutting) and female sage-grouse in the lower Trail
Canyon area of the White Mountains during recent aerial lek searches suggest the possible
existence of a lek in this area (See Current Distribution). NDOW's data base shows 5 known
leks in the White Mountains PMU, currently classified as active.
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Nesting and early brood habitat - Aerial lek searches and a recent telemetry project
conducted in Esmeralda County by the Nevada Division of Wildlife have resulted in the
identification of nesting and early brood habitat located along the east bench of the White
Mountains. A series of low hills surrounding the lower end of Trail Canyon in the northern
portion of the White Mountain area appears to be used for nesting and early brood rearing
habitat in years when precipitation patterns result in favorable conditions (See Current
Distribution). During the spring of 2001, two hens nested in the area just south of Trail
Canyon. The area is typical of the Blackbrush habitat type described in the vegetative
community descriptions, section 2.4.

Sage-grouse broods have also been observed in the Middle Canyon Chiatovich Creek, and
Mustang Mountain areas of northern White Mountains. These areas are typical of the
sagebrush vegetative community type as described in the Vegetative Community Section 2.4.

The Crooked Creek population in Mono County utilizes high elevation sagebrush slopes and
terraces from 9,000 feet to over 1 1,000 feet throughout the breeding, nesting and brood-
rearing periods. They may use this habitat year-round depending on the winter snowfall and
severity. The habitat is a mosaic of mountain big sage and low sage plant associations. No
information exists on exactly how high sage-grouse are found in the Whites, except that low
sage plant associations occur into the alpine zone up to 12,000 feet. This habitat
configuration continues north along the high flats and slopes of the range where sage-grouse
are known, such as Chiatovich Flat, Kennedy Flat, and Sage Hen Flats. Below these high
slopes and terraces the Whites have steep sloped drainages where sagebrush types become
more fragmented, discontinuous, and more intermixed with mountain mahogany, limber pine
and pinyon pine habitats. As a result these habitats may be marginal for sage-grouse. Below
this zone is another foothill zone of suitable habitat between 5,500 and 7,000 feet.

Two nests were found in the Crooked Creek watershed, Mono County on the east slope of
Bucks Peak in 2002. Both nests were at 10,320 feet approximately 0.2 mile apart. The nests
were located in mountain big sagebrush stands near an ecotone with a low sagebrush terrace
where the two species intermixed. Sagebrush canopy cover was approximalely 25o/o
(measured with line intercept) with 15 inch average height. Herbaceous cover dominated by
Junegrass (Koeleria macrantha) was poor at less than 10% with low height and vigor from
drought conditions.

6.2.2 Summer I Late Brood Habitat
Deep Springs College and the lnyo National Forest have documented observations over the
years for the Crooked Creek population in lnyo and Mono Counties. Their observations show
sage-grouse continue to utilize the same habitats throughout the summer as their nesting
habitat. Crooked Creek itself and the associated riparian streamside and spring habitats
probably are the areas the hens with broods prefer, while other birds are scattered throughout
the high elevation sagebrush types possibly up into the low sagebrush stands up to 12,000
feet.

6.2.3 Winter Habitat
The recent observation of sage-grouse sign in the Volcanic Hills of Esmeralda County
indicates the area may receive winter use in some years. The sage-grouse of the White
Mountains and Truman Meadows areas of Esmeralda, Mono, and lnyo Counties may utilize
high elevation sagebrush stands between 9,000 and 11,000 feet, as well as low elevation
foothill and valley sagebrush habitats between 5,500 and 7,000 feet for winter range.

!ì-r
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The lnyo National Forest, while surveying the upper slopes of Silver Canyon in Mono County
on March 3, 2003, flushed 17 male sage-grouse from a mountain big sagebrush stand at
9,880 feet on the western slopes of the Whites. A second survey pushed up a female 112 mile
north at 9,800 feet on March 22,2003. ln February 2003 two lnyo National Forest personnel
surveyed Queen Valley in Esmeralda and Mono Counties for sage-grouse, or their sign. They
saw no birds, scat or other sage-grouse sign in the sagebrush stands during the five-day
survey._ Their search included the valley bottom sagebrush habitats as well as the foothill
slopes. The valley lies between 5,400 and 6,800 feet with a crude estimate of over 20,000
acres of available sagebrush, and sagebrush associated shrub habitats. lt remains largely
snow-free throughout the winter except in the more severe winters, and even then sagebrush
stands remain highly available. Additional surveys are planned for next winter.

Similar stands of available sagebrush habitats are found along the lower slopes the eastern
side of the White Mountains from Deep Springs Valley north to Montgomery Pass between
5,500 and 7,000 feet. The lnyo National Forest is currently surveying for the presence of
sage-grouse or sign of previous use.

6.2.4 Habitat Condition
The Nevada Sage-grouse Conservation Strategy defined five different habitat condition
categories which are Given in Appendix B. ln the White Mountain PMU, Esmeralda County,
Nevada has approximately 4,700 acres characterized as R-3, approximately 56,000 acres as
R-2, and approximately 13,000 acres as R-0. Mineral County, Mono and lnyo
Counties

6.3 Sage-grouse Populations

6.3.1 HístoricalDistribution
Esmeralda Gounty-Very little historic sage-grouse data exist for Esmeralda County.
lnformation that does exist consists of harvest data, limited brood survey data, and various
verbal reports received over the years from locals and sportsmen. This information indicates
that sage-grouse densities have always been relatively low in Esmeralda County, and that the
majority of sage-grouse occur along the east side of the White Mountains in the western
portion of the county. The fact that sage-grouse were not abundant in Esmeralda County
made the area a low priority for survey efforts in the past, which in turn has resulted in a lack
of general knowledge about this population.

Anecdotal evidence, in the form of verbal sighting reports from sportsmen, locals, and others,
suggests that sage-grouse historically occurred in low densities in the Magruder
Mountain/Upper Tule Canyon area of southern Esmeralda County, Nevada. The latest,
unverified report of a sage-grouse sighting in this area occurred in 1998. Anecdotal evidence
also suggests that sage-grouse historically occurred in the Silver Peak Range although no
sightings have been reported in many years.

lnformation gathered from 10 percent hunter harvest questionnaire data between 1960 and
1998 shows that the average annual sage-grouse harvest in Esmeralda County was 5.5 birds
by an average of 5 hunters during 36 open seasons, Sage-grouse hunting in Esmeralda
County was discontinued beginning in 1999.
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A limited amount of brood survey data were gathered in 1972, 1975,1976, 1988, 1989, 1991 ,

1992, and 2001 tor Esmeralda County (See Table 6-2). Brood survey efforts appearto have
been limited exclusively to the eastern bench of the White Mountains. An average of 15.8
sage-grouse were observed during these surveys. The total number of birds observed during
individual surveys likely reflects differences in survey effort and not relative abundance of
sage-grouse in the area. The average brood size observed during these survey efforts was
3.3. Average brood size ranges from a high of 5 in 1976 to a low of 2 in 1989. The number of
chicks per hen observed during brood survey efforts ranges from a high of 5 chicks per hen in
1976 to a low of 0.6 chicks per hen in 2001 . The combined average for all surveys equals 2.7
chicks per hen. The small sample sizes obtained during surveys in Esmeralda County
increases the likelihood of data being biased.

Table 6-2. Esmeralda Gounty sage-grouse brood survey counts '1972-200'1.

Mineral County-Anecdotal evidence, in the form of verbal sighting repofts from sportsmen,
locals, and others, suggests that sage-grouse historically occurred in the Truman Meadows
and McBride Flats areas of southern Mineral County, Nevada. Historical observations also
suggest the occurrence of low densities of sage-grouse in the Miller Mountain and Candelaria
hills areas of Mineral County, Nevada.

Mono and lnyo Counties-ln '1966 the lnyo National Forest evaluated the status of sage-
grouse in the White Mountains in the "Sage-grouse Habitat Management Plan." The Plan
noted four grouse population artificial subdivisions in the Whites with subjective statements of
abundance as follows: Sage Hen Flat in Esmeralda County (light population density), Pellisier
and Chiatovich Flats in Mono and Esmeralda Counties (medium density), Perry Aiken Flat in
Mono County (light density), and Tres Plumas and Crooked Creek (medium density).
Historical reports from 1865 to 1900 stated that grouse were extremely abundant throughout
eastern California and the distribution at that time extended south from lnyo County to
lndependence, probably along the Sierra Nevada foothills. The plan provided no other
information about grouse in the White Mountains.

6.3.2 Current Distribution
Esmeralda Gounty-Currently, sage-grouse are known to occur primarily in and along the
White Mountains in western Esmeralda County. Recent discovery of sage-grouse droppings
in the Volcanic Hills indicates this area receives seasonal use in some years.

Cocks 11 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

Hens 4 1 1 5 13 2 5 I
Young 7 3 5 16 16 9 10 5

Total
(includes unclassifiedl 22 4 6 23 36 11 l5 13

Young/Hen 1.8 3.0 5.0 3.2 1.2 4.5 2.0 0.6

Average Brood Size 35 30 50 3.2 2.0 45 2.5 2.5
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ln April of 2001 and 2002, NDOW conducted aerial surveys for sage-grouse. They observed
in the 2001 survey five (5) sage-grouse classified as follows: one (1) male (not strutting), one
(1)female, and three (3) unclassified. Although all observations were of single birds, all were
made in the same general area surrounding the lower end of Trail Canyon. Therefore, the
grouse may strut in the area, particularly when heavy snow accumulations or severe weather
make higher elevation areas of the White Mountains unsuitable for breeding activity.

During the2002 survey NDOW observed a single hen in the Chiatovich Flats area. The area
surrounding Trail Canyon was flown based on the results of the 2001 survey, but no other
sage-grouse were observed. During 2002, lack of snow accumulations at higher elevation
areas in the White Mountains may have influenced where sage-grouse carried out breeding
activity.

Recent sightings of sage-grouse in Esmeralda County have all occurred in, and along the east
bench of, the White Mountains (See Map 3). Due to a lack of sufficient data, it is presently
impossible to make a reasonable estimate of the sage-grouse population in Esmeralda
County.

During a sage-grouse trapping effort conducted in the spring of 2001, a female sage-grouse
was captured in the Trail Canyon area of Esmeralda County. Feathers were removed from
the hen and sent to the University of Denver for genetic testing. Further information on
genetic study is given in section 2.3.

ln the spring o12001, NDOW trapped sage-grouse in the Chiatovich Creek area in Esmeralda
County to put radio collars on sage-grouse. They caught only one (1) adult hen just south of
Trail Óanyon along the east Oencn of the White Mountains on Ìttlay 22nd. The hen was on a
nest incubating a clutch of eight (8) eggs. On May 29th the hen was still on the nest. On June
8th she was in the company of five (5) other adult hens approximately 0.5 miles southeast of
the nest site. Further investigation showed a coyote had destroyed her nest and eaten the
eggs. Several unsuccessful attempts were made to locate the hen throughout the remainder
of June. ln July an aerial telemetry follow-up successfully located the hen in the Chiatovich
Flats area of the White Mountains at approximately 10,000 feet in elevation. The hen had
traveled into California approximately eleven (11) airline miles southeast of the last known
location. The hen remained in the Chiatovich Flats area through August. Many unsuccessful
attempts were made to locate the hen until May 2002, at which time the search was
abandoned.

Mineral Gounty-Presently, no data exist on which to base current sage-grouse distribution
in southern Mineral County, Nevada. Although suitable habitat exists, no recent sage-grouse
sightings have been reported in the area. No genetic studies have been carried out in Mineral
County.

Mono and lnyo County-Limited survey data are available for grouse in Mono County largely
from a CDFG helicopter flight, Deep Springs College wrangler observations, Crooked Creek
Research Station observations, and USFS personnel observations. During a survey flight in

the early 1990s, CDFG identified three historic leks in the Crooked Creek watershed near
Bucks Peak and Red Peak. A survey in 2002 by USFS personnel attempted to locate the leks
post strutting. USFS found abundant sage-grouse scat at the Bucks Peak site and Sage Hen
site, which suggests leks are still present. ln addition two nests and a number of night roost
locations were identified in that same area. Observations over the last decade indicate
grouse are easily flushed in the Crooked Creek watershed and in the Chiatovich Flat area.
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The consensus of agency biologists working in the White Mountains is that a "good"
population of birds exists in these areas. A recent observation of over 20 grouse occurred on
December 15,2002 on the south side of Black Mountain in lnyo County at7,200 feet 1.75
miles west northwest of Tollhouse Springs. Some birds may be flying substantial distances
from their summer range to access suitable winter habitat.

Movement-Migration Within And Between PMU's-lnsufficient data exist on which to base
migration patterns and times within the White Mountain PMU. Anecdotal evidence gathered
from sportsmen and locals suggests that sage-grouse occurring along the eastern White
Mountains spend the summer in high elevation meadows within that mountain range, primarily
in the California poftion. Recent data gathered from a radio-collared hen support this theory
(see Current Distribution).

6.3.3 Breeding Season
Peterson (1980) suggests that eggs are laid three to 14 days after copulation, and are
incubated by the female for 25 to 28 days. Based upon these time frames and limited field
data, we believe the sage-grouse breeding/nesting season within the White Mountain PMU
occurs from mid/late March to late May. The data include an observation of a nesting hen
incubating a clutch of eggs as late as May 29,2001, and the observation of a hen with a brood
as early as May 27,1999, both in the Chiatovich Creek/Trail Canyon area of Esmeralda
County, Nevada.

Two nests were found in the Crooked Creek watershed, Mono County on the east slope of
Bucks Peak in 2002. Both nests were at 10,320 feet approximately 0.2 mile apart. A hen was
incubating on one nest on May 23'd and in a follow-up visit on June 6th both nests had only
eggshells.

6.3.4 Food Habits
Presently, no evidence exists to suggest that food habits of sage-grouse occurring within
White Mountain PMU differ from typical sage-grouse food habits. ln 1950-51 the CDFG
conducted a study of Mono County sage-grouse food habits. lt examined the stomach
contents of 135 sage-grouse killed during the hunting season in September. Leafage, fruits,
and flowers and seeds from 31 different plants were identified. Sagebrush was in g1o/o of the
samples and made up 64% of the volume. Clover, rush, snowberry, dandelions, cottonthorn,
rabbitbrush and grass accounted for 31% of the volume.

White Mountains PMU Risk Assessment and Conservation Actions

Threats to sage-grouse populations and habitats are presented below. Threats have been
rated as Low (1), Moderate (2), or High (3). Each threat has a conservation strategy to
mitigate the threats.

Population Risks

6.4.1 Predation (1)
Although both avian and terrestrial predators exist in the planning area, their impacts on sage-
grouse populations within the White Mountain PMU are unknown. Nesting habitat quality may
directly influence nest predation rates, and the effects of predation on population dynamics
cannot be understood until habitat quality is at "optimum" (__________[Cite]). Sage-grouse

6.4
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nests have been located in Esmeralda County in habitat types that will never meet "optimum"
nesting habitat requirements due to natural limitations. ln these areas, the only effective
method to reduce predation rates may be direct control of predators. Further studies would be
necessary before any predator control efforts were undertaken.

6.4.2 DiseaselPesticides (2)
Disease-While we know very little about disease in sage-grouse, any epidemic that might
occur can substantially reduce or extirpate local populations.
Pesticides and Herbicides-Pesticides and herbicides are not generally used in this area as
the human population and agriculture are limited. But accidental exposure to pesticides and
herbicides can kill grouse, especially if they are sprayed directly with toxic agents.

6.4.3 HuntinglPoaching (1)
Poaching of sage-grouse is considered a low risk to populations within the White Mountain
PMU, though it probably occurs.

6.4.4 CycleslPopulations (3)
Natural Gycles - Due to the naturally low population of sage-grouse occurring within the
Esmeralda County portion of the White Mountain PMU, it is possible that a natural emigration
of sage-grouse could reduce that population.

Lack of Knowledge - Due to the historically low numbers of sage-grouse occurring in
Esmeralda County, this area has been a low priority for data gathering efforts in the past.
Very little is known about the sage-grouse population ecology of this population.

Telemetrv And Other Field Investiqations

Risk: lnsufficient information concerning location, extent, and condition of occupied seasonal
sage-grouse ranges makes proper management of sage-grouse and sage-grouse habitat
difficult.

Obiective: ldentify and evaluate occupied seasonal sage-grouse ranges within the White
Mountain PMU through use of telemetry and field investigations.

Actions:
1. Attempt to place radio collars on a minimum of 10 adult sage-grouse within PMU by

2005.
2. lnform cooperating agencies of collar frequencies and locations to aid in collection of

additional data.
3. Develop and use a standard form for recording of telemetry data.
4. Conduct telemetry follow-up a minimum of biweekly.
5. lnvestigate mortality signals as soon as possible to properly identify causes of

mortality.
6. Describe habitat type for all telemetry locations.
7. Evaluate habitat condition in all identified locations.
8. While conducting any field activities observed sage-grouse sign will be recorded and

reported to the appropriate state wildlife agency.
9. Map occupied sage-grouse ranges.
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10. Create working partnerships with non-governmental organizations, such as Deep
Springs College, to assist with data collection. Land management agencies can
provide guidance on data needs and formats.

Rationale: Accurately defining all currently occupied seasonal sage-grouse ranges will aid in
making proper land and sage-grouse management decisions. lnformation gathered will also
make it possible to more accurately assess population status.

Leqal Authoritv: Population management is under the authority of state wildlife agencies.
NDOW will be the project lead in the Nevada portion of the PMU. CDFG will be the project
lead in the California portion of the PMU.

Procedural Requirements: At the earliest possible convenience NDOW will contact the land
management agency on which trapping and collaring will occur. At that time the necessary
level of compliance will be determined regarding federal laws.

Level of Partnership Commitment: The Nevada Department of Wildlife has committed to
attempting to place radio collars on a minimum of five (5) adult sage-grouse to aid in
identification of occupied sage-grouse ranges in the Esmeralda portion of the White Mountain
PMU during 2005. The collars for the project were ordered in December 2003.

Fundinq Sources: NDOW would fund the Nevada portion of the project. lt is recommended
that CDFG provide funding for collaring a minimum of 5 sage-grouse on the California portion
of the project area.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG

a. Enter into budget planning.
b. Cooperatively develop data form.
c. Cooperatively identify priority areas for capturing and collaring sage-

grouse.
2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG

a. Budget for project.
b. Acquire telemetry collars.
c. Conduct trapping effort utilizing most current techniques.
d. Conduct telemetry follow-ups a minimum of biweekly.
e. Utilize telemetry data for identifying additional project needs.

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG.
a. CDFG compile and evaluate all telemetry data gathered in California.
b. NDOW compile and evaluate all telemetry data gathered in Nevada.
c. Provide annual reports to all cooperating agencies.
d. Repoft accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

C o n se rvati o n Acti on : I n crease Aeri a I And G f49!-tgX.$!-ny95

Risk: Lack of knowledge concerning all facets of the White Mountain sage-grouse population
increases the likelihood of critical breeding habitat being lost through various means. Lack of
knowledge concerning lek sites and sizes of this population also makes determination of
population status and trend impossible.

Obiective: Locate and monitor active sage-grouse leks within White Mountain PMU.

rìi
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Actions:
1. Continue aerial searches of Esmeralda and Mineral Counties within the White

Mountain PMU by the Nevada Department of Wildlife until it is determined that all
active primary leks have been located or that active leks do not exist.

2. lnitiate aerial lek searches in lnyo and Mono County portions of White Mountain PMU
by California Department of Fish and Game.

3. ln addition to aerial searches, NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo) and BLM (Tonopah) will
conduct ground searches/surveys. Due to budgetary constraints, it may also be
necessary to conduct ground searches/surveys in lieu of aerial surveys in some years.

4. Draw up a BLM as-needed Office of Aviation Services contract for wildlife surveys to
assist with limited flight budgets and time constraints.

5. lnvestigate the use of fonvard looking infrared (FLIR) technology as a method for
locating lek sites, nest sites, and winter habitat.

6. Create working partnerships with non-governmental organizations, such as Deep
Springs College, to assist with data collection. Land management agencies can
provide guidance on data needs and formats.

Rationale: lt is critical that active leks be located and monitored in order to accurately assess
population status and to protect these critical breeding habitat areas,

Leqal Authoritv: Wildlife population management is under the authority of state wildlife
agencies. Public land management is under the authority of federal land management
agencies.

Procedural Requirements: BLM. NDOW and CDFG must budget for and schedule flights
using their respective policies and procedures.

Level of Partnership Commitment: NDOW has conducted aerial lek surveys for the past three
years in the Esmeralda County portion of the White Mountain PMU and is committed to
continuing survey efforts within the constraints of budgetary and time limitations. lf necessary,
NDOW will conduct ground surveys annually.

Fundinq Sources: NDOW sage-grouse survey activities are funded by W64 grant money.
Other agencies' funding would come from their annual wildlife budgets, or from special grants
as they deem necessary.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Compile all existing lek location data for PMU area.
b. Cooperatively identify priority areas for flights and/or ground searches.
c. Enter into budget planning.
d. Schedule surveys

2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. Budget for surveys
b. Conduct surveys

Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
NDOW compile and evaluate lek survey data for Nevada portion of
PMU.

3. CDFG compile and evaluate lek survey data for California portion of PMU.
a. Provide written survey narratives to all cooperating agencies.

c.
d.
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b. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Habitat Risks

6.4.5 MarginallLimited Habitat
Productive sage-grouse habitat is very limited in Esmeralda County. Large portions of the
county consist of salt desert and Mojave Desert habitat, which does not support sage-grouse
(see section 6.1.4). Much of the sage-grouse habitat in Esmeralda County that does exist
occurs along a transition zone where sagebrush habitat and salt desert and/or Mojave Desert
habitat intermix. This transition zone is not capable of supporting high densities of sage-
grouse.

Gonservation Action: ldentifv Potential Saqe-qrouse Habitat

Risk: Because of the limited amount of suitable habitat in the White Mountain PMU, any loss
of sagebrush habitat may critical to the future of local sage-grouse populations.

Obiective 1: ldentify all sagebrush habitats that could be occupied by, or is currently suitable
for, sage-grouse within the White Mountain PMU.

Actions:
1. Compile, refine, and integrate existing GIS data from BLM and US Forest Service for

the PMU.
2. lnvestigate the use of aerial photo surveys to delineate sagebrush habitats, identify

sagebrush islands, look for pinyon-juniper encroachment, and observe any other
human caused disturbances that may not be seen from the ground.

3. Conduct ground truthing efforts to verify results of aerial photos and confirm GIS maps.
4. Update GIS layers based on existing aerial photos.
5. Delineate potential sage-grouse habitat while conducting routine fieldwork.

Obiective 2: Assess the potential of identified areas to be successfully rehabilitated to suitable
sage-grouse habitat.

Actions:
1. Upon identification, rate all potential habitats as R0-R4.
2. Prioritize sites for projects based on project feasibility.
3. Determine project specifics, make project proposal to the appropriate land

management agency.

Rationale: A general lack of sagebrush habitat information exists for this portion of the Bi-
State planning area. To know the location, condition, and extent of potential habitat is 

1

imperative for proper management. l

Leqal Authority: Federal land management agencies have legal authority over activities and
projects occurring on federally managed publiC lands. 

]

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency through NEPA and other i

appropriate processes.
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Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Sources: These activities need to be considered in the budget planning processes
of the involved agencies to contract these services out or keep them as part of their internal
workload.

I mplementation Process:
1. Agencies would plan for the project in their budget planning process.
2. lnterested agencies would decide who will be the lead agency for the project.
3. Designate a project coordinator who will be the central contact for the project.
4. Compile and review all existing data.
5. Where data are still needed, investigate means to collect the data, whether it is on the

ground or uses technology such as aerial photography.
6. lf needed, hire a contractor to take aerial photos.
7. Disseminate data to all interested parties and decide what on the ground projects are

needed.

Seasonal Saqe-qrouse Ranqes

Risk: Suitable sagebrush habitat is limited within much of the White Mountain PMU. ln many
areas sagebrush habitat is being lost to Pinyon/Juniper encroachment and degraded in terms
of loss of productivity. Loss of good sagebrush habitat threatens the continued existence of
sage-grouse in some portions of the PMU.

Obiective: lncrease quality and availability of suitable sagebrush habitat.

Actions:
1. Design treatments based on individual site potentials using the most current

information possible.
2. When necessary, utilize test plot methodology to identify the most effective treatment

methods for an area.

Rationale: The limited amount of suitable sage-grouse habitat in some portions of the White
Mountain PMU makes it critical that existing areas are not lost and are returned to good
quality where necessary. Upon collection of data, these projects can be considered more
thoroughly.

Leqal Authoritv: Federal land management agencies have legal authority over activities and
projects occurring on federally managed public lands.

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency.

Level of Partnership Commitment: Land and wildlife management agencies who hold any
interest in conserving sage-grouse should be committed to providing staff and funding for
appropriate projects. Any nongovernmental or private parties who hold interest in conserving
sage-grouse would be identified either through direct contact or in public scoping
opportunities.
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Fundino Sources: The projects that could occur based on the results of data collection would
be funded through agency budgets, cooperative programs, challenge cost share grants, or
other grants.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Compile all existing habitat data for PMU area,
b. Cooperatively identify priority areas for treatments.
c. Enter into budget planning.
d. Schedule treatments.

2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. Budget for treatments.
b. Conduct treatments.

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. NDOW would compile and evaluate treated area data for Nevada

portion of PMU.
b. CDFG would compile and evaluate treated area data for California

portion of PMU.
c. Provide written survey narratives to all cooperating agencies.
d. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

6.4.6'Water Distribution
Portions of otherwise suitable habitat in Esmeralda County and Truman Meadows lack optimal
water distribution, pafticularly in drier than normal years. As an example, in the Truman
Meadows area of Mineral County, Sagehen Spring was dry during much of 2002.

Conservation Action: Sprinq Development

Risk: Drought occurs frequently in the rain shadow of the White Mountains and could
negatively impact sage-grouse populations.

Obiective: Evaluate all existing spring developments occurring in potential or occupied sage-
grouse habitat within the White Mountain PMU, Repair or modify as necessary, in order to
maintain water and riparian vegetation at the source.

Actions:
1. ln cooperation with the water rights owners, identify water rights issues and seek

authorization to repair and modify existing development.
2. Make repairs and modifications to water developments as necessary.

Rationale: The limited amount of rainfall in the eastern part of the White Mountain PMU, and
the decreased amount of natural water sources available, could impact sage-grouse breeding
success, use of othenvise good habitat, and interfere with normal travel corridors. lncreasing
the amount of available water would allow greater distribution of the birds.

Leqal Authoritv: Federal land management agencies can apply for water rights for wildlife use
under Nevada state law.

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency.
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Level of Partnership Commitment: Land and wildlife management agenc¡es who hold any
interest in conserving sage-grouse should be committed to providing staff and funding for
appropriate projects. Any non government or private parties who hold interest in conserving
sage-grouse would make themselves known to agencies either through direct contact or as an
interested party in public scoping opportunities.

Fundinq Sources: The projects that could occur based on the results of data collection would
be funded through agency budgets, cooperative programs, challenge cost share grants, or
other grants.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Compile all existing habitat data for PMU area.
b. Cooperatively identify priority areas for treatments.
c. Enter into budget planning.
d. Scheduletreatments.

2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. Budget for treatments.
b. Conduct treatments.

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. NDOW would compile and evaluate treated area data for Nevada

portion of PMU.
b. CDFG would compile and evaluate treated area data for California

portion of PMU.
c. Provide written survey narratives to all cooperating agencies.
d. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

6.4.7 Lack of Diverse Age Structure in Sagebrush
The 2,815 acres of suitable habitat identified on the lnyo National Forest in Trail Canyon and
in Kennedy and Sage Hen Flats are almost exclusively mature stands of predominantly
mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush. Stand canopy cover is in excess of 25o/o on the
mountain big sagebrush sites associated with rabbitbrush and bitterbrush, and is greater than
35% on snowberry sites on moister slopes. Therefore, mature stands may have higher
canopy cover values than are needed for productive sage-grouse habitat (Connelly et al.,
2000).

lnitial Conservation Strateqv: Assess sagebrush habitat for possible treatment to reduce the
cover and density of mature and decadent sagebrush.

6.4.8 Non-Native Weed lnvasion
Non-native weeds such as cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum), Russian thistle (Sa/so/a ibericus)
and members of the mustard family are found in low density throughout the White Mountains
in sage-grouse habitat. They are usually found in areas of disturbance such as roadsides,
parking areas, and trails. They do, however, present a potential management problem. An
area of cheatgrass was found in Trail Canyon at 9,200 feet where a recent burn had occurred.
Even though cheatgrass does not appear to be a problem, any future burn could increase
cheatgrass in an area where it currently appears at very low density.

Gonservation Action: Noxious Weed Manaqement
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Risk: Noxious weeds can replace native plant communities and riparian areas upon which
sage-grouse may depend.
Obiective: Review management activities that may contribute to the spread of noxious species
to determine if additional management measures are necessary to minimize weed infestations
and spread rate.
Actions:

1. As scientific knowledge increases, continually review and update management
measures to reduce threat of noxious weed invasion.

2. Conduct a weed assessment of the PMU.

6.4.9 Habitat Fragmentation (2)
Natural Fragmentation of Habitat - Numerous areas of sagebrush habitat exist throughout
Esmeralda and Mineral Counties, Nevada, which are isolated by large expanses of salt desert
shrub and Mojave desert habitat. The isolated nature of these sagebrush "islands" may
reduce their usefulness to sage-grouse.

Pinyon Pine Expansion - ln the central and northern White Mountains in Mono and
Esmeralda Counties, sage-grouse habitats from 8,000 to 1 1,000 feet are highly fragmented
and interspersed with large woodland areas of pinyon pine at the lower elevations, and limber
pine, bristlecone pine, and mountain mahogany in the higher elevations. This mosaic limits
the value of any sagebrush stand for sage-grouse because of the woodland edge effect.

Substantial areas of previously open sagebrush habitats may have been converted to pinyon
pine and mountain mahogany. The full extent and rate of this expansion is unknown but it is
hypothesized that it has adversely affected sage-grouse habitat in these areas. lt is unknown,
however, if sage-grouse historically utilized these habitats to any significant degree.

Of the 2,815 acres of suitable habitat identified by USFS in 2002, 1,015 acres (36%) had
young pinyon pine or mountain mahogany expansion gradually diminishing their value for
sage-grouse. Pinyon expansion is a common trend in the White Mountains.

Conservation Action: Pinvon-Juniper Evaluation

Risk: Pinyon-juniper communities are expanding into sagebrush habitats in both upper and
lower elevations.

Obiective: Compare historical and current pinyon-juniper distribution to determine the amount
of encroachment that has occurred.

Action: Based on evaluation results, treat pinyon-juniper and mountain mahogany that have
encroached into sagebrush to increase habitat continuity and suitabiliÇ for sage-grouse use.

Rationale: Expansion of pinyon-juniper communities could impact the limited amount of sage-
grouse habitat in the eastern part of the White Mountain PMU.

Leqal Authority: Federal land management projects are subject to NEPA regulations.

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency.

B
t!
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Level of Partnership Commitment: Land and wildlife management agencies that hold any
interest in conserving sage-grouse should be committed to providing staff and funding for
appropriate projects. Any nongovernmental or private parties who hold interest in conserving
sage-grouse would be identified either through direct contact or in public scoping
opportunities.

Fundinq Sources: The projects that could occur based on the results of data collection would
be funded through agency budgets, cooperative programs, challenge cost share grants, or
other grants.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Compile all existing pinyon juniper site data.
b. Cooperatively identify priority areas for treatments.
c. Enter into budget planning.
d. Scheduletreatments.

2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. Budget for treatments.
b. Conduct treatments,

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. NDOW would compile and evaluate treated area data for Nevada

portion of PMU.
b. CDFG would compile and evaluate treated area data for California

portion of PMU.
c. Provide written survey narratives to all cooperating agencies.
d. Reporl accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Unnatural Fragmentation of Habitat - The construction of new fences, roads and
transmission lines, for example, may fragment occupied or potential sage-grouse habitat
within the limited range of the sage-grouse in the White Mountain PMU. A proposed open pit
gold mine below Sage Hen Flat in the White Mountains, if ever constructed, will adversely
affect the limited sagebrush habitat in that area

Risk: Fragmentation, destruction, and development of sage-grouse habitat will increase
likelihood of a downward population trend due to their dependence on large expanses of
sagebrush/bunchgrass habitat types.

Obiective: Protect occupied sage-grouse seasonal ranges from fragmentation, destruction,
and development.

Action: When possible land management agencies will prohibit activities and projects that
may fragment or othen¡uise negatively impact sage-grouse habitat, where the agencies have
d iscretionary authority.

Rationale: Sage-grouse are often dependent on vast expanses of sagebrush/bunchgrass
dominated rangeland. ldentification of these ranges and their protection from fragmentation,
destruction or development is critical to ensure the continued existence of sage-grouse.
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Leqal Authoritv: Federal land management agencies have legal authority over activities and
projects occurr¡ng on federally managed public lands. Within the White Mountain PMU, USFS
land is under the legal authority of ________. BLM land ___________t?l

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency through the _____ process.

Level of Partnership Commitment:

Fundinq Sources:

I mplementàtion Process:
1. The agencies would cooperate to conduct a thorough review of all sage-grouse

lnformation on a case by case basis for proposed projects.
2. Do not allow management actions to adversely affect sage-grouse habitat.

6.4.10 Changing Land Uses (2)
Mining and Minerals Exploration - The lnyo National Forest has received requests to
conduct mineral exploration drilling in occupied sage-grouse habitat. Construction of drill
roads, pads, etc. will cause a direct loss of habitat.

Conservation Action: Mininq And Minerals Exploration

Risk: Sagebrush habitat is severely limited in portions of the White Mountain PMU, and mining
and mineral exploration cause direct loss of habitat.

Obiective: Preclude or minimize habitat loss due to mining and mineral exploration.

Actions:
1. Delineate critical sage-grouse habitat for possible withdrawal from mineral entry.
2. Use telemetry studies and all other available data to identify critical sage-grouse

habitat.
3. Withdraw lands that are determined to

entry where necessary and possible
4. Mitigate authorized mining and mineral

including unoccupied sagebrush habitats.

Rationale: Mineral exploration activities would cause a direct loss of currently occupied and
potential habitat.

Leqal Authoritv: The sage-grouse is a Nevada BLM sensitive species and any potential
impacts to the species imposed by a project need to be evaluated to preclude endangerment
of the species.

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
would be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency.

Level of Partnership Commitment: Land and wildlife management agencies that hold any
interest in conserving sage-grouse should be committed to providing staff and funding for
appropriate projects. Any non government or private parties who hold interest in conserving

be critical sage-grouse habitat from mineral

exploration impacts to sage-grouse habitats,
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sage-grouse would be identified either through direct contact or in public scoping
opportunities.

Fundinq Sources: The projects that could occur based on the results of data collection would
be funded through agency budgets, cooperative programs, challenge cost share grants, or
other grants.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Evaluate proposed mining related projects for adverse impacts to sage-
grouse habitat.

2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. During project review determine mitigation measures for the proposed

action.
b. lmplement the mitigation measures.

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. Adverse impacts to sage-grouse habitat will manifest in the form of

localized sage-grouse population declines. Sage-grouse population
monitoring will be the responsibility of NDOW and CDFG.

Alternative Energy Sources - An increased interest in geothermal and wind generated
energy sources has occurred in this area. Projects of this type have the potential to disrupt
large areas of sage-grouse habitat.

Agriculture/Ground Water Pumping - Excessive water-intensive agricultural development,
for example, center pivot irrigation, affects the groundwater table and riparian areas of the
hydrologic zone.

6.4.11 Livestock GrazinglWild Horses, Burros (2)
lnappropriate grazing levels and/or seasons of use can negatively impact sage-
grouse/sagebrush, and riparian habitats. Livestock grazing management was observed to be
adversely impacting riparian habitats in Chiatovich, Middle and Trail Canyons in 2002. The
recent successive years of drought coupled with trailing and forage utilization impacts may be
adversely affecting sage-grouse habitats.

Substantial trailing was observed in Trail Canyon in 2002 on slopes and ridgelines, which may
suggest the herbaceous component of the sagebrush stands was being impacted. Wild
horses and/or burros may negatively impact sage-grouse/sagebrush and riparian habitats by
excessive use if their populations are not managed appropriately.

Gonservation Action: Livestock Grazinq Manaqement

Risk: Livestock that are grazing in sage-grouse habitat during breeding and nesting periods
may negatively impact breeding and nesting success of the sage-grouse.

Obiective: Manage sagebrush ecosystems for maximum site potentials in accordance with
WAFWA guidelines or locally approved standards.

Actions:
1. ldentify ecologic site potential for all key habitats and establish appropriate

management standards.
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2. Work with federal range lessees and willing private landowners to adjust seasons of
use, if necessary.

3. Provide incentives for livestock managers to alter their seasons of use, if necessary, to
accommodate sage-grouse breeding and nesting seasons.

Rationale: lf cattle are impacting breeding and nesting success, then simple management
adjustments may be made to accommodate the breeding and nesting seasons of the sage-
grouse.

Leqal Authoritv: Federal land management agencies follow grazing regulations delineated in
CFR 43 Group 4100.

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency.

Level of Partnershio Commitment: Land and wildlife management agencies that hold any
interest in conserving sage-grouse should be committed to providing staff and funding for
appropriate projects. Any nongovernmental or private parties who hold interest in conserving
sage-grouse would be identified either through direct contact or public scoping opportunities.

Fundinq Sources:

lmplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Compile all existing habitat data for PMU area.
b. USFS and BLM discuss with their lessees options both sides see as

feasible.
2. Project lmplementation: USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Federal agencies can offer grazing agreements to lessees that
accommodate sage-grouse needs to be completed as a decision.

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. NDOW would compile and evaluate treated area data for Nevada

portion of PMU.
b. CDFG would compile and evaluate treated area data for California

portion of PMU.
c. Provide written survey narratives to all cooperating agencies.
d. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Conservation Action: Wild Horse Manaqement

Risk: lmproper management of wild horses may result in degradation of sage-grouse habitat.

Objectives:

'1. Ensure appropriate management levels (AML) in existing herd management areas
(HMAs) and wild horse territories (WHTs) where sage-grouse occur are such that wild
horses do not negatively impact sage-grouse habitat.

2. Do not allow wild horse populations to exceed AML in existing HMAs and WHTs.
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Actions:
1. Conduct a wild horse gather for those horses outside of existing HMAs and WHTs.
2. Conduct aerial censuses in HMAs where sage-grouse are known to occur to determine

wild horse population levels.
3. Conduct wild horse gathers if populations are over AML.
4. lf it is determined that sage-grouse habitat is being negatively impacted by wild horses

within an HMA or WHT, appropriate action will be taken by the appropriate land
management agency to adjust the AML.

Rationale: Keeping wild horse populations at or below AML within existing HMAs and WHTs
will limit their impact on sage-grouse habitat. Subsequently adjusting AML as needed should
address any residual impacts.

Leqal Authoritv: This project would include interagency cooperation between the Bureau of
Land Management and the US Forest Service.

Procedural Requirements: NEPA would have to be conducted for this project by the US Forest
Service and/or BLM.

Fundinq Source: Funding for this project would be the responsibility of the BLM and US
Forest Service.

lmolementation Process:
1. Project Planning: BLM and USFS

a. Request funds to conduct aerial census to determine population
numbers, distribution, and range condition.

2. Project lmplementation: BLM and USFS
a. Conduct aerial census of project area or HMA.
b. lf numbers are close to AML or over AML, request to be placed on the

gather schedule.
c. Gather wild horses to appropriate levels.

3. Project Monitoring: BLM ahd USFS
a. Monitor area for population growth, any resource damage, and sage-

grouse presence.

6.4.12 Fire Ecology (1)
ln general, Esmeralda County does not experience very many wildland fires, therefore, fires
are considered a low risk for the sage-grouse population.

6.4.13 Human Disturbance (1)
Disturbance such as residential development is very low in the White Mountain PMU. The
major type of disturbance in the area is recreational use, such as fishing, off-road vehicles,
and camping.

Risk: Many types of human disturbance such as recreation, road construction, and fences
can potentially negatively impact sage-grouse populations or habitat.

Objective 1: Minimize recreation impacts to existing sage-grouse activities and habitat.
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Actions:
1. Evaluate areas for seasonal closures to known sage-grouse use areas during strutting

and nesting seasons between February and May.
2. Where land and wildlife management agencies have discretionary authority and

determine it to be prudent and necessary, areas of critical sage-grouse habitat will be
seasonally closed to recreational use.

Objective 2: Minimize impacts due to new road construction or creation.

Action: Where land management agencies have discretionary authority, no new two-track or
bladed roads will be allowed in sage-grouse habitat.

Obiective 3: Minimize impacts to sage-grouse from fences as perch sites for avian predators.

Actions:
1. Land management agencies will identify all fences occurring within known occupied or

potential sage-grouse habitat.
2. By 2005, determine if any fences near known occupied or potential sage-grouse

habitat contribute to sage-grouse mortality directly or by providing perch sites for avian
predators.

3. When and where necessary, land management agencies will modify fences with
Nixalite or other similar devices to make them leðs predator friendly and reduce F':i

mortality potential.
4. Any new fence construction will be made grouse friendly.

Rationale: Human caused disturbances may be interfering with breeding and nesting success
of sage-grouse. New road development and OHV use may degrade existing or potential
habitats. Fences may contribute to sage-grouse mortality directly or indirectly. These actions
will minimize these risks within the authority of regulatory agencies.

Leqal Authoritv: Federal land management agencies work under the authority of CFR.

Procedural Requirements: All proposed activities and projects that would occur on public land
will be evaluated by the appropriate land management agency.

Level of Partnershio Commitment: Land and wildlife management agencies who hold any
interest in conseruing sage-grouse should be committed to providing staff and funding for
appropriate projects. Any nongovernmental or private parties who hold interest in conserving
sage-grouse would be identified through direct contact or public scoping opportunities.

Fundinq Sources: The projects that could occur based on the results of data collection would
be funded through agency budgets, cooperative programs, challenge cost share grants, or
other grants.

I molementation Process:
1. Project Planning: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)

a. Compile all existing habitat data for PMU area.
b. Cooperatively identify priority areas.
c. Enter into budget planning.
d. Schedule plans and events.
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2. Project lmplementation: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. Budget for plans and events.
b. Conduct treatments.

3. Project Monitoring: NDOW, CDFG, USFS (lnyo), BLM (Tonopah)
a. NDOW would compile and evaluate treated area data for Nevada

portion of PMU.
b. CDFG would compile and evaluate treated area data for California

portion of PMU.
c. Provide written survey narratives to all cooperating agencies.
d. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

6.4.1 4 ClimatelWeather (2)
All limited populations are at risk to stochastic events, whether they are caused by the
weather or disease or any other reason. Any weather event that might cause mortalities in
sage-grouse is a risk to the population. The most probable weather events would be extreme
hot or cold spells or a blizzard. Drought can also affect this population.
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7.0 MOUNT GRANT PMU

7.1 PMU Description i

7.1.1 Physical Location And Boundary
The Mount Grant PMU is approximately 699,079 acres in size and occurs entirely within
Lyon and Mineral Counties, Nevada. The boundary encompasses the Wassuk Mountain
Range and a portion of the Excelsior Mountains. The northeast boundary of the PMU is
Walker Lake. The southeastern boundary passes the town of Hawthorne, Nevada and runs
south toward Whiskey Flat, and on to Huntoon Valley. From the Nevada/California state line,
the boundary follows the state line to the East Walker River, following the river to the
Cambridge Hills, north to Highway Alt. 95, and on to Walker Lake. There are no towns
within the boundary of the PMU.

7.1.2 Land Ownership And Regulatory Jurisdictions
Land ownership within the Mount Grant PMU is primarily under federal management, as
shown in Table 7-1. Approximately 43 percent of the PMU is National Forest land managed
by the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, Bridgeport Ranger District. The BLM Carson i

Field Office manages an additional 40 percent of the PMU as public land. The remainder of i.
the PMU is 7 percent military land under jurisdiction of the Department of Defense; 6
percent private land; and 4 percent Walker River Paiute Tribal Land.

Table 7-1. Land ownership in the Mount Grant PMU. L

National Forest 300,910 43

Bureau of Land Management 279,916 40

Private 41,945 6

Department of Defense
Hawthorne Army Depot 48,936 7

Walker River Paiute Tribe 27,963 4

State and County Land unknown >1

TotalAcres 699,079 100

Herd Management Areas and Territories - Three wild horse herds occupy the Mount
Grant PMU: the Wassuk HMA, Powell Mountain Wild Horse and Burro Territory and
Montgomery Pass Wild Horse Territory (Table 7.2). Only a small porlion of the Montgomery
Pass Territory is found in the Mt. Grant PMU.
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TableT-2. Powell Mountain Wild Horse and Burro Territories

Powell Mountain Wild Horse
and Burro

435 132,800 29
USFS
Humboldt-
Toivabe

Wassuk Wild Horse and
Burro

72 24,954 1 09-1 65
BLM - Carson

Montgomery Pass 1,570 184
USFS - lnyo
BLM- Bishop
and Carson

There are ten livestock grazing allotments present on lands administered by the US Forest
Service, Bridgeport Ranger Station and _____ allotments administered by the Bureau of
Land Management, Carson District Office.

Table 7-3. Domestic livestock grazing allotments managed by the USFS
Bridgeport Ranger District in the Mount Grant PMU

East Walker C&H* Cattle 452 1211-3131

Huntoon C&H* Cattle 165 11t16-4t15

Larkin Lake C&H l-;l: Cattle 446 11t1-11t30

Masonic C&H* Cattle 80 711-10115

Nine Mile C&H* Cattle 1076 4t1-5t31

Nine Mile C&H* Cattle 102 1011-11130

Powell Mountain C&H I I i: . Cattle 151 6t1-10t15

Rough Creek C&H Catt e 33 6t1-10t15

Whiskey Flat G&H i lta: Cattle 203 11t1-4t15

Wildhorse G&H i Iic Cattle 50 1211-5131
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7.1.3 Topography And Climate
Elevations withín the PMU range from 1,250m (4,100 feet) to 3,609m (11,230 feet).
Approximately onethird of the PMU is characterized as steep slopes, ranging between 10
and 35 percent. The remaining area consists of gentle slopes and flats. The predominant
aspects are east, and west. The highest peak is Mount Grant at3,426m (11,239 feet) in the
Wassuk Mountains. Other dominant mountain peaks include Mount Moho in the Excelsior
Mountains a|2,684 m (8,805 feet, and Aurora Peak at 2,667 m (8,750 feet).

7.1.4 Vegetation Communities and Distribution
The vegetation in the Mount Grant PMU varies from salt desert shrub at the lower elevations
of the Wassuk Mountains to alpine vegetation on the highest peaks.

Salt Desert Shrub: The salt desert shrub communities include shadscale (Atriplex
confeftifolia), Baily greasewood (Sarcobatus baileyi), bud sagebrush (Aftemrsra sprnescens),
winterfat (Krascheninnivovia lanata), lndian ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenoides),
bottlebrush squirreltail (Elymus elymoides), and lupine (Lupinus spp.). Annual precipitation
is 5-8".

Sagebrush: Sagebrush sites are found on slightly higher elevations with an increase in
precipitation. Wyoming big sagebrush (Arfemisia tridentata wyomingensrs,) occupies the
deeper soils and Lahontan sagebrush (A. arbuscula longicaulis) is the dominant shrub
species on the shallow soils. Wyoming big sagebrush is generally found on soils that are
shallow, gravelly to stony, with low water holding capacity. Annual precipitation varies from
8-12 inches. Other associated species on these sites are Anderson peachbrush (Prunus
andersonii), Mormon tea (Ephedra spp.), antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata),
Standberry cliffrose (P. stansburiana), Thurber needlegrass (Achnatherum thurberianum),
desert needlegrass (4. speciosa), phlox (Phlox spp.), biscuit rool (Lomatium spp.) and
lupine (Lupinus spp.).

Above 6,000 feet in elevation, Lahontan sagebrush transitions into low sagebrush site (4.
arbuscula)on the shallow soils. Low sagebrush grows on dry, sterile, rocky, often alkaline
soils that range from shallow to moderately deep. Hardpans at l0-15 inches depth are not
uncommon and they create a condition of saturated soil for a considerable period in the
spring. Annual precipitation varies from 7-18 inches.

Mountain big sagebrush (4. tridentata vaseyana) is the dominant shrub on deeper, mesic
soils generally found at higher elevations from the foothills to timberline. Annual
precipitation varies from 10-20 inches. Soils are generally deep, with good water holding
capacity.

Basin big sagebrush (4. tridentafa ssp. tridentata) is found on well drained, deep soils on
plains, in valleys, canyon bottoms, and foothills in 9-16 inch precipitation zones, frequently
associated with drainages. Associated species on these sites include antelope bitterbrush,
snowberry $ymphoricarpos sp.,) currant (Ribes sp.,), spike fescue (Festuca kingií), mountain
brome (Bromus marginatus), bluegrass (Poa sp.), ldaho fescue (F. idahoensis), and
needlegrass species. A few of the forbs found include mule's ear (Wyethia sp.), balsamroot
(Balsamorhiza sp.), phlox and lupine.
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Silver sagebrush (Artemisia cana) occurs ln the more mesic soils with a seasonal high water
table. Shrub species assoc¡ated with these sites include snowberry $ymphoricarpos sp.),
elderberry (Sambucus spp.), silver buffaloberry (Shepheria spp.), currant (Ribes sp),
chokecherry (Prunus virginiana), woods rose (Rosa spp.) and willow (Salix sp). The
herbaceous species can include sedges (Carex sp.), bluegrass, lupine, clovers (Trifolium
sp), wild iris (/rs sp), rushes (Juncus sp), and dandelion (Taraxacum sp).

On very rocky sites, sagebrush is replaced by mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius)
stands.

Woodlands - Woodlands found in the PMU include pinyon pine (Prnus monophylla) and
Utah juniper (Juniperus osfeosperma) at elevations up to 8,000 feet with annual precipitation
of 10-16 inches. The pinyon/juniper exceeds its historical dístribution and density in the
area. This especially is the case at the lower and mid elevation where the woodlands
encroach into the sagebrush communities. This expansion and an increase in the stand
density has resulted in a reduction of the understory component. Erosion rate has been
accelerated due to lack of understory. Fire frequency may also be less than reference
conditions due to a reduction of the fine fuel that once carried the fires.

Sub alpine and Alpine Zone - Limber pine (Prnus flexilis) can be found on mountain
summits and side-slopes at 9,000 to 10,000 feet elevation. The subalpine zone, from 10,000
feet to the top of Mount Grant, receives 16-20 inches annual precipitation and is
characterized by wax currant (R. cereum), Douglas rabbitbrush (Chrysothamus
viscidiflorus), prickly gillia (Leptodactylon spp.) and hairy goldenaster (Heterotheca villosa
var.villosa). Common grasses include skyline and timberline bluegrasses (P. and P.
rupicola), prairie junegrass (Koleria macrantha), alpine fescue (F. brachyphylla), mat muhly
(Muhlenbergia richardsonls), rushes (Juncus sp), and Ross and dunhead sedges (Carex
rossrï and C. phaeocephala).

Riparian Zones - Streams, wet meadows, dry meadows, springs and seeps are
interspersed throughout the PMU. Vegetation associated with these areas includes aspen
(Populus tremuloides), willows (Salix sp) and cottonwoods (Populus sp). Similar habitats
include irrigated pastures and hay fields.

7.2 Sage-grouse Habitat Description and Condition Assessment.

The Mount Grant PMU includes a good distribution of seasonal ranges for sage-grouse.
Overall, sagebrush habitats within the Mount Grant PMU are considered to be in good
condition relative to the WAFWA guidelines. The most critical limiting factor to sage-grouse
populations is the availability of water.

Habitat in the Mt. Grant PMU Complex is a mixture of mountain big sagebrush, Wyoming
sagebrush, low sagebrush and a mixture of bitterbrush, service berry and desert peach. with
encroaching pinyon/juniper trees. Habitat has been assessed as RO, R1, R2, R3 and RO
(agriculture).

Research is needed to further define the parameters of this population of grouse in order to
develop corrective measures to help the population stabilize and increase to somewhere
near levels prior to the recent decline.
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7.2.1 Breeding Habitat
Sage-grouse leks in the Mt. Grant PMU are from 6,500 feet in the Nine Mile area to 8,800
feet in the Aurora and Mt. Grant areas; these are precluded from motor vehicle access.

Overall the sagebrush communities in this PMU are good. The Mt. Hicks area is an
example of this. The lower areas of China Camp and the Aurora area have lower quality
sagebrush habitat.

The Noñh Leks consist of several individual leks (primary and satellite?) on a ridge
overlooking Lapon Meadows, documented in a 1993 helicopter survey. Approximately 30
birds were observed on this ridge during a 2001 helicopter survey. The ridge is probably
bare of snow in all but the heaviest snowfall years. There is some speculation that in years
when this lek is covered with deep snow, the Baldwin Canyon lek is used as an alternative
site, These leks are adjacent to ideal nesting habitat.

7.2.2 Summer I Late Brood Habitat
The quantity of meadow habitat is not limiting in the Mount Grant PMU. Most of the year
round habitat for sage-grouse within the Mount Grant PMU is considered to be in fair to
good condition with the exception of adequate brood rearing sites. Brood meadows mostly
occur between 8,000 and 9,000 feet, with short growing seasons. The alfalfa pivot on the
Nine-Mile Ranch provides summer brood habitat for sage-grouse.

The Flying M ranch is in the process of establishing a new pivot sprinkler system to the east
of the present pivot sprinkler system. This is an effort to establish an additional pasture
feeding process similar to the existing system. The irrigation pivot is intended to produce a
hay pasture system to produce what is commonly known as pasture hay. This involves the
production of common grasses and forbs and is harvested once or twice a season to
produce a baled hay product that is intended to feed livestock during the winter period. Part
of this process is intended to provide feed for cattle during the growth period of this pasture.
This type of habitat manipulation is thought to provide a benefit for mid to late brood rearing
for sage-grouse. The pasture system will provide important forbs and insect production
necessary to juvenile sage-grouse survival.

Of most concern are the poor quality riparian zones southeast of the Aurora Mine. The
condition of the Aurora Meadows is in a downward trend due to a suspected drop in the
water table. This could be attributed to impacts from mining, and a Forest road that
traverses the meadow.

7.2.3 Winter Habitat
Within winter areas there has to be an abundance of available sagebrush for food and
cover. When snow covers the upper elevations within the Mount Grant PMU, the Nine Mile
Flat and Elbow regions become important winter use areas for sage-grouse.

7.3 Sage-grouse Popu lations

7.3.1 Historical Distribution
Historic records indicate that there has never been a large population of sage-grouse
throughout this unit. Mount Grant has had higher bird populations in the past. Since
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hunting has been curtailed for the last five years, it is difficult to determine population status
on Mount Grant.

7.3.2 CurrentDistribution
The 2002 sage-grouse population for the Nevada portion of the Mount Grant PMU was
estimated to be between 210 and 280 birds. This estimate was produced using a population
estimator created by the technical committee of the Western States Sage-grouse Team. A
three-year average of the observations from 2000, 2001, and 2002 was used. An updated
estimate produced using 2003 data gives a low estimate of 358 and a high estimate of 249.

These estimate may be low since the Mount Grant strutting grounds have not been
monitored consistently over the years due to the inaccessibility of these areas. lt is probable
that the total population for the Mount Grant PMU is two to three times the estimates given
above.

The population from the Nine Mile Flat portion of this PMU has declined over the years, with
the decline attributed mainly to the mining activities around the Aurora Complex and past
livestock operations. Of the five general lek locations, two have remained active over the
past several years.

Trend. Monitoring of the strutting grounds for this population has been irregular over the
years. Lek attendance monitoring began in 1969. These leks were monitored annually for
the next eight years. There was no census during the following eleven years. The record
indicates that strutting activity was recorded for 1988, 1989 and 1991 with no subsequent
observations until 1999. Censuses have been conducted annually since then.

The peak number of strutting males observed occurred in 1972 when a total of 65 were
recorded. The average for the period of 1969 to 1970 was 18 struüing males. The next two
decades saw the average increase to 31 and 32 strutting males, based on six years of data
for 1971-1980, and only two years for the 1980s. The average for the 1991-2000 decade
decreased to 12 strutting males, based on three years of observations. The average number
of strutting males in 2002 was 24, in 2003 was 46 (a new lek was located), and in 2004 was
48 including the new lek. The long-term average overthe 34-year period since 1969 is 24.
This population seems to be stable at a reduced level compared to the all{ime high count.

Summer brood counts for this PMU are extracted from the Mount Grant area or more
specifically the Lapon Meadows Complex. Data are unavailable for the area surrounding
Nine Mile Flat.

During the 1960s, brood counts were very low. This could be an artifact of low effort at that
time. The 1970s showed increases in sample size and the number of chicks per hen.
Average sample sizes rose from 33 for the 1960s to 83 in the 1970s. ln the 1980s, the
average sample size rose lo 140 birds and 38 chicks per 100 hens. During the 1990s a
decline in the average sample size to 84 total birds and 22 chicks per 100 hens was
recorded. During 2001 and 2002, the total number of birds observed declined to an average
of 32 birds and 7 chicks per 100 hens. These data suggest the population may be stable at
a reduced level at this time.

An apparent decline in numbers over the past few years, especially since the mid 1990s,
was observed. Climate is a determining factor for the summer brood counts. lt should be
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noted that this was a period of low annual precipitation resulting in poor vegetation
production.

Over the long term, summer brood counts have shown similar trends to those observed for
strutting activity. The data suggest a general seven to ten-year cycle with rises and declines
in production. Both lek counts and brood counts are low compared to all{ime highs in the
1970s but seem to be currently stable. Climate certainly has an impact on production for this
population. Drought and deteriorating habitat throughout the area may explain the general
decline of sage-grouse for this PMU. Additional research is needed to identify population
risks and mitigation to allow the population to increase to its previous higher levels.

Harvest. Harvest data come primarily from the Mount Grant (Lapon Meadows) area.
However the data from the 1970s and the early part of the 1980s may include the Aurora
and Nine Mile Flat areas.

Past data showed the average harvest in the 1970s to be 207 birds per year and an average
of 156 hunters per year. The following decade had an average harvest of 131 birds peryear
and an average of 90 hunters per year. During the 1990s the harvest decreased to an
average harvest of 61 birds per year with and average of 46 hunters per year.

There has not been a season in this PMU since 1978. According to lek counts and brood
surveys the population in this PMU is in a low but stable state at this time.

7.4 Mount Grant PMU Risk Assessment and Conservation Actions
Existing and foreseeable risks evaluated for the Mount Grant PMU include pinyon-juniper
encroachment, power lines, mining, off road vehicles, wild horses, livestock grazing, wildfire,
predation, hunting and poaching, and a shortage of brood habitat. Each is discussed in
detail below.

7.4.1 Pinyon - Juniper Encroachment
Pinyon-juniper encroachment onto leks will potentially impact lek activity, One historically
used meadow above the China Camp lek is cut off by P-J expansion into traditional
sagebrush habitat.

No sage-grouse have recently been observed on Powell Mountain, although a historic
population is documented. Powell Mountain is surrounded by P-J encroachment that may
have fragmented the population.

Mount Hicks also had a historic sage-grouse population. This lek has not been surveyed for
quite some time. lt is difficult to access by ground. Views from the air aþpear to show
increased pinyon-juniper invasion.

Mount Grant is separated from adjoining occupied habitat in Nine Mile Flat and other areas
of the PMU by a broad band of pinyon pine. Biologists do not believe that the pinyon band
impedes movement between habitat segments. However, it is believed that a broader
corridor of sagebrush connecting the segments would benefit the bird. Pinyon has also
invaded the bottom of Cottonwood Canyon.
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Conservation Action: Pinvon - Juniper Encroachment

Risk: Loss of Sagebrush habitat in the Mt. Grant PMU breeding area complexes due to
encroachment of pinyon pine.

Obiective: Convert or remove pinyon pine where it is encroaching into breeding area
complexes. Treat approximately 5,000 acres over the next 15 years.

Action: Remove pinyon overstory with most appropriate technique (cutting, burning,
chaining, pesticide, etc.) See individualActivity Plans for each project area, below.

Rationale: Those areas within two miles of the lek, that are classified as Phase I (few to
many small trees not affecting understory, < 11o/o canopy cover) and Phase ll (12-54%
canopy cover, rapid tree growth, declining understory) were selected for removal of pinyon
overstory. Treating Phase 1 and ll is more effective than treating Phase lll (tree dominance,
little understory, > 55% canopy cover). Treatment of Phase I will maintain existing habitat
and treatment of Phase ll will increase the amount of habitat in the Mt. Grant PMU Complex.

Leqal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of the
Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest and some private parcels
scattered within the Forest Service boundaries.

Procedural Requirements: Projects addressing this risk are within the management
responsibility of the Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest and some
private parcels scattered within the Forest Service boundaries.

Level of Padnershio Commitment: lt is believed that the private landowners will be willing to
partner with the Forest Service and the local planning group. Agreements will be solicited
prior to project approval. The Nevada Division of Forestry lnmate Crews will be considered
for some project-work.

Fundinq Source: The Forest Service needs to plan for and request FY 2005-2015 funding
as projects are developed, approved and budgeted for by the Forest Service. A small grant
may be forthcoming from the Nevada Wildlife Federation.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service

2005
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning
2006
a. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
2007
a. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
b. Complete EnvironmentalAnalysis

2. Project lmplementation: U.S. Forest Service, NDOW, Nevada Division of Forestry
(NDF) Partners (2006-201 5)

a. Budget for Projects
b. Plan for Partnership
c. lmplement Project(s)
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3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2006-2015)
a. Forest Service will monitor implementation for consistency with the

proposed action. Monitor change in percent canopy cover of pinyon
before treatment and one year after treatment. Complete additional
treatment required to accomplish the project proposal.

b. NDOW continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek
counts for
changes in numbers of males visiting leks. NDOW to maintain trends
and reports.

c. Report accomplishments to US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS),
Reno NV.

Activitv Plans:
1. Activity Site P1: China Camp Lek - Approximately five road miles SW from the

Ninemile Ranch on FS Road 045 (Delorme & USFS topo maps, T6N, R27E, NW 1/4
Sec29 at the old FS boundary (cattle guard), progressing directly south on FS Road
045 to the China Camp Meadow (SW % Sec 29). The project goes west into the
draw of the intermittent creek below FS Road 045. Lek site UTM: Easting 326050,
Northing 4247300, directly north of the cattle guard. High Priority

Elevation 6,550-6,800 feet.
Aspect West
Dominant understory: Primarily mountain big sagebrushMyoming big

sagebrush and some forb/grass component.
Pinyon Phase: Phase ll and moving up slope to Phase lll. The
removal of trees between the lek and the meadow will open up the
area to allow for sage-grouse to walk broods to the meadow from the
nesting sites.

f. Acres: 130
g. Soil Type: 31 10 from the Mineral CounÇ Soil Survey
h 

l'^ 3iä:ïi,lffi ilüJ':lïlíl; 
J u n e. s ep'Îem ber

2. Activity Site P2: China Camp Lek 2 - Approximately four miles form Ninemile Ranch
west to FS Road 154, 1.7 miles from the Walker River Road, then west to the ridge
top. UTM: N 4249800, E 326700 (Delorme & USFS topo maps, T7N, R27E, and SE
% SEC 17). Medium priority.

Elevation 6310 feet
Aspect: Northeast
Dominant Vegetation: Low sagebrush.
Page 3
Pinyon Encroachment
Pinyon Phase: Not affecting the understory; however, trees are
encroaching onto the lek and should be removed before a problem
develops. No more than 20 trees. Can be done by a small volunteer
group (Gale Dupree).

g. Acres: 20

a.
b.
c.
d.

ô

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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h. Soil Type: 3110 on the Mineral CounÇ soil map.
i. Other Existing Uses:

. Livestock grazing: Flying M June to September
o Deer: Some winter use
. Pronghorn antelope: Year-round

Activity Srïe P3; Meadow south of Gregory Flats; approximately one mile from the
Aurora Mine pit or the mine office. The meadow is believed to be managed by the
Forest Service (it could be mine property) and consists of 20 acres of mixed forbs,
Carex, Juncus and grasses. Some sagebrush is encroaching onto the meadow
along with pinyon encroachment from the south and east. (Delorme & USFS topo
maps, TsN, R288, center of Sec 17). Medium priority.

a. Elevation 7,200 feel
b. Aspect West
c. Dominant understory: Primarily mountain big sagebrush adjacent to

the meadow.
d. Pinyon Phase: Phase ll moving down slope towards the meadow.

The removal of all trees within 100-200 yards of the meadow would
put predator perches farther from the meadow and reduce
concealment for ground predators. More ground water may become
available for the meadow.

e. Acres 10
f. Soiltype
g. Other existing uses:

r Mining: potential for startup with gold
ounce.

. Livestock and wild horse use appears

prices above $300 per

to be limited on this
meadow; however, elsewhere in this plan we propose to move the
wild horse herd boundary to the east and ask that wild horses be
restricted from the area until it can be determined what impact the
horses have had on this area. Meadows above this meadow
appear to have been impacted by wild horse use.
Deer and pronghorn antelope: Limited summer use.

4. Activity Site P4: Chinese Camp mostly on private property and some USFS. T6N,
R26E, Sec. 26, SE %. Need to identify ownership of the land and spring. Obtain
approval of the project. Low priority.

a. Elevation 6500 feet.
b. Aspect: East
c. Dominant Overstory is Great Basin big sagebrush and scattered

pinyon pine. Understory is rye grass and other grasses. lt is
uncertain how the understory would change with overstory removal.
This spring site is filled in by large Great Basin big sagebrush and
pinyon pine. Removal of these species would allow for meadow
restoration. Estimate 40 acres of clearing. A more detailed treatment
plan is needed. lt is questionable if sage-grouse will return to this site
unless considerably more acres of trees are removed.

d. An archeological survey is needed
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e. Acres:200
f. Other existing uses:

. Livestock grazing by Flying M Ranch
g. Costs: $12,000

7.4.2 Power lines
The California power transmission line fragments the Mt. Grant PMU. Several power
transmission lines within the unit provide perches for raptors to be in a position to prey upon
sage-grouse activity, resulting in loss of production. During the previous three years of lek
counting a raptor has not been observed watching leks. This does not account for the
period of hatching and early and mid brood rearing.

lnitial Gonservation Strategy
The Bi-State planning group would like to encourage the power company responsible for the
power transmission lines to provide anti roosting devices where the lines traverse through
critical sage-grouse habitat. The group would be willing to provide advice as to where these
devices would be needed.

7.4.3 Mining
Two mining operations are present in the Mt. Grant PMU: Borealis and Metallic Ventures
lnc., near Aurora, NV. Currently there is mining activity occurring in the Aurora area by
Metallic Ventures lnc. Historic mining activities have occurred throughout this area and
consisted mainly of open pit mining.

Recent mining by Metallic Venture Mining Company has impacted hundreds of acres of
habitat. The mine pit is in an area that was once a surveyed brood site. Questions have
been raised as to whether the mine pit, now approximately 148 feet deep and full of water,
indirectly impacted groundwater availability for the meadows between Aurora Peak and
Brawley Peak.

A Metallic Ventures (U.S.) lnc. representative informed the Mount Grant PMU Committee
that the company is preparing to resume mining in the pit. Current and future mine
exploration activities may result in new mines with the potential to impact additional acreage
that will further reduce and fragment sage-grouse habitat.

Extreme caution needs to be taken when approving future and current exploration activities
in order to protect important sage-grouse habitat. Current and future mining activities also
need to be monitored to insure that important sage-grouse habitat is not forfeited.

Initial Gonservation Strategy
Work with mine operators during the permit process to avoid, minimize and mitigate direct
impacts to critical sage-grouse habitat.

7.4.4 Off Highway Vehicles
Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) use in the Mt. Grant PMU is restricted to designated routes.
There are several roads that are used which are not in designated areas. These roads are
causing damage to meadows, which may have the potential for sage-grouse use. The
roads having the largest concern in this PMU are located in the Aurora area. Several of
these roads run through meadows, but are located on private property.
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lnitial Gonservation Strategy
Provide alternate routes around meadows and reclaim exiting roads through meadows.

Gonservation Action: Educational Proqrams For OHV And Recreational Users

Risk: OHV use within the PMU is causing habitat damage to some meadows.

Obiective: Educate private landowners of road damage and repair to improve these areas.
Educate OHV users and recreationists of the importance of maintaining sage-grouse habitat
within this area, and that they should remain on the designated routes.

Action: Education programs can be run by both NDOW and the US Forest Service. Private
property programs can be presented by NRCS and the FWS on the importance of
maintaining and improving sage-grouse habitat on their lands.

Rationale: Educating the public and private landowners can increase awareness of
maintai ning critical habitat for sage-grouse.

Leqal Authority: NDOW, US Forest Service, NRCS and FWS all can play a part in this
project.

Procedural Requirements: Education programs will have to be organized with co-operation
with all agencies involved.

Fundinq Source: Funding may come from many different sources and all will be considered
when implementing this project.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project planning (2006)
2. Project implementation (2007)
3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2007-2010): NDOW continue monitoring

sage-grouse populations through lek counts and brood counts. Report
accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

7.4.5 Livestock Grazing
There are nine permitted livestock grazing allotments administered by the Forest Service
within this PMU. BLM administers 10 livestock grazing allotments. Livestock grazing
utilization standards for the Forest Service allotments can be found in the Toiyabe Land and
Resource Management Plan (1986) and BLM standards are found in the lmpacts
from livestock grazing can include trampling of nests and reduction of understory cover
available for nesting sage-grouse.

Currently the US Forest Service, Bridgeport Ranger District is conducting an Environmental
Assessment (EA) of the livestock grazing allotments in this area. New grazing utilization
standards are being considered in the proposed action and will help improve habitat for
sage-grouse. This EA will be signed in 2004.

ln the Mud Springs area there are several trespass livestock present, which may also be
impacting sage-grouse habitat. The US Forest Service and the BLM are responsible for
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alerting the owner of the trespass livestock and then the owner is responsible for removing
the livestock.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:
ldentify nesting habitat through telemetry studies.

lnitial Gonservation Strategy:
Manage distribution of livestock to avoid critical nesting habitat,

7.4.6 Wild Horses
Three wild horse and burro territories are present within this PMU. There are several horses
located outside the Powell Mountain Territory that are negatively impacting sage-grouse
habitats. lmpacts of wild horses to sage-grouse habitat are the same as with livestock
grazing.

The HumboldtToiyabe National Forest (HTNF), Bridgeport Ranger District, manages the
Powell Mountain WHT with the Appropriate Management Level (AML) goal of 26 horses.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and National Forest management goal is zero
horses outside of the established territory boundaries. Federal horse removal programs are
active in attempts to meet these goals. ln July 2003, BLM Wild Horse and Burro specialists
from Ridgecrest, CA captured and removed 26 horses from the Powell Mountain WHT. An
additional 7 horses were captured and removed from the Bodie Hills outside of the
designated territory. An estimated 30 horses remain in the Powell Mountain WHT and an
estimated 11 horses remain in the Bodie Hills outside of the territory. During the course of
the capture, 10 of the remaining Bodie Hills horses were at least temporarily driven into the
Powell Mountain WHT. Future management should focus on removing all feral horses
outside of established territory boundaries and maintaining AML goals within the Powel
Mountain WHT.

The wild horse and burro territory boundaries have been determined under the Wild Horse
and Burro Act and cannot be changed or altered unless Congress approves the change. lt
is the responsibility of the US Forest Service and the BLM to remove any wild horses
located outside of the territory boundaries.

Initial Conservation Strategy
Restore meadow habitat located within the Powell Mountain Wild Horse Territory on lands
administered by the U.S. Forest Service.

Gonservation Action: Removal Of W¡ld Horses Outside Of W¡ld Horse And Burro
Territories

Risk: Wild horses may trample nests, reduce understory cover and impact forage needed
for sage-grouse.

Objective: Limit impacts of wild horses on sage-grouse habitat outside of a Wild Horse and
Burro Territory

Action: Conduct a wild horse gather for those horses outside of the designated Powell
Mountain Wild Horse Territory, in the Baldwin Lek area within the Ninemile Cattle & Horse
Allotment.
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Rationale: The Baldwin Lek area has 9-11 wild horses using it during the nesting and
brooding season. Removing them complies with USFS and BLM horse management goals
and protects sage-grouse habitat outside the WHT from wild horse impacts.

Leqal Authoritv: This project would involve interagency corporation between the Bureau of
Land Management and the US Forest Service. Horses outside of this territory are on both
BLM and Forest Service administered lands,

Procedural Requirements: NEPA would have to be conducted for this project by the US
Forest Service.

Fundinq Source: Funding for this project would be the responsibility of the BLM and US
Forest Service agencies. The costs are:

1. Wild horse removal: $1,500/ head (this includes capture, removal, adoption)
2. Equipment:Trailer
3. Labor: BLM and US Forest Service

I mplementation Process:

1. Project Planning: Forest Service and BLM
2008
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning
c. 2009
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. 20'10
f. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
g. Complete Environmental Analysis

2. Project lmplementation NDOW/Paftners (2006)
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for partners

3. Project monitoring: NDOW (2006-2014): NDOW continue monitoring sage-grouse
populations through lek counts and brood counts.

7.4.7 Wildfire
Wildfire has not been a past problem in the Mount Grant PMU. Limited access lowers the
risk of man-caused fires. Lightning strikes usually coincide with thunderstorms. Only three
recent fires have been identified in the PMU. One fire was approximately 10 acres on

Mount Grant. lt was controlled. A second 1O-acre fire near Aurora Peak was controlled.
The third fire, northwest of Mt. Hicks in the P-J woodlands, was also controlled. The largest
and most recent fire was the 400-acre Aurora fire.

The Cottonwood Canyon fire was man-caused approximately 10 years ago. Recent
observations of the burn showed extensive invasion of cheatgrass. At another site,
cheatgrass was observed at an elevation of 9,080 feet indicating that there is no elevation
limit on the potentialfor cheatgrass establishment.
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Initial Conservation Strategy
lmplement fuel reduction treatments if determined beneficial for the protection of critical
habitat.

Use prescribed fire in accordance with the WAFWA Guidelines in areas that can benefit
from fire treatment.

7.4.8 Predation
Predation has not been documented to be a problem in this PMU. Ravens are not
abundant. Coyotes occasionally take sage-grouse on a year round basis.

Under current conditions, predation is not thought to be a problem. Monitoring is necessary
to determine the predation threat. As populations increase it is necessary to continue
population monitoring efforts in order to evaluate the threat. lf predation is deemed to be a
population limiting factor, then it will become necessary to provide whatever methods are
needed to address the threat.

7.4.9 Hunting I Poaching
There has been no hunting season for sage-grouse in the Mount Grant PMU for over five
years. Falconry has recently been disallowed in the PMU. lt is recommended that this
restriction remain in place until such time that this population reaches a level that is
considered huntable. At that time general harvest regulations will be acceptable including
the take of sage-grouse by the use of falconry.

Acceptable harvest regulations should be considered when the population reaches levels as
described by WAFWA guidelines. California and Nevada should develop a standardized
approach to a harvest program agreeable to both states.

Poaching is not considered to be a significant risk in the PMU since much of the access is
restricted. However, good access to the Nine Mile Flat area has resulted in documented
poaching, Continued law enforcement efforts need to be directed to areas which are
considered sensitive in relation to population status. This would especially include the Bi-
state conservation area.

lnitial Gonservation Strategy
Expand public information and awareness on Project Game Watch and the objectives for
sage-g rouse conservation.

7.4.10 Shortage of Good Quality Brood Habitat
Lowering water tables, historic grazing, and pinyon invasion have impacted meadows
throughout the PMU. Headcutting has been observed in limited locations. Sagebrush
encroachment was observed in the Upper Lapon Meadow Complex.

Gonservation Action: Meadow Restoration - Aurora Meadow Gomplex

Risk: Loss of meadow habitat (nesting and breeding) for use by sage-grouse in the spring
and summer within the Mt. Grant PMU. Sagebrush is the dominant vegetation type within
this project area. The area has been used by Off Highway Vehicles (OHV) which have
caused damage to a few meadows. The water level in many of these meadows appears to
have lowered; many have become dry and are being encroached upon by sagebrush. One
meadow, the "Barrel Meadow," has a deep gully and water is not flowing across the entire
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meadow area. An old fence encloses the top portion of the gully and is in disrepair. ln
Aurora Valley many of the meadows have roads running through them, and appear dry.

Objective: Restore meadow habitats located in T5 N., R28 E, sections 28,29, 32 and 33 on
private property to Proper Functioning Condition (PFC).

Action: Conduct PFC assessment for each meadow and take corrective measures. See
individual action statements for each project area location, below.

Rationale: By using the PFC method of assessing these meadows we will be able to
determine the priorities and the problems facing them more accurately, and what can be
done to bring them to Proper Functioning Condition. lndividual actions prescribed below are
expected to improve meadow conditions for sage-grouse.

Leqal Authoritv: Primarily private land owner.

Procedural Requirements:
1. Private landowner will have to obtain the permits needed for construction or project

work that may be applicable to this project.
2. For re-routing the road, the landowner will have to consult with the US Forest

Service, Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest. The US
Forest Service is responsible for allowing road access to private property, but re-
routing roads is a possibility in areas were resource damage is occurring.

Fundinq Source: Funding projects on private property will be at the landowner's expense
(Grant request). Volunteer workers can be used for labor where necessary.

lmplementation Process:
1. Project planning (2006)
2. Project implementation (2007)
3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2007-2010): NDOW continue monitoring

sage-grouse populations through lek counts and brood counts. Report
accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Proiect Area Locations:
Aurora Meadow Restoration- Big Meadow (Ml)- in T.5N R.28 E. Section 28 aboveAurora,
NV. Meadow vegetation includes sedge species and some grass species. The meadow is
in good condition with only one swell, which is draining water from the meadow. This
meadow has the highest potential for sage-grouse use in the Aurora area. Some sage-
grouse where flushed during a field trip in 2002. See photo M-1. High priority.

Action:
Remove the old boundary fence surrounding the meadow and build a sage-grouse "friendly"
fence if it is necessary to have the area fenced off. Build loose rock check dams in swells
found within the meadow no larger than a few inches high. These create an area in which
water can spread to a small area and keep water in the meadow for a while longer.
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Proiect:
Aurora Meadow Restoration- Aurora Peak Meadows (M2)- This meadow is located below a
stream runoff. A barrel has been placed in the stream channel and is preventing water from
reaching the meadow. There are some side-channels and the meadow is becoming dry
with sagebrush encroachment. This area is approximately 150 acres. See photo M-2. T. 5N
R. 29 E. Section 28 above Aurora, NV. Medium priority.

Action:
Remove the barrel that has been placed in the stream channel. This may allow more water
to flow into the meadow. Re-contour areas with headcuts and side channels to allow for
water runoff to remain in the meadow for a longer period. Also place loose rock dams
where they may help water remain in the meadow. Prescribe a sagebrush treatment with
herbicide, cutting or other mechanical treatments to help restore meadow vegetation.

1. Remove barrel in stream channel
2. Re-contour areas with headcuts and side channels
3. Construct loose rock dams in swells
4. Sagebrush treatment (herbicide, cutting or other mechanical treatments)

Schedule:
1. Project planning (2008)
2. Project implementation (2009)
3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2009-2010):NDOW continue monitoring

sage-grouse populations through lek counts and brood counts. Report
accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.
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Figure 7-2. Aurora Peak Meadow.

Project:
Aurora Meadow Restoration- Junction Meadow (M3). This meadow area is located at the
junction of two US Forest Service roads T. 5N R. 28 E. Section 29 above Aurora, NV.
above the Aurora area. lt is located on private propefi. The meadow has severe headcuts
and channeling preventing water from moving across the meadow. Approximately 60 acres.
Low priority.

Action:
Re-contour the headcuts and channeling to allow for water to move across the meadow.
Place loose rock dams in any swells to help water remain in the meadow for a longer period
of time.

Schedule:
1. Project planning (2009)
2. Project implementation (2010)
3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2010-2017):NDOW continue monitoring

sage-grouse populations through lek counts and brood counts. Report
accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Project:
Aurora Meadow Restoration - Top Meadow (M4)- this meadow has many swells and ruts
that are causing early water run-off and not allowing water to spread through the meadow.
This meadow appears dry and has encroaching sagebrush. See photo M-3. T. 5N R. 28 E.

Section 29 above Aurora, NV. Approximately 60 acres. High priority.

Action:
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Construct loose rock dams in swells, which allow water to stay in the meadow longer and
move across the field. Realign the road running through the meadow. This is causing ruts
in the meadow. Re-contour the areas where ruts are causing meadow damage. Sagebrush
removal treatments may be necessary to allow for more water in the meadow. This may
include herbicides, cutting or other mechanical methods.

Schedule:
1. Road realignment project planning: Forest Service

2010
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning
20't1
a. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
2012
a. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
b. CompleteEnvironmentalAnalysis

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (2011)
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2012-2014):
a. NDOW continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek

counts and brood counts.
b. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

4. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2007-2010): NDOW continue monitoring
sage-grouse populations through lek counts and brood counts. Report
accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office

Figure 7-3. Top meadow.
It:

Top meadow.
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Proiect:
Aurora Meadow Restoration - Barrel Meadow (M5)- this meadow is located on private
property and borders the US Forest Service, Bridgeport Ranger District, Humboldt-Toiyabe
National Forest. This meadow has many swells and headcuts. A large water tank and
trough are located in the meadow and a large pool is located at the northern end of the
meadow, which may be preventing water from flowing over the meadow. See photo M-4. T.
5N R. 28 E, Section 32 above Aurora, NV. Medium priority.

Action: Fill in pool located at the northern end of the meadow. Remove fence around pool
and if necessary replace it with a sage-grouse "friendly" fence. lf not in use at the present
time, remove water tank and trough located in the meadow. Try to re-contour areas where
ruts or large headcuts occur. Place loose rock dams in swells.

Schedule:
1. Project planning (2010)
2. Project implementation (2011)
3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2011-2018):NDOW continue monitoring

sage-grouse populations through lek counts and brood counts. Report
accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.

Figure 7'4. Barrel Meadow.
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Project:
Meadow Restoration SW of Gregory Flat (M6)- High priority. T. 5 N R.27 E. Sections 16 &
17 south of Humboldt Hill. lt is believed to be located on both forest service and mine
property

Descriotion: Estimate 16 acres or more of meadow restoration. A good flowing spring feeds
the meadow. The meadow is being encroached by sagebrush on all sides. The west end is
cut by a road and a mine road above the meadow parallels the north edge. Pinyon pine is
advancing onto the meadow from the south.

Action: Remove sagebrush from all sides of the meadow for a 100 yard radius from the
edges of the grassy vegetation. Remove all pinyon within the meadow area and up slope
from the medow for 400 yards. The spring head was dammed many years ago to create a
pond which is now heavily surrounded by large sagebrush bushes. lt is recommended
removing the sagebrush and replacing with a planting of native grass and forbs seeds. The
meadow is infested with thistle (Scotch thistle (?), Onopordum acanthium L.) just sprouting
during the last visit. The thistle can be dug up, bagged and removed from the site. lt will
probably take a few years of continued removal in the early spring before all of the thistle will
be removed due to seed spread. This action can be done immediately with mine approval for
access (Gale Dupree and Fred Smith will pursue).

A few plants of Tall white top, Lepidium ledifolious L. were found growing on the far
southwest edge of the meadow. The FS was to take note of this and take action to stop this
spread. Follow-up is needed to confirm any action. Digging is not recommend; however, with
a few plants currently present, digging and pulling it up now and with an annual follow-ups
could eliminate this invasive plant from the meadow.

It is recommended that the meadow area can be increased in size by the above noted
actions. The dryer areas of the meadow would them be irrigated with water pumped form a
capped forest service well about lz mile east of the meadow. There is electricity to the well.
An aeration wind mill could be procured form Canada for around $1,000 and installed at the
well and it would pump sufficient water to irrigate the meadow. These windmills are virtually
maintenance free, Once the meadow returns to a desired state, the well could be capped
again.

A meadow restoration expert is required to write a prescription for more detailed needs,
such as how to distribute the spring water evenly across the meadow and what plant mixture
is desired and how to obtain the mix. The prescription should probably include some short
term grazing by livestock.

Schedulinq and costs:
1. Project planning: NDOWFS

2005
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning
c. ldentify proposed action for treatment
d. Complete Environmental Analysis

2. Project lmplementation NDOW/Partners (2006)
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for partners

3. Project monitoring: NDOW (2006-2015)
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Description: Estimate 16 acres of meadow restoration. A separate project to remove pinyon
will be found under Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment.

Project:
Powell Mountain Spring Restoration (M7). Estimate two acres of spring needing restoration
by fencing to keep wild horses and livestock out of the spring. Location is south of Powell
Mountain. TsN R30E, Sec. 1 SE % SW y4. The spring is thought to be in the NE corner of
private property. lf this is correct, the landowner needs to be contacted for approval of any
improvements and water rights must be determined. The spring needs further identification
to properly locate it. Medium priority.

Action:
Remove the old fencing material around the spring. Sink a pipe ant the source of the spring
with a minimum diameter of 6" to be used for solar pumping that could distribute water to
other areas of this high sagebrush flat. The spring source area to be fenced is a minimum of
two acres. The permittee or private landowner will maintain these structures during their
period of use.

Project:
Ninemile Ranch, Rough Creek Meadows and Alfalfa Pivot (M9): This project area is on
private property owned by the Flying M Ranch. 1300 acres of meadow area on both sides of
Rough Creek. There is a 1SO-acre alfalfa field irrigated by a center pivot system, which is
watered all summer producing two crops per season. Following the cutting, sage-grouse
feed on insects and the low growing alfalfa in the cut field for several days. ln 2002 and
2003,155 sage-grouse were counted on the cut field. The alfalfa field is a collecting area for
sage-grouse right after the meadow is mowed. lt is important that this use continues in the
future as it appears to be sustaining the present population of sage-grouse. This could be a
conservation easement to keep the land as is. This is a very high priority for
telemetry work. We do not know where nesting, wintering or brood rearing occurs, except for
the alfalfa field in the summer.

Currently, the ranch does not use insecticide and is asked not to use any in the future as it
could have a negative impact on the sage-grouse using this field.

The newly discovered Ninemile Lek on
property.

Action:
Discovery of the Ninemile Lek shows a need for more data on the sage-grouse use for the
Rough Creek Meadow area. A study needs to be conducted to determine if and when the
sage-grouse use the remainder of the Rough Creek Meadow, including conducting surveys
to find nesting and brooding sage-grouse within the lek complex.

Schedule:
1. Project planning: NDOW
2005
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning

BLM land is less than one mile from the ranch
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c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Complete Environmental Analysis

2. Project lmplementation NDOW/Partners (2006)
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for partners

3. Project monitoring: NDOW (2006-2014)
a. NDOW continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek

counts and brood counts.

Proiects: Hawthorne Army Ammunition Depot (HAAD) has some of the best sage-grouse
habitat on the Mount Grant PMU due to the exclusion of livestock grazing and the public;
however, some of the meadow areas have become decadent due to various non-uses.There
are three meadow restoration projects on Mount Grant, Hawthorne Army Ammunition Depot.
The projects are located on R. 28 E. T. 8 N., Section 24, Lapon Meadows. More forbs are
needed to improve the habitat for sage-grouse.

Conservation Action : Powell Mountain Guzzle¡ lnstal lation

Risk: Loss of sage-grouse due to lack of water in the habitat area. Priority is low.

Objective: This project will help spread water to critical areas.

Action: The U. S. Forest Service and NDOW should provide a minimum of two big game
guzzlers on this relatively dry mountain for use by other species of wildlife including sage-
grouse and pronghorn antelope. Solar power possibilities should be explored in the use and
distribution of guzzlers

Rationale: Both of these species were in this area in recent times.

Leoal Authoritv: U.S. Forest Service and NDOW will have responsibility for this project.
lmplementation will be done by the Forest Service and project monitoring and help of
construction will be provided by NDOW.

Procedural Requirements: Areas need to be determined for placement of these guzzlers.
NEPA will need to be conducted for the placement of these guzzlers.

Fundinq Source: NDOW, Bridgeport Ranger District Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service

2009
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning
2010
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a. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
2011
a. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
b. CompleteEnvironmentalAnalysis

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service/Partners (2009-2011)
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2011-2013):
a. NDOW continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek

counts and brood counts.
b. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.
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Gonservation Action: Saqe-qrouse Telemetrv Studv

Risk: There is a lack of knowledge in this PMU regarding sage-grouse distribution.

Obiective: This project will help determine the locations of sage-grouse throughout the PMU.
Critical habitat locations will be identified, such as wintering areas.

Action: NDOW will provide the collars and telemetry equipment. Ten birds will be collared
the first year of the study and in subsequent years more birds will be collared. Tracking will
then take place for one year or for the life of the collaring equipment.

Rationale: lnformation is needed for the location of critical areas, such as wintering areas,
in order for land managers to protect and maintain those areas for sage-grouse. This
project will also help determine future projects.

Leoal Authority: NDOW will be the lead on this project. This project has the potential to be
a University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) Graduate project as well.

Procedural Requirements: Areas where birds are most likely to be captured will have to be
determined. lf a UNR graduate student is conducting the project then any state permits will
have to be obtained.

Fundinq Source: NDOW will be the lead for a funding source.

I molementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service

2005
a. ldentify action location
b. Enter into budget planning

2. Project lmplementation 2006
a. Budget for project: Nevada BLM request for $25,000
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project monitoring: Forest Service/NDOW (2006-2011)
a. NDOW continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek

counts and brood counts.
b. Report accomplishment to USFWS Office Reno, Nevada

I
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8.0 SOUTH MONO PMU

8.1 PMU Description

8.1.1 Location and Boundary
The South Mono PMU is approximately 582,768 acres in size and is located entirely in
Mono County, California. The southern boundary extends from Highway 6 east to the
California/Nevada border, north along the state line to the south side of Mono Lake then
west towards Grant Lake, then south to Bishop (Figure 8-1).

Figure 8-1. South Mono PMU.

8.1.2 Land Ownership and Regulatory Jurisdictions
The majority of land within the South Mono PMU is National Forest land managed by the
lnyo National Forest (Table 8-1). The Bureau of Land Management manages 34 percent of
the PMU while CountyiCity land (including LADWP holdings) makes up 8 percent. Private
lands make up only 3 percent of this PMU.
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Table 8-1. Land ownershlp in the South Mono PMU.

Total PMU Acres 579,483

National Forest 312,084 54

Private 17,662 2

Bureau of Land
Manaqement 200,775 34

State Land 3,944 <1

County/City Land 44,578 B

Tribal Lands 441 <,1

8.1.3 Topography and Climate
Elevations within the South Mono PMU range from 1300 meters (4250 feet) to 3400 meters
(11,100 feet) at Glass Mountain. Average elevation within the PMU is 2150 meters (7000
feet). Major features within the PMU include Long, Adobe and Benton Valleys, the south
end of Mono Lake; Crowley Lake, and the Benton and Glass mountain ranges. Large
valleys characterize the region with gentle slopes separated by steep ranges. Annual
precipitation is 14 inches, mostly falling as snow. Average maximum temperature is 83
degrees (F) in July. Average minimum temperature is I degrees (F) in January.

8.1.4 Vegetation Communities and Distribution
Several vegetation communities exist within the South Mono PMU including shrublands
(170,000 hectares), grassland (12,981 hectares), pasture/hay (2,483 hectares) and forested
areas (29,000 hectares) (Vogelmann et a|.2001). The shrubland habitat within the South
Mono PMU consists primarily of five main types of sagebrush including low sagebrush
(Aftemesia arbuscula spp. arbuscula), Wyoming big sagebrush (Aftemesia tridentata spp.
wyomingensus), silver sagebrush (Aftemesia cana spp. viscidula), mountain big sagebrush
(Ariemesia tridentata spp. vaseyana), and basin big sagebrush (Atremesia tridentata
tridentata). Mountain big sagebrush and Wyoming big sagebrush are nearly equal in
proportion while an impressive mosaic of the five types of sagebrush exists, especially
mountain big and low sagebrush. Pure stands of sagebrush are rare in this PMU with most
of the areas containing a mixture of other shrubs as well (primarily bitterbrush, Purshia
tridentata).

Much of the low sagebrush in the PMU exists within Long Valley. Wyoming big sagebrush is
common in the lower elevations throughout this PMU. ln Long Valley, Wyoming big
sagebrush is found primarily along the base of the Glass Mountain range. Mountain big
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sagebrush seems to dominate the mid-elevation levels within this PMU while higher
elevations tend to be a mixture of mountain big sagebrush and low sagebrush. At higher
elevations, other plants are also common, including plateau gooseberry (Rlbes velutinum),
and balsamroot (Balsamorhiza sagittata).

Meadow habitats are limited in distribution throughout most of this PMU. Adobe Valley
offers very little meadow habitat with some narrow riparian/meadow fringe areas, including
irrigated meadows, along Adobe Creek and lndian Creek, Mono Basin area meadows exist
primarily along Parker and Walker Creeks, and potentially some areas on the fringe of Mono
Lake. Parker Meadow offers one of the few extensive inigated meadows in the northern
portion of this PMU. Meadow habitat is limited in the Glass Mountain range to small creeks
and drainages. Meadow habitat is fairly extensive in the Long Valley portion of this PMU. A
significant portion of the meadow habitat in Long Valley is due to extensive irrigation.
Natural meadows occur in areas around Convict Creek, McGee Creek, Hot Creek and the
Owens River.

Although cheatgrass is present throughout this PMU, it has not established itself as a
dominant vegetation type in any extensive areas. The vegetation communities within this
PMU have responded well to fire events, with sagebrush communities re-establishing
themselves in previously burned areas including past fires in the east Mono Basin and the
Mclaughlin fire.

8.2 Sage-grouse Habitat Description and Condition Assessment
Long Valley is primarily R0 (key) and R2 (understory limited) sagebrush habitats, with small
amounts of R3 (Pinyon-juniper encroached) and R4 (potential sagebrush sites without
sagebrush) areas. R1 (sagebrush limited) sagebrush conditions in the Long Valley area are
the result of past fires, or chemical or mechanical treatments.

Radio telemetry has been used to identify seasonal use areas for sage-grouse throughout
the South Mono PMU. Location data for sage-grouse were obtained by Gibson
(unpublished data, 1984-2000) and the USGS (unpublished data, 2003). lndividual bird
locations as well as nest locations are given in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Radio-marked grouse locat¡ons in the South Mono PMU. (circles =
USGS bird locations, tr¡angles = USGS nest locat¡ons, squares = G¡bson
bird locations, star=Gibson nest locations)

8.2.1 Breeding Habitat
There are nine consistently counted active leks in Long Valley, one in the Parker Meadows
area, and two in the Granite Mountain area. Table 8-3 lists the leks identified within the PMU
and their status. Detailed lek count data can be found in Appendix
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Table 8-3. Activity status of known leks in the South Mono PMU.

Lono Vallev 1 ACTIVE
Lono Vallev 2 ACTIVE
Lonq Vallev 3a ACTIVE
Lonq Vallev 4 ACTIVE
Lono Vallev 5 ACTIVE
Lono Vallev 6 INACTIVE
Lonq Vallev 7 INACTIVE
Lonq Vallev B ACTIVE
Lono Vallev 9 ACTIVE
Lono Vallev 10a ACTIVE
Lono Val ev 11 INACTIVE
Lonq Val ev 12 INACTIVE
Lonq Val ev 13 ACTIVE
Lonq Val ev 14 INACTIVE
Parker Meadows ACTIVE
Adobe lGranite Mountain) ACTIVE
Gaspipe Granite Mountain) ACTIVE

'ACTIVE" leks are those where male birds have been observed during the strutting
season within the last 5 vears

Conelly et al. (2000) suggests that for all non-migratory populations of sage-grouse, habitat
within 3.2km of known leks should be given a high priorityforprotection. Figure 8-3 shows
3.2 km buffers around all known leks in the South Mono PMU to provide a basis for
identifying critical breeding habitat.
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Figure 8.3. Active leks in the South Mono PMU with 3.2 km buffer.
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Radio-marked sage-grouse in Long Valley nested in close proximity to known leks (Table 8-
4). Seasonal habitat use by radio-marked sage-grouse indicates several high use areas
within Long Valley during the breeding season (Gibson, unpublished data, USGS
unpublished data) (Figure 8-4).
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Figure 8-4. Radio-marked sage-grouse locations during Spring (March lSth to June
1stn) in the Long Valley tegion (Gibson 1984-2000, USGS 2003
unpublished data) N=112 birds.
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The following areas were of particular importance: the area northwest of Crowley Lake and
South of Benton Crossing Road; northwest of Benton Crossing Road between Whitmore Hot
Springs and Alkali Lakes; the north end of Hot Creek downstream of Hot Creek Gorge; both

north and south of Little Hot Creek; the south slope and foot of Bald Mountain down into the
north end of Long Valley especially between Clark Canyon and Mclauglin Creek; near the
butte 2.5 km NE of the Owens River and 2.75 km NW of O'Harrel Canyon; the Watterson
Canyon area south and east of lek 104. These are just some of the important breeding
habitat use areas which are derived from radio-tracking information. Sage-grouse were not
marked at all leks and we would expect that even more areas would be considered critical
nesting habitat.
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Table 8-4. Mean distance from nest to nearest known lek within Mono County.
(Gibson, unpublished data 1984-2000, USGS unpublished data 2003).

1 984 3 3.18
1 985 8 2.32
I 986 11 2.92
1 991 I 3.35
1 993 4 2.36
1997 2 3.42
1 998 b 2.63
2000 3 3.26
2003 26 '1.53

Average for All
Years 71

2.38

(standard deviation = 1.77km)

Vegetation sampling conducted by the BLM in the early 1990s indicates that canopy cover
within one mile of leks was within the WAFWA guidelines or 30-40 percent canopy closure.
They also sampled areas 1-2 miles from the known leks in the area and found that canopy
closure again was in the range of the guidelines or 20-50 percent. The grass component of
the vegetation sampling did not meet objectives in the guidelines, with the grass spacing
less than objectives, however, this may be due to a variety of factors including site potential,
extended drought, or grazing effects (BLM unpublished Progress Reporl). Vegetation data
recorded at nest sites in Long Valley (n=11) indicated an average shrub canopy cover of
46% (USGS unpublished data).

8.2.2 Summerl Late Brood Habítat
Locations of radio-marked sage-grouse during the late brood rearing and summer season
are concentrated in several areas of Long Valley, although sample size is small (n=15).
Sage-grouse observations during late brood rearing are shown in Figure 8-5.
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Figure 8-5. Radio-marked sage-grouse locations during late brood rearing and
Summer (June l6th to August 3lst) in the Long Valley region (Gibson
1984-2000, USGS 2003 unpublished data) N=15 birds.
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The following were highly used areas by radio-marked grouse during summer: north of
Highway 395 between Mammoth Airport and the fish hatchery and west of the hatchery to
Mammoth Creek; south of Highway 395 and west of Laurel Lake; between Whitmore Hot
Springs and Alkali Lakes northwest of Benton Crossing Road; south of lek 5; north, east and
west of lek 1; west and southwest of lek 2; Owens River 3 km upstream from confluence
with Little Hot Creek at power lines; north and south of Convict Creek.

8.2.3 Winter Habitat
Fall and winter sage-grouse use areas within Long Valley derived from radío telemetry
studies are depicted in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6. Radio-marked sage-grouse locations during Fall and Winter (September
1-March l5) in the Long Valley region (Gibson 1984-2000, USGS 2003
unpublished data) N=49 birds.

The following areas were used extensively by radio-marked grouse over the fall and winter
periods: near Benton Crossing Road, north of lek 2 and east and west of leks 3 and 3A;
between lek 4 and 44, north of Benton Crossing Road; between Whitmore Hot Spring and
Alkali Lakes; north of Little Hot Creek about 4km west of the confluence with the Owens
River; the Owens river area about 4km linear upstream of confluence with Little Hot Creek
(near power lines); southeast of O'Harrel Creek; Hot Creek downstream of Hot Creek
Gorge; between the Mono Airport and Hatchery north of Highway 395; and east of Laurel
Ponds south of Highway 395.

Winter habitat in the Long Valley portion of the PMU likely consists of the mountain big
sagebrush and Wyoming sagebrush areas throughout the valley. Extremely deep snow may
drive sage-grouse out of the valley in some years. During winters of heavy snowfall in Long
Valley sage-grouse have been observed east of the Benton Range, and in Adobe Valley in
unexpected numbers. Sage-grouse in the Parker Meadows area were observed on the east
side of Highway 395 during much of the winter in 2003 in the area just west of the Mono
Craters.
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8.3 Sage-grouse Population

8.3.1 Historical Distribution
Sage-grouse were likely distributed in many of the same areas where they are found today.
Little information exists on the detailed distribution and relative population size of sage-
grouse in this PMU priorto lek counts which began (recorded data) in 1953.

8.3.2 Current Distribution
Annually, the Department of Fish and Game, Bureau of Land Management and other
resource agencies assess the status of sage-grouse breeding populations in Mono County,
California, by surveying all known leks for activity, searching for new leks, and obtaining
peak counts of the number of males attending each known lek. Three apparently distinct
breeding populations have been identified within the South Mono PMU, including Long
Valley, Parker and Granite Mountain. Long{erm lek data for Long Valley are available
annually from 1953 through the present. For Granite Mountain, lek counts were first
conducted in1984, and data have been collected annually since that time. Lek data for the
Parker population extend back only as late as 2002 when formal counts were first
conducted.

Beginning in 1987, the method for conducting lek counts in Mono County was standardized
in an attempt to obtain the annual peak high male count for all known active leks in the Long
Valley and Granite Mountain portions of the PMU. Annual monitoring efforts priorto 1987
did not always involve multiple lek counts because of problems associated with personnel
and weather constraints. The method used to establish the peak single day count typically
involved 1 experienced person counting at each lek on at least 3 separate days conducted
during the period when female and male presence was at a maximum (Connelly et al.
2003). The peak single day count was taken on the day with the highest cumulative number
of males counted on all leks visited within the PMU. Leks were monitored for activity from
early March to judge the likely period of peak lek occupation.

The Long Valley breeding population occurs in the southern portion of the PMU, generally
within the area known as Long Valley. Long Valley is an east-west oriented caldera situated
between the Glass Mountain range on the north and the Sierra Nevada on the south (see
Section for a complete description of location and habitats within the PMU). lt is
located approximately 30 miles (48 km) north of Bishop and 5 miles (B km) east of Mammoth
Lakes. Major land marks within the Long Valley portion of the PMU include the Owens
River, Hot Creek, Crowley Lake and Little Antelope Valley. Land within the PMU is
administered by the U.S. Forest Service (USFS), lnyo National Forest, Mammoth Ranger
District; the Bureau of Land of Management (BLM), Bishop Field Office; the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power (LADWP); and numerous private individuals. To date, a
total of 14 strutting grounds have been identified in the Long Valley breeding complex. Of
these, a total of 6 are dependable, long-term leks. lnitial population monitoring efforts in

Long Valley began in 1953 with the counting of just I lek. ln 1956, another large lek (# 2)
was added to the survey, followed by 5 more leks (#'s 3a, 4, 5, 6 and 7) in 1957 . ln 1960,
two large leks (#'s B and 9) were discovered. Lek 10a was added to the survey in 1973
followedbyleks11and12in1979andlek13in1981. Afinal lek,#l4,wasdiscoveredand
added to the survey in 1989.

The Parker breeding population is located in the extreme northwest portion of the PMU in

vicinity of the north June Lake Loop, around Grant Lake and Parker Creek, and the southern
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half of the Mono Basin. lt is located approximately 10 miles (16 km) north of June Lake and
6 miles (9.6 km) south of Lee Vining. CDFG file information indicates that biologists were
aware of strutting activity in the Parker Meadows as early as 1953. However, because the
Parker population provided little in the way of hunting opportunity when compared with the
Long Valley and Bodie Hills segments, formal lek counts were not conducted. As a result,
long term lek data for determining trend is not available for the Parker breeding population.
Beginning in 2002, a heightened awareness regarding the questionable status of sage-
grouse in Mono county, lead to increased monitoring of known lek sites and increased
efforts to identify new grounds. According to CDFG file information, only two years of lek
data (2002 and 2003) exist for the Parker breeding complex where a total of 3 strutting
areas have been identified. Of these 3 sites, only one of the grounds appears to be a
dependable, long term lek based on the number of breeding males counted there in the past
two years.

The Granite Mountain breeding complex is located south of Mono Lake along the northern
flank of the Glass Mountain range, from Big Sand Flat east to Adobe Valley. To date, two
lek sites, Adobe and Gaspipe, have been identified in the Granite Mountain area. Adobe
Lek, the easternmost site, has been monitored annually since 1984. Gaspipe Lek,
discovered in 1990, has been monitored annually since that time. An historic lek in Big
Sand Flat has not been active in recent years. Although the Granite Mountain area is
treated as a breeding complex for the purpose of this discussion, it is unknown whether
sage-grouse using Adobe and Gaspipe Leks interact with each other and/or with the Long
Valley, Parker or Bodie Hills populations. There is some evidence that Adobe Valley is used
by sage-grouse from Long Valley during winters of heavy snowfall. The wintering area
identified in 2003 for Parker Meadows sage-grouse is very near the area known to be used
by Gaspipe sage-grouse in the spring.

Population Estimates
Two population expansion estimators, Emmons and Braun (1984) and Walsh (2002), were
used to estimate the upper and lower limits of the most recent spring sage-grouse
population in the South Mono PMU. The low estimate (Emmons and Braun 1984) assumes
that there are 2.00 hens per male, while the number of undetected males (adult males not
attending leks and immature males) is 25% that of visible males. The high estimate (Walsh
2002) assumes that only 50% of all males attend leks and that there are 2.73 hens per
male. The assumption that 10% of all leks in the PMU are still undetected was applied to
both estimators.

Based upon the average of peak lek counts conducted from 2001-2003, the most recent
spring population estimate for the Long Valley was between 1,015 and 1,515 grouse. For
Parker, the most recent spring population estimate, based on only two years of available
data, was between 71 and 106 grouse. For Granite Mountain, the most recent spring
population estimate based on the last three years of data was between 39 and 58 grouse.
Thus, cumulatively, these three subpopulations comprise a current spring population
estimate of between 1,125 and 1,680 grouse in the South Mono PMU. Of these,
approximately 90% occur within the Long Valley breeding complex.

Long Valley Population Trend. Six core leks (1 ,2, 4,8, 9 and 10a) were used to assess
the long term breeding population trend in Long Valleyfrom 1973 to the present. These six
leks were used for establishing long term trend because they have 1) been counted by
sage-grouse managers on a consistent basis since 1973, and 2) functioned as core leks
combining to average 87% of all breeding males counted annually in the Long Valley
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breeding complex. The highest total number of strutting males obserued on the 6 core leks
combined, foryears in which adequate sample sizewas obtained, was 363 grouse in 1986
(Figure 8.3.1). Since 1973, the average number of males, hereafter referred to as the long
term average, counted on the 6 core leks combined was 171 grouse (Figure 8-7).
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Figure 8-7. Total Number of Male Sage-Grouse Gounted on S¡x Core Leks in Long
Valley (1973-2003).

Total Number of Male Sage Grouse Counted on 6

Core Leks in Long Valley (1973-2003)
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The long term trend in breeding population for Long Valley was evaluated from 1973 to the
present for the 6 cores leks using a three year moving average, where each year is an
average of that year and the year before and after. This trend was marked by several
distinct changes in spring population, which appear related to changes associated with fall
sage-grouse hunting regulations in Mono County (Figure 8.6). From 1973-1983, three year
averages for the number of males counted on core leks ranged from 43 percent to 67
percent of the long term average (Figure 8.6). This low trend in population coincided with a
period from 1970-1982 when licensed sage-grouse hunting occurred annually in Mono
County.

Granite Mountain Population Trend. Only two active leks, Gaspipe and Adobe, are
known within the Granite Mountain area. Although Granite Mountain is within the
boundaries of the South Mono hunt zone, hunting pressure is thought to be relatively light
due to the area's remote location and small population size. Survey data from Adobe Lek
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have been collected continuously since 1984, while data from Gaspipe Lek have been
collected since 1990. The high peak male count for both leks combined was 19 grouse in

1990, while the low was just 3 grouse in 1998 (Figure 8.7). The long{erm average for the
20 years of existing data was I I males. The long-term average might be higher if pre-1990
data were known for Gaspipe Lek, as high counts for Adobe Lek were in the mid 1980s.

The long term trend in breeding population for Granite Mountain was evaluated for the
period from 1984-2003. From 1984-1993, the 3 yeartrend in population ranged from 130
percent to 150 percent of the 20 year average (Figure 8.7). This trend declined from 1994-
1999, when 3-year averages ranged from 50%-100% of the long-term average. The current
trend in population has declined to approximately 20% below the long-term average (Figure
8-B).

Figure 8-8. Number of Males Counted on Granite Mountain Leks (1984-2003).
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Parker Population Trend. Although CDFG has known about the presence of the Parker
breeding complex since 1953, lek data are only available from 2002 and 2003 when formal
surveys were first initiated. The peak single day male count at Parker was 17 grouse in both
of these years.
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8.4 South Mono PMU Risk Assessment and Gonservation Actions
Existing and potential risks for the South Mono PMU include grazing management,
recreation, hunting, poaching, landfill, predation, wild horses, fences and transmission lines,
fire/fire suppression/controlled burns, pinyon-juniper encroachment, water management,
urbanization/changing land use, mining/geothermal development, succession - habitat
degradation, cheatgrass / invasive exotic plants, road kill hazards, scientific study,
herbicides, and lack of information. Some of the most critical risk factors are discussed in
detail below.

8.4.1 Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment
Pinyon-juniper (PJ) encroachment is occurring in portions of the PMU. PJ habitats run
primarily from the Northern part of the PMU along the Nevada/California border from the
eastern part of the Mono Valley through the lnyo National Forest from Deep Wells to the
Adobe Hills. The PJ habitats skirts around Adobe Valley and runs south along the Benton
Range. There are also smaller pockets of PJ in the northern part of Long Valley. Pinyon-
juniper can provide additional nesting and perching habitat for predatory birds such as
ravens that prey on sage-grouse chicks, particularly during the early brood stage. The
replacement of sagebrush range sites with pinyon juniper-woodlands is fragmenting the
sagebrush habitats and diminishing habitat connectivity.

The risks from pinyon-juniper encroachment are manageable and predictable, but potentially
expensive to mitigate. Climate change may have a significant impact on the speed and
extent of pinyon/juniper encroachment on sagebrush habitats (Trimble 1989).

The impacts can become permanent and irreversible without appropriate management. lf
pinyon-juniper encroachment is not managed in these areas, a permanent change of the
site potential can occur that would alter plant successional pathways and preclude the
natural recovery of the sagebrush ecosystem. lf sagebrush and its associated herbaceous
understory are replaced, recovery of sagebrush sites to desirable sage-grouse habitat will
require significant human intervention and expense.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:
> On-site inventories are needed to rank the "stage" of encroachment and identify sites

with the highest potential for recovery if trees are removed.

> Monitoring bird movements with radio telemetry is needed to verify population
distribution patterns in relation to habitat connectivity.

> ldentify critical habitat areas with pinyon-juniper encroachment for potential
treatment.

lnitial Gonservation Strategy:
ldentify quality sagebrush habitats adjacent to sage-grouse use areas where young PJ trees
are becoming established for the initial PJ control projects. The PJ density should be low
(10%) to maximize success. Photo points should be established for long term monitoring.
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Review the WAFWA Guidelines and consult with local range ecologists to determine the
criteria for site selection and the appropriate size of the treatment area.

tion

Risk: Loss of sagebrush habitat in the South Mono PMU due to encroachment of pinyon-
juniper.

Obiective: Remove pinyon-juniper overstory where it is encroaching into sagebrush habitat
adjacent to sage-grouse seasonal use areas.

Action: Remove pinyon-juniper overstory by organizing and directing Christmas tree and
firewood cutting in areas identified by PMU working group.

Rationale: Areas to be identified by the PMU working group will have the greatest potential
to return to good quality sage-grouse habitat once pinyon and juniper are removed.

Legal Authoritv: Projects addressing this risk are within the management responsibility of
the lnyo National Forest and the BLM.

Procedural Requirements: Projects addressing this risk are within the management
responsibility of the lnyo National Forest and the BLM.

Level of Partnership Commitment: Both USFS and BLM plan to continue to work closely
with local groups to allow Christmas tree cutting in areas identified as key PJ thinning areas.

Fundinq Source: Quail Unlimited is a proposed partner in this project. The National Forest
and BLM will use volunteers to oversee the project.

I mplementation Process:
1. Project Planning: Forest Service and BLM (2004):

a. ldentify action locations.
b. Enter into budget planning.
c. ldentify Proposed Action for treatment
d. Schedule Heritage and Biological surveys
e. Complete Environmental Analysis.

2. Project lmplementation Forest Service and BLM (2005):
a. Budget for project
b. Budget for Partners

3. Project Monitoring: Forest Service and BLM (2005-2006):
a. Forest Service and BLM monitor implementation for consistency with

the proposed action. Monitor change in percent canopy cover of
pinyon-juniper before treatment and one year after treatment.
Complete additional treatment required to accomplish the project
proposal.

b. California Department of Fish and Game along with BLM, USFS, and
USGS continue monitoring sage-grouse populations through lek
counts for changes in numbers of males visiting leks and through
radio telemetry monitoring of sage-grouse.

c. Report accomplishment to USFWS, Reno Office.
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8.4.2 UrbanizationlChanging Land Use
Although private lands comprise only a small amount of this PMU, the impacts from these
lands can be far reaching. ln addition, expansion of existing infrastructure within the PMU
such as the proposed Mammoth Airport expansion could increase potential conflicts
between urbanization and sage-grouse habitats within the PMU.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:

' ldentify current zoning ordinances on private lands within the PMU.

> Develop a map of private lands areas with critical habitat concerns.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:
> Establish partnerships with private landowners and determine their interest in

conservation planning and federal conservation incentive programs for private lands.

> Provide habitat assessments on private land to identify management opportunities
for sage-grouse.

> Support zoning that will maintain, enhance, or preserve critical sage-grouse habitat.

> ldentify, propose, and initiate land acquisition and conservation easement
opportunities for important seasonal sage-grouse habitats under currenUfuture threat
of development.

8.4.3 FenceslTransmission Lines
Construction of transmission lines, roads, airstrips, and fences are risks to sage-grouse in
the South Mono PMU that affect habitat quantity and populations on a yearlong basis.
Breeding habitats, brood habitats, and migratory habitat can be impacted. Transmission
lines provide perches for predatory birds. Sage-grouse mortality caused by direct impacts to
fences has been documented in the South Mono PMU. Lek numbers 13,7, and 14 are in
close proximity to transmission lines. A transmission line from Little Antelope area to the
Glass Mountains goes through a lek area, brooding, nesting, and wintering habitats. A
sage-grouse use area on the south side of Highway 395 is being impacted by a
transmission line. A local transmission line on Benton Crossing Road is potentially
impacting sage-grouse in the area. Future geothermal development near Mammoth may
expand transmission line corridors.

New developments that pose this type risk are being managed on federal lands in
conjunction with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, and on private
lands in California in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
This risk has the potential to affect breeding, nesting, and roosting habitats. This risk could
also affect the connectivity of the habitat for sage-grouse movements.

Factors that modify the risk include snow cover, brush height, design of both fence and
transmission line structures, location of structures, habitat type, land ownership, competing
land uses, bird behavior, and adjacent land uses. Fences are a valuable rangeland
management tool. Mitigation of potential impacts to sage-grouse caused by fences includes
their design (such as let down fences) and placement.
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Raptor perch inhibitors are being used on some transmission line poles within the PMU.
However, these perch inhibitors are only on the insulators and not on the center of the
poles.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:
> Research current and future planning/project documents in regard to new fencing or

transmission lines.

> Map the current extent of fences and transmission lines within the South Mono PMU
and identify the type of fence and power line/pole construction.

> Conduct radio telemetry monitoring of sage-grouse to determine seasonal
movements and to facilitate identifying the causes of mortality to telemetered birds.
Use this information to identify potential conflict areas such as specific transmission
lines that are being used as perch/hunt areas by raptors, and to fences that bisect
sage-grouse movement corridors and are causing direct mortality of sage-grouse.
This risk is manageable and predictable and can be either inexpensive or expensive
to mitigate.

> Determine the seasonal peaks of raptor predation.

Initial Gonservation Strategy:
> Work with land management agencies and land owners to mark new fences, install

let down fences or relocate fence construction away from critical habitat areas.

> Maintain existing corridors for power lines and transportation routes. Locate new
utility corridors away from critical sage-grouse habitat.

> Modify aerial structures to prevent avian predator perching or nesting. Work with
transmission line companies to modify or add raptor perch inhibitors in critical areas.

> The let down fence adjacent to lek 2 is working. Extend a portion of that fence line to
further reduce mortalities.

8.4.4 Recreational Activities
Risks to sage-grouse populations in the South Mono PMU from recreational activities are
affecting multiple birds on multiple sites year round, but especially during the breeding and
nesting seasons. Some critical sage-grouse habitats in the South Mono PMU are accessible
for public recreation year round. This risk potentially affects sage-grouse habitat quality and
quantity as well as the population. The timing of the recreational activities coincides with the
July 4th trout fishing opener, deer season (fall season), and during the month of May when
the Mammoth motocross event occurs. The motocross event requires a USFS permit. This
risk is manageable but sufficient effort is required to mitigate potential impacts via policy,
permit recommendations, and enforcement.

Factors that may modify the risk include the likelihood of increased urbanization and
visitation to the area, the increase in special events, and any significant changes in timing of
events. Other factors that may modify this risk are weather, habitat quality, sage-grouse
population levels, and wild horse population levels. Managers will have to be alert to the
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possibility of increases in public use in some areas following restricted public use in other
areas.

This risk of 'recreational activities' has been documented by the observation of all night
activities, observations of angler and hunter camping adjacent to key sage-grouse habitats
during sensitive periods in sage-grouse l¡fe history, strutting sage-grouse observed flushing
when approached by large groups of people, and the direct observation of dog training
activities within the PMU. Also, the PMU group members have in general observed an
increase in human presence in the Crowley Lake and Long Valley area over time.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:
> ldentify seasonal use areas by sage-grouse in the South Mono PMU by radio

telemetry and use this information to evaluate potential recreational impacts to sage-
grouse and their habitat. Using radio telemetry monitoring, evaluate the relationship
between nest abandonment incidents and recreational activities; between
snowmobile use and winter sage-grouse use areas; and between fishing activities
and sage-grouse use areas.

> Obtain and deploy trail counters, and evaluate data obtained by them.

> Evaluate recreational activities that may modify habitat, such as hot tub users
modifying channels, and OHV off{rail riding.

Initial Gonservation Strategy:
> Limit public access to lek sites during the breeding season.

> Establish wildlife-viewing points for the public at safe distances from the leks and
develop educational programs and materials to inform people about the problems
caused by human disturbance. Coordinate educational activities through Bird
Chautauqua, Audubon, and other conservation groups.

> Limit the use of snowmobiles and discourage other winter recreation activity within
critical winter habitats.

> Deploy trail counters, analyze data and adjust trail use (closures, reroutes) as
needed to minimize disturbance to sage-grouse if activities are determined to be
impacting sage-grouse population stability.

> CDFG coordinate with local land management agency biologists when evaluating
special use permits (motocross, special hunts, dog training) to ensure that best
available information is used when developing special conditions for the permits.

> Request increased law enforcement activities at specific times/events to insure
regu lations/perm it requ i rements are fol lowed.

> Close redundant roads.

> Establish a threshold of recreational disturbance that will trigger specific emergency
actions.
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8.4.5 Predation
Predation on sage-grouse ¡s a threat to the population that is affected by many condit¡ons
including availability of other prey species, habitat condition, and climate. The range and
size of predator populations can be expanded by human activities such as road and fence
construction, landfills, and housing development. Predator densities can also increase with
the number and availability of prey species. However, predation pressure may vary
unpredictably with predator density. Management of predatory species is possible and has
been performed in the past. Active predator control should be considered a last resort
conservation strategy and performed by Wildlife Services of the Animal, Plant and Health
lnspectíon Service within the Department of Agriculture. Free-roaming domestic animals
(e.9. cats or dogs) represent an additional predation risk. Enforcement of leash laws is
under the jurisdiction of Mono County, Facilitation of predation by raptors through the
presence of utility poles and transmission lines is another predatory risk and addressed
separately.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:
> Through radio telemetry monitoring, evaluate sage-grouse mortality rates and

causes.

> Evaluate raven and gull populations associated with local landfills or refuse
exchange centers.

> Evaluate the effects of active predator control on population dynamics of sage-
grouse.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:
> Educate private landowners to reduce predation by domestic pets.

> Provide optimal habitat of sage-grouse for all seasons to minimize predation.

> Reduce raven and gull populations associated with local landfills or refuse exchange
centers via prudent refuse management practices or propose to move refuse site.

> Avoid routing overhead transmission lines through critical habitat (e.9. leks, brood
rearing areas).

8.4.6 Sporf Hunting
Sport hunting is the physical act of removing individual birds from the population during a
regulated season and by regulated methods of take (shotgun, archery, falconry). However,
hunting seasons are only scheduled when specific population criteria are met. Sport hunting
of sage-grouse occurs within the South Mono PMU within a designated hunting zone called
the South Mono/lnyo Hunt Zone. This zone is illustrated in the genetic sampling area map
in Chapter 2. This hunt zone includes portions of Mono and lnyo counties. A portion of the
hunt zone is closed to hunting in order to reduce take of adult hens that often use the
meadow area adjacent to lek #2 during the late summer and early fall season. The hunting
season for sage-grouse in the South Mono PMU is a two day permit only hunt. Permit
numbers are based upon population levels and are adjusted annually as necessary.

From 1984-1987, the Department of Fish and Game closed all licensed sage-grouse hunting
in Mono County. During this same period, the trend in population increased, reaching peak
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3-year levels of 186 percent and 190 percent of long term average ¡n 1986 and 1987,
respectively (Figure 8.6). Therefore, it appears that in the decade prior to the 1984-1987
season closure, the sage-grouse population in Long Valley was approximately one-quarter
of its peak unhunted density. Licensed sage-grouse hunting in Mono County was again
reopened in 1987, but this time under a limited permit system. Permits were issued each
season through a statewide drawing for two specific hunt areas, North Mono and South
Mono. From 1987-1990, a total of 250 single bird permits were issued annually for the
South Mono hunt area, which included both the Long Valley and Granite Mountain areas
(Table 8-4). During this same period, the trend in breeding males steadily declined to about
even with the longterm average, orabout half of the unhunted density observed from 1984-
1987 (Figure 8.6).

Table 8-4. Permit Numbers Authorized for the North and South Mono Hunt Areas,
lnyo-Mono Gounties, Cal ifornia, 1987 -2002.

1987 250 300 1t1 Oct. l0-11
I 988 250 300 1t1 Oct. 8-9
1 989 250 300 1t1 Oct. 14-15
1 990 250 300 1t1 Oct. 13-14
1 991 125 450 1t1 Oct.5-6
1992 125 450 1t1 Oct.3-4
1 993 125 300 1t1 Oct. 2-3 lfalcon Oct 9-Dec 7)
1994 125 300 1t1 Oct 1-2 (falcon Oct B-Dec 6)
1 995 100 150 1t1
1 996 50 150 1t1
1997 50 100 1t1
1 998 20 20 1t1
1 999 20 20 1t1
2000 25 25 1t1
2001 25 25 1t1
2002 25 25 1t1 Sep 14-15 (falcon Oct 1- Dec 2)

From 1991-1994, the quota in the South Mono hunt zone was reduced to 125 single bird
permits (Table 8.4). During this same period, the trend in population continued to hover
around the long{erm average (Figure 8.6). From 1996 and 1997, despite another quota
reduction to 50 single bird permits (Table 8-4), the trend in population remained about even
with the long-term average. Since 1998, the trend in population has stabilized at between
123 percent and 129 percent of the long-term average (Figure 8.6). This trend coincided
with yet another quota reduction to 25 single bird permits in the South Mono hunt zone
(Table 8-4).

CDFG's current limited-quota permit system is effective because it eliminates the potential
for excessive over harvest due to weather and other influences. Additionally, the current
system employs a mail-in hunter reporting system that provides wing data necessary for
evaluating harvest and production trends.
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lnitial Gonservation Strategy:
> Continue routine population monitoring to assess trends in breeding populations and

annual production.

> Permit and schedule hunting seasons only when specific population criteria indicate
that the population will not suffer from loss of individuals.

Gonservation Action: Licensed Huntinq Management

Risk: Direct mortality of sage-grouse from licensed hunting in the PMU.

Obiective(s): Ensure that licensed hunting does not adversely affect sage-grouse
populations in the South Mono PMU. Maintain the current conservative approach to
managing sage-grouse harvest levels in the South Mono PMU.

Actions:
1. Develop and implement a comprehensive strategy for the management of licensed

sage-grouse hunting in the South Mono PMU.
2. Maintain a conservative approach to managing harvest levels through the current

limited-quota permit system.
3. ldentify population thresholds for season closures.
4. lncorporate population trend data into permit allocation decisions.
5. Modify hunt area boundaries to more accurately reflect breeding populations or to

protect sub-populations at risk.
6. Adjust season dates as necessary to moderate disproportional harvest of females

and broods on water sources.
7. lmprove hunter feedback requirements to facilitate data collection opportunities.
L Coordinate and standardize harvest management strategies with NDOW to ensure

that similar limited-quota harvest methods are adopted and employed within the Bi-
State area.

9. Re-evaluate this Hunting Action Plan annually.

Rationale: lt is important that the CDFG develop a comprehensive harvest management
strategy for sage-grouse in the South Mono PMU, with criteria for making harvest
management decisions based on population trend, annual hunter success, and weather
influences. Additionally, the plan should specify hunter reporting requirements and how
these data will be used to evaluate harvest and production trends. Most importantly, the
plan should be coordinated with NDOW to ensure that similar limited-quota harvest
strategies are adopted and employed throughout the Bi-State area. Finally, the plan should
be reviewed an updated annually using an adaptive management approach.

Leqal Authority: All actions addressing this risk are under the management authority of the
California Department of Fish and Game.

Procedural Requirements: The California Department of Fish and Game will develop a
formal harvest management plan for sage-grouse in the South Mono PMU.

Level of Partnership Commitment: The CDFG is committed to improving all aspects of
harvest management within the South Mono PMU. The South Mono PMU Planning Group
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members have expressed a clear desire to improve upon existing hunting management
where possible.

Fundinq Source(s): The Sage-grouse Harvest Management Plan for the South Mono PMU
will be developed by the California Department of Fish and Game.

I molementation Process:
1. Review existing harvest management actions and population trend information within

the South Mono PMU.
2. Develop a Harvest Management Plan for the South Mono PMU.
3. lmplement the Harvest Management Plan.
4. Annually review and, if necessary, update the Harvest Management Plan based on

the most current population trend and hunter harvest information.

8.4.7 Poaching
Local California Department of Fish and Game Wardens and other local law enforcement
offices are aware of the sage-grouse hunting season and any suspicious activity is
investigated. There are no recent accounts of sage-grouse poaching within the PMU. The
effectiveness of law enforcement is influenced by budgetary constraints and increased
urbanization.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:

> Obtain reports from Game Wardens, other patrol officers, and citation records from
local courts.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:
> Contact all law enforcement offices within the South Mono PMU prior to the hunting 

I

season each year and provide them with the updated regulations. Ask them to l_ :

report any poaching activity to the PMU leader. Adjust strategy as needed based
upon the feedback from law enforcement offices.

> lncrease public awareness regarding sage-grouse conservation efforts and hunting
regulations.

> Provide sage-grouse hunting regulations with X Zone deer tag packets.

> lncrease penalties and limit road access.

8.4.8 LivestockGrazing
Livestock grazing occurs throughout the South Mono PMU under the authority, permitting,
and management of the US Forest Service lnyo Ranger District, and the Bureau of Land
Management Bishop Field Office.

Fences are an essential part of livestock grazing operations; however, the type and position
of fences used in livestock operations may result in grouse mortality (See
Fence/Transmission Line Risk 8.4.3).
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Factors influencing the risk of livestock operations include environmental (e.9. drought, late
or heavy snowfall), water use, invasive or exotic plants and adjacent land use/allotment
decisions.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:
> Monrtor utilization or stubble height at known nesting sites prior to the nesting

season.

' Monitor utilization or stubble height on late brooding habitat.

. Monitor birds movements with radio telemetry to identify nesting, early brood, and
late brood habitats.

;- ldentify habitat used during late fall and winter, pafticularly during heavy snow years.

> ldentify roosting sites using radio telemetry.

> Determine the site potentral of nesting habitat to produce optimal habitat conditions
for nesting.

; Monitor vegetation trends to determine the status of current conditions in comparison
to the potential natural community (PNC).

> lnventorv and conduct Proper Functioning Condition (PFC) evaluations on meadows
and riparian habitats used or potentially used by sage-grouse,

> ldentify irrigation patterns (when and where) and determine the process for making
irrigation decisions.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:
> Maintain current grazing management practices on Natronal Forest allotments where

current utilization levels are consistent with maintaining or enhancing nesting and
brood habitats.

; Distribute livestock by using supplements, water distribution and fencing (preferably
let-down fences) when potential habitat degradation is indicated.

;. Use an adaptive management approach during drought periods to modify grazing if
cover requirements for nesting are not met.

> Conduct educational workshops for livestock operators on grazing strategies and
methods for maintaining or improving sage-grouse habitat.

. Coordinate management activities and communication among agencies, ranchers
and researchers for clarification of problems and a more effective adaptive
management approach.

> Construct exclosures on selected meadows if it is determined that complete rest from
grazing would benefit sage-grouse habitat conditions.
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' Maintain sage-grouse use on all currently used meadows.

> When possible, modify water sources to restore wet meadow and riparian habitats.

8.4.9 Overall Sagebrush Habitat Condition
The South Mono PMU has an impressive mosaic of sagebrush communities. Much of the
habitat is in fairly good condition, with no major areas of invasive plant species. Some PJ
encroachment is evident throughout the PMU but further investigation of the effect of this
encroachment on sage-grouse populations is warranted before PJ management is enacted.
Sagebrush is old and decadent in some areas with little desirable understory. Other factors
that affect the quality of sagebrush habitats include wildfire, drought, insects, and range
improvement budgets for federal land management agencies.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:
> Quantify and map vegetation types to document the age and structural character of

sagebrush in key areas.

> Review National Forest Management Guidelines for approved land management
techniques.

> Monitor condition and trend of key sagebrush habitats in terms of sage-grouse
habitat requirements.

> Conduct rangeland health assessments on key sagebrush habitats.

I nitial Gonservation Strategy:
;- Emphasize monitoring, analysis, and management of sagebrush range sites for

sage-grouse on public lands.

; lntegrate specific objectives for sage-grouse habitat into land management plans.

> Conduct workshops for livestock operators and private landowners on management
techniques that can be used to maintain or enhance sagebrush habitats.

> lncrease fire suppression priorities in critical sagebrush habitats, particularly areas
prone to cheatgrass invasion.

8.4.10 Wild Horses
Local risks to sage-grouse exist from wild horse populations primarily in the Granite
Mountain area. Preferred foraging areas for wild horses are the meadows, riparian and
spring-influenced areas (such as River Springs in Adobe Valley) also used by grouse during
nesting and brood rearing stages, potentially resulting in habitat degradation and population
disturbance. Environmental factors, such as drought or wildfire, may influence the degree of
risk posed by wild horses. Mountain lion predation may influence wild horse numbers or
location within the PMU.

No Herd Management Area (HMA) or related goals, or Appropriate Management Level
(AML) exist for wild horses in the South Mono PMU. Wild horse management is performed
under the authority of the BLM and Forest Service.
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Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Gharacterize the Risk:
> Evaluate wild horse population size and areas of use in relation to grouse use areas.

, Evaluate and document the impact of wild horses on nesting and brood rearing
habitats of grouse.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:
> The BLM and Forest Service should complete an HMA Plan with an established

AML.

> Emergency plans should be adopted to gather wild horses moving out of the HMA or
if population numbers increase above AML.

8.4.1 1 MíninglGeothermallEnergy Development
The South Mono PMU has numerous existing and potential sites for resource extraction,
including but not limited to sand and gravel, hard rock mining, wind energy, and geothermal
resources. The majority of these activities occur on public lands (BLM, FS, County/LADWP
lands) as most of the lands (-97%) within the PMU are public lands. Risks from these
activities to sage-grouse may affect habitat quality, habitat quantity and the population
directly. The effects from these risks can occur at any time throughout the year, including
the nesting, brood rearing, and winter season. Potential effects on habitat can occur at
multiple scales and multiple sites depending on the scope and nature of the development.
The effects of these types of activities on existing sage-grouse populations within this PMU
could be on individual or multiple birds with the potential for cumulative effects on all birds in
the PMU.

The risk to sage-grouse from mining/geothermal/energy development can occur at any time
throughout the year. These types of operations have taken place in the past in varying
degrees, and are now occurring at multiple sites within the PMU (geothermal energy plant,
sand and gravel operations, hard rock mining, etc). These types of developments are
predicted to increase in the future although there are no current hard rock, geothermal or
sand and gravel applications for new development on file at this time. Some of the
operations already proposed or in place are described below.

This geothermal exploration well project, termed the Basalt Canyon Exploration Project
(Project), is located west of U.S. Highway 395 (US 395) and north of California Highway 203
(Highway 203), entirely on lnyo National Forest (lNF) lands within the Mono-Long Valley
Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) (sites are on Federal Geothermal Leases CA-
11667 and CA-14408, within Section 31, Township 3 South, Range 28 East (T3S, R28E),
and Section 36, T3S, R278, Mount Diablo Baseline and Meridian (MDB&M)). Mammoth
Pacific, L.P. (MPLP) proposes the following activities as part of the Project: construction of
two well sites (out of seven possible locations) including drilling pads and a reserved pit for
the storage of waste drilling mud; the improvement or construction, as necessary, of
required access roads to the two constructed well sites; the drilling (and redrilling, as may be
necessary) of up to two geothermal resource exploration wells; the flow{esting of each
drilled well into portable storage tanks; the flow-testing of each drilled well into the other
exploration well drilled as part of this Project via a temporary pipeline laid along the access
road(s); and the continued monitoring of well pressure and other data in each well. MPLP
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commenced operations in the fall of 2001 and eventually completed the first of the two
permitted exploration wells.

The purpose of the project is to develop and produce geothermal fluid from Federal
Geothermal Lease CA-14408 and deliver this fluid to the existing MPLP power plants
located on private lands east of U.S. Highway 395 at Casa Diablo. These fluids are needed
because the existing project wells are producing less and cooler geothermal fluid to the
power plants than was the case during the first years of their operations (an expected
outcome of any type of geothermal development). As a result, these two power plants
currently produce less electrical energy than they were designed and permitted to produce.
New replacement or "make-up" wells are needed to supply additional, hotter geothermal
fluid to these power plants to increase their electrical output back up to the original design
and operating capacity. The Basalt Canyon Geothermal Pipeline Project is designed to
interconnect with, and supply this additional, hotter geothermal fluid to these power plants.

Five drill holes have been previously approved for the Basalt Canyon Geothermal
exploration program (81-36, 12-31, 23-31 ,35-31 , 55-31). Two of these five drill holes will be
constructed as geothermal wells. Exploration well 12-31 has been completed and a
production well is planned for this site (the pipeline would extend at least as far as this site).
The other production well be constructed depending on the results from exploration at the
other four sites. The pipeline would connect the two production wells with the geothermal
power plants located on private lands at Casa Diablo. The Project would consist of the
construction and operation of up to 1.8 miles (terminating at site 81-36) of nominal 16-inch
diameter insulated, welded-steel pipe, which would be constructed above ground on low
piers and underground where necessary to cross under existing roads.

The precise alignment of the pipeline could vary slightly depending on final engineering and
actual conditions encountered in the field. The pipeline is routed to pass by each of the five
previously approved potential well sites that could supply geothermal fluid, although the
pipeline would only be constructed from the western-most well to actually be connected to
the pipeline. A maximum of 9,500 feet of production pipeline would be required to reach
from the westernmost well site (81-36) to the interconnection point with the existing power
plant production pipelines.

From the west, the pipeline route first parallels Sawmill Road on the nofth side, the side of
the road on which four of the five potential wells are located, so that only if well 35-31 were
connected to the pipeline would a short spur pipeline be needed to cross under Sawmill
Road. The pipeline would be placed about 10 to 15 feet off of the edge of Sawmill Road so
that the existing vegetation between the road and the pipeline would help screen the view of
the pipeline from the road,

Southeast of well site 35-31 the pipeline turns east, away from Sawmill Road and towards
well site 55-31. ln this area the route has been selected to avoid encroaching on any of the
ephemeral riparian conservation areas delineated by lnyo National Forest consistent with
the direction of the Sierra Nevada Framework Plan. The route here also crosses under the
existing Southern California Edison (SCE) transmission line in a manner and location that
maintains SCE's existing access to the transmission line for any required maintenance.
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Further east, in the vicinity of well site 55-31, the pipeline is routed through an area of
vegetation mapped as Jeffrey Pine Forest where the pipeline would be hidden from view by
the trees. To the extent possible, the pipeline alignment through this area will avoid existing
trees. However, in those few instances were trees must be cleared, marketable logs will be
disposed of according to specific instructions from the lnyo National Forest.

At the western edge of the Caltrans right-of-way (ROW) for U.S. Highway 395 the pipeline
route turns southeast (between the ROW and the existing snow fence) so that the pipeline
can cross under U.S. Highway 395 at right angles to the roadbed and remain on federal
lands. The pipeline route in this location is well below the level of the roadbed of U.S.
Highway 395 and the southbound exit ramp to California Route 203 and, thus, is hidden
from the view of vehicles traveling on these roads. On the east side of the highway the
pipeline route crosses under Antelope Springs Road, then parallels the east side of
Antelope Springs Road southeast to Casa Diablo Cutoff Road, where it turns northeast and
parallels Casa Diablo Cutoff Road to interconnect with the production well pipelines entering
the power plants. All but approximately the last 400 feet of this pipeline route is located on
public lands within the lnyo National Forest.

MPLP proposes to conduct the Upper Basalt Geothermal Exploration Project (Project),
consisting of two geothermal resource exploration drilling programs, on portions of Federal
Geothermal Leases CA-11667, CA-11672andCA-14407. The area to be explored, termed
the Upper Basalt Geothermal Exploration Area (Project area), consists of Section 25 and
portions of Section 26, Township 3 South, Range 27 East (T3S, R27E) and portions of
Sections 30 and 31, T3S, R28E, Mount Diablo Baseline and Meridian. All of the lands are
located within the lnyo National Forest (see Figure 3). The purpose of the proposed Project
is to locate, sample, drill, test and monitor potential geothermal resource development target
zones on these geothermal leases.

Nine drill sites have been proposed, with each drill site designed to explore a specific
geophysical or geologic target. For the Slim Hole Exploration Program portion of the Project,
MPLP proposes the construction of up to nine slim hole drill pads, each with a reserve pit for
the storage of waste drilling mud, and the improvement or construction, as necessary, of
required access roads; the drilling (and redrilling, as necessary) of up to nine slim holes, one
each from each of the nine proposed drill sites, each to a total depth of approximately
1,500 feet (into the geothermal zone); measuring the temperature profile of each hole;
bailing or flowing enough fluid from each hole to obtain a sample for water chemistry; and
monitoring reservoir pressure in each hole after completion. MPLP anticipates drilling of the
first slim hole to commence in the fall of 2002, or as soon as the required permits are
obtained.

MPLP proposes the following activities as part of the Geothermal Well Exploration Program
portion of the Project: construction of up to four well drilling pads, each with a reserve pit for
the storage of waste drilling mud, on up to four of the nine proposed drill sites; the
improvement or construction, as necessary, of required access roads to each of the four
constructed well drilling pads; the drilling (and redrilling, as may be necessary) of up to four
geothermal resource exploration wells, each to a total depth of approximately 1,500 feet
(into the geothermal zone) from one of the constructed well drilling pads; the flow-testing of
each drilled well into portable storage tanks; the flow-testing of each drilled well into another
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drilled explorat¡on well via a temporary pipeline laid along the access road(s); and the
continued monitoring of well pressure and other data in each well.

4. Rhvolite Plateau Exoloration Project Description

The proposed project is located in the Rhyolite Plateau geothermal exploration area, within
existing geothermal leases, in T3S R278, Sections 14, 15, 16, 22, and 28. ln general, the
area is west of U.S. Highway 395 and north of California Highway 203, north of the Town of
Mammoth Lakes. The purpose of the project is to locate, sample, drill, test, and monitor
potential commercial geothermal resource development target zones. The proposed
activities include the construction of up to eleven slim hole drill pads approximately 120 X
120feet, construction of up to eleven exploration well drilling pads approximately 200 X 300
feet in size, and the construction of approximately 1800 feet of temporary access roads. ln
addition, roads used to access the exploration well sites will require the creation and/or
maintenance of an all-weather surface with a minimum road bed width of ten feet, a
maximum grade of ten percent, and a turning radius of no less than 50 feet. Temporary
pipelines may be used between exploration wells to conduct geothermal fluid during long-
term tests associated with the exploration wells. Pipelines will be laid on the surface on the
disturbed shoulders of the access roads. Fugitive dust generated during construction and
travel over access roads and well sites will be minimized by watering and by limiting of
vehicle speeds, as necessary.

This risk is manageable through various means although some types of operations are more
manageable than others. Sand and gravel operations and geothermal resources are under
greater regulation by public agencies than hard rock mining activities under current
management policies. The Forest Service and BLM both have management plans in effect
that consider effects of proposed mining and geothermal development on sage-grouse
although the level of protection may vary between agencies. The BLM considers the sage-
grouse a sensitive species in California. This designation ensures potential effects on
sage-grouse populations are considered in the permitting process with respect to BLM
lands. The LADWP also has a policy in place that takes into consideration the potential
biological effects of proposed actions on their lands. Any action taken on their lands must
comply with county ordinances as well.

Market forces are probably the most important factor which will modify this risk in the future.
The price of precious minerals (gold) and the need for energy and natural resources in this
region will likely have a major impact on future development of these resources. ln addition,
urban development may increase demand for energy or resource extraction (sand and
gravel for roads, etc.) and there is a potentialfor increased recreational activity such as OHV
use if new roads are created with any future geothermal, mining, energy developments. The
current philosophy of Mono County and the city of Mammoth can modify the existing risk as
well. Both groups have fairly strict regulations on any new mining activities and tend to
promote very strong environmental and recreation oriented policies. A summary of the
review process is given below.

Evaluation Process for Geothermal and Locatable Minerals Proposals

The analysis of the majority of geothermal or locatable mineral proposals follows the highly
summarized evaluation process described below. Some prospecting or exploration
proposals are limited enough not to need a lengthy project description and meet the
requirements for a shorter evaluation process.

{\
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L The proponent prepares a detailed project description and submits it to the Forest
Service (or to BLM for a geothermal project on a federal lease; the Forest Service
works with the BLM for geothermal projects on Forest Service administered land).
The project description covers all of the activities that will occur during the life of the
project, including the reclamation activities that will occur once the project operation
is terminated.

2. The agency reviews the proposal for completeness and if it is incomplete asks for
additional information. (The back and forth dialogue between the proponent and
agency can go on for some time). This part of the process involves internal review of
the project by Forest Service resource specialists. Forest Service personnel can
also involve resource specialists from other agencies where appropriate. This review
can also result in the Forest Service working with the proponent to reconfigure or
relocate proposed operations or facilities where there are obvious and avoidable
conflicts with other resources.

3. Once the Forest Service (or BLM) determines the project description is complete they
work through the environmental review process, including:

a. Public notification and receipt of comments on the proposed project.

b. Analysis of potential impacts and documentation of the analysis in an
Environmental Assessment (EA) or Environmental lmpact Statement
(ElS) per federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements.

c. Public comment on the analysis and receipt and review of comments
(which may result in additional analysis or rewriting the document).

d. Completion of a decision on the environmental analysis, which
generally includes selection of the project alternative or of a modified
project alternative generated during the environmental analysis.

e. Address appeals, if any.

4. Upon completion of the environmental review, the project as described in the selected
alternative is approved.

5. The Forest Service (or the BLM for a geothermal project on a Federal lease) then
oversees project operations to make sure the project is implemented as approved,
including completion of reclamation activities at the end of the project life.

The first three steps in the process can take months or years to compete depending
on the project complexity, location, and resources potentially impacted, and can
involve consultation with numerous individuals and agencies.

Additional Data Needs to Verify and Further Characterize the Risk:
> Develop GIS layers which identify past, present, and proposed geothermal, hard rock

mining, sand and gravel mining, and other energy development within the PMU.
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> lnitiate a study which examines the effects of current geothermal/mining/energy
developments on greater sage-grouse populations within the PMU or the Bi-State
regron.

> Continue to gather biological data on greater sage-grouse within the PMU in order to
assess potential impacts of proposed actions on current populations.

lnitial Conservation Strategy:
> lncorporate conservation strategies into the respective agency management plans to

ensure sage-grouse are considered when issuing land use permits, if they are not
already considered.

> Examine the level of protection and consideration given to sage-grouse via the
County Panning Process and work to incorporate into future guidelines.

8.4.12 Development Of Needed Data Layers To lmprove Decision Making
Sage-grouse conservation must be founded on sound information and a reasonable hope
that an action will have the desired impacts. Many of the risk factors identified in the South
Mono PMU identify data layers that are essential for understanding and mitigating potential
risks to local sage-grouse populations. Currently there are no contiguous data layers for the
South Mono PMU which contain detailed landscape information for the entire PMU.
lnformation does exist for some of the lands within the PMU but this information varies by
landowner and jurisdiction. The level of information available for a variety of topics is limited
to smaller parcels within the PMU, and not at the PMU scale.

Gonservation Action: Develooment of Data Lavers

Risk: This action item addresses information needs listed in several of the risk sections
including PJ encroachment, geothermal risks, and urbanization.

Obiective: Develop data layers which document vegetation communities, hydrologic
features, geothermal areas, soil types, zoning classifications, mining and energy
developments and infrastructure, and fences, roadways and power lines.

Action: Compile existing data layers for this PMU and collect new data where necessary to
fill in information gaps. A project leader (a contractor or existing team member willing to fill
in this role) will work with various landowners to complete each of the data layers.

Rationale: Developing the data layers would help to quantify the amount of available
habitats within the PMU for seasonal use by sage-grouse. This could help to identify areas
that are limited by particular habitat characteristics or areas where specific management
actions could be most effective. Ongoing research into bird movements and habitat use
could be combined with any or all of these data layers to aid in future decision-making
processes.

Leqal Authoritv: Many of these data layers can be compiled from existing information under
the jurisdiction of the principal landowners primarily the US Forest Service, the BLM, and
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LADWP. On the ground data gathering on private land would require the permission of the
landowner.

Procedural Reouirements: The data gathering and integration into data layers should
require minimal procedural requirements. Any sensitive information incorporated into the
data layers should be reviewed by the appropriate land manager.

Fundinq Source: Potential funding for the development of these data layers would likely
come from the major land owners/managers in the area including USFS, BLM, and LADWP.
Application has already been made for USGS funds to augment the ongoing sage-grouse
research by helping to create some of these data layers.

lmplementation Process: This projected could be implemented as soon as funds become
available to do so.

Proiect Area: The South Mono PMU

8.4.1 3 Stakeholder lnvolvement
Private land and grazing allotments within the PMU provide some of the most productive
habitats for brood rearing sage-grouse. These areas also include many heavily used leks,
and important wintering areas. Land use decisions for these areas may have
disproportionate effects on sage-grouse. Public support of management and policy
decisions within the PMU is necessary for effective and continued implementation of
management strategies and research efforts.

Gonservation Action: Stakeholder Involvement Workshop

Risk: Multiple risks can be addressed including grazing, recreational activities,
urbanization/changing land use, fences/transmission lines, and poaching. All risks directly
or indirectly affect habitat quality or affect survival of individual birds.

Obiective: Conduct a public meeting/workshop to facilitate information sharing with private
landowners and provide an update of the current status of sage-grouse knowledge and
resea rch/management activities.

Action: Active involvement of private citizens will be encouraged through public
announcements and contacting those individuals that showed previous interest in sage-
grouse conservation activities. An initial meeting will be held in Mono County and include
personnel from agencies responsible for management or research of sage-grouse or sage-
grouse habitat. Periodic meetings will be held to ensure dissemination of relevant
information, and keep interested parties informed of the current state of knowledge.

Rationale: Well-informed stakeholders can continue to work with agency personnel to
develop viable conservation actions. Public education activities can foster involvement and a
sense of ownership in management goals.

Leqal Authority: Not applicable.

Procedural Requirements:
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1. Public notice of meeting will be announced in popular media and interested parties
will be contacted at least two weeks prior to scheduled workshop.

2. Prior distribution of findings and activity schedules among agencies is suggested to
facilitate a comprehensive discussion.

Fundinq Source: Funding requirements of this action item are relatively modest. Funding is
being sought by USGS personnel to facilitate additional meetings in the South Mono PMU.
Funds from this grant should be available for a public information workshop. Agencies will
be expected to provide travel arrangements for personnel attending the workshop.

I mplementation Process:
1. ldentification of issues/subjects of specific concern, interagency information

dissemination (J une 2004)
2. Workshop/Meeting announcement (July 2004)
3. Meeting Date (August 2004)
4. ldentify future topics of discussion and plan additional meetings to satisfy public

interest and/or resolve issues of contention.

Project Area Locations: Location to be determined on consensus and ability to address
local needs in regions with active management or research or specific concerns.
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9.0 Conservation Goals, Objectives, and Priorities

I a be com::leted.
The following general concepts have not been finalized by the Bi-State Planning Group, and
only represent some of the initial concepts that have been discussed. Further work on the
Conservation Goals and Objectives is in progress.

Conservation Goals address the threats and guide the management actions at the local
planning level. Conservation Objectives are specific, quantifiable objectives for each goal to
measure progress toward the goal or make future changes to the goal in an adaptive
management strategy.

9.1 Ensure No Net-Loss of Sage-grouse Breeding Populations within the Bi-State
Planning Area.

Objective 1-1

Objective 1-2

9.2

Objective 2-1

Objective 2-2

Objective 2-3

Objective 2-4

Objective 2-5

Objective 2-6

Continue aerial surveys of leks.

lnitiate aerial surveys in lnyo and Mono Counties.

Maintain and Restore (lmprove) Sagebrush and Associated Habitats Critical to
the Long-Term Viability of Sage-grouse Populations within the Bi-State Planning
Area.

Map and identify key existing sagebrush habitats within each PMU that
are not rated R0.

Based on sage-grouse use and distribution as indicated by telemetry,
identify areas to treat on all seasonal ranges where habitat evaluation
indicates pinyon juniper encroachment, or decadent or excessive
sagebrush canopy may adversely affect sage-grouse habitat use.

Minimize the threat of catastrophic wildfire in sagebrush habitats.

After all affected interests agree that sufficient distribution data showing
key seasonal sage-grouse habitats have been gathered, identify key
areas for treatment to increase habitat quality and quantity within
occupied sage-grouse habitats.

Review management activities that may contribute to the spread of
noxious species to determine if additional management measures are
necessary to minimize weed infestations and spread rate.

Compare historical pinyon juniper distribution with current pinyon
juniper distribution to determine the amount of encroachment that has
occurred.
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9.3 ldentify and Eliminate or Substantially Reduce Threats to Sage-grouse
Populations and Habitats within the Bi-State Planning Area.

Objective 3-1 By 2005, determine if any fences near known occupied or potential
sage-grouse habitat contribute to sage-grouse mortality directly or by
providing perch sites for avian predators.

Objective 3-2 Evaluate whether or not pesticides/herbicides known to be harmful to
sage-grouse are being used in or near occupied habitat.

Objective 3-3 lncrease law enforcement presence in the area.

Objective 3-4 Evaluate areas for seasonal closures to known sage-grouse use areas
during strutting and nesting seasons between February and May.

9.4 ldentify and lmplement Scientifically and Economically Sound Management
Strategies Applicable to the Management of Sage-grouse Populations and
Habitats within the Bi-State Planning Area.

Objective 4-1 - lncrease law enforcement presence in the area.

Objective 4-2 Manage habitat in accordance with site potentials to optimize habitat
charaðteristics as described by Connelly IZOOZ¡ or loóally approved !È

standards. :

Objective 4-3 Evaluate possibility of installing artificial wildlife water developments 
I

(guzzlers) in areas with limited and/or unreliable natural water sources i

where water is a limiting factor.

I

Objective 4-4 Evaluate all existing spring developments occurring in potential or | . i

occupied sage-grouse habitat. Repair or modify as necessary, in order
to maintain water and riparian vegetation at the source.

9.5 ldentify lmportant Data Gaps and lmplement (Scientific) Data Gollection Efforts
Specific to Sage-grouse Populations and Habitats within the Bi-State Planning
Area.

Objective 5-1 lnvestigate new potential lek sites through planned field activities.

Objective 5-2 Place radio collars on adult sage-grouse in each PMU by 2005.

Objective 5-3 Continue to identify and verify seasonal and critical sage-grouse
habitats

Objective 5-4 Maintain wild horse populations at appropriate management levels in
existing herd management areas.

9.6 Develop Active, Well lnformed, Local Planning Groups Gommitted to the
Development and lmplementation of Sage-grouse Gonservation Actions within 

ithe Bi-State Planning Area. 
i
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Objective 6-1 Continue the ongoing work of the Bi-State Local Planning Group.

Objective 6-2 Create working partnerships with non-governmental organizations,
such as Deep Springs College, to assist with data collection.

Objective 6-3 Expand grant application efforts to obtain additional funding for specific
conservation projects.

Objective 6-4 Create an "Adopt-a-Lek" program where an interested party or group
can donate money to support sage-grouse conservation efforts.
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10.0 Monitoring

To be cornpleted
The Bi-State Planning Group recognizes the importance of monitoring to identify successful
conservation actions and measure conservation success. The Bi-State Planning Group is
aware of efforts at the State level and between land management agencies to develop
uniform monitoring protocols that will yield consistent, comparable results between various
locations in the Nevada-California plan area. The Bi-State Planning Group anticipates
completing the Monitoring section of this plan prior to the 2005 field season.
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11.0 Adaptive Management
-il i:e ee*ipleleel.
The Bi-State Planning Group is committed to the adaptive management approach for sage-
grouse conservation. The following general approach is given as an initial step that identifies
the primary concepts for adaptive management.

An Adaptive Conservation Strategy is a mechanism for sharing information and influencing
policy across sites and ecosystems. Adaptive management practices are specific actions
designed to reach conservation goals and evaluate policies (Elliot et al. 2003). The following
information is summarized from the Adaptive Conservation Strategy Guide written by Elliot et
al. in 2003 and published by the Point Reyes Bird Observatory on their website
(http://www. prbo.org/cms/docs/consplans/ACSGU I DEweb. pdf).

Adaptive management practices are designed to reach specific management goals, test and
evaluate management or policy actions. Results from monitoring and experimental studies
are used to refine and augment Adaptive Conseruation Plan management and policy
recommendations. Adaptive Conservation Plans utilize existing information and desired
outcomes to recommend management and policy actions. These two complimentary cycles
are necessary to provide direction toward specific goals and measure progress from past to
intended conditions.

Adaptive Conservation Plans will be designed to provide recommendations (if necessary) to
habitat management, restoration, protection, monitoring, research design, policy and land use
decisions, and education activities. lncluded should be a means to evaluate both financial
effectiveness and ecological response to management efforts.

Both Passive (observational) and active (experimental) adaptive management practices will
be employed. Passive practices, such as monitoring and observational research, provide
useful foundations to suggest management activities. Active practices will allow comparisons
between regions and conservation policies. The procurement of funding for long-term
monitoring studies has historically been overlooked in many "adaptive management"
scenarios. Long-term datasets are critical to evaluate the impacts of policies and
management activities; especially for sage-grouse, whose populations have been identified
as cyclic and/or highly variant (Crawford et al. 2004).

Adaptive Conservation Strategies require collaboration among all stakeholders, teamwork,
keeping data current, shared information, effective communication, flexibility among partners
and funding sources, and a result-oriented commitment to monitoring, research and
management. The goals of an ACS are far-reaching, but can only be achieved through local
projects. Cooperation, understanding and flexibility combined with standardized
methodologies, and sound research design provides the foundation for an effective ACS.
The Bi-State Conservation Plan allows for many of the key elements for adaptive
conservation strategies to be built into the plan. The PMU groups form the local partnership
necessary to implement local projects, promote communication and are committed to
monitoring, research and management.

The Two Components of an Adaptive Conservation Strategy.
> Adaptive Management:
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. ldentify management and policy recommendations, assumptions and set
specific management goals for site-specific adaptive management plans.

. lmplement management actions

. Monitor and analyze response to management actions.. Revise, Repeat and Reevaluate management actions or monitoring scheme.

> Adaptive Conservation Plans:
. Synthesize findings from multiple adaptive management projects, as well as

peer-reviewed, and gray literature to advance resource management
recommendations and policy decisions.

. Disseminate ACP recommendations via hard copy and on-line resources to
partnering audiences and through outreach activities.

. Evaluate and reassess specific management activities and ACPs. Repeat at appropriate timetables.

The Bi-State Planning Committee recognizes the value and benefit generated from
cooperative information sharing and results-driven monitoring and research. As a consortium
of interested parties and agencies, we will cooperatively participate in both recommending
management and policy actions and in designing and implementing monitoring projects and
research studies to address data gaps. This interactive and evolving effort will incorporate
standardized survey methodologies, sound research design, and focus on addressing
identified goals and information needs.
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SAGE GROUSE MANACEMENT 967

Cuidelines to manage sage grouse
populations and their habitats

John V[( Connelly, Michuel A. Sclroeder, Alan R. Sunds, and
Clait E. Braun

Abstract The status of sage grouse populations and habitats has been a concern to spoftsmen and

biologists for >80 years. Despite management and research efforts that date to the 1930s,

breeding populations of this species have declined throughout much of its range. ln May
1999, the western sage grouse (C. urophasianus phaios) in Washington was petitioned for
listing under the Endangered Species Act because of population and habitat declines (C.

Warren, United States Fish and Wildlife Service, personal communication). Sage Srouse
populations are allied closely with sagebrush (Artemisia spp.). Despite the well-known
importance of this habitat to sage grouse and other sagebrush obligates, the quality and

quantity of sagebrush habitats have declined for at least the last 50 years. Braun et al.

(1977) provided guidelines for maintenance of sage grouse habitats. Since publication of
those guicielines, much more information has been obtained on sage Bruuse. Because of
continued concern about sage grouse and their habitats and a significant amount of new
information, the Western States Sage and Columbian Sharp-tailed Crouse Technical Com-
mittee, under the direction of the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, request-

ed a revision and expansion of the guidelines originally published by Braun eI al. (1977).

This paper summarizes the current knowledge of the ecology of sage grouse and, based on

this information, provides guidelines to manage sage grouse populations and their habitats.

Key words Artemisia, Centrocercus urophasianus, guidelines, habitat, management, populations,
sage grouse/ sagebrush

The status of sage grouse populations and habi-
tats has been a concern to sportsmen and biologists
for >80 years (flornaday 1916, Patterco¡ 1952,
Autenrieth 1981). Despite management and
research efforts that date to the 1930s (Girard
1937), breeding populations of this species have

declined by at le ast 17 -47% throughout much of its
range (Connelly and Braun 1997). In May l999,the
western sage grouse (c. uropbasianus pbaios) 'rn

Washington was petitioned for listing under the

Endangered Species Act because ofpopulation and
habitat declines (C.War¡en, United States Fish and
Vildlife Service, personal communication).

Sage grouse populations are allied closely with
sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) habitats Gatterson
1952, Bravn et al. 1977, Braun 198Ð. The depend-
ence of sage grouse on sagebrush for winter habitat
has been well documented @ng and Schladweiler
1972, Beck 1975, Beck 1977, Robertson 1991).
Similady, the relationship between sagebrush

Address for John W Connelly: ldaho Department of Fish and Came, 1345 Barton Road, Pocatello, lD 83204, USA; e mail:

.fCsagegrouse@gateway.net. Address for Michael A. Schroeder: Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, P.O Box 1077,

Bridfieþort, WÀ SAelg, USA Address for Alan R. Sands: Bureau of Land Management, 1387 S. Vinnell Way, Boise, lD 83709

lOSi, US¡,; present address: The Nature Conservancy, 2404 Bank Drive, Suite 3'14, Boise, lD 83705, USA. Address for Clait E.

Braun: Colorado Dìvision of Wildliie, Wildlife Research Center, 317 W Prospect Road, Fort Collins, CO 80526, USA; present

address: Grouse 1nc.,5572 North Ventana Vista Road, Tucson, AZ 85750-7204,USA
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Sage grouse on a nest with good shrub and herbaceous cover.
The nest was successful.

habitats and sage giouse nest success has been
described thoroughly (Klebenow 1969, SØallestad

and Pyrah l974,Walú<tnen 1990, Connelly et al.

199t, Gregg et al. 1994). Despite the well-known
importance of this habitat to sage grouse and other
sagebrush obligates @raun et al. 1976, Saab and
Rich 199Ð, the quality and quantity of sagebrush
habitats have declined for at least the last 5O years
(Braun et al. 197 6, Braun 1987, Swenson et 

^1. 
1987,

Connelly and, Braun 1997).
Braun et al.(1977) provided guidelines for main-

tenance of sage grouse habitats. Since publication
of those guidelines, much more information has
been obtained on relative size of sagebrush habitats
used by these grouse (Connelly 1982, Connelly et
al. 1988,Wakkinen et al. 1992), seasonal use of sage-

brush habitats @enson et al. 1991, Connelly et al.
1991), effects of insecticides on sage grouse @lus
et al. 1989), importance of herbaceous cover in
breeding habitat (Wakkinen 1990, Connelly et al.

1991, Gregg lppl, Bamett and Crawford 1994,Drut
et al.I994a, Gregg et al.I994),and effects of fi¡e on
thei¡ habitat Qlulet 1983; Benson et al. 1997;

Robertson 1991; Fischer 1994; Fischer etal.L996a.
1997; Pyle and Crawford 1996; Connelly et al.
2OOOb). Because ofcontinued concem about sage
grouse and their habitats and a signi-ûcant amourit
of new information, the Western States Sage and
Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse Technical Com-
mittee, under the direction of the Western
Association of Fish and SØildlife Agencies, requested
a revision and expansion of the guidelines original-
ly published by Braun et aL. (1977). This pape r sum-
martzes the cuüent knowledge of the ecology of
sage grouse and, based on this information, pro-
vides guidelines to manage sage grouse populations
and their hatlitats.

Population biology
Seasonal nrouements and lJome range

Sage grouse display avaiety of annual migratory
pattems @eck 1975, Wallestad L975, IIvlet t9A3,
Berry and Eng 1985, Connelly et al. l988,Wakkinen
1990, Fischer 1994). Populations may have: 1) dis-
tinct wiriter, breeding, and summer areas;2) distinct
srünmer areas and integrated winter and breeding
areas;3) distinct winter areas and integrated breed-
ing and sufirmer areas; or 4) well-integrated season-
al habitats (nonmigratory populations). Seasonal
movements between distinct seasonal ranges may
exceed 75 krn @alke et al. 1963, Connelly et al.
1988), which complicates attempts to define popu-
lations. Thus, Connelly et al. (1988) suggested that
sage grouse populations be defined on a temporal
and geographic basis. Because of differences in sea-
sonal movements among populations (Dalke et al
1963, Vallestad 1975, Connelly et al. 1988, !Øak-
kinen 1990), 3 types of sage grouse populations can

Sage grouse on a nest with poor shrub and herbaceous cover.
This nest was unsuccessful. Photo by Jena Hickey.

¡i
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Sage grouse on winter range. Note the relatively sparse cover;
without snow, the canopy cover of sagebrush in this area
exceeds 207..

be defined: 1) nonmigratory, grouse do not make
longdistance movements (i.e., >10 km one way)
tretween or among seasonal ranges; 2) one-stage
migratory, grouse move between 2 distinct season-
al ranges; and 3) 2-stage migratory grouse move
among 3 distinct seasonal ranges. Within a given
geographic area, especially summer range, there
may be bi¡ds that belong to more than one of these
types ofpopulations.

On an annual basis, migratory sage gfouse popu-
lations may occupy areas that exceed 2,7OO kmz
(Hulet 1983, Leonard et al. 2000). During winter,
Robertson (1991) reported that migratory sage
grouse in southeastern Idaho made mean daily
movements of 752 m and occupied an 

^rea 
>l4O

km2. For a nonmigratory population in Montana,
Wallestad (1975) reported that winter home range
size ranged from 11 to 31 km2. During sufirmer,
migratory sage grouse in Idaho occupied home
ranges of 3 to 7 kmz ¡Connelly and Markham 1983,
Gates 1983).

Despite large annual movements, sage grouse
have high fidelity to seasonal ranges (Keister and
rùØillis 1986, Fischer et al. 1993). Females retrrn to
the same area to nest each year (Fischer et al. 1993)
and may nest within 2O0 m of their previous year's
nest (Gates 1983, Lyon 2O0O).

Suruiuøl
rù(/allestad (1975) reported that annual survival

rates for yearling and adult female sage grouse were
35 and 4O%o, rcspectively, for poncho-tagged birds.
However, Zablan(1993) reported that survival rates
for banded yeading and adult females in Colorado
were similar and averaged 55%; swvlal rates for

Sage grouse management o Connelly et al. 969

yearling and adult males differed, averaging 52 and
38%, respectively. In Idaho, annual survival of male
sage grouse ranged from 46 to 54% and female sur-
vivalfrom 68to85% (Connelly etal. 1994). Lower
survival rates for males may be related to physio-
logical demands because of sexual dimorphism and
greater predation rates (Swenson 1986).

Reþroduction
Bergerud (1988) suggested that most female

tetraonids nest as yeadings. Although essentially all
female sâge grous€ nested in 'Sfashington

(Schroeder 1997), Connelly et al. (1993) reported
that in Idaho up to 45% of yearling and22% of adult
female sage grouse do not nest each year. Gregg
(1991) indicated that, of 119 females monitored
through the breeding season in eastern Oregon,26
(22%) did not nest. However, Coggins (1998)
reported a 99%o nest initiation rate for 3 years for
the same population in Oregon. The differences
may be related to improved range condition that
resulted fui better nutritional status of pre-laying
hens (Bamett and Crawford 1994).

Estimates of sage grouse nest success throughout
the species' r^r:ge v^ry from 12 to 86% (frueblood
1954, Gregg 1991, Schroeder et al. 1999). Nest suc-
cess also may vary on an arutual basis (Schroeder
1997, Sveum et al. 1998a). rù(/allestad and Pyrah
(I974) observed greâter nest success by adults than
yeadings. However, significant differences in nest
success between age groups have not been report-
ed in other studies (Connelly et ù. 1993, Schroeder
r99-D.

Clutch size of sage grouse is extremely variable
and relatively low compared to other species of
gamebirds (Edminster 1954, Schroeder 1997).
Average clutch size for fi¡st nests varies from 6.0 to

Sage grouse nest. Photo by lena Hickey.
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9.5 throughout the species'range (Sveum 1995,

Schroeder 1997). G¡eatest and least average clutch
sizes have been reported in Washington (Sveum

1995, Schroeder 1997).
Renesting by sage grouse varies regionally from

<2O% e^fiercon 1952, Eng 1963, Hulet 1983,

Connelly et al. 1993) to >80% (Schroeder 199Ð.
Despite regional variation, differences in renesting
rates due to age have not been documented
(Connelly et al. L993,Schroeder 1997). Because of
variation in nest initiation, success, and renesting
rates, the proportion of females successfully hatch-
ing a brood va¡ies between 15 and 70% (Wallestad
and Pyrah 1974, Gtegg ef 

^1. 
1994). Despite this

variation, sage grouse generally have low reproduc-
tive rates and high annual suwival compared to
most gallinaceous species (Zablan 1993, Connelly
et al.1994, Connelly and Brar¡n 1997, Sch¡oeder
1997, Sch¡oeder et al.1999).

Little information has been published on mortali-
ty ofjuvenile sage grouse or the level ofproduction
necessary to mafuitaful a stable population. Among
western states, long-tefln ratios have varied from
l.4O to 2.96 juvenles/hen in the fall; since 1985

these ratios have ranged from l.2l to 2.19
(Connelly and Braun 799Ð. Ãvatla:ble data suggest

that a ratio >2.25 jrernJes/hen in the fall should
result in stable to increasing sage gJouse popula-

ing habitat. Although the lek may be an approxi-
mate center of annual ranges for nonmigratory pop-
ulations @ng and Schladweiler 197 2, W allestad a¡d
Pyrah L97 4,Wallestad and Schladwerler I97 4), this
may not be the case for migratory populations
(Connelly et al. 1 988,Vakkinen et al. 1992). Avenge
distances between nests and nearest leks vary from
LI to 6.2 km, but distance from lek of female cap-
ture to nest may be >20 km (Autenrieth 1981,
.tVakkinen 

ef a1.1992, Fischer L994,Har¡1 et^1.L994,
Lyon 2000). Nests are placed independent of lek
location (Bradbury et al. 1989, Wakkinen et al.

1992).
Habitats used by pre-laying hens also are part of

the breeding habitat. These areas should provide a

diversity of forbs high in calcium, phosphorus, and
protein; the condition of these 

^Íeas 
rnay greally

affect nest initiation rate, clutch size, and subse-
quent reproductive success @amett and Crawford
1994, Coeg:rß 1998).

Most sage gfouse nests occuf under sagebrush
(Patterson 1952, Gtll 1965, Gray I 967, Wallestad and
Pyrah 1974),but sage grouse will nest under other
plant species (Klebenow 1969, Connelly etal.I99l,
Gregg I99t,Sveum et 

^1. 
I998a). However, grouse

nesting under sagebrush experience greater nest
success (53%) tlra;fl those nesting under other plant
species Q2%, Conne[y et al. 1991).

tions (Connelly and Braun
1997, Edell¡;lann et al.
1998).

Habitat
fequifements

Breeding babitats
Leks, or breeding dis-

play sites, typically occur
in open areas surrounded
by sagebrush (Patterson
1952, Gtll 1965); these
sites include, but are not
limited to, landing strips,
old lakebeds, low sage-

brush flats and ridge tops,
roads, cropland, and
burned areas (Connelly et
al. 1981, Gates 1985).
Sage grouse males appear
to form leks opportunisti-
calTy at sites v¡ithin or
adjacent to potential nest-

Colo. 52

rd.

td. 58-79
td. 71

rd.

td. 61

rd.

td. 69

Mont 40

Oreg 80

Oreg.

Wash.

Wash.

Wyo 36

Wyo. 29

Wyo. 31

Wyo 33

Petersen 1 980

Klebenow 1 969

Autenrieth 'l 981

Wakkinen .l 
990

Connelly et al. 1991

Fischer 1 994

Klott et al 1 993

Apa 1 998

Wallestad 1975

Keister and Willís 1986

Gregg 1991

Schroeder 1 995

Sveum et al, 1 99Ba

Patterson 1952

Heath et al.1997
Holloran 1999

Lyon 2000

Table 1 . Habitat characteristics associated with sage grouse nest sites

Sagebrush

State Heighta(cm) Coverage (%)b Height(cm) Coverage(%) c Reference

15

23-38
22

1 5-32
19

27

20

24

20

19

24

25

26

18

19-23
22
.15 

30

34

14

15

18

21

4

3 10

7-9
30

15

932
51

32

9

5

11

a Mean height of nest bush.
b M"an canopy coverage of the sagebrush surrounding the nest
c Some coverage estimates may include both grasses and forbs
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Mean height of sagebrush most cornmonly used
by nesting Étrouse ranges from 29 to 80 cm (Table
1), and nests tend to be under the tallest sagebnrsh
within a stand (Keister and Willis 1986, \ùfakkinen

199o,Apa 1998). In general, sage grouse nests are
placed under shrubs having larger canopies and
more ground and laferal cover as well as in stands
with more shrub canopy cover than at random sites
(ùØakkinen 1990, Fischer 1994, Heath et al 1997,
Sveum et al. 1998a, Holloran 1999). Sagebmsh
covef near the nest site was gfeater around suc-
cessful nests than unsuccessful nests in Montana
(Wallestad and þrah 1974) and Oregon (Gregg
1991). \ùØallestad and Pyrah (l)74) also indicated
that successful nests were in sagebrush stands with
greafer 

^ver 
ge canopy coverage (27%) than those

of unsuccessful nests (2O%). Greg9 G997) report-
ed that sage grouse nest success varied by cover
type. The greatest nest success occurred in a

rnotrntain big sagebrush (A. t. tridentata uasqtana)
cover type where shrubs 40-80 cm in height had
gfeater canopy covef at the site of successful nests
than ât unsuccessful nests (Gregg 1991). These
observations were consistent with the results of an
artificial nest study showing greatef coverage of
medium-height shrubs improved success of artifi-
cial nests (Delong 1993, Delong etal.1995).

Grass height and cover also are important com-
ponents of sage grouse nest sites (Table 1). Grass

associated with nest sites and with the stand of veg-
etation containing the nest was taller and denser
than grass at random sites (Vakkinen 1990, Greg¡¡
1991, Sveum et al.1998a). Grass height at nests
under non-sagebrush plants was Éareater (P<0.O1)
than that associated with nests under sagebmsh,
further suggesting that grass height is an important
habitat component for nesting sage grouse
(Connelly et al 1991) Moreover, in Oregon, grass

cover w'as greater at successful nests than at nnsuc-
cessful nests (Gregg 1p!1). Grass >18 cm in height
occurring in stands of sagebrush 40-80 cm tall
resulted in lesser nest predation rates than in stands
with lesser grass heights (Gregg er. al. 1994).
Hertraceous cover associated with nest sites may
provide scent,visual,and physical barriers to poten-
tial predators (Delong et al.1995).

Eady brood-rearing areas occllr in upland sage-

brush habitats relatively close to nest sites, but
movements of individual broods rnay vary
(Connelly 1982, Gates 1983). Within 2 days of.

hatching, one brood moved 3.1 km (Gates 1983).
Eady brood-rearing habitats may be relatively open

Sage grouse management . Connelly et al. 971

Radiotelemetry and a pointing dog are used to capture sage
grouse chicks for a research project in southeastern ldaho

(about 74% canopy cover) stands of sagebrush
(Martin l970,Wallestad 7977) with >15% canopy
cover ofgrasses and forbs (Sveum etal.l998b,Lyon
2000). Great plant species richness with abundant
forbs and insects characterize brood areas (Dunn
and Braun 1986, Klott andl)ndzey 1990, Drut et al.

1994a, Apa 1998). In Oregon, diets of sage gfolrse
chicks included J4 genera of forbs and 4I families
of invertebrates (Drut et al.7994b). Insects, espe-
cially ants Qlymenoptera) and beetles (Coleop-
tera), are an important component of eady brood-
rearing habitat (Drut et al. 1994b, Fischer et aI.

1996a). Ants and beetles occurred more frequent-
ly (P=O.O2) at brood-activity centers compared to
nonbrood sites @ischer et al 1996a).

S ummer - late bro o d-re aring b ab itats
,4.s sagebrush habitats desiccate, grouse usually

rnove to more mesic sites duringJune andJuly (Gill
1965, Klebenow 1969, Savage 1969, Connelly and
Markham 1983, Gates 1983, Connelly et al. 1988,
Fischer ef 

^1.1996b). 
Sage grouse broods occupy a

variefy of habitats during sufiìmer, including sage-

brush (Martin I97O), relatively small burned areas

within sagebrush @yle and Crawford 1996), wet
meadows (Savage 7969), farmland, and other iri-
gated areas adjacent to sagebrush habitats
(Connelly and Markham 1983, Gates 1983, Connelly
et a1.1988). Apa (1998) reported that sites used by
grouse broods had twice as much forb cover as

independent sites.

Fall babitats
Sage grouse use a variety of habitats during fall.

Patterson (1952) reported that grouse move from
suÍrmer to winter range in October, but during

ñ
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mild weather in late fall, some birds may still use

srunmer range. Similaily, Connelly and Markham
(1983) observed that most sage grouse had aban-

doned summering areas by the fi¡st week of
October. Fall movements to winter range are slow
and meandering and occur from late August to
December (Connelly et al. 1988). Wallestad (1975)
documented a shift in feeding habits from
September, when grouse were consuming a large
amourit of forbs, to December, when bi¡ds were
feeding only on sagebrush.

Winter habitats
Characteristics of sage grouse winter habitats are

relatively similar throughout most of the species'
range (fable 2). Eng and Schladwerler (1972) and
'SØallestad (1975) indicated that most observations
of radiomarked sage grouse during winter in
Moritana occurred in sagebrush habitats with>2O%
canopy cover. However, Robertson (1991) indicat-
ed that sage grouse used sagebrush habitats that
laad average canopy coverage of t5% and average

height of 46 cm during 3 winters in southeastern
Idaho. In ldaho, sage grouse selected areas with
greater canopy cover of tùØyoming big sagebrush (1.

t. uryomingezsÐ in stands containing taller sh¡ubs
when compared to random sites @obertson 1991).

Table 2. Characteristics of sagebrush at sage grouse winter-use

Canopy

State Coveragea (%) Heighta (cm) Reference

In Colorado, sage grouse may be restricted to <10%
of the sagebrush habitat because of variation in
topography and snow depth (Beck 1977, }Jrtpp and
Braun 1989). Such restricted areas of use may not
occur throughout the species'range because in
southeastern Idaho, severe winter weather did not
result in the gtouse population greatly reducing its
seasonal range (Robertson 1991).

During winter, sage grouse feed almost exclu-
sively on leaves of sagebrush (Pattetson 1952,
Wallestad et al. 197 5).,{lthough big sagebrush dom-
inates the diet in most portions of the range
(Patterson 1952; Wallested et al. 1975; Remington
and Brar¡n 1985;.Welch et al. 1988, 1991), low sage-

brush (24, arbuscula), black sagebrush (A. noua,
Dalke et at. 1963, Beck 197Ð,fringed sagebrush (1.

frigida,Wallestad et al. 1975), and silver sagebrush
(A. cana, Aldridge t998) are consumed in many
areas depending on availability. Sage grouse in
some areas apparently prefer'SØyoming big sage-

brush (Remington and Braun 1985, Myers 1992)
and in other areas mountain big sagebrush (Welch
et al. 1988, 1991). Some of the differences in selec-

tiori may be due to preferences for greater levels of
protein and the amount of volatile oils @emington
and Braun 1985,Welch et al. 1988).

Effects of habitat alteration
Range ma.na.gement treatnxents

Breeding bøbitat. Until the eady 1980s, herbi
cide treatment (primarily with2,4-D) was the most
cofirmon method to reduce sagebrush on large
tracts of rangeland @raun 198Ð. Klebenow (1970)
reported cessation of nesting in newly sprayed
areas with < 5% lnve sagebrush canopy cover.
Nesting also was neady nonexistent in older
sprayed areas containing about 5% live sagebrush
cover (Klebenow 1970). In virtually all document-
ed cases, herbicide application to blocks of sage-

brush rangeland resulted in major declines in sage

grouse breeding populations @nyeart 1956, Htgby
1969, Peterson 197O, Wallestad 1975). Effects of
this treatment on sage grouse populations seemed
more severe if the treated area was subsequently
seeded to crested wheatgrass (Agroþtron cristct-
tum,Enyeart 1956).

Using fire to reduce sagebrush has become more
cofirmon since most uses of 2,4D on public lands
were prohibited (Braun 198Ð. Klebenow (1972)
and Sime (199I) suggested that fire may benefit
sage grouse populations. Neither Gates (1983),

Colo.
Colo.
Colo. Æb
Colo. 37c

Colo 30-38de
td. 38e

td 266

td. 25c
td. 15

Mont. 27

Mont. >20

Oreg. 12-17d

2446bd
20 30cd

34b

26c

41 -54de
56e

296

26c

46

25

Beck 1977

Beck 1977

Schoenberg 1 982

Schoenberg 1 982

Hupp 1987

Autenrieth 1981

Connelly 1 982

Connelly 1982

Robertson 1 991

Eng and Schladweiler
1972

Wallestad 1975

Hanf et al. 1 994

a Mean canopy coverage or height of sagebrush above snow
b Males
c Females
d Ranges are given when data were provided for more than

one year or area.
e No snow present when measurements were made or total

height of plant was measured.
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Maftin (1990), nor Bensen et 
^1. 

(1991) reported
adverse effects of fire on breeding populations of
sage grouse. In contrast, following a 9-year study,
Connelly et al. (7994,2OOOb) indicated that pfe-
scribed buming of Wyoming big sagebrush during
a drought period resulted in a large decline (>80%)
of a sage g¡ouse breeding population in southeast-
ern Idaho. Additionally, Hulet (1983) documented
loss of leks from fire and Nelle et al. (2000) report-
ed that burning mountain big sagebrush stands had
long-term negative impacts on sage grouse nesting
and brood-rearing habitats. Canopy cover in moun-
tain big sagebrush did not provide appropriate
nesting habitat 14 yearc after burning (Nelle et al.

20OO). The impact of fire on sage grouse popula-
tions using habitats dominated by silver sagebrush
(which may resprout following fire) is unknown.

Cheatgrass (Bromus tectrorurn) will often occu-
py sites following disturbance, especially burning
(Valentine 1989). Repeated buming or burning in
late summer favors cheatgrass invasion and may be
a major cause of the expansion of this species
(Vallentine 1989). The ultimate result may be a
loss of the sage grouse population because of long-
term conversion of sagebrush habitat to rangeland
dominated by an annual exotic grass. However, this
situation largely appears confined to the western
portion of the species' range and does not com-
monly occr[ in Wyoming Ç. Iawson, Wyoming
Department of Game and Fish, personal communi-
cation).

Mechanical methods of sagebrush coritrol have
often been applied to smaller areas than those tfeat-
ed by herbicides or fire, especially to convert range-
land to cropland. However, adverse effects of this
type of treatment on sage grouse breeding popula-
tions also have been documented. In Montana,
Swenson et 

^1.(1987) 
indicated that the number of

breeding males declinedby 73% after 16% of their
study area was plowed.

Brood,-rearing babitats. Martin (L97O) reported
that sage grouse seldom used areas treated with
herbicides to remove sagebrush in southwestern
Montana. In Colorado, Rogers (1964) indicated that
an entire population of sage grouse appeared to
emigrate from an atea that was subjected to several
years of herbicide application to remove sage-

brush. Similady, Klebenow (1970) reported that
herbicide spraying reduced the brood-carrying
capacity of an atea in southeastern Idaho.
However, application of herbicides in eady spring
to reduce sagebrush cover may enhance some
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brood-rearing habitats by increasing the amount of
herbaceous plants used for food (Autenrieth 1981)

Fire may improve sage grouse brood-rearing habi-
tat (Klebenow 1972, Gates 1983, Sime 1991), but
until recently, experimental evidence was not avail-
able to support or refute these contentions (Braun
1987). Pyle and Crawford (1996) suggested that
fire may enhance brood-rearing habitat in montane
settings but cautioned that its usefulness requires
further investigation. A 9-year study of the effects of
fire on sage grouse did not support that prescribed
fire, conducted during late summer in a lùØyoming

big sagebrush habitat, improved brood-rearing habi-
tat for sage grouse (Connelly et al. 1994, Fischer et
al. L996ø). Prescribed buming of sage grouse habi-
tat did not increase amount of forbs in burned areas

compared to unbumed areas @ischer et al. L996a,
Nelle et al. 2000) and resulted in decreased insect
populations iri the treate d area compared to the
unburned area. Thus,fire may negatively affect sage

grouse brood-rearing habitat rather than improve it
in Wyoming big sagebrush habitats (Connelly and
Braun 1997), but its effect on grouse habitats in
mountain big sagebrush communities requires fur-
ther investigation @yle and Crawford 1996, Nelle et
aI.2000).

Sage grouse often use agricultural areas for
brood-rearing habitat (Patterson 1952, Wallestad
L975, Gates 1983, Connelly et al. 1988, Blus et al.

1989). Grouse use of these areas may result in mor-
tality because of exposure to insecticides. Blus et
al. (1989) reported die-offs of sage grouse that were
exposed to methamidiphos used in potato fields
and dimethoate used in alfalfa fields. Dimethoate is
used commonly for alfalfa, and 2O of 3l radio-
marked grouse (65%) died following direct expo-
sure to this insecticide @lus et al. 1989).

Winter babitøt. Reduction in sage grouse use of
att are tfeated by herbicide was proportional to
the severity (i.e., amount of damage to sagebrush)
of the treatment @yrah 1972). ln sage grouse win-
ter rang€, strip partial kill, block partial kill, and total
kill of sagebrush were increasingly detrimental to
sage gfor¡se in Montana @yrah 1972) and Wyoming
Qligby 1969).

In Idaho, Robertson (1991) reported that aZ,OOO-

ha prescribed burn thât removed 57% of the sage-

brush cover in sage grouse winter habitat minimal-
ly impacted the sage grouse population. Although
sage grouse use of the burned area declined fol-
lowing the fì¡e, g¡ouse adapted to this disturbance
by moving 1 to 10 km outside of the bum to areas
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with greater sagebrush cover @obertson 1991)
than was watlable in the burne d area.

Land use
M ining - energlt d.eue lopment. Ffiects of mining,

oil, and gas developmerits on sage grouse popula-
tions are not well known @raun 1998). These activ-
ities negatively impact grouse habitat and popula-
tiorìs over the short term (Braun 1998), but
research suggests some recovery of populations fol-
lowing initial development and subsequent recla-
mation of the affected sites @ng et al. l979,Tate et
al.1979, Braun 1986). [n Colorado, sage grouse
were displaced by oil development and coal-mining
activities, but numbers returned to predisturbance
levels once the activities ceased @raun 1987,
Remington and Braun 1991). At least 6 leks in
Alberta were disturbed by energy development and
4 were abandoned (Aldridge 1998). In Wyoming,
female sage grouse captured on leks disturbed by
natural gas development had lower nest-initiation
rates,longer movements to nest sites, and different
nesting habitats than hens captured on undisturbed
leks @yon 2000). Sage g.rouse may repopul^te an
area following energy development but may not
attain population levels that occurred prior to
development (Braun 1998). Thus, short-tem and
long-tem }:;abitaf loss appears to result from ener-
gy development and mining (Braun 1998).

Grazing Domestic livestock have grazed over
most areas used by sage grouse and this use is gen-

erally repetitive with annual or biennial gazing
periods of varying timing and length (Braun 1998).
Gtaztng patterns and use of habitats are often
dependent on weather conditions (Valentine
l99O). Historic and scientific evidence indicates
that livestock grazing did not increase the distribu-
tion of sagebrush @eterson 1995) but markedly
reduced the herbaceous understory over relatively
large areas and increased sagebrush density in
some areas (ale 1975,Tßdale and Hironaka 1p81).
Nøithin the intermountain region, some vegetation
changes from livestock grazing likely occurred
because sagebrush steppe in this area did not
evolve with intensive grazing by wild herbivores, as

did the grassland prairies of central North Ämerica
(Mack andThompson 1982). Graztng bywild ungu-
lates may reduce sagebrush cover CMcArthur et al.

1988, Peterso¡ 1995), and livestock grazing may
result in high trampling mortality of sagebrush
seedlings (Owens and Norton 1992). InVyoming
big sagebrush habitats, resting areas from livestock

grazing may improve understory production as

well as decrease sagebrush cover (W'ambolt and
Payne 1986).

There is little di¡ect experimental evidence li¡k-
ing grazrng practices to sage grouse population lev-
els (Braun 1987, Connelly and Bralun 1997).
However, grass height and cover affect sage grouse
nest site selection and success QMakkinen 1990,
Gregg L991, Gregg et 

^1. 
1994, Delong et al.1995,

Sveum et 
^1.1998ø). 

Thus, indirect evidence sug-
gests grazing by livestock or wild herbivores that
signifìcantly reduces the herbaceous understory in
breeding habitat may have negative impacts on
sage grouse populations (Braun 1987, Dobkin
1995).

Miscellaneous actiuities. Construction of ¡oads,
powerlines, fences, reservoirs, ranches, farms, and
housing developments has resulted in sage grouse

habitat loss and fragmentation (Braun 1998).
Between 1962 and 1997, >5I,OO0 km of fence were
constructed on land administered by the Bureau of
Land Management in states supporting sage gfouse
populations (T. D. Rich, United States Bureau of
Land Management, personal communication).
Structures such as powerlines and fences pose haz-

ards to sage grouse because they provide addition-
al perch sites for raptors and because sage grouse
may be injured or killed when they fly into these
structrres (Call and Maser 1985).

Weatber
Prolonged drought during the 1930s and mid-

1980s to eady 1990s coincided with declining sage

grouse populations throughout much of the
species' range @atterson 1952, Fischer 1994, H^îÎ
et al. 1994). Drought may affect sage grouse popu-
lations by reducing herbaceous cover at nests and
the quantity and quality of food available for hens
and chicks during spring Qlanf et al. l994,Fischer
et al.1996a).

Spring weather may influence sage grouse prc
duction. Relatively wet springs may result in
increased production (tùØallestad 1975, Autenrieth
1981). However, healy ra,irtfall during egg-laying or
unseasonably cold temperatures with precipitation
during hatching may decrease production
($øallesrad 1975).

There is no evidence that severe winter weather
affects sage grouse populations unless sagebrush
cover has been greatly reduced or eliminated
(Wallestad 197 5, Beck l9TT,Robertson 1 99 1).

iìr
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Predation
Over the last 25 years, numerous studies have

used radiotelemetry to address sage grouse survival
and nest success ($Øallestad 1975; Hulet 1983;
Gregg l))l; Robertson 1991; Connelly ef al. 1993,
1994; Gregg er rl 1994; Sch¡oeder 199Ð. Only
Gregg (1991) and Gregg et al.(1994) indicated that
predation was limiting sage grouse numbers, and
thei¡ research suggested that low nest success from
predation was related to poor nesting habitat. Most
reported nest-success rates are >40%, suggesting
that nest predation is not a widespread problem.
Similarly, high survival rates of adult (Connelly et al.

1993, Zablan 1993) 
^nd 

older (>1O weeks of age)
juvenile sage gfouse indicate that population
declines are not generally related to high levels of
predation. Thus, except for an eady study in
Oregon (Batterson and Morse l949),predation has
not been identi-ûed as a major limiting factor for
sage grouse (Connelly and Braun 199Ð.

Constructing ranches, farms, and housing devel-
opments has resulted in the addition of nonnative
predators to sage grouse habitats, including dogs,
cats, and red foxes (Vulþes uulþes;J. W. Connelly,
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, unpublished
data; B. L rùØelch, United States Forest Service, per-
sonal communication) and may be responsible for
increases in abundance of the coÍrmon raven
(Coruus coratc, Sauer et al.1997). Relatively high
raven populations may decrease sage grouse nest
success (Batterson and Morse 1948, Autenrieth
1981), but rigorous field studies using radioteleme-
try do not support this hypothesis. Current work in
StrawberryValley, Utah, suggests that red foxes are
taking a relatively high proportion of the popula-
tion (Flinders 1999). This may become a greater
problem if red foxes become well established
throughout sag€ grouse breeding habitat.

Recommended guidelines
Sage grouse populations occupy relatively large

areas on a year-round basis (Berry and Eng 1985,
Connelly et al. 1988, tVakkinen 1990, Iæonard et al.

2000), invariably involving a mix of ownership and
jurisdictions. Thus, state and federal natural
resource agencies and private landowners must
coordinate efforts over at least an enti¡e seasonal
range to successfully implement these guidelines.
Based on current knowledge of sage grouse popu-
lation and habitat trends, these guidelines have
been developed to help agencies and landowners
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effectively assess and manage populations, protect
and manage remaining habitats, and restore dam-
aged habitat. Because of gaps in our knowledge
and regional variation in habitat characteristics
(Tisdale and Hironaka 1981), the judgment of local
biologists and quantitative dafa from population
and habitat monitoring are necessary to implement
the guidelines correctly. Further, we urge agencies
to use an adaptive management approach (Macnab
1983, Gratson et al. 1993), using monitoring and
evaluation to assess the success of implementing
these guidelines to manage sage grouse popula-
tions.

Activities responsible for the loss or degradation
of sagebrush habitats also may be used to restore
these habitats. These activities include prescribed
fire, grazing,herbicides, and mechanical treatments.
Decisions on land treatments using these tools
should be based on quantitative knowledge of veg-
etative conditions over an entire population's sea-

sonal range. Generally, the treatment selected
should be that which is least disruptive to the veg-
etation community and has the most rapid recovery
time. This selection should not be based solely on
economic cost.

Definitions
For the pulpose of these guidelines, we define an

occupied lek as a traditional display area in or adja-
cent to sagebrushdominated habitats that has been
attended by >2 male sage grouse in ¿2 of the pre-
vious 5 years. We define a breeding population as a
group of birds associated with 1 or more occupied
leks in the same geographic area sepîrafed from
other leks by >2O km. This definition is somewhat
arbiûary but generally based on maximum dis-
tances females move to nest.

P oþ ulatio n m a.n age lne nt
1) Before making management decisions, agen-

cies should cooperate to fi¡st identify lek locations
and determine whether a population is migratory
or nonmigratory. In the case of migratory popula-
tions, migration routes and seasonal habitats must
be identi-ted to allow for meaningful and correct
management decisions.

2) Breeding populations should be assessed by
either lek counts (census number of males attend-
ing leks) or lek surveys (classify known leks as

active or inactive) each year (Autenrieth et al.

1982). Depending on number of counts each
spring (fenni and }laftzler 1978,Emmons and Braun
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1984) and weather conditions when the counts
were made ,lek counts may not provide an accurate
assessment of sage grouse populations (Beck and
Brar¡n l98O) and the data should be viewed with
caution. Despite these shortcomings, lek counts
provide the best index to breeding population lev-
els and many long-term data sets are available for
trend analysis (Connelly and Braun 199Ð.

3) Production or recruitment should be moni-
tored by brood counts or wing sr¡rveys (Autenrieth
et î1.1982). Brood counts are labor-intensive and
usually result in inadequate sample size. \ù7here

adequate samples of wings can be obtained, we rec-

ommend using wing srrveys to obtain estimates of
sage g¡ouse nesting success and juvenile:adult hen
(including yearlings) ratios.

4) Routine population monitoring should be
used to assess trends and identify problems for all
hunted and nonhunted populations. Check sta-

tions, wing collections, and questionnaires can be
used to obtain harvest information. Breeding pop-
ulation and production data (above) can be used to
monitor nonhunted populations.

5) The genetic variation of relatively small, isolat-
ed populations should be documented to better
understand threats to these populations and imple-
ment approptiate fJjlaîagement actions CYoung
1994, Oyler-McCance et at.7999).

6) Hunting seasons for sage grouse should be
based on careful assessments of population size

and trends. Harvest should not be based on the
observations of Allen (l)54:43), who stated, "Our
populations of small animals operate under a l-year
plan of decimation and replacement; and Nature
habitually maintairis a wide margin of overproduc-
tion. She kills off a huge surplus of animals whether
we take our harvest or not." To the contrary sage

grouse tend to have relatively long lives with low
annual turnover (Zabla¡ 1 993, Connelly ef al. I99 4>

and a low reproductive rate (Gregg 1991, Connelly
etal. 1993). Consequently, hunting maybe additive
to other causes of mortaliry for sage grouse
(|ohnson and Braun 1999, Connelly et al. 2OOOa).

However, most populations appear able to sustain
hunting if managed carefully (Connelly et al.

2OOOa.).

7) If populations occur over relatively large geo-
graphic areas and are stable to increasing, seasons

and bag limits can be relatively hberal (2- to 4btrd
daily bag limit and a 2- fo 5-week season) for hunt-
ing seasons allowing firearms (Braun and Beck
1985).

8) If populations are declining (for 3 or more
consecutive years) or trends are unknown, seasons

and bag limits should be generally consewative (1-

or 2-bird daily bag limit and a l-to 4-week season)
for hunting seasons allowing fitearms, or suspend-
ed (for all types of hunting, including falcon¡y and
Native American subsistence huntingj because of
this species' population characteristics (Braun
1998, Connelly et al.2OOOa).

9) Where populations are hunted, harvest rates
should be IO% or less of the estimated fall popula-
tion to mirúmize negative effects on the subse-
quent year's breeding population (Connelly et al.

2OOOa).

1O) Populations should not be hunted where 5300
birds comprise the breeding population (i.e., <100
males are counted on leks [C. E. Braun, Colorado
Division of Wildlife, unpublished reportl).

11) Spring hunting of sage grouse on leks shottld
be discouraged or, if unavoidable , con-ûned to males
only during the eady portion of the breeding sea-

son. Spring hunting is considered an important tra-
dition for some Native American tribes. However,
in ldaho, 8O% of the leks hunted during spring in
the early t990s(n=5) had become inactive by L994
(connelly et al.1994).
12) Viewing sage grouse on leks (and censusing

leks) should be conducted so that disturbance to
birds is minimized or preferably elirninated (Call
and Maser 1986). Agencies should generally not
provide all lek locations to individuals simply inter-
ested in viewing birds. Instead, 1 to 3 lek locations
should be identified as public viewing leks, and if
demand is great enough, agencies should consider
erecting 2-3 seasonal blinds at these leks for public
use. Camping in the center of or on active leks
should be vigorously discouraged.

13) Discourage establishment of red fox and
other nonnative predator populations in sage
grouse habitats.

14) Fot small, isolated populations and declining
populations, assess the impact of predation on sur-

vival and production. Predator control programs
are expensive and often ineffective. In some cases,

these programs may provide temporary help while
habitat is recovering. Predator management prc
grams also could be considered in areas where sea-

sonal habitats are ilr good condition but thei¡
extent has been reduced gre tly. However, predator
management should be implemented only if the
avalable data (e.9., nest success <25%o, annual sur-
vival of adult hens <45%) support the action.
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Table 3. Characteristics of sagebrush rangeland needed for productive sage grouse habitatGeneral babitat
nxanøSement

The following guide-
lines pertain to all season-
al habitats used by sage
gfouse:

1) Monitor habitat con-
ditions and propose treat-
ments only if warranted
by range condition (i.e.,
the area no longer sup-
ports habitat conditions
descritred in the following
guidelines under habitat
protection). Do not base
land treatments on sched-
ules, targets, or quotas.

2) Use appropriate veg-
etation treatment tech-

Breeding

Height (cm) Canopy (%)

Brood-reari ng Wintere

Height(cm) Canopy(%) Height(cm) Canopy(%)

Mesic sitesa

Sagebrush 40-80
Crass-forb >1BC

Arid sitesa

Sagebrush 30 B0

Grass/forb >18c

Areab >Bo

40 B0 10 25

variable >15

40 B0 10 25

variable >15

>40

2515 10-30
N/A N/A

25 35 i0-30
N/A N/A

>80

15 25

>25d

15 25

>15

a Mesic and arid sites should be defined on a local basis; annual precipitation, herbaceous
understory, and soils should be considered (Tisdale and Hironaka 'l 981, Hironaka et al. 'l 983).
b Percentage of seasonal habitat needed with indicated conditions
c Measured as "droop height"; the highest naturally growing portion of the plant
d Coverag" should exceed 15o/"lor perennial grasses and 10"/ofor forbs; values should be

substantially greater if most sagebrush has a growth form that provides little lateral cover
(Schroeder 1 995)
e Values for height and canopy coverãge are for shrubs exposed above snow.1

niques (e.g., mechanical methods, fire) to remove
junipers and other conifers that have invaded sage
grouse habitat (Commons et al. 1999). Whenever
possible, use vegetation control techniques that are
least disruptive to the stand of sagebrush, if this
stand meets the needs of sage grouse (Table 3).

3) Increase the visibility of fences and other
structures occurring within 1 km of seasonal
ranges by flagging or similar means if these struc-
tures appear hazardous to flying grouse (e.g., birds
have been observed hitting or narrowly missing
these structures or grouse remains have been found
next to these structures).

4) Ävoid building powedines and other tall struc-
tufes that provide perch sites for raptors within 3
km of seasonal habitats. If these structures must be
built, o¡ presently exist, the lines should be tluried
or poles modified to prevent their use as raptor
perch sites.

Bre eding babitat Tranagement
For migratory and nonmigratory populations, lek

attendance, nesting, and eady brood rearing occur
in breeding habitats. These habitats are sagebrush-
dominated rangelands with a healthy herbaceous
understory a,Íd are critical for survival of sage
grouse populations. Mechanical disturbance, pre-
scritled fire, and herbicides can be used to restore
sage grouse habitats to those conditions identified
as appropriate in the following sections on habitat
protection. Local biologists and range ecologists
should select the appropriate technique on a case-

by-case basis. Generally, fìre should not be used in
breeding habitats dominated by tùØyoming big sage-

brush if these areas support sage grouse. Fi¡e can
be difficult to control and tends to burn the best
remaining nesting and eady brood-rearing habitats
(i.e., those areas with the best remairùrg underste
ry), while leaving areas with poor understory.
Further, we recoûrmend against using fire in habi-
tats dominated by xeric mountain big sagebrush (,4.

t. xericensis) because annual grasses commonly
invade these habitats and much of the original
habitat has been altered by fire @unting et al.
7987).

Although mining and energy development are
coûlmon activities throughout the range of sage
grouse, quantitative data on the long-term effects of
the se activities on sage grouse are limited.
However, some negative impacts have been docu-
mented (Braun 1998, Lyon 2000). Thus, these activ-
ities should be discouraged in breeding habitats,
but when they are unavoidable , restoration efforts
should follow procedures outliried in these guide-
lines.

Ha.bitat protedion
1) Manage breeding habitats to support 15-25%

canopy cover of sagebrush, perennial herbaceous
cover averaging >18 cm in height with >15%
canopy cover for grasses and¿lO% for forbs and a

diversity of forbs (Barnett and Crawford 1994,Drut
et al. I994a, Äpa 1998) during spring (Table 3).
Habitats meeting these conditions should have a

high priority for wildfire suppression and should
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not be considered for sagebrush control prografiìs.
Sagebrush and herbaceous cover should provide
overhead and laienl concealment from predators.
11 average sagebrush height is >75 cm, herbaceous
cover may need to be substantially greater than 18

cm to provide this protection. There is much vari-
ability among sagebrush-dominated habitats
(Tisdale and Hi¡onaka 1981, Hironaka et al.7983),
and some Wyoming sagebrush and low sagebrush
breeding habitats may not support 25% herbaceous
cover. In these areas, total herbaceous cover should
be >15 % (Íable 3). Further, the herbaceous height
requirement may not be possible in habitats domi-
nated by grasses that are relatively short when
mature. In all of these cases, local biologists and
range ecologists should develop height and cover
requirements that are reasonable and ecologically
defensible. Leks tend to be relatively open, thus
cover on leks should not meet these requirements.

2) For nonmigratory grouse occupying habitats
flraT 

^re 
distributed uniformly (i.e., habitats have

the characteristics described in guideline 7 and a¡e
generally distributed around the leks), protect (i.e.,

do not manipulate) sagebrush and herbaceous
understory within 3.2 Wn of all occupied leks. For
nonmigratory populations, consider leks the center
of year-round activity and use them as focal points
for management efforts @raun et al. 1977).

3) For nonmigratory populations where sage-

brush is not distributed uniformly (i.e., habitats
have the characteristics described in guideline 1

but distributed irregulady v/ith respect to leks),
protect suitable habitats for < 5 km from all occu-
pied leks. Use radiotelemetry, repeated suweys for
grouse use, or habitat mapping to identify nesting
and early brood-rearing habitats.

4) For migfatory populations, identify and pro-
tect breedirig habitats within 18 km of leks in a

marürer similar to that described for nonmigratory
sage grouse. For migratory sage grouse, leks gener-

alTy are associated with nesting habitats but migra-
tory birds may move >18 km from leks to nest sites.

Thus, protection of habitat within 3.2 km of leks
may not protect most of the important nesting
areas QØakkinen et al 1992, Lyon 20OO).

5) In areas of large-scale habi¡at loss Q40% of
original breeding habitat), protect all remaining
habitats from additional loss or degradation. If
remaining habitats are degraded, follow guidelines
for habitat restoration listed below.

6) During drought periods þ2 consecutive
years), reduce stocking rates or change manage-

Sage grouse just leaving a nest in good condition breeding
habitat in southwestern ldaho. Note the height of grass and
herbaceous cover

ment practices for livestock, wild horses, and wild
ungulates if cover requirements during the nesting
and brood-rearing periods are not met. Graùng
pressure from domestic livestock and wild ungu-
lates should be managed in a manner that at all
times addresses the possibility of drought.

7) Suppress wildfì¡es in all breeding habitats. In
the event of multiple fires, land management agen-

cies should have all breeding habitats identified and
prioritized for suppression, giving the greatest pri-
ority to those that have become fragmented or
reduced by >4O% in the last 30 years.

8) Adjust timing of energy exploration, develop-
ment, and construction activity to minimize distur-
bance of sage grouse breeding activities. Energy-
related facilities should be located >3.2 km from
active leks whenever possible. Human activities
within view of or <0 5 km from leks shot¡ld Lre min-
imized during the eady morning and late evening
when bi¡ds are near or on leks.

Habitat restoration
1) Before initiating vegetation treatments, quanti-

tatively evaluate the area proposed for treatment to
ensure that it does not have sagebrush and herba-
ceous cover suitable for breeding habitat (Table 3).
Treatments should not be undertaken within sage

grouse habitats until the limiting vegetation fac-
tor(s) has been identified, the proposed treatment
is known to provide the desired vegetation
response, and land-use activities can be managed
after treatment to ensure that vegetation obiectives
are met.

2) Restore degraded rangelands to a condition
t}ra;f 

^g 
ifl provides suitable breeding habitat for

sage grouse by including sagebrush, native forbs
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(especially legumes), and native grasses in reseed-
ing efforts (Apa 1998). If native forbs and grasses
are unavajlable, use species that are functional
equivalents and provide habitat characteristics sim-
ilar to those of native species.

3) Where the sagebrush overstory is intact but
the understory has been degraded severely and
quality of nesting habitat has declined (Table l), use
appropriate techniques (e.g., brush beating in
strips or patches and interseed with native grasses
and forbs) that retain some sagebrush but open
shrub canopy to encourage forb and grass growth.

4) Do not use fire in sage grouse habitats prone
to invasion by cheatgrass and other invasive weed
species unless adequate measures are included in
restoration plans to replace the cheatgrass under-
story with perennial species using approved
reseeding strategies. These strategies could inc-
lude, but are not limited to, use of pre-emergent
herbicides (e.g., Oust@, Plateau@) to retard cheat-
grass germination until perennial herbaceous
species trecome established.

5) When restoring habitats dominated by
Wyoming big sagebrush, regardless of the tech-
niques used (e.g., prescribed fìre, herbicides), do
not treat >2O% of the breeding habitat (including
areas burned by wildrire) within a 30-year period
(Bunting ef 

^1. 
1987). The 3o-year period repre-

sents the approximate recovery time for a stand of
Wyoming big sagebrush. Additional rreatments
should be deferred until the previously treated area
again provides suitable breeding habitat (Tabl€ 3).
In some cases, this may take <30 years and in other
cases >30 years. If 2,4-D or similar herbicides are
used, they should be applied in strips such that
their effect on forbs is minimized. Because fire gen-
erally burns the best remaining sage grouse habitats

Nest habitat is

lcla ho.

Sage grouse management o Connelly et al. 979

i.¡t?r:1n

This breeding habitat is in poor condition because of a lack of
understory

(i.e., those with the best understory) and leaves
areas with sparse understory use fire for habitat
restoration only when it can be convincingly
demonstrated to be in the best interest of sage
grouse.

6) When restoring habitats dominated by moun-
tain big sagebrush, regardless of the techniques
used (e.g., fire, herbicides), treat <2O% of tlre breed-
ing habitat (including areas bumed by wildfire)
within a 2O-yem period (Bunting et al. 1987). The
2Gyear period represents the approximate recov-
ery time for a stand of mountain big sagebrush.
,q.dditional treatments should be deferred until the
previously treated area again provides suitable
breeding habitat (Iable 3). In some cases, this may
take <2O years and in other cases >20 yeats. If 2,4-
D or similar herbicides are used, they should be
applied in strips such that thei¡ effect on forbs is
minimized.

7) All wildfires and prescribed burns should be
evaluated as soon as possible to detemfuie whether
reseeding is necessary to achieve habitat manage-
ment objectives. If needed, reseed with sagebrush,
native bunchgrasses, and forbs whenever possible.

8) Until research unequivocally demonstrates
that using tebuthiuron and similar-acting herbicides
to control sagebrush has no long-lasting negative
impacts on sage grouse habitat, use these herbi-
cides only on an experimental basis and over a suf-
ficiently small area that any long-term negative
impacts are negligible. Because these herbicides
have the potential of reducing but not eliminating
sagebrush cover within grouse breeding habitats,
thus stimulating herbaceous development, their use
as sage grouse habitat management tools should be
examined closely.

measured in Owyhee County, southwestern
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.John Crawford explains Oregon's sage Brouse research program
to field-trip attendees during a meeting of the Western States

Sage and Columbian sharp-tailed Crouse Technical Committee.

Summer -late brood-rea.ring babitøt
nxana.gement

Sage grouse may use avanety of habitats, includ-
ing meadows, farmland, dry lakebeds, sagebrush,
and riparian zones from late June to eady
November @atterson 1952, Wallestad 1975,
Connelly 1982, Hanl et 

^1. 
7994). Generally, these

habitats are characterizedby relatively moist condi-
tions and many succulent forbs in or adjacent to
sagebrush cover.

Habitat þrotection
1) Avoid land-use practices that reduce soil mois-

ture effectiveness, increase erosion, cause invasion
of exotic plants, and reduce abundance and diversi-
ty offorbs.

2) Avoid removing sagebrush within 300 m of
sage grouse foraging areas along riparian zones,
meadows, lakebeds, and farmland, unless such
removal is necessary to achieve habitat m nage-

ment objectives (e.g., meadow restoration, treat-
ment of conifer encroachment).

3) Discourage use ofvery toxic organophospho-
rus and carbamate insecticides in sage grouse

brood-rearing habitats. Sage grouse using agricul-
tural areas may be adversely affected by pesticide
applications @lus et al. 1989). Less toxic agri-

chemicals or biological control may provide suit-

able altematives in these areas.

4) Avoid developing springs for livestock wafeÍ,
but if water from a spring will be used in a pipeline
or trough, design the project to maintaful free water
and wet meadows at the spring. Capturing water
from springs using pipelines and troughs may
adversely affect wet meadows used by grouse for
loragtng

Habitat restoration
1) Use brush beating or other mechanical treat-

ments in strips 4-8 m wide in areas with relatively
high shrubcanopy cover e35% total shrub cover)
to improve late brood-rearing habitats. Brush beat-
ing can be used to effectively create different age

classes of sagebrush in large areas with little age

diversiry
2) If brush beating is impractical, use fire or her-

tlicides to create a mosaic of openings in mountain
big sagebrush and mixed-sh¡ub communities used
as late brood-rearing habitats where total sh¡ub
cover is >35%. Generally,lO-2O% canopy cover of
sagebrush and <25% total shrub cover will provide
adequate habitat for sage gfouse during suûtmer.

3) Construct water developments for sage grouse

only in or adjacent to known sufirmer-use areas and
provide escape ramps suitable for all avian species
and other small animals. Water developments and
"guzzlers" may improve sage grouse summer habi-
tats (Auteririeth et rl. 1982, Hanf et al. L994).
However, sage grouse used these developments
infrequently in southeastem Idaho because most
'were constructed in sage grouse winter and breed-
ing habitat rather than suûìmer range (Connelly
and Doughty 1989).

4) Whenever possible, modify developed springs
and other water sources to restore natural free-
flowing water and wet meadow habitats.

Winter habitat 7n a.na.genxent
Sagebrush is the essential component of winter

habitat. Sage grouse select winter-use sites based
on snow depth and topography, and snow{all can
affect the amorürt and height of sagebrush available
to grouse (Connelly 1982, Hupp and Braun 1989,
Robertson 1991). Thus, on a landscape scale, sage

gror¡se winter habitats should allow grouse access

to sagebrush under all snow conditions (Iable 3).

Habitat protection
1) Maintain sagebrush communities on a land-

scape scale, allowing sage grouse access to sage-

brush stands with canopy cover of IO-3O% and
heights of at least 25-35 cm regardless of snow
cover. These areas should be high priority for wild-
fire suppression and sagebrush control should be
avoided.

2) Protect patches of sagebrush within bumed
areas from disturbance and manipulation. These
areas may provide the only winter habitat for sage
grouse and their loss could result in the extirpation
of the grouse population. They also are important
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seed sources for sagebrush reestablishment in the
burned areas. During fire-suppression activities do
not remove or burn any remaining patches of sage-

tlrush within the fìre perimeter.
J) In areas of large-scale habitat loss Q4O% of

original winter habitat), protect all remaining sage-

brush habitats.

Habitøt restoration
1) Reseed former winter range with the appro-

priate subspecies of sagebrush and herbaceous
species unless the species are recolonizing the area
in a density that would allow recovery gfable 3)
within 15 years.

2) Discourage prescribed burns >50 ha, and do
not bum >2O% of an are used by sage grouse dur-
ing winter within any 2O-3Çyear interval (depend-
ing on estimated recovery time for the sagebrush
habitat).

Conservation strategies
'W'e recommend that each state and province

develop and implement conservation plans for sage
grouse. These plans should use local working
groups comprised of representatives of all interest-
ed agencies, organizations, and individuals to iden-
túy and solve regional issues (Anonymous 199Ð.
\øithin the context of these plans, natural resource
agencies should cooperate to document the
amount and condition of sagebrush rangeland
remaining in the state or province. Local and
regional plans should summarize common prob-
lems to conserye sage grouse and general condi-
tions (Iable 3) needed to maintall healthy sage
grouse populations. Local di-fferences in conditions
that affect sage grouse populations may occur and
should be considered in conservation plans.
Natural resource agencies should identify remain-
ing breeding and winter ranges in Wyoming big
sagebrush habitats and establish these areas as high
priority for wildfre suppression. P¡escribed burn-
ing in habitats that are in good ecological condition
should be avoided. Protection and restoration of
sage grouse habitats also will likely benefit many
other sagebrush obligate species (Saab and Rich
7997) and enhance efforts to conserve and restore
sagebrush steppe.

Although translocating sage grouse to historical
range has been done on nrunerous occasions, few
attempts have been successful (Musil et al. 1993,
Reese and Connelly 199Ð. Thus, we agree with
Reese and Connelly (1997) that translocation

Sage grouse management . Connelly et al. 981

efforts should be viewed as only experimental at
this time and not as a viable management strategy.

More information is needed on characteristics of
healthy sagebrush ecosystems and the relationship
of grazrng to sage g¡ouse production. Field experi-
ments should be implemented to evaluate the rela-
tionship of grazing pressure (i.e., disturbance and
removal of herbaceous cover) to sage grouse nest
success and juvenile survival (Connelly and Braun
1997). Tlr.. overall quality of existing sage grouse
habitat will become increasingly important as

quantify of these habitats decrease. Sage grouse
populations appeat relatively secure in some por-
tions of their range and, at risk in other portions.
However, populations that have thus far survived
extensive habitat loss may still face extinction
because of a time lag between habitat loss and ulti-
mate population collapse (Cowlishaw 1999).
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DISTRIBUTION, ABL]NDANCE,

Martes americana

Order: CARNIVORA Class: MAMMALIA

AND SEASONALITY

Uncommon to common, permanent resident of Nofh Coast regions and Sierra Nevada,
Klamath, and Cascades Mts. Optimal habitats are various mixed evergreen forests with more
than 40'r/o crown closure, with large trees and snags. Important habitats include red f,rr,

lodgepole pine, subalpine conifer, mixed conifer, Jeffrey pine, and eastside pine (Grinnell et
al. 1931, Schemof and White l9l 7, Clark et al. I 987).

SPECIFIC HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

Feeding: American martens are mostly carnivorous, taking primarily small mammals: tree
squirrels, chipmunks, mice, shrews, rabbits, hares, and pikas. Spring through autumn, often
eat birds. insects, and fruits. Eat fish, and will forage along edge of water (Haley 1975).
Forage on ground, and in trees, snags, logs, and rock areas. May tunnel under snow.
Search and pounce on, or chase prey. Use forepaws to remove birds from tree cavities.
Individuals may travel up to 24 km (15 mi) hunting in 1 night.

Cover: Use cavities in large trees, snags, stumps, logs, or burrows, caves, and crevices in
rocþ areas for denning cover. Less commonly will den in woodpiles, cabins, and other
human artifacts. Also may den under snow near logs, stumps, or other objects.

Reproduction: Nests are located in cavities, as described above, lined with leaves, grass,
mosses, or other vegetation.

'Water: 
No information found.

Pattern: Habitat with limited human use is important. Martens require a variety of
different-aged stands, particularly old-growth conifers and snags, which provide abundant
cavities for denning and nesting. Tend to travel along ridgetops, andrarely move across

large areas devoid of canopy cover. Small clearings, meadows, and riparian areas provide
foraging habitats, particularly during snow-free periods. Little information available on the
interspersion ofhabitats required by this species.

SPECIES LIFE HISTORY

Activity Pattems: Active yearlong. Mostly noctumal and crepuscular, some diurnal
actlvlty.

Seasonal MovementsiMigration: Non-migratory, although may move to lower elevations in
winter.

Home Range: In Montana, home ranges of males averaged 238ha (589 ac), and varied
from 88-262 ha(218-646 ac). Home ranges offemales averaged 70ha(173 ac), and varied
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from 8-52 ha (19-128 ac) (Hawley and Newby 1957). Home ranges often coincide with
topographical or vegetation features, such as timber stands, ridges, streams, meadows, or
bums.

Tenitory: Territory may equal home range; antisocial behavior between males observed

within a male's home range. In contrast, males and females tolerant of each other, and adults

tolerant of juveniles, in other observations.

Reproduction: Breed in summer; have a gestation of 220-290 days, including delayed

implantation (Maser et al. 1981). Embryos usually implanted in uterus during February,
having an active growing period of abouf" 27 days prior to binh. Most litters born in March and

April, some as late as June. One lilterlyr of an average 3.5 young, ranging from l-5. Young
stay with female until autumn, and then begin solitary life. Males are mature sexually at I yt,
females af 2yr.

Niche: Occasionally prey of fishers, bobcats, great horned owls, and eagles (deVos

1952). Agile climbers, and mostly arboreal. Population levels appear to follow primary prey
abundance. Sensitive to human disturbance, and trapped easily. Large clearcuts, extensive

even-aged forest management, and destruction of mature stands are detrimental to these

mustelids. Potentially compete with other camivorous forest-dwelling mammals and birds,
such as fishers, bobcats, spotted owls, great homed owls, and accipiters. Competition for
den sites may occur with other cavity using species.
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s.YEAR REVIEW
Owens tui chub (Siphateles bicolor snyderi : Gila bicolor snyderi)

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

Purpose of S-Year Reviews:

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is required by section a@)Q) of the Endangered
Species Act (Act) to conduct a status review of each listed species at least once every 5 years.

The purpose of a 5-year review is to evaluate whether or not the species' status has changed

since it was listed (or since the most recent 5-year review). Based on the S-year review, we
recommend whether the species should be removed from the list of endangered and threatened
species, be changed in status from endangered to threatened, or be changed in status from
threatened to endangered. Our original listing of a species as endangered or threatened is based

on the existence of threats attributable to one or more of the five threat factors described in
section a(a)(l) of the Act, and we must consider these same hve factors in any subsequent

consideration of reclassification or delisting of a species. In the 5-year review, we consider the
best available scientific and commercial data on the species, and focus on new information
available since the species was listed or last reviewed. If we recommend a change in listing
status based on the results of the 5-year review, we must propose to do so through a separate

rule-making process defined in the Act that includes public review and comment.

Species Overview:

The information in this section on the Owens tui chub (Siphateles bicolor snyderi : Gila bicolor
snyderi) is summarized from the Draft Recovery Planfor the Owens tui chub, Gila bicolor
snyderi (Service 1990) (Draft Recovery Plan) and the Owens Basin Wetland and Aquatic Species
Recovery Plan, Inyo and Mono Counties, Calfornia (Service 1998) (Recovery Plan), which
includes the Owens tui chub. The Owens tui chub is a member of the minnow family
(Cyprinidae) and is endemic to the Owens Basin, Mono and Inyo Counties, California. It is
restricted currently to six isolated sites, all of which have been artificially created or altered in
some fashion. The Owens tui chub prefers slow-movingwaler, with the presence of submerged
vegetation and cover (e.g., rocks, undercut banks) (Jenkins 1990, McEwan 1990, Leunda et al.

2005). It is an opporhrnistic omnivore, consuming aquatic insects, vegetation, and detritus
(McEwan 1991). Life expectancy is likely several years (Scoppettonne 1988), with sexual
maturity reached by age 2 (McEwan 1990). Spawning occurs from late winter to early summer,
usually over gravel substrate or aquatic vegetation. Females can produce large numbers of eggs
(McEwan 1989), and there are multiple spawning bouts. Recent genetic analysis of several
Owens tui chub populations revealed that there are two distinct lineages within the Owens tui
chub, an Owens lineage and a Toikona lineage (Chen et aL.2007). Threats to the Owens tui chub
include: habitat loss and alteration, predation, disease, competition, inbreeding depression,
genetic drift, hybridization, population loss from stochastic events, and climate change.
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Methodology Used to Complete This Review:

The Ventura Fish and V/ildlife Office (VFWO) prepared this review, following the Region 8
guidance issued in March 2008. V/e used information from the Draft Recovery Plan and the
Recovery Plan, published journal articles on the species, reports from experts who have been
monitoring various populations of this species, dissertations and theses from universities, and the
California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) maintained by the California Department of
Fish and Game (CDFG). We received no information from the public in response to our Federal
Register notice initiating this 5-year review (73 FR 11945). This S-year review contains updated
information on the species' biology and threats, and an assessment of that information compared
to that known at the time of listing. We focus on current threats to the species that are
attributable to the Act's five listing factors. The review synthesizes all this information to
evaluate the listing status of the species and provides an indication of its progress towards
recovery. Finally, based on this synthesis and the th¡eats identif,red in the five-factor analysis, we
recommend a prioritized list of conservation actions be completed or initiated within the next 5

years.

Contact Information:

Lead Field Office: Judy Hohman, Senior Biologist, (805) 644-1766, ext.304, and
Michael McCrary, Listing and Recovery Coordinator, (805) 644-1766, ext.372, Ventura
Fish and Wildlife Office, Ventura, Californra.

Federal Register (FR) Notice Citation Announcing Initiation of This Review: A notice
announcing initiation of the 5-year review of this taxon and the opening of a 60-day period to
receive information from the public was published in the Federal Register on March 5,2008 (73
FR 11945). We received no information from the public in response to this notice.

Listing History:

Orisinal Listins
FR Notice: Federal Register Volume 50, Number 150, pp.31592-31597
Date of Final Listing Rule: August 5, 1985

Entity Listed: Gila bicolor snyderi, a fish subspecies. The genus was changed to
Siphateles in 1998, with the publication of genetic data for the family Cyprinidae in the
western United States by Simons and Mayden (1998).
Classification: Endangered

State Listine: The Owens tui chub, Gila bicolor snyderi, was listed by the State of
California as endangered on January 10,I974.

Associated Rulemakings: The Service designated critical habitat for the Owens tui chub in
1985 in the Federal Register Volume 50, Number 150, pp.31592-31597.
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Review History: Although this is the first 5-year status review for the Owens tui chub since it
was listed in 1985, updated information on status and threats was included in the 1998 Recovery
Plan.

Species' Recovery Priority Number at Start of S-Year Review: The recovery priorify number
for Siphateles bicolor snyderi is 9 according to the 2008 Recovery Data Call for the Ventura Fish
and \Mildlife Office, based on a 1-18 ranking system where 1 is the highest-ranked recovery
priority and 18 is the lowest (Endangered and Threatened Species Listing and Recovery Priority
Guidelines, 48 FR 43098, September 21,1983). This number indicates that the taxon is a
subspecies that faces a moderate degree of threat and has a high potential for recovery. Based on
the information obtained during the preparation of this 5-year review, we believe the recovery
priority number should be changed to 3. Please see the "New Recovery Priority Number and
Brief Rationale" section below for our reason for making this change.

Recovery Plan or Outline

Name of Plan or Outlinez Owens Basin Wetland and Aquatic Species Recovery Plan,
Inyo and Mono Counties, California
I)ate Issued: September 30, 1998
I)ates of Previous Revisions, if applicable: There have been no revisions to this
recovery plan.

II. REVIEW ANALYSIS

Application of the 1996 Distinct Population Segment (DPS) Policy

The Endangered Species Act def,rnes "species" as including any subspecies of fish or wildlife or
plants, and any distinct population segment (DPS) of any species of vertebrate wildlife. This
definition of species under the Act limits listing as distinct population segments to species of
vertebrate fish or wildlife. The 1996 Policy Regarding the Recognition of Distinct Vertebrate
Population Segments under the Endangered Species Act (6 1 FR 4722, February 7 , 1996) clarifies
the interpretation of the phrase "distinct population segment" for the purposes of listing,
delisting, and reclassifting species under the Act.

The Owens tui chub was listed as a subspecies with no mention of a DPS. Recent genetic
analyses of this subspecies and various populations suggest that the Owens tui chub could be

considered a separate species. Within this possible species designation there are there are two
distinct genetic lineages, the Owens lineage and the Toikona lineage. Researchers have not
proposed a formal t¿xonomic split of these lineages until more information on meristic (counting
quantitative features of fish, such as the number of fins or scales) and osteological characters are

available. Each of these lineages could potentially be classified as a DPS. However, we do not
believe it is crucial to the recovery of the Owens tui chub to conduct a formal DPS anaþsis at the
present time. The Service and the CDFG are developing and implementing a management plan
to ensure that both lineages are managed for and maintained.

Information on the Species and its Status
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Species Biolosy and Life History

The Owens tui chub evolved in the Owens River watershed with only three other smaller species
of fishes, Owens pupfish (Cyprinodon radiosus), O\ryens speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus
ssp.), and Owens sucker (Catostomus fumeiventrl.y'. These species are not predators of other fish
species. Thus, the Owens tui chub evolved in an environment with no aquatic predators.

Little is known about the life history of the Owens tui chub. It likely has similar requirements as

other subspecies of tui chubs to which it is closely related (Service 1990). As with other tui
chubs, the Owens tui chub prefers water with low velocities such as portions of the Owens River,
associated tributaries, springs, sloughs, drainage ditches, and irrigation canals (Service 1990),
with dense aquatic vegetation for cover and habitat for insect food items (McEwan 1990).

The Owens tui chub is an opportunistic omnivore, consuming aquatic insects, vegetation, and
detritus (Cooper 1978; McEwan 1990, 1991). Owens tui chubs feed mainly by gleaning and
grazing among submerged vegetation. Its diet varies seasonally (McEwan 1990); the dominant
items in its diet are chironomid larvae and algae in spring, chironomid larvae in summer,
hydroptilid caddisflies in fall, and chironomid larvae in winter (McEwan 1990, Geologica 2003).

Life expectancy is likely several years. At Hot Creek Headwaters (see Figure 2), the age of the
oldest fish captured was estimated to be at leastT years (McEwan 1989, 1990). However, age
determination for fish that occupy spring habitats with constant water temperatures is difficult
because growth is relatively constant year-round, and annular marks on otoliths, scales, or bones
used to determine age aîe either absent or unreliable (McEwan 1990).

For Owens tui chubs in springs with constant water temperature, sexual maturity is reached at 2
years of age for females and 1 year of age for males (McEwan 1989, 1990). At other sites with
varied temperatures, both male and female Owens tui chubs likely become sexually mature at
age 2 (McBwan 1990). Spawning occurs from late winter to early summer at spring habitats
(McEwan 1990), with spawning likely triggered by day length. In riverine and lacustrine or
lake-like habitats where water temperatures fluctuate seasonally, the Owens tui chub spawns in
spring and early summer (McEwan 1989), with spawning triggered by warming water
temperatures. Spawning usually occurs over gravel substrate or aquatic vegetation, with the eggs
adhering to these features. There are multiple spawning bouts during the breeding season
(Moyle 1976), and each female produces large numbers of eggs at each bout (McEwan 1989).
Similar species of tui chubs produce 4,000 to 5,000 eggs per season (Service 1984). Hatching
time is likely influenced by water temperature, with eggs hatching earlier in warmer water
(Cooper 1978). Fry congregate in areas with cover (Moyle 1976). Growth during the f,rrst
summer is rapid, with yearling fish ranging in size from22 to 42 millimeters (mm) (0.9 to 1.8
inches (in)) (Moyle 1976).

Taxonom)¡ and Morpholo gy

The Owens tui chub is a member of the minnow family (Cyprinidae). Individuals range from 15

mm (0.6 in) to 180 mm (7 in) in length (Miller 1973). This fish is dusky-olive in color from
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above with a gold-colored head. The sides of the body are blue and gold. The fins are olive-
brown to reddish-brown. The Owens tui chub is distinguished from other tui chubs by the
presence of lateral radii on the scales with a rounded or shield-shaped scale base (Miller 1973,
Madoz et al. 2005). It is similar morphologically to the Mohave tui chub (Siphateles bicolor
mohavensis), which occurs to the south of the Owens tui chub in the Mojave Desert, and the
Lahontan tui chub (Siphateles bicolor obesa), which occurs to the north in the Walker River.
The similarity of these three subspecies plus hydrographic evidence suggest that the drainages
where these species currently occur were once connected, although not contemporaneously.

Distribution and Abundance

The Owens tui chub is endemic to the Owens Basin (Owens Valley, Round Valley, and Long
Valley) of Inyo and Mono Counties, California (Service 1998) (see Figure 1). Historically, the
Owens tui chub occurred in large numbers in suitable habitat throughout the Owens Basin,
including the Owens River and associated tributaries, springs, drainage ditches, and irrigation
canals. Capture efforts by researchers in the late 19th and early-to-mid 20th centuries suggest that
the Owens tui chub was common in the Owens Valley floor (Gilbert 1893, Snyder 1917, Miller
1973). However, when Miller published the official scientific description of the subspecies in
1973,the population size and range of the Owens tui chub had been drastically reduced.

When listed in 1985, only two populations of Owens tui chub were believed to exist (50 FR
31592, Chen et at.2007). One is the Hot Creek Headwaters population, which is located at the
headwaters of Hot Creek above the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery (Figure 2). The site consists of two
springs, AB Spring and CD Spring. The second population is in the Upper Owens Gorge located
below Long Valley Dam and above the town of Bishop (Figure 2).

Subsequent to listing, a third population at Cabin Bar Ranch (owned by the Anheuser Busch
Company) was discovered in 1987 (Miller 1997). The Cabin Bar Ranch population consisted of
fish occupying irrigation ditches fed by a spring on the southwest shore of Owens Dry Lake
(Chen 2006). Predation from introduced largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) and sunfish
(Lepomis macrochirus) and failure to maintain adequate water quality and quantity extirpated the
Cabin Bar Ranch population of Owens tui chub in 2003.

Prior to 2003, individuals from the Hot Creek Headwaters, Upper Owens Gorge, and Cabin Bar
Ranch populations were translocated to establish additional populations of Owens tui chubs.
Currently, the Owens tui chub is limited to six isolated sites (Figure 2): Hot Creek Headwaters
(AB Spring and CD Spring), Little Hot Creek Pond, Upper Owens Gorge, Mule Spring, White
Mountain Research Station (operated by the University of California), and Sotcher Lake, the last
of which is outside the historicalrange of the species in Madera County. The populations at these
six sites are genetically pure Owens tui chubs (see Genetics section). The current populations of
the Owens tui chub and the origins of the fish stock from relict populations are listed in Table 1

(Conservation Management Institute 1996, Service 1998, Potter 2004, Chen et aI.2007 , and
Parmenter in litt. 2007).

The population that may have expanded its range is the Upper Owens Gorge population.
Individuals thought to be Owens tui chubs were observed in the Lower Owens Gorge in 1995

Ð
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Table 1. Owens tui chub (Siphateles bicolor snyderi) populations at the time of listing in 1985,
current populations, land ownership, and estimated population size.

LADWP: Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

'BLM: Bureau of Land Management

and 2008 in a portion of the Owens Gorge re-watered since 1992 (Fransz 1997,}Jill in litt.2008).
However, no Owens tui chubs were captured in the Lower Owens Gorge in 1998 despite
extensive trapping and electrofishing efforts (Malengo 1998). We need to conduct a genetic
analysis of these fish to determine whether they are pure Owens tui chubs or hybrids.

The Hot Creek Headwaters (AB and CD Springs), Upper Owens Gorge, and White Mountain
Research Station populations of the Owens tui chub are on lands owned by the Los Angeles

Populations at the
Time of Listing

Current Populations Land
Ownership

Initial
Population
Count and

I)ate

Most Recent
Population
Count and

Date
Owens Tui Chub Linease

Hot Creek Headwaters
AB Spring

CD Spring

Hot Creek Headwaters
AB Spring

CD Spring

LADWP'
334 + 105

(1 e88)
523 + t46

(1 e88)

t80-245
(reee)
None

observed in
t998-99

Little Hot Creek Pond Inyo
National
Forest

811
transplanted

(1988)

No count

Upper Owens Gorge Upper Owens Gorge LADWP 2818 (1989) 28 observed
(1999)

White Mountain
Research Station (3

oonds)

LADWP 40
transplanted

fi999\

No count

Sotcher Lake Inyo
National

Forest

No count No count

Toikona Tui Chub Linease
Cabin Bar Ranch Anheuser

Busch Co.
No count Extirpated

Mule Spring BLM, 59
transplanted

(1ee1)

250-338
(2007)

214-30s
t2008)

White Mountain
Research Station
11 nondl

LADWP 24
transplanted

l1 987)

No count
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Department of 'Water and Power (LADWP). The Sotcher Lake and Little Hot Creek Pond
populations are on lands managed by the Inyo National Forest, and the Mule Spring population is

on land managed by the Bureau of Land Management (Chen and May 2003).

Information on Owens tui chub abundance or changes in population size is limited or unknown
for these populations (Table 1), and when counts have been made, the methodologies used to
estimate population size have varied (Malengo 1999, Geologica2}03, Eckland and McKee 2007,
and Holmes et al. 2008). While we know that these populations currently exist, we are unable to
determine whether they are increasing, decreasing, or stable. No information is available on
population age structure, sex ratio, or mortality.

Habitat or Ecosystem

Much of the aquatic habitat in the Owens Valley has been eliminated or modified since the early
1900s. Water has been dammed, diverted, and transported to Los Angeles for human
consumption, or is used locally for agriculture and human consumption. Of the remaining
perennial aquatic habitat in the Owens Valley, much of it contains the abiotic features (e.g.,
water velocity, water quality, cover) needed by the Owens tui chub but not the biotic features
(e.g., absence of non-native aquatic species that prey on or hybridize with Owens tui chubs) (see

Five Factor Analysis, C: Disease or Predation section).

The Owens tui chub occurs in low-velocity waters with well-developed beds of aquatic
vegetation, rocks, and undercut banks (Leunda et al. 2005). Jenkins (1990) observed Owens tui
chubs only in the lacustrine habitats of a weir pool and beaver pond in the upper portion of the
Owens Gorge. These areas had mud bottoms and aquatic vegetation. Riffle and run habitats of
the Owens River in the Gorge were devoid of chubs. Vegetation is likely important to Owens tui
chubs for predator avoidance, reproduction, food, and reduced water velocity (McEwan 1990,

1991, Conservation Management Institute 1996, Geologica2003). Aquatic vegetation is

especially important as it provides plant food and habitat for aquatic invertebrates, the main food
item of the Owens tui chub (McEwan 1990,1991). Water temperature is usually fairly constant
at spring sites (e.g., 59 degrees Fahrenheit ("F) (15 degrees Centigrade ["C])) at Hot Creek
Headwaters, but can fluctuate from 36 to 78 "F (2 to 25'C) in a river (e.g., Owens Gorge)
(Geologica 2003). The pH ranges from 6.6 to 8.9 (McEwan 1989, Geologica2003), dissolved
oxygen varies from 5 to 9.3 milligrams/liter (mg/l or parts per million (ppm)) (Malengo 1999,

Geologica 2003), and alkalinity varies from 68.0 to 88.4 parts per million (McEwan 1989).

h 1997, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the litigants (LADWP and Inyo
County) and interveners required LADWP to release a permanent base flow of 40 cubic feet per
second in the lower Owens River. This action was accepted, and stipulated by the Superior
Court of the State of California, County of Inyo. The LADWP initiated this release and in 2007,
the court determined that LADWP had complied with the permanent base flow release

requirement in the MOU. This release increased the availability of runs, riffles, and pools in the
lower Owens River, much of which was historical habitat for the Owens tui chub. However, this
increase in habitat has not benef,rted the Owens tui chub; rather, it has benefited the non-native
largemouth bass and other non-native aquatic species (Hill in litt.2008), which prey on or
compete with the Owens tui chub (see Factor C: Disease or Predation and Factor E: Other
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Natural or Manmade Factors Affecting Its Continued Existence sections).

We provide a description of the habitat at each of the extant populations below.

Hot Creek Headwaters (AB and CD Springs): Both springs are the headwaters for Hot Creek,
a tributary of the Owens River. The habitat for the AB Spring subpopulation has four spring
discharge locations among its 123-meter (m) (400-foot (ft)) long, flowing channel (McEwan
1991). The habitat for the CD Spring population has five spring discharge locations and is about
I78 m (600 ft) long (McEwan 1990,1991). Both springs are similar in width, 6.3 m (20.5 ft),
and depth, 0.15 to 0.77 m (0.5 to 2.5 ft) (McEwan 1990, 1991). Both springs have a profuse
growth of emergent and submergent vegetation (McEwan 1990). Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss), a competitor with the Owens tui chub for food and a predator of its eggs and fry, are
present.

Little Hot Creek Pond: This population occupies a man-made pond constructed by the U.S.
Forest Service in 1986 to enhance waterfowl habitat. The stream channel was impounded about
0.4 kilometer (km) (0.25 mi) downstream from the thermal headsprings of Little Hot Creek
(Moskowitz 1989). The pond is shallow; covered with muskgrass (Chara sp.), an invasive alga
which provides cover for the chubs; and cattail (Typha sp.) is abundant. Mosquitof,rsh
(Gambusia afrtnß) are also present. Mosquitofish prey on the eggs and fry of Owens tui chubs
and compete for aquatic insects.

Owens Gorge: This portion of the Owens River, which supports the Upper Owens Gorge
population, is located below Crowley Lake and Long Valley Dam. The water source for the
upper gorge is seepage through the Long Valley Dam. Owens tui chubs are located downstream
of the dam and upstream of a weir (a low dam built across a stream to raise water level or divert
water), which is 1,610 m (5232 ft) below the dam. The dam and weir function as barriers to
movement of non-native fish species from Crowley Lake above the dam and the Owens River
below the weir.

The aquatic habitat in the Upper Owens Gorge consists of narrow, heavily silted channels
(Bogan et aL.2002). Lacustrine habitat for the chub is conf,ined to a long pond created by a
beaver dam. The banks of the pond and channel are heavily vegetated with willow (Salix sp.),
caltail, grasses, stinging nettle (Urtica sp.), and wild rose (Rosa californica). Pondweed
(Potamogeton sp.) is abundant along the banks (Bogan et al.2002). Non-native fish present in
the Owens Gorge include brown troú (Salmo trutta), which prey on Owens tui chubs, and
Lahontan tui chub, which hybridize with Owens tui chubs (Malengo 1998).

\ühite Mountain Research Station: This population is at the University of California's White
Mountain Research Station, a facility leased from the LADWP near the Owens River and the
town of Bishop, California. The facilify includes three 18.5 by 18.5 m (60 by 60 ft) lined,
square, man-made ponds and one small, unlined, rectangular, man-made pond (Parmenter in litt.
2007). The small ponds are fed by ground water. The square ponds have submerged tires to
provide cover for fish and the rectangular pond is bordered with cottonwood trees that provide
cover. Each pond has a drain at the bottom center to allow water to flow through the ponds
(Bogan ef al.2002). Non-native fish are not present.

l0
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Mule Spring: This population occupies a small, 9by 13 m (30 by 42 ft) man-made pond
(Bogan ef al.2002). The spring that feeds the pond flows from a nearby old mine site. A dense

stand of cattail dominates most of the pond, leaving about 30 percent open water. Muskgrass
grows around the pond edge and willows grow in the channel below the pond. Non-native fish
are not present, but non-native bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) are present (Bogan et al.2002).

Sotcher Lake: This is a26-hectare (ha) (64-acre (ac)) alpine lake located in the Upper San

Joaquin River watershed of the western Sierra Nevada. The lake elevation is 2,332 m (7 ,65I ft).
Non-native rainbow and brown trout are present. There is no additional information available
about the habitat at Sotcher Lake.

Genetics

Since the time of listing and approval of the Recovery Plan, research has been conducted on the
genetics of the Owens tui chub. The Owens tui chub is the most distinct of the tui chubs based

on both allozymes and amplified fragment length pol¡rmorphisms (AFLP) data and could
probably be considered a separate species (May 1999).

One reason the Owens tui chub was extirpated throughout most of its range was from
introgression (i.e., hybridization) with the introduced Lahontan tui chub (50 FR 31594) (Chen et

al. 2007). Introgression is the movement of a gene from one species into the gene pool of
another species. Recent genetic analyses of various populations of presumed pure (i.e., non-
introgressed) Owens tui chubs revealed that some populations were introgressed (Chen 2006).
These include June Lake, Mammoth Creek, Hot Creek below the f,rsh hatchery, Twin Lakes-
Mammoth, Owens River Upper Gorge Tailbay (the area downstream of a dam where water is
released into the river after passing through the turbines of a generating station) , Al Drain, C2
Ditch, and McNally Canal. Chen (2006) determined that the following populations, which were
sampled in2002,were non-introgressed Owens tui chubs:

Hot Creek Headwaters - AB Spring and CD Spring subpopulations
Little Hot Creek Pond
Owens Gorge - Upper Owens Gorge
White Mountain Research Station
Mule Spring
Sotcher Lake
Cabin Bar Ranch (extirpated after sampling)

These remaining non-introgressed populations of Owens tui chubs persist in a small number of
fragmented habitats. Chen et aL (2007) compared populations of introgressed and non-
introgressed Owens tui chubs based on microsatellite DNA loci (Meredith and I|lfay 2002) and
genomic screening (Chen 2006). Using factorial correspondence (a statistical analysis of data),

Chen et al. (2007) discovered that the differences between the Cabin Bar Ranch population and

other populations of Owens tui chubs are much greater than between the recognized subspecies
of S. bicolor snyderi and 

^S. 
bicolor obesa. Thus, the Owens tui chubs and Cabin Bar Ranch tui

chubs (translocated to Mule Spring and one pond at the White Mountains Research Station prior

tì
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to the Cabin Bar Ranch extirpation) represent distinct, independent lines of evolution in the
Owens Basin (Chen 2006).

Chanees in Taxonomic Classification or Nomenclature

Nomenclature: The most recent peer-reviewed paper to address the classification of the
North American genera of Cyprinidae is Simons and Mayden (1998). Using mitochondrial and
ribosomal RNA sequences, they recognized Gila as a monophyletic genus of primarily Colorado
River flrshes, and restored Siphateles from a subgenus to a full genus. The Owens tui chub was
previously classified in the subgenus Siphateies. This usage was subsequently adopted by Smith
et al. (2002), Moyle (2002), Baerwald and May (2004), Leunda et al. (2005), Chen et al. (2007),
Chen et al. (2008), and others. Additional non-peer-reviewed work by Hughson and Woo
(2004), Scharpf (2005), and Garron (2006) also follow this usage. Based on this recent
information, we suggest a nomenclature change from Gila bicolor snyderi, the scientific name
used in the final rule and the Recovery Plan, to Siphateles bicolor snyderi.

Taxonomy: Based on his genetic research (see Genetics section), Chen (2006) proposed
that the Cabin Bar Ranch population is a separate lineage, the Toikona tui chub lineage, from the
Owens tui chub lineage. Fish from the Cabin Bar Ranch population have been translocated and
populations established at Mule Spring and the White Mountain Research Station; the Cabin Bar
Ranch population has subsequently been extirpated (Parmenter in litt.2008). Chen does not
propose making a formal taxonomic split from the Owens tui chub until more information on
meristic and osteolo gical characters becomes available. However, this information cannot be
collected at this time because, in their present small pond locations (Mule Spring and White
Mountains Research Station), Toikona tui chubs do not attain sufhcient body size at maturity for
the indicative characters to develop fully (Miranda and Escala 2000).

Five-Factor Analysis

The following five-factor analysis describes and evaluates the threats attributable to one or more
of the hve listing factors outlined in section a(a)(l) of the Act.

FACTOR A: Present or Threatened Destruction, Modification, or Curtailment of Habitat
or Range

The listing rule identified extensive habitat destruction and modification as threatening the
Owens tui chub (50 FR 31594). These continue to be threats. Currently, most streams and rivers
in the Owens Basin have been diverted and some impounded. The Owens tui chub, which used
to occur throughout the Owens River and its tributaries in the Owens Basin, is restricted to six
isolated populations, five of which are within the historicalrange of the species. Of these five
populations, three (Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond, and Upper Owens Gorge) are

located in small, isolated, man-altered portions of these waterways. The other two populations
(Mule Spring and White Mountain Research Station) exist in man-made ponds at upland sites
with water supplied by artificial methods. The occupied habitat at Hot Creek Headwaters, Little
Hot Creek Pond, White Mountain Research Station, and Mule Spring is 0.8 ha (2 ac) or smaller
at each site. The habitats for these five populations are threatened by water diversions, failure of

t2
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infrastructures that deliver water to these habitats, andlor emergent vegetation.

Most of the water rights in the Owens Basin are owned by the city of Los Angeles. Currently,
the demand for water from the Owens Basin is high and growing as Los Angeles continues to
grow. The LADWP operates and maintains dams, diversion structures, groundwater pumps, and
canals to capture and convey much of the water from the Owens Basin to Los Angeles. The
remaining ground water, which provides water to isolated springs and springs that are the
headwaters of streams in the Owens Basin, and surface water are used extensively for agriculture
and municipal purposes in the Owens Basin. These man-made changes to aquatic habitat in the
Owens Basin dramatically reduced suitable aquatic habitat for the Owens tui chub. They
reduced the occurrence of the Owens tui chub from a common, wide-ranging species in the
Owens Basin to a rare species occurring at a few sites, representing less than 1 percent of the
fish's historical range (50 FR 31594).

In addition to the increasing water demands for the greater Los Angeles area, areas adjacent to
the Owens Valley (e.g., Round, Chalfant, and Hammil Valleys) are growing, and the demand for
water is growing. This increased demand has resulted in an increased withdrawal of ground and
surface water from the Owens Valley Groundwater Basin (see Factor D: Inadequacy of Existing
Regulatory Mechanisms), which affects springs and other surface waters in the Owens Basin
(Pinter and Keller 1991).

As mentioned above, two of the populations (White Mountain Research Station and Mule
Spring) are confined to small, man-made ponds with artificial water sources. The survival of
these two populations is dependent upon the continual maintenance of the artiftcial water supply
and ensuring adequate water quality. When water flow is not maintained, aquatic habitat and/or
water quality will likely degrade rapidly because the ponds are so small. This loss of habitat or
degradation of water quality could result in the loss of a population of Owens tui chubs. This
scenario almost occurred at Mule Spring when the pipe supplying water from Mule Spring to the
Owens tui chub pond was plugged by calcic deposits. Forlunately, the plugged line was quickly
discovered and the deposits were removed (Bogan et al.2002). Currently, there is no routine
maintenance program for this population of the Owens tui chub and its habitat.

In the upper portion of the Owens Gorge, the water gradient is mostly riffle and run habitat and
is not suitable for Owens tui chubs. Water is supplied by leakage through Long Valley Dam, an
earthen structure. This dam does not have outlet gates to control the release of water into the
upper gorge. The only occupied or suitable habitat in the upper gorge is at a pool created by a
beaver dam. The limited habitat created by the beaver dam is eroding resulting in a reduction of
lacustrine habitat for Owens tui chubs (Jenkins 1990).

Habitat requirements for the Owens tui chub include aquatic submerged vegetation but not large
amounts of emergent vegetation. At the spring sites (Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek
Pond, and Mule Spring), invasive emergent plants (e.g. cattail) have altered the aquatic habitat.
Cattail proliferation results in deposition of large amounts of organic biomass, eventually
converting aquatic habitat to upland habitat (Potter 2004). This conversion results in a loss of
habitat for the Owens tui chub. In addition, dense emergent vegetation provides cover for non-
native predators of Owens tui chubs, such as bullfrogs and crayfish (Procambarus sp.), which

ñ
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enables non-native predators to thrive at these sites (see Factor C: Disease or Predation). CDFG
has installed a device in the waterway between the Hot Creek Hatchery and Hot Creek
Headwaters to help remove emergent vegetation. This device requires routine, manual cleaning.
No structures to remove emergent vegetation occur at the other population sites. These sites rely
on routine, manual clearing of emergent vegetation. At Mule Spring, cattail has been removed
by hand from littoral zone or nearshore aquatic areas. Currently, there is no formal program or
management plan to conduct this activity by the land management agencies.

Of the five populations within the historicalrange of the Owens tui chub, two (Mule Spring and
White Mountain Research Station) require routine management of water quantity and water
quality and three (Mule Spring, Hot Creek Headwaters, and Little Hot Creek) require routine
removal of emergent vegetation. One (Upper Owens Gorge) has been severely altered by the
construction of a dam, with no mechanism to manage adequate releases of water downstream of
the dam; thus, there is no way to manage water quantity, water quality, and water velocity in the
Upper Gorge. Given the dependency of these populations of the Owens tui chub to the routine
maintenance of their habitats, the continued existence of these restricted habitats and the
associated populations of Owens tui chubs are tenuous.

FACTOR B: Overutilization for Commercial, Recreational, Scientific, or Educational
Purposes

Overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes was not
identified as a factor in the 1985 final listing rule (50 FR 31594). Since listing, only five
individuals/entities, including the Service and the CDFG, have received recovery permits to take
the Owens tui chub for scientif,rc purposes (Marquez in litt.2008). The permits authorized
capture and release; no mortality was permitted. Thus, there has been limited use of the Owens
tui chub for scientific purposes but no evidence that overutilization is a threat to the species.

There is no information in the literature that suggests that the Owens fui chub is or has been used
for commercial, recreational, or educational purposes since listing in 1985. Therefore,
overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientif,rc, or educational purposes is not known to
be a threat at this time or expected to be a threat in the future.

FACTOR C: I)isease or Predation

Disease

The final rule listing the Owens tui chub as endangered did not identift disease as a factor (50
CFR 31594). Since listing, evidence of disease has been observed in some populations of the
Owens tui chub. One Owens tui chub from Cabin Bar Ranch had 183 Asian tapeworms
(Bothriocephalus acheilognathi) (Bogan et aL.2002). However, Bogan et al. (2002) did not find
any evidence of parasites in l5 Owens tui chubs from Hot Creek Headwaters (seven from AB
Spring and eight from CD Spring). Bogan et al. (2002) did find evidence of infection in six of
the seven Owens tui chubs from AB Spring that were collected for genetic analysis. Five of the
six had intraperitoneal fluid and hypertrophied livers, four had lesions around the anal opening,
one had red eyes, and one had a curved spinal cord. Most of these symptoms are characteristic
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of either bacterial or viral infections or water pollution (Bogan et al. 2002). Since disease has

been identified in Owens tui chubs, it is considered a threat. However, the magnitude of this
threat is unknown.

Predation

The final listing rule (50 FR 31594) identified predation by introduced non-native fish,
specifically brown trout, as a major threat to the Owens tui chub. Chen and May (2003)
identified predation by non-native largemouth bass and brown trout as eliminating Owens tui
chubs from much of their historical range in the Owens River. These species (Table 2) are

abundant in the Owens River system (Chen and May 2003). The presence of non-native aquatic
predators in the Owens Basin has greatly limited the locations in which the Owens tui chub can

survive and persist. Subsequent to the listing of the Owens tui chub as endangered in 1985, a
new population of Owens tui chubs was established at Fish Slough (Figure 2). This population
was lost within a short time due to introduction of and predation by largemouth bass (Parmenter
in litt.2009). The Cabin Bar Ranch population of the Owens tui chub was lost shortly after the

discovery of largemouth bass and sunfish in this population (see Distribution and Abundance
section).

Table 2. Occurrence of aquatic predators of the Owens tui chub at current and historical
locations.

Hot
Creek
Head-
waters

Little
Hot

Creek
Pond

Upper
Owens
Gorge

White
Mtn

Research
Station

Mule
Spring

Sotcher
Lake

Cabin
Bar

Ranch

Histor-
ical

Range

Brown trout X X x X

Rainbow
trout

X X X X

Largemouth
bass

x X X

Bluegill
sunfish

X X

Sacramento
nerch

X X

Mosquito-
fish

X X

Bullfros X X

Crayfish
X
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Much of the recreation-based economy of the Owens Basin depends on recreational fishing,
primarily for trout and largemouth bass. Because of the miles of riverine habitat and the
historical and current practice of angling in the Owens Basin, it is unlikely that curtailing
stocking these species would eliminate them from the Basin. Consequently, restoring the Owens
tui chub to most of the Owens River or its connected tributaries is unlikely to occur.

At the Hot Creek Headwaters, predation by rainbow trout, which escape from the Hot Creek Fish
Hatchery, does not seem to be a threat (McEwan 1990, 1991). Although rainbow trout eat
Owens tui chub eggs, an examination of stomach contents of 109 rainbow trout in CD Spring
revealed no Owens tui chub. McEwan (1990, 1991) hypothesized that this absence of evidence
of predation on hatched Owens tui chubs may be due to the less piscivorous (f,rsh-eating) nature
of rainbow trout andlor the small size of the hatchery trout.

Mosquitofish are abundant at Little Hot Creek Pond. Data are not available regarding their
interaction with the Owens tui chub (Moskowitz 1990). However, we do know that mosquitofish
will prey on small individuals of Mohave tui chub (Archdeacon2007).

Brown trout occur in both the upper and lower portions of the Owens Gorge (Bogan et al.2002).
In 1989, Jenkins sampled the fish population in the first 9 km (5.6 mi) of the upper portion of the
Gorge downstream from Crowley Dam. Population estimates were 2,818 for the Owens tui
chub, 5,961 for the Owens sucker, and 50,000 for brown trout (Jenkins 1990). The Upper
Owens Gorge population receives protection from the movement of introduced brown trout
upstream from the Lower Owens Gorge by a landslide and concrete weir making upstream
movement unlikely (Fransz 1997). During a survey of the Lower Owens Gorge in 1998, 19
brown trout ranging in length from 65 to 120 mm (2.5 to 4.7 in) (forklength) were captured
(Malengo 1998). Bogan et aI. (2002) believed that the Owens tui chub did not occur in the
Lower Owens Gorge;however, individuals thought to be Owens tui chubs were observed there
in 2008 (HiIl in litt.2008). Sacramento perch (Archoplites interruptus), another non-native
predatory species, also occur in the lower portion of the Owens Gorge.

At Mule Spring, bullfrogs are present and probably prey on Owens tui chubs. Although there is
no report in the literature of direct observations of bullfrog preying on Owens tui chubs,
bullfrogs prey on many species of fish, including other subspecies of tui chubs (Parmenter in litt.
200e).

Although avian predation on Owens tui chubs has not been observed, McEwan (1990)
hypothesized that birds occasionally prey on them at Hot Creek Headwaters. Predation by black-
crowned night herons (Nycticorax nycticorax) and great blue herons (Ardea herodias) on
rainbow trout at the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery immediately downstream from Hot Creek
Headwaters has been documented.

FACTOR D: Inadequacy of Existing Regulatory Mechanisms

The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms was identihed as a threat to the Owens tui
chub at the time of listing in 1985 and, in the absence of the protections afforded by the Act,
would continue to be a threat. The final rule noted that as a State-listed endangered species, the
California Endangered Species Act (CESA) and California Fish and Game Code 2080 protected
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the Owens tui chub from take. Take is defines in section 86 of the California Fish and Game

Code as "hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill; or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill."
If the take is incidental, CDFG requires that the permit applicant fully mitigate for it. If the take
is intentional or purposeful (e.g., for research purposes), the researcher must first obtain a

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the CDFG. However, CESA does not protect the
species' habitat, and habitat destruction and alteration were identified as factors threatening the
Owens tui chub (see Factor A: Present or Threatened Destruction, Modification, or Curtailment
of Habitat or Range).

The Endangered Species Act (Act) is the primary Federal law providing protection for this
species. Since its listing, the Service has analyzed the potential effects of Federal projects under
section 7(a)(2), which requires Federal agencies to consult with the Service prior to authorizing,
funding, or carrying out activities that may affect listed species. A jeopardy determination is
made for a project that is reasonably expected, either directly or indirectly, to appreciably reduce
the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing its
reproduction, numbers, or distribution (50 C.F.R. S 402.02). A non-jeopardy opinioq may
include reasonable and prudent measures that minimize the amount or extent of incidental take of
listed species associated with a project. Incidental take refers to taking of listed species that
results from, but is not the purpose of, carrying out an otherwise lawful activity by a Federal
agency or applicant (50 C.F.R. ç 402.02). In cases where some incidental take is unavoidable,
the Service works with the agency to include additional conservation measures to minimize
negative impacts. For projects without a Federal nexus that may Iake a listed species, the Service
may issue incidental take permits pursuant to section 10(a)(1)(B). To qualif,i for an incidental
take permit, applicants must develop, fund, and implement a Service-approved habitat
conservation plan (HCP) that details measures to minimize and mitigate the project's adverse

impacts to listed species. Regional HCPs in some areas now provide an additional layer of
regulatory protection for covered species, and these HCPs are coordinated with the related
Natural Communities Conservation Program, a State program.

The Recovery Plan did not identifu inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms as a threat to
the Owens tui chub; therefore, it did not identifu any recovery tasks that would mitigate this
factor. There is no information in the literature that suggests this factor is a direct threat to the
Owens tui chub, but there is a concern about indirect effects to the Owens tui chub and its habitat
from actions that are not regulated. The unregulated actions are those that may result in the
overdrafting of the aquifer in the Owens Valley Groundwater Basin area, which underlies the
Benton, Hammil, and Chalfant Valleys in Mono County and Round and Owens Valleys in Inyo
County. Groundwater withdrawal is an activiiy under state jurisdiction. However, in California,
groundwater withdrawal is controlled and monitored only in those areas that have been

adjudicated (settled by judicial procedure). The aquifer in the Owens Basin has not been
adjudicated; therefore, its use is not regulated. Without regulated groundwater use, groundwater
pumping could result in reduced or no water flow to existing isolated springs and headwater
springs of streams in the Owens Basin. This change would result in a reduction or loss of
aquatic habitat for the Owens tui chub. For example, from the early 1900s to the 1960s, there
was a 40 percent decrease in water flow from the springs at Fish Slough near Bishop (Pinter and

Keller 1991). The reduction was greater than could be explained by natural, aboveground
processes, such as evaporation and transpiration losses from phreatophytes (deep-rooted plants
that obtain water from a permanent ground supply or from the water table). The decrease in
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water flow at Fish Slough may have been related to increased groundwater pumping in the
Owens Valley Groundwater Basin (Pinter and Keller 1991, MHA 2001).

The Recovery Plan identif,red protecting spring discharge as a recovery task for the spring-fed
Conservation Areas (see Strategy of Recovery - Conservation Areas section). Springs are

supplied by ground water, and the State of California is responsible for regulating ground water.
However, California has not issued groundwater regulations for the Owen Valley Groundwater
Basin. The Recovery Plan noted that the City of Los Angeles and Inyo County had recently
agreed to manage groundwater resources to minimize the effects of groundwater pumping on
Owens Valley vegetation (EIP Associates 1991). This agreement covers only the Owens Valley.
It does not include areas outside the Owens Valley but within the Owens Valley Groundwater
Basin, such as the Long, Chalfant, and Hammil Valleys. Long Valley was identified as a

Conservation Area for downlisting and delisting the Owens tui chub. Recently, the amount of
groundwater pumping in the Chalfant and Hammil Valleys for agricultural use exceeded the
amount of water that was recharged by precipitation and snowmelt (MHA 2001). Ground water
in the Long, Chalfant, and Hammil Valleys provides water to Owens tui chub Conservation
Areas. Any reduction in flow from springs in the Owens Basin would result in further reductions
of habitat quality and quantity for the Owens tui chub at springs and tributaries of the Owens
River. Therefore, inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms is a threat at this time.

FACTOR E: Other Natural or Manmade Factors Affecting Its Continued Existence

The final listing rule identified introduction of the Lahontan tui chub and subsequent

hybridization and competition as major threats to the Owens tui chub. Hybridization and

competition continue to be threats; although not discussed in the listing rule, stochasticity (i.e.,
random events), catastrophic events, and climate change are also potential threats.

Hybridization

Until recently, the Owens tui chub and the closely related Lahontan tui chub were isolated from
each other. Lahontan tui chubs were introduced as baitfish into many of the streams in the
Owens Basin. This was first observed at Crowley Lake in 7973, where f,tshermen illegally
introduced the Lahontan tui chub (Miller 1973). Since that time, hybridization between the
Owens tui chub and Lahontan tui chub has been documented for populations in Mono County at

Hot Creek (downstream from the hatchery), Mammoth Creek, Twin Lakes-Mammoth, June
Lake, and Owens River Upper Gorge Tailbay, and in Inyo County at Al Drain, C2Ditch, and
McNally Canal (Madoz et aL.2005, Chen 2006). At the time of listing, only three populations of
genetically pure Owens tui chubs existed, while at the present time, there are six genetically pure
populations (see Spatial Distribution section).

Using Lahontan tui chubs in the Owens Basin as baitfish is not allowed under fishing
regulations. However, Lahontan tui chubs and hybrids are present in the Owens Basin including
Crowley Lake, Hot Creek and tributaries, including Little Hot Creek, and the lower portion of
the Owens Gorge (Malengo 1998, Chen 2006). If man-made barriers isolating the Owens tui
chub populations at these sites are degraded or removed, this degradation/removal could result in
the loss of the pure populations of Owens tui chubs at Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek
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Pond, and the Upper Owens Gorge. In addition, the opportunities to establish new populations
of Owens tui chubs in the Owens Basin is limited by the presence of hybrids in the Owens River
and tributaries, the historical habitat for the Owens tui chub. Currently, the only viable locations
for establishing the Owens tui chub are isolated springs or the headwaters of streams with
downstream barriers to upstream movement of Lahontan tui chubs or hybrids.

Competition

The final listing rule identified competition with non-native fish species as a threat to the Owens
tui chub. However, little specific information on the impact of competition on the Owens tui
chub is available in the literature.

Non-native insectivorous fish occur at Hot Creek Headwaters (rainbow trout) and Little Hot
Creek Pond (mosquitofish) (McEwan 1989), A major part of the diets for these non-native
species is the same aquatic insects consumed by Owens tui chubs. Although information is not
available for rainbow trout, mosquitofish are known to affect some southwestern native fishes
through competition and predation (Deacon et al. 1964, Courtenay and Meffe 1989).

Stochasticitv

The creation and maintenance of small, often intensively managed, populations have prevented
extinction of the Owens tui chub. Only six populations of the Owens tui chub exist, and they are
isolated from each other. Species consisting of small populations, such as the Owens tui chub,
are recognized as being vulnerable to extinction from stochastic (i.e., random) threats, such as

demographic, genetic, and environmental stochasticity and catastrophic events (Shaffer 1981).

Demographic stochasticity refers to random variability in survival and/or reproduction among
individuals within a population (Shaffer l98l). Random variability in survival or reproduction
can have a signif,rcant impact on population viability for populations that are small, have low
fecundify, and are short-lived. In small populations, reduced reproduction or die-offs of a certain
age-class will have a significant effect on the whole population. Individuals vary naturally in
their ability to produce viable ofßpring; for example, apafücrtlar male may be sterile or a female
may produce fewer eggs than average. Although of only minor consequence to large
populations, this randomly occurring variation in individuals becomes an important issue for
small populations.

Currently Owens tui chub populations are small, between 100 and 10,000 individuals; therefore,
random events thatmay cause high mortality, or decreased reproduction may have a significant
effect on the viability of Owens tui chub populations. Furthermore, because the number of
populations is small (six) and each is vulnerable to this ilueat, the risk of extinction is
exacerbated.

Genetic stochasticity results from the changes in gene frequencies caused by founder effect,
random fixation, or inbreeding bottlenecks (Shaffer 1981). Founder effect is the loss of genetic
variation when a new population is established by a very small number of individuals. Random
fixation is when some portion of loci is fixed at a selectively unfavorable allele because the
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intensity of selection is insufficient to overcome random genetic drift. Random genetic drift
happens when only a portion of alleles in the population is transmitted from one generation to the
next, because only a fraction of all possible zygotes become breeding adults. A bottleneck is an
evolutionary event in which a signihcant percentage of a population is killed or prevented from
breeding.

In small populations, such as the Owens tui chub, these factors may reduce the amount of genetic
diversity retained within populations and may increase the chance that deleterious recessive
genes are expressed. Loss of diversity could limit the species' ability to adapt to environmental
changes and contributes to inbreeding depression (i.e., loss of reproductive fitness and vigor).
Deleterious recessive genes could reduce the viability and reproductive success of individuals.
Isolation of the six remaining populations preventing any natural genetic exchange will lead to a
decrease in genetic diversity.

Long-term prospects for the conservation of rare fishes depend on the availability of genetic
variation within a population. This is the raw material to respond to natural selection and allow
for continued evolutionary change (Meffe 1990). The remnant Toikona tui chubs descended
from24 founder fish that were relocated from Cabin Bar Ranch in 1987; their extant populations
are confined to two small artificial ponds (Mule Spring and White Mountain Research Station)
(Chen 2006).

Environmental stochasticity is the variation in birth and death rates from one season to the next
in response to weather, disease, competition, predation, or other factors extemal to the
population (Shaffer 1981). Drought or predation in combination with a low population year
could result in extinction. The origin of the environmental stochastic event can be natural or
human-caused. The Owens tui chub has experienced population loss from environmental
stochastic events and will likely do so in the future. The Cabin Bar Ranch population was lost
because of an apparent failure to maintain adequate water quality and quantity and the
introduction of non-native predators (largemouth bass and sunfish) (Parmenter in litt.2006).
Owens tui chubs have also disappeared from the Owens Valley Native Fishes Sanctuary (Fish
Slough). Reasons for the loss of this population are not known, but the small, isolated nature of
this population likely contributed to their extirpation.

Catastrophic events are aî extreme form of environmental stochasticity. Although they
generally occur infrequently, catastrophic events, such as severe floods or prolonged drought,
can have disastrous effects on small populations and can directly result in extinction.

All three of these factors may also act in combination. One possible scenario of how these
factors in combination could increase the risk of extinction for the Owens tui chub would be the
loss of one or two populations during a drought period at the same time a predator is introduced
to one of the remaining populations. Although one or two of the populations may survive and be
a source for future reintroductions, the resulting loss of genetic diversity would further increase
the risk of extinction.
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Climate chanee

Impacts to the Owens tui chub under predicted future climate change are unclear. However, a
trend of warming in the Sierra Nevada and Inyo Mountains is expected to increase winter
rainfall, decrease snowpack, hasten spring runoff, reduce sunìmer stream flows, and reduce
ground water recharge (Cayan 2008). Increased summer heat may increase the frequency and
intensity of wildfires (Parmesan and Matthews 2005, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change 2007). Loss of upland and ripanan vegetation leads to soil erosion, increased
sedimentation, downcutting of waterways, loss of bank stabilization, and decreased ability of
soils to hold moisture and slowly release it into nearby waterways, all of which would negatively
affect Owens tui chub habitat. While it appears reasonable to assume that the species may be
affected, we lack sufficient certainty regarding: the magnitude and intensity of these impacts;
the timing of these effects to the species;the extent of average temperafure increases in
CaliforniaÀ{evada; or potential changes to the level of threat posed by drought, fire regime, or
heavy rainfall events. The most recent literature on climate change includes predictions of
hydrological changes, higher temperatures, and expansion of drought areas, which would result
in a northward and/or upward elevation shift in range for many species (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change 2007). While northward and/or higher elevation habitats could be important
factors in the future conservation of this species, currently the isolated populations of the Owens
tui chub are unable to access these habitats because ofother threats, including a lack of
connectivity of habitats caused by physical barriers (e.g., dams and diversion structures); habitat
destruction and alteration; and predation, competition, and hybridizationwith introduced species.
We have no knowledge of more detailed climate change information specifically for the range of
the Owens tui chub.

III. RECOVERY CRITERIA

Recovery plans provide guidance to the Service, States, and other parbrers and interested parties
on ways to minimize threats to listed species, and on criteria that may be used to determine when
recovery goals are achieved. There are many paths to accomplishing the recovery of a species
and recovery may be achieved without fully meeting all recovery plan criteria. For example, one
or more criteria may have been exceeded while other criteria may not have been accomplished.
In that instance, we may determine that, over all, the threats have been minimized sufficiently,
and the species is robust enough, to downlist or delist the species. In other cases, new recovery
approaches and/or opporlunities unknown at the time the recovery plan was issued may provide
better ways to achieve recovery. Likewise, new information may change the extent that criteria
need to be met for recognizing recovery of the species. Overall, recovery is a dynamic process
requiring adaptive management, and assessing a species' degree of recovery is likewise an
adaptive process thatmay, or may not, follow fully the guidance provided in a recovery plan.
We focus our evaluation of species status in this S-year review on progress that has been made
toward recovery since the species was listed by eliminating or reducing the threats discussed in
the f,rve-factor analysis. In that context, progress towards fulfilling recovery criteria serves to
indicate the extent to which threat factors have been reduced or eliminated.

The Recovery Plan describes the recovery criteria for the Owens tui chub. Although the five
factors are not mentioned specifically, the Recovery Plan addressed factors A, C, and E. Listing
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factors B and D were not identified specifically as threats to the species at the time the Recovery
Plan was prepared.

The Recovery Plan states that the Owens tui chub will be considered for downlisting to
threatened status when the following goals have been achieved:

1. Reproducing and self-sustaining populations of the Owens tui chub must exist throughout six
Conservation Areas. Two of the Conservation Areas must be in the Long Valley and four in
the Owens Valley. The Conservation Areas are Little Hot Creek, Hot Creek, Fish Slough,
Round Valley, Warm Springs, Blackrock, and Southern Owens (see Figure 3).

This criterion addresses Factors A and E.

The concept behind the Conservation Area approach is that the past approach of managed
refuges that are wholly or partially isolated from non-native fish and severe habitat alteration
has successfully averted extinction of the species, but the populations continue to experience
extirpation or deleterious effects from demographic, genetic, and environmental stochasticity.
Consequently, reliance on small, isolated refuges cannot accomplish recovery of the Owens
tui chub (Service 1998). Instead, the Recovery Plan focuses on protection and management
of Conservation Areas, which are landscape units that include habitat for the Owens tui chub
and sufficient buffers to maintain ecological and geological processes necessary to protect
aquatic ecosystems. They were selected because the impacts of existing land and water uses
are minimal and chances for recovery of the Owens tui chub are greatest. If population
abundance can be increased and if new populations can be established, the amount of
stochasticity from inbreeding depression, genetic drift, and other sources will decrease,
allowing for more genetic variation and preventing the loss of alleles (Holmes et al. 2008).

When the Recovery Plan was approved, the Owens tui chub occurred at Hot Creek
Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond, Upper Owens Gorge, White Mountain Research Station,
Sotcher Lake, Cabin Bar Ranch, and Mule Spring. Recent surveys found that the Owens tui
chub has been extirpated from Cabin Bar Ranch. Sotcher Lake is outside the historical range
of the Owens tui chub and is not within the Owen Basin hydrologic unit. No introductions
have occurred at Fish Slough, Round Valley, Warm Springs, Blackrock, or Southern Owens.
There are no plans to establish new populations of Owens tui chubs at any of these sites.
Since the approval of the Recovery Plan in 1998, one population of the Owens tui chub has
been established and one has been lost. Reproducing and self-sustaining populations do not
exist within the six Conservation Areas. Therefore, criterion t has not been achieved.

2. Threats must be controlled.

This criterion addresses Factors A, C and E. Threats to the Owens tui chub under Factors A,
C and E are described in the Recovery Plan and are still present. Since release of the
Recovery Plan, the threat to the Owens tui chub from overutilization of ground water in the
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valleys adjacent to the Owens Valley (Long, Chalfant, and Hammil Valleys), which reduces
spring flow and habitat for the Owens tui chub, has been identified. Because threats to the
Owens tui chub under Factors A, C and E continue to occur and no efforts have been
implemented to control these threats, criterion 2 has not been achieved.

Each Conservation Area must have an approved management plan and implementing
agreement with the landowner and the Service.

This criterion addresses Factors C and E.

None of the six existing populations of Owens tui chubs has approved management plans or
implementing agreements between the Service and the landowners, and therefore this
criterion has not been achieved.

Successful establishment of populations includes presence ofjuveniles and three additional
age classes of Owens tui chubs.

This criterion addresses Factors C and E.

Surveys of population demographics for the Owens tui chub since approval of the Recovery
Plan have been implemented for only one of the six populations. Therefore, data are not
available to assess whether criterion 4 has been achieved.

5. Ensure that hybrid tui chubs do not occur in the Conservation Areas.

This criterion addresses Factor E.

Genetic analysis of 23 populations has been completed and has identified eight introgressed
populations of Owen tui chubs (Chen and May 2003). These populations were at Hot Creek
(including Little Hot Creek), Mammoth Creek, Twin Lakes near Mammoth, June Lake, and
the Upper Gorge Tailbay in Mono County, and Al Drain, C2Ditch, and McNally Canal in
Inyo County. Because none of these hybrid populations have been eliminated and efforts to
prevent future introductions of hybrids and non-native Lahontan tui chubs to non-
introgressed populations have not been implemented, criterion 5 has not been achieved.

6. The biomass of the Owens tui chub must exceed the biomass of deleterious, non-native fish
species at each site.

This criterion addresses Factor C.

This criterion has been addressed where current populations of Owens tui chubs occur.
However, populations must occur in the six Conservation Areas before the species may be
considered for downlisting . Currently, populations occur in the Little Hot Creek and Hot
Creek Conservation Areas. Therefore, criterion 6 has not been achieved.

4.
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The Owens tui chub can be considered for delisting when all of the following goals have been
achieved:

1. Reproducing and self-sustaining populations of the Owens tui chub must exist throughout
seven Conservation Areas for 5 consecutive years. Two of the Conservation Areas must be
in the Long Valley and five in the Owens Valley. The Conservation Areas are Little Hot
Creek, Hot Creek, Fish Slough, Round Valley, Warm Springs, Blackrock, and Southern
Owens.

This criterion addresses Factors A and E.

Criterion 1 for downlisting has not been achieved yet (see downlisting above); therefore, this
criterion for delisting has not been achieved.

2. Threats must be controlled.

This criterion addresses Factors A, C and E. Threats to the Owens tui chub under Factors A,
C and E are described in the Recovery Plan. Since release of the Recovery Plan, the threat to
the Owens tui chub from overutilization of ground water, which reduces spring flow and
habitat for the Owens tui chub, has been identified.

Criterion 2 for downlisting has not been achieved yet (see downlisting above); therefore, this
criterion for delisting has not been achieved.

3. Each Conservation Area must have an approved management plan and implementing
agreement with the landowner and the Service.

This criterion addresses Factors C and E.

Criterion 3 for downlisting has not been achieved yet (see downlisting above); therefore, this
criterion for delisting has not been achieved.

4. Successful establishment of populations includes presence ofjuvenile and three additional
age classes of Owens tui chubs.

This criterion addresses Factors C and E.

Data are not available to assess whether Criterion 4 for downlisting has been achieved (see

downlisting above); therefore, this criterion for delisting has not been achieved.

5. Ensure that hybrid tui chubs do not occur in the Conservation Areas.

I

This criterion addresses Factor E. i: '

Criterion 5 for downlisting has not been achieved yet (see downlisting above); therefore, this 
i

criterion for delisting has not been achieved. i.
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6. The biomass of the Owens tui chub must exceed the biomass of deleterious non-native fish
species at each site.

This criterion addresses Factor C.

Criterion 6 for downlisting has not been achieved yet (see downlisting above); therefore, this
criterion for delisting has not been achieved.

In summary, for the Owens tui chub to meet the downlisting or delisting criteria in the Recovery
Plan, the following recovery tasks must be successfully implemented:

o establish multiple, self-sustaining populations of Owens tui chubs throughout much of the
historical range of the species in identified Conservation Areas;

. ensure these populations are self-sustaining;
o ensure that each population contains juvenile and three additional age classes and that the

biomass of Owens tui chubs exceed the biomass of deleterious, non-native aquatic
predatory species, which would demonstrate successful recruitment and minimal
predation on smaller Owens tui chubs by non-native aquatic species;

. reduce competition with non-native aquatic species;

. increase the ability to conserve and protect aquatic habitats;
¡ implement measures to preventhybridization with introduced Lahontan tui chubs;
¡ to the extent possible, reduce the probability of the loss of Owens tui chub populations

from stochastic events; and
o complete an approved management plan and implementing agreement that address water

quantity and groundwater management with the land managers.

These Recovery Plan criteria do not address threats from disease; catastrophic events that may
affect the Owens Basin; demographic, genetic, or environmental stochasticity; or climate change
to the Owens tui chub. The Recovery Plan identifies no recovery criteria for the Toikona
lineage, as the occuffence of this lineage was unknown when the Recovery Plan was approved.

IV. SYNTHESIS

When the Owens tui chub was first described in1973, most of the habitat for the species had
been altered or destroyed. At the time of listing in 1985, the Owens tui chub was on the edge of
extinction; only the Hot Creek Headwaters, Upper Owens Gorge, and Cabin Bar Ranch
populations existed, which made up about 1 percent of the species' original range (Service
1985). These three populations were isolated from each other, and the habitat befween them had
been destroyed or altered to such a degree that there was no possibility of genetic interchange
between them.

Since its listing in 1985, new populations of Owens tui chubs have been established, bringing the
current number to six. Four of these populations are in small, man-made or man-altered waters
and one is outside the historical range of the species at an afüftcial lake (Sotcher Lake). All are
isolated from each other.
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The threats to the Owens tui chub that resulted in listing continue to threaten the species with
extinction. They include the potential for fuither destruction andalteration of a greatly reduced
habitat, predation by non-native aquatic species, inadequacy of existing laws and regulations to
conserve and protect the remaining habitat for the species, and hybridizationwith introduced
Lahontan tui chubs. Additional threats that were not described in the listing rule include
demographic, genetic, and environmental stochasticity, catastrophic events, and climate change.

The success of the existing populations and establishing new populations, as recommended in the
Recovery Plan for downlisting and delisting, is not likely for the long term unless the major
threats are eliminated or reduced for these populations and new populations are established. The
LADWP is the major land manager in the Owens Basin, With the CDFG and Service,they are

developing ahabitat conservation plan for the Owens tui chub that includes better management
of populations on their lands and the creation of new aquatic habitats suitable for establishing
new populations of the Owens tui chub. The LADWP's commitment to these actions makes the
potential for recovery of this species high. Until LADWP implements these actions in the habitat
conservation plan, the threats to the Owens tui chub remain. Therefore, we recommend that the
endangered status of the Owens tui chub remain unchanged.

V. RESULTS

Recommended Listing Action:

Downlist to Threatened

_ Uplist to Endangered

_ Delist (indicate reason for delisting according to 50 CFR 424.II):
Extinction

_Recovery
_Original datafor classification in error

./ No Change

New Recovery Priority Number and Brief Rationale: We recommend that the recovery
priority number be changed to 3. This number indicates that the taxon is a subspecies that faces
a high degree of threat and has a high potential for recovery. The threats that were present when
the Owens tui chub was listed are still present with new th¡eats identified. Although the number
of populations of Owens tui chubs has increased from three at the time of listing to six, there are

now two distinct genetic lineages to consider. The major land manager in the Owens Valley
(LADWP) is cooperating in the development and implementation of plans to establish and
manage new populations of both lineages of Owens tui chub.

Listing and Reclassification Priority Number and Brief Rationale: No change needed

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTIONS OVER THE NEXT 5 YEARS

Develop management plans and implementation agreements for all existing and new populations.
Implement population monitoring and adaptive management.

I

I

I
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Establish and secure additional populations of the Toikona lineage of Owens tui chubs.
Increasing the number of populations and the size of each population of the Toikona lineage will
conserve the genetic distinctiveness of this evolutionary lineage, maintain the genetic variation,
and prevent the loss of alleles. Recommended sites include but are not limited to the Cartago
Springs Wildlife Management Area and the private duck club pond near Dirty Socks.

Establish new populations of the Owens lineage. Recommended locations include but are not
limited to the Owens Valley Native Fish Sanctuary.

Improve habitat for existing populations atLittle Hot Creek Pond, Owens Gorge, and Mule
Spring. This improvement includes but is not limited to management/removal of non-native
aqruatic floral and faunal species. For the Upper Owens Gorge population, increase the
availability of lacustrine habitat and provide for adequate water quality and quantity throughout
the year.

Remove non-native aquatic species.

Conduct additional research to gain a better understanding of the origin, genetics, and
ecophysiology of the Toikona lineage of the Owens tui chub. This information will help
determine the best ways to conserve the unique attributes of this lineage.

Develop and implement an education and outreach program for residents of, and visitors to, the
Owens and Mono Basins. The program would focus on the importance of conserving the native
fish species including the Owens tui chub and the deleterious effects of non-native predatory fish
species. It would involve residents and visitors, adults and children, in ways they can help
conserve the Owens tui chub.
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Monitoring G0, Emissions in Tree-K¡ll Areas near the
Resurgent Dome at Long Valley Galdera, Galifornia

By Deborah Bergfeld and William C. Evans

Abstract

We report results of yearly measurements of the diffuse
CO, flux and shallow soil temperatures collected since 2006
across two sets of tree-kill areas at Long Valley Caldera,
Califomia. These data provide background information about
CO, discharge during a period with moderate seismicity,
but little to no deformation. The tree kills are located at

long-recognized areas of weak thermal fluid upflow, but
have expanded in recent years, possibly in response to
geothermal fluid production at Casa Diablo. The amount of
CO, discharged from the older kill area at Basalt Canyon is

fairly constant and is around 3-5 tonnes ofCO, per day from
an area of about I 5,000 m2. The presence of isobutane in gas

samples from sites in and around Basalt Canyon suggests
that geothermal fluid production directly effects fluid upflow
in the region close to the power plant. The average fluxes at

Shady Rest are lower than average fluxes at Basalt Canyon,
but the area affected by fluid upflow is larger. Total CO,
discharged from the central portion ofthe kill area at Shady
Rest has been variable, ranging from 6 toll tonnes per day
across 61,000 m2. Gas collected at Shady Rest contains
no detectable isobutane to link emissions chemically to
geothermal fluid production, but two samples from 2009-10
have detectable HrS and suggest an increasing geothermal
character ofemitted gas. The appearance ofthis gas at the

surface may signal increased drawdown of water levels near
the geothermal productions wells.

lntroduction

Localized areas of elevated CO, flux and elevated soil
temperatures on or around the resurgent dome at Long Valley
Caldera, Califomia, are identified by stressed, dying, and

dead vegetation (fig.1). Our early work (Bergfeld and others,

2006) indicated that about 8.7 metric tonnes of CO, per day
(t/d) were emitted from these kill zones, with the highest
discharge occurring in areas within a few km of the Casa

Diablo geothermal power plant, and that most of the kill zones

developed as a response to changing conditions in the shallow
hydrothermal system.

This report presents results from 2006-2010 COr-flux
surveys of two of the largest tree-kill zones and chemical data
on gas collected between 1989 and 2010 in and around several
of the tree-kill zones. The flux measurements provide baseline

data from a time when seismicity has waned and deformation
of the resurgent dome has leveled off(htþ://volcanoes.usgs.
gov/lvo/activity/index.php, last accessed December I 5, 20 I 0).

Because ofthis, changes in the size ofkill zones, increases

in soil temperatures or steam discharge, and changes in CO,
emissions most likely reflect the response of the shallow
hydrothermal system to geothermal fluid production at the

Casa Diablo power plant. Results from diffrrse COr-flux and

soil-temperature measurements collected under these condi-
tions allow a better understanding ofthe shallow system and

will improve our ability to detect changes in the fluxes of CO,
and heat associated with magmatic unrest.

Field Locations

Our field studies since 2006 have focused on two main
kill zones, herein referred to as Basalt Canyon and Shady
Rest. The grid at Basalt Canyon and at Shady Rest are partly
composed of measurement sites from the BC, BCE, and SR
grids ofBergfeld and others, 2006. The outline ofpresent-
day measurement grids are irregular, and the footprints of the
grids have varied with time as we encompassed more areas of
thermal fluid upflow, or as new areas of kill developed.

The Basalt Canyon grid is about 1.6 km due west of the

Casa Diablo power plant (fig. l) and is sited along a localized
SV/-NE trending fault (Bergfeld and others, 2006). The grid
consists primarily of tree-kill with a zone of live grass in the

northeast section. The volcanic rocks in Basalt Canyon include

Quaternary rhyolites and basalts (Bailey, 1989). During June

2010, the measurement grid covered about 23,000 m2 and had

88 measurement sites (table l). Gas samples occasionally are

collected from thermal and nonthermal sites within the grid
and from a nearby gas vent, known as Basalt Fumarole (Sorey
and others, 1998), that is -100 m west of the grid boundary.

The Shady Rest grid is about 3.4 km northwest of the

Casa Diablo powerplant (fig. 1) and, as of June 2010,had129
measurement sites and covered about 100,000 m'? (table 1).
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Monitoring C0, Emissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at Long Valley Galdera, Galifonia

Figure l. Map showing the resurgent dome, gas sample locations in kill zones, and the 5725 and 6625 production wells. Gray areas
labeled BSLT (Basalt Canyon) and SRST (Shady Restl showthe extent of the flux grids. CDPB Casa Diablo power plant; LVEW Long

Valley Exploration well. Locations where gas samples were collected are identified by a map number that is given in table 2.
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Table 1. Summary statistics of flux data collected at Basalt Canyon and Shady Rest from 2006-2010, Long Valley Caldera, California.

[Weighted mean (I7) and sequential Gaussian simulation (,9) results given.Values in parentheses indicate the data did not satisf, the lognormal assumption,
and are estimates calculated fiom weighted flux values using the arithmetically-derived mean]

# of sites Grid area Maximum flux
mz gm-2dr

Mean f ux (Ul4 Discharge (fl4
gm-zd'r t dr

Range (ltÐ Mean flux (SJ Discharge (51 Range (S) À means
t dr gm-zd{ t d{ t dn l:hl

ALL BASALT CANYON

06t2006

0912006

06t2007

0612008

0712009

06t20t0

15,200

15,125

21,825

20,600

26,375

23,r25

2,589

2,602

2,ltr
3,151

I,693

1,700

2-9

2-9

1-8

2-10

2-13

2-10

64

62

80

83

85

88

29r

273

162

237

162

162

4.4

4.1

3.5

4.9

4.3

3.7

4-6

3-6

3-5

4-7

3-6

3-5

334

330

200

261

243

192

5.1

5.0

4.4

5.4

6.4

4.4

14

19

2l
10

40

l7

BASALT CANYON CORE SITES

06 2006

0912006

0612001

06/2008

0712009

0612010

14,800

14,800

14,800

14,800

14,800

14,800

2,589

2,602

2,111

3,15 I

I,581

1,327

2-8

l-9
<l-8

2-9

l-8
<l-7

60

59

60

60

53

6l

283

289

205

258

196

182

4.2

4.3

3.0

3.8

2.9

2.7

3-6

3-7

2-4

3-6

2-4

2-4

JJJ

320

255

364

247

r90

4.9

4.7

3.8

5.4

3.7

2.8

l6
10

22

34

23

4

ALL SHADY REST

0912006

0612001

0512008

0112009

0612010

6l,000

68,175

77,575

78,950

98,800

861

t,290

898

1,465

1,332

121

179

93

128 (113)

99

7.4

12.2

7.2

r0.1 (8.9)

9.8

6-10

l0-16

6-9

8- l3
8-t2

5-12

9-22

6-13

8-1 5

9-20

20

l9
30

t3 (25)

36

8l
90

105

106

129

141

2t6
126

t46
142

9.0

t4.7

9.8

I 1.5

14.0

SHADY REST CORE SITES

0912006

0612007

05/2008

0712009

06120't0

61,000

61,000

61,000

61,000

61,000

820

t,290

898

1,465

492

5-9

9-14

5-8

7 -ll
5-9

5-12

9-19

4-11

6- 15

5- l0

77

17

77

17

77

112

181

t02

t44

l1l

6.8

11.1

6.2

8.8

6.8

135

231

121

168

121

8.2

14.1

7.4

10.2

74

l8
24

t1

15

9
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Monitoring G0, Emissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at long Valley Galdera, Galifornia

The most recent area of tree kill is focused in the northeast and

east pofions of the grid. The center of the grid is comprised
of mostly bare ground that is surrounded by live vegetation
consisting of a mix of grass, brush, and widely spaced
pine trees. Volcanic rocks include the same Quatemary-
aged rhyolite found at Basalt Canyon (Bailey, 1989). The

measurement grid includes a sub-boiling-temperature gas vent,

commonly known as the Shady Rest fumarole, that is sampled

routinely for gas. Two recently drilled geothermal production
wells went online in suflìmer 2006 ard are about 0.5 km to the

south of the gnd (fig. l),

Methods

Field Methods

The grids were established using pace and compass

methods. Physical constraints imposed by dead trees, rock
outcrops, steep topography, and roads are such that spacing
between measurement sites is irregular. Locations are

recorded using a Garmin@ GPS, and each site is marked
with flagging in an effort to measure the flux at the same spot

during subsequent visits. Our goal is to measure flux at each

site during each field visit, but sites sometimes are missed,
and some sites have been abandoned. It typically requìres
two days to complete the flux measurements for each grid. In
2006 we made two sets of flux measurements at both grids.
In subsequent years we made one set of measurements.

The COr-flux measurements were made using a Vy'est

Systems flux meter, equipped with a LI-COR@ 820 infrared
COranalyzer and an accumulation chamber. Detailed
explanations about measurement techniques and methods for
determining flux values are presented in Lewicki and others
(2005) and Bergfeld and others (2006). Our protocol includes
field calibration of the analyzer using COr-free air and a gas

standard containing 1,000 ppm COr. At Basalt Canyon we
use a 6-L accumulation chamber, which provides suffrcient
volume to compensate for the high fluxes without saturating
the capacity of the CO, anzlyzel At Shady Rest, the flux at

most sites can be measured by using a 2.1-L chamber. Our
laboratory tests using the large and small chambers show
that measured fluxes underestimate the actual flux by about
7 percent and 10 percent, respectively. Soil temperatures are

measured adjacent to the accumulation chamber coincident
with each flux measurement. The target depth for soil-
temperature measurements through 2008 was 10 cm. In
2009-10 soil temperatures were measured af 20 cm.

Gas samples are collected into evacuated glass bottles by
inserting a stainless steel tube into the ground at an area ofgas
discharge. In some cases sample sites consist of a crack in the

bedrock, and at other sites the collection tube is driven into the

soil. Tygon@ tubing is used to connect the stainless steel tube to

the sample bottle. The collection apparatus is then purged of air,

and the collection bottle is opened until gas stops flowing into
the bottle.

Data Reporting

The CO, flux is reported as grams of CO, per square

meter per day (glm2/d). Total CO, discharged from each grid is
determined by multiplying the mean flux for all the sites by the
grid area. CO, discharge is reported in units of metric tonnes

of CO, emitted per day (ld). The discharge is not corrected for
biogenic CO, contributions, nor for the systematic under-esti-
mation of flux revealed in laboratory testing. Many studies of
diffr¡se CO, flux in volcanic and geothermal environments have

shown that flux data are skewed positively with lognormal
distributions (Bergfeld and others, 2001; Chiodini and others,
1998,2001; Cardellini and others,2003; Lewicki and others,
2005). Statistical analysis of the flux data from both Basalt
Canyon and Shady Rest supports this premise (figs. 2 and
3; note that figs. 2 through 13 are at the back ofthis report);
therefore, calculations of the mean CO, flux were determined
by using methods that are appropriate for lognormal datasets.

For this report we calculated the mean CO, flux by using two
methods, and the difference in the results ìs reported as the

absolute difference in the mean values divided by the average
mean and expressed as a percent (table l).

The weighted method (If/) uses minimum variance
estimator equations to determine mean flux values. To avoid
any bias related to the irregular site spacing, a weighting factor
is applied to each measured flux value. Vy'eighting factors

are calculated by inputting site location coordinates and

measured flux values into the DECLUS module of the GSLIB
geostatistical software package (Deutsch and Journel, 1998).

Once calculated, the weighted flux dalz are log-transformed
and are tested for a lognormal distribution using D'Agostino's
test (Gilbert, 1987), as described in Bergfeld and others (2006).

All but one of the weighted datasets satisfies the hypothesis of
a lognormal distribution. The log-transformed weighted flux
values are used to calculate the mean and 95-percent confidence
interval about the mean by using minìmum variance estimator
equations given in Gilbert (1987) as presented in the appendix
of Bergfeld and others (2006). The resulting means, and
lower and upper limits from the confidence interval, are back-
transformed, and those results are multiplied by the grid area to
provide estimates of the total CO, discharge for the grid.

The sequential Gaussian simulation method (sGs) for
estimating the means for each dataset also uses log-transformed
flux values. The method produces multiple equiprobable

outcomes of the spatial distribution of the flux over a 5 mt grid
cell using the sgsim module of the GSLIB program @eutsch
and Joumel, 1998), following methods outlined in Cardellini and

other (2003) and Lewicki and others (2005). The sGs-technique

is superior to using kriging to estimate flux at unsampled
locations because it honors the measured flux values (Cardellini
and others, 2003). The mean flux is determined from the
summation of 1,000 simulations, and results are used to produce

contour plots of the flux. Differences in results from the replicate
simulations yield a 95-percentupper and lower boundary on the
determined discharge and provide a measurement of uncertainty.
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The summary statistics for each site visit are given in
table I and include results for a subset oflocations herein
defined as "core sites," where measurements have been made
on at least 80 percent ofthe site visits. Because the footprint
ofthe core sites is static, the data are used for temporal
comparisons of CO, emissions. Basalt Canyon and Shady Rest
grids contain 61 and J7 core sites, respectively. At Shady Rest

the full contingency of core sites was not established until
September 2006. Flux data from the small grid at Shady Rest
in June 2006 are not presented.

Results

Basalt Ganyon Tree Kills, SoilTemperatures, and
G0, Emissions

The kill zoîe at Basalt Canyon is a mixture of old and
recent tree kills. The core sites are in the central portion of
the grid and are characterized by long-dead, downed and
standing trees that are stripped oftheir bark and are breaking
apart. Many of these kills occurred during the mid-1990s and
were associated with early power-plant operations at Casa
Diablo (Bergfeld and others, 2006). New tree kills include
large, mature pines and are found mostly ìn the northeast
part ofthe grid. These new tree kills are recent enough that
the bark is intact and brown needles and pine cones often
are attached. The new kills are adjacent to what appears to
be healthy forest. Shallow soil temperatures in this part of
the grid are up to 50'C (fig. 4). Changes in soil temperature
effect different tree species in varying ways (Pregitzer and
others, 2000) and may induce stress that would contribute
to increased mortality rates; however, at the time of this
writing, the exact cause of tree death is not known.

Sites with the highest soil temperatures are clustered in
the central section of the Basalt Canyon grid (fig. 4), and are

located both along the bottom of the canyon, as well as along
the western slope. The highest soil temperature measured at 10

cm was 92.9"C during the July 2007 site visit. Soil at steaming
ground sites has low permeability, has been altered to clay,
and commonly is encrusted with sulfur-bearing minerals.
Steam tends to discharge at discrete points, such as the surface

exposures of tree-root tunnels.

Plots of soil temperature versus CO, flux at Basalt Canyon
show considerable scatter (fig. 5), and correlation coeffrcients
(R) from linear regression ofthe data are <0.4 for all years.

The low R-values reflect both the presence of high-temperature

sites with moderate flux and sites with normal soil temperatures
that have high CO, fluxes. There appears to be no difference
in correlations between flux and temperatures whether the
temperatures are measured at l0 cm or 20 cm.

During this investigation the maximum flux for each set

of measurements at Basalt Canyon was between about 1,700
to 3, 1 00 glm'z I d (table 1 ). Comparison of contour plots of the
diffrrse CO, flux from different years shows that although the

Results

intensity of the flux at an individual site may change from year

to year, the general pattem across the grid is fairly static (fig.
6). The areas around the two gas-sampling sites often have the
largest CO, fluxes and are separated from each other by a zone
of lower flux sites, The CO, fluxes at the non-core sites in
the east were lower than the CO, fluxes from core sites in the
center ofthe grid (fig. 7).

The raw andweightedflux dafafor all years forthe core
sites and the full grid at Basalt Canyon pass D'Agostino's
test as having a lognormal distribution. For most years the

two methods of estimating the mean flux agree within 25

percent, with slightly higher means and larger confidence
intervals estimated using the sGs method (table 1). Summary
statistics for the flux data from core sites show that mean
fluxes were between about 200-300 glm'1ld. The upper and
lower bounds on discharge estimates for all years overlap (fig.
8), and comparison of the flux maps from core sites suggests

that emissions were fairly constant during the course of this
investigation (fig. 6). Total CO, discharge from Basalt Canyon
core sites is about 3-5 tld.

Shady Rest Tree Kills, Soil Temperatures, and
G0, Emissions

The core sites at Shady Rest are centered on an area of
mostly bare ground with some scattered grass, brush, and
individual trees. The full grid includes more forested areas

along the boundary. Most observed kills are of recent age and
are clustered in two groups on the east side ofthe grid (fig. 9).
As compared with Basalt Canyon, the Shady Rest kill areas

have fewer old decayed trees, although this may be a function
ofeasy access and firewood scavenging.

Soil-temperature measurements at 10 cm show that,
in general, Shady Rest sites are cooler than sites at Basalt
Canyon (figs. 4 and 9). In winter, snow will accumulate later
and melt sooner from sites around the Shady Rest fumarole,
but unlike Basalt Canyon, there are no large patches of
steaming ground. \ùy'e have observed steam issuing only from
a few point-source locations at Shady Rest. The highest soil
temperature at a grid site was 75.0'C. Plots of soil temperatlre
and CO, flux show the data are positively correlated with
correlation coefficients around 0.7 for most years (fig. l0).

In general, Shady Rest sites with the highest fluxes are

oriented along a north-south trend that incorporates the location
of the Shady Rest fumarole (figs. 1 1 and l2). The maximum
flux from each set of measurements was between about 850
and 1,500 glm'zld (table l) and was obtained at one of two
sites in the north near one ofthe areas ofrecent tree kills. In
2009 we discovered a discrete patch of slightly thermal ground
with some recent tree kills -200 m southeast of the main grid
boundary In 2010 the area was incorporated into the Shady
Rest grid. The new sites have moderately high fluxes, up to

-300 glmzld, and are aligned along a southeast trend in line
with the 6625 geothermal production well (fig. l2E").
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Monitoring G0, Emissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at long Valley Galdera, Galifomia

Table 2. Sample locations, gas chemistry in volume percent and permil (%o) carbon isotope values of samples

collected on or around the resurgent dome, Long Valley Caldera, California.

[Sites are characterized as discrete gas vents (V), steaming ground (SG), and nonthermal (NT). n-CnH,o and i-C4Hr' are normal-

and iso-butane. Basalt Canyon Extended grid site 24 @CE 24), Basalt fumarole (BF), Casa Diablo fumarole (CDF), Casa Diablo

north (CDN), Chris'hot spot (CHS), Fumarole Valley (FV); Isha fumarole (ISHA), Shady Rest fumarole (SRF), Teapot (TPT), not

analyzed (na), not recorded (nr). Datum for the UTM coordinates is refe¡enced to WGS84 zone 1l

Location Date Temp.

(ct
Map # Type Easting

lml

Nonhing G0, He Hz Ar

(ml -----------volume percent----------

Basalt Canyon Area

CHS

CHS

Near CHS

BCE24

BF

BF

BF

BF

BF

BF

BF

12t06/9s

09/29199

06/08/10

07t26/04

07/31/90

11/01t95

08/03/96

06/t6/97

01/01/98

07126104

07/t4/06

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.006

0.005

0.004

0.003

0.003

0.004

0.005

0.024

0.039

0.022

0.001

0.003

0.021

0.010

0.013

0.009

0,026

0.006

0.020

0.023

0.012

0.143

0.039

0.032

0.031

0.035

0.032

0.029

0.027

91.0

nr

9l .5

32.s

nr

91.0

92.0

3

)
3:r

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

98.6

98.1

98.8

84.2

96.8

97.4

97.4

97.5

96.9

97.4

97.6

ff

92

nr

nr

sG 329974 4168t52

sG 329974 4168152

sG 329977 4168147

NT 329872 4168129

v 329698 4168166

v 329698 4168166

v 329698 4168166

v 329698 4168166

v 329698 4168166

v 329698 4168166

v 329698 4168166

Shady Rest

SRF

SRF

SRF

SRF

SRF

SRF

90

nr

89.6

91.0

79.2

8'7.9

09t25t96

06/19/97

06t06102

07tl4/06

06/22t09

09/08/10

8l.4 0.004

69.t 0.003

85.1 0.004

85.9 0.005

70.9 0.004

63.5 0.002

0.029 0.159

0.011 0.276

0.009 0.130

0.002 0.132

0.035 0.271

0.037 0.343

v 328427 4t696ts

v 328427 4169615

v 328427 41696t5

v 328427 41696t5

v 328427 4169615

v 328427 41696rs
L

CDN

CDF

CDF

TPT

FV

FV

FV

ISHA

ISHA

92.7

nr

94.1

86.0

ff

32.8

92.9

96.7

97.6

73.5

69.3

98.4

98. l
53.6

36.4

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.004

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.003

0.004

0.055

0.245

0.065

0.057

0.027

0.014

0.021

0.008

0.001

0.069

0.050

0.031

0.239

0.306

0.018

0.025

0.489

o.612

02/12103

09/18102

07/14/06

03125/04

06109/99

Sept.1999

t0/13/06

t0/24/89

rt/13t03

Other Kill Areas

sG 331005

v 331758

v 331758

sG 329860

v 332894

v 332894

v 332894

sG 336024

sG 336024

4167986

41683',78

4168378

4169286

4169428

4t69428

4169428

4171860

4171860

5

6

6

7

8

8

8

9

9

li
I

ff

ff

ff

I

Near site 3 on figure I

It.

l

I
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Results

.1 l: 11 1i:......,,,i1Ì" 0.,,,T',1-'----- l.i{:: l.l{:: u'iT":o' NJO,NrtAr

Basalt Canyon Area

0.0s 1.0

0.10 1 .5

0.03 0,8

2.7 13.0

0.04 2.9

0.06 2.1

0.11 2.2

0.02 2.1

0.l5 2,6

0.06 2.1

0.02 2.0

0.060 0.001

0.056 <0.0002

0.037 <0.0002

0.001 <0.0002

0.t24 <0.0002

0.116 0.001

0.112 0.001

0. l 08 0.001

0.106 0.000

0.102 0.000

0.101 0.001

52 19

65 15

65 28

9t5
76 78

67 34

69 20

60 127

80 t7

75 37

'74 81

0.193 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.204 <0.0005 0.003

0.364 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.090 na na

0.169 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.203 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.207 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.204 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.227 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.226 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.003

0.003

na

<0.0005

na

0.006

0.007

0.008

0.008

0.01 5

0.01 5

na

,4.0

-4.1

-3.4

-3.8

-4.0

-3.9
na

na

-4.1

-3.9

Shady Rest

3.0 15.0

5.'7 25.0

2.7 12.0

2.4 12.0

5.7 23.0

7.2 29.0

0.027 <0.0002

0.023 <0.0002

0.059 <0.0002

0.062 0.000

0.049 0.002

0.044 <0.0002

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.019 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.030 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005

<0.0005

<0.0005

<0.0005

<0.0005

<0.0005

-3.9 97

na 90

-3.7 92

4.4 87

na 85

-3.'7 84

5

4

4

5

4

4

Other Kill Areas

1.3 5.6

0,07 2.5

0.04 1.7

5.1 21 .0

5.6 2s.0

0.05 |.4

0.07 1.5

8.5 37.0

12.0 51.0

0.031 0.001

0.041 <0.0002

0.026 <0.0002

0.046 <0.0002

0.048 0.000

0.063 0.001

0.062 <0.0002

0.030 <0.0002

0.037 <0.0002

0.083 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.332 0.001 0.001

0.427 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.050 <0.0005 0.001

0.231 0.001 0.001

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

0.009

0.058

0.035

0.007

0.020

0.030

0.079

<0.0005

<0.0005

-4.6

-6.9

-5.7

-4.4
na

-5.4

na

na

-5.1

80

51

56

88

81

79

58

'77

83

4

37

45

4

4

3t

20

4

4
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Monitoring G0, Emissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at Long Valley Galdera, Galifornia

All but one of the flux datasets from Shady Rest pass

D'Agostino's test as having a lognormal distribution. The test
was negative for the full grid from 2009, and we calculated
the simple arithmetic mean of the weighted flux values (shown
in the parentheses in table 1), as well as the mean, by using
the minimum variance estimator. For all datasets the mean
flux determìnations from the sGs method are higher, and

the confidence intervals are larger, than those derived from
the weighted-flux values (table 1). Differences in the means
derived from the two methods are <36 percent and generally
are better Than 25 percent.

Estimates of the total CO, emissions from Shady Rest core

sites in 2006,2008,2009, and 2010 are similar, and the ranges

in the discharge estimates for these 4 sets of measurements
overlap (fig. l3). The results indicate about 6-9 tonnes ofa CO,
per day (7-10 from sGs) discharged from the central portion of
the gnd (table 1). The discharge estimate (11-14 ld) and the

contour plot from the 2007 measurements stand out as having
higher emissions than in otheryears (figs. 1l and l3).

Gas Ghemistry from Sites on or Around the
Resurgent Dome

Table 2 gives analyses of gas samples collected from
discrete gas vents (V), steaming ground (SG) sites, and a
nonthermal (NT) high flux (50O-900 glm'zld) site in the Basalt
Canyon grid. The gas compositions are dominated by CO'
but gas from many sites contains significant amounts of
atmospheric components (Ar, N, and Or). HrS is a component
in the gas from thermal sites around Basalt Canyon, as well as

other sites near the Casa Diablo power plant, but until recently
was not detected at the Shady Rest fumarole. CHo is detectable

in all gas samples, irrespective of location. The carbon isotope

composition of CO, collected at nine locations is between -ó.9
and1.4 permil. The õr3C values of CO, from sites around
Basalt Canyon and Shady Rest are indistinguishable and range
from4.4 to -3.4 permil. These values are similar, but slightly
higher than the ô'3C composition of CO, from Mammoth
Mountain fumarole (-5.5 to -4.5 permil, Sorey and others,
1998). Isobutane (i-CoH,o), the working fluid used at the Casa

Diablo power plant, is detected at numerous thermal sites, but
has not been found in gas from the Shady Rest fumarole.

Summary

Gomparison of the Two Areas

ln a visual sense, the kill areas at Basalt Canyon and Shady

Rest are distinct. The prominent tree and brush kills in the center
ofBasalt Canyon have been the focus points for steam and gas

upflow for decades, and many ofthe old logs and stumps are

coated with a layer of sulfur. The kill area at Shady Rest contains
more subtle features and stands out from its surroundings as

unusual in that there is a large area of mostly bare ground. Both
Basalt Canyon and Shady Rest are, however, similar in that
development of new areas of tree kill is an ongoing phenomena.

The Basalt Canyon and Shady Rest study areas are

located over thermal fluid upflow zones. Overall, the CO,
fluxes are higher at Basalt Canyon than at Shady Rest, but
the extent ofdischarge zone at Basalt Canyon is confined to a
smaller area. At Shady Rest the CO, flux and soil temperatures
are moderately-to-well correlated, indicating that CO, and
steam are transported together. The correlation between flux
and soil temperature at Basalt Canyon is poor. Sites with a low
flux and high soil temperatures occur in areas ofstrong fluid
upflow where alteration products, such as clays and mineral
sublimates, occlude void spaces, decreasing permeability. The
presence of low-temperature, high-flux sites at Basalt Canyon
may reflect steam condensation in the subsurface.

During the course of this investigation, total CO,
emissions from the Basalt Canyon core sites were constant.
We estimate that about 3-5 tonnes of CO, per day discharge
from the central core part of the grid. CO, emissions from the
Shady Rest core sites were more variable and ranged from 6

to 14 tld. The variability could be related to changes in the
shallow hydrothermal system resulting from geothermal fluid
production at the new wells. At present, we do not have the
temporal data needed to fully assess this hypothesis, but the
alignment of high CO, flux sites in the direction of the 6625
well (fig. l2) lends support to this idea.

The composition of gases collected from sites at Shady
Rest and Basalt Canyon distinguishes gas across the two areas.

While the carbon isotope composition of CO, indicates a

conìmon source of COr, other components, such as isobutane,
and until recently HrS, are distinct to thermal features around
Basalt Canyon. All samples collected from the Shady Rest
fumarole have entrained air, which tends to oxidize HrS and
may be part of the reason that it rarely is detected. The presence

of HrS in 2009-10 samples could, howeveq indicate a change
in fluid chemistry related to production from the new wells.
Isobutane, which is unaffected by the presence of air, has never
been detected at Shady Rest.

Isobutane enters the thermal aquifer at Long Valley when
occasional leaks in heat exchangers at the Casa Diablo power
plant cause it to be injected along with spent geothermal fluids into
deep parts ofthe geothermal reservoir (Evans and others, 2004).
It has been detected in gas samples collected at Basalt Canyon
since I 995 (table 2) and may have reached the area before that
time. The purpose of injection is to provide pressure support in
the geothermal reservoir and the presence ofisobutane in gas

samples at Basalt Canyon shows that volatiles from the injectate
have reached the underþing area. The pressure support provided
by the injectate would stabilize the depth of boiling in the reservoir
and, consequently, would control the upflow of steam and CO,
producing more constant CO, emissions.

The absence ofisobutane at Shady Rest may be a
function of distance from the injection wells and may indicate
the shallow reservoir in the area lacks pressure support.
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Without sufficient pressure support, the shallow hydrothermal
system would respond to the 2006 onset offluid production
at the 5725 and 6625 wells. Variations in CO, emissions since

that time may reflect adjustments in the shallow reservoir to
the fluid production.

Further Work

Results of CO, flux mapping since 2006 provide a

well-constrained estimate of diffuse CO, emissions at Basalt
Canyon. As a tool for volcano monitoring, the baseline
information needed is now available for comparison if, in
the future, seismicity or deformation rates change. Barring
such changes, continued study of CO, flux at Basalt Canyon
provides only information on geothermal fluid upflow. Our
understanding of baseline CO, emissions at Shady Rest also is

well constrained, but drilling of a new production well west of
Shady Rest commenced in late 2010. Additional study of the

CO, fluxes, and a more in-depth study of soil temperatures,

is warranted as the new well goes into production. Collection
of gas samples at both sites should continue as part of future
monitoring efforts at both sites.
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14 Monitoring COrEmissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at Long Valley Galdera, Galifornia
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t6 Monitoting C0, Emissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at long Valley Galdera, Califomia
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Figure 7. Contour plots from sGs calculations showing the diffuse
C0,flux for all sites at the Basalt Canyon grid from the June 2006-
June 2010 site visits. The white circles indicate a location is not a
designated core site. The black stars show the CHS (east) and

BCE-24 (west) gas-sample locations.
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Monitoring GOrEmissions in Tree-KillAreas nearthe Resurgent Dome at long Valley Galdera, Califomia
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Monitoring COrEmissions in Tree-Kill Areas near the Resurgent Dome at long Valley Galdera, Califomia
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Figure 13. Plot showing the average C0, discharge from core sites at Shady Restforfive sets of
measurements made between September 2006 and June 2010. Error bars representthe range in emissions
estimated for a 95-percent confidence interval. Black squares show average emissions calculated from
minimum variance estimator equations. Red squares show average emissions based on sGs determinations
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Executive Summary

This document is intended to help U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) employees
and other natural resource managers understand reserve pits, their uses, associated
mortality risk to birds and other wildlife, and alternatives to the use of reserve pits in
drilling for oil and gas. The information is provided to help Service employees in the
review of oil and gas development projects and development of recommendations to
prevent or minimize impacts to Service trust resources such as migratory birds, federally-
listed threatened and endangered species, and National Wildlife Refuge system lands.
The document also provides a summary of state and federal oil and gas rules that relate to
reserve pits.

Earthen pits, also known as reserve pits, excavated adjacent to drilling rigs are commonly
used for the disposal of drilling muds and well cuttings in natural gas or oil fields. The
contents of reserve pits depend on the type of drilling mud used, the formation drilled,
and other chemicals added to the mud circulation system during the drilling process. If
the reserve pit contains oil or oil-based products (i.e., oil-based drilling fluids), the pit can
entrap and kill migratory birds and other wildlife. During the drilling process, reserve
pits probably do not attract aquatic migratory birds such as waterfowl due to human
activity and noise. However, once the drilling rig and other equipment are removed from
the well pad, the reserve pit is attractive to birds and other wildlife. Birds are attracted to
reserve pits by mistaking them for bodies of water. Insects entrapped in reserve pit fluids
also attract songbirds, bats, amphibians, and small mammals. The sticþ nature of oil
entraps birds in the pits and they die from exposure and exhaustion. Birds and other
wildlife can also fall into oil-covered reserve pits when they approach the pit to drink.

Following well completion, reserve pits are often left in place after the drilling rig and
other equipment are removed from the site. Reserve pit fluids are allowed to dry and the
remaining solids are encapsulated with the reserve pit synthetic liner and buried in place.
Depending on state regulations, oil operators are allowed from 30 days to one year after
well completion to close a reserve pit. The longer the reserve pit is left on site, the greater
the probability that aquatic birds will land on the pit. If the reserve pit contains oil,
condensates, or other hydrocarbons or hydraulic fracturing fluids, the risk of bird
mortality is very high. Hydraulic fracturing fluids can contain chemicals that may be
harmful to birds (e.9., surfactants, hydrochloric acid, caustic potash, and diesel fuel).

Bird and other wildlife mortality in reserve pits is preventable. Several states recommend
or require netting or screening of reserve pits containing oil to prevent access by wildlife.
Immediate removal of the drilling fluids after well completion is the key to preventing
wildlife mortality in reserve pits. An altemative to the use of earthen reserve pits is
closed-loop drilling systems using steel tanks to hold the drilling muds and cuttings.
Other options to dispose of drilling wastes include: downhole injection; solidification and
burial; or treatment and reuse.
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lntroduction

Earthen pits excavated adjacent to drilling rigs are commonly used for the disposal of
drilling muds and well cuttings in oil and gas fields (Figure 1). These pits are referred to
as reserve pits. The contents of reserve pits depend on the type of drilling mud used, the
formation drilled, and other chemicals added to the mud circulation system during the
drilling process.

Figure 1. Reserve pit adjacent to a drilling rig near La Barge, Wyoming.
(USFWS Photo by P. Ramirez)
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Reserve pit size depends on well depth. The average reserve pit volume for wells less
than 4,000 feet in depth is approximately 3,600 barrels (bbls) and for wells greater than
15,000 feet in depth is more than 15,000 bbls ( USOTA 1992). Reserve pits in the
Pinedale Anticline and Jonah natural gas fields in Wyoming average 0.6 acres in size
(approximately 720by 200 feet). Reserve pits in the natural gas fields near Wamsutter,
Wyoming average 0.3 acres in size (approximately 85 by 140 feet).

Drilling fluids or muds consist of a base fluid or carrier (water, diesel, mineral oil, or a
synthetic compound), weighting agents (typically barium sulfate or barite), and bentonite
clay to remove the cuttings from the well and line the walls of the hole (Figure 2).
Drilling fluid also contains lignosulfonates and lignites to keep the mud in a fluid state.

Water-based muds are typically used in drilling due to their lower cost. Oil-based muds
are used in wells drilled in reactive shales, deep wells, and horizontal and extended-reach
wells, where drilling is more diffrcult and water-based muds do not perform as well.
Synthetic-based muds use nonaqueous fluids (other than oils) as their base and include
internal olefins, esters, linear alpha-olefins, poly alpha-olefins, and linear paraffins.
Synthetic-based muds have drilling properties similar to those of oil-based muds but do
not have polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), are less toxic, biodegrade faster,
and have a lower bioaccumulation potential.
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Figure 2. Rotary drilling rig diagram with reserve pit (mud pit).
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Following well completion, reserve pits are left in place after the drilling rig and other
equipment are removed from the site (Figure 3). Reserve pit fluids are allowed to dry
(Figure 4) and the remaining solids are encapsulated with the reserve pit synthetic liner
and buried in place (Figure 5).

(USFWS Photo by P Ramirez)

,
- , a'

gure 4. Reserve pit after fluids have evaporated. rusFws photo by p Ramirez)
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Gontaminants in Reserve Pits

Reserve pits can contaminate soil, groundwater, and surface water with metals and
hydrocarbons if not managed and closed properly. As reserve pit fluids evaporate, water-
soluble metals, salts, and other chemicals become concentrated. Precipitation, changes in
shallow groundwater levels, and flooding can mobilize these contaminants into adjacent
soils and groundwater. Liners most often do not adequately seal the drilling wastes,
especially if they are torn (Figure 6). Beal et. al. (1987) documented the migration of
leachate 400 feet from reserve pits buried in 1959 in north-central North Dakota and
reported groundwater contamination 50 feet below the buried reserve pits. Migration of
salts from buried drilling wastes from unlined reserve pits has been documented in U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) managed Waterfowl Production Areas in northeastern
Montana and northwestern North Dakota (K. Nelson, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, pers.
com., Dec. 10, 2008). Caustic soda, rig wash, diesel fuel, waste oil from machinery, and
other refuse could be placed in reserve pits either deliberately or inadvertently. Reis
(1996) states that "improper reserye pit management practices have created sources of
benzene, lead, arsenic, and fluoride, even when these contaminants were not detected or
were not present in the drilling mud system." Water-based drilling muds can contain
glycols, chromium, zinc, pol¡,propylene glycol, and acrylamide copolymers (Fink 2003).
Synthetic-based muds contain mineral oil and oil-based muds can contain diesel oil,
although diesel oil is being replaced by a palm oil derivative or hydrated caster oil (Fink
2003).

Other additives typically used in drilling fluids include: polymers (partially hydrolyzed
polyacrylamide (PHPA) and polyanionic cellulose (PAC)); drilling detergents; and
sodium carbonate (soda ash) (Papp 2001). PHPA is used to increase viscosity of fluid and
inhibit clay and shale from swelling and sticking. PAC is used to increase the stability of
the borehole in unconsolidated formations. Drilling detergents or surfactants are used

I
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Figure 5. On-site burial of reserve pit wastes, Carbon County, Wyoming.
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with bentonite drilling fluids to decrease the surface tension of the drill cuttings. Soda ash

is used to raise the pH of the water and precipitate calcium out of the water.
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Figure 6. Reserve pit with torn synthetic liner. OSFV/s phoro byp. Ramirez)

Disposal of Drilling Wastes

The most recent data on drilling waste disposal by the American Petroleum Institute
(APD (2000) shows the oil industry used reserve pits in 68 percent of the oil and
conventional natural gas wells drilled in 1995 and closed loop drilling systems in 25
percent of the wells. An estimated 92 percent of onshore drilling wastes were derived
from freshwater based mud systems, compared to 64 percent of drilling wastes in 1985.
ln 1995,68 percent of drilling wastes were disposed onsite through evaporation and
burial. Approximately 1.2 bbls of drilling waste are produced per foot of well depth
drilled (API2000). In 1995, an estimated 148 million bbls of drilling waste were
produced. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, a total of 335
million feet were drilled in the exploration and development of oil and natural gas in
2008 (EIA 2009). Assuming the drilling of those wells resulted in an average of 1.2 bbls
of drilling waste per foot of well depth drilled; approximately 402 million bbls of drilling
waste were produced in 2008.
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On-site Disposal and Burial of Reserve Pit Wastes

On-site disposal and burial involves allowing reserve pit fluids to dry and encapsulating
the remaining solids with the reserve pit synthetic liner and burying the wastes in place.
Depending on state regulations, oil operators are allowed from 30 days to one year after
well completion to close a reserve pit. Assuming that 68 percent of the drilling wastes
are currently disposed onsite through evaporation and burial, an estimated 273 million
bbls of drilling wastes were disposed onsite in 2008.

Solidification of Drilling Wastes
If reserve pits must be used, cost-effective technology exists to solidi$r pit fluids
immediately following well completion. Solidif,rcation can add to the waste volume but
prevents mobilization of potential contaminants into the soil and/or groundwater (EPA
2000). Solidification involves the removal of the free liquid fraction of reserve pit fluids
and then adding solidifiers such as commercial cement, fly ash, or lime kiln dust.
Removal and off-site disposal of liquids removes most of the water soluble metals, salts,
and chemicals from the drilling waste material.

Pitless or Glosed Loop Drilling
Pitless drilling or closed-loop drilling reduces the amount of drilling waste, recycles
drilling fluids, and reduces drilling costs (Rogers et. al. 2006a and b). Pitless drilling can
reduce the volume of waste by 60 to 70 percent (Rogers et. al.2006b). Pitless drilling
also conserves water and prevents soil contamination.

Pitless drilling systems are equipped with a "chemically-enhanced" centrifuge that
separates drilling mud liquids from solids (Rogers et. aI.2006b). The separated drilling
mud solids are stored in a steel tank and then transferred to a synthetically-lined clay pad
for drying (Figure 7). The pads are designed to prevent the runoff of any liquids. The
drill cuttings are either buried on site or are transferred to an approved commercial
disposal facility for disposal (Rogers et. al.2006b). The drill cuttings can create
environmental problems and pose a risk to wildlife if the trench or excavated burial pit
collects water from snowmelt or rainfall. Ponded water in the trench or burial pit may
become contaminated with hydrocarbons present in the drill cuttings. Immediate burial of
drill cuttings and contouring of the site should prevent the ponding of snowmelt or
rainwater. Sheens, oil, and sludges in the disposal pit will pose a risk to migratory birds
and other wildlife (Figures 8 and 9). Additionally, if the pits are not lined, soil and
groundwater contamination can occur if the drill cuttings contain leachable
concentrations of hydrocarbons and metals.

Treatment and Reuse of Drilling Fluids
Operators in the Jonah natural gas field in southwestern Wyoming are currently using
new technology to treat and reuse drilling fluids (Figure 10). Drilling fluids are treated
using a patented combination of fluid and thermal dynamics to remove oil and salts. The
treatment separates the drilling fluid into fresh water, heavy brine, condensate, and
methanol. The condensate is recovered and sold. The methanol and brine are reused in
drilling fluids. The fresh water is either reused at other drilling locations or is used for
the benefit of livestock or wildlife.
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Figure 7. Closed-loop or pitless drilling site with syntheticallyJined pad for
temporary storage of drill cuttings.

Figure 8. Trench used for burial of drill cuttings from closed-loop drilling.
Sheens are visible on the water surface. (usFws photo by p Ramirez)
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Figure 9. Ponding of snowmelt and rainfall in trench used for the disposal of drill
cuttings from closedloop (pitless) drilling system.

Figure 10. Treatment facility at the Jonah Gas Field, Sublette County, Wyoming
used to separate condensate, methanol, brine, and water from drilling fluids.
(USFWS Photo by P. Ramirez)
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Down-hole Disposal of Drilling Fluids
Oil operators in Alaska inject the drill cuttings underground after the solids are finely
ground and mixed with a liquid to form a slurry (Veil and Dusseault 2003). This disposal
technique is typically used in conjunction with pitless drilling. Open earthen reserve pits
are not used to temporarily store the drilling fluids. The elimination of open pits
removes the mortality tl'reat to migratory birds and other wildlife. Slurry injection of
drilling wastes also poses less environmental impacts when properly managed and

monitored as the wastes are disposed deep underground and isolated from aquifers (Veil
and Dusseault 2003).

Threats to Migratory Birds

Reserve pits containing oil or oil-based products (i.e. oil-based drilling fluids) can entrap

and kill migratory birds and other wildlife. Birds, including hawks, owls, waterfowl, and

songbirds, are attractedto reserve pits by mistaking them for bodies of water. Reserve
pits also attract other wildlife such as insects, bats, small mammals, amphibians, and big
game. Wildlife canfall into oil-covered reserve pits while attempting to drink along the
pits' steep sideslopes. The steep, synthetically-lined pit walls make it almost impossible
for entrapped wildlife to escape. Insects entrapped in the oil can also attract songbirds,
bats, amphibians, and small mammals. The struggling birds or small mammals in tum
attract hawks and owls to the oil-covered pit. The sticþ nature of oil entraps birds in the
reserve pits and they die from exposure and exhaustion. Birds that do manage to escape

die from starvation, exposure or the toxic effects of oil ingested during preening. Birds
ingesting sublethal doses of oil can experience impaired reproduction. Cold stress can kill
the animal if oil damages the insulation provided by feathers or fur. Animals not killed in
the reserve pits can suffer ill effects later from contact with the oil and chemicals in the
pits. If they absorb or ingest oil in less than acutely lethal amounts they may suffer a
variety of systemic effects and may become more susceptible to disease and predation.
During the breeding season, birds can transfer oil from their feet and feathers to their
eggs. In some cases, a few drops of oil on an egg shell can kill the embryo (King and

LeFever 1979).

Service law enforcement agents and environmental contaminants specialists have
documented bird mortality in reserve pits in Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, Utah, and

Wyoming. The presence of small amounts of hydrocarbons, such as diesel, and

condensate, can create sheens on the reserve pit fluid. The presence ofvisible sheens on
reserve pit fluids is just as deadly to birds that come into contact with them (Figure 11). A
light sheen will coat the bird's feathers with a thin film of oil. Although light oiling on a
bird may not immediately immobilize the bird, it will compromise the feathers' ability to
insulate the bird. Furthermore, the affected bird will ingest the oil when it preens its
feathers and suffer acute or chronic effects.

Well stimulation chemicals, such as corrosion inhibitors and surfactants, disposed into
reserve pits, pose additional risk to migratory birds. Surfactants reduce the surface
tension of water; thus, allowing water to penetrate through feathers and onto skin. This
compromises the insulation properties of the feathers and subjects the bird to
hypothermia (Stephenson 1997). Furthermore, loss of water repellency in feathers due to
reductions in surface tension will cause the bird to become water logged.
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Figure 11. Reserve pit with visible sheen on surface. Sheens on the fluid surface can
be lethal to birds landing on reserve pits. psrws photo by p. Ramirez)

Loss of buoyancy will cause the bird to drown. Stephenson
surface tension reduced to approximately 38 to 50 mNm-l w n
adult waterfowl and could result in potential mortality. The
microNewtons per meter, the force necessary to break a film of a given length. Pure
water has a surface tension of approximately 72 mNm-l. Storage of hydraulic fracturing
(frac) fluids in reserve pits can present a risk to migratory birds if the frac fluids contain
hydrocarbons or surfactants.

During the drilling process, human activity and noise discourage aquatic migratory birds
such as waterfowl from accessing reserve pits. However, once the drilling rig and other
equipment are removed from the well pad, the reserve pit is attractive to birds and other
wildlife. The longer the reserve pit is left on site, the greater the probability that aquatic
birds will land on the pit. If the reserve pit contains oil, condensates, or other
hydrocarbons or surfactants, the risk of bird mortality is very high. Mortality events are
episodic in reserve pits. Total bird carcasses recovered from individual reserve pits range
from a few birds to large mortality incidents involving many birds. The largest mortality
incident in Wyoming occurred at a reserve pit in Carbon Counfy where Service personnel
recovered 77 birds, primarily puddle ducks, between July 2008 and September 2008
(Figure 12 and 13). The pit remained at the well site for over ayear and contained oil
and sludges on the surface.

Bird carcasses recovered from reserve pits in Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, and
Wyoming include passerine songbirds, raptors, shorebirds and waterfowl (Table 1 and
Figure 14). Service personnel have observed songbirds landing at the edges of reserve
pits and drinking water from pits.
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Figure 12. Reserve pit in Carbon County, \ilyoming, site of a large waterfowl
mortafity incident (77 bird carcasses recovered). (usFws phoro by p. Ramirez)

Figure 13. Duck carcass Qower center) in a reserve pit. psrwS photo by p. Ramirez)
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Table 1. Bird species recovered from reserve pits in Colorado, Montana, North Dakota,
and Wyoming.

Waterfowl Passerine Birds
Mallard

Blue-winged Teal

Green-winged Teal

Northern Shoveler

Common Goldeneye

Gadwall

Anas platyrhynchos

Anas discors

Anas crecca

Anas clypeata

Bucephala clangula

Anas strepera

Eastern Kingbird

Horned La¡k

Barn Swallow

Gray Catbird

Vesper Sparrow

Lark Sparrow

Song Sparrow

Dark-eyed Junco

Tyrannus lyrannus

Eremophila alpestris

Hirundo rustica

Dumetel I a carolinensis

Pooecetes gramineus

Chondestes grammacus

Melospiza melodia

Junco hyemalis

Grebe

White-faced Ibis

Great Homed Owl

American Kestrel

Other Aquatic Birds

Eudocimus albus

Raptors

Bubo virginianus

Falco sparverius

Red-wingedBlackbird Agelaiusphoeniceus

Brewer's Blackbird Euphagus cyanocephalus

Brown-headedCowbi¡d Molothrusater

Common G¡ackle Quiscalus quiscula

Figure 14. Songbird in a reserve pit in North Dakota.

T2

(USFWS Photo by P. Ramirez)
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Prevention of Bird Mortality in Reserve Pits

Bird and other wildlife mortality in reserve pits is preventable. Several states regulations
address or recommend the netting or screening of reserve pits containing oil to prevent
access by birds and other wildlife (Figure l5). However, enforcement is inconsistent.
Immediate removal of the drilling fluids after well completion is the key to preventing
wildlife mortality in reserve pits. The best options are to eliminate the use of open
reserve pits and use closed-loop drilling systems or downhole disposal of drill cuttings.
Care is still required with closed-loop systems to prevent ponding of water in the solids
disposal trenches.

Resulâtions on Nettiru or Screeni¡g of Pits or Open TaÌ<s

HI

Figure 15. States with oil and gas regulations recommending or requiring netting or
screening of pits or open tanks to prevent the mortality of migratory birds and other
wildlife.
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State and Federal Reserve Pit Regulations

The use of reserve pits for the storage of drilling fluids is regulated by state oil and gas

regulatory agencies in private and state-owned mineral estates and by the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) in federal and tribally-owned mineral estates. Reserve pit
construction requirements vary from state to state but generally, the regulations are
designed to protect surface and groundwater from contamination.

The BLM requires operators to construct reserye pits at least 50 percent below ground
level to prevent pit dike failure. The BLM also restricts the construction of reserve pits in
areas with shallow groundwater and requires 2 feet of freeboard on reserve pits.

The BLM provides the following standard operating procedures and guidelines for
reserve pits in their Gold Book(US DOI2006).

Reserve pits should be appropriatelyfenced to prevent access by persons,
wildlife, or livestock. During drilling in active livestock areas, the reserve
pit must befenced with an exclosurefence on three sides and thenfenced
on thefourth side once drilling has been completed. Ref", to Figure I for
recommendedfence construction standards in active livestock areas. In
areas where livestock will not be present, other types offences may be
appropriate. Thefence should remain in place until pit reclamation
begins. After cessation of drilling and completion operations, any visible
or meosurable layer of oil must be removed from the surface of the reselye
pit and the pit keptfree of oil. In some situations and locations,
precautions, such as netting, may be required in order to prevent access
and mortality of birds and other animals.

The BLM's Onshore Oil and Gas Order No.7 Disposal of Produced Water also
requires fencing and other enclosures to prevent access by livestock, wildlife, and
unauthorized personnel:

E. Design reqairements for pits. c. The pit shall befenced or enclosed to
prevent access by livestock, wildlife, and unauthorized personnel. If
necessary, the pit shall be equipped to deter entry by birds. Fences shall
not be constructed on the levees.

After the well is completed, reserve pits are left in place after the drilling rig and other
equipment are removed from the site. Operators typically have up to one year to allow
the reserve pit fluids to dry and close the pit. Alabama, Kentucky, and Tennessee allow
only 30 days for reserve pit closure while several states allow up to one year (Table 2 and
Figure 16).
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c me Irames Ior reserve pl[ c

State
P¡t

Closure
(in days)*

State
Pit Glosure

(in days)

Alabama 30 Pennsvlvania 270
Kentuckv 30 Kansas 365
Tennessee 30 Montana 365
New York 45 Nebraska 365
Mississiooi 90 North Dakota 365
Oho 150 Oreqon 365

Arkansas 180
South
Dakota 365

lllinois 180 Utah 365
Louisiana 180 Wvomino 365
Michioan 180 Texas 30 to 365
New Mexico 180 Colorado 90 to 180

West Viroinia 180 Oklahoma 90 to 365

Table 2. States with ifi frames for losure.

a
i

* Indiana and Virginia require immediate closure of reserve
pits after well completion.

Reserve Pit Cfosure fu Days

- 365 dåys

- 27ø deys

- l8ø dðys

- 15ø dèys

- 9ø dêys

- 45 dêys on I ess

"<.]
U1

:-¡-.
ul "

a\,
l.a-

Figure 16. Maximum number of days allowed for the closure of reserve pits
following well completion.

Oil operators in Alaska do not use open earthen pits for the disposal and or temporary
storage of drilling fluids. The drill cuttings are injected underground. California does not
specif,r a time limit for reserve pit closure; however, the performance bond is not released
until the site is reclaimed (including reserve pit closure) (Rob Hauser, California Division

I
a
a
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of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources, pers. com., January 12,2009). The performance
bond release seryes as an incentive to close the reserve pit and restore the site as soon as

possible. The Maryland Department of the Environment does not speciff a time limit for
the closure of reserve pits; however, their policy recommends pit closure within 30 days
of well completion (Mollie Edsall, Senior Geologist, Maryland Department of the

Environment, pers. com., January 14,2009).
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Appendix A
State Rules and Regulations Pertaining To Reserve Pits

Alaska
20 AAC 25.047. Reserve pits and tankage
(a) Before a person commences drilling a well, a reserve pit must be constructed or
tankage installed for the reception and confinement of drilling fluids and cuttings, to
facllitate the safety of the drilling operation, and to prevent contamination of freshwater
and damage to the surface environment. The confining surface of a reserve pit must be

impervious. If practical, conf,rnement diking in construction of a reserve pit must be

avoided. If confinement dikes are necessary, they must be kept to a minimum. Dikes
must be constructed and maintained to ensure their confinement integrity.

(b) Upon completion, suspension, or abandonment of the well, the operator shall proceed
with diligence to leave the reserve pit in a condition that does not constitute ahazardto
freshwater.

20 AAC 25.528. Open pit storage of oil
An operator may not, except during an emergency, store or retain crude oil in an open
earthen confinement or in an open receptacle.

http ://www. ao gcc. alaska. gov/Resulations/Reglndex. shtml

Arkansas
RULE B-26 (i) (4) (E) - If the Director determines, based on a review of the information
submitted by the operator and surface owner, the pit is not exempted, the pit shall be
closed, within six (6) months.

RULE B-26 (c) (8) -All open top tanks shall be covered with bird netting, or other system
designed to keep birds and flying mammals from landing in the tank.

Arizona
R12-7-108. Pit for Drilling Mud and Drill Cuttings - D. Any mud contained in an

earthen pit shall be water-based and contain no more than one pound per barrel of thinner
for each 25 pounds per barrel of barite or hematite. Mud containing chromium
lignosulfonate, ferrochrome lignosulfonate or other chromium compounds shall not be
used.

E. Drilling mud shall be disposed of by either recycling or cornmercial off-site disposal.
Mud described in subsection (D) may be disposed of by evaporation and subsequent

leveling of the pits.

http://wr¡r'\M.azsos. gov/public_services/Title_1 2 I 12-07 .pdf

lì
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California
1770. Oilfield Sumps. - (b) (3) - (3) Any sump, except an operations sump, which
contains oil or a mixture of oil and water shall be covered with screening to restrain entry
of wildlife in accordance with Section 1778(d).

1775. Oilfield Wastes and Refuse.- (b) Drilling mud shall not be permanently disposed
of into open pits. Cement slurry or dry cement shall not be disposed of on the surface.

3781. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that it is essential in order to protect the
wildlife resources of California that allhazardots exposed oil sumps in this state be either
screened or eliminated.

3783. Whenever the supervisor receives notification from the Department of Fish and
Game pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 1016 of the Fish and Game Code that an oil
sump is hazardous to wildlife, he shall forthwith given written notice of such hazardous
condition to the owner, lessee, operator, or person responsible for the existence of the
condition and set forth the hazardous conditions as specified by the Department of Fish
and Game. The owner, lessee, operator, or person responsible shall, within 30 days from
the date of such notification, or such longer period as may be mutually agreed upon by
the supervisor, the Department of Fish and Game, and the owner, lessee, operator, or
person responsible, clean up or abate the condition to the satisfaction of the supervisor
and the Department of Fish and Game. If the owner, lessee, operator, or person
responsible does not clean up or abate the condition to the satisfaction of the supervisor
and the Department of Fish and Game within the required period of tirne, the supervisor
shall forthwith order the closure of the oil and gas production operation maintaining the
oil sump.

3782. The supervisor shall promulgate rules and regulations for the adequate screening
of oil sumps to protect wildlife and shall order the closure of any oil and gas production
operation maintaining an exposed or inadequately screened oil sump in violation of such
rules and regulations.

Colorado
902. PITS - GENERAL AND SPECIAL RULES
c. Any accumulation of oil or condensate in a pit shall be removed within twenty-four
(24) hours of discovery. Only de minimis amounts of hydrocarbons may be present
unless the pit is specifically permitted for oil or condensate recovery or disposal use. A
Form l5 pit permit may be revoked by the Director and the Director may require that the
pit be closed if an operator repeatedly allows more than de minimis amounts of oil or
condensate to accumulate in a pit. This requirement is not applicable to properly
permitted and properly fenced, lined, and netted skim pits that are designed, constructed,
and operated to prevent impacts to wildlife, including migratory birds.

d. Where necessary to protect public health, safety and welfare or to prevent significant
adverse environmental impacts resulting from access to a pit by wildlife, migratory birds,
domestic animals, or members of the general public, operators shall install appropriate
netting or fencing.
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1003. INTERIM RECLAMATION
d. Drilling pit closure. As part of interim reclamation, drilling pits shall be closed in the
following manner:
(1) Drilling pit closure on crop land and within 10O-year floodplain. On crop land or
within the 100-year floodplain, water-based bentonitic drilling fluids, except de minimis
amounts, shall be removed from the drilling pit and disposed of in accordance with the
900 Series rules. Operators shall ensure that soils meet the concentration levels of Table
910-1, above. Drilling pit reclamation, including the disposal of drilling fluids and
cuttings, shall be performed in a manner so as to not result in the formation of an
impermeable barrier. Any cuttings removed from the pit for drying shall be retumed to
the pit prior to backfilling, and no more than de minimis amounts may be incorporated
into the surface materials. After the drilling pit is sufficiently dry, the pit shall be
backfilled. The backfilling of the drilling pit shall be done to return the soils to their
original relative positions. Closing and reclamation of drilling pits shall occur no later
than three (3) months after drilling and completion activities conclude.

(2) Drilling pit closure on non-crop land. All drilling fluids shall be disposed of in
accordance with the 900 Series rules. Operators shall ensure that soils meet the
concentration levels of Table 910-1, above. After the drilling pit is sufficiently dry, the
pit shall be backfilled. Materials removed from the pit for drying shall be returned to the
pit prior to the backfilling. No more than de minimis amounts may be incorporated into
the surface materials. The backfilling of the drilling pit will be done to return the soils to
their original relative positions so that the muds and associated solids will be confined to
the pit and not squeezed out and incorporated in the surface materials. Closure and
reclamation of drilling pits shall occur no later than six (6) months after drilling and
completion activities conclude, weather permitting.

http ://co gcc. state. co.us/

Florida
62C 27.001General. (a) Mud Tanks, Reserve Pits, and Dikes. Before spudding the well,
mud tanks of sufficient size to hold the active mud volume atthe surface shall be
installed for containment of all active drilling fluids. Earthen mud pits shall not be used
for this purpose,

http://www.dep.state. fl .us/geolo gy/rules/oilandgasrules.htm

Illinois
Section 240.540 Drilling and Completion Pit Restoration
a) Sediment, drilling fluid circulation and reserve pits, except sediment pits used as

completion pits, shall be filled and leveled within 6 months after drilling ceases.

Drilling fluid wastes may be disposed of by on-site burial or surface application in
accordance with subsection (b) of this Section at the site of drilling, Saltwater or Oil
Drilling Fluid wastes shall be removed from the site and disposed of in an Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency permitted special waste landfill, injected in a Class II
well, disposed of in a well during the plugging process or buried in one of the lined pits
and the liner folded over and additional liner material added to completely cover the
drilling waste buried at least 5 feet below the ground surface.
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Section 240.810 Tanks, Tank Batteries and Containment Dikes

(b) (4) All open top tanks shall be covered with bird netting, or other system designed to
keep birds and flying mammals from landing in the tank.

Section 240.861Existing Pit Exemption For Continued Production Use
(g) (4) All pits shall be covered with bird netting or other systems designed to keep birds
and flying mammals from landing in the pit.

http : //dnr. state. il. u sile gal/ad opted/62 -240.pdf

Indiana
312 IAC 16-5-12 Mud pits, Authority: lC 14-37-3, Affected: IC 14-37
Sec. 12. (a) An owner or operator shall construct and maintain necessary mud circulation
and reserve pits.
(b) Upon completion of a well, pits shall be filled and leveled. The surface shall be
restored as nearly as practicable to conditions existing before drilling commenced.
(Natural Resources Commission; 3 12 IAC 1 6-5 - I 2; f/.ed F eb 23, 1 998, 1 1 : 30 a.m. :

21 IR 2342; readopted filedNov 17,2004,11:00 a.m.: 28IR 1315)

http ://www. in. eovil eeislative/iclcode/title 1 4/ar3 7/index.htnl

Kansas
82-3-602. TIME LIMITATION; PENALTY; CLOSURE OF PITS; CLOSURE
FORMS; DRILLING FLUID MANAGEMENT; WASTE TRANSFER; SURFACE
RESTORATION.
(a) (l) The time limitation for the closure of each pit, unless otherwise specified in
writing by the commission, shall be according to the following schedule:
(A) Drilling pits or haul-off pits shall be closed within a maximum of 365 calendar days
after the spud date of a well.
(B) Work-over pits shall be closed within a maximum of 365 days after work-over
operations have ceased.

http : //www. kcc. state. ks. us/conservation/ind ex.htm

Kentuckv
401 KAR 5:090 Section 10 - Drilling Pits
Drilling pits shall be constructed to have the capability and the capacity to contain
drilling fluids so that contamination of the waters of the Commonwealth do not occur.
Spills or releases having the potential of degrading the environment or impacting human
health and safety must be reported to the Environmental Response Team at (502) 564-
2380 or I-800-928-2380. For drilling and workover activities, the following need to be
addressed:
. A pit must be constructed which will contain all the cuttings and fluids anticipated for
the area and depth to be drilled. Adequate freeboard (distance of fluid level in pit to upper
rim) should be maintained and checked regularly during drilling. If necessary, a

secondary pit should be constructed in such a manner as to contain or prevent overflow.
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¡ Containment structures should be placed to contain all spilled fuel, crude oil and
drilling fluids.
o Consideration given to the type of material used in the construction of the pit to prevent
groundwater contamination and leakage.

Within thirty (30) days following completion of drilling activities, the pits shall be
closed. Waste shall be removed from the pit and disposed of in accordance with
Kentucþ laws and regulations. All visible contamination must be removed from the pit
during closure. The appropriate waste disposal method is dependent upon the waste's
components (make-up). The pit area shall be backfilled, graded and revegetated. The
vegetative cover shall be capable of preventing soil erosion. Pits in place longer than
thirty (30) days shall be considered as "Holding Pits" and shall meet their requirements
(See Holding Pits). However, the Director of the Division of Water may, with good
cause, extend the pit's life up to a maximum of ninety (90) days. A written request
seeking that extension should be submitted before the day of completion

401 KAR Chapter 30, 401 KAR 31:030, 401 KAR 472030 and 401 KAR 47:150 -
Disposal of Completion Fluids
Completion fluids fall under the definition of solid non-hazardous waste. Temporary
storage of these fluids is regulated as a solid waste permit-by-ru1e. Permit-by-rule sites do
not need to submit any paperwork to the Division, but do need to comply with the
environmental performance standards. Disposal of such waste is not covered by a permit-
by-rule, and the applicable regulations depend on the disposal method to be employed. In
order to dispose of the waste at the site by applying it to the land, a permit shall be
obtained. The waste can be hauled off-site and disposed of in a permitted solid waste
landfill, as long as it is allowed under the permit for that landfill.

http ://www.lrc.k)r. gov/kari40 1 i005l090.htm

Louisiana
$307. Pit Classification, Standards, and Operational
B. Reserve pits 4. Pits shall be emptied of fluids in a manner compatible with all
applicable regulations, and closed in accordance with $31 1 and $313 within six months
of completion of drilling or work over operations.

http : /idnr. louisiana. govititle43 /43 v I 9.pdf

Michiean
Ft324.407 Drilling mud pits. Rule 407. The drilling mud pit shall be carefully
encapsulated and buried as soon as practical after drilling completion, but not more than
6 months after drilling completion.
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Montana
36.22.1005 DRILLING WASTE DISPOSAL AND SURFACE RESTORATION
(l) The operator of a drilling well must contain and dispose of all solid waste and
produced fluids that accumulate during drilling operations so as not to degrade surface
water, groundwater, or cause harm to soils. Said waste and fluids must be disposed of in
accordance with all applicable local, state and federal laws and regulations.

(2) When a salt-based or oil-based drilling fluid is used to drill a well located within a

floodplain, as dehned by ARM 36.15.101, or in irrigated cropland, drilling waste and
produced fluids that accumulate during drilling operations must be disposed of off-site in
a manner allowed by local, state, and federal laws and regulations unless an alternative
on-site disposal method is approved in writing by the board administrator.

(3) The operator of a drilling well must construct, close, and restore any reserye pits in a
manner that will prevent harm to the soil and will not degrade surface waters or
groundwater. When a salt-based or oil-based drilling fluid is used, the reserve pit must be
lined with a synthetic liner approved by the board administrator.

(4) Within 10 days after the cessation of drilling or completion operations, all
hydrocarbons must be removed from earthen pits used in association with drilling
or completion operations or such pits must be fenced, screened, and netted. Such pits
that contain water with more than 15,000 parts per million total dissolved solids or salt-
based drilling fluids must be fenced within 90 days after the cessation of drilling and
completion operations.

(5) Earthen pits used in association with drilling and completion operations must not be
used for the disposal of any additional fluids or materials after the cessation of drilling
and completion operations.

(6) An earthen pits used in association with drilling and completion operations must be
closed and the surface restored according to board specifications within one year after
the cessation of drilling operations. Upon written application by the operatot, an

exception to the one-year pit closure requirement may be granted in writing by the board
administrator upon a showing that:

(a) no dumping or disposal of waste or fluids in the pit will occur; and
(b) delayed closure of the pit will not present a risk of contamination to soils or
water or ahazard to animals or persons.

http : //data. opi.mt. sov/bil ls/mca_toci 82. htm

Nebraska
012.14 All pits shall be backfilled within one year after completion of drilling

operations.

022.12A All pits or ponds used to retain produced water shall:
o Be constructed in cut material or at least fifty (50) percent below original ground

level.
r Be lined with amaterial compatible with the waste contained.
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. Not be located in a natural drainage and shall be constructed above the seasonal
high water table.

o Be bermed or diked and shall have at least two (2) feet of freeboard between the
normal operating level of the water in the pit and the top of the banks, dikes or
berms.

¡ Be fenced, screened, or neffed to prevent access by livestock, wildlife and
migratory birds if free oil is likely to be discharged to the pits.

http : //www.no ecc. ne. gov/NOGCCrulesstatutesindex.htm

Nevada
NAC 522.350 Open reservoirs. Oil or the waste from an oil freld may not be stored or
retained in unlined pits in the ground or open receptacles without the approval of the
division. [Div. of Mineral Res., $ 407, eff.|2-20-79]-(NAC A by Dep't of Minerals,
7-22-87)

NAC 522.255 Collecting pits. 1. No operator who conducts oil or gas development and
production may use unlined collecting pits for storage and evaporation of brines from the
oil field. The division may approve the use of impervious collecting pits in conjunction
with approved operations for disposal of salt water. 2. The provisions of subsection 1 do
not apply to burning pits which are used exclusively for the burning of the accumulated
waste from the bottom of a tank. [Div. of Mineral Res., $ 200 subsec. 3, eff. 12-20-79]-
(NAC A by Dep't of Minerals,T-22-87)

http : //www. I e g. state . nv. usA{A CA{ AC - 5 22.html

New Mexico
19.15.17 .II DE SIGN AND C ONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS :

E. Netting. The operator shall ensure that a permanent pit or a perrnanent open top tank is
screened, netted or otherwise rendered non-hazardous to wildlife, including migratory
birds. Where netting or screening is not feasible, the operator shall on a monthly basis
inspect for, and within 30 days of discovery, report discovery of dead migratory birds or
other wildlife to the appropriate wildlife agency and to the appropriate division district
office in order to facilitate assessment and implementation of
measures to prevent incidents from reoccurring.

19.15.17 .12 OPERATTONAL REQUTREMENTS
(a) The operator shall remove all free liquids from a temporary pit within 30 days from
the date that the operator releases the drilling or workover rig.

19.15.2.50 PITS AND BELOW-GRADE TANKS
C. Design, construction, and operational standards.
(1) In general. Pits, sumps and below-grade tanks shall be designed, constructed and
operated so as to contain liquids and solids to prevent contamination of fresh water and
protect public health and the environment.
(2) Special requirements for pits.
(e) Disposal or storage pits. No measurable or visible layer of oil may be allowed to
accumulate or remain anywhere on the surface of any pit. Spray evaporation systems
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shall be operated such that all spray-borne suspended or dissolved solids remain within
the perimeter of the pond's lined portion.
(f) Fencing and netting. All pits shall be fenced or enclosed to prevent access by
livestock, and fences shall be maintained in good repair. Active drilling or workover pits
may have a portion of the pit unfenced to facilitate operations. In issuing a permit, the
division may impose additional fencing requirements for protection of wildlife in
particular areas. All tanks exceeding l6 feet in diameter, exposed pits, and ponds shall be
screened, netted, covered, or otherwise rendered non-hazardous to migratory birds.
Drilling and workover pits are exempt from the netting requirement. Immediately after
cessation of these operations such pits shall have any visible or measurable layer of oil
removed from the surface. Upon written application, the division may grant an exception
to screening, netting, or covering requirements upon a showing that an alternative method
will adequately protect migratory birds or that the tank or pit is not hazardous to
migratory birds.

F. Closure and restoration.
( I ) Closure. Except as otherwise specified in Section 50 of I 9. 1 5.2 NMAC, a pit or
below-grade tank shall be properly closed within six months after cessation of use. As

New York
Part 554: Drilling Practices and Reports (Statutory authority: Environmental
Conservation Law, $$ 23-0301, 23-0305[8])

$554.1 Prevention of pollution and migration
(cX3) Storage of brine, salt water or other polluting fluids in such watertight tanks or
earthen pits, prior to disposal, shall be for a maximum of 45 days after cessation of
drilling operations, unless the department approves an extension based on circumstances
beyond the operator's control.

$556.4 Safety
(a) Oil shall not be produced, stored or retained in earthen reservoirs.

http : //www. dec. n:¿. gov/ener g-v/ 1 63 0. htrnl

North Dakota
43.02.03.19. RESERVE PIT FOR DRILLING MUD AND DRILL CUTTINGS -
RECLAMATION OF SURFACE. A reserve pit may be utilized to contain solids and
fluids used and generated during well drilling and completion operations, providing the
pit can be constructed, used and reclaimed in a manner that will prevent pollution of the
land surface and freshwaters. In special circumstances, the director may prohibit
construction of a reserve pit or may impose more stringent pit reclamation requirements.
Under no circumstances shall reserve pits be used for disposal, dumping, or storage of
fluids, wastes, and debris other than drill cuttings and fluids used or recovered while
drilling and completing the well. Reserve pits shall not be located in, orhazardously near,
bodies of water, nor shall they block natural drainages.

When required by the director, the reserve pit or site or appropriate parts thereof must be
fenced.
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1. Within a reasonable time, but not more than one year, after the completion of a
well, the reserve pit shall be reclaimed. All pit water and oil on the pit must be
removed prior to reclamation. Drilling waste should be encapsulated in the pit and

covered with at least four feet [1 .22 meters] of backfill and topsoil and surface

sloped, when practicable, to promote surface drainage away from the reclaimed
pit area.

43-02-03-19.1. FENCING, SCREENING, AND NETTING OF PITS. All openpits
and ponds which contain saltwater must be fenced. All pits and ponds which contain oil
must be fenced, screened, and netted. This is not to be construed as requiring the fencing,
screening, or netting of a reserve pit or other earthen pit used solely for drilling,
completing, recompleting, or plugging unless such pit is not reclaimed in excess of ninety
days after completion of the operation.

History: Effective Ì|l4ay I,1992.

https ://www. dmr. nd. gov/oi I gas/rules/rulebook.pdf

Ohio

11509.07.211509.072. Well ownerrs duty to restore disturbed land surface;
waiver; extension.
No oil or gas well owner or agent of an oil or gas well owner shall fail to restore the land
surface within the area disturbed in siting, drilling, completing, and producing the well as

required in this section.
(A) Within five months after the date upon which the surface drilling of a well is

commenced, the owner or the owner's agent, in accordance with the restoration plan
filed under division (4X10) of section 1509.06 of the Revised Code, shall fill all the
pits for containing brine, other waste substances resulting, obtained, or produced in
connection with exploration or drilling for, or production of, oil or gas, or oil that are

not required by other state or federal law or regulation, and remove all concrete bases,

drilling supplies, and drilling equipment.

d%2Orules.pdf

Oklahoma
I 6 5 : I 0 - 7 - | 6,Use of non-commercial pits
(B) The protection of migratory birds shall be the responsibility of the operator.
Therefore, the Conservation Division recommends that to prevent the loss of birds, oil be

removed or the surface area covered by the oil be protected from access to birds I See

Advisory Notice 165: 10- 7-3(c)l .

(A) Any Category 1A, 18, or 2 reserve/circulation pit, either on-site or off-site, shall be
closed within twelve months after drilling operations cease,

(B) AnV Category 3 (oil-based) reserve/circulation pit, either on-site or off-site, shall be

closed within 6 months after drilling operations cease.

(C) AnV Category 4 pit shall have closure procedures commenced within 30 days and

completed within 90 days after drilling operations cease.

I
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nd'/o20Gaso/o2OConservation%20Rul esYo20eff/o20JuL:to/o2011%,202008.pdf

Oregon
632-010-0140 - Reserve Pits or Sumps
Materials and fluids or any fluid necessary to the drilling, production, or other operations
by the permittee shall be discharged or placed in pits and sumps approved by the
department and the State Department of Environmental Quality. The operator shall
provide pits, sumps, or tanks of adequate capacity and design to retain all materials. In no
event shall the contents of a pit or sump be allowed to:
(1) Contaminate streams, artificial canals or waterways, groundwaters, lakes, or rivers.
(2) Adversely affect the environment, including but not limited to, persons, plants, fish,
and wildlife and their populations.
(3) When no longer needed and within one yeff of completion, suspension of
abandonment, fluid in pits and sumps shall be disposed of in a manner approved by the
Department of Environmental Quality and the sumps filled and covered and the premises
reclaimed. The restoration need not be done if arrangements are made with the surface
owner to leave the site suitable for beneficial subsequent use. The permittee shall notiff
the department to inspect the site reclamation

Stat. Auth.: ORS 520
Stats. Implemented: ORS 520.095

http://arcweb.sos. state.or.us/rules/OARS_600/OAR 6321 632 0 I 0.html

Pennsvlvania
$ 78.56. Pits and tanks for temporary containment.
(a) Except as provided in $ 78.60(b) and 78.61(b) (relating to discharge requirements;

and disposal of drill cuffings), the operator shall contain pollutional substances and
wastes from the drilling, altering, completing, recompleting, servicing and plugging the
well, including brines, drill cuttings, drilling muds, oils, stimulation fluids, well treatment
and servicing fluids, plugging and drilling fluids other than gases in a pit, tank or series of
pits and tanks.
(d) Unless apermit under The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. $ $ 691.1-691.1001) or
approval under $ 78.57 or $ 78.58 (relating to control, storage and disposal of
production fluids; and existing pits used for the control, storage and disposal of
production fluids) has been obtained for the pit, the owner or operator shall remove or fill
the pit within 9 months after completion of drilling, or in accordance with the extension
granted by the Department under section 206(9) of the act (58 P. S. $ 601.206(9)). Pits
used during servicing, plugging and recompleting the well shall be removed or filled
within 90 days of construction.
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South Dakota
74:10203213. Pit construction and reclamation. All pits used for storage of exploration
and production wastes must be constructed, maintained, and reclaimed so as to prevent
contamination of soil and all waters of the state. Under no circumstances may these pits
be used for disposal, dumping, or storage of solid or hazardous wastes, and other debris
not commonly used in these operations.

(2) Pit reclamation procedures:
(a) Within one year of site abandonment the pit must be reclaimed in a manner

approved by the secretary that will prevent ground water or surface water contamination.
If conditions that prevent reclamation within one year exist, a six-month extension may
be granted by the secretary.

74:10:05:15.01. Pits to be constructed and operated to protect certain birds and
other species. Any permanent or semipermanent pit used for the production of oil or gas

must be constructed and operated to protect migratory birds and state and federal
threatened, endangered, or protected species.

74:10:05:11. Oit storage in open receptacles prohibited -- Fire walls required on oil
tanks. Oil may not be stored or retained in earthen reservoirs or in open receptacles.

http://leeis.state.sd.us/rules/DisplavRule.aspx?Rule:74: i 0

Tennessee
1040-2-6-.04 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION All oil and gas operations shall be
conducted in a manner that will prevent or mitigate adverse environmental impacts such

as soil erosion and water pollution. All areas disturbed by the operations, including
access roads, shall be reclaimed as prescribed in rule 1040-2-9-.05.

IO4O-2.9..05 SURFACE RECLAMATION.
(1) Abandonment of well sites, oil or gas pipeline right-of-way, storage facility sites, and
access roads.
(a) Except for active work areas, the operator shall drain and frll all surface pits that are

not needed for production purposes, and shall grade and stabilize the well location and
location road within thfuty (30) days of the initial disturbance, in order to minimize
surface run-off and prevent excessive erosion and sedimentation. All drilling supplies and

equipment, trash, discarded materials and other refuse not contained and covered in the
reclaimed pits shall be removed from the site. Temporary vegetative cover shall then be
established on all graded areas.

(b) Within thirty (30) days of the plugging and abandonment of any well, the operator
shall remove all production and storage structure, supplies and equipment, any oil, salt
water and debris, fill any remaining excavations, and grade any remaining disturbed
areas, including access roads.

http://www.state.tn.us/sos/rules/l 040/ I 040-02 I 1040 -02.htm
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Texas
RULE $3.22 Protection of Birds
(b) An operator must screen, net, cover, or otherwise render harmless to birds the
following categories of open-top tanks and pits associated with the exploration,
development, and production of oil and gas, including transportation of oil and gas by
pipeline:

(1) open-top storage tanks that are eight feet or greater in diameter and contain a

continuous or frequent surface film or accumulation of oil; however, temporary, portable
storage tanks that are used to hold fluids during drilling operations, workovers, or well
tests are exempt;

(2) skimming pits as defined in $3.8 of this title (relating to Water Protection)
(Statewide Rule 8); and
(3) collecting pits as defined in $3.8 of this title (relating to Water Protection) that are

used as skimming pits.
(c) If the commission finds a surface film or accumulation of oil in any other pit regulated
under $3.8 of this title (relating to Water Protection), the commission will instruct the
operator to temove the oil. If the operator fails to remove the oil from the pit in
accordance with the commission's instructions or if the commission finds a surface film
or accumulation of oil in the pit again within a 12-month period, the commission will
require the operator to screen, net, cover, or otherwise render the pit harmless to birds.

RULE $3.8 Water Protection - (iii) The director may require that a person who uses or
maintains a reserve pit, mud circulation pit, fresh makeup water pit, fresh mining water
pit, completion/workover pit, basic sediment pit, flare pit, or water condensate pit backfill
the pit sooner than the time prescribed by clause (i) of this subparagraph if the director
determines that oil and gas wastes or oil field fluids are likely to escape from the pit or
that the pit is being used for improper storage or disposal of oil and gas wastes or oil field
fluids.

(iv) Prior to backfilling any reserve pit, mud circulation pit, completion/workover pit,
basic sediment pit, flare pit, or water condensate pit whose use or maintenance is
authorized by this paragraph, the person maintaining or using the pit shall, in a permitted
manner or in a manner authorized by paragraph (3) of this subsection, dispose of all oil
and gas wastes which are in the pit.

(G) Backfill requirements.
(i) A person who maintains or uses a reserve pit, mud circulation pit, fresh makeup

water pit, fresh mining water pit, completion/workover pit, basic sediment pit, flare pit, or
water condensate pit shall dewater, backfill, and compact the pit according to the
following schedule.

(I) Reserve pits and mud circulation pits which contain fluids with a chloride
concentration of 6,100 mglliter or less and fresh makeup water pits shall be dewatered,
backfilled, and compacted within one year of cessation of drilling operations.

(II) Reserve pits and mud circulation pits which contain fluids with a chloride
concentration in excess of 6, 100 mglliter shall be dewatered within 30 days and
backfilled and compacted within one year of cessation of drilling operations.

(III) All completion/workover pits used when completing a well shall be dewatered
within 30 days and backfilled and compacted within 120 days of well completion. All
completion/workover pits used when working over a well shall be dewatered within 30
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days and backfilled and compacted within 120 days of completion of workover
operations.

http ://www.rrc. state.tx.us/rules/rule.php

Vireinia
4 VAC 25-150-300. Pits.
A. General requirements.

1. Pits are to be temporary in nature and are to be reclaimed when the operations using
the pit are complete.

2. Pits may not be used as erosion and sediment control structures or stormwater
management strucfures, and surface drainage may not be directed into a pit.

3. Pits shall have a properly installed and maintained liner or liners made of 10mil or
thicker high-density polyethylene or its equivalent.
C. 3. At the conclusion of drilling and completion operations or after a dry hole, well or
corehole has been plugged, the pit shall be drained in a controlled manner and the fluids
disposed of in accordance with 4 VAC 25-150-420. If the pit is to be used for disposal of
solids, then the standards of 4 VAC 25-150-430 shall be met.

4 VAC 25-150-420. Disposal of pit and produced fluids.
A. Applicability. All fluids from a well, pipeline or corehole shall be handled in a
properly constructed pit, tank or other type of container approved by the director.
A permittee shall not dispose of fluids from a well, pipeline or corehole until the director
has approved the permittee's plan for permanent disposal of the fluids. Temporary storage
of pit or produced fluids is allowed with the approval of the director. Other fluids shall be
disposed of in accordance with the operations plan approved by the director.

B. Application and plan. The permittee shall submit an application for either on-site or
off-site permanent disposal of fluids on a form prescribed by the director. Maps and a
narrative describing the method to be used for permanent disposal of fluids must
accompany the application if the permittee proposes to land apply any fluids on the
permitted site. The application, maps, and narrative shall become part of the permittee's
operations plan.

C. Removal of free fluids. Fluids shall be removed from the pit to the extent practical so

as to leave no free fluids. In the event that there are no free fluids for removal, the
permittee shall report this on the form provided by the director.

http : I llegL state.va.us/000/reg/TO C04025 .HTM#C0 I 5 0
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Utah
R649-1-1. Definitions. "Disposal Pit" means a lined or unlined pit approved for the
disposal andlor storage of E and P Wastes.

R649-3-15. Pollution and Surface Damage Control.
L The operator shall take all reasonable precautions to avoid polluting lands, streams,
teservoirs, natural drainage ways, and underground water.
1.2. At a minimum, the owner or operator shall:
I.2.1. Take reasonable steps to prevent and shall remove accumulations of oil or other
materials deemed to be fire hazards from the vicinity of well locations, lease tanks and
pits.
L2.4.1. The use of crude or produced water storage tanks without tops is strictly
prohibited except during well testing operations.
1.2.5. Catch leaks and drips, contain spills, and cleanup promptly.
1.2.6. Waste reduction and recycling should be practiced in order to help reduce disposal
volumes.
1.2.7. Produced water, tank bottoms and other miscellaneous waste should be disposed
of in a manner that is in compliance with these rules and other state, federal, or local
regulations or ordinances.

R649-3-16. Reserve Pits and Other On-site Pits.
l Small onsite oil field pits including, but not limited to, reserve pits, emergency pits,
workover and completion pits, storage pits, pipeline drip pits, and sumps shall be located
and constructed in such a manner as to contain fluids and not cause pollution of waters
and soils. They shall be located and constructed according to the Division guidelines for
onsite pits.

3. Following drilling and completion of the well the reserve pit shall be closed within one
year, unless permission is granted by the Division for a longer period.

R649-9-3. Permitting of Disposal Pits.
2.3.6. The pit shall be fenced and maintained to prevent access by livestock, wildlife and

unauthorized personnel and if required, equipped with flagging or netting to deter
entry by birds and waterfowl.

http : i/oi 1 gas. o ern. utah. eov/Rules/Rul e s. htm

West Virsinia
' 35-4-16. Reclamation.
16.4.h. All drilling pits and alternative overflow prevention facilities shall be constructed,
maintained, and reclaimed so as not to be left in such condition as to constitute a hazard
or to prevent use of the surface for agricultural purposes after the expiration of the six (6)
month or extended period for reclamation prescribed by W. Va. Code'22-6-30.

http ://www.wvsos.com/csr/verifi¡.asp?TitleSeries:3 5 -04
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Wvomins
Chapter 4,-Section 1. Pollution and Surface Damage
(bb) Reserve pits shall be completely fenced and, if oil or other harmful substances are

present, netted or otherwise secured at the time the rig substructure has been moved from
the location in a manner that avoids the loss of wildlife, domestic animals, or migratory
birds. Because of the same concerns, produced water pits must be fenced and, if oil or
other harmful substances are present, netted or secured in such a manner as to provide
protection to wildlife, domestic animals, or migratory birds. The Commission
recommends netting as the preferred means of securing pits.

(dd) All retaining pits shall be kept reasonably free of surface accumulations of oil and other
liquid hydrocarbon substances and shall be cleaned within ten (10) days after discovery of the
accumulation by the owner or notice from the Supervisor.

(11) The Commission specifically prohibits the use of dispersants, wetting agents, surface
reduction agents, surfactants, or other chemicals that destroy, remove, or reduce the fluid seal

of a reserve pit and allow the fluids contained therein to seep, drain, or percolate into the soil
underlying the pit.

(qq) Reclamation. Reclamation of unused production pits or any other temporary
retaining pits, including reserve pits, shall be completed in as timely a manner as climatic
conditions allow. Production pit areas and reserve pits will be reclaimed no later than one
(1) year after the date of last use unless the Supervisor grants an administrative variance
for just cause.

http ://soswy. state.wy.us/RULES/rules/6 8 5 5.pdf
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Northem goshawks are ofincreasing conservation attention because ofconcem regarding
population trends and the effects of management on habitat. As a top-trophic level camivore with
large spatial requirements, low breeding density, and associations with late-seral forest structures
for some aspects of their life history, goshawks exhibit ecological characteristics of species that
may be particularly sensitive to forest management practices that reduce or fragment habitat. The

species has been petitioned three times in the last ten years for listing under the Endangered

Species Act throughout all or portions of it's range in western North America. Cunently no

information exists on population trends for any bioregion and knowledge of habitat requirements

is limited. We are conducting a Ilabitat Conservation Assessment to compile and synthesize

information on the distribution and ecology of northem goshawks (Accipiter gentilis) in
Califomia in order to evaluate their current status, generate management recommendations, and

identif research and monitoring priorities.

Objectives

) To synthesize and evaluate historic and current distributional records of northem goshawks in Califomia to delineate current breeding
range and determine ifthere have been changes in the geographic range ofthe species over the past century.
) To compile and evaluate knowledge on northem goshawk ecology (e.g., habitat relationships, prey relations, demography) by major

forest type in California
) To provide management recommendations and identif priority monitoring and research needs.

Methods and Design

Application of Research Results

Location

ñ

Sierra Nevada Bioregion plus remainder of Califomia exclusive of the Mohave Desert

Lead Scientists/Collaborators

I ) Keaue. J.J.; 2) Woodbridge, B.

l) USDA Forest Service,
Pacihc Southwest Research Station

Sierra Nevada Research Center
2121 Second Street, Suite A-101
Davis, CA 95616
ph:530-759-1704

fax 530-7 47 -0241

2) US Fish and Wildlile Service

1312 Fairlane Rd

Yreka, CA 96097

Woodbridge: brian_woodbridge@r I .ñvs.gov

Ph:530-8424471

Thr: Sit:rra
\r:r,.rrl.t
Irorr:gion

Rcse¿rch Aree
Rr:gion-widr:

Publications and Reoorts
psr,r'> topics > ecosystetn pr'ócesses > sierra > bio-diversit), > biodir ersit¡,-sub6 > northem-goshawk psri'> to1)lcs > ecos-r''stert-t processes

None to date. 
sierra > bio diversity > biodiversit¡, sub6 > northem goshawk
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Studies in Avian BiologyNo. l6:t347, 1994.

TERRITORY OCCUPANCYAND HABITAT PATCH SIZE OF
NORTIIERN GOSHA\ryKS IN THE SOUTHERN
CASCADES OF CALIFORNIA

BnraNlVoopnnrpcs ÀND Prrtrüp J. Dernrcn

Absû?ct We monitoredannualocapancyofforestpatchesþ nestingNorthemGoshararils (Accipiter
gentilis) in the southem Cascades
altemate nests distributedamong 1

and showedlow fidelityto individual nest
273 + 68.6 m. Altemate nests and nest stands were gror4ed into nest stand clusters, rvhich for
monitoring purposes wqp the equivalent of úerritories. Nest stand clusters ranged from 10 to Il4
hectares in size, and were ocøqied74%o(t5.5) of yean monitored- Occupanryof nest stand clusters

þ nesting gosharvks was positiveþ co¡related with cluster are4 with occupancy of cluste¡s <2O ba
typically <5096. Reproductivesuccess was not correlated with habitat a¡e. Two pattems of temtory
occuparicy wer€ distinguishable;taditional territories (23)where nestingþ goshawlswas predictable
within finite nest clusters and çhemeral tcritories (5) where altemate nssts were widely scattered
and sporadicallyused Despite extensive timber harvesting and forest fragmentation within our shrdy
are4 gosbawksoccurredat However, most
goshavd<temtorieswere as and occrpancy
of these paûches was positively associated with patch area.

Kqy Wcrú; Accipiúer gentilis, forest fragmentation; nesting habitaq Northem Goshawk territory
occupancy.

Habitat suitability for an animal is a functron
cf the structural characteristics and spatial ar-
rangement of habitat patches, as well as the pres-
ence ofpredators, competitors and adequate food
resources (Cody I 98 1). Fragmentation of habitat
can influence habitat suitability even if the struc-
ture of the remaining habitat patches remains
unchanged(Temple and Wilcox I 986). Assessing
the effects o f habitat fragmentation o n large, mo-
bile species such as birds of prey is firrther com-
plicated by these species' use of multiple patches
in a landscape, often using different types of
patches to fulfill different life requisites (e.g.,
nesting versus foraging or cover) (Hams and
Kangas 1988).

The structural attributes offorest stands used
for nesting by Northern Goshawks (Accþiter
gentilis) have been describ ed in a variety of forest
ecosystems in North America, including eastern
deciduous (Speiser and Bosakowski 1987) and
westem coniferous (Reynolds et al. 1982, Hall
1984, Crocker-Bedfordand Chaney 1988, Hay-
ward and Escano 1989) forests, and Great Basin
shrubsteppe communities (White and Lloyd
1965, Younk and Bechard, this volume). Al-
though conducted in different communities, these
studies and others (summarized in Reynolds
1989, Reynolds et al. I 992) found that a number
of structural features were common to goshawk
nest stands in most areas. Nest stands are typi-
cally composed of large, densely spaced trees,
wiflr higher canopy closure and more open un-
derstories than the surrounding landscape. The

majority of these studies, however, did not con-
sider spatial relationships such as size and dis-
tribution ofhabitat patches, and none used long-
term patterns of occupancy of habitat patches by
nesting goshawks to assess habitat quality.

Estimates of stand size given by Reynolds
(1983) were based on measurement of areas of
intensified activity adjacent to nests (nest areas)
and did not necessarily reflectthe actual size of
the forest stands used for nesting. Crocker-Bed-
ford (1 990) described the spacingand occupancy
ofalternate nests within goshawkterritories (nest
clusters) and reported a relationship between the
size ofunharvested buffers surrounding nest sites
and subsequent occupancy by nesting goshawks.
Kennedy (1991) used the movements of radio-
marked goshawk family groups to define the post-
fledging family area (PFA), an area of concen-
trated use by the family group after the young
left the nest. It is not clear, hówever, how PFAs
were differentiated from nest stands or clusters
of nest stands. Estimating the relationship be-
tween patch size of nesting habitat and overall
temtory quality is further complicated when the
effects offoraging habitat quality are considered
(Crocker-Bedford 1990, Reynolds et al. 1992).

In this study we describe spatial pattems of
habitat use by nesting Northem Goshawks at
four levels ofresolution: nest trees, nest stands,
temtories (clusters of nest stands), and spacing
between territories. At each level we compare
spatial attributes to rates ofoccupancyby nesting
goshawks.
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or reused an existing nest within it. We calculated oc-
cupancy rates for individual stands by dividing the
number of years the stand was occupied by the total
number of years the stand was monitored.

Nest stand clusters were definedas the aggregatearca
of all stands within a territory that were used for nest-
ing, and for monitoring pulposes were the equivalent
of temtories. Nest stand clusters were considered oc-
cupied if goshawks attempted to nest, exhibited defen-
sive behavior, or were sighted repeatedly within them.
The occupancy rate ofeach cluster was calculated þ
dividing the number ofyea-rs the cluster was monitored
by the tõtal number of 1;caÄ the cluster was monitored.

Comparisons of stand and nest cluster size with oc-
cupancy rates rùr'ere made using the Spearman Rank
Correlation (Zar 19 8 4). Only s tands (N : 7 I ) o r clusters
(N : 23) with >5 years of monitoring were used in
statistical comparisons. We found that five years of
monitoring was sufficientto delineate the area of most
nest stand clusters. Mean values in the text are pre-
sented with standard errors (+sE).

RESULTS
MoNnonnqc

'We monitored 141 territory-years at 28 gos-
hawk territories within the study area. Occupan-
cy by at least one adult goshawk was confirmed
in 100 (7 l0/o) of monitored territory-years, and
breeding attempts were observed in 89 (630/0).
Rates of occuparcy and breeding were likely un-
derestimated du e t o the secretive behavior (Ken-
nedy and Stahlecker 1993) and annual move-
ments of nesting goshawks observed in this study.
The sample of monitored territories increased
each year ofthe study, from 1 8 in 1 984 to 28 in
1992. Six territories were monitored for over 10
years, l7 were monitored 5-9, and five were
monitored 34 years.

Productivity for 8 4 nesting attempts averaged
1.93 young per attempt (range : G4). Eighty-
seven percent of observed nesting attempts were
successful. Primary causes of nest failure includ-
edfailedincubation (cause unknown : 7), severe
spring storms (2), an d predation by Great Homed
Owls (2; Bubo virgÍnianus,). Brood size was re-
duced in nine successful nest attempts \¡/hen nest-
lings fell from the nest or were killed by siblings.
Nest success and productivity were probably
overestimated because nesting attempts failing
prior to the nestling stage and mortalities occur-
ring after fledging were less likely to be detected.

Occuprxcv oFNEST TREES

Territories typically contained more than one
nest, most having from 3 to 9. Many of these
inactive alternate nests were not observed to be
used by goshawks during the study. The mean
number of nests actually used during the study

STUDY AREA AND METHODS
This study took place in the southern Cascades

Mountains of northern Califomia, on the Goosenest
Ranger District of the Klamath National Forest. The
area was composed of three major forest types. Sierran
Montane Forest and Upper Montane Forest (Kiichler
1977) occuned at higher elevations and were domi-
nated by red fu (Abies nagnifrca), white fir(Abiescon-
color), ponderosa pine (PdzLs ponderosa), lodgepole
pine (Pinus contorta), Douglas-fir (Pseadofsuga men-
ziesií}, and ìdoense cedar (Ca locednts decwens). Low-

e r elevation forests were comprised primarily of North-
em Yellow Pine Forest (Kiichler 1977), dominated,by
ponderosa pine and white fir. Most of the study area
was between 1400 m and 2330 m elevation and was
relatively dry, with most precipitation falling as snow
in winter. The area had a long history oftimber harvest,
with intensive harvesting occurring as early as 1900
(Laudenslayer and Darr 1990). The resulting forest
landscape occurred as scattered patches ofunmanaged
mature forest dispersed in a matrix of thinned or re-
generated stands. Suppression ofnatural firewithin this
ecosystem resulted in increased density offi¡e-suscep-
tible conifer species such as white fir in areas formerly
dominated by fire resistant species (ponderosa pine,
incense cedar; Biswell 1989, Laudenslayeret al. 1989).

We surveyed for nesting northern goshawks each
spring and summer from 1984 to 1992. Our initial
sample of territories was derived from Forest Service
records and suwey transects conducted in areas ofpo-
tential goshawk habitat. In 1988 we began usingbroad-
cast oftaped conspecificalarm calls along established
transects (Fullerand Mossr I 981, Rosenfieldet al. 1985,
Kennedy and Stahlecker 1 993) within two 12,000 hect-
are survey blocks. We returned annually to all known
territories to determine occupancy and reproductive
success. We intensively sun'eyed aî atea of 1.6 km
radiussurroundingeach previously active nest to locate
altemate nest sites. Terminology proposed by Postu-
palsþ (1974) and Steenhof and Kochert (1982) was
used to dehne occupancy and nesting success ofgos-
hawk territories. We defined nest productivity as the
number of large (minimum 5 week old) nestlings. Each
year that a given territory was monitored was termed
a territory-year. Alternate nests within temtories were
typicallyclumped and could be distinguished from ad-
jacent territories. However, in cases where altemate
nests were widely spaced we used simultaneous oc-
cupancy ofboth adjacent territoriesto distinguish be-
tween them. We measured distances between the geo-
metric centers ofnest clusters at adjacent territories to
estimate nearest-neighbor distances. Locations of oc-
cupied nests, alternate nests, and habitat boundaries
were mapped each year on aerial photographs (scale
1:13,000).

Vy'e defined nest stands as patches offorest that were
homogeneous in composition, age, and structure rel-
ative to the surrounding forest (Spurrand Bames I 980)
and were used for nesting. Boundaries of most stands
were the result of forest management activities and
natural features such as meadows and lava flows, and
were clearlydistinguishable on aerial photographs. Ar-
eas of nest stands were r
photographs with a Nun
classihed a stand as occt

$s
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FIGURE 1, Correlationofpercentoccupancyofgos-
hawk nest stand clusters versus cluster size for 26 ter-
ritories in the southem Cascades of California, 1984-
1992.

used the previous year. Th e average reoccupancy
rate of individual nests at 26 terrilotíes over at
least 5 years was 49o/o (+ I lolo), Reoccupancy of
alternate nests was highly variable; at some ter-
ritories goshawks did not re-use the same nest
twicc in 4-7 ycars, whcreas others used a single
nest for 24 years and then moved to or built
another.

Dls I ttultj rt()N ()l '\l .rl,trx¡TE Ntx l s

Spacing and distribution ofalternate nests var-
red widely among ter¡itories. Nests in most ter-
ritories were clumped in two or three adjacent
stands, whereas others contained nests scattered
rn stands up to 2.1 km apart. The mean distance
between alternate nests in 65 nest attempts in
this study was273 (+68.ó) m, (range :30-2066
m). This estimate of nest spacing was conser-
vative in that it included only movements ac-
tually observed between years. Longer move-
ments were more difficult to detect and were likely
underrepresented.

['st t¡1. Nt'st S'rA¡.¡¡.¡r

Goshawk territories typically contained l-5
different forest stands used for nesting (X : 2.4
t 0.7). Stands used for nesting ranged from 4.1
to 115 hectares in size (X = 27.8 - 5.3 ha, N :
7l stands).

At temtories with at least five successive years
of monitoring, individual nest stands were oc-
cupied by nesting goshawks an average of 460/o

(!60/o') of the years monitored (N : 7l). The
maximum distance recorded between nest stands
was 1.8 km. However, over 85o/o of alternate nest
stands werc less than 0.7 km apart (X = 0.52 t
0. lt km, N : 71 stands). Occupancy rates of

individual nest stands were positively correlated
with stand size (r" : 0.85, P : 0.00 l). Smaller
stands (<10 ha) typically contained ll' nests
and were only occasionally occupied by gos-
hawks, whereas larger stands (> 20 ha) often con-
tained several nests and were occupied in a high
proportion of territory-years.

NEsr SrAND Cr-usreRs

Nest stand clusters ranged from 10.5 to l14
ha in size (*,:4.1 + 5.89, N :26 territories).
The mean occupancy rate'of nest stand clusters
was 0.74 (+0.055, N : 26). Occupancy rates of
23 nest stand clusters with at least five years of
monitoring was positively correlated with cluster
size (r" : 0.88, P : 0.008). Occupancy rates of
clusters of <20 hectares were typically <50o/o.
At approximately 40 ha occupancy rose to 75-
800/o, and was nearly l00o% for stand clusters > 6 I
ha (Fig. l). We found no significant relationship
between stand cluster size and productivity (r"
:0.052, P:0.819). The mean numberof young
produced per occupied territory (minimum five
year average) was relatively uniform among ter-
rltones.

T¡RnrroRv Specnqc AND DBNSTTY

Nearcst-neighbor distanccs for 2l goshawk
territories within intensive survey blocks ranged
from 1.3 to 6.1 km, averaging 3.25 )- 0.34 km.
Spacing appeared to be reduced around land-
scape features such as meadows and riparian sys-
tems, where goshawk territories were clumped.
Eleven territories were located within a 10,230
ha block of Sierran Montane Forest yielding a
density of 1.07 territories per 1000 ha, compared
with 0.575 territories per 1000 ha in a 10,440
ha block of Upper Montane Forest.

DISCUSSION
Terrítory use þ goshawks rn this study was

characterized by alternate use of nest sites up to
2.1 km apart. and low frdelity to any particular
nest site. Over time the number of nest sites
recorded in most territories increased, as did the
area of habitat containing them. From 4 to 6
years of monitoring were required to define the
actual area used for nesting within most terri-
tories. The resulting area of nesting habitat (nest
stand cluster) was considerably larger than area
estimates derived from a single year (Crocker-
Bedford 1990), or measurement of activity cen-
ters surrounding individual nests (Reynolds
l e83).

Comparison of nest habitat area in this study
with results of other studies is complicated by
differences in terminology and basic study de-
sign. Measurements of nest stands and stand
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clusters in this study were made using physical
boundaries of nest stands. It is likely that only a
small portion of each stand is actually used for
nesting in a given year. Reynolds et al. (1992)
proposed a hierarchy of spatial components
comprisinggoshawk home ranges: nest area, post
fledging family area, and foraging area. Each of
these components was based on measurement of
goshawk activity and cannot be estimated with-
out radio-telemetry. Estimates of nest h abitat area
based on observations of nest-tendingactivities
(Reynolds 1983) overlook the possibilitythat se-
lection of nest sites by goshawks is based at least
partially on patch size. Our observations of re-
duced occupancy in smaller stands suggest that
patch size may be an important factordetermin-
ing quality of nesting habitat.

The post fledgingfamilyareas (PFA) described
by Kennedy(1991) may be somewhatanalogous
to nest stand clusters in that the PFA is a larger
area encompassingat least one nest site. It is not
clear whether the PFAs studied by Kennedy
( I 99 I ) contained all known nest sites within each
tenitory, or if goshawk pairs moved outside of
PFA boundaries in subsequent years. This re-
lationship could be assessed by comparison of
PFA boundaries with the distribution of alter-
nate nest sites and the boundaries ofnest stands,
particularly over a number of years.

Alternatenest sites within most territories ap-
peared as clusters, spatially distinct from nest
clusters at neighboring territories. At five terri-
tories (1890), however, altemate nests were very
widely spaced and territory boundaries were less
distinct. Maximum distances between alternate
nests at these territories were similar to mini-
mum distances between simultaneously occu-
pied neighboring territories.

Mean occupancy rates of habitat components
increased as spatial scale increased from nest trees
to nest stands and nest stand clusters. Annual
movements of nesting goshawks may have re-
duced our ability to detect some nest attempts
in remote nest sites, resultingin underestimation
ofoccupancy at larger scales (nest stand clusters).
Pattems o f o ccupancy a t goshawk territories fell
into two categories: traditional territories (23),
where nesting by goshawks was predictable and
typically occured within frnite nest clusters; and
ephemeral territories (5), where nestingwas spo-
¡adic and nest sites were widely distributed.
Ephemeral territories were occupied in less than
th¡ee offive years and appeared to be associated
with highly fragmented areas of lodgepole pine
and mixed pine stands where extensive tree mor-
tality due to bark beetles (Dendroctonusspp. )had

STUDIES IN AVIAN BIOLOGY NO. 16

to nest in areas where little mature forest habitat
was available.

Although occupancy of nest stand clusters was
clearly correlated with cluster size, other factors
may have affected occupancy of specificclusters
by nesting goshawks. Reduction and fragmen-
tation of mature forest habitat may favor early
successional competitors and predators such as
Red-tailed Hawks (Buteoj amaicensis) and Great
Homed Owls (Moore and Henny 1983, John-
son 1993) and reduceoocupancy by goshawks
(Crocker-Bedford 1990). Occupancy of tradi-
tional goshawk nests or nest stands by Great
Homed Owls, Long-eared Owls (Asio otus),
Northem Spotted Owls (.S/ni occidentalis c¿zr-
ina), Red-tailed Hawks and Cooper's Hawks (lc-
cipiter cooperi) was recorded in this study, but
was not associated with territory abandonment
by goshawks. In three instances, however, gos-
hawks moved outside of their traditional nest
cluster after it was occupied by Northem Spotted
Owls.

Despite intensive timber harvest and frag-
mentation of mature forest, our study area sup-
ported high densities of nestinggoshawks. Gos-
hawk territories, however, were associated with
the larger remaining patches of mature forest,
and territory occupancy was positively correlat-
ed with the size of nestinghabitat patches.

Several factors may act to mitigate the effects
of timber harvest and forest fragmentation on
goshawk habitat quality in our study area. Tim-
ber harvests occurring after the early 1960s typ-
ically consisted of commercial thinning, shelter.
wood, and sanitation prescriptions, resulting in
less distinction between harvested areas and re-
maining mature forest than in large clearcut re-
gimes. Go lden-mantled Ground S quirrels (.Sper-
mophilus lateralis), a primary prey species for
goshawks in the southern Cascades (Wood-
bridge, unpubl. data), are abundant in open hab-
itats (Ingles 1965) and were frequentlyobserved
in previously harvested areas. This prey resource
could act to offset losses ofprey species associ-
ated with mature forest. Finally, effects of forest
fragmentation on goshawk populations may be
less important in forest ecosystems such as the
southern Cas cade s that are naturally fragmented
by topography, xeric conditions, and wildfire.
Comparison of our results with data collectedin
different forest ecosystems may provide insights
into the relative importance of nesting habitat
alea.

ofl'o3,"r^îylT...¡¿¡ 
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three anonymous reviewers greatly improved earlier
d¡afu of this manuscript. The Goosenest Ranger Dis-
trictofthe Klamath National Forest provided financial
and logistical support for our studies.
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DENSITY AND PRODUCTIVITY OF NORTHERN GOSHAWKS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR MOMTORING AND MANAGEMENT

SrEpuen DpSr-enexo, SoNyA K. DAw, SreveN M. Drs¡voNE, AND
E. CHrrnLes Mesl-ow

Abstract. We studied Northern Goshawk (Accipitergentilis) breeding populationson five study areas
on the Fremont, Malheur, and Wallowa-rrVhitman National Forests in eastern Oregon during 1992
and 1993. We found 50 active territories, with average densities of 0.07 active temtories per 100 ha
(sE : 0.15, N : 3 study sites) in 1992 and 0.06 (se: 0.15, N: 5 sites) in 1993. However, densities
were variable both between years and among areas within each year, and no consistent pettoms were
seen based on forest cover type. Productivity (number ofyoung fledged per nest) was also variable
between years and among study sites within the same year. Current USDA Forest Service management
for goshawks emphasizes reducing tree hawest around specific nest sites or post-fledging family areas
(PFAÐ, Our data, however, show that numbers of nesting goshawks are variable among years, and
not all breeding sites will be discovered in a single year of survey. We recommend multiple-year
surveys for nesting birds and habitat management on a landscape rather than "per nest" basis.

Key Words: Accipitergentilis, breeding; nesting; Northem Goshawk; Oregon.

Timber harvesting has been implicated as a
factor in reducing the number and altering the
distribution of nest sites of Northern Goshawks
(Accipìter gentilis) throughout much of the for-
ested westem United States (Reynolds et al. 1982,
Crocker-Bedford 1 990, Ward et al. 1992). ln Or-
egon, this concerrl has led the Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife to place the Northern
Goshawk on the state's list of sensitive species.

In the Pacific Northwest, scientific research and
public attention has focused on forestecosystems
and wildlife populations on the west side of the
Cascade Mountain Range, largely due to concem
for the status of Northern Spotted Owls (.Sfr¡x
occidentalis caurina). Interest is growing, how-
ever, in east-side forest issues, such as timber
harvest, forest health, and wildlife habitat. The
Northern Goshawk has been identìfred as a spe-
cies ofspecial concem and is being considered
as a potential indicator of the health of mature
ponderosa pine (Pinusponderosa) and mixed co-
nifer forests in eastern Oregon (Marshall 1992).

We studied goshawk populations in eastern
Oregon to determine the distribution, density,
and productivity of nests in major forest types,
describe diet, and make recommendations for
goshawk management and monitoring of breed-
ing populations.

METHODS
Sruov Srrr-s

Research took place on three National Forests in
eastem Oregon: the Fremont, Malheur, and Watlowa-
Whitman. These Forests were located across eastem
Oregon and representeda widespectrum offoresttypes.
Mixed conifer forest (including combinations of pon-
derosa pine, Douglas-fir[Pseudotsuga rzenziesií\, w est-
em larch [Larix occidentalis], incense-cedar [Caloce-

dn¡s decurrens], sugar pine [Pizas lambertiana], and
firs [Abies spp.]) and forest stands with a large com-
ponent ofponderosa pine were found on all three For-
ests. In addition, large expanses of lodgepole pine @i-
n\s conlorlq) were present on the Fremont National
Forest. Topography on all Forests ranged from gørtly
sloping ridges to steep-walled drainages, with eleva-
tions between 900-2000 m. Natural openings, such as

wet meadows, grasslands, and bums, were distributed
throughout the study sites. Partial cuts (shelterwood,
overstory removal, commercial thinning) and some
clear-cutting were the major tree harvesting practices.

Five survey areas (called Density Study Areas [DSAf)
were established on the three National Forests and
ranged from 11,500 to 15,500 ha. Two DSAs were
located on the Fremont National Forest: the Paisley
DSA contained mostly lodgepole pine (E096), with some
ponderosa pine (15%o) and mixed conifers (5%); the Bþ
DSA was primarily mixed conifer (7O%) and ponderosa
pine (30%). Two DSAs were located on the Malheur
National Forest: BearValley East DSA was dominated
by ponderosa pine, with about25%o ofthe area covered
by islands of lodgepole pine and mixed conifers; Bear
Valley Vy'est DSA was mostly mixed conifer, with about
25%o of the area in ponderosa pine. The Spring Creek
DSA on the rrrrr'allowa-Whitman National Forest was
comprised of mixed conifer stands.

Su¡rvgys

We used survey protocol recommended by Wood-
bridge (pcrs. comm.) and Kennedy and Stahlecker
(1993) to search for all nesting goshawks within the
five DSAs. Survey stations were about 300 m apart
and were set up on roads and trails and along transects
through roadless areas to obtain complete coverageof
each DSA. From mid-May to early August, taped gos-
hawk calls were broadcast through a megaphone (nrod-
ified Realistic" model 32-2030 coupled to a Sonyo
walkman model WMA53). Responses to thetaped calls
and incidental sightings of goshawks were followedþ
intensive searches to locate nests. Nest locations were
marked on topographic maps and aerial photographs.
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Sage-Grouse Conservation Objectives Team Report

1. Background and Purpose

On March 23,2010, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) determined that the Greater sage-
gfouse (Centrocercus urophasianus; sage-grouse) and the Bi-state (CaliforniaÀ{evada) Distinct
Population Segment (DPS) of the sage-grouse warranted the protections of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended, I53l et se4. @SA). However, the FWS also found that listing
was precluded due to other higher priority actions, thereby making the sage-grouse and the Bi-
state DPS candidates under the ESA. Subsequently, the Service entered into a court-approved
settlement agreement with environmental groups which set a schedule for making listing
determinations on over 200 candidate species nationwide, including the sage-grouse and its
DPSs. The schedule indicated that a decision þroposed listing rule or withdrawal) on the Bi-
state DPS was due by FY2013 (September 2013) and a decision on the sage-grouse range-wide
was due by FY2015 (September 2015).

In December 2011, Wyoming Governor Matt Mead and Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar co-
hosted a meeting to address coordinated conservation of the Greater sage-grouse (sage-grouse)
across its range. Ten states within the range of the sage-grouse were represented, as were the
U.S. Forest Service (FS), the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), and the
Department of the Interior (DOD and its Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and U.S. Fish and
V/ildlife Service (FWS). The primary outcome of the meeting was the creation of a Sage-Grouse
Task Force (Task Force) chaired by Governors Mead (WY) and Hickenlooper (CO) and the
Director of the BLM. The Task Force was directed to develop recommendations on how to best
move forward with a coordinated, multi-state, range-wide effort to conserve the sage-grouse,
including the identification of conservation objectives to ensure the long-term persistence of the
species.

The FWS was tasked by its Director with the development of conservation objectives for the
sage-grouse. Recognizing that state wildlife agencies have management expertise and retain
management authority for this species, the FWS created a Conservation Objectives Team (COT)
of state and FWS representatives to accomplish this task (Appendix A). Each member was
selected by his or her state or agency. The purpose of the COT was to develop conservation
objectives by defining the degree to which the threats need to be ameliorated to conserve the
sage-grouse so that it is no longer in danger of extinction or likely to become in danger of
extinction, by 2013 for the Bi-state Distinct Population Segment (DPS), and2015 for the Greater
sage-grouse range-wide. This report is the outcome of the COT's efforts.

Application of this report

Sage-grouse ate a landscape-scale species (Patterson 1952; Knick et a|.2003; Connelly et al.
2004; Connelly et al.20l1a; Wisdom et al,20ll) requiring conservation actions that span
ecological province and political boundaries. Individual states either have, or are in the process
of completing, state plans that will guide conservation for sage-grouse within their borders. It is
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not the intent of this report to replace or supersede these state efforts. The COT's task of using
the best available science to develop range-wide conservation objectives that ameliorate threats

is meant to complement the state plans by ensuring that the needs of the sage-grouse are

considered at the landscape scale. Achievement of the identified conservation objectives will be

dependent on the conservation efforts implemented by states, land management agencies, and

other stakeholders. Nothing in this report should be construed as limiting the application of
additional conservation efforts for the sage-grouse or sagebrush ecosystems beyond what is

recommended in this report, nor should this report be used to curtail or eliminate any
conservation efforts for sage-grouse.

This report presents the COT's conservation strategy for sage-grouse. The COT recognizes the
variability in ecological conditions, species' and threat status, and differing cultures across the

sage-grouse range. As a result, the COT acknowledges that developing detailed prescriptive
species or habitat actions is inappropriate at the range-wide scale. Rather, the COT is providing
a framework which relies on local expertise for implementation. If the objectives identified here

are met by all stakeholders within the range of the sage-grouse, essential sage-grouse populations
and habitat components should be conserved, resulting in the long-term persistence of this
species. This is a collaborative effort, engaging partners that span federal and state agencies, to
conserve a species that is a candidate for listing under ESA by identifying a plan that
ameliorates threats and provides for conservation at the range-wide scale. As such, it presents a

unique opportunity to contribute to a sustained future for this western species and our western
landscapes.

2. Summary of Sage-Grouse Biology and Current Status

Sage-grouse depend on a variety ofshrub steppe habitats throughout their life cycle, and are

considered obligate users of several species of sagebrush (e.g., Artemisia tridentata ssp.

wyomingensr's ('Wyoming big sagebrush),1. t. ssp. vaseyana (mountain big sagebrush), and,4. l.

tridentata (basin big sagebrush)) (Patterson 1952; Braun et al. 1976; Connelly et aL.2000;
Connelly et al.2004; Miller et al.2011). Sage-grouse also use other sagebrush species (which
can be locally important) such as A. arbuscula (low sagebrush), A. nova (black sagebrush), ,4.

frigida (fringed sagebrush), and A. canq silver sagebrush (Schroeder et al. 1999; Connelly et al.
2004). Thus, sage-grouse distribution is strongly correlated with the distribution of sagebrush

habitats (Schroeder et ol. 2004). Sage-grouse exhibit strong site fidelity (loyalty to a particular
area) to seasonal habitats, which include breeding, nesting, brood rearing, and wintering areas

(Connelly et al. 2004; Connelly et al.2011a). Adult sage-grouse rarely switch from these

habitats once they have been selected, limiting their adaptability to changes (Schroeder el a/.

teee).

During the spring breeding season, male sage-grouse gather together to perform courtship
displays on areas called leks. Leks are relatively bare areas surrounded by greater shrub steppe

cover, which is used for escape, nesting and feeding cover. The proximity, configuration, and

abundance of nesting habitat are key factors influencing lek location (Connelly et al. 7981, and
Connelly et a|.2000 b, cited in Connelly et al.20Ila).
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Productive nesting areas are typically characterized by sagebrush with an understory of native
grasses and forbs, with horizontal and vertical structural diversity that provides an insect prey
base, herbaceous forage for pre-laying and nesting hens, and cover for the hen while she is
incubating (Gregg 1991; Schroeder et al.1999; Connelly et a|.2000; Connelly et a\.2004;
Connelly et al.20I1b). Shrub canopy and grass cover provide concealment for sage grouse
nests and young and are critical for reproductive success (Barnett and Crawford 1994; Gregg et
al. 1994; Delong et al.l995; Connelly et a|.2004). Because of average clutch sizes of 7 eggs
(Connelly et al. 2011a), and limited re-nesting, there is little evidence that populations of sage-
grouse produce large annual surpluses (Connelly et al.2011a). Forbs and insects are essential
nutritional components for chicks (Klebenow and Gray 1968; Johnson and Boyce 1991;
Connelly et a|.2004).

Most sage-grouse gradually move from sagebrush uplands to more mesic areas (moist areas,
such as streambeds or wet meadows) during the late brood-rearing period (three weeks post-
hatch) in response to summer desiccation of herbaceous vegetation (Connelly et aL.2000).
Summer use areas can include sagebrush habitats as well as riparian areas, wet meadows and
alfalfa f,relds (Schroeder et al. 1999). These areas provide an abundance offorbs and insects for
both hens and chicks (Schroeder et al. 1999; Connelly et aL.2000). As vegetation continues to
desiccate through the late summer and fall, sage-grouse shift their diet entirely to sagebrush
(Schroeder et al. 1999). Sage-grouse depend entirely on sagebrush throughout the winter for
both food and cover (Schroeder et al.1999).

Many populations of sage-grouse migrate befween seasonal ranges in response to habitat
distribution (Connelly et al. 2004). Migration can occur between winter and breeding and
summer areas, between breeding, summer and winter areas, or not at all. Migration distances of
up to 161 km (100 mi) have been recorded (Patterson 1952); however, distances vary depending
on the locations of seasonal habitats (Schroeder et al. 1999). Very little information is available
regarding the distribution and characteristics of migration corridors for sage-grouse (ConneIly et
ol. 2004); however, research involving radio-collared birds is available in some areas (e.g.
Utah). Sage-grouse dispersal þermanent moves to other areas) is poorly understood (Connelly
et ø1.2004) and appears to be sporadic (Dunn and Braun 1986). Estimating an"average" home
range for sage-grouse is difficult due to the large variation in sage-grouse movements both
within and among populations. This variation is related to the spatial availability of habitats
required for sea-sonal use and annual recorded hgme ranges have varied from four to 615 square
kilometers Gm2) (1.5 to 237 .5 square miles (mi2)); Connelly et al.,20IIa).

Sage-grouse are dependent on large areas of contiguous sagebrush (Patterson 1952; Comelly et
a|.2004; Connelly et al.2011a; Wisdom et al.2011) and large-scale characteristics (e.g.
agricultural conversions) within surrounding landscapes influence sags-grouse habitat selection
(Knick and Hanser 20Il) and population persistence (Aldridge et al.2008; Wisdom et al.20Il).
Sagebrush is the most widespread vegetation in the intermountain lowlands in the western United
States (V/est and Young 2000); however, sagebrush is considered one of the most imperiled
ecosystems in North America due to continued degradation and lack of protection (Knick et al.
2003; Miller et al. 2011, and references therein).

Sagebrush is long-lived, with plants of some species surviving up to 150 years (West 1983).
Sagebrush has resistance to environmental extremes, with the exception of fire and occasionally
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defoliating insects (e.g.webworm(Aroga spp.);West 1983). Most species of sagebrush are
killed by fire (West 1983; Miller and Eddleman 2000; West and Young 2000), and historic fire-
return intervals have been as long as 350 years, depending on sagebrush type and environmental
conditions (Baker 20lI). Natural sagebrush re-colonization in burned areas depends on the
presence of adjacent live plants for a seed source or on the seed bank, if present (Miller and
Eddleman 2000), and requires decades for fulIrecovery.

There is little information available regarding minimum sagebrush patch sizes required to
support populations of sage-grouse. This is due in part to the migratory nature of some, but not
all sage-grouse populations; the lack ofjuxtaposition ofseasonal habitats; and differences in
local, regional and range-wide ecological conditions that influence the distribution of sagebrush
and its associated understory. Where home ranges have been reported (Connelly et al.2071a and
references therein), they are extremely variable (4 to 615 km2 (l .5 to 237.5 mi2)). Occupancy of a
home range also is based on multiple variables associated with both local vegetation
characteristics and landscape characteristics (Knick et al. 2003). Pyke (2011) estimated that
greater than 4,000 ha (9,884 ac) was necessary for population sustainability; however, Pyke did
not indicate whether this value was for migratory or non-migratory populations, nor if this
included juxtaposition of all seasonal habitats . Large seasonal and annual movements emphasize
the large landscapes required by the sage-grouse (Knick et al. 2003; Connelly et al. 20lIa).

Prior to European settlement in the 19th century, sage-grouse inhabited 13 western states and
three Canadian provinces, and their potential habitat covered over 1,200,483 square kilometers
(463,509 square miles; Schroeder et al. 2004). Sage-grouse have declined across their range due
to a variety of causes and now occupy 56 percent oftheir historic range (Schroeder et al. 2004).
They currently occur in I I states and two Canadian provinces (Ifuick and Connelly 2011).
Many factors played a role in reducing sage-grouse from a once abundant, broadly distributed
species, but the primary factor was loss of habitat due to increased surface disturbance and
general fragmentation of the landscape (Ifuick and Connelly 20Il). Causes of habitat loss and
fragmentation were identified in the 2005 Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing determination
(70 FR 2244) and remain on the landscape now, but with more intensity and increased
distribution (75 FR 13910). The 2010 listing determination reaffirmed the threats identified in
2005, as well as identifying additional concems, including an increase in the use of sagebrush
habitat for renewable energy such as wind power, and the spread of West Nile virus. Sage-
grouse are now a candidate for listing under the ESA (75 FR 13910).

3. Principles of Conservation Biology Used in this Report.

Three conservation parameters (parameters) identified in the scientific literature, redundancy,
resiliency and representation serve as indicators ofthe conservation status ofa species (Naeem
1998; Redford et al. 20ll). These parameters can also be indicators of the conservation value of
portions of a species' raîge, and as such are used extensively by FWS in listing and recovery
efforts. Quantifying these biological parameters by population across a species' range provides a
mechanism for evaluating habitats and population trends as they relate to species persistence
(Redford et al.2011). After careful review of these and the underlying conservation biology
concepts, the COT members determined that application of the parameters to sagebrush habitats
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supporting sage-grouse and sage-grouse populations formed a sound scientific basis for
developing long-term conservation objectives for the species.

Redundancy is def,rned as multiple, geographically dispersed populations and habitats across a
species range, such that the loss of one population will not result in the loss of the species.
Redundancy allows for a margin of safety for a species to withstand catastrophic events (e.g.

fire) as well as providing a sort of "insurance policy'' against threats that have high uncertainty
and low predictability (e.g. climate change), Representøtion is defined as the retention of
genetic, morphological, physiological, behavioral, habitat, or ecological diversity of the species
so its adaptive capabilities are conserved. Resiliency of a species is defined as the ability of the
species to recover from periodic disturbance. In general species are likely to be more resilient if
large populations exist in high quality habitat that is distributed throughout the range of the
species in such away as to capture the environmental variability found within the species' range
(Redford et al.20II).

In addition to the parameters described above the COT also identified an additional parameter to
assist in framing conservation thresholds. Resßtsnce was defined as ability of a population or
habitats to withstand a threat without experiencing negative consequences, similar to the ability
of an immune system to respond to an initial assault from an offending pathogen. The resistance
of a population depends on the health of the population and associated habitats and the severity
of the threat. When resistance of a population is lost, the ability of the population to persist is
then a function of its resilience.

For sage-grouse, the COT acknowledged that redundancy and representation could be met by
having multiple and geographically distributed sage-grouse populations across the diversity of
sagebrush habitats that comprise the species' range. Maintenance of the integrity þroviding for
an appropriate anay and abundance ofhealthy, undisturbed sage-grouse habitats) ofsage-grouse
management zones, as defined by the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (Stiver
et al. 2006; Figure l), and the connections between them, were identified as essential for
representation. Management zones are based on floristic provinces (identified by Connelly et al.
2004) and reflect ecological and biological diversities and similarities. Retention of the
characteristics within populations and habitats in each management zone contributes to the
representation of the species. The COT's analyses of redundancy and representation for sage-
grouse are described in Part 4 of this report.

For sage-gtouse, resistance and resiliency are defined by threats to the species and the habitats on
which it depends. For example, sage-grouse are resistant to the impacts of oil development in
occupied habitats until the associated well pad densities exceed more than one per 699 acres
(Holloran 2005). At higher well pad densities the resiliency of sage-grouse depends on the
extent of the development, the extent and type of habitat impacted and the ability to accomplish
successful habitat restoration. Sage-grouse resiliency and resistance were evaluated and assessed

on population, management zone and range-wide scales in Part 5 of this report.

All of the conservation parameters considered by the COT were evaluated at a population level,
rather than at an individual bird level. Populations are defined as a group of individuals
occupying aî atea of sufficient size to permit normal dispersal and/or migration behavior in
which numerical changes are largely determined by birth and death processes (Berryman 2002).
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The COT adopted the population descriptions in Garton et al. (2011), with the exception of Utah
(described in detail below). The COT recognizes that conservation of every individual for this
widely distributed and complex species and its habitats, while potentially desired by some
stakeholders, is inconsistent with our charge - to define the degree to which threats need to be
ameliorated to ensure long-term conservation of sage-grouse across its range. Defining
conservation objectives to protect each individual would result in an unmanageable conservation
strategy that would be impossible to implement given the wide distribution of the species and the
diversity of challenges that it faces. Conservation of populations as defined, however, is more
tenable and likely to be effective. As an example, individual sage-grouse may not be resistant or
resilient to West Nile virus (Walker and Naugle 20ll), but with adequate redundancy and
representation the species is not likely to succumb to isolated occurrences of this disease.

The COT considered how the redundancy, representation, and resiliency of sage-grouse could be
conserved in the long-term. We examined threats and probability of persistence over several
time frames (up to100 years) to classify population risk levels (see Framework for the COT's
Threat Analysis below). The time frames were consistent with timeframes provided in the
population viability analysis in Garton et sl.2011; common timeframes used for climate change
projections (e.g. Bradley et a|.2009); and because sagebrush ecosystem restoration can take
decades or centuries, depending on the species of sagebrush, its understory component, presence
of nearby invasive species, avaiety of environmental conditions, and the financial resources that
are invested in restoration (Knick et al.2003, and references therein; 75 FR 13910).

The concepts of "resilioûc!", "redundancy," "representation" and "resistance" ùte not mutually
exclusive, as populations that contribute to the resiliency of a species may also contribute to its
redundancy or representation. After careful review of the data prepared by each individual state
(described in the following parts of this report) the COT determined that it is not necessary for a
single population to contribute to all the conservation parameters in order to be important for
maintaining sage-grouse on the landscape in the long term. Because the species is being
evaluated across its range, a particular population may not meet the strictest test of one factor yet
contribute to the others.

4. Identification of Redundancy and Representation

Individual states have already undertaken considerable efforts to identify key habitats necessary
for sage-grouse conservation in the development of their state management plans for this species.
Not all state maps of these key habitats were created explicitly considering the conservation
parameters as discussed above. Nevertheless, after review of these maps and discussions with
state biologists and others responsible for their creation, the conclusion of the COT was that
state-based mapping efforts designating key habitats identified redundancy and representation for
each state, even though mapping techniques varied (Table l). These data sets were developed or
updated by the state agencies between 2010 and 2012 and thereby represent the most current
information available. Each state used differing terminology for key habitat areas (e.g. core,
priority, habitat). In order to avoid confusion between the recommendations of this report, and
individual state and Federal land management agency conservation plans, the COT has termed
these key habitats as priority areas for conservatiore (PACs).
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Figure 1: Range-wide map of sage-grouse management zones and priority areas for conservation (PAC) as identif,red by individual
states.
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Although a vast array of techniques and processes were used across states, all data layers were
derived from a small group of population- and habitat-based data sources. Many states also used
some variation of methods developed by Doherty et al. (2010) and Doherfy et al. (2011).
Population data sources included Breeding Bird Densities based on male counts at leks (Doherty
et al. 2010), the distance around leks supporting nesting birds (nesting areas), telemetry data,
known distributions, and other observations. Habitat data used to create the maps include
occupied habitat, suitable habitat, seasonal habitat, nesting and brood rearing areas, and
connectivity areas or corridors (Table 1).

Using the state maps, the COT developed a range-wide data layer that identifies PACs across the
species' range within the United States (Figure 1). These PACs represent areas identified by
each state as essential for the long-term conservation of the sage-grouse. A complicating factor
of developing a range-wide map from state maps is that the data-layer edges around state borders
do not always match. Identified areas of incongnrence were reviewed by the biologists who
participated in individual state mapping processes, and most PACs were resolved by this closer
examination. Most of the discrepancies were a result of either mapping errors that were
subsequently resolved, or management differences that followed state boundaries due to differing
regulatory mechanisms or land ownership pattems between two states. Unresolved boundary
concerns are being actively addressed by the involved states.

After careful review of the resulting range-wide map (Figure 1) the COT concluded that the
biological concepts ofredundancy and representation were also adequately captured at the range-
wide level. During this "scaling up" process, the COT discussed whether or not there may have
been over-representation of either of these factors. Given the bird's current status as being
warranted for listing under the ESA, however, and the unpredictability of some threats (e.g. fire)
the increasing intensity and distribution of some threats with unknown impacts (e.g. wind energy
development), and the lack of data regarding actual (vs. modeled) sage-grouse movements in
many areas, the COT determined that the individual PACs identified at the state level are key for
conservation of the species as a whole. However, the potential loss of a PAC increases the value
of other PACs for retention of redundancy, representation, and management flexibilify of
anthropogenic activities.

NOTE; This draft document has been submitted þr scientific peer review. It should thereþre be considered
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able 1. Sources ofdata used states to kev IPAC) maos for each state.

CA CO ID MT ND NV OR SD UT WA WY

Population Based Data

BBD/Lek Counts X X X X X X X X x
Telemetrv X X X X X X X X X
Nestins Areas X X X X X X X
Known Distribution X X X X X X x
Sightings/
Observations

X X X X X X

Habitat Distribution
X X X X X X X X X X X
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Several populations on the edge of the species' raîge are identified in this report as being at high
risk of extirpation. While loss of these populations may not result in the loss of the entire
species, there is strong scientific support for the conservation value of "peripheral" populations.
These include maintenance of species,habitat richness and biodiversity, genetic diversity, and
refugia for collapsing "core" populations (Hunter and Hutchinson 1994, Fraser 2000 and Bunnell
et al.2004 - all as cited in USFWS 2008). In many cases these populations have also been
identified as essential for conservation by local entities. Additionally, continuing contraction of
the species' range has contributed to the current status of the sage-grouse as warranted but
precluded. The COT does not want to promote fuither range erosion and recommends
management to conserve all PACs to the maximum extent practicable (see Conservation
Strategies in Part 6 below).

As part of their effort to revise or amend Resource Management Plans (RMPs) to incorporate
appropriate regulatory mechanisms for sage-grouse conservation, the BLM requested each state
within the range of sage-grouse map priority habitats to assist that agency in their efforts. States

with completed conservation plans (e.g. Wyoming) submitted their existing maps to the BLM,
while other states (e.g. California) developed maps in response to the BLM request. The primary
difference between these two efforts, however is that the maps considered by the COT include all
PACs, regardless of surface or subsurface ownership. This reflects the differences in purpose of
these efforts, as the BLM can only address surface and sub-surfaces under their jurisdiction
while the COT was tasked with a range-wide conservation analysis. There is substantial overlap
between the map developed by the BLM and the COT's map, ¿ts the final range-wide map used
in this analysis includes the preliminary priority habitats identified by the most states for BLM's
map. Utah did not provide BLM with habitat maps defining preliminary priority habitats. This
report uses the mapping data provided by the State of Utah, and therefore there is not complete
overlap with the BLM data for this state.

5. Sage.Grouse Status and Threats: Resistance and Resiliency

General Overview of Threats

The loss and fragmentation of sagebrush habitats has been cited as a primary cause of the decline
of sage-grouse populations (Patterson 1952; Connelly and Braun 1997;Braun 1998; Johnson and
Braun 1999; Connelly et a|.2000; Miller and Eddleman2}00; Schroeder and Baydack 2001;
Johnsgard 2002; ltldndge and Brigham 2003; Beck el a|.2003; Pedersen et a|.2003; Connelly er

al. 2004; Schroeder et al. 2004; Leu and Hanser 20 1 I , see also discussion of threats in the 2010
listing review - 75 FR 13910). Mechanisms for declining populations from habitat
fragmentation, which is largely a result of human activities, include reductions in lek persistence,

lek attendance, population recruitment, yearling and adult annual survival, female nest site
selection, nest initiation, and complete loss of leks and winter habitat (Holloran 2005; Aldridge
and Boyce 2007;Walker et a\.2007; Doherty et a|.2008). Functional habitat loss also
contributes to habitat fragmentation as greater sage-grouse avoid areas due to human activities,
including noise, even though sagebrush remains intact (Blickley et al.2012). In an analysis of
population corurectivity, Knick and Hanser (2011) demonstrated that in some areas of sage-

grouse range, populations are already isolated anLd at risk for extirpation due to genetic,
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demographic, and stochastic (i.e., unpredictable) events such as lightning caused wildfire.
Habitat loss and fragmentation contribute to the population's isolation and increased risk of
extirpation.

Fire is one of the primary factors linked to loss of sagebrush-steppe habitat and corresponding
population declines of greater sage-grouse (Connelly and Braun 1997; Miller and Eddleman
2001). Loss of sagebrush habitat to wildfire has been increasing in the western portion of the
greater sage-grouse range due to an increase in hre frequency. The increase in mean fire
frequency has been facilitated by the incursion of nonnative annual grasses, primarily Bromus
tectorum and Taeniatherum asperum, into sagebrush ecosystems (Billings 1994; Miller and
Eddleman 2001). The positive feedback loop between exotic annual grasses and fires can
preclude the opporlunity for sagebrush to become re-established. Exotic annual grasses and
other invasive plants also alter habitat suitability for sage-grouse by reducing or eliminating
native forbs and grasses essential for food and cover. Annual grasses and noxious perennials
continue to expand their range, facilitated by ground disturbances, including wildfire (Miller and
Eddleman 2001), improper grazing (Young et al. 1972,I976), agriculture (Benvenuti 2007), and
infrastructure associated with energy development (Bergquist et a|.2007). Concem with habitat
loss and fragmentation due to fire and invasive plants has mostly been focused in the western
portion of the species' range. However, climate change may alter the range of invasive plants,
potentially expanding this threat into other areas of the species' range. Habitat loss is occurring
from the expansion of native conifers (e.g. pinyon-pine and juniper fpinyon-juniper]), mainly
due to decreased fire return intervals and the overstocking of domestic livestock, particularly
during the latter 1800's and early 1900's (Miller and Rose 1999), but may not entirely explain
the expansion of western juniper (Soule' and. Knapp 1999). Conifer encroachment may also be
facilitated by, increases in global carbon dioxide concentrations, and climate change, but the
influence of CO2 has not been supported by some research (Archer et al. 1995).

Sage-grouse populations are significantly reduced, including local extirpation, by non-renewable
energy development activities, even when mitigative measures are implemented (Walker et al.
2007). The persistent and increasing demand for energy resources is resulting in their continued
development within sage-grouse range, and may cause further habitat fragmentation. Although
data are limited, impacts resulting from renewable energy development are expected to have
similar effects to sage-grouse populations and habitats due to their similarity in supporting
infrastructure (Becker et a|.2009; Hagen 2010; USFWS 2012). Both non-renewable and
renewable energy developments are increasing within the range of sage-grouse, and this growth
is likely to continue given current and projected demands for energy.

Other factors associated with habitat loss and fragmentation are summarized well by Knick et al.
(201 1) and include conversion of sagebrush habitats for agriculture, the expanding human
populations in the western United States, and the resulting urban development in sagebrush
habitats, and vegetation treatments resulting in the alteration or removal of sagebrush to enhance
grazing for livestock, wild ungulates and feral horses and burros.

The importance of each of the above threats to sage-grouse varies across the species' range. For
example, fire is aprimary issue in the western portion of the species range, while non-renewable
energy development affects primarily the eastern portion of the species' range (75 FR 13910).
However, no part of the species' range is immune from any of the primary threats described

NOTE This draft documenl has been stúmitted for scienlific peer review I1 should thereþre be considered
incomplete as future revisions are possible.
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above. Additionally, the impact of threats on local sage-grouse populations vary based on the
resistance, and subsequent resilience of that population and its associated habitats. Healtþ,
robust sagebrush habitats with few or no other threats are likely to be more resistant or resilient
than habitats already experiencing a high level of threats, or in poor condition. However, natural
conditions, such as long-term drought can affect population resistance and resilience. Therefore,
threats need to be assessed at the population level for the degree ofrisk to each area and the
appropriate response.

The lack of sufficient regulatory mechanisms to conserve sage-grouse and their habitats was

identified as a primary threat leading to the warranted but precluded status in FWS 2010 listing
determination. While specific regulatory mechanisms are not addressed in this report, federal
land management agencies, and many state and local govemments across the species range are

working to develop adequate mechanisms to address this threat. For example, 'Wyoming's

Governor Dave Freudenthal was among the first to enact regulatory mechanisms to protect core
sage-grouse areas through Executive Order 2010-4. Governor Mead signed an updated version
of the Sage-Grouse Core Area Protection Executive Order in2011 (Executive Order 20II-5).
The probability for the successful amelioration of the primary threats to sage-grouse and their
habitat can be enhanced through the development and implementation of sufficient regulatory
mechanisms.

Other threats that can negatively affect sage-grouse include inappropriate livestock management,
inappropriate feral horse management, parasites, infectious diseases, predation, and weather
events (e.g., drought or late spring storms), and the loss of Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
lands. Some of these threats may be localized and of short duration, but may be significant at the
population level, particularly for small populations. An example of this local effect is the 2008
outbreak of West Nile virus in the sage-grouse population southwestern North Dakota. This
small population is on the periphery of the current sage-grouse distribution and numbers dropped
dramatically following the WNv outbreak. Four years Iater (2012), the population has improved
but not fully recovered to levels seen before the outbreak (NDGF unpublished data).

Predation is often identified as apotential factor affecting sage-grouse populations, and is

understandable given the suite ofpredators that prey on sage-grouse from egg to adulthood
(though no predators specialize on sage-grouse). Predator management has been effective on
local scales for short periods, but the efficacy over broad ranges or over a long time spans have
not been demonstrated (Hagen 20ll). In areas of compromised habitats and high populations of
synathropic predators, predator control may be effective to ensure sage-grouse persistence until
habitat conditions improve. However, the most effective method to mitigate the effects of
predation is to maintain quality habitat with good connectivity (Schroeder and Baydack 2001).

Though threats such as infectious diseases and predation may be significant at alocalized level,
particularly if habitat quantity and quality is compromised, they were not identified by FWS as

significant range-wide impacts (75 FR 13910).

Challenges with Sagebr ush Høbitøt Restoration

Very little sagebrush within its extant range remains undisturbed or unaltered from its condition
prior to EuroAmerican settlement in the late 1800s (Knick et a\.2003, and references therein).

NOTE' This draft document has been submittedfor scientific peer review. It should therefore be considered
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Due to the disruption of primary patterns, processes and components of sagebrush ecosystems
since EuroAmerican settlement (Knick et al. 2003; Miller et al.20Il), the large range of abiotic
variation, the minimal short-lived seed banks, and the long generation time of sagebrush,
restoration of disturbed areas is very difficult. Not all areas previously dominated by sagebrush
can be restored because alteration ofvegetation, nutrient cycles, topsoil, and living (cryptobiotic)
soil crusts has exceeded recovery thresholds (Knick et al.2003; Pyke 2011). Additionally,
processes to restore sagebrush ecology are relatively unknown (Knick et al.2003). Active
restoration activities are often limited by financial and logistic resources (Knick et a|.2003;
Miller et al.20l l) and may require decades or centuries (Ifuick et al. 2003, and references
therein). Landscape restoration efforts require a broad range of partnerships (private, State, and
Federal) due to landownership patterns (Knick et al.2003). Except for areas where active
restoration is attempted following disturbance (e.g., mining, wildfire), management efforts in
sagebrush ecosystems are usually focused on maintaining the remaining sagebrush (Mlller et al.
20ll; Wisdom et al.20Il).

Frameworkfor the COT's Threats Anølysis

Recognizing the variability to which th¡eats impact sage-grouse populations across the species'
range, the COT assessed threats based on the populations defined by Garton et a|.2011, with the
exception of the State of Utah. The Utah sage-grouse state mapping effort delineated
management areas for sage-grouse, which redefined the Garton et al.2011 populations using
local population data. The threat analyses follows a template used in assessing core area
conservation for the bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus; USFWS 2005), with appropriate time-
frame adjustments for sage-grouse and sagebrush. Range-wide PACs were assigned the same
threat risk as the population or management area in which it occurs. The COT reviewed each
population (or in the case of Utah, state management areas) to identify primary threats for that
area. The COT considered both existing and foreseeable threats (those likely to occur within 100
years, consistent with the longer timeframe provide in the Garton et a|.2011 analysis). Existing
and foreseeable threats were categorically ranked for each population or management area, by
evaluating whether the magnitude (i.e., severity and scope) and immediacy of the threat was
High, Moderate, Low, Insignificant, or Unknown, as briefly defined below:

1. Severity

a. Hish: Loss of species population (all individuals) or destruction of species habitat in area
affected, with effects essentially irreversible or requiring long-term recovery (>100 years).

b. Moderate: Major reduction of species population or long-term degradation or reduction of
habitat in the PAC, requiring 50-100 years for recovery.

c. Low: Low but nontrivial reduction of species population or reversible degradation or
reduction ofhabitat in area affected, with recovery expected in 10-50 years.

d. Insignificant: No measurable reduction of population or degradation of habitat or
ecological community due to threats, or populations, habitats. Note that effects of locally
sustainable levels of hunting and scientific collection are generally considered
insignificant as defined here.

NOTE This draft document has been submitted for scíentific peer review It should therefore be considered
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2. Scope

a. High: > 60 percent of total population or area affected.

b. Moderate: 20-60 percent of total population or areaaffected.

c. Low: 5-20 percent of total population or area affected.

d. Insignificant: < 5 percent oftotal population or area affected.

3.Immediacy

a. High: Threat is operational (happening now) or imminent (within 2-5 years).

b. Moderate: Threat is likely to be operational within 5-10 years.

c. Low: Threat is likely to be operational within 10-20 years.

d. Insignificant: Threat is not likely to be operational within 20 years.

Using the building blocks of Severity, Scope, and Immediacy population or management area

threats were assigned a rank value of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, or U where:

A: Substantial, imminent threat. Threat is moderate to severe and imminent for most (> 60
percent) ofthe population or aîea.

B : Moderate and imminent th¡eat. Threat is moderate to severe and imminent for a significant
proportion (20-60 percent) of the population or area.

C: Substantial, non- imminent threat. Threat is moderate to severe but not imminent (> 10

years) for most of the population or area.

D : Moderate, non- imminent threat. Th¡eat is moderate to severe but not imminent for a
significant portion of the population oÍ area.

E : Localized substanti al threat. Threat is moderate to severe for a small but significant
proportion ofthe population or area.

F: Widespread,low-severity thteat. Threat is of low severitybut affects (or would affect) most
or a significant portion of the population or area.

G : Slightly threatened. Threats, while recognizable, are of low severity, or affecting only a
small portion of the population or area.

H : Unthreatened. Threats if any, when considered in comparison with natural fluctuation and
change, are minimal or very localized, not leading to significant loss or degradation of
populations or area even over a few decades' time. (Severity, scope, and/or immediacy of
threat considered Insignifi cant. )

U : Unknown. The available information is not sufficient to assign degree of threat as above.
(Severity, scope, and immediacy are all unknown, mostly [two of three] unknown, or not
assessed.)

NOTE: This draft document has been submitted þr scientific peer review. It should therefore be considered
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Once individual threats by population were ranked using the criteria described above, the COT
assessed the condition of each population or management area based on the effects of existing
threats and the ecological status of the species and its habitat (e.g., population number, habitat
condition). Based on this assessment, each population or management area was assigned an
overall level of risk to that specific area. The risk level assigned to an individual population or
management area was restricted to one of four categories as follows:

C1 : HIGH RISK. The population is at high risk because of extremely limited and/or rapidly
declining numbers, range, andlor habitat, making sage-grouse in this area highly vulnerable
to extirpation.

C2: AT RISK. The population is at risk because of very limited and/or declining numbers,
range, and/or habitat, making sage-grouse in this area vulnerable to extirpation.

C3 : POTENTIAL RISK. The population is potentially at risk because of limited andlor
declining numbers, range, and/or habitat even though sage-grouse may be locally abundant
in some portions of the area.

C4 : LOW RISK. Sage-grouse are common or uncommon, but not rare, and usually widespread
through the area. They are apparently not vulnerable at this time, but there may be cause
for long-term concem.

Additionally, the COT determined that populations and management areas containing fewer than
200 males or 500 breeding birds could not be ranked higher than a C2. This is because small
populations are inherently more vulnerable to extinction from unpredictable environmental
events (e.g., fires, drought) and because this is generally accepted for adequate effective
population size to avoid negative genetic effects from inbreeding (Garton et al.20ll).
Individual threat ranking and risk level assignment was accomplished through a process of open
forum deliberation. Initially, COT members discussed the concepts of Severity, Scope, and
Immediacy in the context of the members' collective knowledge pertaining to individual threats
and understood level of risk to sage-grouse populations in order to establish a relative level of
consistency among members. Following these discussions, local and regional expertise was
applied to individual populations to assign a population risk category. These assignments were
conducted as a group exercise and iteratively with the intent to minimize inconsistency among
COT members and risk level assignments among populations. The results of the individual
threat and risk assessments by population or state management area are summarized in Figure 2
and Table 2. Supporting information for these assignments and a detailed description of each
population are presented in Appendix B.

Results of Threøls Anølysis und Risk Ranking
The COT reviewed each state's PAC maps to determine whether the redundancy and
representation were captured at the Management Zone and range-wide scales. We did not
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identify additional habitats, beyond what was mapped in the PAC habitat maps that would be
needed to maintain representation, redundancy, and resiliency of sage-grouse on the landscape at
these broader scales. While working through this process, the COT concluded that some non-
PAC sage-grouse habitat should be managed to the extent practicable to retain connectivity
(ability of individuals to disperse to other populations) among populations and Management
Zones, to afford managers a buffer to offset habitat loss due to uncontrollable events such as

wildfire, and to retain management flexibility.

To address resiliency the COT reviewed the key threats, habitat condition, connectivity, and
status of populations and management areas within management zones individually, rather than
providing an overall threat and risk ranking of the management zone (Table 2). We also

considered existing management zone level analyses provided in Garton et al.20Il (i.e.,
population lambda and likelihood of persistence), Knick and Hanser 2011 (i.e., connectivity
analysis), and the National Sage-Grouse Conservation Planning Framework Team (Stiver et al.
2006). The majority of remaining sage-grouse habitat occurs Management Zones I, II, III, fV,
and V in populations ranked as C3 or C4 (i.e., Northern Montana, Yellowstone Watershed,
Northern, Southern, and Westem Great Basins, Snake Salmon Beaverhead, and the Wyoming
Basin). This suggests that these areas are strongholds for sage-grouse that are important to retain
on the landscape in the long term for that reason. This is consistent with, although more
expansive than, the conclusions reached by Knick and Hanser (2011).

NOTE: This draft document has been submilted for scientific peer review.
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Figure 2. Sage-grouse population risk levels. All PACs within each population was assigned the same risk level as the population.
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Table 2. Information on threats to sage-grouse and their habitats used in the resiliency analyses of populations and management
zones. The populations described here were taken from Garton et al. (2011), including some sub-population designations to help focus
threat identification. The population parameters (designated in tan) are defined by Garton et al. (2011).
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The COT's analyses of th¡eats, as well as redundancy and resistance are consistent with previous
analyses (e.g. Knick et a|.2003; Stiver et a|.2006). Listing analyses conducted by the FWS are

primarily based on threats to the species, and not population numbers and distribution (although
those are considered). The 2010 listing determination by FWS (75 FR 13910) concluded that
sage-grouse range-wide are at risk due to the current and reasonably foreseeable threats to the
species, primarily habitat loss and fragmentation. While sage-grouse are still widely distributed,
the threats to this species must be ameliorated as described in the Conservation Strategy below to
ensure continued species' persistence. Connectivity between breeding populations (based on
habitat analyses) is already compromised across the species' range (Ifuick and Hanser 20Il).

Only a few populations are in a low risk category (C4) and retention of only these areas will not
maintain the redundancy and representation of the species essential for long-term conservation.
C4 areas are also not without threats (Table 2). Populations within the C3 category are already
potentially at risk because of limited and/or declining numbers, range, and/or habitat even though
sage-grouse may be locally abundant in some areÍrs. Continued threats to these populations in
this risk category could result in their re-classification to C2 or C 1, thereby compromising the
management flexibility for range-wide sage-grouse conservation as well as requiring an increase

in the need for active management and restoration to ensure species persistence. Populations in
the C2 and Cl categories already require intensive management, and in some cases, restoration
to ensure they do not continue to decline to the point that recovery is no longer possible. Loss of
these areas will affect redundancy and representation (Figure 2), and their loss is likely to
negatively affect the resiliency of remaining C3 andC4 populations through loss of management
options.

During the analyses of threats the COT identified several unceftainties that may potentially affect
sage-grouse conservation, including the unknown effects of climate change and renewable
energy development, the current lack of a robust range-wide genetics-based connectivity
analyses, low adaptability of the species resulting from high seasonal habitat fidelity, and the
lack of understanding of the processes necessary to restore sagebrush ecology (Knick et al.
2003). Additionally, sagebrush ecosystem restoration activities are often limited by financial and

logistic resources (Knick et a|.2003; Miller et al.2011) and may require decades or centuries
(Knick et al. 2003, and references therein). Based on the threat analyses and the uncertainties of
successful restoration, the COT has concluded that all PACs managed for conservation to the
maximum extent practicable in order to enhance management flexibility and adaptive
management principles for the long-term conservation of the sage-grouse.

6. Conservation Goal, Objectives and Strategies and Recommendations

The overall conservation objective identified in the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies' (WAFWA) 2006 Greater Sage-grouse Comprehensive Conservation Strategy (Stiver
et a\.2006) was "...to produce and maintain neutral or positive trends in populations and

maintain or increase the distribution of sage-grouse in each ManagementZone." Analyses
conducted by Knick and Hanser (2011) concluded that the WAFWA conservation objective may
no longer be possible due to natural and anthropogenic threats that are degrading remaining

NOTE This draft document has been submitted for scientific peer review. It should therefore be considered

incomplete as.future revisions are possible.29
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sagebrush habitats. They recommended focusing conservation on areas critical to range-wide
persistence of this species (Ifuick and Hanser 2011). Other areas within the range of sage-grouse
have a high uncertainty for continued population persistence (Wisdom et al.20ll) due to
fragmentation from anthropogenic impacts.

The conservation strategies identified below are targeted atthreat amelioration through adequate
regulatory mechanisms and proactive conservation actions, thereby addressing the conservation
parameters of resistance and resiliency. The intent was to reduce or remove to the maximum
extent practicable anthropogenic impacts affecting sage-grouse habitat loss and fragmentation. If
this is not achieved, the long-term persistence of this species will be compromised. Due to the
variability in ecological conditions, species' and threat status, and differing cultural perspectives
across the sage-grouse range, developing detailed, prescriptive species or habitat actions is
biologically untenable and inappropriate at the range-wide scale. The COT recognizes the
specific strategies or actions deemed necessary for a successful threat amelioration plan must be
developed and implemented at the state level, with involvement of all stakeholders.

The COT was tasked with identifying steps necessary to ensure the long-term conservation of the
species through th¡eat amelioration, and not simply species persistence. The approach included
retention to the maximum extent practicable populations and habitats necessary to provide
essential conservation parameters - redundancy, representation, and resiliency - for this species.
Additionally, the COT wanted to identi$ ways to incorporate a fourth parameter, resistance,
which would indicate that populations and habitats are healtþ and robust even in the presence of
threats. As previously discussed, the state mapping efforts have identified the PACs that provide
redundancy and representation for this species. Resistance and resiliency are influenced by
threats (see discussion under Part 5). While some populations within the range of sage-grouse
are at significant threat risk, none are immune to the threat of habitat loss and fragmentation.

The COT acknowledges that many stakeholders within the sagebrush ecosystem have worked
diligently to pro-actively minimize the impacts of their projects on the species. Voluntary efforts
can be very effective in successful threat amelioration to the level that a listing determination is
not warranted (e.g. the recent decision on the dunes sagebrush lizard,77 FR 36872). Currently,
proactive voluntary conservation efforts for sage-grouse are being implemented in portions of the
species' range. The COT recommends that agencies engaged in voluntary conservation actions
collect information on the geographic scope of these efforts, the sustained benefits from their
implementation, and the likelihood that they will continue to be implemented in the future. In
addition to voluntary approaches, the COT believes that regulatory mechanisms developed
through other approaches, as identified in the FWS 2010listing determination, are necessary.
For maximum effectiveness, these mechanism need to apply to the activities causing habitat
fragmentation and loss. Not all sage-grouse habitat is contained within the PACs identified in
this report. Although the COT acknowledges that the PACs provide key conservation
parameters necessary for the long-term persistence of the sage-grouse, we also agree that sage-
grouse habitat outside the PACs has value in sage-grouse conservation. These areas may provide
connectivity between PACs, maintain flexibility for restoration, and potentially provide key
habitat components that have not yet been identihed. Nevertheless, we also recognize that

in sagebrush ecosystems is important to securing energy and other resources critical
NOTE; This draft document has been submitted.[or scientific peer review. Il should thereþre be considered

incomplete as future revisions ore possible.
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to our nation. The COT encourages, however, voluntary management of non-PAC areas to retain
management fl exibility.

In species conservation, the intent of providing redundancy is to ensure a species will persist
even if habitat and some populations are lost due to a catastrophic event. The COT
acknowledges that some of the PACs could be lost, wholly or in part, to catastrophic events,
particularly in areas where wildfires are prevalent. The redundancy built into the state planning
efforts will allow for some of these losses and still permit long-term species conservation;
however, losses of PACs from controllable anthropogenic activities must be avoided. Whether
catastrophic or anthropogenic in origin, these losses will reduce redundancy and representation
across the sage-grouse range, greatly increasing the risk of local extirpation and reducing
management options, including restoration. If PACs are lost, the COT recommends that
appropriate restoration efforts be implemented. If restoration is not possible, then efforts should
be made to restore the components lost within the PAC (e.g., redundancy or representation) in
other PACs or non-PAC habitats such that there is no net loss of sage-grouse or their habitats.
However retention of PACs should be priority over replacement.

Some areas that were not included as PACs may still have great potential for providing important
habitat if some active management is implemented. For example, removal of early stage juniper
stands may render currently unsuitable habitat into effective habitat for sage-grouse. The COT
encourages each state to consider actively pursuing these opportunities, if they exist. This will
increase connectivity between PACS and management flexibility in conserving the species.

The COT recommends that the maps developed by each state for the purpose of sage-gtouse

conservation be re-evaluated on a regular basis so that new information can be incorporated as

soon as it becomes available. PACs should be adjusted based on new information regarding
habitat suitability and refined mapping techniques, new genetic connectivity information, and

new or updated information on seasonal range delineation. By maintaining "living" maps of the
habitat areas necessary to provide redundancy and representation, threat amelioration plans can

be more accurately implemented, or modified if appropriate. Additionally, new restoration
opportunities may be identified, thereby increasing management flexibility. Basing management
decisions on out-of-date data may threaten the success of long-terrn conservation actions and
threat amelioration plans.

Consemøtion Goal:

Long-term conservation of sage-grouse and their habitat, by maintaining viable, connected, and

well-distributed populations across their range, through threat amelioration and restoration
activities.

Over øll C o ns erv atìon O bj ective s :

. Stop the decline. The COT recognizes the need to "stop the bleeding" of continuing
habitat and population losses by acting immediately to establish the necessary regulator
mechanisms in order to ameliorate the impacts of stressors contributing to population

NOTE. This drafl document has been submittedfor scientific peer review. It should therefore be considered

incomplete as future revisions are possible.3L
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declines and range erosion. This is essential to maintaining long-term conservation
options, and it provides the best chance for retaining well-distributed, connected, and
viable sage-grouse populations.

Target management and restoration. Some sage-grouse populations may warraît more
than the amelioration of the impacts to maintain birds on the landscape. In these
instances, and particularly with impacts resulting from wildfire, it may be critical to not
only remove or reduce anthropogenic threats to these populations but additionally to
improve population health through active management (e.g. habitat restoration). This is
particularly important for those populations that are essential to maintain range-wide
resiliency, redundancy, and I ot representation.

Engage all stakeholders in conservation through threat amelioratior¿. Successful
implementation of regulatory and voluntary mechanisms to conserve sage-grouse
requires that all stakeholders participate in threat amelioration, regardless of the size,
type, ownership, or location of the threat impact. Continued losses by controllable
individual activities of any size can result in significant impacts to the conservation of the
species when considered cumulatively, and these losses also reduce management options.

G en erøl C o ns e rv øtio n S tr øtegie s :

1) The COT acknowledges the following uncertainties as limiting our ability to prescribe a
precise level of threat amelioration to ensure the long-term conservation of sage-grouse,
especially on a range-wide level:

a. We lack robust, range-wide genetics-based connectivity analyses;
b. The specific number of populations required for long-term conservation is

unknown;
c. Successful restoration of lower-elevation and weed-infested habitats is currently

limited by a lack of complete understanding of the underlying ecological
processes, and in some areas because alteration of vegetation, nutrient cycles,
topsoil, and living (cryptobiotic) soil crusts has exceeded recovery thresholds
(Knick et a|.2003; Pyke 2011). Additionally, resources for restoration activities
are often limited; and

d. There is uncertainty as to the degree climate change will affect the amount and
distribution of habitat in the future.

As a consequence, the COT recommends that impacts be avoided to the maximum extent
possible. When avoidance is not possible, minimization and mitigation of the impacts
should be implemented to sustain the functional value of the PAC impacted. This
approach will ensure that potentially unidentihed key components to long-term
persistence of sage-grouse are not lost, and that management flexibility and the ability to
implement adaptive management principles will be retained as current information gaps

are filled. As described in the FWS 2010 listing determination (75 FR 13910, and
references therein), local sage-grouse extirpations and habitat losses have already reduced
management (and therefore recovery) options in some portions of the species' range (e.g.

NOTE: This draft document has been submítted for scientific peer reviev. It should lherefore be considered
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2)

the Columbia Basin, Washington). Further, many populations are in decline (V/AFWA
2008; Garton et al.2011) due to historic habitat loss and fragmentation, face significant
threats (Table 2), or are inherently challenged by current population size. Implementing
an avoidance first strategy will minimize or potentially preclude continuing declines in
the species and its habitats, as well as limit further reduction in management and
restoration options.

The COT recommends the appropriate level of continued management to effectively
conserve all current PACs, as dictated by local ecological conditions and species status.
State-developed PAC maps, along with the population th¡eat status identified in Part 5

above, should inform these management actions; however, management actions should
be specific to site condition and actual threats. To maximize resilience and move towards
resistance, the COT recommends that threat amelioration plans should have the objective
of maintainingC4 populations and their associated PACs, and of moving all other
populations and associated PACs (Cl - C3) minimally to the next threat level (e.g., C1 to
C2), and optimally to a C4 status. Additionally, the COT recommends conservation and
restoration of Cl and C2 populations within the PACs, as appropriate, pafüøtlarly those
that are most beneficial in affecting population connectivity, or are important in
maintaining the conservation parameters; and those that will prevent fuither range
erosron.

The COT recognizes that threat amelioration, even if all threats are removed, may not be
sufficient to change the threat status of some Cl and C2 populations, as some of these
populations (and associated PACs) are subject to non-anthropogenic threats (e.g.,
wildfire) or may have already declined to a point where active management is required
for their long-term persistence. In these cases, the COT encourages pro-active
management for non-anthropogenic threats (e.g. strategic placement of fire-fighting
resources) and restoration efforts where the potential for successful long-term restoration
is good. Management of C I and C2 areas should not however preclude conservation
actions necessary for maintainng C4 areas or improving C3 areas to a C4 status.

The COT recommends all stakeholders be enlisted to work cooperatively to develop
threat amelioration plans for PACs based on local ecological conditions and local
identif,red or potential threats.

The COT recommends the development and implementation of a robust, range-wide
monitoring program for threat amelioration plans, which recognizes and incorporates
individual state approaches. A monitoring program is necessary to track the success of
threat amelioration plans and pro-active conservation activities. Without this
information, the actual benefit of conservation activities cannot be measured and there is
no capacity for adaptive management. Adequate funding must be secured for
development and implementation of regulatory mechanisms, other conservation
strategies, and monitoring programs.
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The COT recommends increased funding and support for key research projects that will
remove uncertainties for sage-grouse management. Effective amelioration of threats can
only be accomplished if the mechanisms of those threats are understood.

The COT fully supports the development and implementation of pro-active, voluntary
conservation activities for sage-grouse, (e.g. Candidate Conservation Agreements with
Assurances, Natural Resources Conservation Service programs) and recommends they be
closely coordinated across the range to ensure they are complimentary and address real,
not perceived threats. These efforts need to receive full funding, including funding for
personnel support if needed. The COT recommends that agencies engaged in voluntary
conservation actions collect information on the geographic scope of these efforts, the
sustained benefits from their implementation and the likelihood that they will continue to
be implemented in the future.

S p eci/ìc C on s erv ation S trøtegies :

2013)

The COT recommends that:

1) Each federal agency with land management responsibility and each state government
within the geographic area included in the COT report develop a plan (or use an existing
plan, if available) that includes clear mechanisms for ameliorating the threats to the sage-
grouse within PACs. The COT recognizes that the threats can be ameliorated through a
variety of mechanisms within the purview of states and federal agencies, including
regulatory mechanisms.

2) Regulatory mechanisms be completed and implemented. The effectiveness of regulatory
mechanisms and pro-active conservation activities will be assessed on whether such
efforts will successfully ameliorate the specific threats associated with each population
and its associated PACs (Table 2 inPart 5). Regulatory mechanisms and pro-active
conservation actions should address all threats to a PAC to the maximum extent
practicable.

3) Stakeholders consider the criterÌa used in the FWS Policy for Evaluation of Conservation
Efforts (PECE) when Making Listing Decisions (Federal RegisterA/ol. 68, No.
60/Friday, March 28,2003; Appendix C) as a measure by which the potential success of
athreat amelioration plan for PACs can be assessed.

Threat amelioration plans should:

o Use local data on threats and ecological conditions (including status of local
sage-grouse populations and their associated habitats);

o Maintain the diversity of sagebrush habitats essential to provide for all sage-
grouse seasonal and life history stages;
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Maintain genetic and physical connectivity;

Maintain all populations currently ranked as C4 in their current status to the
maximum degree practicable;

Manage populations identified as C3 to maintain such a level;

Implement actions that will result in changing C3 populations to C4 status or
demonstrate progress toward achieving that value when practicable. In
addition to threat amelioration, restoration activities may be necessary to
achieve this objective. Anthropogenic disturbances should be avoided to the
maximum extent practicable. Restoration activities should be effective, and
their effectiveness needs to be demonstrated prior to receiving any credit for
mitigating losses. Restoration activities should be monitored to allow for
adaptive management; and

Manage PACs with a ranking of Cl or C2 for minimal anthropogenic
disturbance, including managing for indirect effects such as noise. Any
additional perturbations could lead to a population being reclassified from C2
to Cl, or the extirpation of a Cl PAC, furthering population decline across the
range of the species. When practicable, threat amelioration plans should also
provide restoration opportunities that will change Cl and C2 populations and
their associated PACs to minimally a C3 status and optimally, a C4 status.

All regulatory mechanisms and pro-active conservation plans should have a monitoring
plan that will provide meaningful data regarding the effectiveness of each effort and the
resources to suppof the mechanisms, plans and monitoring efforts. Adaptive
management should be implemented if the regulatory mechanisms or pro-active
conservation plans are determined to be ineffective.

If adequate regulatory mechanisms cannot be implemented in the short-term, then
enforceable temporary measures should be considered in order to ensure threats will be
at least temporarily ameliorate threats until such a time that an effective regulatory
mechanism can be implemented.

Effective habitat conservation and, as appropriate, restoration activities, especially those
for which with supporting mechanisms have already been developed, should be
implemented. The typically long response times of sagebrush ecosystems to most
management activities necessitates that these activities be initiated so that their results
can be considered for long-term conservation strategies. A monitoring plan for these
activities is an essential component of these efforts.

Develop effective strategies for ameliorating the impacts of wildfire in sage-grouse
habitats. This can include development of preventative strategies (e.g. strategic
placement of fire-fighting resources) as well as effective habitat restoration. Funding for
necessary restoration material, including personnel costs should be secured.

Provide support and funding for scientifically designed research on uncertainties limiting
effective sage-grouse and sagebrush management.
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9) Provide funding and support for implementation of pro-active conseryation actions.
Continue funding and support for existing efforts.

DPS)

The COT recommends:

1) Continued implementing of threat amelioration plans and restoration activities, as

appropriate, to achieve the conservation goals outlined in the 2006 WAFWA
Conservation Strategy (Stiver et aI. 2006): " ... Produce and maintain neutral or positive
trends in populations and maintain or increase the distribution of sage-grouse in each
Management Zone."

2) Continued monitoring and adaptive management of regulatory mechanisms and pro-
active conservation activities that ameliorate threats within each population and their
associated PACs.

3) Continued support and funding of key research for determined necessary for effecting
sage-grouse and sagebrush persistence.

4) Continued support and funding of pro-active conseryation efforts.
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Appendix A. Members of the Conservation Objectives Team.

States

Bob Budd, State of Wyoming
Dave Budeau, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Dr. John Connelly,Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Shawn Espinosa, Nevada Department of Wildlife
Scott Gardner, California Fish and Game Department
Dr. Kathy Griffin, Colorado Parks and V/ildlife
John Harja, State of Utah
Rick Northrup, Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks
Aaron Robinson, North Dakota Game and Fish
Dr. Michael Schroeder, Washington Department of Wildlife

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Steve Abele, U.S. Fish and V/ildlife Service
Dr. Pat Deibert, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Jodie Delavan, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Paul Souza, U.S. Fish and V/ildlife Service
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Appendix B. ManagementZone and Population Risk Assessments. This information was used
to inform the COT threat analyses. The management zones and populations are referenced in
Figure 2.

Management Zone I: Great Plains

This management zone consists of four sage-grouse populations as identifiedby Garton et al.
(201I), including the Dakotas, Northern Montana, Powder River Basin, and Yellowstone
Watershed populations. All of these populations cross state or provincial boundaries. Garton et
al. (2011) predicted an 11.1 percent chance this Management Zone will fall below 200 males by
2037, and a24.0 percent chance it would fall below 200 males by 2107. Privately-owned lands
are a major constituent of sagebrush landscapes in the Great Plains (66 percent), followed by
BLM (17 percent), and then other ownerships (Knick 20ll). After Management Zones II and
IV, this zone contains some of the highest connected network of sage-grouse leks in the range
(Knick and Hanser 2011). On the other hand, sagebrush habitat in 37 percent of this zone is 75-
100 percent similar to sagebrush habitat in areas where extirpation has occurred (Wisdom el a/.

20Il). Generally, areas in this zone that are least similar to extirpation parts of the range include
the western portions of Northern Montana and Powder River populations and the southeast
corner of the Yellowstone Watershed population (Wisdom et aL.2011, Figure 18.5).

Dakotas

The Dakotas's population occurs on the far eastern edge of the range of sage-grouse. Much of
the population occurs in the Cedar Creek Anticline. Garton et al. (2011) reported the minimum
male count for this population at 587 and predicted a 66 percent chance that this population
would dip below 200 males in the next 100 years. Population counts in2012 for North and
South Dakota were approximately 300, so this population as a whole very likely still exceeds 500
birds. Priority areas for conservation (PACs) in North and South Dakota are connected by
general habitat consisting of limited sagebrush habitat. Sage-grouse movements generally occur
east and west between the Dakotas's population and Montana. Connectivity between the sub-
populations occurs through Montana's portion of the population (Knick and Hanser 2011). This
area was identified as a PAC in Montana due to historically high density of sage-grouse and for
the seasonal habitat it provides for birds from North Dakota, a likely conduit for genetic
connectivity. The area is heavily influenced by oil and gas development and conversion of native
rangeland to cropland is a major threat to the persistence of sage-grouse. Over- grazing in
localized areas has degraded the sagebrush habitat and can reduce nesting success. Nesting
success was positively correlated to grass cover in North Dakota (Herman-Brunson 2007).
Overall, this population is.small and at high risk (Cl).

Northern Montana

The Northern Montana Population is predominantly in northeast Montana but extends north into
southern Saskatchewan and Alberta, making up these provinces' entire sage-grouse populations.
Garton et al. (2011) reported a minimum male count for this population at over 2,700 males and
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projected a very low probability (i.e., two percent) of the population dipping below 200 males in
the next 100 years. The southern portion of this area, south of the Milk River, has a high
abundance of sage-grouse, has been designated as a PAC, and is predominately comprised of
public land. Land use in this area is livestock grazingwith limited dryland farming and irrigated
hay production adjacent to creeks and rivers. In general, habitat in this PAC is expansive and
intact and faces few if any signihcant threats, particularly on the public lands. Grouse in this
PAC make up the majority of birds in this population. North of the Milk River, habitats
comprise a relatively low density of silver sagebrush and a correspondingly low density of sage-
grouse. The sage-grouse habitats in this area include more private lands and, in some portions of
this area, have a long history of grain farming and low to moderate densities of natural gas
production. A PAC was designated in northern Valley County where relatively intact habitats
provide for resident grouse as well as a conduit for spring and fall migrating sage-grouse
between Saskatchewan and southern Valley County. This PAC is adjacent to considerable
farming to the east but is itself relatively stable and lacks significant threats. One or more large
conservation easements are in place to protect habitat values on key private lands in northern
Valley County. Given the extent and limited threats associated with this population, it is
considered to be at low risk (C4).

Powder River Basin

The Powder River Basin occurs mostly in Northeast Wyoming, but Montana includes the
extreme northern tip of this population. A recent sagebrush cover assessment estimated avetage
cover of sagebrush in the Powder River Basin to be 35 percent, with an average sagebrush patch
size less than 300 acres (Rowland et al.2005). Sagebrush patchsize in the Powder River Basin
has decreased by more than 63 percent in forty years, down from 820 acre patches and an overall
coverage of 4l percentin1964. Most of the occupied sage-grouse habitat in northeast Wyoming
is privately owned. ApproximatelyT0 percent of known leks, or strutting grounds used during
the breeding season, are found on private land; the remaining 30 percent are found on
FS, BLM, and State lands (Northeast Wyoming Sage-grouse Working Group 2006).

Garton et al. (2011) reported a minimum male count for this population at3,042 and projected a
high probability (86.2 percent) probability of falling below 200 males by 2L07. A recent
viability study done for BLM (Taylor et al.2012) indicates that sage-grouse viability in the
Powder River Basin is being impacted by multiple stressors including West Nile virus and
energy development. Their results suggest that if development continues, future viability of the
already small sage-grouse populations in northeast'Wyoming will be compromised. The Powder
River Basin holds vast energy resources including oil, natural gas, and coal bed natural gas
(Northeast Wyoming Sage-grouse Working Group 2006). The state has a core areamaîagement
strategy to help balance the priorities of retaining healthy sage-grouse population on the
landscape and energy development.

Although the Montana piece of the Powder River Basin makes up a relatively small portion of
the population, it may provide genetic connectivity with other Montana populations. Land use in
Montana's portion of this population includes a mix of livestock grazing, coal mining, and
shallow coal bed natural gas production. Montana identified relatively small but intact habitats
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that have limited energy development and may serve as remnant habitat for supporting small
numbers of sage-grouse into the future. The expanding threat of energy development across the
Powder River Basin and corresponding downward population index trends makes this overall an

at risk (C2) population.

Yellowstone watershed

The Yellowstone Watershed Population is a large population covering an expansive area south of
the Missouri River, making up the majority of sage-grouse habitats in southeast and south central
Montana. Garton et al. (2011) reported a minimum male count of over 2,900 males. They
further projected a 60 percent chance of this population dipping below 200 males in the next 100

years. Landownership is predominantly private with scattered tracts and blocks of public land.
Livestock grazing and small grain farming are common in this area. Oil and gas developments
are scattered across portions of this area. Extensive private lands have the potential for
conversion of additional sagebrush habitats to farming and various forms of sagebrush
eradication. Cropland conversion continues to take place in this area. Priority areas for
conservation have been identified both in the western and southeastern portions of this
population, where sage-grouse densities are greatest and habitats remain relatively intact. The
western and southeastern PACs are separated by about 70 miles of a mix of habitats, including
an interstate highway, the Yellowstone river corridor, and a patchwork of cropland intermingled
with occupied sage-grouse habitat. Some portion of this space between PACs may be identified
as PACs in the future as connectivity habitats become better understood and defined. Overall
this is population is only potentially at risk (C3).

Management Zone II: Wvoming Basin

This management zone is made up of five sage-grouse populations as identifiedby Garton et al.
(201I), including Jackson Hole, Laramie, Eagle-South Routt, Middle Park, and the Wyoming
Basin. Colorado and Utah's portions of the Wyoming Basin are described separately as the
NWCO and North Park subpopulations in Colorado, and the Rich-Summit-Morgan and Uintah
Management Areas in Utah. This management zone represents the highest abundance of sage-

grouse relative to other management zones across the sage-grouse's range. Garton et al. (2011)
predicted a small, 0.3 percent chance, that this zone will fall below 200 males by 2037, and a
16.2 percent chance it would fall below 200 males by 2107. The majority of this management
zone is represented by the Wyoming Basin population. Montana's portion of the zone is very
small, only including the northern tip of the Wyoming Basin population in a portion of Carbon
County. BLM and privately-owned lands are major constituents of sagebrush landscapes in this
zone, representing 49 percent and 35 percent of the ownership, respectively (Knick 20lI).
Management Zone II contains the most highly connected network of sage-grouse leks in the
range (Knick and Hanser 2011). This zone is also a stronghold for sage-grouse because it
contains the second largest area of habitat range-wide (and the largest in the eastern range) with
low similarity to extirpated portions of the range (Wisdom et al.20Il).

The Colorado portion of this management zone appears to capture redundancy and representation
in the PACs. Priority areas for conservation represent 6l percent of the occupied range in
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Colorado and 84 percent of the breeding birds in the state. Being on the edge of the species
range, the Colorado populations within this management zone are somewhat isolated. Linkage
zones have been mapped among the Colorado populations and subpopulations (i.e., Eagle-South
Routt, Middle Park, North Park, and NWCO. It is assumed the habitat linkages will allow for
movement between populations and will decrease the probability of extinction of the
subpopulations by stabilizing population dynamics. Connectivity between Wyoming's and
Colorado's PACs may be adequate in most areas, but there may be some areas to address in the
northwest Colorado area.

Eagle-South Routt

This population occurs in north-central Colorado and is separated from nearby populations by
distance and mountainous terrain (Garton et al.2011). Representation appears to be captured
adequately in this population. Priority areas for conservation capture 68 percent ofthe occupied
range in this population and include 100 percent of all known active leks. These areas also
contain all habitats that were modeled "high probability of use" within four miles of leks that
have been active in the last 10 years. Redundancy is not captured within this population because
it is a fairly isolated population that is also fairly small (the three year average number of males
from 2010-2012 is 108). The greatest threat to this population is loss of habitat from subdivision
and housing development as well as the associated infrastructure and roads. Pinyon-juniper
encroachment has been, and continues to be, a significant threat to the population as well. This
population is mostly resilient but, due to its fairly small population size and isolation, it has little
resiliency. Populations (in terms of males only) in the late 1960s were likely in the high 200s.
This population is high risk (C1) because, given its smaller population size and isolation, a
stochastic event could greatly negatively affect this population.

Middle Park

The Middle Park population occurs east of Eagle-South Routt in north-central Colorado and is
separated from adjacent populations by distance and mountainous terrain (Garton et al.20Il).
Representation and redundancy appeæ to be captured adequately in Middle Park. Priority areas
for conservation capture 79 percent of the occupied range in this population and also include 95
percent of all known active leks. FurtheÍnore, PACs contain 95 percent of all habitats that were
modeled "high probability of use." Redundancy is captured reasonably well within this
population because, although it currently has a three year running average of 2 I 0 males, the
PACs include most of the known distribution of birds. Connectivity to the North Park
population has been documented. Housing development has the most current and foreseeable
threat. Grand County has experienced a high rate of human population growth in recent years.
This high growth rate is projected to continue primarily due to its' proximity to major ski resorts
and summer recreational activities. Although this is a relatively small population, Colorado
Parks and Wildlife (CPW) does not believe the population has ever been very large. Since the
1970's, the population counts have been roughlybetween 200 and 325 males. Connectivity to
the North Park population has always been somewhat naturally limited over Muddy Pass
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although CPW has documented birds moving over the pass. Overall this population rs

considered at risk (C2).

Laramie

This population consists of five leks located southwest of Laramie, Wyoming. Few birds are

seen on these leks although one is routinely occupied by a small number of birds, despite the
running aveÍa5e number of males per lek \ryas zero from 2004 to 2007 (WAFTVA 2008). None of
these leks are contained in a PCA and four of these leks are threatened by proposed wind energy
development. Overall this population is considered high risk (C1).

Jackson Hole

The Jackson Hole population is a small population located near Jackson Hole, Wyoming. This
population is geographically isolated due to surrounding topography and limited habitat. This
population consists of 16 leks (13 active in past 10 years and three inactive), of which only one is
considered large (averaging over 40 birds). Population trend information indicates that this
population is decreasing slightly, declining from an average of 20.5 males per active lek in 2005
to 14.9 males per active lek in 2011. Most of the breeding habitat in this population is contained
within a single PAC. However there are three small subpopulations that are isolated from the
main Jackson Hole PAC: Gros Ventre (two leks); Star Valley/State Line (two leks in ldaho) and
Hoback Basin (one lek). Threats to this population consist of internal habitat fragmentation
resulting from wildfires, prescribed burns, herbivory of sagebrush by elk and bison winter
feeding operations, urban development and recreational activities. Grand Teton National Park
and the National Elk Refuge encompass most of the PACs and protect much of the crucial
habitat. This population exists in high mountain valleys with deep snowpack and the amount of
available winter habitat is a limiting factor based on studies by Holloran and Anderson (2004)
and Bedrosian and Craighead (2010). This population is on the western edge of this population,
and Yellowstone National Park is just to the north, making Jackson Hole a popular tourist
destination. Skiing and snowmobiling are prime recreational activities during winter. Urban
development is limited as a result of limited private lands within this population, but includes
some of the crucial winter habitat. Recently, energy development has begun on in the southern
edge of this population (Hoback Basin). Population estimates, based on male lek counts,
indicate that the total population numbers fluctuate, with a high of approximately 500 birds.
Modeled population forecasts suggest that populations will decline, and long-term persistence is
unlikely (Garton et al.2011). Due to low population numbers, population isolation and a high
degree of threats, this population is considered high risk (C1).

Wyoming Basin

This large population extends into Montana, Idaho, Utah, and Colorado. The population is
separated from adjacent populations by distance and topography (Garton et al.2011). This
population is the largest population within the species' range ( > 20,000 males attending leks
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annually), and is very robust. However, long-term population trends are slightly downward,
although recent counts suggest an increase. Even so, population modeling suggest that declines
will continue over the long term (Garton et ql.20Il). This population is described in several
smaller pieces, including the V/yoming portion (including the small piece that extends into
Montana) of the population, Uintah and Rich-Morgan-Summit Management Areas in Utah, and
North Park and NWCO subpopulations in Colorado.

Wyomins Portion

This large population covers approximately two-thirds of the State of Wyoming. It extends into
Montana, Idaho, Utah and Colorado (Utah and Colorado portions are described separately). The
population is separated from adjacent populations by distance and topography (Garton et al.
20ll). Sage-grouse habitats are expansive and relatively intact outside of energy development
areas. Despite the long-term declines in populations, implementation of the Wyoming
Governor's Executive Order for sage-grouse may help alleviate these declines. The primary
threats to this portion of the population are energy development and transfer, including both
renewable and non-renewable resources, long-term drought, and brush eradication programs.
Declines of sage-grouse near oil and gas fields in this area have been well documented (Lyon
2000; Holloran 2005; Holloran and Anderson; Kaiser 2006). Residential development has also
been identified as a threat. Recent conservation actions, including the Wyoming Governor's
Executive Order designating protective stipulations for core areas (PCAs) and the
implementation of conservation easements within these areas have reduced the threat risk to this
area. Designated state core areas (PCAs) adequately capture redundancy and representation for
the Wyoming portion of this population. Due to the large size of this population, the presence of
large, contiguous habitats, and regulatory measures providing habitat protection, this population
is considered low risk (C4).

The majority of habitat that supports the Montana portion of the Wyoming Basin population is
identified as a PAC, both because of the relatively high density of sage-grouse in the area and the
likely role this area plays connecting Montana's sage-grouse to 'Wyoming's birds. In Montana,
this area is among the driest of sage-grouse habitats and has a higher prevalence of cheat-grass
relative to other parts of Montana. Land use includes livestock grazing and a long history of oil
limited production. This portion of the Wyoming Basin Population is relatively small but is
within 20 miles of another core area in Wyoming.

Rich-Morgan-Summit

The Rich-Morgan-Summit Sage-grouse Management Area is located in Northeastern Utah, and
is a part of the Wyoming Basin population, a signihcant population center for grouse in Utah,
Idaho, Colorado, and Wyoming. This management area also includes part of what is mapped in
Garton et al.2011 as Summit-Morgan Counties in ManagementZone IIL The area boundary
was determined by consulting with adjacent states, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, the
Morgan-Summit Adaptive Resources Management Local Sage-grouse Working Group, and the
Rich County Coordinated Resource Management Sage-grouse Local Working Group and follows
vegetation types usable by sage-grouse. This portion of the population is regarded as stable with
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potential for growth. Based on a ten yeat average count of males on leks, the area had an
estimated I ,223 males as of 201 1 . Sage-grouse in this area show resiliency to known threats,
and are not regarded as being in jeopardy. Key threats to sage-grouse include invasive species,
loss of agricultural operations, predation, residential development, and habitat fragmentation
through recreational development. In conjunction with populations in Wyoming, the
management area is considered low risk (C4).

Uintah

The Uintah Sage-grouse Management Area is located in northeastern Utah. This management
arcahad an estimated 452 males on leks as of 201 1. Within the northern portion of this area is
the Diamond Mountain and Browns Park population, a significant population center for sage-
grouse in Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming. The central and southem portions of the management
area contain fragmented populations with minimal connectivity and low potential for habitat
improvement. The Management Area boundary was determined by consulting with Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources and the Uinta Basin Adaptive Resource Management Local
'Working Group, and follows vegetation types usable by sage-grouse. This portion of the
Wyoming Basin population is regarded as stable with a potential for growth and also has strong
connectivity with other portions of the population. Sage-grouse in the Management Area show
resiliency to known threats, and are not regarded as being in jeopardy. Key threats to sage-
grouse include predation, wildfire, invasive species, noxious weeds, disease, loss of agricultural
operations, and habitat fragmentation (naturally occurring, but not topographical. and from
existing and future anthropogenic uses). In concert with the remaining portions of this
population, the management area is considered low risk (Ca).

North Park

This portion of the Wyoming Basin population is located north of North Park in Jackson County,
Colorado. In North Park (NP), representation and redundancy appear to be captured well.
Priority areas for conservation capture 91 percent ofthe occupied range in this population and
include 100 percent of all known active leks and 100 percent of habitat that was modeled "high
probability of use" within 4 miles of a lek that has been active within the last 10 years.
Historically no significant threats were apparent to this population. However, there is renewed
interest in oil development in the area. In addition, alarge portion (29 percent) of public land in
PACs has been leased for energy development. North Park has overlapping energy and mineral
resources and thus could experience natural gas, coal bed methane, and oil extraction. Although
present, the other identified threats are less than other portions of the population. The habitat
within PACs is in fairly good condition, and alarge portion is on public lands. This is likely
Colorado's most resilient area of occupied sage-grouse habitat. Long -term data trends (since the
early 1970's) indicate this population has fluctuated roughly between 500 and 1,500 males.
This subpopulation is considered low risk (Ca).

Northwest Colorado (NWC)
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In the northwest Colorado portion of this population, representation and redundancy appear to be

captured adequately. Priority areas for conservation capture 56 percent of the occupied range

and also include 95 percent of all known active leks and 95 percent of habitat that was modeled

"high probability of use" within 4 miles of a lek that has been active within the last 10 years.

Most of the sub-management zones within this portion of the population have some connectivity
with other portions of this population. This is Colorado's largest area of sage-grouse occupancy
and is considered to be at low risk of extirpation (C4). The northern portion is likely to be more
resilient than the south eastern portions of this population because of habitat condition and
connectivity. There is more habitat fragmentation in the south-eastern portion of this population.
According to lek count data, the long-term trend appears to be stable, despite substantial
fluctuations, Population peaks have occurred in 1960-70, 1978-80, and in the mid-2000s.

Management Zone III: Southern Great Basin

This management zone includes populations in California, Nevada, and Utah. The California
populations are described separately in the Bi-State DPS section and the Summit Morgan
Counties population is described in ManagementZone II. The populations in this management
zone include Southern Great Basin, Northeast Interior, Sheeprock, Quinn Canyon Range, South
Central Utah, Northeast Interior Utah, Emery, and Northwest Interior. Garton et al. (20II)
predicted a 0.0 percent chance this Management Zone will fall below 200 males by 2037, atd a

7.8 percent chance it would fall below 200 males by 2107 . Landownership in this zone is
predominately BLM (71 percent), followed by private (13 percent) and others (Knick 2011).
This zone is part of a stronghold for sage-grouse (that includes Management Zones III, fV, and

V) because the three zones contain the largest area of habitat range-wide with low similarity to
extirpated portions of the range (Wisdom et al.2011). Despite the fact this zone has large areas

of sagebrush habitat in Nevada this area faces large risks due to wildfire. Since it is difhcult to
restore burned habit¿t (Pyke 20lI), the management approach for this area should provide a

cushion to deal with lne events that are expected to occur but are not predictable in their
location, extent, and outcome.

Northeast interior Utah

This population is located entirely in Utah and has been divided into the Strawberry Valley and

Carbon Management Areas.

Strawberry Valley

The Strawberry Valley Sage-grouse Management Area is located in central Utah, and is a
significant population center for sage-grouse in Utah. This management areahad an estimated
82 males on leks as of 2011. The area boundary was determined by consulting with DWR and

the Strawberry Valley Adaptive Resource Management Local Working Group, and follows
vegetation types usable by sage-grouse. Significant restoration efforts have been conducted on
this population and it is the most intensively managed in Utah. This population is regarded as

stable with a high potential for growth. Sage-grouse in this area had_suffered significant
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reductions in populations, but these concentrated restoration efforts have significantly increased
this population. Due to its smaller size, Strawberry Valley is considered at risk (C2).

Carbon

The Carbon Sage-grouse Management Area is located in the northern portion of the Colorado
Plateau in central Utah. This management areahad an estimated 119 males on leks as of 201 1.

The area is characterizedby highly broken terrain, with deep canyons and mid-elevation
plateaus. Telemetry studies in the area suggest that occasionally sage-grouse migrate to and
from the adjoining Strawberry Valley portion of this population. The area boundary was
determined by buffering active leks with topographic imagery, and adding areas of known winter
use. Key threats include habitat loss and fragmentation due to a variety of factors including
energy development, wildfire, invasive species, and predation. West Nile Virus has been
reported in Carbon in the last 10 years. The management area is at risk (C2).

Emery

The Emery population in Utah is considered the Emery Sage-grouse Management Area and is
also known as the Sanpete-Emery Counties population in Garton et al. (2011). This population
had an estimated 30 males on leks as of 201 1. Small, mostly isolated sage-grouse populations
occupy high elevation sagebrush steppe on the eastern slope of the Wastach Plateau. Although
no direct movement between these areas has been documented, this population is relatively close
to the South Central Utah population (Parker Mountain portion). This populatin includes all
currently used habitat and corridors connecting this habitat. Key threats to the population
include woody species encroachment, wildfire, invasive species, predation, and habitat
fragmentation. Due to its smaller size, Emery is considered at risk (C2).

Sheeprock

The Sheeprock population in Utah is a relatively isolated population center also known as the
Sheeprock Mountains Management. Garton et al. (2011) refers to this as the Toole-Juab
Counties population. This population had an estimated 102 males on leks as of 2011. The area

boundary was determined by consulting with the West Desert Adaptive Resource Management
local working group and Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, and follows vegetation types
usable by sage-grouse. This population is regarded as stable with a potential for growth. Sage-
grouse in this area show resiliency to known threats. Key threats to sage-grouse include wildfire,
invasive species (cheatgrass and knapweeds), potential loss of riparian areas due to water piping,
predation, and habitat fragmentation (dispersed recreation and pinyon-juniper encroachment).
The management area has a risk ranking of C1 (high risk).

South Central Utah
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The population is located entirely within Utah and is one of its largest. It has been divided into
three portions for management purposes including the Greater Parker Mountain, Panguitch, and
Bald Hills.

Greater Parker Mountain

The Greater Parker Mountain Sage-grouse Management Area portion of the South Central Utah
population is located on the Awapa Plateau and nearby environments. The Greater Parker
Mountain Local Area Working Group was established in L996 and is the longest operational
working group in Utah. The boundaries of this portion of the population were refined based on
15 years of greater sage-grouse radio telemetry studies which included research on species vital
rates, survival, and seasonal movements. Boundary refinements included consultations with the
working groups and the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. This areahad an estimated 821

males on leks in 2011. Because of these long term research studies in this area, more is known
about the sage-grouse population dynamics, seasonal habitat use, population threats, and
abatement strategies in this area than in other areas of Utah. This portion of the population
includes all connected currently used habitats and the corridors connecting these habitats. Key
sage-grouse threats identified include; l) loss or degradation of habitat þrimarily due to
vegetation succession), 2) conversion of habitat (sagebrush to pinyon-juniper or cheat grass at
the lower elevations), 3) increased risk of predation because of expanding or changes in the
native predator community in response to anthropogenic factors, and 4) habitat fragmentation
from loss or degradation of habitatthat results in a loss of habitat connectivity in sage-grouse
habitat areas. The population has a risk ranking of C3 þotential risk).

Pansuitch

The Panguitch portion of the South Central Utah population is referred to as the Panguitch
Management Area. It incorporates more than a dozen leks, often inter-connected. This areahad
an estimated 304 males on leks in20l l. This portion of the population is distributed north-south
in a series of linked valleys and benches, and constrained by mountains and canyons. There is a
large range in the number of males in attendance among these leks. Movement of sage-grouse
from one valley or bench to another among seasons is necessary to meet their seasonal habitat
requirements in the highly variable annual weather conditions of this region. This area has the
highest potential for increase in Utah due to habitat treatments to remove pinyon-juniper. Key
threats to sage-grouse in this area are enhanced native predator populations, vegetation
management (conflicting or lack of), energy development, and residentiaVcommercial
development. The management area has a risk ranking of C3 (potential risk).

Bald Hills

The Bald Hills portion of the South Central Utah population is referred to as the Bald Hills
Management Area. This area had an estimated 68 males on leks in20l1. Currently, sage-grouse
in the area are constrained by vegetation fragmentation and human development. However
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future improvements could connect this population to the Southern Great Basin population
(Hamlin Valley portion) to the west. This portion of the South Central Utah population is
regarded as stable with a high potential for growth. Sage-grouse in this area show resiliency to
known threats and are not considered as being in jeopardy. Key threats include wildfire,
enhanced native predator populations, vegetation management (conflicting or lack of), and
energy development. Although the area has a risk ranking of C2, connectivity with other
portions of the population (Greater Parker Mountain and Panguitch) might support a higher
ranking of C3

Northwest Interior

This population is largely within Pershing County, Nevada, but also incorporates a portion of
western Lander County and southeastern Humboldt County. Little PACs are mapped within this
population other than some habitats within the Sonoma Range in southeastern Humboldt County,
the Tobin Range in eastern Pershing County, and the Fish Creek Range in western Lander
County. Priority areas for conservation identified within these ranges largely cover all remaining
suitable habitat for sage-grouse. There were not enough data for Garton et al. (2011) to conduct
an analysis on population trends or persistence estimates. The largest sub-populations within this
LÍea, ate within the Sonoma-Tobin complex and the Fish Creek Range. Lek count information
from both of these areas suggest that there is less than 500 birds in each one of these populations
and the potential for connectivity appears low, but possible. Other sub-populations within this
area (e.g., Eugene Mountains, East Range, Humboldt Range, Majuba Mountain, and Trinity
Ranges) have extremely low populations (<50 birds) with some of these ranges having
populations that are extirpated due to severe wildfire and inability of the habitat to recover.
Much of these areas are now monot5pic stands of cheatgrass and tansy mustard. Overall, this
population is high risk (C1).

Southern Great Basin

This population contains the largest number of sage-grouse within Manageme nt Zone 3 . It is
relatively expansive and divided into a Nevada portion and Ibapah and Hamlin Valley portions
within Utah.

Nevada

The Nevada portion of this population contains the largest number of sage-grouse this
population. Suitable habitats are somewhat uncharacteristic of sage-grouse habitats in that use
areas are disjunct, but connected. This is due to the "basin and range" topographythat is
characteristic of this region. Lower elevation valley bottoms often are dominated by playas and
salt desert shrub vegetation, but transcend quickly into sagebrush dominated benches, which
often comprises the breeding and winter habitat. Moving up in elevation, pinyon-juniper
woodlands dominate the mid-elevation and gives way to little sagebrush, mountain big sagebrush
and mountain shrub communities utilized by sage-grouse as nesting and brood rearing habitat.
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Priority areas for conservation adequately capture important use areas for this population as all
use areas were mapped to the greatest extent practical under the time constraints given to
complete a map for the BLM's interim guidance. Redundancy and representation exist within
this population, largely because it covers a large geographic area. Most populations appear to be

connected as indicated through recent telemetry investigations and the availability of suitable
habitat available between sub-populations within this region. Resiliency of the habitat is in
question due to threats, either projected or realized, in the lower elevation habitats as explained
below.

Garton et al. (2011) determined that this population has declined by 19 percent from the period
1965-69 through 2000-2007 and that average rates of change were <1.0 for three of the eight
analysis periods from 1965-2007. In addition, Garton et al. (2011) determined that this
population has a two percent chance of declining below 200 males within the next 30 years and a

78 percent chance of declining below 200 males within 100 years (by 2107).

Some of the historic habitat available to sage-grouse within this population has transitioned to
pinyon-juniper woodlands. Wisdom et al. (2005) determined that 35 percent of the sagebrush

areain the eastern Great Basin is at high risk to displacement by pinyon-juniper woodlands and

that mountain big sagebrush appeared to be most at risk which could have meaningful impacts to
sage-grouse brood rearing habitats within the upper elevations of mountain ranges within this
region. In addition to this threat, much of the Great Basin is also susceptible to displacement by
cheatgrass. The most at risk vegetative community in this region is Wyoming-basin big
sagebrush (Wisdom et a|.2005) located predominately within the lower elevation benches of
mountain ranges. In some areas, this has been realized and the future risk for existing sagebrush

habitats is moderate to high. This threatens both breeding and winter habitats for sage-grouse.

Overall, the Southern Great Basin in Nevada is potentially at risk (C3).

Ibapah

The Ibapah portion of the Southern Great Basin population is also referred to as the Ibapah
Management Area is located in northwestern Utah. This area had an estimated 39 males on leks
as of 2011, primarily on Goshute Tribal lands. The area boundary was determined by consulting
with Nevada, the West Desert Adaptive Resource Management Local Area Working Group, and

the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources and follows vegetation types used by sage-grouse.

Sage-grouse in this area show resiliency to known threats, and are not regarded as being in
jeopardy. Key threats to sage-gtouse are f,rre, invasive species (cheatgrass and knapweeds),
potential loss of riparian areas due to water piping, predation, and habitat fragmentation
(dispersed recreation and pinyon-juniper encroachment). Despite this area having fewer than
200 males, when considered as a whole with the rest of the population, this area has a risk
ranking of C3 þotential risk).

Hamlin Valle)¡

The Hamlin Valley portion of the Southern Great Basin population is also referred to as the
Hamlin Valley Management Area. It is located in southwestem Utah, on the border of Utah and
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Nevada and is important due to its connectivity with other portions of the population. Although
currently isolated from other habitat areas in Utah, habitat restoration could link this population
to the South Central Utah population. This area consists of a relatively small number of birds
(i.e., 89 males in2011) that use less than 10 leks throughout the habitat area. Telemetry data has
not shown that birds known to travel large distances within this areas and in the Naevada portion
of this population, particularly during summer. This portion of the population is regarded as

moderately stable with a high potential for growth. Key threats include wildfire, enhanced native
predator populations, vegetation management (conflicting or lack of), wild horse management,
and habitat fragmentation. Despite the areahaving fewer than200 males, when considered as a
whole with the rest of the population, this area has a risk ranking of C3 (potential risk).

Quinn Canyon Range

This is avery small and isolated population located in southeastem Nevada. There were not
enough data for Garton et al. (2011) to conduct an analysis on population trends or persistence.
Two to three leks have been identified in this area, but there is very little information associated
with these sites and most of this information is anecdotal. Habitat within this area has been
compromised by pinyon-juniper encroachment. No PACs were identified for this population
largely because the majority of vegetative associations are either salt desert shrub communities
or pinyon-juniper stands. Very little sagebrush exists within this population. Overall this is a
high risk (C1) population.

Manasement Zone IV: Snake River Plains

This zone represents one of the largest areas of connectivity, as demonstrated by Knick et al.
(2011), and supports the largest population of sage-grouse outside of the Wyoming Basin
(Garton et al.20ll). The Snake River Plain management zone includes sage-grouse populations
in Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, Utah and Montana. Garton et al. (2011) predicted a 10.5 percent
chance this Management Zone will fall below 200 males by 2037, and a39.7 percent chance it
would fall below 200 males by 2107.

Baker

The Baker population has approximately the same distribution as the area covered by the Baker
administrative unit identified in Oregon's Sage-grouse Conservation Strategy (Hagen 2011).
The Baker spring population was estimated to be 872 -1,650 birds in 2010, the smallest extant
population of sage-grouse that is exclusively in Oregon. Garton et al. (2011) based their Baker
population assessment on minimum estimate of I37 birds in 2007 and estimated a 61.9%o chance
there will be fewer than 50 birds in the population by the year 2037, similarly, there is 66.8%o

chance of fewer than 50 birds by 2137. The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife lek counts
indicated more than 300 males (or 750 birds if applying the Garlon et al. (2011) 2.5 sex ratio) in
Baker County in20l1. Since systematic counts began in 1989, the number of counted males/lek
has remained relatively stable (Hagen 20lI). Due to habitat and topography it has been
assumed the Baker population has little connectivity with other sage-grouse populations. Recent
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telemetry information suggests that at least some birds move between the Weiser population in
Idaho and the Baker population.

The Baker population is more at risk and probably less resilient since connectivity to other
populations appears limited (future genetics work will help clarifu this). There is no redundancy
in this population as everything occurs in one general area. Also, the quality of habitat is more
similar to extirpated populations than extant ones (Wisdom et al.2011). Finally, much of this
population occurs on private lands where there are limited regulatory mechanisms, making it
uncertain as to whether state-recommended conservation measures and practices will be applied
on the majority of lands within this population.

More than 80% of the historic habitat for the Baker Population remains available today but
steeper habitat and rugged topography reduces the suitability for sage-grouse. Nearly 300,000
acres in this region were identified as priority areas for conservation, and includes much of the
current range of the Baker population. Most (68%) of the sage-grouse habitat for the Baker
population is in private ownership and3lYo is administered by BLM (Hagen20ll). This is the
largest proportion of privately managed sage-grouse habitat for any population in Oregon.
Principal threats to this population include renewable energy development (primarily wind),
transmission, invasive weeds, OIfV recreation, and juniper encroachment. Recently, thousands
of acres of juniper have been treated in this region to benefit sage-grouse and other sagebrush
obligates. Overall, this population is considered at risk (C2). Most of the area used by this
population has been mapped as priority habitat.

East-Central Idaho

Areas within the East Idaho Uplands in the Blackfoot River drainage downstream from
Blackfoot Reservoir have historically provided popular sites for greater sage-grouse hunters.
The area is generally charactenzed by a high proportion of private and state land and a local
working group has been actively pursuing conservation measures. Nevertheless little
information is available on sage-grouse populations other than some limited location and
attendance data on a few leks. No lek routes have been established within this area that would
allow consistent monitoring of sage-grouse populations. This lack of data is largely due to very
diffrcult access in most years during winter and spring. Analysis of limited databy Garton et ql.

(2011) suggests that this population has a low probability of persistence. Although causal
observation and some historic data suggest the study area provides adequate breeding and
nesting habitat, sage-grouse numbers appear to be very low. Initial summer surveys in20Ll
suggested sage-grouse were reasonably widespread throughout the area. However, given the
apparent overall quality of the habitat, sage-grouse numbers seem surprisingly low and difficult
to explain. Factors that could act to reduce sage-grouse populations in this area include
sagebrush treatments in breeding habitat, West Nile virus, and loss or fragmentation of winter
range. Overall this population is considered high risk (Cl).

Southwest Montana
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The Southwest Montana Population occurs in Beaverhead and Madison Counties, within a 60
mile radius of Dillon, MT. Segments of this population also make seasonal migrations into
Idaho. Garton et al. (2011) analyzed the Southwest Montana population as 4 separate smaller
populations (i.e., Bannack, Wisdom, Red Rock, and Bridges), which biased the results of their
analysis, suggesting a high probability of each population dropping below 200 males. Telemetry
data, however, has demonstrated considerable intermingling between each of these lek
complexes, clarifying that these birds represent a single population (and could be more
accurately described as four sub-populations). Priority areas for conservation encompass about
80 percent of the habitat associated with the Southwest Montana Population. These PACs were
identified because of the relatively high density of sage-grouse and the genetic conduit this area
provides with Idaho's birds. Habitat threats are generally limited to improper grazing
management, isolated sagebrush control efforts, and expansion of conifers into sage-grouse
habitat in localized instances. Habitat conversion on the Idaho side of this ManagementZone
may also affect this population, but to a lesser extent. Both the Centennial and Big Hole valleys
are focus areas for native habitat conservation for grayling, sage-grouse and other wildlife,
resulting in considerable acreage enrolled in long term and perpetual conservation agreements
with private landowners. Given this population's size, limited habitat threats, and ties to Idaho's
birds, the Southwest Montana population is charactenzed as being at a low level of risk (C4).

Snake-Salmon-Beaverhead

Recent data indicates this large population extends into southwestern Montana. This area

contains a large amount of publicly managed land (largely BLM and USFS). Within the
southern portion of this population, wildfires and invasive species have continued to reduce the
quality of habitat. The mountain Valley portions of this population appear to have relatively
stable habitats. A recent rate of change analysis indicates this population has been stable to
increasing from2007 to 2010. Garton et al. (2011) indicated that this population had virtually no
chance of declining below 500 in the next 100 years. Population analysis indicates that sage-
grouse have fluctuated around 5,000 males since 1992. Overall this population is considered low
risk (C4).

Belt Mountains

This population occurs within a broad intermountain valley that extends roughly from White
Sulfur Springs south toward Livingston, within Meagher and Park Counties. This population
experienced considerable habitat conversion to small grain cropping in the late 1960s through the
1980s, involving at least one key sage-grouse wintering area (Swenson el al. 1987). Ironically,
some of these croplands have since been enrolled into the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
but natural sagebrush recovery appears minimal. Garton et al. (2011) were unable to develop
any population predictions due to a lack of sufficient data. This population is at least 50 miles
distant from the nearest adjacent population. Timbered and mountainous terrain and expansive
non-habitat barriers further isolate this population in nearly every direction. Sagebrush control
projects, primarily using herbicides, and conversion to cropland and domestic seeded pastures
have continued to affect portions of the remaining habitat during the past 20 years. More
recently, isolated housing developments and limited drilling for oil and/or gas resources have
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impacted a relatively small portion of remaining sagebrush grassland habitats in this area. The
small population size, isolation from other populations, and a history of significant habitat
perhrrbations, some of which continue but perhaps at a slower rate, characteñzes this population
as high risk (Cl).

Weiser

This small population in western Idaho did not have sufficient data to allow analysis by Garton et
al.(2011). However,2010 dataindicatedthe areahad l4occupiedleks. Recentlysome
connection with the Baker, OR population has been documented. The area is generally
characteized by a high proportion of private land and a local working group has been actively
pursuing conservation measures. This population is considered at risk (C2).

Northern Great Basin

The Northern Great Basin population is a large population in Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, and Utah.
It has been divided into the large portion in Oregon, Idaho, and Nevada and a smaller portion in
northwestern Utah called the Box Elder area. This area contains a large amount of publicly
managed land (largely BLM). Despite efforts to manage wildfne risks, wildfires and invasive
species have continued to reduce the quality of habitat in portions of this area. The Murphy fire
complex recently affected roughly 600,000 acres of habiøt for this population. A recent rate of
change analysis indicated that at least part of this large population has been stable to increasing
from2007-2010. Gartonetal.(2011)indicatedthatthispopulationhadvirtuallynochanceof
declining below 50 in 30 or 100 years. Population analysis indicated that sage-grouse will
fluctuate around a carrying capacity that will decline from an estimated 6,770 males in 2007 to
1787 males ln2037 if current trends continue (Garton et ql. 2011). Overall this part of the
population is potentially at risk (C3).

Oreson. Idaho. and Nevada Portion

Redundancy and representation appear to be captured adequately in the PACs. In Oregon, PACs
capture 95 percent of all known breeding locations, 98 percent of known wintering locations
(which was expected since this was based on telemetry data), and 89 percent of known summer
locations. Priority areas for conservation and low density (non-priority but managed) habitat
combined capture all but three percent of known summer, one percent of known breeding, and
one percent of known wintering habitat. Oregon PACs also considered the need to maintain a
network of connected habitats.

The Nevada portion of the Northern Great Basin population represents the largest, most
contiguous concentration of sage-grouse in Nevada and includes the Santa Rosa, Desert,
Tuscarora, North Fork, O'Neil Basin, Islands, Snake and Gollaher Population Management
Units. Portions of this aÍea ate well connected with Oregon, Idaho and Utah. The northern Great
Basin population in Nevada is demonstrating at least some resiliency. Rehabilitation efforts and
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the higher elevation/higher precipitation zones for some recent wildfires have led to expedited
habitat recovery that is once again being utilized by sage-grouse. Winter habitat in some areas

has been compromised although recent winter snowpack has been below average, allowing birds
to utilize an expanded area. Concern remains over the Gollaher and Tuscarora population
management units as these areas have been prone to wildfire and are more susceptible to
invasive species such as cheatgrass.

Oregon represents the western part of this large population which is shared with Southern Idaho,

NE Nevada, and NW Utah. Within Oregon, this represents one of the largest populations. The
delineation of the Northern Great Basin population doesn't correspond well to any existing
assessment for Oregon, but does include almost all of the Vale administrative unit, as well as

portions of the Burns administrative unit. In just Oregon, the spring population in the Northern
Great Basin is likely several thousand birds, with 2011 spring lek counts approaching 3,000
males (or 7,500 birds if applying the Garton et al. (2011) 2.5 sex ratio) in the Beulah, Malheur
River, Owyhee, and eastern portion of Whitehorse Wildlife Management Units. Garton et al.
(2011) estimated for the Northem Great Basin a minimum population estimate of 9,I14 birds in
2007 (includes S. ID, NE NV, NW UT). Modeling suggested there is a2.5o/o chance birds will
drop below 500 by the year 2037 , blut a 99 .7o/o chance the population will be below 500 by 2137
(Garton et at.201A). Between 1963 and 1974, 500,000 acres of sagebrush habitat was seeded to

crested wheatgrass or sprayed with herbicide, and 1,600 water developments and 463 miles of
pipeline were installed in the Vale District BLM's areafor the Vale project. Wildfire has

exacerbated the problems. ln many instances, these areas were historically dominated by
Wyoming big sagebrush habitat. Other threats in this region include mining development,
renewable energy development, transmission, and juniper encroachment at higher elevations.
West Nile virus has also been consistently detected in mosquitoes in this region and the
population was subjected to the largest known West Nile virus mortality event involving sage-

grouse in Oregon (2006).

Despite efforts to manage wildfire risks, wildfires and invasive species have continued to reduce

the quality of habitat in portions of this area. Overall this part of the population is potentially at

risk (C3).

Box Elder

The Box Elder portion of the Northern Great Basin population is located in northwestem Utah.
This area is referred to as the Box Elder Management Area. It had an estimated 755 males on
leks as of 2011. This population is regarded as stable with a potential for growth. Key threats

include wildfire, invasive species, loss of agricultural operations, and habitat fragmentation. The
arca cùn likely sustain increases in sage-grouse populations with continued reclamation and

restoration. Resource management in the area has contributed to large populations to date, and

those populations can be enhanced by providing high quality habitat. As a result, this area

should be a high priority for funding of habitat enhancement. Because this area is a portion of
the large Northern Great Basin population, it has a risk ranking of C3 þotential risk).
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Sawtooth

This small population in central Idaho did not have sufficient dafato allow analysis by Garton et
al. (2011). No occupied leks are known to exist at this time. This area is largely encompassed
by the Sawtooth National Recreation Area and includes a high proportion of public land. This
population declined to one male on one lek in 1986 and was subsequently increased by
translocation during the mid-1980s. Overall this population is high risk (Cl).

Manasement Zone V: Northern Great Basin

There are four sage-grouse populations identified in this management zone, including Central
Oregon, Klamath,'Warm Springs Valley, and the Westem Great Basin. Garton et al. (201I)
predicted a2.I percent chance this Management Zone wlll fall below 200 males by 2037, and a
29.0 percent chance it would fall below 200 males by 2107. Only two of the populations
(Central Oregon and Western Great Basin) had sufficient information for a population
assessment by Garton et al. (2011). BLM lands are a major constituent of sagebrush landscapes
in the Northern Great Basin (62 percent), followed by private (21 percent), Forest Service (10
percent), State (8 percent), and then other ownerships (Knick 2011). This zone is part of a
stronghold for sage-grouse (that includes Management Zones III, fV, and V) because the three
zones contain the largest area of habitat range-wide with low similarity to extirpated portions of
the range (Wisdom et al.20lI).

Central Oregon

The Central Oregon population has approximately the same distribution as the area covered by
the Prineville administrative unit identihed in Oregon's Sage-grouse Conservation Strategy.
Approximately 700,000 acres of habit¿t for the Central Oregon population has been identified as
priority areas for conservation. This is a relatively large population, with the minimum spring
population estimated at 1,775-2,084 birds in 2010 (Hagen 20ll). The population has declined
steadily since 1980 (average, -0.004 percent/yr fHagen 2011]). There is a 15.2 percent chance
the population will decline below 500 by 2037, and a 91.3 percent chance that fewer than 500
birds will be in the population by 2137 (Garton et al.20Il).

This population is estimated to have only 53 percent of historic sagebrush habitat, having lost
more historic habitat than any other sage-grouse administrative unit in Oregon. The area also has
more privately owned sage-grouse habitat (48 percent) than most other sage-grouse management
zone populations in Oregon. This population faces a wide suite of threats, including juniper
encroachment, renewable energy development (both wind and geothermal), transmission, roads,
OlfV recreation, and residential development. Projections based on historic trends suggest this
population is at risk, but in the last 2 years there have been a number of positive developments
including thousands of acres of habitat improvement under the NRCS's Sage-grouse Initiative
and increasing local interest sage-grouse conservation. Overall this population is considered a

split betweenC2 (at risk) and C3 (potential risk).
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Based on Garton et al. (2011), this population appears fairly resilient in 30 years, but not in 100

years. Redundancy and representation appear to be captured adequately. PACs capture 95
percent of all known sage-grouse breeding locations, 98 percent of known wintering locations,
and 89 percent of known summer locations. Priority areas for conservation and low density
(non-priority but managed) habitat combined capture all but three percent of known summer, one
percent of known breeding, and one percent of known wintering habitat. Since this population's
habitatllandscape appears more similar to landscapes in extirpated populations than extant
populations (Wisdom et al.2011), we suggest retaining all priority habitats for this populations.
Most of the sites within this population (with the possible exception of the southwestern site)
probably have some connectivity with other sites in this population, though verification from
genetics is lacking. Although a lot of the known habitat is mapped, we suggest retaining all
PACs in Central Oregon.

Klamath

The Klamath population is all that remains of a population that once extended throughout the
Devil's Garden Area of California, which had at least 46 known leks as recently as the 1970s,
and was well connected to populations in Oregon and the Western Great Basin. By the early
2000s, only one known lek remained on the Clear Lake National Wildlife Refuge, with less than
10 males. Since 2005, birds have been translocated from Oregon and Nevada to prevent
extirpation. A small amount of priority habitat is mapped for the area, but not connected to the
Western Great Basin or Central Oregon populations. Redundancy is not adequate and resistence
is poor. This population would be at immediate risk of extinction without augmentation. There
is no priority habitat mapped in this population for Oregon because we have not documented
birds there recently.

There are no priority areas for conservation mapped for this population in Oregon because sage-
grouse in the Oregon part of the Klamath population are thought to be extirpated. As recently as

the early 1990's, a few birds attended leks in Oregon, but there have been no confirmed sightings
since 1993 despite periodic survey efforts. A few birds exist on the California side, particularly
in the vicinity of Clear Lake National Wildlife Refuge. Oregon has permitted the trapping of
birds from the Western Great Basin population to augment the population around Clear Lake.
The Klamath population lacks resiliency and is at risk of extirpation and therefore is a high risk
(C1) population.

The Klamath population in Oregon likely had limited connection with sage-grouse populations to
the east due to barriers of unsuitable habitat and was likely an extension of the population in
northeast California. Habitat in Oregon was severely compromised by juniper encroachment.
Significant juniper treatments have taken place in the former Oregon range, particularly by
BLM, and there is potential of limited habitat for sage-grouse in the future. Juniper
encroachment, and invasive weeds, have also compromised the habitat it in California. Large
treatments ofjuniper have been conducted on the Clear Lake NWR and in the vicinity in hopes
of expanding suitable habitat in that area.
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Warm Springs Valley

This is a small population that exists in southern Washoe County within the Virginia Population
Management Unit. Only two conhrmed active leks comprise this population; however, lek size
is relatively large (average of over 40). The identified PACs encompass the majority of use
areas. Extensive research has been conducted within this particular Population Management
Unit. Some individuals have dispersed to the southern portion of the western Great Basin
population during the winter, so there is the possibility of genetic interchange. There is an
indication of this within work conducted by Oyler-McCance et al. (2005) suggesting a
relationship with the Lassen population in California. Representation and redundancy are at risk
within this population due to its small size, proximity to urbanized setting and threats from
invasive species.

The Warm Springs population in southern Washoe County may be close to a threshold if
additional threats occur. This population is very near to urbanization, has experienced large
wildfire and energy development in the form of a utility scale transmission line (345kV Alturas
line) and water transfer pipeline (Vidler Water), and is experiencing some pinyon-juniper
encroachment. However, the primary area used by sage-grouse in the population (Spanish Flat)
remains intact and benefits from higher elevation precipitation regimes. Overall, this is
population is at risk (C2).

Western Great Basin

The Western Great Basin population is shared among Oregon, northeastern Califomia and
northwestern Nevada. Garton et al. (2011) estimated for the Western Great Basin a minimum
population estimate of 5,904 birds in 2007 (includes NE CA, NW NV). Over 8 analysis periods
conducted by Garton et al. (2011), average rates of change were <1.0 in 3 of those periods and
the minimum population estimate was determined to be 5,904 males in2007 based on counts at
393 leks. Modeling suggested there is a 6.4 percent chance birds will drop below 500 by the
year 2037, but a 99.1 percent chance the population will be below 500 by 2137 (Garton et al.
201 1). The Western Great Basin is the most resilient population in Management Zone 5, but
reducing threats alone is not likely to ensure long-term persistence in some areas. Resiliency
needs to be improved in the California portion of the Western Great Basin with increased habitat
suitability in terms of shrub densities and native grasses and forbs.

Oregon's portion of the population has some of the best habitat and highest sage-grouse densities
in the state, including Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge and Trout Creek Mountains.
The delineation of the Western Great Basin population doesn't correspond well to any existing
assessment for Oregon, but does include almost all of the Lakeview administrative unit, as well
as portions of the Burns and Vale administrative units. In just Oregon, the spring population in
the Western Great Basin likely exceeded 10,000 birds in 2010 (interpolation from Hagen 2011).
In the Oregon, >80 percent of the historical sage-grouse habitat remains intact, and most of the
habitat is in public ownership (Hagen 2011). In the Lakeview administration unit, which
comprises most of the Western Great Basin population in Oregon, about 78 percent of the region
is administered by the BLM and the FWS manages more than 278,000 acres. Invasive weeds
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and juniper encroachment (particularly on the western edge) represent some of the greatest risks
to this population. Renewable energy development (wind and geothermal) and fire also
represent risks to the Oregon portion of the population. Feral horses have been identified as a
threat to sage-grouse habitat in portions (e.g., Steens, Dry YalleylJackMountain Action Areas)
of the Western Great Basin. Given the majority of this population occupies federal land, proper
and proactive habitat management could ensure the persistence of this sage-grouse population
well into the future. Redundancy and representation appear to be captured adequately in the
Oregon portion of this population based on the factthatpriority habitats include most of the
known distribution of birds (see rationale in Central above).

The California portion of the Western Great Basin includes the majority of the Buffalo-
Skedaddle Population Management Unit. Priority habitat in Califomia includes 100 percent of
known sage-grouse distribution. This population was part of a much larger population that was
connected to the Klamath population into the 1970's. Habitat degradation, including juniper
expansion and spread of exotic grasses have been extraordinary in this region. The extant
population is well connected and adequately captures redundancy, but further losses would
jeopardize the long term existence of sage-grouse in California. Recent population trends have
shown consistent increases, demonstrating that the population exhibits positive growth rates
during years of favorable environmental conditions. Habitat suitability is low in much of the
currently occupied habitat and habitat conditions need to be improved to increase resistance of
this population.

The Nevada portion of this population includes the Buffalo/Skedaddle, Massacre, Vya, Sheldon,
Black Rock, Pine Forest and Lone Willow Population Management Units. Currently identified
priority habitat encompasses an area greater than the 85 percent core breeding density as
reconstructed by the Nevada Department of Wildlife using methods described by Doherty et al.
(201 0), but utilizing the 1 O-ye at average for lek attendance rather than the most recent peak.
Redundancy and representation are adequately captured both within the Nevada portion of this
population and certainly within the Western Great Basin population as identified by Garton et al.
(2011).

The Lone Willow area (connected with Oregon) faces threats from lithium and uranium
exploration and extraction. Both the Massacre and Buffalo/Skedaddle Population Management
Units face high risk due to invasive species being pervasive within the understory of lower
elevation sagebrush communities. Improper livestock grazingpractices and wild horse
utilization have caused severe habitat degradation in some instances, especially with respect to
meadow, spring and riparian habitats.

The Western Great Basin is most resilient inMZ5, but reducing threats alone is not likely to
ensure long-term persistence in some areas. Resiliency needs to be improved in the California
portion of the Western Great Basin with increased habitat suitability in terms of shrub densities
and native grasses and forbs. Overall this population is considered potentially atrisk, or C3.

Manasement Zone VI: Columbia Basin
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There are four identif,red populations in ManagementZone VI, which exists mostly in
Washington State. Two of these populations, Moses Coulee and Yakima Training Center, are

extant populations that were identihed and assessed by Garton et aL.2011. The additional
populations are Crab Creek and Yakama Nation, both of which were addressed with the aid of
translocated individuals. Based on information collected at Moses Coulee and Yakima Training
Center, Garton et al. (2011) predicted a76.2 percent chance that this population would dip below
200 males in the next 30 years and 86.3 percent chance it would dip below 200by 2107. Along
with the Colorado Plateau, leks in this management zone are the least connected (Knick and

Hanser 20ll). The PACs likely arelarge enough to support the current populations and the

recovery areas encourage the expansion needed to improve the overall viability. The small size

of existing populations and lack of current viability in this management zone means that current

management direction (target toward recovery rather than maintenance) is different than in other

management zones.

The PACs within this management zone capture redundancy and representation within the

management zone, assuming that the protections and management prescriptions area adequate

within these areas and they are followed. The PACs were specifically chosen to protect the

identified populations. However, because the populations in this management zone are not
believed to be viable at this time, the area of protection is larger and designed to include recovery
areas which are needed to support alarger, more connected, and hopefully viable populationìn-
the future. Based on population viabiliry it is unlikely that any of the populations in this zone

are resilient to threats or disturbances. The order of descending risk is Yakama Nation, Crab

Creek, Yakima Training Center, and Moses Coulee.

Moses Coulee

The Moses Coulee population has been maintaining its number for the last 30 years, largely due

to the support of farrn programs. However, the lower risk of Moses Coulee does not mean that

the population is at no risk. This population was ranked C2 (at risk). In 2007,230 males were

counted in this population (Garton et al.2011); they estimated an 88 percent probability that the

population would dip below 200 males by the year 2037 or close to a 100 percent probability that

the population would dip below 200 males by the year 2107 . The estimated a 62 percent

probability that the population would dip below 20 males by 2107. Despite these dire concerns,

the Moses Coulee population of males was estimated to be about 350 in2012 (Schroeder et al.

20rr).

Major issues in Moses Coulee are the lack of habitat stability due to the abundant private land,

habitat fragmentation, and dependence on farm programs. There is public land managed by the

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, BLM, \{ashington and Department of Natural
Resources, but the public land is relatively sparse compared to the quantity of private land
(Stinson et at.2004). The abundance of private land adds to the management uncertainty.
Because of relatively large amounts of enrollment in CRP and State Acres for Wildlife
Enhancement (SAFE) programs, there is a great deal of support for sage-grouse in the Moses

Coulee area at least for the next decade. Even so, the high degree of fragmentation and
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'subsidized' predators (subsidized with road kill, orchards, and nesting and perching structures)
increases the overall predation rate.

Yakama Nation

The Yakama Nation population is extremely small with extremely low viability, if any. The area
was historically occupied, but the extinction of the endemic population was not precisely
documented (Schroeder et al.2000). During 2006-2008 sage-grouse were translocated to the
Yakama Nation in an attempt to re-establish a population. Although it is still too early to
evaluate success, the results are not promising at this state. The YakamaNation faces many
threats to their sage-grouse population including poor habitat quality, small population size, and
lack of connectivity with existing populations, and wild horses. The wild horse population is
severe in portions of the Yakama Nation. It is not clear if the Yakama will be able to
aggressively deal with the horse issue. On the positive side, the land is owned by the Yakama
Nation and the strictly control access. Consequently, they have a great deal of management
control as well as interested in recovering a population of sage-grouse on their land. This
population is considered high risk (Cl).

Crab Creek

The Crab Creek was occupied by sage-gfouse until the mid-1980s (Schroeder et at.2000). By
the mid-1990s the Washington Department of Wildlife and the BLM had acquired andlor
consolidated approximately 50,000 acres in the Crab Creek area. Because sage-grouse were a
priority for management on many of these acres and management direction was altered in favor
of sage-grouse, it was believed that this area could once again support sage-grouse.
Translocations were initiated in 2008 (Schroeder et al.2}ll). In 20l2,the number of males
counted on a single lek was 13. Based on survival and productivity, the potential for this
population appears promising. However, it is still too early to determine if the re-establishment
effort was successful. The primary risk factors for this population include its small size, habitat
fragmentation, and the risk of losing acres formerly enrolled in farm programs (CRP and SAFE).
This population is considered high risk (C1).

Yakima Training Center

The second most resilient population in this zone is the Yakima Training Center population
which is much smaller than Moses Coulee, but is almost entirely public land. Long-term
viability is anything but certain. In2007,85 males were counted in this population (Garton et al.
2012); they estimated a26 percent probability that the population would dip below 20 males by
the year 2037 or 50 percent probability that the population would dip below 20 males by 2107.
The number of males counted in 2011was72 (Schroeder et al.2011). The use of the Yakima
Training Center for military training activities and the risk of fire have reduced the overall
suitability of the habitat supporting this population. A substantial amount of the sage-grouse
habitat on the area has been harmed directly and indirectly military training activities,
particularly due to wildfires. Despite efforts to manage wildfire risks, wildfires have continued
to reduce the quality of habitat in the population. Other key factors in this population are two
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interstate highways (I 82 and I90) which border the population on north and west side,

powerlines which border the population on the north, west, and south sides, the Columbia River
Valley which is natural but reduces movement on the east side, and wind development on the

north side. The cumulative effect of these factors is that the population is constricted with little
opportunity for expansion. On the positive side, the population occupies and area dominated by
public land. This population is considered high risk (C1).

Management Zone VII: Colorado Plateau

This management zone contains two populations; Parachute-Piceance Basin and Meeker-White

River Colorado. The designated priority areas for conservation appear to capture redundancy

and representation Priority habitats are well mapped and include all high use habitat (which
includes breeding, summer, and winter habitat within 4 miles of all known leks) and linkage
zones to ManagementZone 2 to the north. There is no known connectivity with Utah
(ManagementZone 3 to the west) due to natural habitat fragmentation and large areas of non-

habitat.

Parachute-Piceance-Roan

The Parachute-Piceance Basin population appears to be captured within priority areas for
conservation, and representation appears to be captured adequately. Priority areas for
conservation capture 60 percent ofthe occupied range in this population and also include 100

percent of all known active leks and all habit¿ts that were modeled "high probability of use"

within four miles of a lek that has been active in the last 10 years. Redundancy is not captured

within this population because it is a relatively small (three year running average number of
males is 93) and somewhat isolated. This population is on the very southern edge of the species

range. There is some potential for connectivity to the north to the Wyoming Basin population in
ManagementZote2. Linkage habitats have been included in our mapping efforts.
Representation and redundancy are at risk within this population due to its small size, energy

development and the associated infrastructure, especially road development. Pinyon-juniper
encroachment is also an issue. The Parachute-Piceance-Roan population appears to have some

resiliency. The population has been monitored since 2005 and appears to be fluctuating similar
to other larger populations in the state. A large majority of PACs are privately owned, mostly by
energy companies. Energy and mineral development is the highest ranked threat to sage-grouse

in this area. Advances in drilling technology and rapid natural gas demand and subsequent rising
prices have led to a significant increase in natural gas drilling activify. Road and infrastructure
are also ranked high as they are closely related to energy production. Historic habitat has been

lost and fragmented also by pinyon-juniper encroachment. This population is considered to be at

high risk (C1).

Meeker-White River Colorado

This population is located just northeast of Parachute-Piceance-Basin. There is no redundancy
and little representation in the Meeker-White River population (three-year running average high
male count is six birds). Priority areas for conservation capture 27 percent of the occupied range
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in this population and include the only known active lek. All habitats modeled "high probability
of use" and within four miles of any lek (active in the last 1 0 years) are within priority habitat.
Representation and redundancy are at risk within this population due to its small size, proximity
to an urbanized setting and, thus, housing development and associated infrastructure and
agriculture conversion. This is a very small population located near the town of Meeker and
consists of only one active lek that was discovered in 2004, and strutting male counts have been
on a steady decline since (e.g., from a high of 30 males in2004 to six males in2012). Most of
the occupied habitat is privately owned (90 percent) and is in two disconnected patches of
habitat, separated by the White River. One of the patches remains unfragmented. The other
patch is located where housing development will primarily occur. Meeker-White River has lost
resiliency. The population has been monitored since 2004 andthe population has been in a
steady decline from 30 males to the current six males. Housing development is increasing
mainly due to energy development in nearby counties. A large part of the habitat was converted
to agriculture in the 1960's, which was a primary reason why the population went into decline.
Current issue is that some of the lands in pasture and CRP land may now be converted back to
crop lands. This population is considered to be at high risk (C1).

Bi-State DPS

The Bi-State Distinct Population Segment (Bi-State DPS) is geographically and genetically
isolated from other populations of greater sage-grouse (Oyler McCance et a\.2005, Benedict et
al. 2003). Four populations are identified in the Bi-State DPS, including: Pine Nut, North of
Mono Lake, South of Mono Lake, and the White Mountains. These populations are delineated
based on a fair degree of geographic and genetic isolation within the overall Bi-State DPS.
Within the Bi-State, all occupied habitat is considered PAC. Two core populations exist to the
north and south of Mono Lake, with small peripheral populations in the Pine Nut Range to the
north and White Mountains to the south. Garton et al. (2011) indicate that long-term persistence
is questionable for both core populations with a high probability of dropping below effective
population sizes of 50 birds in the next 100 years (100 percent for North Mono and 81.5 percent
for South Mono). However, probability of dropping below effective population sizes of 50 birds
is low in the next 30 years (15.4 percent for North Mono and 0.1 percent for South Mono. The
Bi-State DPS has grown consistently each year from 2008-2012 to the highest population size on
record, presumably in response to a trend in higher precipitation and favorable range conditions.
Relatively large population increases have been seen in the core populations to the north and
south of Mono Lake that have multiple well-connected leks, while peripheral populations have
not seen these population increases. The Bi-State DPS is still represented in most of the known
historic distribution, but threatened by small and isolated populations on the periphery of the
range. Genetic diversity remains high in most of the Bi-State DPS, with emerging evidence that
representation has been lost in some areas by population reduction and some loss of genetic
diversity.

North Mono Lake
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The population to the north of Mono Lake consists of a central stronghold located in the Bodie

Hills, CA, and several additional peripheral populations in CA and NV that vary in size and

degree of isolation. The Bodie Hills population has grown in recent years to be the largest and

most connected population in the Bi-State, with more than 500 males counted on leks in20l2.
The Bodie Hills breeding complex has about 9-1lcore leks , ranging from about 100-500 males

counted over the past 20 years. The Bodie Hills breeding complex appears to be best connected

with the Aurora, Rough Creek and Nine Mile Flat area within the Mount Grant PMU in Nevada.

This area, plus Mount Grant proper in the Wassuk Range contains 8 active leks. The Fales area

in California, consisting of 2 known leks at Wheeler Flat and Burcham Flat on the northwestern

edge of this population, is largely isolated f¡om Bodie, but probably has some connectivity to

another small population at Jackass Spring along the border and Desert Creelc/Sweetwater Flat in
NV. The Fales population was much larger prior to the early 1980's and has experienced the

greatest population declines in California, with less than 100 males counted on leks in2012. The
core population to the north of Mono Lake in total appears to be fairly resistant but individual
subpopulations much less so. While the population remains relatively stable, the size and

geographical extent is moderately small and the degree of historic impacts has not been severe.

Although there is good resistance in the core of this population, additional threats should be

avoided in both the core and peripheral areas. The North Mono Lake population is the largest

population in the Bi-State and least isolated, but classified as C3 because of periodic fluctuations
in population size, and multiple threats to the population.

South Mono Lake

The population to the south of Mono Lake consists of a central stronghold located in Long
Valley, CA. The Long Valley and Bodie Hills populations are considered the two main core

populations in the Bi-State DPS. Similar to Bodie, the Long Valley population has grown in
recent years, with more than 400 males counted on leks in2012. Similar to the Bodie Hills, the

Long Valley breeding complex contains about 9-11 core leks, with about 150-400 males counted

over the past2} years. One additional breeding population located at Parker Creek in CA is
considered isolated from Long Valley and only known to contain one lek. The Long Valley
breeding complex remains relatively stable and resistance to ongoing impacts is generally good.

As with the North Mono population, however, this breeding complex is not overly large. The

Long Valley population is probably more vulnerable than Bodie because it is considered isolated

from other Bi-State populations and seasonal habitats are limited to a relatively small area.

Therefore, this population could be severely impacted by catastrophic events, and fuither
cumulative threats should be avoided. The Parker population is probably fewer than 100

estimated birds total and lacks resistance. The South Mono Lake is currently relatively large

population, but classified as C3 because of isolation, periodic fluctuations in population size, and

multiple threats to the population.

Pine Nut

The Pine Nut population is the smallest and most threatened population in the Bi-State DPS.

The population consists of one consistently active lek, although there is indication that additional
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sites may be present and there is some connectivity to the population to the north of Mono Lake.
The long-teÍn average male attendance is approximately 14 males over the past 1l years. The
population appears predisposed to environmental vagaries in the form of wildf,rre and drought as
well as additional anthropogenic stressors that have and continue to influence the population.
These conditions have resulted in a population that is largely nonresistant to additional impacts.
The Pine Nut population is classified as C1 because of very low population size and relatively
high level of threats.

White Mountains

The population in the White Mountains is not well understood because of difficulty in accessing
the area to conduct lek surveys. However, at least one lek is known to exist at Chiatovich Flat in
California and2 recently discovered leks are known to exist in NV. As with the other Bi-State
breeding populations, sage-grouse in the White Mountains are probably mostly threatened by
small population size and are therefore vulnerable to catastrophic events. However, this
population, located in high elevation habitats on the extreme southwest of the species range, has
probably always been small and faces the fewest threats in the Bi-State DPS. The White
Mountains are classified as C2lC3 because of the aforementioned uncertainty regarding
population size, but has the least land use threats in the Bi-State DPS.

NOTE: Thß draft document has been submitted for scientific peer review
inconplete as future revisions are possible.
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Appendix C: Policy for the Evaluation of Conservation Efforts When Making Listing Decisions
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preferred the rulemaking petition. The
coordinates for Channel 287C3 alAlamo
arc 32-1,9-29 North Latitude and 82-
43-23 West Longitude. This allotment
has a site restriction of zO.+ kilometers
(tz.z miles) north of Alamo.
DATES: Effective April 28, 2003.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: R.
Barthen Gorman, Media Bureau, (ZOZ)
41.4-2180.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOI.¡: This is a
synopsis of the Commission's Report
and Order, MM Docket No. 01-111,
adopted March tz, 2003, and released
March 1,4, 2oo3. The full text of this
Commission decision is available for
inspection and copying during normal
business hours in the FCC's Reference
Information Center at Portals II, 445
12th Sbeet, SW., Room CY-A257,
Washington, DC, 20554. The document
may also be purchased from the
Commission's duplicating contractor,
Qualex International, Portals II, 445
1zth Street, SW., Room CY-8402,
Washington, DC, 20554, telephone 202
863-2893, facsimile 202 863-2898, or
via e-mail qualexint@aol.com.

List ofSubjects in 47 CFR Part 73

Radio, Radio broadcasting.
r Part 73 ofTitle 47 oflhe Code ofFed-
eral Regulations is amended as follows:

PART 73_RADIO BROADCAST
SERVICES

r 1. The authority citation for Part 73
reads as follows:

Authority: 47 U.S.C. 154, 303, 334 and 336.

573.202 [Amended]
r 2. Section 73.2O2(b), the Table of FM
Allotments under Georgia, is amended
by adding Alamo, Channel 287C3.

Federaì Com m u¡ications Com mission.

fohn A. Karousos,
Assistant Chief, Audio Division Medio
Bureau.

[FR Doc. O3-7470 Filed 3-27-03; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE G712-O1-P

FEDERAL GOMMUNICATIONS
GOMMISSION

47 CFR Part 73

IDA 03-629; MB Docket No. 02-120; RM-
104421

Radio Broadcasting Services; Owen,
Wisconsin

AGENCY: Federal Communications
Commission.
AcTloN: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Audio Division, at the
request of Starboard Broadcasting, Inc.,

allots Channel 242C3 at Owen,
Wisconsin, as the community's first
local FM service, Channel 242C3 canbe
allotted to Owen, Wisconsin, in
compliance with the Commission's
minimum distance separation
requirements with a site restriction of
12.9 km (8.0 miles) northeast of Owen.
The coordinates for Channel 242CJ aI
Owen, Wisconsin, are 45-03-08 North
Latitude and 90-zg-2t West Longitude.
A filing window for Channel 242C3 aI
Owen, WI, will not be opened at this
time. Instead, the issue of opening this
allotment for auction will be addressed
by the Commission in a subsequent
Order.

DATES: Effective April 28,2003.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Deborah Dupont, Media Bureau, (202)
41,8-21,80.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This is a
synopsis of the Commission's Report
and Order, MB Docket No. 02-120,
adopted March 12, 2003, and released
March 14, 2003. The full text of this
Commission decision is available for
inspection and copying during normal
business hours in the FCC Information
Center, Portals II,445 1.21h Street, SW.,
Room CY-4257, Washington, DC 20554.
The complete text of this decision may
also be purchased from the
Commission's duplicating contractor,
Qualex International, Portals II, 445
12th Street, SW., Room CY-84O2,
Washington, DC, 20554, (2O2) 863-28s3,
facsimile (2o2) 863-2898, or via e-mail
qualexint@ool.com.

List ofSubjects in 47 CFR Part 73

Radio, Radio broadcasting.

I Part 73 oftitle 47 ofthe Code ofFederal
Regulations is amended as follows:

PART 73_RADIO BROAOCAST
SERVICES

I 1. The authority citation for part 73
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 47 U.S.C. 154, 303, 334 and 336.

S 73.202 [Amended]

r 2. Section 73.2O2(b), the Table of FM
Allotments under Wisconsin, is
amended by adding Owen, Channel
242c3.

Federal Communications Commission.

fohn A. Karousos,

Assistant Chief, Audio Division, Media
Buteou.

IFR Doc. 03-7472 Filed 3-27-03; 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 671241-P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Fish and Wildlife Service

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

50 CFR Chapter lV

[Docket No. 00021404L222742; LD.
01 1603A1

RrN 1018-AF55, 0648-XA48

Policy for Evaluation of Conservation
Efforts When Making Listing Decisions

AGENCIES: Fish and Wildlife Service,
Interior; National Marine Fisheries
Service, NOAA, Commerce.
ACTION: Announcement of final policy.

SUMMARY: We, the Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) and the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) (the Services),
announce a final policy for the
evaluation of conservation efforts when
making listing decisions (PECE) under
the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended (Act). While the Act requires
us to take into account all conservation
efforts being made to protect a species,
the policy identifies criteria we will use
in determining whether formalized
conservation efforts that have yet to be
implemented or to show effectiveness
contribute to making listing a species as
threatened or endangered unnecessary.
The policy applies to conservation
efforts identified in conservation
agreements, conservation plans,
management plans, or similar
documents developed by Federal
agencies, State and local governments,
Tribal governments, businesses,
organizations, and individuals,
oltes: This policy is effective April za,
2003.
ADDRESSES: Chief, Division of
Conservation and Classification, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 4401 North
Fairfax Drive, Arlington,YA 222O3
(Telephone 7031 358-217 1,, Facsimile
7 03/ 358-1,7 35); or Chief, Endangered
Species Division, National Marine
Fisheries Service, Office of Protected
Resources, 1315 East-West Highway,
Silver Spring, MD 20910 (Telephone
3o1 I 7 13-1401,, Facsimile 30L l z L3-
03 76).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Chris Nolin, Chief, Division of
Conservation and Classification, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service at the above
address, telephone 7 03 I 358-21,7 1 ot
facsimile 7 03 I 358-1,7 35, or Margaret
Lorenz, Endangered Species Division,
National Marine Fisheries Service at the
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above address, telephone 3o1/ 7 13-1401.
or facsimile 3o1/ 7 1,3-037 6.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
This policy provides direction to

Service personnel in determining how
to consider a conservation agreement
when making a decision on whether a
species warrants listing under the Act.
It also provides information to the
groups interested in developing
agreements or plans that would
contribute to making it unnecessary for
the Services to list a species under the
Act.

On June 13,2oo\, we published in the
Federal Register (65 FR 371,o2) a draft
policy for evaluating conservation
efforts that have not yet been
implemented or have not yet
demonstrated effectiveness when
making listing decisions under the Act.
The policy establishes two basic criteria:
(1) The certainty that the conservation
efforts will be implemented and (2) the
certainty that the efforts will be
effective. The policy provides specific
factors under these two basic criteria
that we will use to direct our analysis
of the conservation effort, At the time of
making listing determinations, we will
evaluate formalized conservation efforts
(i.e., conservation efforts identified in a
conservation agreement, conservation
plan, management plan, or similar
document) to determine if the
conservation effort provides certainty of
implementation and effectiveness and,
thereby, improves the status, as defined
by the Act, of the species such that it
does not meet the Act's definition of a
threatened or endangered species.

When we evaluate the certainty of
whether the formalized conservation
effort will be implemented, we will
consider the following: Do we have a
high level of certainty that the resources
necessary to ca-rry out the conservation
effort are available? Do the parties to the
conservation effort have the authority to
carry it out? Are the regulatory or
procedural mechanisms in place to
carry out the efforts? And is there a
schedule for completing and evaluating
the effortsl Ifthe conservation effort
relies on voluntary participation, we
will evaluate whether the incentives
that are included in the conservation
effort will ensure the level of
participation necessary to carry out the
conservation effort. We will also
evaluate the certainty that the
conservation effort will be effective. In
making this evaluation, we will
consider the following: Does the effort
describe the nature and extent ofthe
threats to the species to be addressed
and how these threats are reduced by

the conservation effort? Does the effort
establish specific conservation
objectives? Does the effort identify the
appropriate steps to reduce threats to
the species? And does the effort include
quantifiable performance measures to
monitor for both compliance and
effectiveness? Overall, we need to be
certain that the formalized conservation
effort improves the status of the species
at the time we make a listing
determination.

This policy is important because it
gives us a consistent set of criteria to
evaluate formalized conservation efforts.
For states and other entities that are
developing agreements or plans, this
policy informs them of the criteria we
will use in evaluating formalized
conservation efforts when making
listing decisions, and thereby guides
States and other entities that wish to
develop forrnalized conservation efforts
that may contribute to making listing
unnecessatv.

In the noíice of the draft policy, we
specifically requested comments on the
criteria that we would use to evaluate
the certainty that a formalized
conservation effort will be
implemented. Also, we requested
comments on the timing of the
development of conservation
agreements or plans. We have learned
that timing is the most critical element
when developing a successful
conservation agreement or plan.
Encouraging and facilitating early
development of conservation
agreements or plans is an important
objective of this policy. Last-minute
agreements (i.e., those that are
developed just before or after a species
is proposed for listing) often have little
chance of affecting the outcome of a
listing decision. Once a species is
proposed for listing under the Act, we
may have insufficient time to include
consideration of a newly developed
conse¡vation plan in the public notice
and comment process and still meet our
statutory deadlines. Last-minute efforts
are also less likely to be able to
demonstrate that they will be
implemented and effective in reducing
or removing threats to the species. In
addition, there are circumstances in
which the threats to a species are so
imminent and/or complex that it will be
almost impossible to develop an
agreement or plan that includes
conservation efforts that will result in
making the listing unnecess¿uy.
Accordingly, we encourage the early
development of formalized conservation
efforts before the threats become too
extreme and imminent and when there
is greater flexibility in sufficiently
improving a species' status to the point

where listing the species as threatened
or endangered is unnecessary.

Summary of Comments and
Recommendations

In response to our request for
comments on the draft policy, we
received letters from 44 entities. Thirty-
five were in support of the policy and
nine were against. We reviewed all
comments received and have
incorporated accepted suggestions or
clarifications into the final policy text.
Because most of these letters included
similar comments (several were form
Ietters) we grouped the comments
according to issues. The following is a
summary of the relevant comments and
our responses. We also received
comments that were not relevant to the
policy arrd, therefore, outside the
policy's scope. We responded to some of
these comments where doing so would
clarify the process for determining
whether a species is endangered or
threatened (the listing process) or clarify
the nature of conservation plans,
agreements, and efforts.

Policy Scope Issues

lssue 1r Many commenters felt that
this policy should also apply to
downlisting species from endangered to
threatened status and delisting actions,
or else parties to an agreement where
the final decision is to list the species
would not have any incentives to take
action on a listed species until a
recovery plan is developed. In addition,
one commenter suggested that the
policy scope should be expanded to
include the process of designating
critical habitat.

Response l: We believe that the
immediate need is to develop criteria
that will guide consistent and
predictable evaluation of conservation
efforts at the time of a listing
determination. We may consider such a
policy for downlisting or delisting
actions in the future. However, we note
that a recovery plan is the appropriate
vehicle to provide guidance on actions
necessary to delist a species. AIso, we
may consider developing a similar
policy for critical habitat designations.

Issue 2: Two commenters stated that
our estimates of time needed to develop,
implement, monitor, and report on
conservation efforts are underestimated.

Response 2:We agree that our original
estimates were too low. We have
increased our estimate to an average of
2,500 person-hours to complete a
conservation agreement (with a range of
1,000 to 4,000 person-hours). We also
increased our estimate of the average
number ofperson-hours to conduct
monitoring and to prepare a report to
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320 and 80 hours, respectively. We
expect the amount of time will vary
depending on several factors including,
but not limited to, the number of species
addressed, amount of biological
information available on the species,
and the complexity of the threats.
Therefore, we have provided an average
to assist interested parties in their
planning efforts.

Issue 3: One commenter questioned
whether we would evaluate proposed
agreements or plans using the stated
criteria automatically or only upon
request. The commenter also questioned
whether we will consider agreements or
plans that we previously determined
were not sufficient to prevent the need
for listing in combination with "new"
proposed agreements or plans when we
evaluate whether to list a species.

Response 3: If a listing proposal is
under review, we will consider any
conservation effort. We will evaluate the
status of the species in the context of all
factors that affect the species'risk of
extinction, including all known
conservation efforts whether planned,
under way, or fully implemented.
However, for formalized conservation
efforts not fully implemented, or where
the results have not been demonstrated,
we will consider the PECE criteria in
our evaluation of whether, and to what
extent, the formalized conservation
efforts affect the species' status under
the Act.

Issue 4:One commenter asked the
length of time for which a plan is
approved.

Response 4: The PECE is not a plan-
approval process, nor does it establish
an alternative to listing. PECE outlines
the criteria we will consider when
evaluating formalized conservation
efforts that have not yet been fully
implemented or do not yet have a record
of effectiveness at the time we make a
listing decision. Should the status of a
species decline after we make a decision
not to list this species, we would need
to reassess our listing decision. For
example, there may be situations where
the parties to a plan or agreement meet
their commitments, but unexpected
and/or increased threats (e.g., disease)
may occur that threaten the species'
status and make it necessary to list the
species.

Issue 5: One commenter asked if the
"new information" reopener is
operative at any time.

Response 5: Yes, because section
4(bX1) of the Act requires us to use the
best available scientific and commercial
data whenever making decisions during
the listing process. In making a decision
whether to list a species, we will take
into account all available information,

including new information regarding
formalized conservation efforts. If we
receive new information on a formalized
conservation effort that has not yet been
implemented or not yet demonstrated
effectiveness prior to making a listing
decision, we will evaluate the
conservation effort in the context ofthe
PBCE criteria. If we receive new
information on such an effort after we
have decided to list a species, then we
will consider this new information
along with other measures that reduce
threats to the species and may use this
information in downlisting the species
ftom endangered to threatened status or
delisting. However, PECE will not
control our analysis of the downlisting
of the species.

Issue 6: One commenter stated that it
is unrealistic and unreasonable to
expect agreements to be in place at the
time the conservation effort is
evaluated. In addition, the commenter
stated that it is particularly unrealistic
and unreasonable to expect that
conservation agreements or plans be
submitted within 60 days of publication
of a proposed rule.

Response 6: We strongly encourage
parties to initiate formalized
conservation efforts prior to publication
of a proposal to list a species under the
Act. If a formalized conservation effort
is submitted during the public comment
period for a proposed rule, and may be
significant to the listing decision, then
we may extend or reopen the comment
period to allow time for comment on the
new conservation effort. However, we
can extend the public comment period
only if doing so does not prevent us
ftom completing the final listing action
within the statutory timeftame.

Issue 7:One commenter stated that
most existing conservation agreements
are ineffective, and furthermore that we
are unable to determine their
effectiveness for several years.

Response 7; We agree that it could
take several years for some conservation
efforts to demonstrate results. However,
the PECE criteria provide the framework
for us to evaluate the likely effectiveness
of such formalized conservation efforts.
Some existing conservation efforts have
proven to be very effective and have
justifiably influenced our Iisting
decisions.

lssue Br Several commenters stated
that funds are better spent to list
species, designate critical habitat, and
implement recovery efforts rather than
to develop conservation agreements.

Re spo nse B: Conservation agreements
can be seen as early recovery efforts.
Early conservation efforts to improve
the status of a species before listing is
necessary may cost less than if the

species' status has already been reduced
to the point where it needs to be listed.
EarÌy conservation of candidate species
can reduce threats and stabilize or
increase populations sufficiently to
allow us to use our resources for species
in greater need of the Act's protective
measures.

Issue 9: Some commenters questioned
the 14 conservation agreements that we
cited which contributed to making
listing the covered species as threatened
or endangered unnecessary.
Commenters requested information on
each plan to better allow the public to
evaluate the adequacy ofthe
agreements.

Response g: We referenced the 14
conservation agreements in the
Paperwork Reduction Act section of the
draft policy and used them solely to
estimate the information collection and
recordkeeping burden that would result
from our draft policy if it were made
final. Therefore, we do not recommend
using these to comment on the new
policy.

Biologicol Issues

Issue 10: One commenter questioned
our method for evaluating a
conservation plan that addresses only a
portion of a species' range.

Response I O: Using the PECE criteria,
we will evaluate all formalized
conservation efforts that have yet to be
implemented or have yet to demonstrate
results at the time we make our listing
decision. This is true for efforts that are
applicable to all or only a portion ofthe
species' range. The PECE does not set
standards for how much conservation is
needed to make listing unnecessary. The
significance ofplans that address only
a portion of a species' range will be
evaluated in the context of the species'
overall status. While a formalized
conservation effort may be effective in
reducing or removing threats in a
portion of the species' range, that may
or may not be sufficient to remove the
need to list the species as threatened or
endangered. In some cases, the
conservation effort may lead to a
determination that a species warrants
threatened status rather than
endansered.

In aädition, parlies may have entered
into agreements to obtain assuraDces
that no additional commitments or
restrictions will be required if the
species is listed. A landowner or other
non-Federal entity can enter into a
Candidate Conservation Agreement with
Assurances (CCAA) (64 FR 32726,1tne
17, 1999), which are formal agreements
between us and one or more non-
Federal parties that address the
conservation needs of proposed or
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candidate species, or species likely to
become candidates. These agreements
provide assurances to non-Federal
property owners who voluntarily agree
to manage their Ìands or waters to
remove threats to candidate or proposed
species, or to species likely to become
candidates. The assurances are
authorized under the CCAA regulations
(50 cFR 1,7. 22(d)(5) and 17.32(dx5))
and provide non-Federal property
owners assurances that their
conservation efforts will not result in
future regulatory obligations in excess of
those they agree to at the time they enter
into the Agreement. Should the species
eventually be listed under the Act,
landowners will not be subjected to
increased property use restrictions as
Iong as they conform to the terms of the
agreement. While one of these
agreements may not remove the need to
list, several such agreements, covering a
Iarge portion of the species' range, may,

Issue L1,: Several commenters
suggested that the Services should
consider conservation efforts deveÌoped
for species other than the species for
which a listing decision is being made
when the species have similar biological
requirements and the conservation effort
addresses protection of habitat of the
species for which a listing decision is
being made.

Reiponse 11:We agree. When a
decision whether or not to list a species
is being made, we wilÌ consider all
conservation efforts that reduce or
remove threats to the species under
review, including conservation efforts
developed for other species. However,
for all formalized conservation efforts
that have not yet been implemented or
have yet to demonstrate results, we will
use the PECE criteria to evaluate the
conservation effort for certainty of
implementation and effectiveness for
the species subject to the listing
decision.

Issue 1.2:One commenter stated the
"biologyinatural history" of the species
should be adequately known and
explained in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the effort.

Response 12:When we consider the
elements under the effectiveness
criterion, we will evaluate whether the
formalized conservation effort
incorporates the best available
information on the species'biology and
natural history. However, due to
variation in the amount of information
available about different species and the
threats to their existence, the Ievel of
information necessary to provide a high
Ievel of certainty that the effort will be
effective will vary.

We believe it is important, however,
to start conservation efforts as early as

possible even if complete biological
information is lacking. Regardless of the
extent of biological information we have
about a species, there will almost
always be some uncertainty about
threats and the most effective
mechanisms for improving the status of
a species. We will include the extent of
gaps in the available information in our
evaluation ofthe level of certainty that
the formalized conservation effort will
be effective. One method of addressing
uncertainty and accommodating new
information is the use of monitoring and
the application of adaptive management
principles. The PECE criteria note that
describing the threats and how those
threats will be removed, including the
use of monitoring and adaptive
management principles, as appropriate,
is critical to determining that a
conservation effort that has yet to
demonstrate results has reduced or
removed a particular threat to a species.

Issue 13: Several commenters
suggested that affected party(ies) should
work with the Services to identify
species that will be proposed for listing
in the near future to help concentrate
and direct efforts to those species that
most wa¡rant the protection, and help
make the party(ies) aware of when and
what actions should be taken to help
conserve species in need.

Response 13: We do identifu species
in need of protection. The FWS
publishes a Candidate Notice of Review
(CNOR) in which the FWS identifies
those species of plants and animals for
which they have sufficient information
on the species' biological status and
threats to propose them as endangered
or threatened under the Act, but for
which development of a proposed
listing regulation is precluded by other
higher priority listing activities. NMFS,
which has jurisdiction over marine
species and some anadromous species,
defines candidate species more broadly
to include species whose status is of
concern but more information is needed
before they can be proposed for listing.
NMFS candidate species can be found
on their web site at http://
twwv.nmf s.noaa. gov. The FWS's CNOR
is published in the Federal Register and
can also be found on their web site at
http : / / en dangere d.fws. gov.

We agree that it is important to start
developing and implementing
conservation efforts and coordinating

under the Act come into play often
allows greater management flexibility in
the actions necessary to stabilize or
restore these species and their habitats.
Early implementation of conservation
efforts may reduce the risk of extinction
for some species, thus eliminating the
need for them to be listed as threatened
or endangered.

Issue 14: One commenter stated that
requiring an implementation schedule/
timeline for conservation objectives is
not feasible when baseline data on a
species is poorly understood. The policy
should recognize that variation in
patterns of species distribution and land
ownership will cause variation in the
difficulty of developing conservation
efforts. Thus, some conservation efforts
should be allotted more time for their
completion.

Response l4: Biological uncertainty is
a common feature of any conservation
effort. Nevertheless, some conservation
actions can proceed even when
information on the species is
incomplete. Implementation schedules
are an important element of all
formalized conservation planning efforts
(e.g., recovery plans). The
implementation schedule identified in
PECE criterion ,A'.8. establishes a
timeframe with incremental completion
dates for specific tasks. In light of the
information gaps that may exist for
some species or actions, schedules for
completing certain tasks may require
revision in response to new information,
changing circumstances, and the
application of adaptive management
principles. Including an implementation
schedule in a formalized conservation
effort is critical to determining that the
effort will be implemented and effective
and has improved the status of the
species under the Act at the time we
make our listing determination.

We acknowledge that the amount of
time required to develop and implement
formalized conservation efforts will
vary. Therefore, we encourage early
development and implementation of
conservation efforts for species that
have not yet become candidates for
listing and for those species that are
already candidates. This policy does not
dictate timeftames for completing
conservation efforts. However, the Act
mandates specific timeframes for many
listing decisions, and we cannot delay
final listing actions to allow for the

those efforts with us as early as possible. development and signing of a

Early conservation helps preserve
management options, minimizes the
cost of reducing threats to a species, and
reduces the potential for land use
restrictions in the future. Addressing the
needs of species before the regulatory
protections associated with listing

conservation agreement or plan. We and
participants must also acknowledge
that, for species that are poorly known,
or whose threats are not well
understood, it is unlikely that
conservation efforts that have not been
implemented or that have yet to yield
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results will have improved the status of
the species sufficiently to play a
significant role in the listing decision.

Issue 1.5:One commenter stated that
the Services, when evaluating the
certainty of conservation efforts while
making listing decisions, should factor
into the analysis the Services' ability to
open or reopen the listing process at any
time, and to list the species on an
emergency basis if necessary.

Response 15; We will initiate or
revisit a listing decision if information
indicates that doing so is warranted, and
on an emergency basis if there is an
imminent threat to the species' well-
being. However, we do not make any
listing determinations based on our
ability to change our decisions. We base
our listing decisions on the status of the
species at that time, not on some time
in the future,

Cfiteria Issues

Issue 16: Several commenters
requested that we further explain the
criteria for both implementation and
effectiveness. The commenters claim
that our criteria are too vague and are
subject to interpretation by the Services.
One commenter said that, by stating
"this list should not be considered
comprehensive evaluation criteria," the
policy allows the Services to consider
criteria not addressed in the agreement,
and allows for too much leeway for the
Services to reject conservation efforts of
an agreement, even if all criteria listed
in the draft policy are satisfied.

Response 16: PECE establishes a set of
criteria for us to consider when
evaluating formalize d cons ervation
efforts that have not yet been
implemented or have not yet
demonstrated effectiveness to determine
if the efforts have improved the status
of the species. At the time of the listing
decision, we must find, with minimal
uncertainty, that a particular formalized
conservation effort will be implemented
and will be effective, in order to find
that the effort has positively affected the
conservation status of a species. Meeting
these criteria does not create an
approval process. Some conservation
efforts will address these criteria more
thoroughly than others. Because, in part,
circumstances vary greatly among
species, we must evaluate all
conservation efforts on a case-by-case
basis at the time of ìisting, taking into
account any and all factors relevant to
whether the conservation effort will be
implemented and effective.

Similarly, the list of criteria is not
comprehensive because the
conservation needs of species will vary
greatly and depend on species-specific,
habitat-specific, location-specific, and

action-specific factors. Because
conservation needs vary, it is not
possible to state all ofthe factors that
might determine the ultimate
effectiveness of formalized conservation
efforts. The species-specific
circumstances will also determine the
amount of information necessary to
satisfy these criteria. Evaluating the
certainty of the effectiveness of a
formalized conservation effort
necessarily includes an evaluation of
the technical adequacy of the effort. For
example, the effectiveness of creating a
wetland for species conservation will
depend on soil texture, hydrology, water
chemistry, and other factors. Listing all
of the factors that we would
appropriately consider in evaluations of
technical adequacy is not possible.

Issue 17: One commenter suggested
that we consider conservation plans in
the development stage rather than
waiting until finalized due to the
possible benefits that may result from
initial efforts.

Response 17:Plans that have not been
finalized and, therefore, do not conform
to the PECE criteria, may have some
conservation value for the species. For
example, in the process of developing a
plan, participants and the public may
become more informed about the
species and its conservation needs. We
will consider any benefits to a species
that have accrued prior to the
completion of an agreement or plan in
our listing decision, under section
4(bX1XA) of the Act. However, the mere
existence of a planning process does not
provide sufficient certainty to actually
improve the status of a species. The
criteria of PECE set a rigorous standard
for analysis and assure a high level of
certainty associated with formalized
conservation efforts that have not been
implemented, or have yet to yield
results, in order to determine that the
status of the species has improved.

We encourage parties to involve the
appropriate Service during the
development stage of all conservation
plans, whether or not they are finalized
prior to a listing decision. Sharing of the
best available information can lead to
developing better agreements. In the
event that the focus species is listed,
these planning efforts can be utilized as
the basis for development of Safe Harbor
Agreements or Habitat Conservation
Plans, through which we can permit
incidental take under Section 10(a) of
the Act, or provide a basis for a recovery
plan.

Issue LB: Several commenters stated
that the policy should provide more
sufficient, clear criteria by which the
implementation and effectiveness of
conservation efforts is monitored and

assessed. One commenter also suggested
that we require a specific reporting
format to help show effectiveness of
conservation efforts.

Response lB; When evaluating
formalized conservation efforts under
PECE, we will consider whether the
effort contains provisions for monitoring
and reporting implementation and
effectiveness results (see criterion 8.5).

Regarding a standard reporting
format, the nature of the formalized
conservation efforts we evaluate will
probably vary a great deal, Efforts may
range ftom complex to single-threat
approaches. Therefore, for us to adopt a
one-size-fits-all approach to report on
monitoring efforts and results would be
inappropriate,

Issue L9:One commenter stated that
PECE is too demanding with respect to
identification and commitment of
resources "up-front," and that these
strict requirements and commitments on
conservation efforts harm the voluntary
nature of agreements.

Response I g; Addressing the
resources necessary to carry out a
conservation effort is central to
establishing certainty of plan
implementation and effectiveness.
Accordingly, we believe that PECE must
establish a minimum standard to assure
certainty of implementation and
effectiveness. This certainty is necessary
in determining whether the
conservation effort has improved the
status of species.

It is our intention and belief that the
PECE criteria will actually increase the
voluntary participation in conservation
agreements by increasing the likelihood
that parties' voluntary efforts and
commitments that have yet to be
implemented or have yet to demonstrate
results will play a role in a listing
decision.

Issues Reloted to Specific Changes

Several commenters recommended
specific changes to the evaluation
criteria. The recommended additions in
language to the criteria are italicized
and deletions are shown in strikeout to
help the reader identify the proposed
changes,

Issue 20: Commenters stated that
there is potential confusion between
evaluation criteria ,A..2. (authority) and
4.3.(authorization) as they believed
some Service staff may have difficulty
distinguishing between an "authority,"
and an "authorization." To help
eliminate this potential confusion,
commenters requested that criterion
4.2. be changed to read: "the legal
authority ofthe party(ies) to the
agreement or plan to implement the
conservation effort and the legal
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procedural requirements necessa-ry to
implement the effort are described."
They also requested that we change
criterion ,t.3. to read: The legal
requirements (e.g. permits,
environmental review documents)
necessary to implement the
conservation effort are identified, and
an explanation ofhow the party(ies) to
the agreement or plan that will
implement the effort will fulfill these
requirements is provided."

Response 20:We agree with adding
the word "legal" and also have
incorporated additional language and
separated this criterion (former criterion
,t.2) into two criteria (,t.2. and ,4'.3.).
Evaluation Criterion ,t.2. now reads,
"The legal authority ofthe party(ies) to
the agreement or plan to implement the
formalized conservation effort, and the
commitment to proceed with the
conservation effort are described." New
evaluation Criterion ,t.3. reads, "The
legal procedural requirements necessary
to implement the effort are described,
and information is provided indicating
that fulfillment of these requirements
does not preclude commitment to the
effort." In making these changes, we
recognize that there may be overÌap
between new criterion 4.3. and the
criterion on authorizations (now ,t.4.),
but our intent is to separate a criterion
on procedural requirements from
substantive authorizations (e,9. permits).
We believe that we need to specifically
determine that the parties to the
agreement will obtain the necessary
authorizations. We also recognize that
parties may not be able to commit to
some conservation efforts until they
have fulfilled procedural requirements
(e.g. under the National Environmental
Policy Act) since some laws preclude
commitment to a specific action until
certain procedures are completed.
Additionally, in creating a new criterion
,A'.3., we find it unnecessary to
incorporate the suggested changes to old
,t.3. (nowA.4.).

Issue 21: Commenters requested the
following change to Criterion ,{.4. (now
Criterion ,t.5.): "The level of voluntary
participation (e,g., permission to enter
private land or other contributions by
private landowners) necessary to
implement the conservation effort is
identified, and an explanation ofhow
the party(ies) to the agreement or plan
that will implement the conservation
effort will obtain that level of voluntary
participation is provided (e.g., an
explanation of why incentives to be
provided are expected to result in the
necess¿üy level of voluntary
oarticioation) ".' Besionse il,W" do not believe that
including "an explanation of how the

party(ies) * * * will obtain that level of
voluntary participation * * *" will
provide us with enough information in
order to determine that necessary
voluntary participation will, in fact, be
obtained. Evaluation Criterion ,{.5.
(formerly ,t.4.) now reads: "The type
and level of voluntary participation
(e.g., number of landowners allowing
entry to their land, or number of
participants agreeing to change timber
management practices and acreage
involved) necessary to implement the
conservation effort is identified, and a
high level of certainty is provided that
the party(ies) to the agreement or plan
that will implement the conservation
effort will obtain that level ofvoluntary
participation (e.g., an explanation of
how incentives to be provided will
result in the necessary level ofvoluntary
participation)."

Issue 2 2 : Commenters suggested that
Evaluation Criterion ,t.5. (now criterion
,t.6.) be changed to read as "Any
statutory or regulatory deficiency or
barrier to implementation of the
conservation effort is identified and an
explanation of how the party(ies) to the
agreement or plan that will implement
the effort will resolve the deficiency or
barriers is provided."

Response 22:We do not agree with
the suggested language change. We
believe that all regulatory mechanisms,
including statutory authorities, must be
in place to ensure a high level of
certainty that the conservation effort
will be implemented.

Issue 23: The suggested change to
Evaluation Criterion ,t.6. (now 4.7.) is
"A fiscal schedule and plan is provided
for the conservation effort, including a
description ofthe obligations of
party(ies) to the agreement or plan that
will implement the conservation effort,
and an explanation of how they will
obtain the necessily funding is
provided."

Response 23:We do not agree with
the suggested language change since we
believe that there must be a high level
of certainty that the party(ies) will
obtain the necess¿ry funding to
implement the effort. While we agree
that including a fiscal schedule, a
description of the obligations of the
party(ies), and an explanation ofhow
they will obtain the funding is
important, this information, by itself,
does not provide enough certainty for us
to consider a formalized conservation
effort that has not yet been implemented
as contributing to a listing decision.
AIso see our response to Issue 41.

Issue 24: One commenter suggested
that the Services should consider an
incremental approach to evaluating

implementation dates for the
conservation effort.

Response 24:We agree with the
commenter's suggested change.
Evaluation Criterion ,t.8. (formerly A.7.)
now reads as: "An implementation
schedule (including incremental
completion dates) for the conservation
effort is provided,"

Issue 25: Commenters suggested that
Criterion 4.8. (now 4.9.) be revised to
read: "The conservation agreement or
plan that includes the conservation
effort include a commitment by the
party(ies) to apply their legal authorities
and available resources as provided in
the asreement or olan."

Reiponse 25:The participation of the
parties through a vwitten agreement or
plan establishes each party's
commitment to apply their authorities
and resources to implementation of each
conservation effort. Therefore, it is
unnecessary to include the suggested
language; criterion .{.9. (formerÌy ,\.8.)
remains unchanged.

Issue 26: A commenter also suggested
adding a criterion: "Evidence that other
conservation efforts have been
implemented for sympatric species
within the same ecosystem that may
provide benefits to the subject species is
nrovided."' Response 26:We do not think it is
necessily to add such a criterion. At the
time of listing, we will take into
consideration all relevant information,
including the effect of other
conservation efforts for sympatric
species on the status of the species we
are considering for Iisting.

Issue 27: Several commenters
recommended that we make specific
changes to the Criterion 8,1. language to
read as: "The natu¡e and extent of
threats being addressed by the
conservation effort are described, and
how the conservation effort will reduce
the threats are defined." In addition,
commenters suggested we change
Criterion 8.2. to read as: "Explicit
incremental objectives for the
conservation effort and dates for
achieving them should be stated."

Response 27:We agree that, in
addition to identifying threats, the plan
should explain how fo¡malized
conservation efforts ¡educe threats to
the species. Therefore, Evaluation
Criterion 8.1. now reads as: "The nature
and extent ofthreats being addressed by
the conservation effort are described,
and how the conservation effort reduces
the threats is described." We agree that
conservation efforts should include
incremental objectives. This allows the
parties to evaluate progress toward the
overall goal of a conservation effort,
which is essential for adaptive

I
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management. In addition, setting and
achieving interim objectives is helpful
in maintaining support for the effort.
Therefore, Evaluation Criterion 8.2. now
reads as: "Explicit incremental
objectives for the conservation effort
and dates for achieving them are
stated. "

Issue 28: Some commenters
recommended that the party's (ies')
prior record with respect to
development and implementation of
conservation efforts be recognized
towards their credibility and reliability
to implement future conservation
efforts. A commenter also suggested
adding a criterion to read as:
"Demonstrated ability of the party(ies)
to develop and implement effective
conservation efforts for this or other
species and habitats." Another comment
suggested that the history and
momentum of a program should be
taken into account (e.g., watershed
council programs) when considering the
certainty of effectiveness and
implementation. These considerations
would help ensure a high level of
certainty that regulatory mechanisms,
funding authorizations, and voluntary
participation will be adopted by a
specified date adequate to provide
certainty of implementation.

Response 28; Although it would be
beneficial for the party(ies) to
demonstrate their past abilities to
implement effective formalized
conservation efforts for the focus species
or other species and habitats, we do not
believe that this is necessary to
demonstrate a high level of certainty
that the conservation effort will be
implemented. In addition, a criterion
that emphasizes previous experience in
implementing conservation efforts may
limit formalized conservation efforts to
only those party(ies) that have a track
record and would unjustifiably
constrain consideration of efforts by
those who do not satisfu this criterion.
Such parties can provide certainty in
other ways. We agree that a party's (ies')
prior record and history with respect to
implementation of conservation efforts
should be recognized towards their
credibility and reliability, Information
concerning a party's experience in
implementing conservation efforts may
be useful in evaluating how their
conservation effort satisfies the PECE
criteria. The momentum of a project is
a good indication ofthe progress that is
being made towards a party's (ies')
conservation efforts, but momentum can
decrease, and thus cannot be solely
relied upon to determine the certainty
that a formalized conservation effort
will be implemented or effective.

Issue 29: One commenter stated that
our use of "must" in meeting the criteria
is inappropriate in the context of a
policy, and the policy should rather be
treated as guidance.

Response 29:The only mandatory
statements in the policy refer to findings
that we must make. In order for us to
find that a particular formalized
conservation effort has improved the
status of the species, we must be certain
that the formalized conservation effort
will be implemented and will be
effective. No party is required to take
any action under this policy. Rather the
policy provides us guidance on how we
will evaluate formalized conservation
efforts that have yet to be implemented
or have yet to demonstrate effectiveness
at the time of our listing decision.

LegaÌ Issues

Issue 30 : Many commenters
mentioned past litigation (i.e., decisions
on coho salmon and Barton Springs
salamander) in which the courts have
ruled against the Services in cases that
have involved Candidate Conservation
Agreements or other conservation
efforts, and question how the PECE
policy addresses this issue. Commenters
question how this policy will keep the
Services from relying on speculative
conservation efforts.

Response 30:We referenced past
adverse decisions when we published
the draft policy. The purpose ofPECE,
in part, is to address situations similar
to those in which some courts found
past conservation efforts insufficient.
We developed the PECE to establish a
set of consistent standards for
evaluating certain formalized
conservation efforts at the time of a
listing decision and to ensure with a
high level of certainty that formalized
conservation efforts will be
implemented and effective. We agree
that we may not rely on speculative
promises of future action when making
Iisting decisions.

Issue 3L: Several commenters
questioned the legality of considering
private party's (ies') input when section
4(bX1XA) of the Act states "* * * and
after taking into account those efforts, if
any, being made by any State or foreign
nation, or any poÌitical subdivision of a
State or foreign nation, to protect such
species * * *" In addition, commenters
stated that the PECE policy is
inconsistent with the plain language
and the congressional intent ofthe Act
by allowing agencies to evaluate any
private measures. They also stated that
this was inconsistent with considering
section ¿(a)(rXD), which only permits
agencies to evaluate "existing regulatory
mechanisms." They also stated that the

Services incorrectly conclude that
section +(a)(fXE), "other natural or
manmade factors affecting lthe species'l
continued existence," allows the
Services to consider actions of "any
other entity" in making listing
determinations. One commenter stated
that there are no provisions to authorize
the Services to consider voluntary
conservation agreements by other
Federal agencies. In 1982, the Act
omitted 1973 language for listing
determinations made with "other
interested Federal agencies." In
addition, the commenters stated that the
Act imposes conservation duties on all
Federal agencies only after the Services
have taken the initial step in listing the
sp ecies.

Response 31; Please refer to the Policy
Scope section for an explanation of our
authority under section 4 of the Act to
assess all threats affecting the species
status as well as all efforts that reduce
threats to the species.

Issue 32: One commenter suggested
that we formalize this policy by
codifying it in the Code of Federal
Regulations. They suggest that by
adopting this policy as agency
regulation, we can make the policy more
binding, provide a basis for judicial
deference, and thus hopefully reduce
the amount of litigation.

Besponse 32:We believe that
codifying PECE in the Code of Federal
Regulations is not necessary because it
is intended as a policy to guide how we
will evaluate formalized conservation
efforts when making listing decisions.

Issue 33: Some commenters believe
that all regulatory mechanisms must be
in place prior to finalizing a
conservation plan, while other
commenters feel that this requirement
may dissuade voluntary conservation
efforts of private landowners. One
commenter stated that, based on the
amount of time usually needed to enact
most regulatory mechanisms, it seems
appropriate to set this minimum
standard for evaluating formalized
conservation efforts. This criterion
should prompt more serious political
consideration of adopting a regulatory
mechanism sooner rather than later.
Another commenter suggested that,
instead of requiring regulations, we
should require cooperators to identify
and address any regulatory deficiencies
affecting the species.

Response 33; In order for us to
determine with a high level of certainty
that a formalized conservation effort
will be implemented, among other
things, all regulatory mechanisms
necessary to implement the effort must
be in place at the time we make our
listing decision, However, there may be
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situations where regulatory mechanisms
are not necessary for implementing the
conservation effort due to the nature of
the action that removes threats, or there
may be situations where necessary
regulatory mechanisms are already in
place.

Issue 34: One commenter stated that
only when an alternative regulatory
mechanism provides the same or higher
protections than listing can the threat
factors be said to be alleviated. A high
level of certainty over future funding or
voluntary participation might be
acceptable if alternative regulatory
mechanisms to prevent take in the
interim are in place.

Response 34: Determinations to list
species under the Act are based solely
on whether or not they meet the
definitions of threatened or endangered
as specified by the Act. Through PECE,
we will evaluate, at the time of our
listing decision, whether a formalized
conservation effort adequately reduces
threats and improves the status of the
species to make listing unnecessary.
Additional alternative regulatory
mechanisms to prevent take are not
necessily ifthe threats to the species are
reduced to the point that the species
does not meet the definitions of
threatened or endangered.

Issue 35: One commenter stated
concern that the Se¡vices would not be
able to provide assurances to private
landowners because no specific
provisions in the Act authorize
conservation agreements in lieu of
Iisting, and that third party lawsuits also
undermine the Services' assurances,
One commenter asked what future
protection of their ongoing actions
oarticioants wouì d receive.' Resionse 35: Satisfying the PECE
criteria does not provide assurances that
we will not decide to list a species.
Also, because ofthe individual nature of
species and the circumstances of their
status, PECE does not address how
much conservation is required to make
listing unnecessily. Because of the
numerous factors that affect a species'
status, we may list a species despite the
fact that one or more formalized
conservation efforts have satisfied PECE.
However, assurances can be provided to
non-Federal entities through an
approved Candidate Conservation
Agreement with Assurances (CCAA)
and in an associated enhancement of
survival permit issued under section
ro(aXrXA) of the Act. Many property
owners desire certainty with regard to
future regulatory restrictions to
guarantee continuation of existing land
or water uses or to assure allowance for
future changes in land use. By
facilitating this kind of individual la¡d

use planning, assurances provided
under the CCAA policy can
substantially benefi t many property
owners. These agreements can have
significance in our listing decisions, and
we may also evaluate them according to
the criteria in the PECE if they are not
yet implemented or have not
demonstrated results. However, we will
make the determination of whether
these CCAAs preclude or remove any
need to list the covered species on a
case-by-case basis in accordance with
the listing criteria and procedures under
section 4 of the Act.

Issue 36: Several commenters stated
that the PECE does not always provide
incentives to conserve species and is,
therefore, not supported by the
Congressional finding of section 2(aJ(5)
of the Act. The commenters stated that
the parties lack incentives to develop
conservation progr€Ims until after the
species is listed (e.g., Building Industry
Association of Southern California v.
Babbitt, where listing the coastal
California gnatcatcher encouraged
enrollment in conservation programs.)
In addition, they stated that PECE
provides a means for the listing process
to be avoided entirely, and, therefore,
may often fail to provide incentives that
Congress referred to in its findings in
section z(aXs). They stated that the
"system" of incentives to which that
Congressional finding refers is aÌready
found in incidental take provisions in
section 10 of the Act, which will better
ensure development and
implementation of successful
conservation programs.

Response 36r PECE is not "a way to
avoid listing" or an "in lieu oflisting"
policy. This policy outlines guidance on
the criteria we will use to evaluate
formalized conservation efforts in
determining whether to list a species.
Knowing how we will evaluate any
unimplemented or unmeasured
formalized conservation efforts may
help parties draft more effective
agreements. However, there is a
conservation incentive because, if a
species becomes listed, these efforts can
contribute to recovery and eventual
delisting or downlisting of the species.
Also, see our response to Issue 35.

Issue 37: Several commenters stated
that relying on unimplemented future
conservation measures is inconsistent
with the definitions of "threatened
species" and "endangered species" as
provided in section 3 ofthe Act, and
that PECE's evaluation of future,
unimplemented conservation efforts in
listing determinations is inconsistent
with both the plain language of the Act
and Congressional intent. Also, the
commenters stated that the PECE

erroneously claims that the definitions
of "threatened species" and
"endangered species" connote future
status, not present status.

Response 37:We agree that, when we
make a listing decision, we must
determine the species' present status
which includes, in part, an evaluation of
current threats. However, deciding or
determining whether a species meets
the definition ofthreatened or
endangered also requires us to make a
prediction about the future persistence
of a species. Central to this concept is
a prediction of future conditions,
including consideration of future
negative effects of anticipated human
actions. The language ofthe Act
supports this approach. The definitions
for both "endangered species" and
"threatened species" connote future
condition, which indicates that
consideration of whether a species
should be listed depends in part on
identification and evaluation of future
actions that will reduce or remove, as
well as create or exacerbate, threats to
the species. We cannot protect species
without taking into account future
threats to a species. The Act does not
require that, and species conservation
would be compromised if, we wait until
a threat is actually impacting
populations before we list the species as
threatened or endangered. Similarly, the
magnitude and/or imminence of a threat
may be reduced as a result of future
positive human actions. Common to the
consideration ofboth the negative and
positive effects of future human actions
is a determination of the likelihood that
the actions will occur and that their
effects on the species will be realized.
Therefore, we consider both future
negative and future positive impacts
when assessing the listing status of the
species, The first factor in section
+(aXr)-"the present or threatened
destruction, modification, or
curtailment of [the species'] habitat or
range"-identifies how analysis of both
current actions affecting a species'
habitat or range and those actions that
are sufficiently certain to occur in the
future and affect a species' habitat or
range are necessary to assess a species'
status. However, future Federal, state,
local, or private actions that affect a
species a-re not limited to actions that
will affect a species' habitat or range.
Congress did not intend for us to
consider future actions affecting a
species' habitat or range, yet ignore
future actions that will influence
overutilization, disease, predation,
regulatory mechanisms, or other natural
or manmade factors. Therefore, we
construe Congress' intent, as reflected
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by the ìanguage of the Act, to require us
to consider both current actions that
affect a species' status and sufficiently
certain future actions-either positive or
negative-that affect a species' status.

Issue 38: Several commenters stated
that PECE's "sufficient certainty"
standard is inconsistent with the Act's
"best available science" standard. They
stated that courts have ruled that any
standard other than "best available
science" violates the plain language and
the Congressional intent of the Act. The
commenters also stated that the
"sufficient certainty" standard violates
Congressional intent because it weakens
the standard required by the Act to list
species and can result in unnecessary,
and potentially harmful, postponement
of affirmative listing.

Response 3B: We agree that our listing
decisions must be based on the best
available science. PECE does not
address or change the listing criteria and
procedures established under section 4
of the Act. Listing analyses include the
evaluation of conservation efforts for the
species under consideration, PECE is
designed to help ensure a consistent and
rigorous review of formalized
conservation efforts that have yet to be
implemented or efforts that have been
implemented but have not yet shown
effectiveness by establishing a set of
standards to evaluate the certainty of
implementation and effectiveness of
these efforts.

Issue 39: Several commenters stated
that PECE reduces or eliminates public
comment on proposed rules to list
species and is in violation of the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA).
Further, they stated that PECE violates
the APA by allowing submission of
formalized conservation measures after
the proposed rule is issued to list
species as threatened or endangered.
Receiving "conservation agreernents or
plans before the end of the comment
period in order to be considered in final
listing decision" encourages landowners
to submit conservation agreements at
the last minute to avoid public scrutiny,
and the PECE process could be a
potential delay tactic used by
landowners to postpone the listing of
species. They stated that the Courts
agree that failure of the Services to make
available to the public conservation
agreements on which listing decisions
are based violates the public comment
provision of the APA.

Response 39; All listing decisions,
including those involving formalized
conservation agreements, will comply
with the requirements of the APA and
ESA. If we receive a formalized
conservation agreement or plan during
an open comment period and it presents

significant new information relevant to
the listing decision, we would either
extend or reopen the public comment
period to solicit public comments
specifically addressing that plan or
agreement. We recognize, however, that
there may be situations where APA
requirements must be reconciled with
the ESA's statulorv deadlines.

Issue 40: Several commenters
expressed their concern that
conservation efforts do not have binding
obligations.

Response 40:WhíIe PECE does not
require participants to have binding
obligations, the policy does require a
high level of certainty that a
conservation effort will be implemented
and effective at the time we make our
listing decision. Furthermore, any
subsequent failure to satisfy one or more
PECE criteria would constitute new
information and, depending on the
significance of the formalized
conservation effort to the species' status,
may require a reevaluation of whether
there is an increased risk of extinction,
and whether that increased risk
indicates that the species'status is
threatened or endangered.

Funding Issues

Issue 41: Several commente¡s
requested that we further specify our
criteria stating that "a high level of
certainty that the party(ies) to the
agreement or plan that will implement
the conservation effort will obtain the
necessary funding is provided." In
addition, one commenter questioned
whether "a high level of certainty" for
authorizations or funding was really an
improvement over the status quo and
suggested that we either list the required
elements we will use to evaluate
completeness of the conservation efforts
or quantitatively define an evaluation
standard.

Response 41: A high level of certainty
of funding does not mean that funding
must be in place now for
implementation of the entire plan, but
rather, it means that we must have
convincing information that funding
will be provided each year to implement
relevant conservation efforts. We believe
that at least 1 year of funding should be
assured, and we should have
documentation that demonstrates a
commitment to obtain future funding,
e.9., documentation showing funding for
the first year is in place and a written
commitment from the senior official of
a state agency or organization to request
or provide necessary funding in
subsequent budget cycles, or
documentation showing that funds are
available through appropriations to
existing programs and the

irnplementation of this plan is a priority
for these programs. A fiscal schedule or
plan showing clear links to the
implementation schedule should be
provided, as well as an explanation of
how the party(ies) will obtain future
necessary funding. It is also beneficial
for entities to demonstrate that similar
funding was requested and obtained in
the past since this funding history can
show the likelihood that future funding
will be obtained.

Issue 42: One commenter suggested
that the PECE policy holds qualifying
conservation efforts to a higher standard
than recovery plans. The commenter
quoted several existing recovery plans
that included disclaimers about budget
commitments associated with specific
tasks. Therefore, the commenter
concluded that it is unrealistic and
unreasonable to mandate that funding
be in place when a conservation effort
is evaluated.

Response 42:The Act does not require
that certainty of implementation be
provided for recovery management
actions for listed species or conservation
efforts for nonlisted species. Likewise,
the PECE does not require that certainty
of implementation be provided for
during development of conservation
efforts for nonlisted species. It is
inappropriate to consider the PECE as
holding conservation plans or
agreements to a higher standard than the
standard that exists for recovery plans
because the PECE does not mandate a
standard for conservation plans or
agreements at the time of plan
development. Rather, the PECE provides
us guidance for the evaluation of
conservation efforts when making a
listing decision for a nonlisted species.

Recovery plans for listed species and
conservation plans or agreements for
nonlisted species identify needed
conservation actions but may or may not
provide certainty that the actions will be
implemented or effective. However,
when making a listing decision for
nonlisted species, we must consider the
certainty that a conservation effort will
be implemented and effective. The
PECE establishes criteria for us to use in
evaluating conservation efforts when
making listing decisions.

It is possible that we would evaluate
a management action identified in a
recovery plan for a listed species using
the PECE. If, for example, a yet-to-be-
implemented task identified in a
recovery plan for a listed species would
also benefit a nonlisted species, we, in
making a listing decision for the
nonlisted species, would apply the
PECE criteria to that task to determine
whether it could be considered as
contributing to a decision not to list the
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species or to list the species as
threatened rather than endangered. In
this situation, we would evaluate the
management task identified in a
recovery plan using the PECE criteria in
the same way as other conservation
efforts for the nonlisted species. That is,
the recovery plan task would be held to
the same evaluation standard in the
listing decision as other conservation
efforts.

Foreign Species Issues

Issue 43: One commenter asked why
the proposed policy excluded
conservation efforts by foreign
governments, even though section
4(bX1)(A) of the Act requires the
Services to take such efforts into
account. This commenter also stated
that the proposed policy is contrary to
"The Foreign Relations Law ofthe
United States," which he argues
requires the United States to defer to
other nations when they have a "clearly
greater interest" regarding policies or
regulations being considered by the
United States that could negatively
affect their nations.

Response 43r As required by the Act,
we have taken and will continue to take
into account conservation efforts by
foreign countries when considering
listing offoreign species (sections 4[b)
and I of the Act). Furthermore,
whenever a species whose range occurs
at least in part outside of the United
States is proposed for a listing action
(listing, change in status, or delisting),
we communicate with and solicit the
input of the countries within the range
of the species, At that time, countries
are provided the opportunity to share
information on the status of the species,
management of the species, and on
conservation efforts within the foreign
country. We will take those comments
and information provided into
consideration when evaluating the
listing action, which by law must follow
the analysis outlined in sections 4(a)
and +(b) of the Act. Thus, all listing
decisions for foreign species will
continue to comply with the provisions
of the Act.

Issues Outside Scope of Policy

We received several comments that
were outside of the scope of PECE.
Below, we have briefly addressed these
comments.

Issue 44: A comment was made that
the Services should not list foreign
species under the Act when such listing
is in conflict with the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES).

Response 44; Considerations
regarding CITES are outside the scope of
the PECE. However, we do not believe
there is a conflict with CITES and listing
of a foreign species under the Act. When
evaluating the status offoreign species
under the Act, we take into
consideration whether the species is
listed under CITES (and if listed, at
what level) and all available information
regarding the listing. Ifyou have
questions regarding CITES, please
contact the FWS Division of Scientific
Authority aT 44O1. N, Fairfax Drive,
Room 750, Arlington, YA222o3 orby
telephone at 703-358-1708,

Issue 45: One commenter stated that
all conservation agreements/plans
should be subject to independent
scientific peer review. This commenter
also argued that any conservation
agreement or plan for a candidate
species should remove all known major
threats for the species and convey a
reasonably high certainty that the
agreement or plan will result in full
conservation of the species.

Response 45:We believe that
scientific review can help ensure that
formalized conservation efforts are
comprehensive and effective, and we
expect that most or all participants will
seek scientific review, but we will not
require a formal independent peer
review of conservation plans at the time
of development. If a formalized
conservation plan is presented for a
species that has been proposed for
listing, all relevant information,
including formalized conservation
efforts, will be subject to independent
scientific review consistent with our
policy on peer review (59 FR 34270).
We will also solicit public comments on
our listing proposals.

The amount or level ofconservation
proposed in a conservation plan (e.g.,

removal of all versus some of the major
threats) is outside the scope of PECE,
Assuming that all of the PECE criteria
have been satisfied for the efforts to
which they apply, it stands to reason
that plans that comprehensively address
threats are likely to be more influential
in listing decisions than plans that do
not thoroughly address the conservation
of the species. We believe that by
establishing the PECE criteria for
certainty of implementation and
effectiveness, we are promoting the
development of pÌans that improve the
status of species, We expect that in
some cases this improvement will
reduce the risk of extinction sufficiently
to make listing under the Act
unnecessary, to result in listing a
species as threatened rather than
endangered, or to make classifying a

species as a candidate for listing
unnecessarv.

I ssu e 46 iseveral commenters
questioned the extent of state
involvement in the development of
conservation efforts. One commenter
said that the policy should mandate that
States be involved with plan
deveÌopment, and that states approve all
conservation efforts.

Response 46:ltis outside the scope of
PECE to establish standards to
determine who participates in the
development of conservation efforts and
at what level. In many cases, states play
a crucial role in the conservation of
species. For formalized conse¡vation
efforts to be effective, it is logical for the
states to play an integral role. To that
end, we highly encourage state
participation to help ensure the
conservation ofthe species, but we do
not believe that states should be
mandated to participate in the
development of all conservation plans.
In some cases, states may not have the
resources to participate in these plans,
and in other situations, individuals or
non-state entities may have the ability to
develop an effective and well-
implemented plan that does not require
state participation, but that contributes
to the conservation of a species,
Through our listing process, we will
work with state conservation agencies,
and, ifthe listing decision involves a
public comment period, states have a
formal opportunity to comment on any
conservation efforts being considered in
the listing decision.

Issue 47: Several comments were
made regarding the feedback
mechanisms to correct a party's (ies')
inadequate or ineffective
implementation of a conservation effort.
It was suggested that the Services
specify clearly, and based on scientific
information, those factors which the
Services believe indicate that a
conservation effort is either not being
implemented or not being effective.
Comments also suggested that party(ies)
be given reasonable time (e.g., 90-120
days) to respond to the Service's
findings by either implementing actions,
achieving objectives, or providing
information to respond to the Services.

Response 47:PECE is not a regulatory
approval process, and establishing a
formal feedback mechanism between
the Services and participants is not
within the scope of PECE. The final
determination whether to list a species
under the Act will rest solely upon
whether or not the species under
consideration meets the definition of
threatened or endangered as specified
by the Act, which will include
consideration of whether formalized
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conservation efforts that meet PECE
criteria have enhanced the status of the
species. We will provide guidance to
improve conservation efforts when
possible, but we cannot delay listing
decisions in order to participate in a
corrective review process when the best
scientific and commercial data indicate
that a species meets the definition of
threatened or endangered,

Issue 48: One commenter requested
that we clarify how significant the
conservation agreement must be to the
species, and describe the anticipated
overall impact/importance to the
species and the estimated extent of the
species' overall range that the habitat
conservation agreement might cover.

Response 48:PECE does not establish
standards for how much or what kind of
conservation is required to make listing
a species under the Act unnecessary.
We believe that high-quality formalized
conservation efforts should explain in
detail the impact and significance of the
effort on the target species. However, at
the time of our listing decision, we will
evaluate formalized conservation efforts
using PECE to determine whether the
effort provides certainty of
implementation and effectiveness and
improves the status of the species,
Through our listing process, we will
determine whether or not a species
meets the definition of threatened or
endangered.

Issue 49: Several commenters wrote
that states do not have additional
resources to be pro-active on candidate
conservation efforts, and suggested that
funding for conservation plans or efforts
should be provided by the Federal
Government.

Response 49: This comment is outside
the scope of the PECE. This policy
establishes a set of standards for
evaluating formalized conservation
efforts in our listing decisions and does
not address funding sources to develop
and implement these efforts,

Summary of Changes From the
Proposed Policy

We have slightly revised some of the
evaluation criteria as written in the
proposed policy. We made the following
changes to reflect comments that we
received during the public comment
period. We added the word "legal" to
criterion ,A..2., incorporated additional
language ("the commitment to proceed
with the conservation effort is
described."), and separated this
criterion into two criteria (,t.2. and
,A..3.). We revised criterion 4.3.
(formerly part of ,t.2.) to recognize that
parties cannot commit to completing
some legal procedural requirements (e.g.
National Environmental Policy Act)

since some procedural requirements
preclude commitment to a proposed
action before the procedures are actually
completed. We changed criterion ,t.5.
(formerly ,t.4.) by adding "type" and
"(e.g., number of landowners allowing
entry to their land, or number of
participants agreeing to change timber
management practices and acreage
involved)" and by replacing "why" with
"how" and "are expected to" with
"will." We deleted the word "all" at the
beginning of criterion ,4.6. as we felt it
was redundant. We added "(including
incremental completion dates)" to
criterion A.B. (formerly 4.7.). To
criterion 8.1. we added "and how the
conservation effort reduces the threats is
described."

Also in the proposed policy we stated
that if we make a decision not to list a
species, or to list the species as
threatened rather than endangered,
based in part on the contributions of a
formalized conservation effort, we will
monitor the status of the species. We
have clarified this in the final policy to
state that we will monitor the status of
the effort, including the progress of
implementation of the formalized
conservation effort.

Required Determinations

Regulatory Planning ond Review

In accordance with Executive Order
12866, this document is a significant
policy and was reviewed by the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) in
accordance with the four criteria
discussed below.

(a) This policy will not have an
annual economic effect of 9100 million
or more or adversely affect an economic
sector, productivity, jobs, the
environment, or other units of
government. The policy for the
evaluation of conservation efforts when
making listing decisions does not
pertain to commercial products or
activities or anything traded in the
marketplace.

(b) This policy is not expected to
create inconsistencies with other
agencies' actions. FWS and NMFS are
responsible for carrying out the Act.

(c) This policy is not expected to
significantly affect entitlements, grants,
user fees, loan programs, or the rights
and obligations of their recipients.

(d) Ott¡S has determined that this
policy may raise novel legal or policy
issues and, as a result, this action has
undergone OMB review.

Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 60L
et seq.)

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act
(5 U.S.C. 601 ef seq., as amended by the

Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (SBREFA) of 19s6),
whenever an agency is required to
publish a notice of rulemaking for any
proposed or final rule, it must prepare
and make available for public comment
a regulatory flexibility analysis that
describes the effect of the rule on small
entities (i.e., small businesses, small
organizations, and small government
jurisdictions), unless the agency
certifies that the rule will not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.

SBREFA amended the Regulatory
Flexibility Act to require Federal
agencies to provide the statement of the
factual basis for certifying that a rule
will not have a significant economic
irnpact on a substantial number of small
entities. The following discussion
explains our determination.

We have examined this policy's
potential effects on small entities as
required by the Regulatory Flexibility
Act and have determined that this
action will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities since the
policy will not result in any significant
additional expenditures by entities that
develop formalized conservation efforts.
The criteria in this policy describe how
we will evaluate elements that are
already included in conservation efforts
and do not establish any new
implementation burdens. Therefore, we
believe that no economic effects on
States and other entities will result from
compliance with the criteria in this
policy.

Pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility
Act, at the proposed policy stage, we
certified to the Small Business
Administration that this policy would
not have a significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small
entities, since we expect that this policy
will not result in any significant
additional expenditures by entities that
develop formalized conservation efforts.
We received no comments regarding the
economic impacts of this policy on
small entities. Thus, we certify that this
final policy will not have a significant
adverse impact on a substantial number
of small entities and conclude that a
regulatory flexibility analysis is not
necessary.

We have determined that this policy
will not cause (a) any effect on the
economy of 9100 million or more, (b)
any increases in costs or prices for
consumers; individual industries;
Federal, State, or Iocal government
agencies; or geographical regions, or (c)
any significant adverse effects on
competition, employment, investment,
productivity, innovation, or the ability
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l'of U.S.-based enterprises to compete
with foreign-based enterprises (see
Economic Analysis below).

Executive Order 1321-1

On May L8,2OO1, the President issued
an Executive Order (E.O. 1.321.1.) on
regulations that significantly affect
energy supply, distribution, and use.
Executive Order 13211 requires agencies
to prepale Statements of Energy Effects
when undertaking certain actions.
Although this policy is a significant
action under Executive Order 12866, it
is not expected to significantly affect
energy supplies, distribution, or use.
Therefo¡e, this action is not a significant
energy action and no Statement of
Energy Effects is required.

Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (2
U.S.C. 1.501 et seq.)

In accordance with the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act (2 U.S.C. 1.501. et
seq.):

(a) This policy will not "significantly
or uniquely" affect small governments.
A Small Government Agency PIan is not
required. We expect that this policy will
not result in any significant additional
expenditures by entities that develop
formalized conservation efforts.

(b) This policy will not produce a
Federal mandate on state, Iocal, or tribal
governments or the private sector of
$100 million or greater in any year; that
is, it is not a "significant regulatory
action" under the Unfunded Mandates
Reform Act. This policy imposes no
obligations on state, local, or tribal
governments (see Economic Analysis
below).

Takings

In accordance with Executive Order
12630, this policy does not have
significant takings implications. While
state, local or Tribal governments, or
private entities may choose to directly
or indirectly implement actions that
may have property implications, they
would do so as a result of their own
decisions, not as a result ofthis policy.
This policy has no provision that would
take private property.

Federulism

In accordance with Executive Order
13132, this policy does not have
significant Federalism effects. A
Federalism assessment is not required.
In keeping with Department of the
Interior and Commerce policy, we
requested information from and
coordinated development of this policy
with appropriate resource agencies
throughout the United States.

Civil Justice Reform

In accordance with Executive Order
12988, this policy does not unduly
burden the judicial system and meets
the requirements of sections 3(a) and
3(bXz) of the Order. With the guidance
provided in the policy, requirernents
under section 4 ofthe Endangered
Species Act will be clarified to entities
that voluntarily develop formalized
conservation efforts,

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.)

This policy contains collection-of-
information requirements subject to the
Paperwork Reduction Act (PR,{) and
which have been approved by Office of
Management and Budget (OMB). The
FWS has OMB approval for the
collection under OMB Control Number
1018-0119, which expires on December
31, 2005. The NMFS has OMB approval
for the collection under OMB Control
Number 0648-0466, which expires on
December 31, 2005. We may not
conduct or sponsor, and a person is not
required to respond to, a collection of
information unless it displays a
currently valid OMB control number.
Public reporting burden for FWS
collections of information is estimated
to average 2,500 hours for developing
one agreement with the intent to
preclude a listing, 320 hours for annual
monitoring under one agreement, and
B0 hours for one annual report. The
FWS expects that six agreements with
the intent of making listing unnecessary
will be developed in one year and that
four of these will be successful in
making listing unnecessary, and
therefore, the entities who develop these
four agreements will carry through with
their monitoring and reporting
commitments. Public reporting burden
for NMFS collections of information is
estimated to average 2,500 hours for
developing one agreement with the
intent to preclude a listing, 320 hours
for annual monitoring under one
agreement, and B0 hours for one annual
report. The NMFS expects that two
agreements with the intent of making
Iisting unnecessary will be developed in
one yeil and that one of these will be
successful in making listing
unnecessary, and therefore, the entities
who develop this agreement will carry
through with their monitoring and
reporting commitments. These estimates
include the time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data
sources, gathering and maintaining the
data needed, and completing and
reviewing the collection of information.
Send comments regarding this burden
estimate, or any other aspect of this data

collection, including suggestions for
reducing the burden, to the FWS and
NMFS (see ADDRESSES section of this
policy).

National Environmental Policy Act
We have analyzed this policy in

accordance with the criteria of the
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), the Department of the Interior
Manual (318 DM 2.2(g) and 6.3(D)), and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Administrative
Order 216-6. This policy does not
constitute a major Federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. The FWS has
determined that the issuance of the
policy is categorically excluded under
the Department of the Interior's NEPA
procedures in 516 DM 2, Appendix 1
(1.10) and s16 DM 6, Appendix 1.
NOAA has determined that the issuance
ofthis policy qualifies for a categorical
exclusion as defined by NOAA
Administrative Order 216-6,
Environmental Review Procedure.

ESA Section 7 Consultation
We have determined that issuance of

this policy will not affect species listed
as threatened or endangered under the
Endangered Species Act, and, therefore,
a section 7 consultation on this policy
is not required.

G ove r nme nt-t o - Gov e r nme nt
Relationship With Tfibes

In accordance with the President's
memorandum of April 29,1994,
"Government-to-Government Relations
with Native American Tribal
Governments" (59 FR 22s51.),8.O.
13175, and the Department of Interior's
512 DM 2, this policy does not directly
affect Tribal resources. The policy may
have an indirect effect on Native
American Tribes as the policy may
influence the type and cbntent of
conservation plans and efforts
implemented by Tribes, or other
entities. The extent ofthis indirect effect
will be determined on a case-by-case
basis during our evaluation of
individual formalized conservation
efforts when we make a listing decision.
Under Secretarial Order 3206, we will,
at a minimum, share with the entity that
developed the formalized conservation
effort any information provided by the
Tribes, through the public comment
period for the listing decision or formal
submissions. During the development of
conservation plans, we can encourage
the incorporation of conservation efforts
that will restore or enhance Tribal trust
resources. After consultation with the
Tribes and the entity that developed the
formalized conservation effort and after
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careful consideration of the Tribe's
concerns, we must clearly state the
rationale for the recommended final
listing decision and explain how the
decision relates to our trust
responsibility. Accordingly:

(a) We have not yet consulted with
the affected Tribe(s). We will address
this requirement when we evaluate
formalized conservation efforts that
have yet to be implemented or have
recently been implemented and have yet
to show effectiveness at the time we
make a listing decision.

(b) We have not vet worked with
Tribes on a government-to-government
basis. We will address this requirement
when we evaluate formalized
conservation efforts that have yet to be
implemented or have recently been
implemented but have yet to show
effectiveness at the time we make a
listing decision.

(c) We will consider Tribal views in
individual evaluations of formalized
conservation efforts.

(d) We have not yet consulted with
the appropriate bureaus and offices of
the Department about the identified
effects ofthis policy on Tribes. This
requirement will be addressed with
individual evaluations of formalized
conservation efforts.

Information Quality
In Accordance with section 515 of the

Treasury and General Government
Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2001
(Public Law 106-554), OMB directed
Federal agencies to issue and implement
guidelines to ensure and maximize the
quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity
of Government information
disseminated to the public (67 FR 8452).
Under our Information Quality
guidelines, if we use a conservation
plan or agreement as part of our
decision to either list or not list a
species under the Act, the plan or
agreement is considered to be
disseminated by us and these guidelines
apply to the plan or agreement. The
criteria outlined in this policy are
consistent with OMB, Department of
Commerce, NOAA, and Department of
the Interior. FWS information quality
guidelines. The Department of the
Interior's guidelines can be found at
http : / / wvrw. d o i. gov / o c i o / gui d eline s /
515Guides.pdf, and the FWS's
guidelines can be found at http://
irm.fws. gov/ i nfo gui de) i ne s /.'lhe
Department of Commerce's guidelines
can be found at http://
www. o s e c. d o c. gov / c i o / o ip r/ iq g. html,
and the NOAA/NMFS's guidelines can
be found at http://
whrw. noaanews. no aa. gov / storie s / iq.htm.
Under these guidelines, any affected

person or organization may request from
FWS or NMFS, a correction of
information they believe to be incorrect
in the plan or agreement. "Affected
persons or organizations" are those who
may use, be benefitted by, or be harmed
by the disseminated information (i.e.,
the conservation plan or agreement).
The process for submitting a request for
correction of information is found in the
respective FWS and NOAA guidelines.

Economic Analysis
This policy identifies criteria that a

formalized conservation effort must
satisfy to ensure certainty of
implementation and effectiveness and
for us to determine that the conservation
effort contributes to making listing a
species unnecessary or contributes to
forming a basis for listing a species as
threatened rather than endangered. We
developed this policy to ensure
consistent and adequate evaluation of
agreements and plans when making
listing decisions. The policy will also
provide guidance to States and other
entities on how we will evaluate certain
formalized conservation efforts during
the listing process.

The criteria in this policy primarily
describe elements that are already
included in conservation etlorts and
that constitute sound conservation
planning. For example, the criteria
requiring identification of responsible
parties, obtaining required
authorizations, establishment of
objectives, and inclusion of an
implementation schedule and
monitoring provisions are essential for
directing the implementation and
affirming the effectiveness of
conservation efforts. These kinds of
"planning" requirements are generally
already included in conservation efforts
and do not establish any new
implementation burdens. Rather, these
requirements will help to ensure that
conservation efforts are well planned
and, therefore, increase the likelihood
that conservation efforts will ultimately
be successful in making listing species
unnecessary.

The development of an agreement or
plan by a state or other entity is
completely voluntary. However, when a
state or other entity voluntarily decides
to develop an agreement or plan with
the specific intent of making listing a
species unnecessary, the criteria
identified in this policy can be
construed as requirements placed on the
development of such agreements or
plans. The state or other entity must
satisSr these criteria in order to obtain
and retain the benefit they are seeking,
which is making listing of a species as
threatened or endangered unnecessary.

The criteria in the policy require
demonstrating certainty of
implementation and effectiveness of
formalized conservation efforts. We
have always considered the certainty of
implementation and effectiveness of
conservation efforts when making
Iisting decisions. Therefore, we believe
that no economic effects on states and
other entities will result from using the
criteria in this policy as guidance.

Furthermore, publication of this
policy will have positive effects by
informing States and other entities of
the criteria we will use in evaluating
formalized conservation efforts when
making listing decisions, and thereby
guide states and other entities in
developing voluntary formalized
conservation efforts that will be
successful in making listing
unnecessary. Therefore, we believe that
informational benefits will result ftom
issuing this policy. We believe these
benefits, although important, will be
insignificant economically.

Authority
The authority for this action is the

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended (16 U.S,C. 153r et seq.).

Policy for Evaluation of Conservation
Efforts When Making Listing Decisions

Policy Purpose

The Fish and Wildlife Service and
National Marine Fisheries Service
developed this policy to ensure
consistent and adequate evaluation of
formalized conservation efforts
(conservation efforts identified in
conservation agreements, conservation
plans, management plans, and similar
documents) when making listing
decisions under the Act. This policy
may also guide the development of
conservation efforts that sufficiently
improve a species' status so as to make
listing the species as threatened or
endangered unnecessary.

Definitions
"Adaptive management" is a method

for examining alternative strategies for
meeting measurable biological goals and
oblectives, and then, if necessary,
adjusting future conservation
management actions according to what
is learned.

"Agreements and plans" include
conservation agreements, conservation
plans, management plans, or similar
documents approved by Federal
agencies, State and local governments,
Tribal governments, businesses,
organizations, or individuals.

"Candidate species," as defined by
regulations at 50 CFR 424.02(b), means
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any species being considered for listing
as an endangered or a threatened
species, but not yet the subject of a
proposed rule. However, the FWS
includes as candidate species those
species for which the FWS has
sufficient information on file relative to
status and threats to support issuance of
proposed Ìisting rules. The NMFS
includes as candidate species those
species for which it has information
indicating that listing may be wa¡ranted,
but for which sufficient information to
support actual proposed listing rules
may be lacking. The term "candidate
species" used in this policy refers to
those species designated as candidates
bv either ofthe Services.

""Conservation efforts," for the
purpose ofthis policy, are specific
actions, activities, or programs designed
to eliminate or reduce threats or
otherwise improve the status of a
species. Conservation efforts may
involve restoration, enhancement,
maintenance, or protection of habitat;
reduction of mortality or injury; or other
beneficial actions.

"Formalized conservation efforts" are
conservation efforts identified in a
conservation agreement, conservation
plan, management plan, or similar
document. An agreement or plan may
contain numerous conservation efforts.

Policy Scope

When making listing decisions, the
Services will evaluate whether
formalized conservation efforts
contribute to making it unnecessary to
list a species, or to list a species as
threatened rather than endangered. This
policy applies to those formalized
conservation efforts that have not yet
been implemented or have been
implemented, but have not yet
demonstrated whether they are effective
at the time of a listing decision. We will
make this evaluation based on the
certainty of implementing the
conservation effort and the certainty
that the effort will be effective. This
policy identifies the criteria we will use
to help determine the certainty of
implementation an d effectiveness.
Listing decisions covered by the policy
include findings on petitions to list
species, and decisions on whether to
assign candidate status, remove
candidate status, issue proposed listing
rules, and finalize or withdraw
proposed listing rules. This policy
applies to formalized conservation
efforts developed with or without a
specific intent to influence a listing
decision and with or without the
involvement of the Services.

Section a(a)(1) ofthe Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (16

U.S.C. 1533(a)(1)), states that we must
determine whether a species is
threatened or endangered because of
any of the following five factors:(A) the
present or threatened destruction,
modification, or curtailment of its
habitat or range; (B) overutilization for
commercial, recreational, scientific, or
educational purposes; (C) disease or
predation; (D) the inadequacy of
existing regulatory mechanisms; or (E)
other natural or manmade factors
affecting its continued existence.

Although this language focuses on
impacts negatively affecting a species,
section 4(bX1XA) requires us also to
"tak[e] into account those efforts, if any,
being made by any State or foreign
nation, or any political subdivision of a
State or foreign nation, to protect such
species, whether by predator cont¡ol,
protection ofhabitat and food supply, or
other conservation practices, within any
area under its jurisdiction, or on the
high seas." Read together, sections
+(a)(r) and 4(bX1)(A), as reflected in our
regulations at 50 CFR 424.1,1,(Ð, require
us to take into account any State or local
Iaws, regulations, ordinances, programs,
or other specific conservation measures
that either positively or negatively affect
a species' status (i.e., measures that
create, exacerbate, reduce, or remove
threats identified through the section
a(a)(1) analysis). The manner in which
the section 4(a)(1) factors are framed
supports this conclusion. Factor (D) for
example-ldquo;the inadequacy of
existing regulatory mechanisms "-
indicates that overall we might find
existing regulatory mechanisms
adequate to justify a determination not
to list a species.

Factor (E) in section +(a)(r) (any
"manmade factors affecting lthe
species'l continued existence") requires
us to consider the pertinent laws,
regulations, programs, and other
specific actions of any entity that either
positively or negatively affect the
species. Thus, the analysis outlined in
section + of the Act requires us to
consider the conservation efforts of not
only State and foreign governments but
also ofFederal agencies, Tribal
governments, businesses, organizations,
or individuals that positively affect the
species' status.

While conservation efforts are often
informal, such as when a property
owner implements conservation
measures for a species simply because
of concern for the species or interest in
protecting its habitat, and without any
specific intent to affect a listing
decision, conservation efforts are often
formalized in conservation agreements,
conservation plans, management plans,
or similar documents. The development

and implementation of such agreements
and plans has been an effective
mechanism for conserving declining
species and has, in some instances,
made listing unnecessary. These efforts
are consistent with the Act's finding
that "encouraging the States and other
interested parties * * * to develop and
maintain conservation programs * * *

is a key * * * to better safeguarding, for
the benefit of all citizens, the Nation's
heritage in fish, wildlife, and plants"
(16 U.S.C. 1531 (aX5)).

In some situations, a listing decision
must be made before all formalized
conservation efforts have been
implemented or before an effort has
demonstrated effectiveness, We may
determine that a formalized
conservation effort that has not yet been
implemented has reduced or removed a
threat to a species when we have
sufficient certainty that the effort will be
implemented and will be effective.

Determining whether a species meets
the definition ofthreatened or
endangered requires us to analyze a
species' risk of extinction. Central to
this risk analysis is an assessment of the
status of the species (i.e., is it in decline
or at risk of decline and at what rate is
the decline or risk of decline) and
consideration of the likelihood that
current or future conditions or actions
will promote (see section 4[bX1XA)) or
threaten a species' persistence. This
determination requires us to make a
prediction about the future persistence
ofa species, including consideration of
both future negative and positive effects
of anticipated human actions. The
language of the Act supports this
approach. The definitions for both
"endangered species" and "threatened
species" connote future condition,
which indicates that consideration of
whether a species should be listed
depends in part on identification and
evaluation of future actions that will
reduce or remove, as well as create or
exacerbate, threats to the species. The
first factor in section 4(aXr)-"the
present or threatened destruction,
modification, or cu¡tailment of [the
species'l habitat or range"-identifies
how analysis ofboth current actions
affecting a species' habitat or range and
those actions that are sufficiently certain
to occur in the future and affect a
species' habitat or range are necessa-ry to
assess a species' status. However, future
Federal, State, local, or private actions
that affect a species are not limited to
actions that will affect a species' habitat
or range. Congress did not intend for us
to consider future actions affecting a
species' habitat or range, yet ignore
future actions that will influence
overutilization, disease, predation,
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regulatory mechanisms, or other natural
or manmade factors. Therefore, we
construe Congress' intent, as reflected
by the language of the Act, to require us
to consider both current actions that
affect a species' status and sufficiently
certain future actions-either positive or
negative-that affect a species' status.
As part of our assessment of future
conditions, we will determine whether
a formalized conservation effort that has
yet to be implemented or has recently
been implemented but has yet to show
effectiveness provides a high level of
certainty that the effort will be
implemented and/or effective and
results in the elimination or adequate
reduction of the threats.

For example, if a state recently
designed and approved a program to
eliminate collection of a reptile being
considered for listing, we must assess
how this program affects the status of
the species. Since the program was just
designed, an implementation and
effectiveness record may not yet exist.
Therefore, we must evaluate the
Iikelihood, or certainty, that it will be
implemented and effective, using
evidence such as the State's ability to
enforce new regulations, educate the
public, monitor compliance, and
monitor the effects of the program on
the species. Consequently, we would
determine that the program reduces the
threat of overutilization of the species
through collecting if we found sufficient
certainty that the program would be
implemented and effective.

In another example, a state could have
a voluntary incentive program for
protection and restoration of riparian
habitat that includes providing
technical and financial assistance for
fencing to exclude livestock. Since the
state has already implemented the
program, the state does not need to
provide certainty that it will be
implemented. If the program was only
recently implemented and no record of
the effects ofthe program on the
species' status existed, we would
evaluate the effectiveness ofthis
voluntary program at the time of our
listing decision. To assess the
effectiveness, we would evaluate the
level of participation (e.g,, number of
participating landowners or number of
stream-miles fenced), the length of time
of the commitment by landowners, and
whether the program reduces the threats
on the species. We would determine
that the program reduces the threat of
habitat loss and degradation if we find
sufficient certainty that the program is
effective.

In addition, we will consider the
estimated length of time that it will take
for a formalized conservation effort to

produce a positive effect on the species.
In some cases, the nature, severity, and/
or imminence of threats to a species
may be such that a formalized
conservation effort cannot be expected
to produce results quickly enough to
make listing unnecessary since we must
determine at the time of the listing
decision that the conservation effort has
improved the status of lhe species.

Federal agencies, Tribal governments,
state and local governments, businesses,
organizations, or individuals
contemplating development of an
agreement or plan should be aware that,
because the Act mandates specific
timeframes for making listing decisions,
we cannot delay the listing process to
allow additional time to complete the
development of an agreement or plan.
Nevertheless, we encourage the
development of agreements and plans
even if they will not be completed prior
to a final listing decision. Such an
agreement or plan could serve as the
foundation for a special rule under
section  (d) of the Act, which would
establish only those prohibitions
necessary and advisable for the
conservation of a threatened species, or
for a recovery plan, and could lead to
earlier recovery and delisting.

This policy provides us guidance for
evaluating the certainty of
implementation and effectiveness of
formalized conservation efforts. This
policy is not intended to provide
guidance for determining the specific
level of conservation (e.9., number of
populations or individuals) or the types
of conservation efforts (e.g., habitat
restoration, Iocal regulatory
mechanisms) specifically needed to
make listing particular species
unnecessily and does not provide
guidance for determining when parties
should enter into agreements, We do
encourage early coordination in
conservation measures to prevent the
species from meeting the definition of
endangered or threatened.

If we make a decision not to list a
species or to Ìist the species as
threatened rather than endangered
based in part on the contributions of a
formalized conservation effort, we will
track the status ofthe effort including
the progress of implementation and
effectiveness of the conservation effort.
If any of the following occurs: (1) a
failure to implement the conservation
effort in accordance with the
implementation schedule; (2) a failure
to achieve objectives; (3) a failure to
modify the conservation effort to
adequately address an increase in the
severity of a threat or to address other
new information on threats; or (4) we
receive any other new information

indicating a possible change in the
status of the species, then we will
reevaluate the status ofthe species and
consider whether initiating the listing
process is necessary. Initiating the
listing process may consist of
designating the species as a candidate
species and assigning a listing priority,
issuing a proposed rule to list, issuing
a proposed rule to reclassify, or issuing
an emergency listing rule. In some
cases, even if the parties fully
implement all of the conservation efforts
outlined in a particular agreement or
plan, we may still need to list the
species. For example, this may occur if
conservation efforts only cover a portion
of a species' range wher-e the speiies
needed to be conserved, or a particular
threat to a species was not anticipated
or addressed at all, or not adequately
addressed, in the agreement or plan.

Evaluation Cùterio
Conservation agreements,

conservation plans, management plans,
and similar documents generally
identify numerous conservation efforts
(i.e., actions, activities, or programs) to
benefit the species. In determining
whether a formalized conservation effort
contributes to forming a basis for not
listing a species, or for listing a species
as threatened rather than endangered,
we must evaluate whether the
conservation effort improves the status
of the species under the Act. Two
factors are key in that evaluation: (1) for
those efforts yet to be implemented, the
certainty that the conservation effort
will be implemented and (Z) for those
efforts that have not yet demonstrated
effectiveness, the certainty that the
conservation effort will be effective.
Because the certainty of implementation
and effectiveness of formalized
conservation efforts may vary, we will
evaluate each effort individually and
use the following criteria to direct our
analysis.

A. The ceftainty that the consert¡ation
effort will be implemented:

1. The conservation effort, the
party(ies) to the agreement or plan that
will implement the effort, and the
staffing, funding level, funding source,
and other resources necessary to
implement the effort are identified. 2.
The legal authority of the party(ies) to
the agreement or plan to implement the
formalized conservation effort, and the
commitment to proceed with the
conservation effort are described.g. The
Iegal procedural requirements (e.g.
environmental review) necessary to
implement the effort are described, and
information is provided indicating that
fulfillment of these requirements does
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not preclude commitment to the effort.
4. Authorizations (e.g., permits,
Iandowner permission) necessary to
implement the conservation effort are
identified, and a high level of certainty
is provided that the party(ies) to the
agreement or plan that will implement
the effort will obtain these
authorizations. 5. The type and level of
voluntary participation (e.g., number of
landowners allowing entry to their land,
or number of participants agreeing to
change timber management practices
and acreage involved) necessary to
implement the conservation effort is
identified, and a high level of certainty
is provided that the party(ies) to the
agreement or plan that will implement
the conservation effort will obtain that
level ofvoluntary participation (e.g., an
explanation of how incentives to be
provided will result in the necessary
level of voluntary participation). 6.
Regulatory mechanisms (e.g., laws,
regulations, ordinances) necessary to
implement the conservation effort are in
place. 7. A high level of certainty is
provided that the party(ies) to the
agreement or plan that will implement
the conservation effort will obtain the
necessary funding. 8. An
impìementation schedule (including
incremental completion dates) for the
conservation effort is provided. s. The
conservation agreement or plan that
includes the conservation effort is
approved by all parties to the agreement
or plan.

B. The certainty that the consewation
effort wilÌ be effective:

1. The nature and extent ofthreats
being addressed by the conservation
effort are described, and how the
conservation effort reduces the threats is
described. 2. Explicit incremental
objectives for the conservation effort
and dates for achieving them are stated.
3. The steps necessary to implement the
conservation effort are identified in
detail. 4. Quantifiable, scientificalìy
valid parameters that will demonstrate
achievement of obiectives, and
standards for these parameters by which
progress will be measured, are
identified. 5. Provisions for monitoring
and reporting progress on
implementation (based on compliance
with the implementation schedule) a¡d
effectiveness (based on evaluation of
quantifiable parameters) of the
conservation effort are provided.6.
Principles of adaptive management a-re

incornorated.
Thåse criteria should not be

considered comprehensive evaluation
criteria. The certainty of
implementation and effectiveness of a
formalized conservation effort may also

depend on species-specific, habitat-
specifi c, location-specific, and effort-
specific factors. We will consider all
appropriate factors in evaluating
formalized conservation efforts. The
specific circumstances will also
determine the amount of information
necessary to satisfy these criteria.

To consider that a formalized
conservation effort(s) contributes to
forming a basis for not listing a species
or listing a species as threatened rather
than endangered, we must find that the
conservation effort is sufficiently certain
to be implemented and effective so as to
have cont¡ibuted to the elimination or
adequate reduction of one o¡ more
threats to the species identified through
the section +(a)(r) analysis. The
elimination or adequate reduction of
section 4(a)(1) threats may lead to a
determination that the species does not
meet the definition of thieatened or
endangered, or is threatened rather than
endangered. An agreement or plan may
contain numerous conservation efforts,
not all of which a¡e sufficiently certain
to be implemented and effective. Those
conservation efforts that are not
sufficiently certain to be implemented
and effective cannot contribute to a
determination that listing is
unnecessary or a determination to list as
threatene d rather than endangered.
Regardless ofthe adoption ofa
conservation agreement or plan,
however, if the best available scientific
and commercial data indicate that the
species meets the definition of
"endangered species" o¡ "threatened
species" on the day ofthe listing
decision, then we must proceed with
appropriate rule-making activity under
section 4 of the Act.

Dated: September 16, 2002.

Steve Williams,
Director, Fish and Wildlife Service.

December 23,2OOZ.

William T. Hogarth,
A ssistant A d m inistator for Fi s heùe s,

Notional Marine Fis heries S eruice s.

IFR Doc. 03-7364 Filed 3-27-03; 8:45 aml

510-22-5

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

50 CFR Part 679

[Docket No. 02121230È230641; l.D.
0324034I

Fisheries of the Exclusive Economic
Zone Off Alaska; Pollock in Statistical
Area 610 of the Gulf of Alaska

AcENcY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Modification of a closure.

SUMMARY: NMFS is reopening directed
fishing for pollock in Statistical Area
610 of the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) for z¿
hours. This action is necessary to fully
use the B season allowance of the total
allowable catch (TAC) of pollock
specified for Statistical Area 610.
DATEST Effective 1200 hrs, Alaska local
time (A.l.t.), March 26, 2003, through
12oo hrs, A.l.t., March 27,2oo3.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Mary Furune ss, 9O7 -5 86-7 228.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFoRMATIoH: NMFS
manages the groundfish fishery in the
GOA exclusive economic zone
according to the Fishery Management
Plan for Groundfish of the Gulf of
Alaska (FMP) prepared by the North
Pacific Fishery Management Council
under authority of the Magnuson-
Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. Regulations governing
fishing by U.S. vessels in accordance
with the FMP appear at subpart H of 50
CFR part 600 and 50 CFR part 679.

NMFS closed the B season directed
fishery for poÌlock in Statistical Area
610 of the GOA under S 679.20(dxlXiii)
on March 19, 2oo3 (68 FR 1,3857, March
21.,2OO3).

NMFS has determined that,
approximately 986 mt of pollock remain
in the B season directed fishing
allowance. Therefore, in accordance
with 67e.25(aX2Xi)(C) and (aX2Xiii)(D),
and to fully utilize the B season
allowance of pollock TAC specified for
Statistical Area 610, NMFS is
terminating the previous closure and is
reopening directed fishing for pollock in
Statistical Area 610 of the GOA. In
accordance with S 679.20(d)(rXiii), the
Regional Administrator finds that this
directed fishing allowance will be
reached after 24 hours. Consequently,
NMFS is prohibiting directed fishing for
pollock in Statistical Area 610 ofthe
GOA effective 1200 hrs, A.l.t., March zz,
2003.
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(siphateles bicolor snyderi

= Gila bicolor snyderil
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[Species photo
to come]

Legal Status

State: Endangered, Fully
Protected

Federal: Endangered (50 FR

3L592-3I597)
Critical Habitat: Designated on August 5, 1985 (50 FR 31592-31597)
Recovery Planning: Owens Basin Wetland and Aquatic Species
Recovery Plan, Inyo and Mono Counties (USFWS 1998)
Notes: The S-year review for this species IUSFWS 2009) found that
threats that were present when the Owens tui chub was listed are
still present with new threats identified. The recovery priority
number assigned was 3, which indicates the taxon is a subspecies
that faces a high degree of threat and has a high potential for
recovery (USFWS 2009).

Taxonomy

The Owens tui chub (Siphateles bícolor snyderi') is a member of the
minnow family (CyprinídaeJ, It was described in L973 as a subspecies
of tui chub endemic to the Owens Basin fMiller 1973') as Gila bicolor
snyderi. Simons and Mayden [1998) published a paper addressing the
classification of the North America genera of Cyprinidae and, based on
ribonucleic acid sequences, restored Siphateles from a subgenus to a

full genus. The California Department of Fish and Game ICDFG)
currently includes the species under the genus Siphateles (CDFG

201,I), and the U,S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) proposes the
taxonomic change from G. b. snyderi to S. b. snyderi IUSFWS 2009).
This taxonomic change will not affect its federal listing status.

It is morphologically similar to the Mohave tui chub (5. b. mohavensis)

and Lahontan tui chub (S. b. obesus).It is distinguished from its closest

relative, the Lahontan tui chub, by scales with a weakly developed or
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Distribution
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General

The Owens tui chub is endemic to the Owens Basin [Owens Valley,
Round Valley, and Long Valley) of Inyo and Mono counties, California
(usFWS 1ee8J.

Distribution and Occurrences within the Plan Area

Historicol

Early fish collections in the Owens Basin documented Owens tui chub in
Owens Lake, several sites along the Owens River from Long Valley to
Lone Pine, tributary streams near the Owens River in Long Valley and
Owens Valley, Fish Slough, and irrigation ditches and ponds near Bishop,
Big Pine, and Lone Pine [Miller 1973; USFWS 2009). Although there is
only one record for Owens tui chub in the Plan Area from before 1990 in
the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) [Figure SP-F4; Dudek
zOtL), the scattered distribution of these localities and the ease with
which researchers captured fish suggest that Owens tui chub were

absent basal shield, lateral and apical radii that number 13 to 29, the
structure of its pharymgeal arches, the number of anal fin rays, gill-raker
counts of 10 to t4,and 52 to 53 lateral line scales [Miller 1973). Dorsal
and lateral coloration varies from bronze to dusþ green, grading to
silver or white on the belly. The species may reach a total length of 12
inches. The Owens tui chub evolved in the Owens River watershed with
only three other smaller species of fishes, Owens pupfish (Cyprinodon

radiosus), Owens speckled dace (Rhlnichthys osculus ssp.), and Owens
sucker (C ato sto mu s fu m eiv e ntr i s) IUS FWS 20 09).

Based on recent genetic research, Chen et al. (2007) proposed that the
Cabin Bar Ranch population is a separate lineage-the Toikona tui
chub lineage-from the Owens tui chub lineage. They do not propose
making a formal taxonomic split from the Owens tui chub until more
information becomes available,

Descriptions of the species' physical characteristics can be found in
USFWS (1998) and USFWS [2009).
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common and occupied all valley floor wetlands near the Owens River in
Inyo and Mono counties IUSFWS 2004).

Recent

Currentl¡ genetically pure Owens tui chub is limited to six isolated
sites in the Owens Basin: Hot Creek Headwaters (AB Spring and CD

Spring], Little Hot Creek Pond, Upper Owens Gorge, Mule Spring
White Mountain Research Station [operated by the University of
California), and Sotcher Lake, the last of which is outside the historical
range of the species in Madera County (USFWS 2009). Howeve¡ there
are only three recent occurrence records documented in the CNDDB

database [Figure SP-F4; Dudek 201,Ð.ln L987, Owens tui chub were
found occupying irrigation ditches and a spring at Cabin Bar Ranch on
the southwest shore of Owens Dry Lake, and became known as the
Cabin Bar Ranch population (USFWS 2009). Predation from
introduced largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) and bluegill
sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus), and failure to maintain adequate
water quality and quantity, extirpated the Cabin Bar Ranch population
of Owens tui chub in 2003 IUSFWS 2009). However, prior to
extirpation, 24 individuals were placed in an artificial pond and
moved to Mule Spring in 1990; all extant fish of this group descend
from this transplant [Chen et al. 2007). The Plan Area includes the
former Cabin Bar Ranch population and the Mule Spring population
(see Figure SP-F4). USFWS [1998J has proposed three conservation
areas within the Plan Area: Mule Spring, Black Roch and Southern
Owens (the Cabin Bar Ranch population was found on the southwest
shore of Owens Dry Lake).

Natural History

Habitat Requirements

The Owens tui chub occurs in low-velocity waters with well-
developed beds of aquatic plants, rocks, and undercut banks with
bottoms of gravel (Leunda et al. 2005; Moyle 2002). Dense âquatic
vegetative cover is likely important to Owens tui chubs for predator
avoidance, reproduction, water velocity displacemen! and feeding
(McEwan t989, as cited in Geologica 2003; McEwan 1991J. Plant
species observed in occupied habitat at the Hot Creek Headwaters
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population include watercress (Nasturtium offtcinale), water fern
(Azolla filiculoídes), duckweed (Lemna sp.), pondweed (Potamogeton

sp.), aquatic buttercup (Ranunculus aquatilrs), and elodea (Elodea
canadensis) (McEwan L99L). McEwan (L991) provides details of the
habitat structure at the Hot Creek Headwaters population, where
plants cover approximately 50o/o to 75o/o of the stream surface area.

The plants typically grow out from the sides in the main channel,
forming dense beds along the stream margins that delineate a small
chute of swift-flowing water in the center of the channel. In the
backwater areas with zero water velocities, vegetation covers nearly
'J,00o/o of the surface area. There is a limited die-off of vegetation beds
during the winter, but most of the beds persist due to the thermal
characteristics of the headsprings.

Water temperature within occupied habitat varies to a great degree

fas summarized in Geologica [2003]). It can be fairly constant at
spring sites [14-18C 157 -64"F]), hotter at hot springs (27-25'C [70-
77"Ff), and cooler in a river (36-78'F [2-25"C]) (Geologica 2003).
Within occupied habitat where measurements exist, pH ranges from
6.6 to 8.9 [McEwan 1989; Geologica 2003), dissolved oxygen varies
from 5 to 9,3 milligrams /llter (Malengo L999; Geologica 2003), and
alkalinity varies from 68.0 to 88,4 parts per million [McEwan 1-989).

The Owens tui chub is restricted to six total populations, five of which
are within the historical range of the species. 0f these five
populations, three [Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond, and
Upper Owens Gorge) are located in small, isolated, man-altered
portions of these waterways. The other two populations [Mule Spring
and White Mountain Research. Station) exist in manmade ponds at
upland sites with water supplied by artificial methods. A detailed
account of the habitat at each of the extant populations can be found
in the S-year review IUSFWS 2009).
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Table 1. Habitat Associations for Owens Tui Chub

Supporting
lnformation

Low-velocity
waters with
well-developed
beds of aquatic
vegetation,
rocks, and
undercut banks

Sources: USFWS 2009; Leunda et al. 2005; McEwan 1991, Geologica 2003.

Foraging Requirements

The results of a gut content analysis indicate that Owens tui chub is an
opportunistic omnivore that utilizes a wide variety of food items

[McEwan L99L). Aquatic vegetation is especially important as it
provides forage and habitat for aquatic invertebrates, the main food
item of the Owens tui chub [McEwan 1989, as cited in Geologica 2003;
McEwan 1991). Specific food items that appear to be of importance
include chironomids, larvae of two species of hydroptillid caddisfly,
other aquatic invertebrates, plant material, and detritus [McEwan
1991). There is evidence that the diet varies seasonally at the Hot
Creek Headwaters (McEwan I99t); the dominant items in Owens tui
chub diet there are chironomid larvae and algae in spring, chironomid
larvae in summer, hydroptillid caddisflies in fall, and chironomid
larvae in winter [McEwan t99I). Owens tui chubs feed mainly by
gleaning and grazing among submerged vegetation (Geologica 2003).

Reproduction

Sexual maturity in Owens tui chub appears dependent on the
microhabitat. For example, sexual maturity in springs with constant
water temperature has been recorded at 2 years for females and L

year for males, in comparison to more varied temperatures where
males and females reach sexual maturity at2 years [McEwan ].990, as

cited in USFWS 2009). In general, tui chubs congregate from later
winter to early summer to spawn over aquatic vegetation or gravel
substrates fKimsey L954, as cited in Geologica 2003). More

Land Cover
Type

[and
Cover

Use
Habitat Habitat
Designation Parameters

Low-velocity
waters

Breedi Primary
ng/fora
ging

Direct
observation
studies
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Breeding XXXXX

Sources: USFWS L998, 2009.

SpatialActivity

The dispersal, home range, and migratory patterns of Owens tui chub
are not well understood. Many of the locations where they are
currently found are completely isolated from other populations. Tui
chubs congregate from late winter to early summer to spawn over
aquatic vegetation or gravel substrates IUSFWS 2009). Chen et al,

(2007) have determined that the Owens tui chub lineage is more
genetically distinct from the Cabin Bar Ranch population (the Toikona
tui chub lineage) than the Lahontan tui chub, which may represent
independent lines of evolution [i.e., no dispersal). Morphology,
swimming ability, and behavior all suggest the species is not adapted to
movement through rapid waters (Moyle 2002). Therefore, movement
of this species likely requires the presence of vegetation beds so that
high-velocity areas are encountered only briefly. fenkins (1,990, as cited

specificall¡ McEwan ('J.990, as cited in USFWS 2009), recorded
spawning from late winter to early summer at spring habitats, and
from spring to early summer in riverine and lacustrine or lake-like
habitats. Spawning appears to be triggered by day length and
warming water temperatures [McEwan ].989, L990, as cited in USFWS

2OO9). With the adhesive quality of the eggs, spawning usually occurs
over gravel substrate or aquatic vegetation (USFWS 2009). Multiple
spawning bouts during the breeding season are likely fMoyle 2002),
and females may produce large numbers of eggs at each bout

[Geologica 2003). Embryos hatch in 3 to 6 days [Moyle 2002), and
may be influenced by water temperature, with eggs hatching earlier in
warmer water fCooper L978, as cited in USFWS 2009). Larvae remain
near aquatic plants after hatching [Moyle 2002). Growth during the
first summer is rapid and slows at maturity, usually in the second to
fourth year (Moyle 2002).

Table 2.Key Seasonal Periods for Owens Tui Chub

¡
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in Geologica 2003) observed no Owens tui chub in the Owens River
Gorge within riffle habitat. Dispersal of other species of tui chub has
been inferred using gene flow, where unidirectional dispersal and
bidirectional inter-basin gene flow have been recorded (Chen 2006). In
addition, daily migrations have been observed for tui chub in large,
deep lakes during summer, whereas they move between deep water
during the day and shallow water during the night fMoyle 2002).

Ecological Relationships

Owens tui chub were once common and occupied all valley floor
wetlands near the Owens River in Inyo and Mono counties. Since that
time, predaceous non-native fishes, extensive development of water
resources, and interbreeding with Lahontan tui chub has resulted in
population decline and habitat loss.

Currently, the major threat to the species is introgression with
Lahontan tui chub (Chen eTal.2007), The Owens tui chub is reliant on
slow-moving freshwater habitats that provide food and cover, but that
are free ofnon-native aquatic predators and other tui chub subspecies
and hybrids. It requires aquatic vegetation for cover, foraging, and
spawning, as well as gravel substrates for spawning. If one or more of
these elements are absen! it can be quickly extirpated from a location.

Population Status and Trends

DUDEf(

¡eF

Global: Critically imperiled (NatureServe 20LL)
State: Same as above
Within Plan Area: Same as above

Since its listing in 1985, three new populations of Owens tui chub
have been established, bringing the current number to six. Four of
these populations are in small, manmade or man-altered waters, and
one is outside the historical range of the species at an artificial lake

[Sotcher Lake). USFWS [2009J recommends that a Recovery Prioriry
Number of 3 be assigned to Owens tui chub, which indicates that the
taxon is a subspecies that faces a high degree ofthreat and has a high
potential for recovery. The threats that were present when the Owens
tui chub was listed are still present with new threats identified
(usFWS 2009).
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Threats and Environmental Stressors

USWFS (2009) provides a detailed explanation of the threats to
Owens tui chub, which are summarized here. Currentl¡ the major
threat to the species is introgression (i.e, hybridization) with
Lahontan tui chub (Chen et al. 2007), which has resulted in
extirpation throughout most of its range (USFWS 2009).ln 1973, the
Lahontan tui chub was introduced as baitfish into many of the streams
in the Owens Basin, Historically, the Owens tui chub and Lahontan tui
chub were isolated from each other, but now hybridization has been
documented for populations in Mono County-at Hot Creek
(downstream from the hatchery), Mammoth Creeh Twin Lakes-
Mammoth, June Lake, and Owens River Upper Gorge Tailbay. In Inyo
County, hybridization has been documented at AL Drain, C2 Ditch, and
McNally Canal (Madoz et al. 2005, as cited in USFWS 2009; Chen 2006,
as cited in USFWS 2009J. If the barriers that are acting to isolate the
Owens tui chub populations from Lahontan tui chub become
permeable, this could result in the loss of genetically pure populations
of Owens tui chubs at Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond,
and the Upper Owens Gorge. In addition, the opportunities to
establish new populations of Owens tui chub in the Owens Basin are
limited by the presence of hybrids in the Owens River and its
tributaries. Currently, the only viable locations for establishing the
Owens tui chub are isolated springs or the headwaters of streams
with downstream barriers to upstream movement of Lahontan tui
chubs or hybrids.

USFWS (50 FR 31,592-3L597) identified extensive habitat destruction
and modification as threats to the Owens tui chub, and this is current
as of today. Currently, Owens Basin water is in high demand that is
expected to increase, which would reduce the overall availability of
surface waters. The survival of two populations [White Mountain
Research Station and Mule SpringJ is dependent upon the continual
maintenance of the artificial water supply and assurance of adequate
water quality. The Upper Owens Gorge population is a pool created by
a beaver dam that is eroding which is slowly reducing the lacustrine
habitat for Owens tui chubs,

Submerged aquatic vegetation is a key habitat requirement for the
Owens tui chub, but not with large amounts of emergent vegetation
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because it may provide cover for nonnative predators of Owens tui
chubs, such as bullfrogs and crayfish (Procambarus sp.). At the spring
sites [Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond, and Mule Spring),
emergent vegetation [e.g., cattail) have reduced and altered the
aquatic habitat, and routine removal of emergent vegetation is
required. The Mule Spring and White Mountain Research Station
populations require routine management of water quantity and water
quality. The environment that the Upper Owens Gorge population
inhabits has been severely altered by the construction of a dam, with
no mechanism to manage adequate releases of water downstream of
the dam.

Since listing, evidence of disease has been observed in some
populations of the Owens tui chub (USFWS 2009).In AB Spring at Hot
Creek Headwaters, Bogan et al. (2002, as cited in USFWS 2009) found
evidence of infection in six of the seven Owens tui chubs that were
collected for genetic analysis. Since disease has been identified in
Owens tui chubs, it is considered a threat. However, the magnitude of
this threat is unknown IUSFWS 2009).

The final listing rule [50 FR 31592-31597) identified predation by
introduced non-native fish as a major threat to the Owens tui chub.
Predation by non-native largemouth bass and brown trout is thought to
have eliminated Owens tui chubs from much of their historical range in
the Owens River [Chen and May 2003), and it is believed that non-native
fish flargemouth bass and bluegill sunfish) played a role in extirpating
the Cabin Bar Ranch population [Chen et al. 2007). Mosquito fish
(Gambusio a|frnß) may also present a threat as they are known to prey
on small individuals of Mohave tui chub [Archdeacon 2007, as cited in
USFWS 2009). At Mule Spring, bullfrogs are present and probably prey
on Owens tui chubs, as they are known to prey on other subspecies of tui
chubs [Parmenter 2009, as cited in USFWS 2009).

The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms is considered a

threat at this time by USFWS (2009), largely due to unregulated
actions that could overdraft the aquifer in the Owens Valley
Groundwater Basin area, which may result in reduced or no water
flow to existing isolated springs and headwater springs of streams in
the Owens Basin. The issue stems from the fact that the aquifer in the
Owens Basin has not been adjudicated and its use is not regulated.
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Any reduction in flow from springs in the Owens Basin would result in
further reductions of habitat quality and quantity for the Owens tui
chub at springs and tributaries of the Owens River.

Currentl¡ Owens tui chub populations are small, between 100 and
L0,000 individuals; therefore, random events that may cause high
mortality or decreased reproduction could readily eliminate an entire
population, which would have a significant effect on the viability of
Owens tui chub populations. Furthermore, because the number of
populations is small (six) and each is vulnerable to this threat, the risk
of extinction is exacerbated IUSFWS 2009). The 0wens tui chub has
experienced population loss from environmental stochastic events
and will likely do so in the future, For example, the Cabin Bar Ranch
population was lost because of an apparent failure to maintain
adequate water quality and quantity and the introduction of non-
native predators. Another example is the disappearance of Owens tui
chub from the Owens Valley Native Fishes Sanctuary (Fish Slough).
Reasons for the loss of this population are not known, but the small,
isolated nature of this population likely contributed to their
extirpation (USFWS 2009).

In small populations, such as the Owens tui chub, there are a number
of factors that may reduce the amount of genetic diversity retained
within populations and may increase the chance that deleterious
recessive genes are expressed. Loss of diversity could limit the
species' ability to adapt to future environmental changes and
contributes to inbreeding depression [i,e., loss of reproductive fitness
and vigor) IUSFWS 2009). Deleterious recessive genes could reduce
the viability and reproductive success of individuals. Isolation of the
six remaining populations, preventing any natural genetic exchange,
will lead to a decrease in genetic diversity.

Conservation and Management Activities

The recovery plan IUSFWS 1998) provides a detailed account of
management goals that need to be successfully implemented in order
for the species to be delisted:
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Establish multiple, self-sustaining populations of Owens tui chubs

throughout much of the historical range of the species in six
identified conservation areas;

Ensure these populations are self-sustaining;

Ensure that each population contains juvenile and three additional
age classes, and that the biomass of Owens tui chubs exceed the
biomass of deleterious, non-native aquatic predatory species, which
would demonstrate successful recruitment and minimal predation
on smaller Owens tui chubs by non-native aquatic species;

Reduce competition with non-native aquatic species;

Increase the ability to conserve and protect aquatic habitats;

Implement measures to prevent hybridization with introduced
Lahontan tui chubs;

To the extent possible, reduce the probability of the loss of Owens

tui chub populations from stochastic events; and

Complete an approved management plan and implementing
agreementthat address water quantity and groundwater management

with the land managers.

These recovery plan criteria do not address threats from disease;

catastrophic events that may affect the Owens Basin; demographic,
genetic, or environmental stochasticity; or climate change. The recovery
plan identifies no recovery criteria for the Toikona lineage, as the
occurrence of this lineage was unknown when the recovery plan was
approved. The S-year review (USFWS 2009) finds that none of these

management goals has either not been achieved or can't be evaluated.

Data Characterization

The distribution of and threats to Owens tui chub are sufficiently well
known to allow coverage of this species in the Desert Renewable
Energy Conservation Plan. Missing pieces of information on this
species include the lack of understanding of the Toikona Iineage as far
as origin, genetics, and ecophysiology [Chen et al.2007). Additionally,
the lack of management plans at each of the six existing populations
has resulted in less than ideal protections for the species and a poor
understanding of the population dynamics, A reintroduction plan with
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a specific genetic distribution of the current populations is also

needed, Considering the degree of known introgression between
Lahontan and Owens tui chub [Chen et al. 2007), data on the
distribution of genetically pure Owens tui chub and existing barriers
is key.

Management and Monitoring Considerat¡ons
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The Plan Area includes the former Cabin Bar Ranch population and the
Mule Spring population, as well as three proposed conservation areas:

Mule Spring Black Roch and Southern Owens Dry Lake. The genetically

important and distinct Toikona lineage that occurs in the Plan Area
descended from a total of 24 founders from Cabin Bar Ranch and its
extant population is confined to two diminutive artificial ponds at Mule
Spring fChen et aL.2007). Chen et al. (2007) have determined that the
Owens tui chub lineage is more genetically distinct from the Toikona
lineage than the Lahontan tui chub, which illustrates the genetic

importance of the Toikona lineage. They have also determined that the
Toikona lineage is suffering from low genetic variation that may be a
consequence of founder effects. Specific management within the Plan

Area may include development of a management plan specific to the
Mule Spring population. The management plan should propose

methods to secure the conservation and the management of water
quantity, water quality, habitat, and aquatic predators at the existing
occupied ponds at Mule Spring. It should also illustrate in detail how to
create new populations for the Toikona lineage, as well as increase

effective population size. This detail should include a specific
standardized genetic protocol. Candidate conservation areas to be

evaluated within the Plan Area for new Toikona lineage populations
may include Black Roch Southern Owens Dry Lake, and other areas at
Mule Spring. Evaluation criteria may include the presence of suitable
habitat and the absence of predators and the Lahontan tui chub and
their hybrids. Because so little is knov¡n about the Toikona lineage,

additional studies and research should be proposed, such as origin,
genetics, and ecophysiology.
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Predicted Species Distribution in Plan Area

Species model summary and results will be provided following
model development.
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ABSTRACT

Changes in surficial thermal features and land-surface
elevations can accompany development of geothermal
rese¡voirs. Such changes have been documented to varying
extents at geothermal fields in the Westem United States,
including Long Valley caldera, Coso Hot Springs, and
Amadee Hot Springs in Califomia, and Steamboat Springs,
Beowawe, Dixie Valley, and Brady Hot Springs in Nevada.
The best-documented cases are for the Casa Diablo area in
Long Valley caldera, California and for Steamboat Springs,
Nevada where hydrologic monitoring programs have
delineated some combination of declines in thermal-water
discharge, increases in fumarolic steam discharge, and
subsidence. At other areas noted above, similar types of
changes have occurred but existing monitoring programs do
not permit the same level of analysis of cause-and-effect
relationships between such su¡ficial changes and contributing
factors.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most respects, geothermal energy offers considerable
advantages over other forms of electrical and direct-use
energy development in terms of minimizing adve¡se
environmental effects. However, exploitable geothermal
reservoirs are commonly associated with surficial thermal
features such as hot springs and fumaroles, and some level of
change in such feafures can be expected to accompany
subsu¡face pressure changes associated with the production
and injection of reservoi¡ fluids. Geothermal reservoir
pressure and temperature declines can also result in
subsidence ofthe land surface. Perhaps the best-documented
examples are fiom the Wairakei and Broadlands geothermal
fields in New Zealand (Allis, 1981; Glover et al., 1996).

Most areas of existing or potential geothermal development in
the Vy'estern United States include natural thermal features
such as hot springs, geysers, spring-fed thermal pools, and

steam-heated features such as fuma¡oles and hot pools. The
extent that these features may be impacted by geothermal
development depends on many facto¡s, including both the
properties of the subsurface and the details of the
development (production and injection) scheme. The
hydrologic and mechanical properties of the subsurface are
usually not sufficiently known before development begins to
predict the dist¡ibution and magnitude of surficial changes.
Ideally, a hydrologic monitoring program should be in
operation before and during development in order to delineate
changes from both natu¡al and man-made influences. For a

variety of institutional, economic, and engineering ¡easons,
this ideal is rarely met. Even when monitoring dala are
available, it is often difficult to quantify the relative effects of
different factors that can influence surficial conditions, e.g.

GBOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGES IN SURFICIAL FEATURES:
EXAMPLES FROM THE WESTERN UNITED STATES

Michael L. Soreyl
rU.S. Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, California 94025

variations in precipitation and groundwater recharge,
pumpage of groundwater aquifers, and crustal unrest
(earthquakes and deformation).

The following list (see Figure I for locations) includes areas

for which some degree of documentation exists for changes in
surficial thermal features and land-surface elevations,
followed by references to background information.

o Amadee Hot Springs, Califomia: Land subsidence
(Unpublished consultant's reports available fiom Lassen

County Planning Department and Califomia Division of
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources)

¡ Beowawe, Nevada: Cessation of geyser discharge
(Layman, 1984; Faulder et a1.,1997)

. Brady Hot Springs, Nevada: Cessation of hot-spring
discharge and onset of boiling and steam upflow fiom
shallow aquifers (Garside and Schilling, 1979)

o Coso Hot Springs, California: Increased activity of steam-
heated features (Combs and Rotstein, 1975; Moore and
Austin, 1983)

¡ Dixie Valley, Nevada: Increased activity of steam-heated
features and subsidence (Benoit, 1997; Bergfe'ld et al.,
r ee8)

o LonB Va1ley caldera, Califomia: Increased steam discharge
in the weil field, decreased thermal-water discharge at sites
downstream from the well field, and subsidence (Sorey
and Fanar, 1998)

o Steamboat Springs, Nevada: Cessation ofgeyser discharge
(Sorey and Colvard, I 992)

In this paper, we describe the hydrologic monitoring program
and the evidence for changes in surficial features associated
with ongoing geothermal development in the Casa Diablo
area of Long Valley caldera. We also compare and contrast
the Long Valley development experience with that at
Steamboat Springs, Nevada, and comment on situations at the
other development areas listed above.

2, LONG VALLEY CALDERA, CALIFORNIA

2.1 Geothermal Development

The geothermal system in Long Valley involves upflow from
a source reservoir in the west moat of the caldera and late¡al
outflow ofthermal \/ater in a generally rvest to east direction
(Sorey et al., 1991). Reservoir temperatures range from
214"C beneath the west moat, to 170"C at Casa Diablo, and
1l0oC near Hot Creek gorge in the east moat ofthe caldera
(Figure 2). Hot springs discharge primarily within Hot Creek
gorge. Geothermal development cunently consists of three
binary power plants on a combination of private and public
lands located at Casa Diablo. The plants produce a total of
about 40 MW fiom wells that tap the shallow, 170'C,
reservoir at depths of -150 m. Plant MP-l has been in
continuous operation since 1985; plants MP-2 and PLES-I
began operations in 1991. In this single-phase, closed system,
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cooled geothermal wate¡ at -80'C is reinjected in the well
field at depths of about 600 m. Total flow rate through the
plants is about 900 kg/s.

Inadvertent leaks ofisobutane working fluid into the injection
wells at Casa Diablo have provided a useful chemical tracer
within the geothermal system. Isobutane has been detected in
fumaroles at and near Casa Diablo and in the Hot Bubbling
Pool 5 km to the east. Fluo¡escein tracer tests and isobutane
data indicate that less than l0%o of the fluid injected at Casa

Diablo moves into the production zone. Instead, most of it
flows away from the well field within the injection reservoir.
The appearance of isobutane at distant thermal features,
however, indicates a higher degree of connection between
these two zones outside the well field.

2.2 Hydrologic Monitoring Program

The Long Valley area, which includes the resort town of
Mammoth Lakes, has numerous features of geologic,
hydrologic, and recreational significance. Concems over
possible impacts of geothermal and water-resources
developments on surficial thermal features led to
establishment of the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory
Committee (LVHAC) in 1987. LVHAC membership includes
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service,
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Mono County, Califomia
State Department of Fish and Game, Mammoth Community'Water District, geothermal developers, and various
environmental organizations. As described by Farrar and
Lyster (1990), the purpose of the LVHAC was to implement a

hydrologic monitoring program focused on early detection of
changes in surficial features that could be influenced by
water-resource developments within the caldera. The LVHAC
provides information to permitting agencies on such changes
and recommends mitigation altematives for specific
development projects. The committee is advisory and as such
its recommendations do not create legal obligations. The
USGS, as a non-voting member of the LVHAC, is responsible
for collecting and compiling hydrologic monitoring data, and
has on occasion been requested to prepare interpretive reports
based on these data.

In addition to the hydrologic monitoring program conducted
by the USGS, each resource developer is required to monitor
conditions in and around their well fields. Thermal and
nonthermal subcommittees of the LVHAC meet with specific
developers to discuss both public and proprietary monitoring
and development data and interpretive analyses of such
information. Findings and/or recommendations are conveyed
to the LVHAC. Experience has shown that this full and open
disclosure and discussion of public and proprietary
monitoring data has allowed a more complete understanding
of changes accompanying development and promoted an

attitude of trust that has helped to avoid litigation. One
example of this process is the planning and completion of a

numerical model of the response of the geothermal field to
development. The modeling was funded by the developer and
carried out by one of its consultants, but input and review
were sought from members of the thermal subcommittee.

The LVHAC monitoring program includes thermal springs
east of Casa Diablo (Figure 2), streamflow measurement sites
along Mammoth and Hot Creek, and both thermal and
nonthermal wells (e.g. CHl0B, and M-14, respectively).

Areas of environmental concern include thermal springs at the
Hot Creek Fish Hatchery and in Hot Creek gorge. The
Hatchery springs discharge at a composite temperature near
16oC, considered optimum for hout-¡earing operations.
These springs contain a small (-5%) component of thermal
water. Springs in Hot Creek gorge discharge at temperatures
up to boiling (93"C), and provide a popular envi¡onment for
bathing in heated creek water.

2.3 Changes in Surficial Features

Geothermal development at Casa Diablo has ¡esulted in
declines in reservoir pressure and temperatu¡e over the 1985-
1998 period. As exemplified by data from observation well
65-32 on the edge of the well field (Figure 3), a cumulative
pressure change of 0.1 Mpa between 1985 and 1990 was
followed by an additional drop of 0.25 Mpa during l99l in
response to increased production and deepening of injection
u/ells. Between 1991 and 1999, reservoir pressures have
declined by about 0.1 Mpa, for a total decline of 0.45 Mpa
(4.5 bars). The reduction in ¡eservoi¡ temperature amounts to
l0-15'C, compared with localized reductions of -80"C in the
deeper injection zone. Boiling conditions in the heated
groundwater system above the production reservoir have
resulted in significant steam occurrences at and near the land
surface, including fumaroles occupfng former hot-spring
vents, steam collecting beneath building foundations, and
steam flowing upward through the roots oftrees.

Data from the USGS monitoring program outside the Casa
Diablo a¡ea (Sorey and Far,ar, 1998a, b) show cessation of
spring flow at Colton Spring (2 km east ofCasa Diablo) and
declines in water level in Hot Bubbling Pool (HBP, 5 km east
of Casa Diablo). The water-level record for thermal well
CW-3 adjacent to HBP correlates with the pressure record
Íiom well 65-32, indicating that the 0.25 Mpa pressure
decline in the well field in 1991 (equivalent to a water-level
drop of 25 m) caused a drop of 1.2 m in water level at this
distance.

At the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery, chemical-flux measurements
show that the thermal-water component in the springs has

declined by some 30-40% since 1990. However,
temperatures in the Hatchery springs have changed mainly in
response to variations in the nonthermal component caused by
seasonal and annual variations ìn groundwater recharge. The
apparent lack of observable response in spring tempe¡ature
accompanfng the decline in thermal-water component
suggests a moderating influence of conductive heating from
rocks within and adjacent to the shallow flow zone containing
a mixtu¡e of thermal and nonthermal fluids.

Total thermal-water discharge at Hot Creek gorge is
calculated from chemical flux measu¡ements at gaging sites
on Hot Creek upstream and downstream fiom the thermal
springs. Within a measurement error of -15%, no decrease in
thermal-water flow has been detected over the 1988-1998
period and the presence of isobutane has not been detected in
the gorge springs. It appears Ílom this that the cur¡ent 1evel
of geothermal development has not caused detectible
hydrologic changes beyond distances of about 5 km fiom the
well field.

Leveling data collected along Highway 395 show subsidences
in the vicinity of Casa Diablo beginning in 1986,
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superimposed on a general pattern ofuplift that began in 1980
in response to crustal unrest (Sorey and Farrar, 1998; Sorey et
a1., 1995). Since 1988, benchmarks at Casa Diablo have
subsided approximately 25 cm relative to benchmarks on the
resu¡gent dome, which have risen approximately 20 cm. This
perhaps represents a unique situation in that subsidence
induced by geothermal fluid withdrawal has allowed the
actual land surface elevation to remain relatively constant,
while inter¡nittent ittrusive activity has cause significant
upliÍì ofthe surrounding region.

3. STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, NEVADA

3.1 Geothermal Development

The geothermal system beneath the Steamboat Hills, located
about midway between Reno and Carson C'ity, Nevada, is
currently being developed by two well fields and associated
power plants (Figure 4). To the south, the higher-temperature
Caithness Power Incorporated (CP! development involves
single-stage steam flash and ¡esidual liquid injection. To the
north, the lower-temperature Far West Capital (FWC) project
involves production and injection of pressurized single-phase
liquid and binary power plant conversion. Electrical
production totals about 15 MW at the CPI plant and 85-90%
ofproduced fluids are reinjected north ofthe production well
field. The generating capacity of the FWC plants totals about
40 MW and l00Vo of produced fluids are reinjected in wells
adjacent to the production well field.

Between the two development areas is a silica tenace through
which hot springs and geysers discharged until 1987, when
sustained testing of geothermal wells began and water levels
in the spring vents began falling (Sorey and Colvard, 1992;
Collar and Huntley, 1990; Collar, 1990). Analyses of
available hydrologic and geochemical data have led various
authors to conclude that a single, interconnected, geothermal
system exists in the Steamboat Springs area (Sorey and
Colvard, 1992; Mariner and Janik, 1995, and White, 1968).
Hot water flows upward beneath the Steamboat Hills and then
laterally towa¡d the north and northeast. In addition to the
main terrace described above, the ultimate point of discharge
of thermal wate¡ under pre-development conditions was
Steamboat Creek.

3.2 Hydrologic Monitoring Program

Regulation and monitoring activities at Steamboat have
tended to be more complex and difficult to pursue than at
Long Valley. Although there a¡e multiple regulatory
jurisdictions involved at each area, the absence of an entity
such as the LVHAC at Steamboat has made it more difficult
to conduct adequate monitoring and to provide forinterpretive
studies of changes associated with development. This
situation still exists today, in spite ofthe fact that part ofthe
silica terrace and adjacent areas to the west were designated
an A¡ea of Critical Environmental Concem by the Bureau of
Land Management (Sorey and Colvard, 1992).

Each developer has been responsible for monitoring
conditions in and around their well field. A set of wells d¡il1ed
for testing and monitoring exists in the FWC well field; in the
CPI well field wells drilled for stratigraphic information are
monitored. A network of wells drilled into the nonthermal

Sorey

groundwater system surrounding the Steamboat Hills is
included in the monitoring program canied out by FWC.

3.3 Changes in Surficial Features

Data on pressure changes in the developed well fields are
eithe¡ not publicly available or are difhcult to interp¡et.
Pressures declines in both helds appear to be minimal (-0.05
Mpa, or 0.5 bars). This indicates high reservoir transmissivity
and pressure support from injection wells. Indeed, tracer tests
at the FWC show that most of the injected water ¡emains
within the well field (Rose et a\., 1999). This is in contrast to
the situation at Long Valley described above.

By the time monitoring programs began in earnest in 1986,
the geysers and springs we¡e in decline and by 1987, liquid
discharge on the maìn terrace had stopped. Monitoring of
water levels in some spring vents continued through 1989,
when water levels in the silica-lined spring conduits fell
beyond the reach of measuring equipment. Two
measurements were also made in 1989-1990 of thermal-water
discharge in Steamboat Creek, using chloride flux techniques,
for comparison with simila¡ estimates made in the 1950-1960
period (Sorey and Colvard, 1992). These data suggest
declines in total discharge ofabout 40%.

The analysis by Sorey and Colvard (1992) concluded that
declines in hot-spring activity and thermal-water discharge at
Steamboat Springs resulted from a combination of (1)
successive years of below-normal precipitation and
groundwater recharge. (2) groundwater pumpage in the South
Truckee Meadows (north of the Steamboat Hills), and (3)
geothermal fluid production. lt was not possible at that time
to adequately determine the ¡elative impacts of each factor.
However, precipitation has retumed to normal o¡ above-
normal levels since I 994 and monitoring records show that
groundwater levels have risen significantly since that time and
are now at nearly the same levels as in the late 1980's.
Although no recent measu¡ements have been attempted of
water levels in the spring vents on the main terrace, there is
no evidence of any renewed spring flow.

4. OTHER AREAS OF
DEVELOPMENT

GEOTHERMAL

The scale and type of geothermal development at other noted
areas in the Westem United States vary widely, ranging from
a small binary-electric power plant supplied by two
production wells and no injection wells at Amadee Hot
Springs in northeastem California to the -250 Mwe steam-
flash power plants at Coso Hot Springs in eastem Califomia
(Figure 1). In all but one case, all or most of the development
area and surficial thermal features are privately owned. The
exception is the Coso Hot springs area south of Long Valley
in eastern Califomia, where most of the land under
development is part of the federally operated China Lake
Naval Weapons Center. Thermal features at Coso Hot
Springs, located adjacent to the well field, are traditionally
utilized by local Native Americans. Environmental
agreements between the Navy, the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, and Native American organizations call for
mitigation in the event that geothermal development causes
changes that negatively effect future use for religious and
ceremonial purposes (Bureau of Land Management, 1980).
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In cases where geothermal reservoirs and associated surficial
thermal features are on privately owned land, regulations
goveming geothermal development are usually specified by
state or county agencies, rather than federal agencies.

Monitoring p¡ograms may not include observations of thermal
features, so that information about changes in thermal features

or land elevations is usually anecdotal or unpublished and

often not sufficiently detailed to provide adequate

documentation of cause-and-effect relations. Even when
thermal features are on public lands, hydrologic monitoring
may be deemed unnecessary where expected changes in
thermal features or land-surface elevations are judged a-priori
to be either mitigatable or insignificant.

A common aspect ofchanges induced by development ofhot-
water reservoirs is the reduction ofliquid discharge in springs
and geysers and the increase in steam discharge in fumaroles
and other steam-heated features. Available information
indicates that such changes have occurred at Long Valley,
Steamboat, Beowawe, Amadee Hot Springs, and B¡ady Hot
Springs, while at Coso Hot Springs and Dixie Valley naturally
occurring steam discharge has increased during development.
At Amadee Hot Springs, Brady Hot Springs, Dixie Valley,
and Long Valley, reductions in reservoir pressure have also

induced significant levels of land subsidence and ground
cracking. As pointed out previously, documentation ofsuch
changes and determinations ofthe influence ofvarious factors
on the thermal features is adequate only for Long Valley. At
Beowawe and Steamboat Springs, reductions and cessation of
geyser activity accompanied the pre-development testing of
production wells in the 1970's, at a time when monitoring
efforts were inadequate. Some of the previously cited
references contain information on thermal feafures at the
"other" areas of geothermal development discussed in this
section; additional pertinent references are listed below:

oBeowawe: Zoback (1979); White (1998); Layman (1984);

Olmsted and Rush (1987)
.Brady Hot Springs: Ettinger and Brugman (1992); Hanill

(1970), Osterling (1969); Olmsted et al. (1975)
¡ Coso Hot Springs: Monahan and Condon (l99la,b);

Erskine and Loþen (1989); Fournier et al. (1980); Foumier
and Thompson (1 982)

rDixie Valley: Williams etal. (1997); Waibel (1987)

5. CONCLUSIONS

Changes in surficial thermal featu¡es and land elevations
accompanying geothermal development should be viewed as

the rule, rather than the exception. This follows from the
nature of geothermal reservoirs within flow systems that
commonly include discharge offluids at the land surface. In
the absence of fluid injection in locations proximal to such

discharge areas, reductions in reservoir pressure will cause

some degree of reduction in fluid upflow feeding the thermal
features. Natural geyser activity should be expected to be
most sensitive to such changes because of the unique
combination of processes and characteristics typically
required for geyser discharge. Where hot fluids occur at

relatively shallow depths, either within a developed reservoir
or in the overlying groundwater system, pressure reduction
can also induce boiling conditions that ¡esult in increases in
steam discharge at the land surface.

Factors other than pressure reductions in geothermal
reservoirs can influence the temperature and flow rate of
surficial thermal features. Information gained from hydrologic
monitoring in and around the developed well fields, both
during and prior to the development period, can allow
quantification of the timing and magnitude of cause-and-
effect relations between various factors that affect surficial
thermal discharge and guide attempts to mitigate any adverse

impacts caused by development.
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Figure l. Locations of some geothermal fields where development has been associated with changes in thermal features and/or land

subsidence.

Figure 2. Map of Long Valley caldera showing various geologic and cultural features, and key sites in the hydrologic monitoring program

directedby the LongValley Hydrologic Advisory Committee.
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Figure 3. Pressure history in observation w ell 65-32,located on the edge of the geothermal well field at Casa Diablo, and periods of operation

of three geolhermal power plants.

Figure 4. Map of the Steamboat Hills and surrounding region showing approximate wellfreld areas for the Caithness Power. Incorporated
(CPI) and Far West Capital (FWC) geothermal developments, locations of most of the production and injection wells, some of the vents on
the main silica terrace that formerly included active hot springs and geysers, and the outline of the Area of Critical Environmental Concem
(ACEC) desi gnated by the Bureau of Land Marlagement.
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Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee
Hydrologic Monitoring Data
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GROUND.WATER LEVELS

Dallv Mean Water Levels

Hydrograph for well CH-1 08.
Hydrograph for well LV-19.

FISH HATCHERY DATA - 1988 through 2011

Measured Vatues for: sites FHAB, FHCD. FH23

Discharge - Daily mean values
Water temperature - Daily mean values

Calculated Values

Thermal water discharge estimatre - AB and CD
Thermal water as percent - AB and CD
Total and thermal water discharge - AB and CD combined

HOT CREEK DATA

Hot Creek flume daily mean discharge 1983 through 2011
Graph of estimated thermal water discharge 1988 through 201 1

PRECIPITATION

Precipitation measured at Mammoth Ranger Station 1982 through 201 1

Precipitation by months
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Hot Creek Flume Discharge
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PRECIPITATION AT MAMMOTH LAKES, CA
Calendar Years 1982 to 2011
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Precipitation at Mammoth Lakes, CA
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for W.ater Resources Investigations
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Form 9-1366
(oct,2ü15)

U.S. Department of the lnterior
U.S. Geological Survey

Joint Funding Agreement

Cu¡tomrr tl:

Agreemecrt #:

Proþct f:
TIN I;
Fb(ed Cort
Agrermrnt

Pagc I of2

Paoe 1 of 2
6000000956

12WScA19200

9S{n5661

iüìY"" i-t¡o
FOR

WATER RESOU RCES INVESTIGATIONS

THIS AGREËMENT ls entered into as of the 1st day of November, 2011, by the U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, party of the first part, and the MONO
COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, party of the second pañ.

1- The parties hereto agree hat subject to availability of appropriations and ln accordance with their
respective authorities there shall be maintained in cooperatíon for the cooperative water resources
investigations in the Mono County Economic Development Department area, herein called the program.

The USGS legal authority is 43 USG 36G;43 USC 50; and 43 USC 50b.

2. The following amounts shall be contributed to cover all of the cost of the necessary field and analytical
work dlrectly related to thls program. 2(b) indudes lrrKind Services in the amount of $0.

by the party of the first part during the period
(a) $0.00

(b) $73,000.00

November 1,2011 to October 31,2012

by the party of the second part during the period
November'1,2011 to October 31,2012

usGS DUNS rS 1761-38857

(c) Additional or reduced amounts by eacfi party during the above perlod or succeeding periods as
may be determined by mutual agreement and set forth in an exchange of letters between the
parties.

(d) The performance period may be changed by mufual agreement and set forth in an exchange of
letters between the parties.

3. The costs of this pmgram may be paid by either party in conformity with the laws and regulatlons
respectively goveming each party.

4. The fìeld and analytical work pertaining to this program shall be under the direction of or subject to
periodic review by an authorized representative of the par$ of the first part,

5. The areas to be included in the program shall be determined by mutual agreement between the parlies
hereto or their authorized representatives. The methods employed in the field and ofüce shall be those
adopted by the party of the first part to insure the required standards of accuracy subject to modification
by mutual agreement,

6. During the course of this program, all field and analytical work of either par$ pertaining to this program
shall be open to the inspection of the other party, and if the work is not being carried on in a mutually
satisfactory manner, either party may termlnate this agreement upon 60 days written notice tro the other
party,

7. The original records resulting from this program will be deposited in the office of otigin of those records.
Upon request, copies of the original records will be provided to the office of the other party.

I

,

f

htþs://gsvaresa0l.er.usgs.govAilebforms/9-1366R.nsflc2b886045170c623852571330054c... 11/ll20l1
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o"t"l/¡t/ava

Director, USGS California Water
Science Center

Date Date

Date By Date

PageZ of2

Page2of 2

Cu¡tomer #: 6000m0956
Agrêêmênt# t2wscÀrgzoo

Form 9-1366
continued

U.S. DepaÉment of the Interior
U,S, GeologlcalSurvey

Joint Fundlng Agreement Prcjrct#:

Trìr #: 9560fI5661

L The maps, records, or reports resulting from this program shall be made available to the public as
prompüy as possible. The mâps, records, or reports normally will be publíshed by the party of the first part.
However, the party of the second part reserves the right to publish the results of this program and, if
already published by the party of the first part shall, upon request, be fumished by the party of the frst
part, at costs, impre*slons suitable for purposes of reproduction similar to that for which the original copy
was prepâred. The maps, recods, or reports published by elther party shall contain a statement of the
cooperative relations between the parties,

S. USGS will issue billings utilizing Deparüment of the lnterior Bill for Collection (form DF1040). Billing
docurnents are to be rendered quarterlv. Payments of bills are due within 60 days afrer the billing date, lf
not paid by the due date, interest will be charged at the current Treasury rate for each 30 day period, or
portion thereof, that the payment is delayed beyond the due date. (31 USG 3717; Comptroller General File
B-212222, August 23, 1983).

Name:
Address:

Telephone:
Email:

U.S. Geologlcal Survey
Unlted States

Department of the lnterior

USGS Point of Gontact

Tammy Seubert
6000 J Street, Placer Hall
Sacramento, CA 95819-6129
(916) 278-3040
tseubert@usgs.gov

Siqnaturcs

MONO COUNTY ECONOÍYIIG DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT

Gustomer Point of Gontac't

Name: DanielL. Lyster, Dlrector
Address: Post Office Box2415

Mammoth Lakss, California 93546
Telephone:
Emall:

o*"1_lj 4L

By
Narne
Title:

Name:
Title:

By

By
Name:
Title:

Name:
Title:

¿
Eríc G Reichar

htþs://gsvaresaOl.er.usgs.govAMebfonns/9-1366R.nsfic2b886045170c623852571330054c... 1l/Il20ll
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Former Mono County Zoning Ordinance
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Titlc 19

ZONINGI

Chaptcrs:

f9,00 Inhoductory hovisions

19.01 Definitioru

19.02 Designatlon of Zoning Districts

19.03 GeneralProvisions - ftM)M\L gTANÈAf/i)S

19,04 R-L District-Rural Living

19.05 A District-Agriculture

19.06 R-M-IIDishict-RuralMobilehome
19,07 R-RDistrict-RuralResidenüal

19.08 S-f'-R Dishict-Single-Family Residential - Wc;t R- i

19.09 M-F-RDistrict-Multiple-FamilyResidential

19.10 A-IIDistrict-AlfordableHousing
l9.ll C-RDist¡ict-{oncentratedResort

19.12 C.NDistrictJ{eighborhood Commercial

19.f3 CDistrict-4ener¡lCommercial
19.15 C'SDistrict-ServiceCommercial

19.16 I-P District-Indusûial Park

19.17 I Distrlct-Industrial
19.1E O-A District--Open Area

19.19 P-A District-Public Agency

1920 PIID Dishict-Planned Unit Development

l92l S-CDistrict-ScenicCombining

1922 EDistrict-EquestrianCombining
1923 M.C llistrictJVlanufacturedHousingCombining

l92S tr'-PDistrict-FloodplainCombining

1926 Fi¡e Safe Regulations

r Editor's Note: The Zoning aod Development Code of Mono County was adopæd
by Ord. 865204 and amcnded by Ords. 8G522, 8652GE, 87-52GE, 8?-520-F aud
88-52GF, Cerøin provìsioos origirally set out ir Otd. 397 ¿s ¡me¡ded by Ords.

7 3 - 435, 7 9-397 -R, 7 9 -197 -T, 8l-3 97, 8 1 -397-BB, 85-39-SS have beeo codihed ¡s
well.

343 (Moao Couoty Sup. 6)
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192:l Airport Approach Zoning

1928 Secondary flousing

1929 Parking Requiremcnfs

1930 Mobilehome Parks and Recreation Vehicle Parks

1931 ManufacturedllousingSubdivision

1932 Conversion of Existing Residential Facilities to

Other Uses

1933 Time-Sha¡e Projects

l9i4 Performance Standards

1935 Signs

1936 lÞsigr R,eúew Di¡trict

1937 Noticing Requirements

1938 Use Permits

1939 Variances

19.40 Uses Permitted Subject to Direcûor Review and

Approval

19.41 Amendments

19.42 Appeals

19.43 Nonconforming Uses

79.44 Enforcement

19.45 f)evelopment Agreements

79.46 Specific Plans

79.47 A-DDistrict-AirportDevelopment

19.50 E.ADistrict-Exclusive Agriculture

19.51 R.2District-DuplexResidential

79.52 R-3District-Multiple-FamilyResidential

19.53 G-PDistrict-GeneralPurpose

19.54 MFR, II District-Multifamily Residential' High

19.55 CL, M District-Commercial Lodging Moderate

19.56 CL, H District-Commercial Lodging' High

79.57 MU District-Mixed Use

1958 NHP District-Natural Habitat Protection

19.59 REDistrict-ResourceExtraction

19.60 Reclamation

I

t

(Mo¡o Counry Supp, ó) 344
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Chapter 19.00

TNTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

Sections:

19.00.010 Adoption.
19.00.020 Inhnt.
19.00.030 Authority for regulations.
19.00.0¿m Purpose.
19.00.050 Consistency.
19.00.060 Interpretation.
19.00.070 Restrictions.
19.00.0E0 Construction and def'rnition.
19-00.090 Title.

19.00.010 Adoption.
There is an adopted zoning and development code for

the county as provided by law. (Added by Supp. 1, 1991)

f 9.00.020 Intenl
The zoning and development code is intended to sewe

as a basis for all land use regulations adopæd by the county.
(Added by Supp. l. l99l)

19.00.030 Autbority for regulations.
The zoning and development code is adopæd pursuant

to the following authorify:
A. Local Ordinances and Regu.lations{alifornia

Constitutions, Article XI. Section 7.
B. Planning and Zoning Law, Califomia Government

Code, Title 7.

C. Mobilehome Par*s Act, CalifsniaHarlth and Safety
Code, Division 13, Part 2.1.

D. Airpcrt Appooches Zoning I-aw, Califmnia Govem-
ment Code, Title 5, Division l, Part l, Chapter 2, Article
6.5. (Added by Supp. 1, 1991)

19.00;040 Purpme.
A. The purpose of this ritle is:
l. To encourage, classify, designaæ, regulate, restrict

and segregate the highest and best location for, and use
of, buildings, strucn¡res, and land for agriculturc, housing,
commerce, trade, indusfy, water conservation or other
purposes in rppropriate places;

2. To regulate and limit the height and sizes of build-
ings and other structures hereafter designated, erected or
altered:

3. To regulate and determine the size of yards and
other open sp¡¡ces:

19,00.010

4. To regulate and limit the density of pop'letis¡' ¡14
5. To divide the unincorporated area of the county

ino districts of such number, shape and Í¡rea ¿¡s may be

deemed best suited to cârry out these regulations and
provide for this enforcement.

B. Fr¡fhern¡ore, such regulations arc deemed necessary
in order to:

l. Encourage the most appmpriate use of land;
2. To conserve and srabilize the value of property;
3. To provide adequaæ open spaces for light and air

and to prevent and fight ñres;
4. To prevent undue concentration of popularion;
5. To lessen congestion of streets;
6. To facilitaæ adequate provisions for community

utilities such as water, sewage, schools and other public
rcquirements; and

7. To promote the public hedth, safety and genera.l

welfa¡e. (Added by Supp. l. 1991)

19.00.050 Consisfency.
AII of the provisions of the zoning and developmenf

code and all of the provisions of the various area general
plans prepared therefrom. as well es, my land use autho-
rized by the zoning and developmenr code, shall be consis-
tent wilh the "Countywide General Plan." Consistency shall
mesn that the va¡ious land uses ruthorized by the zoning
and development code or the various area general plans
arc compatible with the goals, policies, implementation
me¿¡sures, land uses and prognrns specified in the
"Countywide General Plan." (Added by Supp. 1, l99l)

19.00.060 Interpretat¡on.
Unless otherwise provided, any ambiguity concerning

the content or application of the zoning and development
code stull be resolved by the planning commission. Further-
more, unless otlre¡wise provided, any ambiguiry concerning
the content and application of ùe various area general plans
shall be resolved by the planning commission. (Added
by Supp. l. 1991)

f9.00.070 Restrictions.
It is not intended by the zoning and development code

to interfere with or abrogate or annul any easement, cove-
nant or other agre€ment between p¡rties. Where tlre zoning
and development code imposes î greater rcstriction upon
the use ofbuilding or land. or upon the height of buildings,
or require s larger open sprces than are imposed or required
by other ordinances, rules, regulations or by easements,
covenanls or agreements, the provisions of the zoning rnd
developmenr code shall control. (Added by Supp. I, l99l)

l_- 344-l (Mono County Supp. l)
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19.00.080

19.00.0t0 Construction snd definit¡on.
For the purposs of carrying out the intent of this title,

words, phrases and Þrms shall be deemed to have the
meaning æcribed to them in Chapter 19.01. In consfuing
the provisions of this title, specific prrovisions shall super-
sede general provisions rel¡ating ¡o the same subþt (Added
by Supp. 1, 1991)

19.00.090 Title.
The ordinanco codified in this title (Chapærs 19.00

to 19.46) shall be known as the "Mono County ?-onng
and Development Code." (Added by Supp. I, 1991)

lr

l,l

ll
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Í
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(Mono Cor¡nty Supp. l) 34,/'-2
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19.59.0r0

Chapter 1959

RE DISTRICT-RESOURCE EXTRACTION

Sections:
1959.010 Purpme and intenL
19.59.020 Applicability.
1959.030 Criteria for applying the RE

1959.040
19.59.050

district zone.

Uses permitted.
Uses permittcd subject ûo

director review.
1959.060 Uses permitted subject to use

permit.
1959.070 Use permit requirements.
19.59.080 Project development-Phasing

requirements.
19.59.090 Amendments.
19.59.100 Development standards.
19.59.110 Reclam¡tion requirements.
1959.120 Financial assuranqes.
19.59.130 Inspectioru.
19.59.140 Administration.
1959.150 EnforcemenL

19.59.010 Purpæe and intenl
The intent of the resou¡ce ext¡acúon (RE) district is

to evaluate antj' if appropriate, pemril resource extraction
projects in a uranner that is consistenl with the provisions

of the Mono County general plan, applicable area plans,

and appliurble state and federal laws, such as the Surface

Mining and Reclamation Act o1 1975 (SMARA). The

rosource extraction (RE) disrict has been established to

protect the envimnment and allow for the conditional
development of on-site resor¡rces, including but not limit-
ed to, mineral resources, geothemnl resources, wind and

. solar energy resourcesr hydropower resources and timber
resources. (Ord. 94-02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

1959.020 Applicability.
The resource extraction (RE) dis¡ict may þ applied

only to areas with existing or proposed resource develop
ment activitiæ. The establishment of resource ext¡action
(RE) disricts is also inænded to encourage and facilitaæ
public awareness concerning the potential for resource

and energy-related extr¿ction activities in areas where

si gnihcan t resource deposits or energ y -related resources

have been identifted.
In compliance with general plan policies, mining

operations, geothemtal operations, small-scale hydroelec-

tric generation facilities, wind and solar energy generation

facilities and similar resou¡ce extraction activities may be

pennitted only in areas designated resoltrce managemetrt

and zoned resource exEaction. Within those area.s, all
resource development projects shall comply with the

provisions of this cbapter. (O1d.9l-02 $ 2 (part), 19%)

1959.030 Criteria for applying the RE district
zonè

In applying the RE disrict zone to a specific sit€, one

or more of the following criteria must be demonstrated

to tbe satisfaction of the couDfY:

A. An active resource development project currently
exists on the subjecü lands.

B. The project qualifres under the "vesting" provi-
sions as specified in the Califomia Surface Mining and

Reclamation Act (SMARA).
C. It has b€€n reasonably detemúned to the satisfac-

tion of the county thæ poæntiauy significant resources

exist on the lands under consideration. This deærniuarion
may be based on reports filed by aregistered profcssional

acceptable !o the county, and funded by the applicant, or

in the case of surface mining operations, on mineral land

classification reports fi-led in conjunction with SMARA.
D. In areas with conflicting resource values, it bas

been reasonably detemrined to the satisfaction of the

comty tbat tbe proposed resource development activily,
and tberefore the proposed RE dist¡ict, is the highest and

best use of tie land, and is in full compliance with the

general plan. (Ord. 94-U2 g 2 (put),1994)

1959.040 Uses permitted.
The following uses are permiued within ¡¡" RE dis-

trict, plus such other uses as the planning commission
finds to be similar and not more obnoxious or detrimental

to the public heålth, safety and welfare:
A. Geological, geochemical or geophysical mappiug,

suface sampling by hand of outcrops and soil, and activi'
ties which do not involvc exûensive excavation,

devegetaúon, or other potenti el I y significan I envi¡onmen-

tal effects:
B. Such other uses a^s the director rray determine to

be of an infrequent nature and whicb involve only minor
surface disturbances;

C. Residential uses are limited to carefaker units or
on-call employee housing æsociaæd with on-site resource

developrnent projects; such residential units shall be re-

moved during the final reclamation process. Residential

subdivisions or other types of p€rmanent residential

development âre not allowed;
D. Agriculurral uses tbat are compatible with the

resource ext¡action activity. (Ord.9+02 $ 2 (part)' 1994)

(MoDo Cou¡ty SuPp. 6) 34r',-r38
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1959.050 Uses permitted subject to dircctor
review.

The following uses may be peruritted subject to review

and approval by tbe direcor in conformance with the

di¡ector review process:

A. Excavations or grading conducted fø farming or

on-site construction for the purpos€ of rcsoring land

following a flood or naûral disasæç

B. Resource development activities involving the

prospecting for, or extraction of, minerals fo¡ çgmmercial
purposes and the removal of overburden in total amounts

of less than one thousand cubic yards in any one parcel

of one acre or less;

C. Resource development activities that do ûot in-
volve either the removal of more tban one thousand cubic
yards of mine¡als, ore or overburden; or involve more

than one acre in any one Parcel;
D. Surface mining operations that a¡e required by

federal law in order to protect a mining clain, if such

operations arc conducted solely for this purpose and in
compliance with applicable federal regulations which

adminisær the affecæd mined lands;

E. Such other surfac¿ mining operations as afe cåte'

gorically deærrrined by the Staæ Mining and Geology

Board to be exempt ftom the provisions of SMARA;
and/or those particular resource dcvelopment activities
with similar impacß that the county may determine to be

of inftequent nature and/or involve insignificiant amounß

of surface disu¡rbance. (Orù 9+02 S 2 (part), 1994)

1959.060 Uses permitûed subject to usc

permit
The following uses rn¿y be permitted subject to oÞ

taining a use permic in conformance with applicable
provisions of the county general plan anrl the Mono
County Code:

A. Surface mining operæions a^s del¡ned in SMARA;
B. Subsurface mining operations;
C. Exploring, drilling, processing, stockpiling and

ransporting of gas, oil and other hydrocarbons;
D. Exploring, driling and development of geothemul

fesources;
E. Construction and operation of geotherrtal power

plants, hydropower plants, and wind and solar power
plants;

F. Resale and wholesale disributing of materials
produced on site and accessory uses, including but not
limited to constructing and using rock cnrshing plants,

aggreg: te washing, screening and drying facilities and

equipment, ore reduction plants, asphalt and concrete

barching plants, and sforage of materials and macbinery

19.59.050

which is in use and utilize<l by the pemi[ed operation.

(Ord.9+02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

1959.ffi0 Use permit requirements.
A. Ftling.
1 submittal. An ap'plication for a use permit sball

be accompanied by the appropriate filing fee urd shall bc

submitted to th plånning department or energy maoage-

ment departmeût on forms provided by the applicable

deparmenr Applications must be complete.

2. Acceptance . fui application for a use permit shall

not be deemed complete or accepted for frling and the

processing time limits shall not begin to run until the

planning or en€rgy matragement department accepß the

application as complete.
B. Procedu¡e.
1. Use Perrrit Processing. Within thirty days after

receipt of a resource use perrrit application, the depart-

ment shall review the application and shall notify the

applicant or his designated representative, in writing'
concerning any application deficiencies.

a. Applications shall be deened complete' rmless the

applicant or his designaæd representative has be¿n noti-

hed in writing tbat the applicatiou is incomplete prior to

the expiration of the tbirty-day review period Accepance

of the application as complete shall no¡ constitute an

indication of project apProval.

b. Complete applicaúons sball be processed in acmr'
dance with the provisions of Chapær 19.38, Use Permits'

and for surfac¿ mining operations, with the applicable

provisions of SMARA.
2. Nonuse of Peruril In conformance with Chapær

19.38, Use Permits, failure to comnence diligent resource

development activities within one year subsequent to

pemrit issuance, or witbin the period deærmined by the

ptanning conrmission, shall¡ender the use permit nrrll and

void. Documentation that the operator bas made every

attempt to secure required permits at tbe staæ or federal

level but tbaL despite due diligence, tbe perrrits have not
yet b€en issued nay serve ûo stay this requirement.

C. Environment¿l Compliance. Permits shall be pro
cessed in accordance with CEQA, the Mono County

Envi¡or¡mental Handbook and general plan policies.

Common environmenf¿l documentation may be used for
the exploratory and development permit stages of a pro-
ject when consistent with CEQA.

Pemrits sball contain conditions wbich assure compli-
ance with CEQA and with applicable laws and regula-

tions of Mono County and ofher agencies with jurisdic-

tion.
D. Monitoring. In accordance with general plan

policies and CEQA requirements, when applicable' per-

34,4'-t39 (Mono Couoty Supp. ó)
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mits sbatl contain conditions for ongoing monitoring of
operauons.

The conservation/open space element contains moniûor-

ing requirements for geotbermal development, mineral
resource development and timber developmenl (Oñ.9+
02$2(part),1994)

1959.0E0 Project development-Phasing
requirements.

In compliance with general plan policies, geotbermal

projects shall be developed in a phased rnanner. In addi
tion to the pbasing requirements listed below, energy

resource exuaction projects shall comply with all phasing

requiremenu in the general plan (conscrvæion/open space

element, en€fgy resource policies).
A. Phasing of Geothermal Projects. Geothermal

development shall be subject to the following phased

permitting processl

l. The geothermal exploratron permit sball regulate
geothermal exploralion and reservoir characterizatron
activiúes. The primary pulpose of the exploratory phase

is to determine hydrologic, geologic and other relevant
cha¡acterisucs of tlre geothernal resource being consid-
ered for development. During the exploratory pbase, the
pemrittee shall develop sufhcient dâta to the satisfaction
of tbe county, to d€teÍnine whefher there is a geothermal
rosource adequâte to suståin the prcrposed development
project.

2. The geothermal developmentpermit sball regulate
geothermal developmenl operations, termination of oper-
ations, siæ reclamation, and rqserye monitoring. The
purpose of tbe development phase is to regulâte all gee
tbermal developmeng including the siting and constn¡c-
tion of facilities, conditions of ope ration, unintenanc¿ of
roads and equipmenf and to assu¡e the protection of the

envi¡onment.
B. Phasing of Other Resource Development Activi-

ties. Other resource development activities may be subject
Lo a phased pemútting process, depending on the nature
of the resource and its development (Ord- 94-02 S 2
(part), 1994)

1959.090 Amendments.
A. Minor Amendments to an Approved Reso¡.¡rce

Developnent Permit.
1. MinorAmendment Minor changes fo an approved

resource development pemit may be approved by the
planning department di¡ector or tbe energy management
di¡ector in accordance with tbe following provisions.

2. Processing: Requesß for approval of a minor
amendment shall be submitted on forms provided by tbe
planning department or energy rnånagement department,

along with tbe applicable fees. Within thirty days of
recnipl" of such a re4uesL the appropriate di¡ector shnll

determine wbether or not the application should be cou-

sidered a minor amendmenL The di¡ector shell ¿pp¡out

or deny the rcquest and notify tbe applicant in writing
within ten days of his decision. The decision of tbe direc-

tor as to whether or not Íhe request sbould be approved

or denied shall be final, unless an appeal is frled. Ifit is

determined tbat the reguest is not a minor amendment,

the request may be processed as a major artenfutenl
3. Requess for a minor amendment may be ap

proved only if the director is able to make all of the

following frndings:
a. The proposed change involves only minor changes

in the siting or operations of tbe project and will not
affect the basic characær or implementation of the permit.

b. No substantial adverse snyirsnmental damage,

either on-site or off-site, wíll result from the propos€d

change and thepropoæd change is consistent with adopt-
ed environmental determinations.

c. The proposed cbange will not be dehimentai to

the public health, safety and welfare and is compatible
with tbe objecúves and policies of the general plan and
applicable specific plans.

B. Major Amendments to an Approved Resou¡ce

Development Use Permit
l. Major Amendmetrfi Major anendmenß to ap

proved resource development use permits may be ap-
proved by the planning commission subject to the follow-
ing provisions.

2. hocessing: Applications for prop<lsed anend¡nents

shall be submitted on fomts provided by the planning

department or energy m.anagement deparment and shall
include such data as may be required to complete an

envi¡onmenfal assessmenl Applications shalt include the

required hling fee, and sball be noticed and scheduled for
public hearing before the planning commission in the

same rlanner as the original permit submiüal.

3. Amendments may be approved by the planning

commission only if all of the following findings can be

made:

a. Tbeproposed a¡nendments are neoessary or desir-

able o ¿$sure a more practical recovery of the resource

or to avoid multiple fuure distubances of surfâce land

or watefs.
b. No subsfånriaì adverse envi¡onmental danrage,

either on-site or off-site, will result from the proposed

change and that the proposed change is consistent with
adopted envirormental deærminations.

c. The security re4uired to be filed by the applicant
with the county is adequaæ or additional security bas

(Mo¡o Couoly Supp. ó) 34,/,-140
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been filed to gr¡Ílf:IntÉe compliance with the revised pemtil
d. The pemrit, as anende4 will continue ûo meet the

requirements of this chapter and will be conducted in
conformity with all applicable laws, ordinances and

regulations of all agencies with jurisdiction over the
resource development projecr

e. The approval of the amendment will not be detri-
mental ùo the public healtb, safety or welfa¡e and is
compatible with tbe objectives andpolicies of the general

plan, and applicable specific plans, the zoning and ap
proved end use of the siæ. (Ord.94-02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

19.59.100 Development standards.
The following minimum development strndards sball

apply to all projects in the resource extnction district
unless amended through the specific plan process. Other
standards or conditions identified during the use pernrit
process may also apply.

A. Lot Size ar¡d Disric¡ Are¿ The minimum lot size

and district area sball be forty acr€{r or a qurter, quarter

section, witb the exception of patent and/or hismrical
mining claims ar¡d "vested operations" whici shall be

cor¡side¡ed on a case-by-case basis. Minimum lot size and

disrict arca may bc reduced in conforma¡æe with the

development plæ or specific plan process.

B. Setbacks.

1. No processing equipment or facilities shall be

locaæd and no resource development shall occur within
the following minimum borizonal setbacks:

a. One hundred feet from any interior public street

or highway unless the public works director deærurines

that a lesser distance would be acceptable.
b. One hundred fe et away from any exterior property

line;
c. Five hundred feet from any adjacent private dwell-

ing, institution, school or other building or location used
for public assemblage;

d. No geothermal development located within the
Hot C¡eek buffer zone sball occur within five hmdred
feet on eitber side of a surfac¿ watercourse (as indicated
by a solid or broken blue line on U.S. Geological Suwey
7.5 or l5-minute series topographic maps).

2. No residential uses shall be located within the
following minimum horizon tal setbacks :

a. Fifty feot fmm any interior public street or higb-
way unless the public works di¡ector determines that a
lesser distanc¿ would be acceptable;

Fifry feet from any sxterior propeny line.
Visual Impacrs.

l. Siting. All resource development projccts shall be
sited, designed and operated to minimize impacts to the
surrounding visua,l environment, in conformance with

19.59.090

applicable provisions of the county's general plan and

tbis code. The conservatiot/open element contains poli-
cies relating to the siting of va¡ious types of energy

resource projects.
2. Screening. Screening shall be required for uses

which are contiguous to any residentinl or cosrsrercial
district or use, for uses in scenic highway corridors or
importan[ visual areas, and for uses wilh an identifred
significant visual impact. Screening may be achieved
tbrough the use of siting, landscaping, fencing, contour
grading, construct€d berms and/m other appropriatß
me:uures. If landscaping is chosen æ a metbod of
screening, a landscape plan sh¡ll be submitted as part of
tbe use pemrit application.

3. Lighting. Exterior lighting shall be shielded and
indi¡ect and shall be minimized to that necessary for
securiry and safety.

4. Maærials and Colors. Marerials for structures,
fencas, eæ. should ha¡monize with the natural su¡round-
ings, whenever possible. Materials sbould be nonreflec-
tive or sbould be painted with a rnatte hnish. Colors for
stflctures, fences, etc. should blend into the natural su¡-
roundings.

D. Erosion and Sediment Cont¡ol.
1. Siting. All resource development projecls sball be

sited designed and operated fo minimize erosion and
sediment transport, in conformance with applicable provi-
sions of the couûty's general plan, this code, and apptica-
ble staæ and federal regulations. The conservation/open
elemenf, energy resourco section, conhins policies relat-
ing to the siting of various types of energy resource
projects.

Siting should minimize impacß to tbe natu¡al land-
scape. Project design should encourage the joint use of
facilities wbenever possible in order to minimize distu¡-
bance io the natural environmenl Access and construcúon
roads should be loc¿ted so that na[ral feåurres are pre-
served and erosion is minimized.

Z. Site Disturbance. Ea¡thworh grading and vegeø- .

tive removal sball be minimized. Existing access roads
sball be utilized whenever possible. Constn¡ction of new
access roads, frontâge roads or driveways sball be avoid-
ed except where essential for health and safety. Earth-
work and grading shall be performed in accordance witb
Chapter 13.08 of this code.

3. Revegetation. Site distu¡bances shall be
revegetåted in confomrance with the reclam¿tion plan
developed pursuant to Chapter 19.60 of this code.

4. Drainage. Drainage facilities sball be constructed
and marntained in accordance with Cbapær 13.08 of this
code and with any applicable requirements of the

b.
C.

344-l4l (Mono Couoty Supp. ó)
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Labonøn regional water quality control board perøining
to waste discharge.

E. Cultural Resou¡ces. The applicant sball stop work
and notify appropriaæ agencies and offrcials if a¡chaeo
logical evidence is encountered during construction or
operations. No disûr¡bance ofan a¡cbaeological site sball
be permitted until such time as the applicant hi¡es a
qualified consultant and an appropri¿fe report is ltled with
the county planning deparfrrent which identiltes accÊpt-

able siæ mitigation measures, which sball then become

conditions of tbe use permit and the reclamation plan (if
applicable).

F. Noise- All resource development projects shall be
simd designed and operaæd ùo minimize noise impacts
to the surrounding environment, in confomlance with
applicable provisions ofthe county's general plan (noise

element) and Chapær 10.16 of this code.

G. Air Quality. All resou¡ce development projects

sball be designed and operated in compliance with all
requirements of the great basin unified air pollution
cont¡ol district and applicable provisions of the counry's
general plan.

H. Safety, Including Haza¡dous Matcrials andHaz-
a¡dous Waste. All prqects shall comply with applicable
safety sundards. Hazardous wasæ shall be maintained in
confr.¡nna¡lc¿ witl ùe Mono County gerteral plan (h¡z¿rfl-

ous waste matragement element) and the Mono County
integrated wa.ste management plan. (Ord. 94-02 Ë 2
(part), 1994)

1959.110 Reclamation requirements.
S[andâfds and procedures for the reclanation of re-

source development activities in Mono County are con-
talned in Chapter 19,60 of this code. All resource devel-
opment projecs must comply with Chapær 19.60 of this
code. Reclanation plans must be submitted as part of the

use pemrit applicåtion. (Ord.94-02 $ 2 (part), 1994)

19l9f20 Financial assurancres.
Fina¡rcial assurance requirements for the reclamation

of resource development activities in Mono County are

con[ained in Chapær 19.60 of this code. All resource
development projecs must comply with the financial
assur¿rncerequirement. (Otd.94-m $ 2 (part), 1994)

1959.130 Inspections.
A. Requirements. The use permit sball esf¿blish an

inspection schedule for compliance witi use permit con-
ditions. Inspections shall occur ât leåst once a year, but
may occur mo¡e often depending on the nanne of the
project. The inspection schedule rray cbange over the
lifetime of tbe project. The annual inspection for mining

operations shall coincide with the annual inspection

required by SMARA. Chapær 19,ó0 establishes an in-
spection schedule for reclanation plans. The required

inspections for compliance with use pemút conditions and

¡sçlemation plan requirements sbould coincide.
B. Procedu¡e. The operaior shall file a request for

annual inspection with the county compliance officer at
least once in each calendar year. Requests for annual
irnpections shall be accomoaniedby the appropriaæ |tling
fee.

The compliance officer shall inspect or caue to bc
inspecæd the site within thirty working days of receipt
of the application for inspection and the filing fee. Unless
othenrise agree( failue to inspect within tbirty wmking
day shall be deemed a finding tbat the fesor¡rce develop
ment operadon is in compliance with its use p€rniL (Ord.

94-02 $ 2 (pan),1994)

1959.140 Administration.
A. Appeals. Appeals of any decision resulting from

the requiremenß of this chapter måy be made in confor-
mance witb the provisions of Cbapær 19.42, Appeals.

B. Fees. Fees required in conjunction with the provi-
sions of this chapter sball be established fton :me to
time by the boa¡d of supervisors, (Ord. 94-02 $ 2 (part),

r994)

1959.150 Enforcemenl
A. EnforcemenL The provisions of this chapter shail

be enforced by the energy rnanagement depa¡tmenL the
planning department, and/or the county compliance offi-
cer or such other penons as may be designated by the

board of supervisors. Enforcement of the provisions
cont¿ined in this chapær shall be in accordance with
applicable provisions of this code.

B. Right of Enlry. rWhenever it becomes necessary

to inspect resource development activities as pmvided in
this chapær or b investigaæ complaints æsociated with
resource development activities or to monitor conditions
of approval ai måy be imposed on resource development
activities, reæonable access to the project site shall be

afforded by tbe operator in conformance with Cbapær
1.08 of this code. Authorized representatiyes of the coun-
ty, upon presentation of appropriaæ credentials, sball
have access to the siæ without advance notice. (Ord. 9rl-

0252 (part),1994)

(Mono County Supp. 6) 34/.-r42
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An Expert Panel Summ ary
Las Vegas, Nevada

May 30 - 31, 2002

P@,terlliüia[l iËruvür,orurnoet¡¡'úarËl eortrsec¡unerdcee oii iÞullst! Sur'¡¡apnessa¡'r¡ils

Example Uses
1. Unpaved roads and parking areas
2. Haruested lelds
3. Temporary disturbed vacant land (conshuction sites)
4. Earth moving activities (landfills, m¡ning)

Exposure Pathways
A. Atmosphe[¡c transport ând

transformation

B. Surface runoff carrying suppressanls
endlor breakdown prÕducts

C. Uptoke of dusl suppressanl by plants

D. lngestion of dust suppressant constituents by animals

E. Ingestion of exposed animals by humans

F. lnfltration conveying suppressanls to vadose zone and ground-
water table

G, Volatilizat¡on

H. Occupational contact by applicators: dermally, orally or by inhalation
l. Potent¡al impacts on soil microbiâl ecology

Exposure Pathways (continued)
J. Transport of suppressant part¡culates by wind erosion to

unintended areas
K. Off-site runoff of dust suppressant and carrier solvent

L. Consumption of contam¡nated groundwater

M. Downwind drift of spray off-site during appl¡cat¡on
N, lngestion of dust suppressant constituents by humans
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Notice

The information in this document has been funded by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency under EPA Assistance Agreement #CR829526-01-0 to the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. lt has been subjected to the Agency's peer and administrative review and
has been approved for publication as an EPA document. Mention of trade names or commer-
cial products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation by EPA for use.
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Executive Summary

A.1 Background
ln the past decade, there has been an increased use of chemical dust suppressants such as
water, salts, asphalt emulsion, vegetable oils, molasses, synthetic polymers, mulches, and lignin
products. Dust suppressants abate dust by changing the physical properties of the soil surface
and are typically used on construction sites, unpaved roads, and mining activities. The use of
chemical dust suppressants has increased dramatically due to rapid population growth and
increased emphasis on the need to control particulates in the interest of air quality. ln the United
States, there are over 2,500,000 km of public unpaved roads, of which 25% (625,000 km) are
treated with chemical dust suppressants. A critical problem in the arid southwestern U.S. is dust
suppression on land disturbed for residential construction.

Recognizing that it is important to achieve and maintain clean air, the concern that prompted
this report is that application of dust suppressants to improve air quality could potentially have
other adverse environmental impacts. Times Beach, Missouri is a classic example where the
resolution of dust emissions from unpaved roads leads to the creation of a Superfund site. ln
1972 and 1973 waste oil contaminated dioxin was sprayed on unpaved roads and vacant lots
for dust control in Times Beach. After realizing the adverse situation that had occurred, the
costs to relocate the residents and clean up the site was over $80 million. Much more stringent
regulations are now in place to avoid another Times Beach; however, there is still concern over
the use of dust suppressants since most products used as dust suppressants are by-products
and their exact composition is unknown.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the current state of knowledge on the potential
environmental impacts of chemical dust suppressants. Furthermore, the report summarizes the
views of an Expert Panel that was convened on May 30-31, 2002 aI the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas to probe into the potential environmental issues associated with the use of dust
suppressants.

A.2 Current State of Knowledge
There are several major categories of dust suppressants: hygroscopic salts, organic petroleum-
based, organic nonpetroleum-based, synthetic polymer emulsions, electrochemical products,
mulches of wood fiber or recycled newspaper, and blends that combine components from the
major categories. Dust suppressants are frequently formulated with waste products recycled
from other industries.

Most of the research on dust suppressants has been conducted by industry and has focused on
the effectiveness (or performance) of dust suppressants, that is, the ability to abate dust. Little
information is available on the potential environmental and health impacts of these compounds.
Potential environmental impacts include: surface and groundwater quality deterioration, soil
contamination; toxicity to soil and water biota; toxicity to humans during and after application; air
pollution from volatile dust suppressant components; accumulation in soils; changes in
hydrologic characteristics of the soils; and impacts on native flora and fauna populations.

The major known effects of salts ín the environment relate to their capacity to move easily with
water through soils. Water quality impacts include possible elevated chloride concentrations in
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streams downstream of application areas and shallow groundwater contamination. ln the area
near the application of salts, there could be negative impacts to plant growth. For organic non-
petroleum based dust suppressants, ligninsulfonate has been shown to reduce biological
activity and retard fish growth. Organic petroleum-based dust suppressants have been shown to
be toxic to avian eggs; however, the leachate concentrations in other studies were low in
comparison to health-based standards. There is also concern with the use of recycled oil waste
that may have heavy metals and PCBs.

4.3 View of the Experts
The expert panel was not able to identify specific concerns on the use of dust suppressants due
to the high amount of variability associated with site conditions, dust suppressant composition,
and application techniques. The experts did agree more attention should be paid to dust
suppressant composition and management. The determination of whether a problem might exist
in any given case, however, must be based on the assessment of site-specific conditions.

The potential impact of dust suppressants on soils and plants includes changes in surface
permeability, uptake by plant roots that could affect growth, and biotransformation of the dust
suppressants in the soil into benign or toxic compounds depending on the environmental
conditions and associated microbiota. Vegetation adjacent to the area where dust suppressants
are applied could be impacted by airborne dust suppressants. This includes browning of trees
along roadways and stunted growth. These effects will vary since different plants have different
tolerances.

The potential impact of dust suppressants to water quality and aquatic ecosystems include
contaminated ground and surface waters, and changes in fish health. Dust suppressants that
are water-soluble can be transported into surface waters and materials that are water-soluble
but do not bind tenaciously to soil can enter the groundwater. Fish may be affected by direct
ingestion of toxic constituents and also by changes in water quality (e.9., BOD, DO, salinity).

4.4 Current Programs/Guidelines
There are no federal regulations controlling the application of dust suppressants; however,
some states have developed guidelines for the use of dust suppressants. These include the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Environmental Technology Verification (ETV)
program, three state programs in California, Michigan, and Pennsylvania, and a county-level
program in Clark County, Nevada. ln Canada, there is the Canada ETV national program.

Although there are no specific regulations in place to control dust suppressant application, it is
noteworthy that existing regulations promulgated under the Resource Conservation Recovery
Act (RCRA), Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA), Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Clean Water Act (CWA)
and TOSCA restrict the introduction of harmful substances into the environment. Regardless,
there is concern that since no one program addresses the use of dust suppressants, the
enforcement of what is used as dust suppressants could "slip through the regulatory cracks."
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4.5 Path Forward (Recommendation)

The expert panel and organizing committee identified several important issues related to
scientific research and information about dust suppressant, and regulations on the use of the
products. Below is a summary o'Í the major issues and recommendations for each of these
categories:

Scientific rssues

. Develop a comprehensive definition of an "effective" dust suppressant that includes the
performance, costs and environmental impacts

. Better understanding of the composition of the dust suppressants and how they change after
application

. Better understanding of dust characteristics and development of methods to assist in the
selection of the most appropriate dust suppressant for a specific site

. Develop a framework (e.9., decision-making tree, expert system)for dust suppressant
selection and assessing potential environmental impacts

o Develop an easily accessible information center, a "clearinghouse", which could help
applicators, regulators, and the public acquire the information about dust suppressants. The
recommended form of this clearinghouse is as a World Wide Web site

. Conduct field experiments that provide additional information on the "effectiveness" of a dust
suppressant with a particular focus on the environmental impacts as well as the performance
of the dust suppressants

Regulations
. Establishing an interagency working group that evaluates the cross media and cross

jurisdictional issues associated with the use of dust suppressants

. Review existing state and federal regulatory databases to determine if the compounds found
in dust suppressants are restricted or prohibited. This should also be done to close regulatory
loopholes that allow entry of unlimited industrial waste into the environment when they are
classified as dust suppressants

. Evaluate whether existing programs such as Federal lnsecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act (FIFRA), RCRA, CERCLA, SARA, CWA, TOSCA and Ecological Soil Screening Level
(Eco-SSL) guidance will serve as good models for the development of risk-based regulations

. Develop a standardized assessment methodology that can be used to estimate soil mass
fractions of dust suppressant constituents at a particular site. An example is provided in the
main part of this report

. ldentify standardized environmental tests (e.9., water quality, toxiciÇ) that all dust
suppressants manufacturers would have to perform on their products

¡
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Foreword

The purpose of this report is to summarize the current state of knowledge of dust suppressants
and potential environmental consequences. The material presented here is based on
knowledge gained from scientific literature, industry reports, conversations with industry
representatives and regulators, and an expert panel hosted by the University of Nevada - Las
Vegas (UNLV) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The expert panel on the
"Potential Environmental Effects of Dust Suppressant Use: Avoiding Another Times Beach" met
on the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, campus on May 30-31, 20021o consider whether or
not dust suppressants pose risks to the environment or human health and how they should be
used and managed.

Support for the expert panel and preparation of this report was provided by EPA Region g who
encouraged the EPA's Office of Research and Development in Las Vegas to consider the use of
dust suppressants and their potential environmental and human health impacts.

The expert panel considered the potential for unintended consequences from dust suppressants
and also if guidelines or regulations on the use of dust suppressants might prevent future
problems. Twenty-six (26) experts from varying disciplines were invited to participate in the
panel. They represented hydrologists, soil scientists, microbiologists, industry, applicators, and
regulators. Several participants had specific knowledge about dust suppressants, but the
majority was selected because of their expertise in a specific discipline. They were asked to
participate in the panel and use their expertise for discussing the current and future use of dust
suppressants in a variety of settings. The specific objectives for this expert panel were to: (1)
review, and add to, industrial and scientific knowledge on the composition of dust suppressants;
(2) interpret the body of knowledge, and identify physical, chemical, biological, and regulatory
issues related to the environmental impacts of dust suppressants; (3) begin to develop a
strategy to assist federal, state, and local agencies in regulating the use of dust suppressants;
and (4) contribute to a report describing the expert interpretations and a strategy for permitting
the use of dust suppressants.

The panel and additional reviewers were asked to review this final report as to whether it fairly
reflects the current knowledge of dust suppressants and their applications, potential problems,
and a path forward to further resolve those problems and other issues. The report reflects a
combination of views of the Expert Panel Organizing Committee and the Expert Panel, and
information from the scientific literature and industry. There were many views presented by the
group of experts and some of them differed. The statements and/or views of individual members
or several members of the Expert Panel are referenced as (Expeft Panel 2002), and scientific
literature references use a standard reference form (e.9., Bolander, 1999).

The report is written for several audiences. lt is intended to be a guidance document for
regulators at federal, state, and local levels, scientific researchers, and the environmental
community. lt serves as a primer to give readers general background information on what dust
suppressants are, how they are used, and what potential regulatory issues arise from their use.
It provides the local-level employee, who has been given the task of learning about dust
suppressants and assessing whether her or his organization should develop regulations, a basic
understanding of the issues and kinds of questions that need to be asked about a particular dust
suppressant application. lt also provides information that could ultimately be used to determine
the need for federal regulation of dust suppressants. 

ix
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Section 1 of the report provides an introduction and frames the potential problems associated
with the use of dust suppressants. Section 2 provides an overview of dust suppressants, the
various uses, and the current regulations/guidelines. Section 3 summarizes the current state of
knowledge on environmental impacts of dust suppressants from the scientific literature and the
Expert Panel. Section 4 outlines a framework for assessing the potential environmental impacts
of dust suppressants. Finally, Section 5 lists the scientific and regulatory issues that are not
resolved at this time and should be considered if guidelines are to be developed for dust
suppressant use.

A draft version of this report was submitted to all of the 26 Expert Panelists and 10 outside
individuals from government agencies, universities, and industry. A total of 19 individuals
provided comments to the Organizing Committee. All comments were considered, and revisions
were made to strengthen the report. Following is a list of the external reviewers.

Amy, Penny, Ph.D. University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Bassett, Scott, Ph.D. Desert Research lnstitute, Reno

Bolander, Peter U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service

Colbert, Woodrow Pennsylvania State Conservation Commission

Detloff, Cheryl Midwest lndustrial Supply, lnc.

Franke, Deborah Research Triangle lnstitute

Johnson, Jolaine, P.E. Nevada Division of Environmental Protection

Knight, Gaye City of Phoenix, Office of Environmental Programs

Langston, Rodney Clark County Department of Air Quality

Lee, G. Fred, Ph.D., P.E. G. Fred Lee Associates

Letey, John, Ph.D. University of California, Riverside

Pickrell, John, Ph.D. Kansas State University

Sanders, Thomas, Ph.D. Colorado State University

Scheetz, Barry, Ph.D. Pennsylvania State University

Spear, Terry, Ph.D. Montana Tech of the University of Montana

Starkweather, Peter, Ph.D. University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Tyler, Scott, Ph.D. University of Nevada, Reno

Wells, Jason lLS, lnc., ESAT Contractor for U.S. EPA Region 4

Wierenga, Peter, Ph.D. The University of Arizona
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Section I

lntroduction

The use of chemical dust suppressants in
the United States is increasing, due to high
rates of population growth in arid regions,
the need to reduce airborne particulate
matter to meet air quality standards, and
increased recognition of the value of re-
ducing erosion and maintenance costs on
unpaved roads. Dust suppressants are used
to control erosion and maintenance costs on
unpaved roads, and to abate fugitive dust in
mining, on construction sites, agricultural
fields, livestock facilities, disturbed vacant
land, landfills, and in steel mills. Materials
used as dust suppressants include water,
salts, asphalt emulsion, vegetable oils,
molasses, synthetic polymers, mulches, and
lignin products. Dust suppressants abate
dust by changing the physical properties of
the soil surface. The mechanisms by which
suppressants abate dust vary with product
type; some form crusts or protective surfaces
on the soil, others act as binding agents
causing particles to agglomerate together,
and some attract moisture to the soil
particles.

Across the United States, over 625,000
kilometers of public, unpaved roads arc
treated with chemical dust suppressants
(Midwest lndustrial Supply, lnc., personal
communication). ln Las Vegas, Nevada, and
Phoenix, Arizona, degraded air quality from
disturbed land and unpaved roads in the
extremely arid environment has led to the
potential for widespread use of dust
suppressants. ln spite of the growing use of
dust suppressants, there are no agreed upon
definitions, standards of performance and
almost no regulation of dust suppressant
contents, application rates, or management
practices. Understanding of direct and
indirebt effects of dust suppressants on
human health and the environment is limited.
Frameworks for making meaningful cost

benefit analysis of either benefits or risks are
not yet developed.

There is concern that the unexamined use of
dust suppressants might create future
environmental and health liabilities similar to
the problems resulting from dust suppres-
sant use in Times Beach, Missouri in the
1970's. ln 1972 and 1973 waste oil contain-
ing dioxin was sprayed on unpaved roads for
dust control in Times Beach (EPA, 1983). A
subsequent flood raised fears that dioxin had
contaminated homes and yards. ln 1983, the
2,800 people of Times Beach were
permanently relocated at a cost of
approximately $gO million (EPA, 1988) and
the town was closed. Costs to excavate and
incinerate the contaminated soils were
estimated to be an additional $50 million
(EPA, 1988). To avoid similar contamination
and cost from current uses of dust suppres-
sants, it is important to take an early,
comprehensive look at dust suppressants
and their application and to develop policies,
guidelines, and recommendations for their
use.

Although some programs have been
developed to evaluate dust suppressant
effectiveness and safety, most programs are
voluntary; so most dust suppressant use is
unregulated. Waste products or industrial by-
products are often used as suppressants,
with little examination of the product's
hazardous constituents. Application prac-
tices are also not regulated. The method and
frequency of application and amount of
material applied varies. While risks to human
health and the environment may be taken
into consideration, the primary consideration
driving the decision to use a particular
suppressant is its initial cost. Frequently
reliable performance data does not exist to
determ ine true cost-effectiveness.
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Several states (California, Michigan, Penn-
sylvania) and counties (Clark County,
Nevada) are developing guidelines for the
use of dust suppressants: where, when and
which suppressant to use for a given
environment. The guidelines (See Section
2.7) developed by the above agencies are
based on limited information and are not
sufficient for developing standard protocol in
determining whether a dust suppressant
should be used. These guidelines were
developed out of a need to prevent adverse
environmental impacts, An extensive testing

program would be needed to develop
standard protocol for dust suppressant use.

Other agencies are interested in developing
regulations for dust suppressant use, but feel
there is little guidance available. Thus, the
overall goal of this report is to summarize the
current state of knowledge on dust
suppressants. The material in the following
sections focuses on the current state of
knowledge about dust suppressants, areas
where information is missing, and proposes
an assessment framework for making
decisions on the use of dust suppressants.
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Section 2

Background

2.1 What are Dust Suppressants?
There is no standard definition of a dust
suppressant. Dust suppressants are
materials used to control particulate matter
emissions from land surfaces. They can
include physical covers (such as vegetation,
aggregate, mulches, or paving) and chemical
compounds. This report focuses on chemical
dust suppressants and one physical cover
(fiber mulch). Chemical products used for
dust suppression fall into eight main cate-
gories, listed in Table 2-1. They include
water, products manufactured specifically as
dust suppressants, natural or synthetic
compounds, and waste or by-products from
other uses and manufacturing processes. ln
1991, 75-80%o of all dust suppressants used
were chloride salts and salt brine products,
5-10% were ligninsulfonates, and 10-15%
were petroleum-based products (Travnik,
1991). The products are usually provided as
a concentrate. Dilution for application varies
from 1:1 to 1:20 (1 part concentrate Io 20
parts water) depending on the specific dust
suppressant, application type, and site
conditions. Since many of the products are
mixed with water, non-aqueous phase liquids
are not commonly used in dust suppressant
formulation (Expert Panel, 2002).

The control of dust emission is closely
related to erosion control, but differs slightly.
ln both cases, the goal is to restrict the
movement of soil particles. Dust sup-
pressants are used to prevent soil particles
from becoming airborne. Erosion control
technologies aim to minimize soil movement
on and off a given site. Since erosion control
agents counteract the forces of both wind
and water, they may have different pro-
perties than dust suppressants, which are
used primarily to prevent wind erosion. The
minor differences in the definition and classi-

fication of these materials may become
important as decision makers and regulators
begin to focus on unintended, negative
consequences of these products.

Water alone can be a dust suppressant. lt is
commonly used on construction sites and
unpaved roads where the surfaces are dis-
turbed only for short time periods. Water is
probably the most cost effective short-term
solution for dust control (Gebhart et al.,
1999); however, the cost will vary depending
on climatic conditions influencing water avail-
ability. The application rate is important since
a heavy application may turn the road into
mud destroying the soil's structure and
damage its ability to perform as the sub-
grade. ln some areas, reclaimed water is
used for dust control. ln these cases, the
quality needs to be considered as well as the
potential for human exposure to reclaimed
water and environmental and wildlife
impacts.

Salts and Brines are the most common type
of dust suppressant used (Travnik, 1991).
Calcium chloride (CaCl2) and magnesium
chloride (MgClr) are the major products in
this category (Sanders and Addo, 1993).
Calcium chloride is a byproduct of the
ammonia soda (Solvay) process and a joint
product from natural salt brines, Magnesium
chloride is derived from seawater eva-
poration or from industrial byproducts, These
products stabilize the soil surface by
absorbing moisture from the atmosphere, so
it is critical to have sufficient humidity levels
of 20-80% when applying these products
(Bolander, 1999a).

Orqanic Non-petroleum Products include
ligninsulfonate, tall (pine) oil, vegetable deri-
vatives, and molasses. Ligninsulfonate is
derived from the sulfite pulping process in

3
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the paper industry where sulfuric acid is
used to break down wood fiber. Tall oil is a
by-product of the wood pulp industry recov-
ered from pinewood in the sulfate Kraft
paper process. Vegetable oils are extracts
from the seeds, fruit or nuts of plants and are
generally a mixture of glycerides. Molasses
is the thick liquid left after sucrose has been
removed from the mother liquor in sugar
manufacturing. lt contains approximately
20% sucrose,20o/o reducing sugar, 10% ash,
20% organic non-sugar, and 20o/o water
(Lewis, 1993).

Svnthetic Polvmer Products comprise many
different compounds that promote the bind-
ing of soil particles. The exact composition of
these products is usually not provided in the
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) since
the makeup of the product is confidential
information of man ufacturers.

Orqanic Petroleum Products are derived
from petroleum and include used oils, sol-
vents, cutback solvents, asphalt emulsions,
dust oils, and tars. Petroleum-based pro-
ducts are not water-soluble or prone to
evaporation, and generally resist being
washed away (Travnik, 1991).

Electrochemical dust suppressants are typi-
cally derived from sulphonated petroleum
and highly ionic products. This group of
products includes sulphonated oils,
enzymes, and ammonium chloride, A disad-
vantage of these products is that their
effectiveness depends on the clay miner-
alogy of the site and may only work with
certain types of soils.

Clav Additives are composed of silica oxide
tetrahedra (SiO4) and alumina hydroxide
octahedra (AI(OH)6) (Scholen, 1995). Clay
additives provide some tensile strength in
warm dry climates, however, their tensile
strength decreases as moisture in the soil
increases (Bolander, 1 999b),

Mulch and Fiber Mixtures are formulated
from waste wood fibers or recycled
newspapers, a binding agent (for example,
plaster of paris) and a carrier solvent (usually
water). They generally work by forming a
protective layer or crust over the soil surface
instead of by binding soil particulates
together.

Table 2-1: Most commonly used dust suppressants (modified from Bolander, 1999a).

Suppressant Type Products

Water

Salts and brines

Petroleum-based organics

Non-petroleum based organics

Synthetic polymers

Electrochemical prod ucts

Clay additives

Mulch and flber mixtures

Fresh and seawater

Calcium chloride, magnesium chloride

Asphalt emulsion, cutback solvents, dust oils, modified asphalt
emulsions

Vegetable oil, molasses, animalfats, ligninsulfonate, tall oil
emulsions

Polyvinyl acetate, vinyl acrylic

Enzymes, ionic products (e.9. ammonium chloride), sulfonated oils

Bentonite, montmori llon ite

Paper mulch with gypsum binder, wood fiber mulch mixed with
brome seed
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2.2 Uses of Dust Suppressants
Dust suppressants are used on unpaved
roads, road shoulders, construction sites,
landfills, mining operations, military sites,
animal enclosures, vacant lands and agricul-
tural fields (Expert Panel, 2002). Figure 2-1
presents a conceptual model of major dust
suppressant uses. The use of dust sup-
pressants is largely driven by air quality
regulations, but other concerns can also
motivate their use (Expert Panel, 2002). For
instance, transportation agencies may use
dust suppressants to reduce the mainten-
ance on unpaved roads. Private property
owners may use dust suppressants to
reduce nuisance dust.

The selection of a dust suppressant varies
for the different uses. For example,
magnesium chloride and petroleum-based
products would not be suitable for agricultur-
al use because they could affect crops
grown on the fields after application. A fiber
mulch might be more appropriate for use in
agriculture areas. For an unpaved road, the
dust suppressant needs to be more durable
and a fiber mulch would not be appropriate
to use. lnstead, a petroleum-based product
may hold up better under traffic conditions.

There is significant regional variation in the
use of dust suppressants (Expert Panel,
2002). ln Pennsylvania, the major use is on
unpaved roads. ln other parts of the eastern
United States, dust suppressants are used
on landfills, coal fields, steel mills, and
mines. They are also used as temporary
covers on lands that are disturbed for short
periods, such as slopes exposed during road
construction that are eventually revegetated.
ln Texas, dust suppressants are used largely
on construction sites with disturbed lands
and haul roads. ln Clark County, Nevada,
and other parts of the southwest, 90% of the
use is on disturbed vacant land - land that
has been cleared for residential or commer-
cial development but on which construction
has not yet begun. ln some cases, disturbed
land can remain vacant for several years. ln

eastern Oregon and Washington, dust sup-
pressants are used on fallow agriculture
fields. The United States Department of Agri-
culture (USDA) Forest Service also uses
dust suppressants on unpaved roads.

2.3 Current and Potential
Magnitude of Use

An important consideration is the current
magnitude of chemical dust suppressant
usage. An unpublished 2001 analysis by the
dust suppressant manufacturer, Midwest
lndustrial Supply, lnc., summarized existing
and potential markets for chemical dust
suppressants. Some of the study's key find-
ings are noted below.

1. There are over 2,500,000 km of public
unpaved roads in the United States. lt is
estimated that 25% (625,000 km) of
these roads are treated with a chemical
dust suppressant. ln addition, there are
over 340,000 km of private unpaved
roads of which 22% (74,000 km) are
treated with a chemical dust suppres-
sant.

2. Globally, there are over 8,000,000 km of
unpaved roads. On the South American
continent, over 2,000,000 km of unpaved
roads is estimated to exist. A small
portion (less than 1%) of these unpaved
roads in South America is currently treat-
ed with dust suppressants.

3. The United States constitutes about 63%
of the global market for chemical dust
suppressants and has a current annual
market value of approximately
$300,000,000.

4. The existing global annual application
rate of chemical dust suppressant con-
centrate is approximately 483,000 tons.
This could increase to over 1,200,000
tons if markets in other regions of the
world (particularly South America) are
developed to the extent of the U.S.
market.
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FotcmtEafl ffimwËrsmmemËaå Comsequem€es of ÐusË Suppressamb
U S Env¡ronmental Prolectjon Agency
Offìce of Research and Development
National Exposure Research Laboratory
Environmental Sciences Division
Character¡zation and Monitoring Branch

LT-¡{LV Example Uses
1. Unpaved roads and parking areas.
2. Harvested fields.
3. Temporary disturbed vacant land (construction sites),

4. Earth moving activities (landfills, mining).

Ëxposure Pathways
A. Atmospheric transport and

transformatir¡n.

B. Surface runoff carryinE suppressants
andJor breakdown prnducts,

C. Uptake of dt¡st supprÊssant by plants,

D. lngestion of dust suppressant constituents by animals.

E. lngestion of exposed animals by humans.

F. lnfiltration conveying suppressants to vadose zone and ground-
water table.

G. Volatilization.

H. Occupational contact by applicators: dermally, orally or by inhalation.

l. Potential impacts on soil microbial ecology.

Exposure Pathways (continued)
J. Transport of suppressant particulates by wind erosion to

unintended areas.

K. Off-site runoff of dust suppressant and carrier solvent.

L. Consumption of contaminated groundwater.

M. Downwind drift of spray off-site during application.
N. lngestion of dust suppressant constituents by humans.

Figure 2-1 : Conceptual model of the various uses of dust suppressants and the potential environmental consequences.
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It is also important to note the potential uses
at a regional scale. Pennsylvania, for exam-
ple, has over 33,000 km of public unpaved
roads that could potentially be treated with
dust suppressants (Expert Panel, 2002). ln
Maricopa County, Arizona, the Department
of Transportation applies ligninsulfonate to
92 miles of road shoulders three times a
year (Arizona Department of Transportation,
personal communication). Clark County, Ne-
vada, has 100-200 km of unpaved roads and
approximately 150,000 acres (60,000 hec-
tares) of vacant land in the urban core of the
Las Vegas Valley (James et al., 1999). Of
these 150,000 acres, 10-20o/o (15,000-
30,000 acres, or 6,000-12,000 hectares) are
estimated to have a high potential to emit
PM-10 (particulate matter less than 10 ¡lm),
and could be stabilized through physical
cover (vegetation, aggregate) or via appli-
cation of chemical dust suppressants. Clark
County has decided to pave hígh-use public
roads instead of treating them with chemical
dust suppressants (CCCP, 2001). lt was
reported in Pennsylvania that long term envi-
ronmental and maintenance costs are set in
motion by public pressure to pave roads
before a proper road base and drainage sys-
tem is in place. Paved road failures in even
the first year have occurred. However, haul
roads at construction and mining sites are
often treated with chemical dust suppres-
sants.

2.4 How Dust Suppressants Work
Dust suppressants abate dust by changing
the physical properties of the soil surface.
When a dust suppressant is applied the soil
particles become coated and bound toge-
ther, making them heavier. Some products
form a crust on the surface and others
penetrate through the surface. Water and
petroleum-based products form a crust by
agglomerating the soil particles. The forma-
tion of a crust with adequate thickness with
petroleum-based products reduces the
amount of immediate maintenance that is
required on unpaved roads, however, in the
long term, when failures such as potholes
occur, there is no way to repair them using
normal low cost techniques, such as grading.
Unless these roads are milled to return them

to unsealed status, the structural failures get
paved over, again setting in motion the long-
term maintenance and environmental costs
referenced earlier (Expert Panel, 2002).
Many of the synthetic organic materials are
derived from petroleum products and are
mixed with a binding agent that glues the
particles together (Expert Panel, 2002). Salts
absorb moisture from the air and retain it by
resisting evaporation (Foley et al., 1996). Or-
ganic non-petroleum and synthetic polymer
products act as a weak cement by binding
the soil particles together or weighing down
and agglomerating particles. The electro-
chemical stabilizers work by expelling
adsorbed water from the soil, which de-
creases air voids and increases compaction
(Foley ef a/., 1996).

2.5 How Dust Suppressants are
Applied

Dust suppressants are applied either topical-
ly or mixed into the top layer of the soil.
Topical application is with a spray bar on the
back of a truck or through a large hose with
a nozzle on the end (See Figures 2-2 and
2-3). On vacant lands, dust suppressants are
applied topically. On small plots, application
is by hand-directed hoses (Figure 2-2). On
larger properties, application is by truck-
mounted spray bars (Figure 2-3) and modi-
fied water cannons (Figure 2-4). A less
common type of application is when the dry
products (flakes) are spread on the surface
and the product is mixed into the soil (Expert
Panel, 2002).

Figure 2-2: Topical application of a dust
suppressant using a spray hose.

7
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Figure 2-3: Topical application of a dust
suppressant using a spray bar.

Figure 2-4: Topical application of a dust
suppressant using a spray gun.

Another application method is to mix the dust
suppressant into the travel surface by a
sequence of steps comprising, 1)grading the
road surface to remove a windrow of earth
from the travel lane, 2) application of dust
suppressant, 3) grading the earth windrow
back onto the travel lane and compaction to
maximum density, and 4) a second topical
application on top of the graded earth. Mix-
ing the dust suppressant into the soil is more
difficult, but it tends to last longer since the
product is exposed to more soil particles.

Some dust suppressant vendors have soft-
ware available to make recommendations to
customers based on traffic conditions,
vehicle speed, and other site conditions.
However, a major factor that impacts the
application rate for many situations is the

I

amount of funding available for dust sup-
pression. For instance, a heavier application
often increases the durability of the dust sup-
pressant and reduces the need for repeated
applications (Expert Panel, 2002). Seldom
are analysis made of the soil types, which
may change numerous times on one road in
some geographic areas.

2.5.1 Typical Application Rates of
Dust Suppressanfs

Typical liquid application rates vary from 0.3
to 1,0 gallons per sq yard (1 .4 to 4.5liter/m2)
and will depend on site-specific conditions
(e.9., soil type, land use, weather during
application, and weather after application).
For liquid emulsions, dust suppressant con-
centrates are mixed with diluent (usually
water) to give the correct mass application
rate of solids for the desired application. For
example, solids application rates for acrylic
polymer emulsions are usually 0.20 to 1.00
pounds per square yard (0.11 - 0.54 kg/m2)
at liquid application rates of 0.50 to 1.00
gallons per square yard (2.26-4.53 liter/m2).
It is generally better to apply multiple light
applications rather than a single heavy appli-
cation, as the light applications generally
allow for better penetration into the surface
soil and also reduce the fraction of dust sup-
pressant that may run off the target area.

The performance of a dust suppressant is
determined by the mass of applied solids per
unit volume of treated soil. Mass of applied
solids per unit volume of soil will be the
product of the mass application rate, and the
penetration depth of solids into the soil. The
mass application rate of a dust suppressant
is computed as the liquid application rate
times the mass concentration of bulk sup-
pressant in applied liquid.

For example, if the liquid application rate is
0.50 gallon lyd2 Q.26liter/m2) and the sotids
concentration is 1.00 lb / gallon (0.120 kg/
liter), then the mass application rate of the
dust suppressant is 0.50 gallon / yd2 x 1.00
lb/gallon = 0.50 lbl ydz (0.271 kg/m2). tf the
penetration of the suppressant material was
uniform to a depth of 2 inches (0.05 meters),
then the bulk concentration of the suppres-
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Table 2-2: Typical dust suppressant use rates for unpaved roads and vacant lands based on
industry data. English and (Sl units).

sant in the surface layer of soil would be
0.50 tb/yd2 I (g ftzlydz) t 0.167 ft = 0,336 tb/ft3
(or, 2.71 kglmz / O.O5 meters = 5.40 kg/m3).
This bulk concentration is about 1/300 the
mass density of typical soils (-100 lb/ft3 or

2.6 Êffectiveness of Dust
Suppressants

The majority of research on dust suppres-
sants has been on the effectiveness of the
products, where "effectiveness" reflects the
ability of the product to keep soil particles
on the soil surface when subjected to some
erosive force, such as wind. Effectiveness
varies with type of use, site condition, and
climate. Water has been found to be be-
tween 40% and 85% effective in
suppressing the suspension of soil particles
for short time periods, but not effective over
longer time periods (Thompson, 1990;
Travnik, 1991; Foley et al., 1996; Kestner,
1989; Cowherd ef a/. 1989). Salts are more

-1,560 kg/m3), so the suppressant solids are
present in the soil at a mass fraction of about
1/300. Mass and liquid rate data for typical
application rates of dust suppressants are
shown in Table 2-2(James ef a/., 1999).

effective than water in controlling dust if
sufficient moisture is available (Bolander,
1999a). Ligninsulfonates remain effective
during long, dry periods with low humidity.
They also tend to remain plastic, allowing
reshaping and traffic compaction when
applied to soils with high amounts of clay.
The effectiveness of ligninsulfonates may
be reduced or completely destroyed in the
presence of heavy rain because of the sol-
ubility of these products in water (Bolander,
1999a). Synthetic polymer emulsions in-
crease the tensile strength of clays on
typical roads and trails up to ten times.
Tests have shown that synthetic polymers
applied in wet climates tend to break down if

Unpaved Roads

Low Rate High Rate

Liquid application rate 0.50 gallon/yd' (2.2611m' 1.00 gallon/yd2 (4.53llmz)

Solids concentration 0.40|b/gallon (0.05 ks/l) 1.00 lb/gallon (0.12kglt\

Solids application rate 0.20lblvd' (0.11 ks/m') 1.00 lb/vd' (0.54 ks/m')

10 foot (3.05 m)-wide travel lane:

Topical 1 layer
(solids)

1,173 lb/lane-mile (330 kg/lane-km) 5,867 lb/lane-mile (1,653 kg/lane-km)

Topical '1 layer (liquid) 2,933 gal/lane-mile (6,898 l/lane-km) 5,867 gal/lane-mile (13,799 l/lane-km)

Graded 2layer
(solids)

2,347 lbllane-mile (661 kg/lane-km) 11,733 lb/lane-mile (3,306 kg/lane-km)

Graded 2layer (liquid) 5,867 gal/lane-mile (13,799 l/lane-km) 11,733 gal/lane-mile (27,596 |/lane-km)

Vacant Lands

Low Rate High Rate

Liquid application rate 0.50 gallon/yd2 (2.26t1m2) 1.00 qallon/vdz (4.5211m')

Solids concentration 0.40 lb/gallon (0.05 kg/l) 1.00 lb/gallon (0.12kell\

Solids application rate 0.20lblvd' (0.11 kg/m') 1.00 lb/yd' (0.54 kg/m')

Application rate:

per 100 ff (solids) 2.2tbt100 ft' (10.7 kg/100m') 11.1 lbl1001( (54.2 kgl1}O m')
per 100 ff (liquid) 5.6 oal/100 ff (228.111100m') 11.1 qall100 ff (452.111100 m2)

per acre (solids) 968 lb/acre (1,085 kg/ha) 4,840 lblac¡e (5,a26 kg/ha)

per acre (liquid) 2,420 gallacre (22,637\|ha) 4,840 gallacre (45,273 t|ha)
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exposed to moisture or freezing for an
increased time (Bolander, 1999a). Petro-
leum-based products generally resist being
washed away, but oil is not held tightly by
most soils and can be leached away by rain,
Under the right conditions, these products
can remain 90% effective after a year
(Gilles et a|.,1997).

The length of time that a dust suppressant
is effective varies according to variables
such as the type of product, soils, weather,
application rate, and traffic conditions. How-
ever, many manufacturers advertise that the
products will be effective from 6-12 months.
Some products will last up to 24 months
under certain conditions.

2.7 Current Regulations/
Guidelines

At least six programs in the United States
and one in Canada are directly or indirectly
developing, or have developed, guidelines
for dust suppressant use. Appendix B in-
cludes fact sheets for the programs and
following is a summary of the key program
elements. ln the United States, there is the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Environmental Technology Verification
(ETV) program, three states programs in
California (CalCert), Michigan, and Penn-
sylvania, and a county level program in
Clark County, Nevada. ln Canada, there is
the Canada ETV national program. The
Canada ETV, CalOert, and EPA ETV
programs are voluntary and available to any
developer/vendor of environmental technol-
ogy, including dust suppressants. All three
verification programs (ETV, CalCert, and
Canada ETV) were created by partnerships
between regulatory environmental agencies
and either the private sector or non-profit
organizations, with an emphasis on the
performance claims and some environmen-
tal tests of the products. Other programs
that are ancillary to dust suppressants are
those that provide specifications for the use
of snow and ice control products such as
the Pacific Northwest Snowfighters
(www. wsdot.wa.qov/partners/ons/defa u lt. htm).
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The testing program in Pennsylvania was
developed by joint efforts of conservation
interests, academia and industry and, is
used, for all materials, including suppres-
sants, for projects funded by the Dirt and
Gravel Roads Maintenance Program under
the State of Pennsylvania Conservation
Commission (PSCDGRS, 2003). The strin-
gent specifications require product testing
by a certified lab and manufacturer guaran-
teed product uniformity, delivery, application
and cure. Results in the program have been
so positive, and reception by industry so
strong, it has been used voluntarily by
others. The Michigan Department of Envi-
ronmental Quality created specific regula-
tions for the application of oil field brine as a
dust suppressant (MDEQ, 2000). Clark
County, Nevada has issued detailed interim
guidelines for the use of dust suppressants
on disturbed lands (CCCP, 2001). The
guidelines were drafted by a working group
composed of air and water quality profes-
sionals from state and local agencies, as
directed by the Clark County Commission-
ers.

ln all three voluntary certification programs
and in the Pennsylvania Dirt and Gravel
Road regulations, it is the responsibility of
the technology vendor/developer to provide
sufficient performance data and documenta-
tion to support the claims of the technology
under consideration. While the other pro-
grams do not specify what data should be
provided to support the technology claim,
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
ETV and the Pennsylvania programs note
specific tests that have to be performed to
evaluate the environmental impacts of the
products under consideration. ln the EPA
ETV, ETV Canada, and CalOert voluntary
programs, scientists and engineers from
regulatory agencies, universities, research
laboratories, and the private sector examine
the supporting documentation for product
verification. However, ETV Canada main-
tains a list of approved expert entities (e.9.
universities, private consultants) to be used
to conduct tests to support the verification.
An agreement is reached with the vendor/
developer regarding the expert entity to be
used in the technology verification process.
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ln the case of Pennsylvania, the data sup-
porting the claim, issued by EPA certified
labs, are evaluated by the State Conser-
vation Commission for authenticity. All three
voluntary verification programs, as well as
Pennsylvania's, issue a report or certificate
as proof of verification. Only the Canada
ETV and the California CalCert programs
require renewal of the verification after three
years.

Michigan's regulations for brine application
as a dust suppressant do not specify any
specific test methods. lnstead, it establishes
acceptable application rates and methods,
and types of areas where it can and cannot
be applied. lt also requires the property
owner or contractor to maintain detailed
record keeping of the specific locations,
amount, and source of brine applied. Clark
County, Nevada guidelines specify types of
areas where the application of specific dust
suppressants are discouraged. ln addition,
they contain recommendations on the types
of suppressants, dilution, and application
rates to be used in different types of dust
control areas (e.9. roads, construction
sites). ln general, the Clark County guide-
lines discourage the application of products
known to potentially contain specific
pollutants near lakes, streams, channels,
and flood control channels.

The EPA ETV program requires acute and
chronic toxicity tests (EPA/60014-901027F
and EPA/600/4-911002), and analyses of
biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical
oxygen demand (COD), volatile organic
compounds (VOC), toxicity characteristic
leaching procedure (TCLP) [EPA Method
13111, inorganics/metals (EPA 60108),
semi-volatile organics (EPA 8270D), volatile
organics (EPA 82608), pesticides/herbi-
cides (EPA 8270D), and PAHs. The
Pennsylvania program requires bulk anal-
ysis of products using EPA SW-846 tests
(originally designed for testing RCRA
wastes), leach analysis by EPA Method
1312 (includes metals, volatiles, and semi-
volatiles), 7-day survival and growth test for
rainbow trout and Ceriodaphinia dubia,
BOD, and COD.

ln addition to the programs noted above, the
United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Forest Service is developing the
"Forest Service Specifications for the Con-
struction of Roads and Bridges" that will
have new requirements for dust suppres-
sants. These requirements will include a
certificate that states that the dust suppres-
sant meets the chemical requirements of
the Pacific Northwest Snowfighters, that a
toxicity test (ASTM E 729) be submitted,
and that the pH of the product be on the
certificate as well.
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Section 3

What is Known About Potential Environmental Effects

The majority of research on dust suppres-
sants has been by industry and has focused
on the effectiveness (or performance) of dust
suppressants to abate dust, however, little
information is available on the potential envi-
ronmental and health impacts of these
compounds. The numerous pathways of
exposure to dust suppressants for humans,
flora, and fauna and how suppressants may
migrate through the environment to po-
tentially sensitive recaptors are shown in
Figure 2-1. lmpacts will depend upon their
composition, application rates, and interac-
tions with other environmental components.
Potential environmental impacts include: sur-
face and groundwater quality deterioration;
soil contamination; toxicity to soil and water
biota; toxicity to humans during and after
application; air pollution; accumulation in
soils; changes in hydrologic characteristics
of the soils; and impacts on native flora and
fauna populations.

This conceptual model and all of the poten-
tial pathways and receptors of concern were
presented to the expert panel for their
consideration. Following is a brief summary
of the literature on known potential effects of
dust suppressants. A complete description of
the studies is provided in the literature re-
view presented in Appendix A. The views of
the Expert Panel on potential environmental
effects of dust suppressants are then pre-
sented Section 3.2.

3.1 Overview of Scientific
Literature

Although there are several noteworthy
studies on the effects of dust suppressants
to water quality, plants, and fish, the majority
of the studies have focused on salts and
brines, ligninsulfonates, and a few organic
petroleum-based products.

3.1.1 Sa/fs and Brines

The major known effects of salt in the
environment relate to its capacity of moving
easily with water through soils. Water quality
impacts include possible elevated chloride
concentrations in streams downstream of
application areas (Demers and Sage, 1990)
and shallow groundwater contamination
(Heffner, 1997). ln the area near the applica-
tion of salts, there have been negative
impacts to the growth of fruit trees (RTAC,
1987), pine, poplar, and spruce (Foley ef a/.,
1996, Hanes et al., 1976, and Hanes et al.,
1970), and alterations in the plant nutrition
due to increases in the osmotic pressure of
soils (Sanders and Addo, 1993). Chloride
concentrations as low as 40 ppm have been
found to be toxic to trout, and concentrations
up to 10,000 mg/L have been found to be
toxic to other fish species (Foley et al., 1996,
Golden, 1991). Salt concentrations greater
than 1,800 mg/L have been found to kill
daphnia and crustaceans (Sanders and
Addo, 1993), and 920 mg/L of calcium
chloride has been found to be toxic to daph-
nia (Anderson, 1984).

3.1.2 Organic Non-petroleum
Products

The majority of research in this category has
focused on the impacts of ligninsulfonate.
The toxicity of ligninsulfonates to rainbow
trout and other biota has been investigated
(Heffner, 1997). The 48-hour LCso (concen-
tration of ligninsulfonates which would be
.lethal to 50 percent of the tested population
within 48 hours) value for ligninsulfonates
was found to be 7,300 mg/L (Roald, 1977a
and 1977b). A mortality of 50% was
achieved for rainbow trout exposed to 2,500
mg/L ligninsulfonate for 275 hours. For
concentrations equal to or higher than 2,500
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mg/L, rainbow trout showed loss of reaction
to unexpected movements, rapid and
irregular breathing, and finally loss of co-
ordination before death. lt has been found
that calcium and sodium ligninsulfonate
negatively affect the colon of guinea pigs
causing weight gain and producing ulcer-
ation in those animals (Watt and Marcus,
1e76).

High levels of ligninsulfonate in water bodies
have high coloring effects, increase bio-
chemical oxygen demand, reduce biological
activity, and retard growth in fish (Raabe,
1968, Heffner, 1997, RTAC, 1987, Bolander,
1999a, Singer et a|.,1982). However, lignin-
sulfonate compounds do not impact seed
germination in the areas where applied
(Singer et a\.,1982).

3.1.3 Organic Petroleum Products

Potential environmental impacts are highest
from organic petroleum products. The chem-
ical characteristics of the oil deposit from
which the petroleum product originated,
results in varied impacts with the potentialfor
high levels of heavy metals from specific oil
deposits. Several studies have shown that
waste oils may contain known toxic and car-
cinogenic compounds (e.9. PCBs); therefore
EPA prohibits the use of these materials
(RTAC, 1987; Metzler, 1985, and USEPA,
1 e83).

The accidental introduction of a petroleum-
based dust suppressant (Coherex) into a
stream in Southern Pennsylvania affected
fish and benthic macroinvertebrate com-
munities and killed a large number of fish
(Ettinger, 1987). Organic petroleum-based
products have also been found to be toxic to
avian mallard eggs. When the eggs were
exposed to a concentration of 0.5 pLlegg,
60% mortality was observed by 18 days of
development (Hoffman and Eastin, 198f ).

3.1.4 Water Quality lmpacts from
University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (UNLV) Study

A recent UNLV study, funded by several
local agencies in the Las Vegas Valley,
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generated preliminary data highlighting the
potential of the major dust suppressant cate-
gories. The research focused on the quality
of urban runoff and on the changes in the
chemical composition of soils where sup-
pressants were applied (Piechota et al.,
2002 and Singh et a\.,2003). Rainfall events
were simulated on the dust-suppressant
treated plots and the changes in soil com-
position and the quality of the runoff
emanating from the plots were examined.

ln the study, a site was graded and divided
into several individual plots. Each plot was
2.4 meters x 2.4 melers. Six categories of
dust suppressant (11 individual products)
were topically applied to the plots by local
dust suppressant applicators. The dust
suppressants applied included acrylic
polymer emulsion, ligninsulfonate, petro-
leum-based organic, non-petroleum based
organic, fiber mulch, and magnesium chlor-
ide salt. Rainfall was símulated using water
treated by a reverse osmosis (RO) system.
The water supply characteristics were
designed to be similar to those of the rainfall
in the Las Vegas Valley. An approximate
rainfall of 20 mm was generated for a 1-hour
period. The first five gallons of runoff
emanating from the plots were combined to
form a composite sample that was divided
into aliquots, preserved, and analyzed for
chosen parameters. ln addition, the top two-
inches of soil from each plot were sampled
after the rainfall events to determine remain-
ing levels of different compounds. The soil
samples were leached using the EPA
Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure
(Method 1312). Parameters evaluated in the
runoff and soil leachate include 67 toxic
volatile and 76 semi-volatile organic com-
pounds, organic pesticides, PCBs, 11

metals, nutrients, biochemical oxygen de-
mand (BOD), total solids (TS), total volatile
solids (TVS), total suspended solids (TSS),
total dissolved solids (TDS), turbidity, total
organic carbon (TOC), pH, alkalinity, chem-
ical oxygen demand (COD), hardness,
nitrate, ammonia, phosphate, sulfide, sulfate,
cyanide, chloride, and coliform bacteria.

The results show that petroleum-based
products had a higher number of potentially
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toxic contaminants with concentrations
greater than the control plot, followed by
acrylic polymers and ligninsulfonate. Magne-
sium chloride presented the lowest number
of contaminants with concentrations greater
than the control. The majority of the dust
suppressants created a surface that is more
impermeable than the natural soil surface.
This increased the runoff volume similar to
that emanating from a developed land
surface.

Although several compounds that affect
water quality have been detected in the
runoff of plots to which dust suppressants
were applied, this information alone should
not be used to evaluate the impacts of dust
suppressants to water quality. The data
generated in this study and others should be
combined with information on dust sup-
pressant effectiveness, the frequency of
application, proximity to water bodies, and
cost to thoroughly evaluate the feasibility of
using these compounds when water quality
is a concern.

3.2 View of the Experts
This section summarizes the expert panel
views on potential environmental impacts of
dust suppressants, presented during the
panel discussions. lt is problematic to attri-
bute specific views to a specific expert;
therefore, the major points of consensus are
noted below and collectively these represent
the views of the experts as captured in the
Expert Panel and through their review of the
document.

3.2.1 Potential Factors Affecting
Environmental lmpacts of Dust
Suppressanfs

On-site and off-site environmental effects of
dust suppressant application depend on
many factors including the physical charac-
teristics of the suppressant, its chemical
composition, concentration, the form it takes
when it migrates, soil composition, and the
climate conditions during and after appli-
cation. From all the aforementioned factors,
the lack of knowledge on the chemical com-
position of the suppressants is of critical

importance to the evaluation of the environ-
mental impacts of these compounds.

There is a need to improve information about
the chemical composition of suppressants.
Although Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS's) for suppressants include the major
components of the dust suppressants, they
do not always include adequate details on
toxic compounds that may be present and
are of environmental concern. Because the
vast majority of compounds used as dust
suppressants are waste products from the
manufacturing industry, their chemical com-
position is often unknown and complex and
may vary widely for each batch. Organic
suppressants sometimes contain surfactants
or foaming agents that can cause environ-
mental effects. One applicator cited an
instance in which they unexpectedly found
benzene, a carcinogenic hydrocarbon, in an
off-spec water-based paint product sold as a
dust suppressant. The compound was
detected in tests performed on the dust
suppressant prior to application. However,
testing of the dust suppressants prior to
application is expensive and not a common
practice.

3.2.2 Unintended Off-site
Environmental lmpacts

Dust suppressants can potentially affect the
environment beyond the application site.
Overspray during application affects land,
plants and fauna adjacent to the site. ln
addition, dust suppressants can be trans-
ported onto adjacent lands by surface flow or
air. Material can be spilled from application
trucks during transport to or from the
application site, and commonly during off-
loading from tankers to distributor trucks. lt is
a concern that trucks applying suppressants
to roads have been observed to continue
spraying when they cross bridges, resulting
in dust suppressants being sprayed directly
into streams below.

After the application of the dust sup-
pressants it must be borne in mind that
suppressants attached to soil particles
covered with dust suppressants can be
transported due to wind or erosion to off-site
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areas. ln Pennsylvania it has been observed
that a farmer's machinery kept under an
open-sided shelter was completely rusted
from salts carried on the dust from a nearby
brine application demonstration.

Humans who are on the site during appli-
cation (e.9., applicators) or after application
could also come in direct contact with the
dust suppressant. Road applications bear
the additional exposure of suppressant
product becoming embedded under the skin
of errant runners or cyclers. ln addition, there
is the potential for defeterious effects of
pumping water from remote streams to con-
struction sites for dust control. One instance
was reported in Pennsylvania where the
contractor pumped a stream dry.

3.2.3 Effects on So/s
Dust suppressants may cause undesired
dissolution of some soil constituents. ln the
simplest case, even water used as a sup-
pressant may cause chemical dissolution of
compounds bound to soil particles. ln soils
from arid regions, which have high salt con-
tent, water used as a suppressant can
mobilize the salts, increasing the salt
concentration in nearby waterbodies or
groundwater. ln more complex scenarios,
the chemical constituents of the suppressant
can react with and leach toxic components
out of the soils at the application site. The
issue of leaching is particularly relevant
where dust suppressants are used on coal-
fields, landfills, and mine tailings piles, which
may contain hazardous material.

The constituents of the suppressants may be
taken up by plant roots and systemically
affect plants. ln addition, soil microorganisms
may biotransform the suppressants into
benign or more toxic compounds depending
on the environmental conditions on the site
of application.

The application of dust suppressants will
have secondary effects on the charac-
teristics of soils to which suppressants are
applied including a decrease of surface
permeability. Depending on precipitation, the
change in surface permeability can lead to
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increased runoff from the site to adjacent
sites and decreased soil moisture. Changes
in surface flow can then change patterns of
erosion on and off the application site.

3.2.4 Effects on Air Quality
Dust suppressant use can affect air quality
characteristics in a number of ways. ln arid
areas, for example, the use of water may
add moisture to air fostering the proliferation
of microorganisms. Dust suppressants that
adhere to soil particles can be re-entrained
into the air with strong winds, potentially
adding contaminants to the air in addition to
particulate matter. lt is noteworthy that dust
suppressants have little efficacy at suppres-
sing small respirable dust that have the
potential to be inhaled directly into lung
parenchyma and cause lung disease (Reilly
et al., 2003). Dust suppressants are gener-
ally used to comply with PM10 regulations
and improve visibility; but could be poten-
tially harmful since smaller dust particles
(less than 10 pm) can be inhaled. Lastly,
some dust suppressants may have volatile
organic compounds in the products that may
be dispersed ínto the air when the product is
applied. This is a particular concern in the
formation of ozone.

3.2.5 Effects on Flora and Fauna

Dust suppressant application is not limited to
the soils on the site. Since dust suppres-
sants are generally applied over the surface,
any vegetation or fauna on the site, including
soil microorganisms, may also come into
direct contact with the suppressant. Appli-
cation of dust suppressants, especially
magnesium chloride, has been associated
with the browning of trees along roadways
and stunted vegetation growth in forestlands.
Effects vary, because different plants have
different tolerances.

Aquatic ecosystems are affected by direct
contamination from spills or runoff from off-
site applications of dust suppressants, Fish
may be affected by direct ingestion of toxic
constituents or their degradation products.
They are also sensitive to increased salinity
resulting from salts and brine applications.
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Dust suppressants that result in an increase
in biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) can
result in decreased DO concentrations in
nearby streams, which may affect fish health
and survival, Dust suppressants that affect
macroinvertebrates could cause a decrease
in food supplies for fish. Dust suppressants
that result in increased suspended solids
concentration, either directly or indirectly, via
erosion, can potentially degrade aquatic
habitat. At the micro level, suppressants can
potentially be toxic to soil and water micro-
organisms,

There is a chance that reproductive effects
for fauna could also be found in these areas.
An example of adverse impact of dust sup-
pressants in animals relates to using finely
chopped asphalt in feedlots to suppress
dust. With time, the animals started having
convulsions and high levels of lead were
found in their blood. When the animals were
moved to another feedlot, the symptoms
were reduced.

3.2.6 Effects on Surface and
Groundwater

Dust suppressant use can potentially affect
both surface and groundwater. Spills directly
affect surface water and can impact ground-
water depending on site characteristics. Dust
suppressants that are water-soluble can be
transported into surface waters and mater-
ials that are water-soluble but do not bind
tenaciously to soil can enter the ground-
water. lf the soil surface is not bound
together well (i.e., chlorides, lignin) or if the
rain event is extreme, dust suppressant
treated soil particles can be carried by over-
land flow into streams, rivers, and ditches.
Sedimentation and uptake of soil particles
could adversely affect aquatic or marine life,
if sufficient numbers of treated particles have
significant and mobile concentrations of haz-
ardous compounds. Settled particles can
also change the composition of the ecolo-
gical community and the dominant species
(Sanders et a1.,2003).

3.2.7 What can be done to Avoid
Another Times Beach?

To further engage the exper(s and to work
through the scientific and policy issues
associated with dust suppressant use, the
experts were posed the above question and
asked to respond individually. Following is a
compilation of the responses.

Primarily, materials that fail existing reg-
ulatory thresholds for toxicity and those
containing FIFRA (Federal lnsecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act), TSCA
(Toxic Substance Control Act), and RCRA
(Resource Conservation and Recovery act)
regulated compounds should not be used as
dust suppressants. Chlorinated compounds
and materials containing any paints should
be carefully evaluated if used in a dust sup-
pressant. Food products (e.9. soy oil,
molasses) could be used, when possible, for
they are likely to contain less toxic com-
pounds than the industrial materials and
waste products currently used as dust sup-
pressants. Natural products are likely to
biodegrade in the environment and therefore
toxic effects are expected to be minimal.
However, the make up of these products
needs to be considered since some bio-
degradable products can be toxic before
degradation occurs.

Application of all types of chemical dust
suppressants should not be ruled out or
permitted under all conditions. lnstead,
guidelines should be drafted to indicate
where specific dust suppressants should be
applied. Application of chemical dust sup-
pressants should be avoided near sensitive
environments, near water bodies and fractur-
ed rock, in areas with a shallow groundwater
table, and other areas where water could
quickly reach the saturated zone. Site-
specific characteristics should be considered
when approving the use of dust suppres-
sants. All of these recommendations would
require the screening of suppressants via a
certification program, and a proper monitor-
ing program of product make up over time.
This would eliminate suppressants that do
not meet expected standards. Alternatively,
the number of dust suppressants to be
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applied could be limited to specific types;
that would facilitate regulation and monitor-
ing of the environmental impacts.

The public perception of toxicity may be an
important component of the acceptance of
dust suppressants as a dust abatement
technology notwithstanding the actual threat
the suppressant may pose. Factors such as
the smell and the visual impact of dust
suppressants should be considered. Finally,
information on environmental impacts and
effectiveness of dust suppressants should be
used together when determining the type of
suppressant to be used. lf only environ-
mental concerns are used as guidance to
select dust suppressants, one could end-up
with the most environmentally friendly sup-
pressants instead of the best suppressant for
the application with the least potential
environmental risks. Before adopting new
regulations, the advantages (e.9., improved
air quality) and disadvantages (e.9., con-
taminated soils) associated with dust
suppressant should be considered in risk
management analysis.

3.2.8 What would be a Significant
Concern that would Limit Use?

The Expert Panel was also presented with
the above question on what would constitute
a concern for them. The following items
would cause the experts to limit the use of
dust suppressants:

1. Data indicating a potential ecological
impact (e.9., plant stress, isolation of
animal communities, habitat disruption).

2. Data indicating carcinogens, toxins in
levels that would cause negative impacts
in human health.

3. lndustrial waste by-product containing
potential toxic contaminants.

4. Suppressant containing significant
amounts of products regulated under
FIFRA, TSCA, and RCRA.

5. Potential or observed negative impacts
to adjacent landowners.

3.3 User and Agency Survey
Results

To further probe into the current practices
used for dust suppressant selections,
several agencies and dust suppressant
applicators were asked what characteristics
in a dust suppressant they felt were
important when deciding on the use for a
particular situation, and what other factors
influence their decisions. The main
considerations include:

. Environmental impacts, especially near
detention basins/waterways

. Toxicity such as LC50 test of dust
suppressant on fish

. Cost of dust suppressant per acre

. Application costs

. Warranty time and durability

. Availability of product

. Type of equipment needed to apply
product

. Penetration characteristics

¡ Past history of dust suppressant use

. Traffic impacts (i.e., different products for
different conditions)

o Long term maintenance costs

. Category of dust suppressant
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Section 4

Framework for Assessing Potential Environmental Effects

To make decisions about dust suppressant
use, managers must evaluate the potential
level of concern that use will generate. The
level of concern about a given dust
suppressant depends on a number of site-,
use-, and composition-specific factors.
These factors are highly variable and infor-
mation about many of them is uncertain. The
diagram shown in Figure 4-1 presents a
framework for assessing the level of concern
about the use of a particular dust sup-
pressant. This is not meant to be a
comprehensive decision-tree model. lnstead,
it outlines it identifies the type of information

Effects of Exposure
on- and off-site

Significance
of effects

Figure 4-1: Framework for assessing the potential environmental
impacts of dust suppressants.

needed to evaluate the product. lt also
summarizes the relationship between the
purpose of application, type of dust sup-
pressant, site conditions, and level of
concern. This is intended for managers
and/or policy-makers who would use this
framework to make a decision about the use
of a particular dust suppressant on a specific
site. This would guide the person on what
information would need to be collected for
each of these categories specific to the sup-
pressant and the site in question. An
explanation of the diagram from the bottom
(endpoint) to the top is provided below.

Amount of Exposure by
on- and off-s¡te ecosystem

components to a given
constituent

T

I
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To determine the level of concern about a
given use, both the effects of exposure of the
suppressant on a range of ecosystem com-
ponents and the significance of those effects
must be considered. lf a suppressant applied
to a given site were carried off the site and
into an adjacent stream, for example, the
level of concern would depend on the effect
of that suppressant on the aquatic ecosys-
tem - an algal bloom caused by an input of
phosphorus, for example - and the signi-
ficance of that effect. The same effect could
be critical in one system and insignificant in
another. An algal bloom might be unac-
ceptable in a water body used for swimming
but unremarkable in a wastewater treatment
plant outfall. The significance of the effect
might also be determined by comparing the
effect of use with the effect o'Í not using the
suppressant. Any decision to use or not use
a suppressant should be based on an
assessment of benefits and risks (Expert
Panel, 2002).

The effects of dust suppressant exposure on
and off the application site are a function of
the sife characteristics, amount of exposure
the different ecosystem components receive,
and climatic conditions at the site. Site
characteristics such as topography, soil
texture and chemistry, groundwater flow
path, vegetation and wildlife types, and
distribution set the parameters for environ-
mental responses to dust suppressant
exposure. A basic set of ecosystem com-
ponents whose response to the dust
suppressant should be evaluated, include
air, soil, water, soil microbes, aquatic
organisms, vegetation, fauna, and people
(Expert Panel, 2002). Different categories
might be more or less important at different
sites. One site may contain species sensitive
to a particular compound while another may
not. Site characteristics can also affect the
ecosystem response to a suppressant.
Alkaline soils may buffer acidic constituents
of a suppressant. Dense vegetation may
take up excess nutrients in organic
suppressants. Soil microbes may break
down potentially toxic suppressant con-
stituents. Climatic conditions at the site,
including the precipitation regime, wind
exposLrre, and temperature, also affect the
20

response of ecosystem components to the
suppressants. Dust suppressant constituents
might react differently under different
moisture and temperature conditions, for
example. The degradation rates of some
constituents of dust suppressants may vary
with exposure to ultraviolet radiation. The
ecosystem response also depends on the
amount of exposure to a given suppressant
constituent received by the ecosystem
component. The response of any given eco-
system component may be non-linear, or
involve thresholds.

The amount of exposure received by a given
ecosystem component to a given suppres-
sant constituent depends on the rate at
which it is applied to the site (/oadrng rate)
and the transpori of constituents to each
ecosystem component. The constituent load-
ing rate depends on the rate at which the
suppressant is applied, the type of
constituents in the suppressant, and their
concentration. Once the suppressant is
applied to the site, its constituents may
migrate within the site, from the soil surface
to the sub-surface, for example, or to the
groundwater or into the air. The pathways
and rate at which any given constituent
moves within the site or off the site are a
function of the site characteristics, climatic
conditions, and the characteristics of the
constituents. The amount of precipitation a
site receives affects the transport of water-
soluble constituents, as do its topography,
soil, and geologic characteristics. Some
constituents are more mobile than others.
They may be more soluble, or more likely to
be volatilized. Depending on soil chemistry,
some may be adsorbed to soil particles.
Constituents may be transformed after appli-
cation, reacting chemically with each other or
with components at the site, or being
degraded.

The rate of suppressant application depends
on the purpose and method of application.
The purpose of application - to stabilize
disturbed vacant land or agricultural land or
to reduce the dust generated from travel
over unpaved roads, for example - together
with specific site characteristics and climatic
conditions, determine the amount and fre-
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quency at which the suppressant is applied.
The purpose and site characteristics also
influence the method of application. lf the
surface to be stabilized is not expected to be
disturbed, the suppressant may be applied
topically. lf the surface must withstand
vehicle traffic, the suppressant may be
mixed into the soil by grading.

the type and concentration of constituents in
the suppressant are a function of lhe type
and source of the suppressant. Dust
suppressants can be water, brines, lignin-
sulfonates, petroleum-based products, or

other types, as discussed in Section 2.1.
Dust suppressants may contain components
other than the primary suppressant,
depending on the source of the suppressant
(Expert Panel, 2002). Most suppressants are
derived from waste materials from manu-
facturing processes. Even the source water
(e.9., reclaimed water, groundwater) may
contain additional constituents. The com-
position of the suppressant, together with the
rate of application determines the amount
(mass) of each constituent applied to the
site.

I
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Section 5

Path Forward - lssues and Potential Solutions

There arc a significant number of "data
gaps" that need to be filled to more
adequately address environmental and regu-
latory issues (Expert.Panel, 2OO2). Research
questions range from "What is the national
scale of the problem?"; "How much is being
applied and where?"; "What tests should one
run to determine the chemicals leached into
soil and the biological impacts of dust sup-
pressants after they are applied?" These
types of questions must be answered before
a decision can be made about whether or
not more federal regulation is needed. This
section focuses on the scientific and regula-
tory issues, and then provides suggestions
for a path forward.

5.1 Scientific lssues

5.1.1 Better Definition of What is
Meant by "Effective" Dust
Suppressant

As noted eadier, there is no standard defin-
ition of a dust suppressant. Current usage of
the term "dust suppressant" implies that it
can be any chemical formulation applied to
the ground to control emission of dust.
Furthermore, the term "effective" dust sup-
pressant is not well defined. Currently, the
definition of an effective dust suppressant
focuses on the ability (efficiency) of the
product to suppress particulate matter from
becoming air borne over a period of time
(Expert Panel, 2002). To support this, lndus-
try has developed data on the performance
of dust suppressants on various types of
land surfaces (see Literature Review in
Appendix A).

A more comprehensive definition of an
effective dust suppressant is needed to
consider the overall impacts of using the
products. A comprehensive definition of an

"effective" dust suppressant might consider
the following (Expert Panel, 2002):

1. The efficiency and durability of the pro-
duct

2. The costs and benefits associated with
the use of the product

3. ïhe potential environmental impacts

ln making the determination of what dust
suppressant to use, it is also important to
select the proper dust suppressant based on
soil characteristics. Soil characterization
tests are not always performed on sites
when selecting a dust suppressant; however,
several experts were asked what tests they
would recommend. Recommendations in-
cluded gradation tests (AASHTO T-11 and
T-27), plasticity tests (AASHTO T-89 and T-
90), pH tests of the soil, tests for the ability of
soil to attract of bind a particular dust
suppressant, particle size distribution, mois-
ture content, and a visual survey of the site
(Expert Panel, 2002). A thorough description
of soils tests necessary to determine the
optimum product performance has been
prepared by the US EPA ETV Generic
Verification Protocol for Dust Suppression
and Soil Stabilization Products.

5.1.2 Better Understanding of Dust
Characterisfics as an A¡r
Pollutant

To properly evaluate the impacts of dust
suppressants one must understand the char-
acteristics of dust. One key factor is the size
of the particle matter. Airborne particle size
fractions are classified as either Particulate
Matter (PM) 2,5 or PM10, based on their
aerodynamic diameter, when they are regu-
lated under the Clean Air Act. Airborne
fugitive dust entrained from road surfaces

ir.
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and wind-eroded from construction sites,
agricultural fields and vacant lands span a
physical size range from less than I micron
to about 100 microns; this range includes
(and exceeds, on the large end) the PM2.5
and PM10 size fractions. There is a need for
proper characterization of particle size distri-
bution and mineralogy related to variables
such as vehicle tire loading and speeds on
unpaved roads in different regions (Expert
Panel, 2002). As noted earlier, the smaller
PM2.5 particles may be more harmful from a
human health perspective if inhaled.

The soil surface chemistry, moisture content,
and shapes of dust particles can affect the
ability of different suppressant formulations
to adhere to the particles. The particle size,
shape, surface chemistry, and soil moisture
content are seldom used to assist in the
selection of an appropriate suppressant. ln
some cases, the soil silt content (given as
percent passing a #200 screen) and mois-
ture content may be obtained prior to dust
suppressant application. Many of the
standard soil characterization tests are time-
consuming and not well suited to the daily
exigencies of field operations. Development
of simple, robust field apparatus and rapid
methods for characterization of relevant soil
properties could assist in the selection of the
right type of suppressant and the appropriate
application rate for a pafticular region.

5.1.3 Better Understanding of How
Dust Suppress ants Ch ange
After Application

The fundamental mechanisms of how the
dust suppressants work, break down, de-
grade, and move in the environment are not
well understood at this time. "Degradation"
includes effects of solar radiation, abiotic
oxidation, biological transformations, dissol-
ution, and physical weathering. ln addition,
the soils characteristics will influence how
the suppressants are degraded (Expert
Panel, 2002). Mechanisms of how dust
suppressants work are well established and
based on research and industry devel-
opment. However, it is not known what
happens to the products after they are appli-
ed and weathering occurs. What daughter
24

products are produced as dust suppressants
break down? Are they benign or toxic,
mobile or immobile? Answers to these ques-
tions can only be obtained from long-term
testing of dust suppressants under field
conditions.

5.1.4 Better Definition of Current and
Potential P roble m s/U ses

Preliminary data was provided in Section 2.3
on the current and potential uses of dust
suppressants; however, this issue should be
further explored. lf national regulations/
guidelines are considered for the use of dust
suppressants, then there needs to be a bet-
ter understanding of the scale of current and
potential usage of dust suppressants. An-
swers to the following questions are needed:

1. ln what regions of the United States are
dust suppressants currently being appli-
ed?

2. How much dust suppressant is being
applied nationwide?

3. Have there been adverse environmental
impacts in regions where dust suppres-
sants were applied?

4. What is the potential use of dust
suppressants on unpaved roads and
disturbed lands?

5. Do local and state agencies track the use
of dust suppressants?

5.1 .5 Source of Dust Suppressanfs
and Dilution Water

A major concern is the current lack of infor-
mation on the chemical composition of dust
suppressants. Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS's) are commonly provided for dust
suppressant products; however, since pro-
prietary information may be involved,
MSDS's do not necessarily provide infor-
mation about all the chemicals present in the
products. Major manufacturers (e.9., Mid-
west lndustrial Supply and Pennzoil
Products) will provide results of environ-
mental tests if the customer asks for the
information, or post the information on the
lnternet (Expert Panel, 2002). Manu-
facturers' environmental testing data, while
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valuable, is currently not standardized. As an
example, several vendors provide reports
containing bioassay data, but it is sometimes
difficult to compare results among difierent
products because different test species (e.9.
fathead minnows or water fleas) and dif-
ferent test protocols may be used.

Chemical properties, particularly toxic con-
taminants, can vary significantly depending
on the product. Constituents can also vary
from batch to batch (Expert Panel, 2002).
The environmental impacts of dust suppres-
sants cannot be adequately identified until
concentration ranges for major and trace
chemical constituents are known for the
most common products. Most experts in soil
science, ecology, and biology can estimate
potential environmental impacts in their field
of expertise if they know the chemical com-
position of the product and the site-specific
conditions (Expert Panel, 2002). However,
that information is not fully available.

There is also a concern regarding the
sources of the products used in the dust
suppressants. Although some manufacturers
formu late su ppressa nts from virgin materials,
a majority of commercial products are
reformulated by-products or brines from in-
dustries that would othen¡yise dispose of
these materials as wastes. Several exam-
ples of waste products reformulated as dust
suppressants include lignin sulfonates and
magnesium chloride brines. ln effect, un-
paved roads have become disposal system
for these by-products that are reformulated
and used as dust suppressants. The chem-
ical composition of broad categories of by-
products, such as lignin sulfonates, oils, and
brines will depend on the original source of
the by-products and also on the chemical
processes that generated them. For exam-
ple, the waste oils originating from California
crude oils may contain more metals than
waste oils originating from Pennsylvania
crudes (Expert Panel, 2002). Used oils and
solvents may have even higher toxic concen-
trations.

It is also noteworthy that the use of toxic by-
products in dust suppressants is a recycling
process, The recycling of non-hazardous

waste products into dust suppressants
reduces the cost ofthe dust suppressant and
eliminates the need for disposal in landfills.
Depending on the by-product, recycling and
reuse into dust suppressants may be the
best way to dispose of some non-hazardous
wastes (Expert Panel, 2002). For example,
some mulch{ype suppressants are formu-
lated with non-hazardous wood fiber or
paper pulp, and large volume use of mulch-
type suppressants can significantly reduce
the volume of waste pulp that must either be
landfilled or incinerated.

The sources of the water used for dust
suppressants should also be considered in
assessing the potential impacts. The majority
of suppressants require dilution and typically
applicators will use the water that is most
readily available. Tap water, untreated
surface or ground water or reclaimed muni-
cipal or industrial wastewater could all be
used. Reclaimed wastewater may have
higher levels of nutrients and pathogens than
ordinary tap water or some surface or
groundwaters. ln some areas, contaminated
groundwater could inadvertently be used for
mixing of the dust suppressants (Expert
Panel, 2002). Minimum quality standards for
water used directly as a dust suppressant or
as a dilution product should be established
to prevent inadvertent contamination of lands
treated with dust suppressants.

5.1.6 Clearinghouse for Dust
Suppress a nt I nform ation

There is a need for more information about
the chemicals and formulations used in dust
suppressants (Expert Panel, 2002). Regul-
ators, applicators, and the public don't have
easy access to information that would help
them to decide which dust suppressant types
are safe and effective for specific appli-
cations. An easily-accessible information
center, a "clearinghouse", could help appli-
cators, regulators, and the public acquire the
information needed to make good dust con-
trol decisions. The recommended form of
this clearinghouse is as a World Wide Web
site. EPA maintains several web sites that
could serve as models for a dust suppres-
sant clearinghouse. An example is the

25
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CHIEF bulletin board that serves the needs
of state and local air quality regulators. The
clearinghouse could be maintained by EPA
or by another public agency or university.
Content categories for this clearinghouse
could include (Expert Panel, 2002):

1. lnformation on composition of dust sup-
pressants

2. Easy to follow guidelines for selection
and application

3. List of products not to use

4. Occupational and environmental toxicity
information for different types of dust
suppressants

5. Applicable state and local ordinances
regulating dust suppressant application

6. lnformation about what happens after
application, both in terms of suppressant
performance and environmental impacts

7. lnformation for the affected public as well
as for regulators/manufacturers/applica-
tors, including:

a. Contact information for federal, local,
and state agencies regulating use of dust
suppressants

b. Contact information for dust suppres-
sant manufacturers

Complete disclosure by dust suppressant
manufacturers, formulators, and vendors
would be needed in order to address all the
items shown above. Some manufacturers,
formulators, and vendors might be reluctant
to release exact formulation information,
since they could consider the information to
be proprietary. The model for disclosure of
pesticide formulations, where only "active"
ingredients are specifically listed, might
prove useful. However, in the case of dust
suppressants the definition of an "active"
ingredient should include both those consti-
tuents that control dust and any other trace
constituent, which when applied to the land
surface at the intended application rate, has
the potential for environmental impact. How-
ever, the lack of complete cooperation from
vendors should not delay the creation of the
clearinghouse.

26

5.1.7 RlskAssess/nenf and How to
Decide What to Test For

When making the determination on which
dust suppressant should be used, a robust
risk assessment framework is needed along
with the identification of which test should be
performed. ln Section 4, a lramework was
provided that outlines the considerations that
one might use to make an assessment.
There are several detailed risk assessment
frameworks available to the industry that
could be used as models.

. The American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM)'s Risk-Based Corrective
Action (RBCA) is one of the standard
frameworks for assessing the extent of
petroleum contamination and developing
remedial measures for contaminated lands
(ASTM, 1999)

¡ ASTM also publishes guides and
standards for ecological considerations for
the use of chemical dispersants in oil spill
response that may provide insight into
development of standards for dust
suppressants (ASTM, 2003)

. EPA has also published guidelines for
remediation of hazardous waste sites
(EPA,2002)

Unfortunately, these frameworks for risk
assessment were developed for cases
where contamination had already occurred.
One proprietary general guideline exists for
evaluating potential environmental impacts
of release of chemicals to the environment
(see Rohm and Haas Consumer and
lndustrial Specialties' Risk Assessment Flow
Chart for Safe Product Use, available at
h ttp : //www. ro h m h a a s. co m/ rh c i s/ e n v i ro n m e n -
tal/safeprod uct. htm I ).

There are no relevant guidelines available
for minimizing environmental and human
health risk from intentional application of
dust suppressants to roads construction
sites, agricultural fields, and vacant lands.
Guidelines do exist for:

o lntentional application of fertilizers to crops
and turf, and
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. lntentional application of pesticides to
croplands, turf, and residences

However, in both of these cases, the active
ingredients are well known and impacts have
been fairly well studied. The situation with
dust suppressants is much more ambiguous,
as in many cases, data about their chemical
composition and biological impacts are lack-
ing.

It is recommended that tests performed, as
part of a risk assessment for dust suppres-
sants should focus on the constituents in the
dust suppressant concentrate, in runoff, and

in the soil after application. lt is very likely
that no dust suppressants will be free of
every potential harmful chemical; however, it
is important that guidance documents and
initial recommended threshold levels be
developed to reduce risk. Relevant EPA
methods, compiled from both Expert Panel
recommendations and from the literature
review, are summarized in Table 5-1. These
tests could be applied to the raw product, the
collected rLrnoff, and/or the soils.

Table 5-1: Relevant EPA and Standard test to be considered in assessing impacts of dust
suppressants.

Analytical Method EPA/ASTM Number

Organic

lnorganics/Metals

Toxicity

Biodegradability

Volatile organic compounds

Semi-volatile organic compounds

Pesticides and herbicides

Chlorinated hydrocarbons

Petroleum hydrocarbons

PAHs

lnductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic
Emission Spectrometry

Terrestrial bird toxicity

lnsect toxicity

Vegetation toxicity

Algal Toxicity

Acute to fishes and microinvertebrates

Marine and Estuary organisms

Chronic to fìshes and microinvertebrates

Dredge material chemical and biological
evaluation

Bioconcentration

Soluble Chemical Oxygen Demand

Biochemical Oxygen Demand

82608

8270D

8270D

8121

8440

Tentatively identified compounds (TlC)

60108

850.2200

850.3020

850.4000

850.4400

ASTM E-1 192-88

EPA/600/4-85-01 3 and EPA 600/4-87-028

EPA/600/4-89-001

U.S. Corps. Engr. Rep-D9O

ASTM E-1022-84

410.4

405.1

5.1.8 Example of a Standardized
Assessm e nt M eth od o I ogy

As part of an initial risk assessment for this
report, a proposed standardized methodol-
ogy for estimating soil mass fractions of dust
suppressant constituents is shown below in
Tables 5-2 and 5-3. The worksheets use
known information about a dust suppressant
constituent concentration, the application

rate, the soil penetration, and soil density to
estimate a dust suppressant constituent
concentration in soil. Table 5-2 is provided
as a blank worksheet for vendors, applica-
tors, regulators, and investigators to use in
their risk assessments. Table 5-3 shows an
example calculation for a constituent present
at a 50 mg/L in a dust suppressant concen-
trate.
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Table 5-2: Blank Worksheet A - Estimation of soil mass fraction from suppressant constituent
concentration.

Blank Worksheet A: Calculation of constituent concentration in soil

Fill in shaded blanks with your data and complete calculations in other rows per Calculation
lnstructions

User-
supplied Row # Data Entry or Galculation lnstruction Value Units

1

2

3

Concentrate constituent concentration

Dilution : volume water/volume concentrate

Mixed constituent concentration = concentrate concentration / (1

+ dilution)

Liquid mixture application rate per pass

Number of passes

Total liquid mixture application ralelyd2 = rate/pass x number
passes

Land area conversion

Converted total liquid mixture application rate per m2 = row 6 x
row 7

Mixture volume conversion

Total Liquid mixture application rate (metric) = row 8 x row 9

Runoff fraction (fraction leaving site before infiltration into soil)

Retained liquid application rate = Total rate x ('l - runoff fraction)

Mixture liquid depth applied to soil = (row 12 x (1 meter3/1000
liter) x 1OOcm/meterx 1 inchi2.54 cm

Constituent application rate as mass/area soil = mixed constituent
concentration (row 3) x liquid mixture rate (row 12)

Diluted mixture penetration (inches)

Length conversion

Diluted mixture penetration (centimeters) = row 15 x row 16

Diluted mixture penetration (meters) = row 17 I lOO

Constituent soil concentration as mass constituenVvolume soil =
constituent application rate (row 14) / diluted mixture
penetration (row 18)

Soil bulk density

lnitial constituent mass fraction in soil = constituent soil
concentration (row 19) / soil bulk density (row 20)

mg/L

mg/L

gallonlyd2

gallon/yd2

1.20 yd2lm2

gallon/m2

3.78 liter/gallon

literlm2

inches

mglm2

inches

2.54 cmiinch

centimeters

4

5

6

7

I

I
10

11

't2

13

't4

15

l6
17

18

19

20

21

meters

mg/m3

kg/m3

mg/kg = ppm
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Table 5-3: Example calculation using Worksheet A. Soil mass fraction resulting from
application of dust s!¡ppressant with constituent concentration of 50 mg/L.
Assumes 1,600 kg/m" soil bulk density, 0.45 inch (1.14 cml suppre^ssant
penetration into soil, 2 suppressant applications at 0.50 gallon/yd', no runoff of
liquid suppressant, and mixing of I volume of suppressant concentrate with 1

volume of water.

Worksheet A Example 1: Estimation of constituent soil mass fraction based on
constituent concentration in suppressant as supplied (concentrate)

User-
supplied Row # Data Entry or Calculation lnstruction Value Units

I

2

3

Concentrate constituent concentration

Dilution: volume water/volume concentrate

Mixed constituent concentration = concentrate
concentration / (1 + dilution)

Liquid mixture application rate per pass

Number of passes

Total liquid mixture application ratelyd2 = rate/pass x
number passes

Land area conversion

Converted total liquid mixture application rate per m2 =
row6xrowT

Mixture volume conversion

Total Liquid mixture application rate (metric) = row I x row
I

Runoff fraction (fraction leaving site before infìltration into
soil)

Retained liquid application rate = Total rate x (1 - runoff
fraction)

Mixture liquid depth applied to soil = (row 12 x (1

meter3/1000 liter) x 1OOcm/meter x 1 inchl2.54 cm

Constituent application rate as mass/area soil = mixed
constituent concentration (row 3) x liquid mixture rate
(row 12)

Diluted mifure penetration (inches)

Length conversion

Diluted mixture penetration (centimeters) = row 15 x row
't6

Diluted mixture penetration (meters) = row 17 / 100

Constituent soil concentration as mass constituenVvolume
soil = constituent application rate (row 14) / diluted
mixture penetration (row 18)

Soil bulk density

lnitial constituent mass fraction in soil = constituent soil
concentration (row 19) / soil bulk density (row 20)

50

0.50

mg/L

mg/L

gallon/yd2

1.00 gallon/yd2

1.20 yd2lm2

1.20 gallon/m2

3.78 liter/gallon

4.53 literlm2

0.00

25

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

'18

'f9

20

21

1ì

4.53

0.18

113

0.45

2.54

1.14

0.0114

9,900

1,600

inches

mglm2

inches

cm/inch

centimeters

meters

mg/m3

kg/m3

mg/kg = ppm6.19

I

t

I

Environmental regulations establish action
levels for contaminants or contaminant clas-
ses in soils. Remediation is usually required
if values above these levels are recorded for

a contaminated site. Tables 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6
show a proposed calculation methodology
for using an action level in soil to estimate
the maximum allowable constituent concen-
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tration in a formulated dust suppressant
concentrate. Table 5-4 is provided as a blank
worksheet for interested parties to use in risk
assessments involving suppressants. Table
5-5 shows a sample calculation for a RCRA-
based action level of 100 ppm for total
petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH). Table 5-6
shows a sample calculation for a CERCLA-
based action level of 1 ppb for tetrachloro-
dibenzodioxin (TCDD). The final result
computed at the bottom of Tables 5-5 and 5-
6 should not be considered as a fixed "not to
exceed" value for TPH or TCDD, as the

numerical result depends on dust suppres-
sant liquid application rate, penetration depth
into the soil, fraction suppressant retained on
the target surface, suppressant dilution, and
soil bulk density. However, the results are
instructive, and the accompanying blank
worksheet (Table 5-4) could be used with
site-specific data to compute maximum
allowable constituent (or contaminant) con-
centrations for other combinations of site
conditions, suppressant dilutions, and appli-
cation rates,

Table 5.4: Blank Worksheet B - Estimation of maximum allowable dust suppressant constituent
concentration from risk-based limit in soil.

Blank Worksheet B: Calculation of maximum suppressant contaminant
concentration based on maximum allowed soil contaminant mass fraction
Fill in shaded blanks with your data and complete calculations in other rows per Calculation

lnstructions

User-
supplied Row # Data Entry or Galculation lnstruction Value Units

1

2

3

lnitial constituent mass fraction in soil

Soil bulk density

Constituent soil concentration as mass constituent/volume soil =
constituent soil mass fraction (row 1) x soil bulk density (row 2)

Diluted mixture penetration (inches)

Length conversion

Diluted mixture penetration (centimeters) = row 4 " row 5

Diluted mixture penetration (meters) = row 6 / 100

Constituent application rate as mass/area soil = constituent soil
concentration (row 3) x diluted mixture penetration (row 7)

Liquid mixture application rate per pass

Number of passes

Total liquid mixture application ratelyd? = row 9 x row 10

Mixture volume conversion

Total liquid mixture application rate (metric) = row 13 x row 14

Runoff fraction (fraction leaving site before infiltration into soil)

Net liquid application rate = row 15 x ('l - row 16) as volume/ area
soil

Mixture liquid depth applied to soil = (row 17 x (1 meter3/1000
liter) x 1OOcm/meter x 1 inchl2.54 cm

Max allowed concentration in diluted mixture = row 8 I row 17

lntended dilution: volume water / volume concentrate

Maximum allowed concentration in suppressant concentrate as
supplied = row 19 x ('l + row 20)

mg/kg = ppm

kg/m3

mg/m3

inches4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

12

l3

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Land area conversion 1.20 yd2lm2

Converted total liquid mixture application rate per m2 = row 11 x
row 12 gallonim2

2.54 cm/inch

centimeters

meters

mglm2

gallon/yd2

gallon/yd2

3.78 liter/gallon

literlm2

liter/m2

inches

mg/L

mg/L
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Table 5-5: Example calculation of maximum allowable suppressant concentration based on
RCRA 100 ppm action levelfor Total Petroleum Hydrocarb^ons (TPH) in soil as
determined using EPA Method 8015. Assumes 1,600 kg/m'soil bulk density, 0.45
inch (1.14 cm) suppressant penetration into soil, 2 suppressant applications at
0.50 gallon/yd', no runoff of liquid suppressant, and mixing of I volume of
suppressant concentrate with 1 volume of water.

Worksheet B Example #2: Calculation of maximum allowable suppressant
contaminant concentration based on maximum allowed soil contaminant mass
fraction. RCRA soil limit of 100 ppm maximum allowable TPH in soilfrom EPA
Method 8015

User-
supplied Row # Data Entry or Galculation Instruction Value Units

1 lnitial constituent mass fraction in soil

2 Soil bulk density

100.00 mg/kg = ppm

1,600 kg/m3

3 Constituent soil concentration as mass
constiluenUvolume soil = constituent soil mass fraction
(row l) x soil bulk density (row 2) 160,000 mg/m3

4 Diluted mixture penetration (inches) 0.45 inches

5 Length conversion 2.54 cm/inch

6 Diluted mixture penetration (centimeters) = row 4 * row 5 1.14 centimeters

7 Diluted mixture penetration (meters) = row 6 / 100 0.0114 meters

I Constituent application rate as mass/area soil =
constituent soil concentration (row 3) x diluted mixture
penetration (row 7) 1829 mglm2

9 Liquid mixture application rate per pass

10 Number of passes

0.50 gallon/yd2

11 Total liquid mixture application ratelyd2 = row 9 x row 10 1.00 gallon/yd2

12 Land area conversion 1.20 yd2lm2

13 Converted total liquid mixture application rate per m2 =
row 11 x row 12 1.20 gallon/m2

14 Mixture volume conversion 3.78 liter/gallon

15 Total liquid mixture application rate (metric) = row'13 x
row 14 4.53 lilerlm2

16 Runoff fraction (fraction leaving site before infiltration into
soil)

17 Net liquid application rate = row 15 x (1 - row 16) as
volume/ area soil 4.53 literlm2

18 Mixture liquid depth applied to soil = (row 17 x (1

meter3/1000 liter) x I OOcm/meter x 1 inchl2.54 cm 0.1 I inches

19 Max allowed concentration in diluted mixture = row 8 /
row 17 404 mg/L

20 lntended dilution: volume wate¡ lvolume concentrate 1

21 Maximum allowed concentration in suppressant
concentrate as supplied = row 19 x (1 + row 20) 808 mg/L

0.00
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Table 5-6: Example calculation of maximum allowable suppressant concentration based on
CERCLA 1 ppb action level for TCDD. Assumes 1,600 kg/m3 soi! bulk density, 0.45
inch (1.14 cm)^suppressant penetration into soil, 2 suppressant applications at
0.50 gallon/yd', no runoff of liquid suppressant, and application of undiluted
suppressant to land surface.

Worksheet B Example #3: Calculation of maximum allowable suppressant
contaminant concentration based on maximum allowed soil contaminant mass
fraction. CERCLA limit of 1 ppm maximum allowable dioxin in soil.

User-
supplied Row # Data Entry or Calculation lnstruction Value Units

1 lnitial constituent mass fraction in soil

2 Soil bulk density

0.001 mg/kg = ppm

1,600 kg/m3

3 Constituent soil concentration as mass
constituenUvolume soil = constituent soil mass fraction
(row 1) x soil bulk density (row 2) 1.60 mg/m3

4 Diluted mixture penetration (inches) 0.45 inches

5 Length conversion 2.54 cm/inch

6 Diluted mixture penetration (centimeters) = row 4 * row 5 1.14 centimeters

7 Diluted mixture penetration (meters) = row 6 / 100 0,0114 meters

8 Constituent application rate as mass/area soil =
constituent soil concentration (row 3) x diluted mixture
penetration (row 7) 1.83E-02 mglm2

9 Liquid mixture application rate per pass

10 Number of passes

0.50 gallon/yd2

11 Total liquid mixture application ratelyd2 = row 9 x row 10 1.00 gallon/yd2

12 Land area conversion 1.20 yd2lm2

13 Converted total liquid mixture application rate per m2 =
row 1'l x row 12 1.20 gallon/m2

14 Mixture volume conversion 378 liter/gallon

15 Total liquid mixture application rate (metric) = row 13 x
row 14 4.53 literlm2

16 Runoff fraction (fraction leaving site before infiltration into
soil) 0.00

17 Net liquid application rate = row 15 x (1 - row 16) as
volume/ area soil 4.53 literlm2

18 Mixture liquid depth applied to soil = (row 17 x (1

meter3/1 000 liter) x 1 O0cm/meter x 1 inch/2.54 cm 0.1 I inches

19 Max allowed concentration in diluted mixture = row 8 /
row 17 4.04E-03 mg/L

20 lntended dilution: volume water / volume concentrate 0

21 Maximum allowed concentration in suppressant
concentrate as supplied = row 19 x (1 + row 20) 4.04E-03 mg/L

22 Maximum allowed concentration (ppb) = row 21 x 1000 4.04 pgil (ppb)
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5.2 Regulatory lssues

5.2.1 Gaps in Exísting Regulations

At present, few specific regulations for dust
suppressants exist. Decision-makers cur-
rently rely on emerging voluntary certification
programs (Section 2.7), and a limited num-
ber of state and local guidelines to screen
the different types of dust suppressants for a
variety of application scenarios. Current
state, local, and national guidelines are not
uniform. While current voluntary certification
programs have merit, they need to be ex-
panded to incorporate a majority of dust
suppressants in commerce. Dust sup-
pressants should be evaluated not only for
their effectiveness in suppressing dust but
also for their potential toxicological and envi-
ronmental etfects.

Regulations to support existing environ-
mental laws (e.9., RCRA, CERCLA/SARA
guidelines, as were used to clean up the
Superfund site at Times Beach) may apply at
some point after a dust suppressant has
been applied. However, existing regulations
are not applicable to the production and
application of dust suppressant. RCRA rules
were not written with dust suppressants in
mind. Although they allow for waste ex-
changes and other waste reprocessing
steps, their principal intent is to regulate the
treatment, storage, and disposal of municipal
and hazardous wastes. CERCLA/SARA
rules are intended to finance and guide the
clean up of contaminated sites. ln contrast,
the major regulatory need for dust suppres-
sants is to develop guidelines that will
prevent the creation of hazardous waste
sites from the inappropriate use of dust sup-
pressants. The Toxic Substance Control Act
(TOSCA) is intended to regulate hazardous
substances prior to them becoming hazar-
dous waste.

5.2.2 Filling the Regulatory Gaps -
What's Available in Existing
Regulations?

ls the current regulatory environment for dust
suppressants adequate to ensure that the
risks have been considered and their use is
acceptable? lt was the opinion of the Expert

Panel that it is not adequate. The Expert
Panel generally agreed that more research is
needed to answer questions about the
potential environmental impacts of dust sup-
pressants, but also agreed that development
of regulations should not wait for all the
science to be completed (Expert Panel,
2002).

A complication in developing new regulations
is that the composition of dust suppressants
may not be adequately known and com-
ponents or byproducts of the suppressants
may have potentially harmful environmental
impacts. Although existing regulations are
not intended to regulate the flows of lndus-
trial wastes into the formulation of dust
suppressants and thence to the environ-
ment, the existing regulations do contain
limits on contaminant concentrations in soil
that could be used as a starting point for
regulations and guidelines for dust suppres-
sants. For instance, a similar approach may
be considered as that for the land application
sludges. The regulations currently in place
for the land application of sewage sludge
and wastewater on agricultural fields limits
the loading rate of metals based on land use.

The Federal lnsecticide, Fungicide and Ro-
denticide Act (FIFRA), Resource Conserva-
tion Recovery Act (RCRA), Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA), Superfund Amend-
ments and Reauthorization Act (SARA),
Ecological Soil Screening Level (Eco-SSL)
guidance with supporting regulations and
guidelines collectively restrict the environ-
mental concentrations of hundreds or
thousands of chemicals. Many of these
programs are good models for identifying
potential problems; however, they need to be
followed up with site-specific studies. lt is
recommended that:

State and federal regulatory databases
for these compounds be reviewed, and
the results organized to produce a data-
base of compounds whose use would be
restricted or prohibited in dust suppres-
sants (Expert Panel, 2002).

Contaminant concentrations of modeled
dust suppressant constituents and by-
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products in water should be compared
against action levels used in the Clean
Water Act and Safe Drinking Water Act
since dust suppressants could eventually
be transported into surface and ground
waters. Any dust suppressant compound
that could reasonably be expected to
exceed existing regulatory-based action
levels or thresholds would need to be
examined in detail to determine whether
additional regulatory controls were need-
ed to prevent unreasonable risks to
human health and the environment.

Regarding regulating dust suppressant appli-
cation practices, some guidance might be
found in U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) regulations that control the appli-
cation of chemical fertilizers and also in
regulations that control the application of
pesticides under FIFRA. As noted earlier,
there are also state programs being devel-
oped. These state programs may be the
most appropriate since they can better
address regional issues related to dust
suppressant use than a "one size fits all"
federal program.

5.2.3 What's Next for Regulations?

New regulations must be developed to deal
with the variety of compounds, application
scenarios, and potential receptors that are
involved with the growing use of dust
suppressants. A variety of potential regula-
tory approaches specifically focused on dust
suppressants exist, ranging from extending
the current patchwork approach of local and
state regulations to development of a com-
prehensive national program enforcement of
which would likely be delegated to the
states. An alternative to a comprehensive
national program might be a basic national
program that specifically makes dust sup-
pressant products subject to other existing
regulatory thresholds for toxicity and requires
some type of testing and/or certification to
validate that these limits are met. States
could be encouraged to develop a more
comprehensive regulatory program for dust
suppressant products and their use based
on regional topography, hydrology, soil
types, ecosystems, and material availability.

34

The range of regulatory topics could include:

L Limiting the types and number of sup-
pressants allowed, and

2. Regulating the locations and application
practices of specific types of dust sup-
pressants (Expert Panel, 2002).

3. Regulating the exposure of workers to
dust suppressants.

An effort to limit and specify which dust
suppressants could be applied for dust
control would be challenging because of the
broad variety of products used as dust
suppressants, their complex chemistry, and
the increasing number of products and
industrial by-products regularly introduced to
the market. However, limiting the types of
dust suppressants allowed for use would
make enforcement of environmental regula-
tions much simpler (Expert Panel, 2002). A
regulatory-derived list of acceptable dust
suppressants would bar access of several
vendors to the market and would not be well
received. ln addition, there was concern that
such an approach would discourage the
development of more effective and more
environmentally benign suppressants (Ex-
pert Panel, 2002).

Regulating dust suppressant application lo-
cations and application practices, rather than
the types and number of suppressants,
would allow for the varying sensitivities of
different ecosystems to different dust sup-
pressant formulations (See framework
proposed in Section 4). For example, a dust
suppressant with relatively insignificant im-
pacts in one area (an arid flatland system
with no perennial surface water flows and
deep groundwater) might have significant
impacts in another area (a humid moun-
tainous system with significant perennial
surface water flows and shallow ground-
water). ln the flat arid land case, the
suppressant is likely to stay put in the soilfor
a long time, with minimal aquatic impacts. ln
the mountainous humid case, significant
portions of the suppressant may rapidly
reach surface and ground waters and could
have significant aquatic impact.
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Also, application rates and practices are
important since dust suppressants with
seemingly benign characteristics when
applied at a rate of 1,000 mg/kg soil might
produce significant impacts on the environ-
ment or human health if it is applied at 10
times the rate (10,000 mg/kg soil) or if the
surrounding environment and individuals are
particularly sensitive. High soil mass frac-
tions could inadvertently develop if there is
significant overspray onto previously treated
surfaces during application.

The effectiveness of a suppressant should
be considered in any evaluation of the
application and potential impacts of dust
suppressants. A short-lived, easily wea-
thered dust suppressant requiring frequent
re-application could have more significant
environmental impacts than a long-lived,
weather-resistant suppressant, when both
contain the same concentration of a mobile
trace contaminant. Frequent reapplication of
the easily weathered suppressant would
produce higher soil and aquatic concen-
trations of the trace contaminant than
infrequent applications of the weather-
resistant suppressant. lf effectiveness is not
considered, decision-makers might choose
the "most environmentally friendly suppres-
sant" rather than select a more effective dust
suppressant that is just as environmentally
benign for one application and more benign
over the long term (Expert Panel, 2002).

The evaluation and/or certification of specific
dust suppressants should not be a one-time
process, but should instead be subject to
periodic renewal. Waste products that are
recycled into dust suppressants can vary in
composition through time, and this variability
must be considered in any comparison of a
dust suppressant batch to a fixed set of
environmental criteria. Out-of-specification
products should not be considered bad, but
they should be scrutinized (Expert Panel,
2002).

lf additional regulations are devefoped for
dust suppressants, certain criteria should be
met (Expert Panel, 2002):

1. Regulations should be practical.

A regulatory program to track dust sup-
pressants should not be ovenvhelming in
amount of required information.

Regulatory guidelines should benefit
governments who rely on dust control in
preparing State lmplementation Plans
(SlPs) for PM10.

Training needs to accompany the regu-
lations.

A model, decision-tree, or expert system
is needed to help decide: what to use,
how much to use, for different dust
applications and environmental situations
(e.9., Figure 4-1).

Sufficient EPA-approved and standard
analytical testing methods to evaluate
suppressant chemical characteristics ex-
ist (Table 5-1); however, as part of the
regulatory process, the types of tests to
be used should be specified. Tests
should be carefully selected to provide
the information that is necessary to
assess potential exposures to critical
receptors through those media that are
of concern in the area where the
suppressant will be applied. The EPA's
Data Quality Objective process provides
the framework for assessing the type of
information that is critically needed to
assess the data that are required to
evaluate potential exposures.

ln addition to the tests to determine the
potential environmental impacts, the
regulations should contain Application
Practice Guidelines (APGs). Application
Practice Guidelines should include infor-
mation about the types of areas where
specific suppressants can be applied
(predominant biota and soil types), wind
velocity limitations at the time of appli-
cation, specific limitations on application
in proximity to water bodies, runoff chan-
nels, and residential areas, regulations
on the types of containers that may be
used to transport suppressants [some of
this may already be in place in RCRA-
inspired rules promulgated by EPA and
the U.S. Department of Transportation
(Dor)1.

2.

4.

5

6.

l.* t

7.
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1.

2.

Among the questions that applicators and
regulators would need answered in order to
establish a list of prohibited categories of
dust suppressants are (Expert Panel, 2002):

What formulated and in-soil concentra-
tions should not be exceeded for specific
compounds?

lf some formulations are already known
to contain harmful contaminants (such as
TCDD), one could start by prohibiting or
restricting suppressant formulations
containing those harmful compounds.
Additional detailed discussion of this
approach, using restrictions found in ex-
isting environmental regulations, can be
found in Section 5.2.2 above.

Can obviously ineffective chemical
formulations, passed off as dust sup-
pressants, be prohibited? For example,
could a 5o/o sodium hydroxide NAOH
solution in water, be applied to soil and
be labeled as a dust suppressant? What
can be done to prevent this? Does any
existing legislation cover this situation?

Should there be a required consistency
of dust suppressant composition? A
public right-to-know may lead to a re-
quirement for batchto-batch consistency
of composition.

How does one develop a reliable testing
process to determine if industrial wastes
or byproducts, not originally formulated
for use as dust suppressants, can be
effective suppressants and safely
applied? Currently, manufacturers do "in-
house" or contracted testing of perfor-
mance and toxicity.

Additional Recommendations by the Expert
Panel included the following:

Regulatory exclusions for certain classes
of compounds should be re-examined.
For example, the RCRA petroleum ex-
clusion allows reintroduction of oily
wastes into the marketplace and some of
these could cycle back into the environ-
ment in dust suppressant formulations
(Expert Panel, 2002).

lnformation contained in the MSDS is not
sufficient to evaluate the potential

environmental impacts of suppressants.
Manufacturers should transparently and
completely report the chemical compo-
sitions of their dust suppressant
formulations. (Expert Panel, 2002). Re-
gulations requiring more information on
an MSDS should be considered.

3. Finally, regulations should prevent entry
of "rogue" dust suppressants into the
marketplace. A reputable dust sup-
pressant should have a consistent
formulation and independently verifiable
test results demonstrating product effect-
tiveness and low environmental impacts,
and will be made by manufacturers with
consistent track records in the dust
suppressant business. Rogue products
will typically come without test results
from one-time manufacturers that are
looking to get rid of a waste product.
Certification and regulation are the best
ways to prevent entry of rogue products
into the marketplace and the environ-
ment. Reputable manufacturers would
welcome a certification program (Expert
Panel, 2002).

5.2.4 Response to Regulatory
Unceñainty - Risk Driven
Regulatory Response

While current certification and testing proto-
cols focus on evaluating the etfectiveness of
a dust suppressant, more needs to be done
to assess potential adverse impacts from
dust suppressants and to estimate risks.
Regulatory efforts should be focused first on
those compounds and applications that pose
the greatest risks to human health and the
environment.

A risk assessment model combined with a
transport and fate model is required to eval-
uate potential exposures and adverse risks.
For the decision-maker or regulator, a
decision-making model or expert system to
assist in making site-specific decisions would
be of value. Without these models or tools, a
decision-maker could either make decisions
or develop regulations that are very conser-
vative in the use of dust suppressants.
Excessively conservative regulation may not
maximize the benefits to be gained from

3

4.

1
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using dust suppressant products and could
be challenged in the courts. Conversely, the
decision-maker could allow widespread use
of dust suppressants with the potential for
unintended consequences. Sufficient infor-
mation already exists to make a start at
preventing either of the above two scenarios.
After 25 years of environmental remediation
efforts, risk-based concentration limits have
been established for a number of com-
pounds and compound classes. Additionally,
risk assessment frameworks, such as
ATSM's RBCA guidelines, may prove
instructive.

An example of this approach would be a risk-
benefit analysis to determine how much
PM10, and PM2.5 dust is suppressed with
each suppressant. lnformation that would be
needed include the potential environmental
impacts, the costs associated with the using
or not using dust suppressants, the potential
environmental benefits associated using dust
suppressants. There also needs to be a
consideration that many regions are rapidly
moving toward a PM2.5 standard and away
from a PMIO standard. This is due to the
emerging cancer issues and cardiopul-
monary disease. However, tighter standards
will raise the quality of the environment and
the cost associated with that environment.

5.3 Final Recommendations
The additional environmental regulations that
have been developed since the 1970's when
the Times Beach situation occurred have
reduced the chances that dioxin-contamin-
ated waste oil be used as dust suppressants.
However, dust suppressants are not speci-
fically regulated under any major federal
legislation and there is still significant poten-
tial for other environmentally hazardous
materials to be used.

1. ln the SHORT TERM, the chances that
hazardous materials are used can be
reduced by:

a. Establishing an interagency working
group that evaluates the cross media
and cross jurisdictional issues associ-

ated with the use of dust suppres-
sants.

b. Closing regulatory loopholes that
allow entry of unlimited industrial
wastes into the environment when
they are classified as dust suppres-
sants. All industrial waste must be
sampled prior to use.

c. Requiring complete disclosure of all
dust suppressant constituents
through independent standardized
testing of dust suppressant for-
mulations. Testing should recur
periodically and whenever the formu-
lation changes manufacturers using
waste products must test each batch.

d. Developing and employ a risk-based
expert system (or decision tree) to
prohibit or severely restrict the
concentrations of environmental con-
taminants known to be persistent and
harmful.

e. Developing conservative guidelines
(APGs) for application of different
types of dust suppressants in major
broad ecosystem categories.

f. Requiring standardized biological
toxicity testing for major dust sup-
pressant types.

g. Requiring training for all personnel
who use and regulate dust suppres-
sants.

The risks associated with dust suppres-
sant use can be reduced in the LONG
TERM by:

a. Encouraging the development of dust
suppressant formulations that are
long-lived and environmentally be-
nign.

b. Continuing to develop scientific in-
formation about the environmental
impacts of dust suppressants.

c. Using information developed in 2a
and 2b to update risk-based
regulations and application and
management practices.

2
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Dust Suppression and lts Environmental lmpacts

ln recent years, studies on fugitive dust control have significantly increased in the United States. This
literature review summarizes the current status of the use of dust suppressants with respect to types of
materials used, application rates, effectiveness, environmental impacts, and costs. ln 1991,75-80% of all
dust suppressants used were chlorides and salt brine products, 5-10o/o were ligninsulfonates, and ',l0-15%

were petroleum-based products (Travnik, 1991). There has been much research on the effectiveness of
dust suppressants; however, little information is available on the potential environmental impacts and
costs of these compounds. The categories of dust suppressants most frequently used to control fugitive
dust are listed in Table 1.

Suppressant Type Products

Water Fresh, reclaimed, and seawater

Salts and brines Calcium chloride, and magnesium chloride

Petroleum-based organics Asphalt emulsion, cutback solvents, dust oils, modified asphalt
emulsions

Non-petroleum based organics Vegetable oil, molasses, animal fats, ligninsulfonate, and tall oil
emulsions

acetate, vinylacrylic
Electrochemical products Enzymes, ionic e.g. ammonium chloride), sulfonated oils

Clay additives Bentonite, montmorillonite

Mulch and fiber mixtures Paper mulch with gypsum binder, wood fiber mulch mixed with
brome seed

Water
Surface watering is an immediate, inexpensive short-term solution to control dust (Gebharl et at.,

1999). Water suppresses dust by agglomerating surface particles. However, the effectiveness depends
upon temperature and humidity. Water can be effective for a period as short as half an hour and as long
as twelve hours (Foley et al., 1996, Schwendeman, 198'l). Thompson (1990) found water was 85%
effective in controlling dust in coal mines. Water effectiveness in controlling dust in roads and dirty beds
has been estimated lo be 40o/o (Travnik, 1991, Foley ef a/., 1996). Water has little residual effect. Once
applied it evaporates quickly, especially in hot, dry climates (Kestner, 1989a). Cowherd ef a/. (1989)
reports that dust suppression efficiency decays from 100% to 0% in a very short time. Water is most
efficient on sites where vehicular traffic is limited. Seawater is more effective than fresh water as a
suppressant owing to the presence of salts.

Salts and Br¡nes

The most widely used compounds in this category of suppressants are magnesium chloride (MgClr),
and calcium chloride (CaClz) (Sanders and Addo, 1993). Salts suppress dust byattracting moisturefrom
the air, which keeps the surface humid (Foley ef a/., 1996). Sodium chloride is not a very useful
suppressant in arid regions because it only absorbs water when the humidity exceeds 75%.

Calcium chloride is a by-product of the ammonia-soda (Solvay) process and a joint product from
natural salt brines. The ability of calcium chloride to absorb water from the air is a function of the relative
humidiÇ and ambient temperature. Calcium chloride is more effective in places that have high humidity
and low temperatures (Foley et al., 1996). Bolander (1999a) reports that calcium chloride at a
temperature of 25"C, for example, starts to absorb water at 29o/o relalive humidity, and at 38'C it starts to
absorb water at 20%o relalive humidity.
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Magnesium chloride is created either from seawater evaporation or from industrial by-products
prepared from magnesium ammonium chloride hexahydrate in the presence of HCl. lt is a more effective
salt than calcium chloride because it increases the surface tension and has a harder surface when it is
dry (Foley ef a/., 1996). lt has a low freezing point (-34'C) and serves as a de-icing agent. Magnesium
chloride needs a minimum of 32% humidity to absorb water from the air independent of the temperature.
It remains more hygroscopic at higher temperature than calcium chloride and is therefore more suitable to
dry climates (Langdon and Williamson, 1983). Compared towater, salts are more effective in controlling
dust if sufficient moisture is available. The effectiveness of salts to control dust significantly decreases
with time. The dust abatement properties of magnesium chloride have been found to last about 12 weeks
(Monlux, 1993). Another problem with salts is that they migrate readily in the environment. DeCastro ef a/.
(1996) modeled the movement of road stabilization additives of road surface to determine how long the
additives remained effective. They found that calcium and magnesium chlorides are easily carried from
the soil. Table 2 summarizes several studies on the effectiveness of salts in minimizing fugitive dust.

Table 2 - Effectiveness of salts as dust suppressants

Suppressant Type Effectiveness Reference

Calcium chloride 55% aggregate retention as compared
to control.

Sanders and Addo, 1993

Magnesium chloride Compared to control, retained 77% ol
the aggregates.

Sanders and Addo, 1993

Magnesium chloride sprayed
during street sweeping

26% MgOlzsolution reduced dust by
92%. 600/0 MgCl2 solution reduced dust
by 58%.

Satterfield and Ono,
1 996

Calcium chloride, magnesium
chloride, and ligninsulfonate

Reduced fugitive dust by 5O-7Oo/o

lncreased aggregate retention by 42-
61%. Under low humidity and high
temperatures ligninsulfonate was more
effective than salts.

Sanders et a1.,1997

Petro-tac, Coherex, Soil-Sement
Generic Petroleum Resin, and
Calcium chloride

95% effective after application to
control dust pafticles < 15, 10, and 2.5
tm. Over a 30-day period,
effectiveness decreased as much as
50% and as little as 1Oo/o.

Muleski and Cowherd,
1987

Organic Non-Petroleum Products
Organic non-petroleum products include ligninsulfonate, tall (pine) oil, vegetable derivatives, and

molasses. Table 3 lists major studies performed on the effectiveness of non-petroleum based products
and polymers to abate dust.

Ligninsulfonate is derived from the sulfite pulping process in the paper industry where wood is
processed using sulfuric acid to break down the wood fiber. Lignin is a complex amorphous aromatic
polymer that acts as a binder for the cellulose fìbers in wood. lt represents 17-33Yo dry weight of the wood
and is resistant to hydrolysis (Kirk et al., 1980). ln the wood pulping process, the wood fiber is the
valuable product and the pulp liquor, which contains lignin, is wasted. This waste liquor is processed
further and neutralized prior to being used as a dust palliative. Ligninsulfonates act as a weak cement by
binding the soil particles together. Ligninsulfonates remains effective during long dry periods with low
humidity. They also tend to remain plastic, allowing reshaping and traffic compaction when applied to
soils with high amounts of clay. The effectiveness of ligninsulfonates may be reduced or completely
destroyed in the presence of heavy rain because of the solubility of these products in water (Bolander,
I 999a).
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Table 3 - Effectiveness of non-petroleum based and polymer products as dust suppressants

Suppressant Type Effectiveness Reference

Sprinkling of 40 mllm2lday
of canola oil on swine bams

Reduction of 84% in dust concentration Senthilselvan et al., 1997

Lignin used on unpaved
roads

63% more aggregates retained as
compared to untreated sections.

Sanders and Addo, 1993

Ligninsulfonate used to
control dust fungi and
endotoxins in livestock
housing facilities

Mass of dust, fungi, and endotoxins were
reduced 6,4, and 3 fold respectively, when
li gninsulfonate solutions (27 -39%) were
applied.

Breum ef a/., 1999

Synthetic polymer and tall
oil

lncreased tensile strength of soil. Strength
dependent upon curing time.

Bolander, 1999b

Polymer emulsion (PE) lnitial = 94%, After 3 months = 960/o

After 1'1 months = 85o/o

Gilles ef a1.,1997

Polymer Emulsion (PEP) lnitial = 99%, After 3 months = 72o/o

After 11 months = 49o/o

Gilles ef a1.,1997

Biocatalyst stabilizer (BS) lnitial = 33% - 5o/o, After 3 months = 0%
After 11 months = 0%

Gilles ef a|.,1997

Tall oil is a by-product of the wood pulp industry recovered from pinewood in the sulfate Kraft paper
process. lt contains rosin, oleic and linoleic acids. Tall oil is used in flotation agents, greases, paint alkyd
resins, linoleum, soaps, fungicides, asphalt emulsions, rubber formulations, cutting oils, and sulfonated
oils (Merck lndex, 1989). Tall oil promotes adherence between soil particles, however, its surface binding
actions can be limited or destroyed if this product is exposed to long-term rainfall. lncreasing the residual
content of tall oil was found to promote an increase in the tensile strength and resistance to periodic
wetting or wet lreeze of these products (Bolander, 1999a).

Vegetable oils are extracts from the seeds, fruit, or nuts of plants and are generally a mixture of
glycerides (Lewis, 1993). Some examples of vegetable oils are canola oil, soybean oil, cottonseed oil,
and linseed oil. Vegetable oils abate dust by promoting agglomeration of the surface particles.

Molasses is the thick liquid left after sucrose has been removed from the mother liquor in sugar
manufacturing. lt contains approximately 20% sucrose, 20% reducing sugar, l0% ash, 20% organic non-
sugar, and 20 o/o waler (Lewis, 1993). This type of dust suppressant provides temporary binding to the
surface particles (Bolander, 1999a). Additional applications are necessary during the year, mainly after
heavy rains, because molasses will dissolve in water (Sanders and Addo, 1993).

Synthetic Polymer Products
The adhesive property of synthetic polymers promotes the binding of soil particles. Products such as

polyvinyl acetate and vinyl acrylic are used in synthetic polymers. ln the laboratory, Bolander (199gb)
investigated the effect of adding synthetic polymers to dense-graded aggregate. The results show that
polymers increased the tensile strength of clays on typical roads and trails up to ten times. Synthetic
polymer emulsions did not change the compacted dry density. The tests showed that synthetic polymers
applied in wet climates would tend to break down if exposed to moisture or freezing for an increased time.

Organic Petroleum Products
Organic petroleum-based materials consist of products derived from petroleum. These include used

oils, solvents, cutback solvents, asphalt emulsions, dust oils, and tars. These products agglomerate fine
particles, generally forming a coherent surface that holds the soil particles in place. Petroleum-based
products are not water-soluble or prone to evaporation (Travnik, 1991). They generally resist being
washed away, but oil is not held tightly by most soils and can be leached away by rain. Langdon and
Williamson (1983) divided petroleum based products into different categories: cutbacks (e.g. DO-1 ,DO-2,
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DO-3, and DO-6KF), emulsions (e.9. DO-8, Coherex, and CSS-1), and others (e.9. DO-4, DO-6, DO-6P).
Table 4lists studies on the effectiveness of petroleum-based products.

Table 4 - Effectiveness of petroleum-based products as dust suppressants

Suppressant Type Effectiveness Reference

50 to 98% Foley ef a/., 1996

Water (0.44 gallyd'), petroleum
resin (0.84 gal/yd'), and
emulsified asphalt (0.71 gal/yd2).

50% reduction in particulate emissions for at
least one month. Reapplication increased
suppressant lifetime. Lifetime decreased with
decreasing particle size.

Muleski et al., 1983

Emulsion of hydrocarbon-based
textile oil applied to bulk-stored
wheat, corn, and soybeans

50% reduction (0.04%emulsion)
92% reduction (0.07% emulsion)
Similar results found for rapeseed and oils.

Jayas ef al., 1992

Emulsified petroleum resin,
petroleum residue,

ln general, an increase in water content during
suppressant application improved cohesive
strenoth of the aqqreoates

Lane ef al.,1983

Non-hazardous crude oil (NHCO) Very effective in suppressing dust for a long
period; after 11 months = 92% effective

Gilles ef al., 1997

Electro-C hemical Products
These suppressants are usually derived from sulphonated petroleum and highly ionic products. This

group of products includes sulphonated oils, enzymes, and ammonium chloride. The electro-chemical
stabilizers work by expelling adsorbed water from the soil which decreases air voids and increases
compaction (Foley et al., 1996). A dísadvantage of these products is the dependence upon the clay
mineralogy and therefore they are only effective when specific minerals are present.

Clay Additives
Clay additives are composed of silica oxide tetrahedra (SiOa) and alumina hydroxide octahedra

(A|(OH)6) (Scholen, 1995). This type of dust suppressant agglomerates fine dust particles and increases
the strength of the material under dry conditions. Clay additives provide some tensile strength in warm dry
climates; however, increasing the moisture contents promotes loss of their tensile strength (Bolander,
1 eeeb).

Others
ln addition to the categories listed in Table 1, several other suppressants and technologies have been

used to abate dust. Foley ef a/. (1996) reported that dust emissions on unpaved roads could be reduced
significantly even with small reductions in vehicle speed. Over 4oo/o of the dust was reduced when vehicle
speed was decreased from 47 to 31 miles per hour and over 50% was reduced by decreasing vehicle
speed from 40 to19 miles per hour. Applying an asphalt emulsion (sealing) or paving roads has been
shown to reduce dust by 95-100%. Table 5 reports various treatments that have been successfully
applied to unpaved roads to reduce dust.

Table 5 - Effectiveness of various treatments used to suppress dust

Suppressant Type Effectiveness Reference

Sealing or bound paving 95-100% Foley ef a/., 1996

Chemical dust suppression High initial efficiency; it decays to zero after
several months.

Cowherd ef a/., 1989

Clay additive, chlorides,
enzymes, and sulfonate

lncreased tensile strength for moisture contents
less than 5%.

Bolander, 1999b

Chemical dust suppression 40-98% et a|.,1996

Reduction of vehicle speed:
lrom 47 mile/h to 31 mile/h
from 40 mile/h to 19 mile/h

40-75%
50-85%

Foley et a/., 1996
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Application Rates

Table 6 shows typical application rates for several types of suppressants. Typical application
frequency for most suppressants is 1-2 times per year, except for clay additives for which the application
rate is every 5 years.

Table 6 - Application rates and frequencies of dust suppressants

Suppressant
Range of

Application Rate
Application
Frequency Reference

Calcium chloride 0.8-2.0 lbs/yd' Jdry salt)
0.2 -0.5 gallyd' (solution)

1-2 times per year Hoover, 1981 ; Bolander,
1999a, RTAC, 1987; Heffner,
1997, DeCastro ef a/., 1996
Sanders and Addo, 1993

Mg chloride 0.3-0.5 gallyd2 1-2 times per year Bolander, 1999a; RTAC, 1987
Heffner, 1997, DeCastro et al.,
1996
Sanders and Addo, 1993

Ligninsulfonate 0.2- 1.5 gallyd2 (liquid)
1.0-2.0 lbs/yd' (powder)

l-2 times per year Langdon and Williamson, 1983,
Hoover, 1981 ; Bolander,
1999a, RTAC, 1987,
Sanders and Addo, 1993

40-5Ùo/o residual
concentrate applied
diluted 1:4 w/water at 5.1
gallyd2

every two years Bolander, 1999a

Vegetable oils Typically 0.24-0.5 gallyd'¿ 1 time per year Bolander, 1999a

Ois 0.1-1.0 gallyd2 1 time per year Hoover, 1981 ; Bolander, 1999a
RTAC, 1987

Arcadias (DO-1,
2,3), DO-4, DO-
6PA, DO-8,
CSS.1

0.2 - 0.5 gallyd' Langdon and Williamson, 1983

Coherex 0.5-1.5 gallyd2 Langdon and Williamson, 1983
Hoover, 1981

Organic Binders
application rate

Liquid: 0.5 gal/ydz
Dry powder: 1-2lblyd2

Hoover,198l

Polybind Acrylic
(co-polymer
resin emulsion)

40 gallacre of a 1:20 waler
dilution.

Hoover,1981

Synthetic
polymer
derivatives

40-50% residual
concentrate applied
diluted 1:9 Wwater at 0.50
galtyd2.

Once every two
years

Bolander, 1999a

Clay additives Typical application rate is
1-3o/o by dry weight.

Once every 5 years Bolander, 1999a

Water 0.5-4% water applied to
conveyor belt systems.

As often as needed Goldbeck, 1997

Bituminous and
tars or resinous
adhesives

0.1 -1.0 galtyd' depending
on road surface condition
and dilution.

1-2 times per year Sanders and Addo, 1993
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Environmental lmpacts

Salts and Brines

The potential environmental impacts of salts and brines include corrosion of vehicles and concrete
and creation of a slippery surfaces when wet (Foley ef a/., 1996). Calcium and magnesium chloride are
highly soluble and are capable of moving with water through soil as a leachate contaminating
groundwater (Heffner, 1997). They can also move as runoff and the dissociated calcium, magnesium and
chloride ions can drain into lakes, rivers, streams, and ponds (Demers and Sage, 1990). High
concentrationsof saltscausehighsoil salinityandmaybetoxictoplants(Hanes eta\.,1970 and1976);
Sanders and Addo; 1993, Foley et al. 1996; RTAC, 1987). However, no conclusive studies have been
performed to evaluate the effects of calcium and magnesium chloride on plants. Salts concentrations
greater than 400 ppm have been found to be toxic to trout (Golden, 1991 and Foley ef a/., '1996).

Concentrations greaterthan 1,830 mg/L killed Daphnia and crustaceans fish (Sanders and Addo, 1993;
Anderson, 1984).

Organic Non-Petroleum Products

The toxicity of ligninsulfonates to rainbow trout has been investigated. The 48-hour LC5s
(concentration of ligninsulfonates which would be lethal to 50 percent of the tested population within 48
hours) value for ligninsulfonates was found to be 7,300 mg/L. A mortality of 50% was achieved for
rainbow trout exposed to 2,500 mg/L ligninsulfonate lor 275 hours. For concentrations equal to or higher
than 2,500 mg/L rainbow trout showed loss of reaction to unexpected movements, rapid and irregular
breathing, and finally loss of coordination before death (Roald, 1977a; Roald, 1977b). lt has been found
that calcium and sodium ligninsulfonate negatively affect the colon of guinea pigs causing weight gain
and producing ulceration in those animals (Watt and Marcus, 1974 and 1976). Reduced biologicalactivity
has been observed in water due to excessive discoloration caused by the introduction of ligninsulfonates
(Singer et al., 1982; Raabe, 1968; Heffner, 1997; Foley ef a/., 1996). Ligninsulfonate compounds were
reported not to prevent seed germination in the areas where it was applied (Singer et al., 1982). lt has
been suggested that ligninsulfonate is the most environmentally compatible dust suppressant
(Schwendeman, 1981).

Organic Petroleum Products

Organic petroleum based products are considered long lasting products for dust suppression.
However, since some of them are oil waste, their environmental impacts may be high. Waste oil used as
dust suppressant is typically associated with contaminants that are known to be either toxic or
carcinogenic (RTAC, 1987; Metzler, 1985; USEPA 1984, Foley ef a/., 1996). The accidental introduction
of a petroleum based dust suppressant (Coherex) into a stream in Southern Pennsylvania was found to
affect fish and benthic macroinvertebrate communities and to kill an unknown number of fish (Ettinger,
1987). Organic petroleum-based products have also been found to be toxic to avian Mallard eggs. When
the eggs were exposed to a concentration of 0.5 allegg of the product 60% mortality was observed by 18
days of development (Hoffman and Eastin, 1981).

Electro-Che mical Prod u ct
Electro-chemical products are thought to have minimum impact in the environment when used in their

diluted form. However, it has been observed that vegetation could not be established in areas treated with
sulfonated petroleum products (Foley ef a/., 1996).

Gosts

Reported costs for bulk dust suppressants and dust suppressant application are shown in Table 7. lt
is difficult to compare application costs of dust suppressants because of the different materials and
dilution ratios used. From the data reported in the literature, bulk ligninsulfonate is about five times less
expensive than Arcadias, Coherex, and CSS-1. The reported cost per acre for dust suppressant
application reveals a wide range for different products used. ln general, Chlortex (magnesium chloride) is
the least expensive dust suppressant followed by ligninsulfonate, Pennzsuppress D (petroleum resin),
and Plastex (paper mulch + gypsum binder).
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Table 7 - Reported dust suppressant costs

$ 1 1 4.00/ton-$273.00/ton
$195 per dry ton

$67.0O/ton- I 82 gal/ton

$210.00/ton
$210.00/ton
$175.00/ton
$215.00/ton
$152.75lton
$150.00/ton
$285.6O/ton
$150.00/ton

Suppressants

Calcium Chloride

chloride

Arcadia DO-1
Arcadia DO-2
Arcadia DO-4
Arcadia DO-6KF
Arcadia DO-6PA
Arcadia DO-8
Coherex (concentrate)
CSS-1

Suppressants

Chlorides

Calcium chloride cosVmile ala21-ft
width and 2lblyd2

Chlortex

ESI-Duster
Dustac (Ligninsulfonate)
Ligninsulfonate cosUmile length and 21-
ft width

Organic Binders
Petroleum Binder
PennzsuppressD (petroleum resin)

Surfactants
Polymeric Binders
Polytex (acrylic polymer emulsion)
Soil-Sement emulsion)

Plastex (paper mulch + gypsum binder)
Hydroseed (wood fiber mulch + brome
seed)
Recycled Aggregate

lonic Stabilizers

Microbiological Binders

Reference

Langdon and
Hoover, 1981

1 983

Langdon and Williams, 1983

Langdon and Williams, 1983

Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983
Langdon and Williams, 1983

Reference

Foley ef a/., 1996

Hoover,1981

James ef a/., 1999

Langdon and Williams, 1983
James et a1.,1999
Hoover,1981

Foley ef a/., 1996
Foley ef a/., 1996
James et a|.,1999
Foley ef a1.,1996
Foley ef a/., 1996
James et a\.,1999
James et al.,1999
James et a|.,1999
James et a|.,1999

James et a1.,1999

ef a/., 1996

et a1.,1996

$9800 (bag of 50 lbs)
$750/acre
1350 ($800-$eoo)

$1011-$24282lacre
$2023-$5261lacre
$800/acre
< $1619/acre
$6475/acre
$700/acre
$1050/acre

$850/acre
$1,200/acre

$13,500/acre

$1 ,214-$4,047lacre
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California Environmental Technology

Responsible Agency
California Environmental
Protection Agency

Environmental Technology
Certification Program

Contacts
Air Resources Board:
Hafizur Chowdhury
(916) 327-5626
hchowdhu@arb.ca.qov
www.arb.ca.qov

State Water Resources:
Bryan Brock
(e16)227-4574
brockb@cwp.swrcb. ca. qov
www.swrcb.ca.qov

References
www.calepa. ca.oov/ca lcert

Disclaimer: This fact sheet
was prepared by the UNLV
organizing committee of the
"Expert Panelon
Environmental lmpacts of
Dust Suppressanfs" based on
information contained in the
above reference.
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Environmental Technology Verification Program

Gertification Program (Galcert)

What are the goars of CalCert?
The California Environmental Technology Certification Program (CalCert) is
the umbrella program for all technology certifications within the California
Environmental Protection Agency (Cal/EPA). CalCert is a voluntary program
for manufacturers seeking independent evaluation and certification of the
performance of their environmental technology including dust suppressants.
Certification efforts within the California Environmental Protection Agency
(Cal/EPA) are authorized under section 71031 of the California Public
Resources Code.

Who created CalCert?

ln 1993, Cal/EPA and the Trade and Commerce Agency created the
California Environmental Technology Partnership (CETP), a public-private
partnership comprising of representatives from the financial and legal
communities, public interest groups, the technology industry, laboratories,
academia, and others. Among several strategies to strengthen California's
environmental technology industry, CETP recommended Cal/EPA institute a
voluntary statewide certification program for environmental technologies.
Following enactment of Assembly Bill 2060 (Chapter 429, Statutes of 1993)
and Assembly Bill 3215 (Chapter 412, Statutes of 1994), Cal/EPA impte-
mented two voluntary pilot certification projects: one for hazardous waste-
related technologies at the Department of Toxic Substances Control and
another for air pollution control at the Air Resources Board. After two
successful pilot programs, and enactment of Assembly Bill 1943 (Chapter
367, Statutes of 1996), CalCert expanded to address a broad array of
technologies that prevent, treat, or cleanup pollution in air, water, and soil.
The program seeks to maintain and advance high environmental standards by
assuring that the best possible environmental technology is available to meet
those high standards.

Who provides fhe pertormance verification?
Technology developers and manufactures define their performance claims
and provide supporting documentation; CaI/EPA reviews that information and,
where necessary, requires additional testing to verify the claims. Participation
in the program generally involves four stages: eligibility request, application
and data review, evaluation of test data, evaluation report, certification
decision or statement, and certificate issuance.

Who may apply for verification?
Equipment, processes or products eligible for certification must have an
environmental benefit, be commonly used or readily available, and not pose a
significant potential hazard to public safety and the environment. Furthermore,
applicants for the program must demonstrate that they can consistenfly and
reliably produce technologies that perform at least as well as those previously
considered in the GalCert evaluations.

May 2002
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What is needed to apply?
To apply to the program the applicant should hold manufacturing rights to the technology. The technology
should be commercially ready with available quality testing data to support performance claim. The first step
to have a technology certified is to request for a determination of eligibility. After CalCert has received the
Eligibility Request and determined that the technology is eligible for California Certification, the applicant will
receive an Application for Certification and will be invited to meet the Cal/EPA evaluation team in a scoping
meeting. The evaluation team will meet with the applicant to discuss the scope, duration, and cost of the
evaluation. The cost of evaluating the technology will vary depending on the scope of effort needed to
evaluate it.

Who evaluates the application for verification?
Cal/EPA's staff which consist of scientists and engineers from the Air Resources Board, State Water
Resources Control Board, Department of Toxic Substances Control, lntegrated Waste Management Board,
Department of Pesticide Regulation, and Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment evaluate the
technologies. When necessary, CalCert also partners with California's universities and laboratories.

What are the criteria for verification?
The products eligible for certification must have an environmental benefit, be commonly-used or ready
available, and not pose a significant potential hazard to public safety and the environment. The evaluation is
based on a detailed review of validation materials submitted by the manufacturer, including original data
generated by independent and in-house laboratories, whose findings are considered reliable by Cal/EPA staff.

What is fhe proof of verification?
A certificate signed by California's Secretary for Environmental Protection is awarded. The issuance of the
evaluation report and certificate authorizes the use of the certified technology seal on certified products. The
CalCert's certification is valid for three years. Certification does not imply that the technology has been
permitted by any application.

What dust suppressanfs have been certified by CalCert?
ln January, 2001 the California Environmental Protection Agency staff recommended certification of
PennzSuppress@ D, an organic based product from the Pennzoil-Quaker State Company, as a dust
suppressant. The certification is valid for three years.
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Responsible Agency
Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality Waste
Management Division

Contacts
Lonnie C. Lee

Waste Management Division
Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality

Address:
P.O. Box 30241
Lansing M!48909-7741
Phone: (517)373-8148

References
www.deq.state.mi. us/documents/
deo-wmd-qwp-
Rule221 SOilFieldBrine-1 .pdf

Disclaimer: This fact sheel was
prepared by the UNLV organizing
committee of the "Expe¡t Panel
on Environmental lmpacts of Dust
Suppressants" based on
information contained in the
above reference.

Application of O¡l Field Brine Regulations

Michigan

Møy 2002

What are oil field brines?
Brines that are produced at oil and gas well facilities. These brines are used
for dust control and soil stabilization.

How does Michigan regulate the application of oil field
brines?
The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality through regulation
R324.705 (3), Part 6'15, Supervisor of Wells, of Act 451 requires a permit for
the application of brines for ice and dust control and soil stabilization. Pursuant
to this general permit, applicant of brine may begin as soon as the conditions
of the general permit have been met. All maintenance, operations, and
monitoring of brine application must comply with the conditions set forth in this
general permit by the Department. Failure to comply with the terms and
provisions of this general permit may result in civil and/or criminal penalties as
provided in Part 31.

What are the requirements of the Michigan oil field brine
regulations?
The requirements for oil field application as a dust suppressant and road
stabilizers include:

1. No application can occur until a certificate of authorization of coverage on
a form approved by the Department is issued.

2. Only brine that meets the requirements of R324.705 (3) of Part 61S, as
amended, may be used for ice and dust control and soil stabilization on
land, such as roads, parking lots and other land.

3. To prevent other contaminants from becoming part of the brine discharge,
brine shall be applied with vehicular equipment dedicated to this use or
hauling fresh water.

4. Brine shall be applied for dust control and soil stabilization in accordance
with the following criteria: (a) brine may be applied to the surface of roads,
parking lots, and other land up to four applications each year south of the
southern county lines of Madison, Lake, Osceola, Clare, Cladwin, and
Arenac Counties. Counties north of this line may apply only three times
per year; (b) brine may be applied to the surface of roads being used as a
detour and on other areas during construction as necessary to control dust
up to six applications each year; (c) brine must be applied to roads and
parking areas with equipment described by the term "spreader ba/'. This
device shall be constructed to deliver a uniform application of brine over a
width of at least eight feet; (d) brine may be applied at a maximum rate of
1,500 gallons per lane mile of road or'1,250 gallons per acre of land,
provided runoff does not occur; (e) Brine shall be applied in a manner to
prevent runoff.
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5 Brine shall be applied for dust control and soil stabilization in accordance with the following criteria: (a) brine
may be applied to the surface of roads, parking lots, and other land up to four applications each year south of
the southern county lines of Madison, Lake, Osceola, Clare, Cladwin, and Arenac Counties. Counties north of
this line may apply only three times per year; (b) brine may be applied to the surface of roads being used as a
detour and on other areas during construction as necessary to control dust up to six applications each year; (c)
brine must be applied to roads and parking areas with equipment described by the term "spreader bar". This
device shall be constructed to deliver a uniform application of brine over a width of at least eight feet; (d) brine
may be applied at a maximum rate of 1,500 gallons per lane mile of road or 1,250 gallons per acre of land,
provided runoff does not occur; (e) Brine shall be applied in a manner to prevent runoff.

Brine shall be applied for ice control in accordance wíth the following criteria: (a) brine shall be applied only on
paved roads or paved parking lots; (b) brine shall be applied at a maximum rate of 500 gallons per lane mile of
road or 400 gallons per acre of land; (c) brine must be applied only when the air temperature is above 20'F,
unless used for pre-wetting solid salt; (d) brine must be applied with equipment designed to direct the discharge
to the center of.the pavement or high sides of curyes.

Brine application measurement methods must be used to ensure that the brine application rates are within
described in this general permit.

Brine shall not be applied at a location determined to be a site of environmental contamination for chlorides.

Records shall be kept of the use of brine and should contain driver's name, location, loading date, source of
brine, date of brine, application, and gallons applied. Records should be kept by the application for a period of
three calendar years after application and should be available for inspection by the Department or a peace
officer.

6.

7.

L
9.
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lnterim Guidelines for
Dust Palliative Use in Clark County zlo"'''\

íür

Responsible Agency
Clark County Department of Air
QualiÇ Management

Nevada Department of
Environmental Protection
(NDEP)

Contacts
Carrie MacDougall
Phone: (702)455-5942
MacDouqall(Aco.clark.nv. us

Leo Drozdoff (NDEP)
Phone: (775)687-3142

References

www.state,nv.us/cnr/

Disclaimer: This fact sheet was
prepared by the UNLV
organizing committee of the
"Expert Panel on Environmental
lmpacts of Dust Suppressants"
based on information contained
in the above reference.

Nevada

May,2002

What are the goals of the Interim Guidelines?
The lnterim Guidelines aim to facilitate the implementation of air quality
fugitive dust controls in a manner that prevents human exposure to harmful
constituents and protects soil and water resources while achieving air quality
objectives. The guidelines outline practices and procedures that should be
followed to ensure compliance with the new Clark County Air Quality regula-
tions (effective January 1,2001) in a manner that minimizes environmental
impacts.

Who created the Interim Guidelines?
A working group was formed in 2000 to draft interim guidelines for the use of
dust palliatives in Clark County, Nevada. The working group, formed in
response to direction from the Nevada Legislature to provide recommend-
ations regarding the use of dust suppressants in the Las Vegas Valley, was
composed of air and water quality professionals from state and local agencies
including the Southern Nevada Water Authority, Clark County Health District,
Clark County Comprehensive Planning, Clark County Regional Flood Control
District, City of Las Vegas, UNLV Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering and the Nevada Department of Environmental Protection (NDEP).

What were úåe þases for the guidelines?
The working group considered existing state regulations and codes that could
apply to the use of dust palliatives and the protection of human health and
environment. However, because the environmental impacts of the various dust
suppressant products have not been fully evaluated, the working group de-
cided that it would not be prudent to recommend or deny the use of dust
palliatives based solely on these regulations. Thus, the group also considered
currently available scientific information. The guidelines are expected to be
revised in the future to reflect public comments, advanced thinking of the work-
ing group, and changing technology of the construction industry. A research
project, currently underway at UNLV and funded by local agencies, will provide
additional scientifìc evaluation of the water quality impacts of dust palliatives.
The Dust Palliative Working group will continue to meet on a regular basis to
evaluate pertinent information relating to the environmental impacts of dust
palliative use. lt is envisioned that a permanent policy or set of regulations will
be developed if such action is deemed necessary and that this policy/set of
regulations will be more comprehensive in scope.

What is the content of the guidelines?
(a) The use of organic petroleum products, deliquescenUhygroscopic salts,

and lignin-based palliatives are highly discouraged within twenty (20)
yards of open bodies of water, including lakes, streams, canals, natural
wastes and flood control channels, and drinking water well-heads. This
buffer zone is intended to prevent leachate from these palliatives from
reaching an open body of water or a ground water aquifer;
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(b) The use of surfactants containing phosphates is highly discouraged because of adverse impacts on water
quality. Surfactants by themselves are not allowed for use as a dust palliative because they do not form a
durable soil surface. Non-phosphate surfactants may be combined with dust palliatives to assist penetration of
dust palliatives into hydrophobic soils;

(c) Any person who applies any pesticide material with a dust palliative is required to hold a valid pesticide
applicators license issued by the State of Nevada;

(d) Fiber mulch products should not be used for use as a dust palliative in traffic areas. These products do not
hold up well for traffic use;

(e) Use of deliquescenUhygroscopic salts should be limited to magnesium chloride and only used for short-term
(less than one year) stabilization of unpaved roads. Treated unpaved roads must be periodically maintained
with additional applications of water and magnesium chloride as needed to maintain effectiveness.
Magnesium chloride is not effective, even with product reapplication, for periods of more than one year.
Magnesium chloride should not be used on trafficked areas within twenty (20) yards of an open body of water,
a drinking water well-head, natural or artificial drainage channel, or other surface water feature;

(f) Organic petroleum products, including modified and unmodified asphalt emulsions, should not be used on
non-traffic areas;

(g) Use of deliquescenVhygroscopic salts is highly discouraged for non-traffic stabilization. These salts require
frequent re-watering to be effective in the Las Vegas Valley;

(h) Lignin-based palliatives are not recommended for non-traffic stabilization. Surface binding action of lignin-
based palliatives may be reduced or completely destroyed when heavy rains occur;

(i) Suppressants containing banned pesticides, restricted pesticides, dioxin, PCBs, and asbestos should never
be applied.

The guidelines also contain recommendations on the types of suppressants to be applied to specific areas as well
as dilution and application rates.
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D¡rt & Gravel Roads Maintenance (DGRM) Program

Pennsylvania

What rs fäe DGRP Program?
Pennsylvania's State Conservation Commission Dirt & Gravel Roads Pollution
Prevention Program is a grant program. lt is an innovative effort to educate the public
about pollution problems from roads and fund "environmentally sound" maintenance of
unpaved roadways that have been identifìed as sources of dust and sediment
pollution. Signed into law in April 1997 as Section 9106 of the PA Vehicle Code (go
9106), the program is based on the principle that informed local control is the most
effective way to stop pollution. The program created a dedicated, non-lapsing fund - $4
million per year - to provide money to local communities for education and local road
maintenance by way of streamlined appropriations to local conservation districts for
use by local road maintenance entities under the environmental guidance of a local
Quality Assurance Boards (aABs). Section 91060(f) (7) of the Vehicle code requires
Quality Assurance Boards to adopt standards that prohibit the use of environmentally
harmful materials and practices in diñ and gravel road maintenance. lmplicit in thesó
standards, are regulations for the control of dust suppressant application. Local
municipalities and state agencies that maintain public dirt or gravel roads are eligible to
receive the grant funds.

What are the goals of the DGRM Program?
The Pennsylvania Protocol has four main objectives:

1. To prohibit the use of environmental harmful materials or practices on Dirt and
Gravel Roads Maintenance Program projects.

2. To recommend procedures that will satisfy the program's non-pollution require-
ment with a minimum of paperwork.

3. To provide Conservation Districts with a statewide information exchange system
which will allow them to establish eligibility of local products.

4. To employ a product clearance system and notify conservation districts of products
determined to be eligible for statewide use.

What are the provisions of the program?
The lnterim program's requirements for compliance with the non-pollution criteria are
currently in the draft form. ln general, the guidelines call for compliance with all existing
laws and conditions via a purchase contracting process, rather than a regulatory
process. Vendors would comply voluntarily as part of their sales agreement. lt is
anticipated that such an approach would minimize challenges in court by products
manufacturers.

The program places the responsibility of proving that a product meets Pennsylvania's
existing laws on the manufacturer. lt is expected that the adoption of such practice will
minimize paperwork because it will be done once for each covered product. Partici-
pants may purchase products, listed as eligible and be reimbursed provided they have
an active liability contract with the manufacturer and the conservation districts estab-
lishes that the product is approved. The program will be applied statewide to insure
that individual QABs will not be sued for refusal to buy certain products.

Responsible Agency
Center for Dirt and Gravel
Road Studies
Penn State University

Contacts
Barry Scheetz
se6@psu.edu

Woodrow Colbert
wcolbefi(ôpsu.edu

Address:
103 Materials Research
Laboratory
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Phone: (814) 865-5355

References
www.mri.psu.edu

Disclaimer: This fact sheet
was prepared by the UNLV
organizing committee of the
"Expert Panel on
Environmental lmpacts of
Dust Suppressants" based on
information contained in the
above reference.
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Who provides the pertormance verification?
It is the responsibility of the vendor, as a condition of sale, to prove that the commercial product does not degrade the
environment or create hazards in accordance with the standards of the DGRP program. The vendor has to have an
EPA-Certified laboratory test the product according to the specified test procedures. Laboratory personnel complete the
tests, certify the results, and report the eligibility of the product for program funding in writing. The Conservation
Commission (SC sion to confìrm the certificate as authentic. The manufacturer must also (a)
certify that the p ing is representative of the product as marked, (b) provide a copy of the
certificate of eligi district, (c) provide the participant with a signed copy of a liability contract
assuming all liability for supply, transport, application and curing of the product. The product must also comply with
Pennsylvania's environmental laws: 25 PA Code 93.6 - Waste Discharge to Water; 25 PA Code g3.7c - WaterCiuality
Criteria by Substance; 25 PA Code - Criteria by Toxic Substances; 25 PA Code 121.1 - Air Quality Criteria; 25 pA
Code 124 - Air Quality Hazardous; 25 PA Code 129.64 Air Quality Cut Back Asphalts. ln addition, the program
encourages the use of by- and co-products if they are deemed to have non-pollution characteristics. Co-products tnat
have "beneficial use" permits issued are considered as effective as commercial products if they meet the non-pollution
criteria.

What fesfs are required from the applicant?
Labeled products, such as herbicides, do not require further testing and are acceptable according to the label
restrictions. Plant and seeds are covered by both, the State and Federal Noxious weed laws. All other commercial
products, which are not inert, must be certified. The guidelines divide the products used in dirt and gravel roads into
solids (e.9. stone, geotextile, salts as crystals) and aqueous (e.9. brines, emulsions). Aqueous products must undergo
the following required tests: a 7-day rainbow trout survival and growth test, and a 7-day cladoceran (Ceriodaphiiia
dubia) survival and reproduction test. Each product tested must report the NOEC, LOEC, LC50 and CHV values for the
survival and growth of rainbow trout and one for the survival and reproduction of cladocerans. An MSDS sheet for each
product should accompany the application. ln addition, the materials have to undergo bulk and leach analysis. Bulk
analysis should follow methods established in EPA SW-846 and leach analysis should be performed according to EpA
Method 1312. Components analyzed in these tests include: pH, major, minor, and trace components, radionuclides,
moisture content, loss of ignition (LOl) at 1000'C, metals, cyanide, volatile, and non-volatile organic compounds. The
laboratory has to report each constituent that exceeds the trigger levels (50% of SPLP limits, as set forth in current pA
DEP Mining Regulations Module 25). lf any trigger level (s) is exceeded, a second sample of the material should be
tested.
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Responsible Agency
ETV Canada lnc.

Contacts
Chris Shrive
(905) 336-4773
cshrive@etvcanada. com

Lori Lishman
(905) 336-6469
lishman@etvcanada.com

Deborah McNairn
(e05) 336-4546
dmcnairn@etvcanada.com

Address:
867 Lakeshore Road
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 446
Phone: (905) 336-4546
Fax: (905) 336-4519
E-mail: etv@etvcanada.com

References
www.etvcanada,com

Disclaimer: This fact sheet
was prepared by the UNLV
organizing committee of the
"Expert Panel on
Environmental lmpacts of
Dust Suppressants" based on
information contained in the
above reference.

E nviron menta I Tech nology Verificat¡on Program

ETV Canada lnc.

What are the goars of the ETV Canada Program?
The main objective of the ETV Canada Program is to provide validation and
independent verification of environmental technology performance, including that
of dust suppressants. This program has been developed to promote the commer-
cialization of .new environmental technologies into the market place and thus
provide industry with a tool to address environmental challenges efficiently,
effectively and economically.

Who created the ETV Canada?

Environment Canada was the lead department in the development of the ETV
program in cooperation with lndustry Canada and with direction from the ETV
Steering Committee. ETV Canada, lnc., a private sector company that operates
under a license agreement with Environment Canada, was created to deliver the
ETV program. The ETV Canada, lnc. is owned by the Ontario Centre for
Environmental Technology Advancement (OCETA).

What is needed to apply?
The technology vendor must provide sufficient, acceptable documentation and
data to support the performance claim of the technology being verified. ETV
Canada reviews the FormalApplication for completeness and determines if it can
be accepted into the verification process. lf the application is not acceptable, the
applicant may choose to modify and resubmit it. Similarly, at this application
review stage, ETV Canada may determine that the data supporting the claim is
inadequate. lf the applicant wishes to continue, it is their responsibility to first
arrange and pay for the generation of the necessary data. Alternatively, the
applicant may choose to modify their claim to align it with supporting data.
Although ETV Canada would not be directly involved in the testing to develop
additional data, it may outfine the data requirements within the context of the
GeneralVerification Protocol. The formal application should be accompanied with
the supporting data that is to be used in the verification process. Before
confidential information or data can be passed to ETV Canada, a Confìdentiality
Agreement is signed. ETV Canada reviews the information and proposes a
verification process for the claim, including identification of a Verification Entity
and a cost estimate for the verification program. The cost of verification will
include the administratíon and management of the application process by ETV
Canada and the actual validation by the Verification Entity of the claim, using the
supporting data. The cost will vary from application to application, and will depend
on the scope of effort involved in the verification process. ETV Canada discusses
the scope and cost of the proposed program with the applicant, and reaches
agreement on the Verification Entity, including resolution of any conflict of interest
between the applicant and the Verification Entity. ETV Canada keeps a list of
approved Expeñ Entities, which include private consultants, universities, and
research institutes that can conduct tests to support the verification of the
technology.

May 2002
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Who provides the pertormance verification?
A formal application must be submitted to ETV Canada, lnc. for review in order to obtain technology verification. lf
the technology and performance claim are eligible for the ETV program, the applicant submits a Formal
Application and a non-refundable $1,000.00 application fee. The Formal Application requests additional
information about the technology, the claim to be verified, and the data and information that is available to support
the claim. The Formal Application is available either by regular mail or electronically by e-mail and can be faxed
back to ETV Canada with a signature. An original should follow by regular mail or by courierwith the $1,000.00
fee.

Who may apply for verification?
Environmental technology vendors can apply to the ETV program for verification of the claims concerning the
performance of their environmental technologies. For a technology to be eligible for the ETV program, it muit be
an environmental technology or an equípment-based environmental service, where equipment performance can
be verified. The technology must offer an environmental benefit or address an environmental problem. lt must also
meet minimum Canadian standards and/or national guídelines for the specific technology or claim, as specified by
ETV Canada, and be currently commercially available or commercially ready for full-scale application.

Who evaluafes fhe application for verification?
ETV Canada reviews the Formal Application for completeness and determines if it can be accepted into the
verification process. Verification Entities, which are approved by ETV Canada, provide the technical expertise to
evaluate the technology.

What are the criteria for verification?
The claim must specify the minimum performance that is achievable by the technology and must be unambiguous.
It must meet minimum standards and guidelines for the technology. Where federal standards are not available, the
least stringent provincial standard shall apply. Technology must achieve federal, provincial, and/or municipal
regulations or guidelines for discharge waters or treated effluents, soils, sediments, sludge or other solid-phase
materials. ETV Canada will refer to such appropriate standards when assessing the claim. The claim must be
measurable using acceptable test procedures and analytical techniques. lt is essential that adequate, relevant,
reliable data and information be provided to support the verification of the environmental technology performance
claim.

What is the proof of verification?
lf the claim is verified successfully, the company is issued three documents: a Verification Certificate, a Technol-
ogy Fact Sheet, and a FinalVerification Report.

What dust suppressanfs have been certified by ETV Canada?

ln March 1999 Soil Sement@, a synthetic polymer emulsion, was certifìed by ETV Canada. Three years after
approval, the verification should be renewed and a license renewal fee should be applied.
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Appendix G

Expert Panel Agenda

THURSDAY, MAY 30t", 2oo2

8:00 - 8:30 AM REGISTRATION

8:30 - 9:00 AM INTRODUCTIONS
Welcome and Logistics (Thomas Piechota, UNLV)
lmportance of issue to EPA (Jeff van Ee, U.S. EPA)

9:00 - 9:45 AM FRAMING THE PROBLEM

lntroduction of Conceptual Model (David James, UNLV)
Summary of Literature Review (UNLV)
Fact Sheets from other relevant activities, programs, and/or protocols.

9:45 - 10:15 AM PANEL l: WHAT ARE WE DEALING WITH?
What is the composition of the dust suppressant and what are the sources of
these compounds?
How are the dust suppressants applied and at what rates?
Where are dust suppressants applied?

10:15 - 10:30 AM BREAK

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM PANEL I (continued)
What is the potential for trace levels of contaminants given the source and
composition?
Does the Conceptual Diagram outline all the possible pathways of exposure?
What is known about the fate and transport of various dust suppressants? Are
some pathways relatively more significant sources of exposure than others?
How does the composition of the various dust suppressants change once they are
in the environment?
What is the potential magnitude of dust suppressant application in urban or rural
areas?

12:00 - 1:00 PM LUNCH (hosted by UNLV/EPA in Richard Tam Alumni Center)

1:00 - 2:45PM PANEL ll: WATER PATHWAY
How are dust suppressants likely to impact surface waters?
What are potential impacts of runoff contaminated with dust suppressants to
surface water quality and human health?
What are potential ímpacts of runoff contaminated with dust suppressants to
aquatic ecosystems?
What is known about movement of dust suppressants in the vadose zone?
Are dust suppressants likely to impact groundwater?
Does Conceptual Model identify all receptors to water quality?

2245 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 5:00 PM PANEL lll: SOIL AND LANDSCAPE PATHWAY
What are the possible human health or ecological impacts related to soils
contaminated with dust suppressants?
How might application of dust suppressants alter soil properties and effect runoff
and erosion?
How might dust suppressants impact ecological patterns?
How might different dust suppressants change the microbial ecology of local soils?
Does the conceptual model clearly identify all pathways and receptors in the
terrestrial environment?

5:00 - 7:00 PM RECEPTION WITH YUCCA MOUNTAIN BOYS (hosted by UNLV/EPA in Alumni
Center)
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FRIDAY, MAY 31rlr ,2002
8:30 - 8:45 AM FRAMING THE DAY

8:45 - 9:45 AM PANEL lV: MAGNITUDE OF USE (GROUP DTSCUSSTON)

9:45 - 10:00 AM BREAK

10:00 - l1:30 AM WORKING GROUPS (See handout)

1l:30 AM - 12:30 PM PRESENTATION OF WORKING GROUPS
Designated spokesperson to summarize working groups findings.

12:30 -2:45 PM PANEL V: QUESTION AND ANSWER WITH EXPERTS (What do they think?)
2:45 - 3:00 PM BREAK
3:00 - 4:00 PM PANEL Vl: DEVELOPING GUIDELINES AND REGULATTONS

Are current regulatíons adequate for permitting dust suppressants?
Are existing regulations and test methods adequate to address potential effects of
dust suppressants?
Who should be responsible for tracking use of suppressants?
Should long-term monitoring be conducted to evaluate dust suppressant impacts?
PANEL VII: PATH FORWARD
Recommendations on how best to summarize meeting.
What are the follow-up actions from this meeting?

4:00 PM ADJOURN
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Appendix D

Organizing Gommittee and Expert Panel

l.
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Organizing Committee

Piechota, Thomas, Ph.D. Title: Assistant Professor
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Phone: 702-895-4412
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Fax: 702-895-3936
4505 Maryland Parkway,Box454015 E-mail: piechota@ce.unlv.edu
Las Vegas, NV 89054-4015

Batista, Jacimaria, Ph.D. Title: Assistant Professor
UniversiÇ of Nevada, Las Vegas Phone: 702-895-1585
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Fax: 702-895-4950
4505 Maryland Parkway,8ox454015 E-mail: iaci@ce.unlv.edu
Las Vegas, NV 89054-4015

James, David, Ph.D. Title: Associate Professor
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Phone: 702-895-1067
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering Fax: 702-895-3936
4505 Maryland Parkway, Box 454015 E-mail: daveearl(Oce.unlv.edu
Las Vegas, NV 89054-4015

Stave, Krystyna, Ph.D.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Environmental Studies Department
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89054-4030

Title: Assistant Professor
Phone: 702-895-4833

Fax: 702-895-4436
E-mail: kstave@ccmail.nevada.edu

van Ee, Jeff Title: Scientist
EPA National Exposure Research Laboratory Phone: 702-798-2367
EnvironmentalSciences Division/ORD Fax:
PO Box 93478 E-mail: vanee.ieff@epa.qov
Las Vegas, NV 89193-3478

Singh, Vivek Loreto, Daniela
Title: Graduate Student, UNLV Title: Graduate Student, UNLV
E-mail: vivek@unlv.edu E-mail: daniloreto@hotmail.com

Facilitator

Michael, Daniel
Neptune and Company
1505 1sth Street, Suite B
Los Alamos, NM 87544

Title: Principal
Phone: 505-662-0707 exl20

Fax: 505-662-0500
E-mail: dmichael(ôneptuneandco.com
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Expert Panel

Amy, Penny, Ph.D.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Department of Biological Sciences and Provost's
Office
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154

Title: Professor & Coordinator for
Special Research Programs

Phone: 702-895-3288
Fax: 702-895-3956

E-mail: amv@ccmail. nevada.edu

Bassett, Scott, Ph.D.
Desert Research lnstitute
2215 Raggio Parkway
Reno, NV 89502

Title: Post-Doctoral Research Associate
Phone: 775-673-7447

Fax: 775-673-7485
E-mail: sbassett@dri.edu

Bigos, Ken, P.E
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Air Division, Region lX,
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Title: Associate Director
Phone: 541-225-6350

Fax: 541-225-6221
E-mail: biqos.ken@epa.qov

Bolander, Peter
USDA Forest Service
211 EastTs Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401

Title: Pavement Engineer
Phone: 541-465-6708

Fax: 541-465-6717
E-mail: obolander@fs.fed.us

I

Colbeft, Woodrow
Pennsylvania State Conservation Commission
613 South Burrowes Street
State College, PA 16801

Title: Statewide Coord. - Dirt & Gravel Road
Pollution Prevention Program

Phone: 717-497-5164
Fax: 814-863-6787

E-mail: wcolbed@psu.edu

Detloff, Cheryl
Midwest lndustrial Supply, lnc.
1 101 Third Street SE
Canton, OH 44707

Title: Chief Environmental Chemist
Phone: 330-456-3121

Fax: 330-456-3247
E-mail : chervl@midwestind.com

Franke, Deborah
Research Triangle lnstitute
3040 Cornwallis Road
Building I 1, Room 408
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

Title: Senior Research Environmental Scientist
Phone:919-541-6826

Fax: 919-541-6936
E-mail: dlf@rti.orq

Hildreth, Troy
Envirocon Mitigation Corporation
8016 Cherish Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89128

Title: President
Phone: 702-249-2721

Fax: 702-233-4663
E-mail: Trovhildreth@aol.com

Hoffman, Michael, Ph.D.
California lnstitute of Technology
Environmental Engineering Science
1200 East California Boulevard, M/C 138-78
W. M. Keck Laboratories
Pasadena, CA 91125

Title: James lrvine Professor
Phone: 626-395-4391

Fax: 626-395-2940
E-mail: mrh@caltech.edu
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Expert Panel, Continued

Husby, Peter
EPA Region 9 Laboratory
t ssz soitn 46th street
Building 201
Richmond, CA 94804

Title: Field and Biology Team Leader
Phone: 510-412-2331

Fax: 510-412-2302
E-mail: husbv.peter@epa.qov

Johnson, Jolaine, P.E.
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
333 West Nye Lane
Carson City, NV 89706

Title: Deputy Administrator
Phone: 775-687-9302

Fax: 775-687-5856
E-mail: iolainei@ndep.nv.qov

Kreamer, David, Ph.D.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Water Resources Management Program
Department of Geological Sciences
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154

Title: Professor and Director of Water
Resources Management Program

Phone: 702-895-3553
Fax:

E-mail: kreamer@nevada.edu

LaBounty, James F. Sr., Ph.D.
920 Bramblewood Drive
Castle Rock, CO 80104-3642

Title: Research Aquatic Scientist
Phone: 303-986-7632

Fax: 801 -340-5695
E-mail: werlabs@prodiqv. net

Lee, G. Fred, Ph.D, P.E., DEE
G. Fred Lee Associates
27298 East El Macero Drive
El Macero, CA 95618

Title: President
Phone: 530-753-9630

Fax: 530-753-9956
E-mail: qfredlee@aol.com

Letey, John, Ph.D.
Soil and Water Science Unit
University of Galifornia Riverside
Riverside, C492521

Title: Distinguished Professor of Soil Science
Phone: 909-787-5105

Fax: 909-787-3993
E-mail: iohn.letev@ucr.edu

MacDougall, Carrie
Clark County Department of Air Quality
Management
500 South Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89155

Title: Asst. Director of Air Quality Management
Phone: 702-455-5942

Fax:
E-mail: MacDougall@co.clark.nv.us

Pickrell, John, Ph.D.
Kansas State University
Diagnostic Medicine / Pathobiology, College of
Veterinary Medicine, Comparitive Toxicology
Laboratories
1800 Denison Avenue
Manhattan, KS 66506-5705

Title: Environmental Toxicologist - Associate
Professor

Phone: 785-532-4331
Fax: 785-532-4481

E-mail: pickrell(Ovet.ksu.edu

Scheetz, Barry, Ph.D.
Penn State University
107 Material Resources Laboratory
University Park, PA 16802

Title: Professor Materials, Civil, & Nuclear Engr.
Phone: 8'14-865-3539

Fax: 8,14-863-7039
E-mail: se6@psu.edu
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Expert Panel, Continued

Sanders, Thomas G., Ph.D.
Colorado State University
Department of Civil Engineering
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Title: Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
Phone: 970-491-5448

Fax: 970-491-7727
E-mail: TGS@enqr.colostate.edu

Short, Leigh, Ph.D.
Alternative Environmental Solutions
664 Oak Marsh Drive
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464

Title: Owner/Partner
Phone: 843-971-7462

Fax: 843-881-4485
E-mail: leiohche@aol.com

Smith, Roger, Ph.D., P.E. Title: Civil Engineer
Consulting Hydraulic Engineer and Hydrologist Phone: 970-493-2662
819 Columbia Road Fax: 970-491-8671
Fort Collins, Co 80525 E-mail: sroqer@enor.colostate.edu

Spear, Terry, Ph.D. Title: Professor
Montana Tech of the University of Montana Phone: 406-496-4445
1300 West Park Street Fax: 406-496-4650
Butte, MT 59701 E-mail: tspear@mtech.edu

Starkweather, Peter, Ph.D.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89'154

Title: Professor of Biological Sciences
Phone: 702-895-3526

Fax: 702-895-3861
E-mail: strkwthr@ccmail.nevada.edu

Wells, Jason Title: Ecological Risk Assessor
lLS, lnc., ESAT Contractor for U.S. EPA Region Phone: 404-562-8598
4 / Waste Division / Office of Technical Services Fax: 404-562-9964
61 Forsyth Street SW
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960

E-mail: wells.iason@epamail.epa.qov

I

Wierenga, Peter, Ph.D. Title: Director
The University of Arizona Phone: 520-792-9551
Water Resources Research Center Fax: 520-792-8518
350 North CampbellAvenue E-mail: wierenqa@aq.arizona.edu
Tucson,4285721
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United States
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Agency

Office of Research and Development
National Exposure Research Laboratory
Environmental Sciences Dívision
P.O. Box 93478
Las Vegas, Nevada 89193-3478

Official Business
Penalty for Private Use
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<< BACK to sage-grouse homepage

Keepårrg th{ngs con r'!ected

The BLIY grants r¡ghts-of-way (ROWs) for many different uses of public lands. lulany energy-related
projects - wind power, solar energy, pipel¡nes and power transm¡ssion lines - are accomplished using ROWS
on BLM-managed lands. ROWs usually consist of strips or corr¡dors of land that may themselves be limited ¡n

size but which can nonetheless fragment the land through which they run.

The BLM and the U.S, Fish & Wildlife Service have identified fragmentation as a primary threat to sage-grouse
and Eheir habitat. So, current BLM policy addresses the authorization of ROWS in priority sage-grouse hab¡tat.

|: A\rt:¡cN :; Miní¡'¡¡¡ne :i M¡Èãgate

When processing a ROW application, the BLM works with the appl¡cant on a number of issues, including how
best to avoid or min¡m¡ze loss or fragmentation of sage-grouse habitat. Reasonable possibilities for s¡ting the
project outside of priority habitat areas or within a designated ROW corridor are part of the NEPA analysis for
the proposal.

For ROWs less than 1 mile in length or which disturb less than 2 surface acres, [he BLM develops m¡tigation
measures in cooperation with the applicant and state wildlife managers that would cumulatively maintain or
en hance sage-grouse habitat.

For larger RoWs - those longer than 1 mile or which would disturb more than 2 surface acres - the BLM
requires measures that m¡nim¡ze ¡mpacts to sage-grouse habitat. In addition to this k¡nd of onsite mitigation,
the BLM wjll develop and cons¡der offsite mitigation measures, in cooperation with the appl¡cant and state
wildlife managers.

pr ri pàg6

PÌotecting unfragmented
habitats, minimizing habitat loss,

and maintaining, enhancing or
restor¡ng condítions that ñeet

life-histoty needs

Unless the BLM and state w¡ldlife agency staff determine thaE a proposed ROW (1+ miles long or
2+ acres of disturbance) and associated mitigation measures would cumulatively mainta¡n or
enhance sage-grouse habitat, Ehe decision on the proposed ROW is forwarded to a group
composed of the appropriate Bllvl State Director, the Director of the relevant state wildlife agency
and a representative of the U,S. Fish and W¡ldlife Serv¡ce,

Ifthis group cannot agree on appropriate mitigation for the proposed ROW, then the decis¡on goes
to lhe BLM sage-grouse National Policy Team for their rev¡ew. The Team may also ¡nvolve the
State wildlife agency Director, if appropriate.

Ifth¡s group cannot agree on appropriate mitigation/ the Team will seek a tinal decision from the
BLM Director in the absence of consensus.

Last uÞdated: L1-1.6-2012
llçA GOV I No Feâr A.t I DOI I Diç.|âimer I Ahoril Bl lvl I Noti.Fç I Sô.¡âl lt4Frliâ Pôli.v
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SWAPE Technical Consullation, Data Analysis and
Litigation Support for the Environment

2503 Eastbluff Dr., Suite 206

Newport Beach, California 92660
Fax: (949)777-0069

Matt Hagemann
lel: (949) 887-9013

Email: mhagemann(ôswape.com
January 25,2013

Colin Reinhardt
Bureau of Land Management, Bishop Fíeld Office
35L Pacu Lane, Suite 100

Bishop, CA 93514

Jan Sudoimer
Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District
L57 Short Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental lmpact Report for the Casa Diablo lV
Geothermal Development Project, Mono County, California

Dear Mr. Reinhardt and Ms. Sudoimer:

We have reviewed the November 2Ot2 Draft Environmental lmpact Statement and Draft Environmental

lmpact Report (herein referred to as "DEIS/R") for the Casa Diablo lV geothermal project ("CD-|V

Project") in the vicinity of Mammoth Lakes in Mono County, California. The Project would include the

following:

o A new 33-megawatt (MW) geothermal power plant will be comprised of two binary generating

units, turbines, condensers, pumps, piping, ancillary equipment, and an underground electric

transmission line to interconnect to the Southern California Edison substation;

. Up to L6 geothermal wells will be drilled ranging from depths of 1,500 to 2,500 feet with each

well on a 0.4-acre well pad and include a small pump building; and

¡ Pipelines to bring the geothermal brine to the power plant and take cooled brine to the injection

wells.

Our review has focused potential impacts to geothermal resources in the Casa Diablo area and issues

associated with stormwater. We have found the DEIS/R fails to adequately identify impacts to high-

value natural resources, including a fish hatchery and hot springs, which offer unique recreational
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activities and ecological habitat. Mitigation measures proposed in the DEIS/R will not reduce Project
impacts to a less than significant level as stated in the DEIS/R. A revised DEIS/R should be prepared to
fully disclose all impacts and provide adequate mitigation to ensure impacts to natural resources are

minimized.

llrcjecl \t/ill gi'eittly ex¡ianrl usc of geotherltral resoru'ces

Currently, 40 MW of power is being produced at the MP I project located on 90 acres in the Casa Diablo

area. MP I commenced operation in 1984 with a capacity of producing 10 MW, Two additional units,

PLES I and MP ll, each producing L5 MW, began operation in L990. Mono County recently approved an

application to replace the existing MP I power plant with a newer facility (M1 Replacement Project)

capable of producing 18,8 MW.

The proposed Project would generate an additional 33 MW of power on 80 additional acres of land and

increase power production in the Casa Diablo area by 83%. Project construction will greatly increase the
use of geothermal resources in the area. The Mammoth Hot Creek is within the Hot Creek Geological

Area, under U.S. Forest Service Administration,l and contains over a dozen steam vents and bubbling

blue pools, some of which occasionally erupt to form geysers.2

The Mammoth Hot Creek is a unique geothermal resource with a finite amount of energy stored in its
springs. The Project will increase the existing extraction of geothermal fluid from the reservoir by 50%

and expand product¡on by 6,000 gallons per minute (DEIS/R, p. aJ-3). The reservoir is connected to Hot

Creek Springs and other geothermal resources. Hot Creek Springs is an irreplaceable and high-value

resource and any related development and increased heat extraction may pose a significant impact on
geothermal resources.

Appendix D to the DEIS/R describes the following concerns associated with development of geothermal

resources on recreational features and ecologic habitat:

Hot Creek Springs was identified as a concern because of its high value recreational significance

and variations in spring flow;

Hot Bubbling Pool is potentially sensitive because it is one of the thermal springs closest to Casa

Diablo and monitoring records show that water levels in the pool are particularly sensitive to
aquifer pressure changes;

Hot Creek Fish Hatchery was identified as sensitive "because of the small (2-5%) contribution of
thermal water that improves spawning conditions at the Hatchery." The thermal water
contribution raises water temperatures an average of 5oC (41'F) above background, which
supports fish spawning (Appendix D, pp. D-34 - D-35).

The DEIS/R states that the Project will be designed in a way to prevent or mitigate any potential

hydrothermal impacts to the hot springs and fish hatchery from geothermal operations (DEIS/R, p. 4.8-

t http://www.fs.usda.gov/reca rea/invo/recarea/?recid=20414
2 http : / / p ub s.u ses. eov / f s / 2OO7 / 30 45 / f s2OO7 -30 45. p df
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2). However, the DEIS/R conclusion that Project construction and operation will result in less than

significant impacts fails to account for the modeling estimates from the Applicant's own consultants that
indicate potentially significant declines in thermal discharge, temperature, and reservoir pressure.

These impacts must be fully disclosed and adequately addressed and mitigated in a revised DEIS/R. The

impacts, identified in Appendix D, have the potential to degrade geothermal features that provide

critical ecological habitat to the Owens tui chub fish population and recreational value to the public.

i ' e:s,¡t;i Ê.'.:.äl "scharg :æ -: -¡,.lrlrLlin l , re,f ,:-ri: i t,J€, rl;r-il-.t
re:.ie ',¡ âÍ1i i r, r(, iri toriL ! ir (!r,, er to veriiy .i¡eir rrlÅailil i.y

The production of 33MW from the Project will increase power production in the Casa Diablo area by

83% and increase geothermal fluid extraction by 50% over current production at the site (from the

existing facilities). This increase in the energy production and fluid extraction will cause declines in the

temperature of the waterthat is heated by hot rock at depth (thermalwater)and a decline in reservoir

pressure. On the basis of modeling conducted by the Applicant's consultants, the Project is estimated to
cut thermal outflow to Hatchery Springs by about 17% (DEIS/R, p.4.7-7) and reservoir pressure by up to
10.2 pounds per square inch (DEIS/R, p.4.7-5). Both these estimates are highly interpretive and have

onlybeenevaluatedbytheProjectproponent. Anindependentreviewisrequiredtoverifytheresults.

The DEIS/R states:

Although the CD-IV Project is forecast to reduce the thermal outflow to Hatchery Springs by

about 1-7 percent, the thermal water fraction is a very small part (less than 5 percent) of the

total flow, so the impact to the combined cold and thermal discharge at the springs is forecast

to be reduced by 0.85 percent and is not likely to be measureable relative to climatic effects. ln

addition, conductive buffering of the temperature would minimize potential temperature

changes making such changes difficult to detect (DEIS/R, p. a.7-7).

There are several unsubstantiated estimates made in this statement that require independent

evaluation.

7. "CD-IV Project is forecast to reduce the thermal outflow to Hatchery Springs by about 17

percent"

The DEIS/R, in making this claim, relies upon Appendix D which, in turn, relies upon numerical

computer models developed by the Project consultant. Modeling results, summarized in one

paragraph of Appendix D which, paint a significantly less definitive prediction, which is

exemplified in this concluding statement:

The potential impact at the Fish Hatchery Springs could be - 17% decline in thermal

water input. The thermal water fraction of the Hatchery springs is a very small part of

the total flow and spring temperatures have previously been shown fo be primørily
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dependent on seasonal fluctuations in precipitation and not the thermal component of
flow (Sorey and Sullivan ,2006) (Appendix D, p. D-46),

The vague statement that there "could be a - !7% decline" shows the imprecision in the
estimate of thermaldischarge. The approximateTT% decline is not presented with a confidence
interval to show the uncertainty in the estimate (i.e. +/- 5%). Without quantifying this
uncertainty, there is no way to measure with any accuracy what the decline in thermal water
output will actually be.

The DEIS/R mischaracterizes this rough estimate by stating that the "CD-IV Project is forecast to
reduce the thermal outflow to Hatchery Springs by about L7 percent" þ. a.7-7). This is a very
important distinction that is not just semantic: "could be a -17% decline" is a statement without
any real limits whereas the DEIS/R makes a much more affirmative - and misleading -
statement that the reduction is forecast to be "about 77yo," upon which it bases its finding that
there would be no significant impact.

The optimal temperature range for the Owens tui chub is 15-20 degrees Celsius3 with 13-17

degrees Celsius being the optimal range for spawning.a Spawning of the Owens tui chub is
triggered by warming water temperatures.t The DEIS/R fails to provide the existing water
temperature conditions currently reaching Hatchery Springs. The omission of this information is

critical. Without this baseline information, it is impossible to gauge if a 17% (or any other
percentage) decline in the temperature of the water reaching the fish hatchery would reduce

temperature below the optimal range for the Owens tui chub. Therefore, the conclusion that
the impacts from reduction in thermal outflow to the fish hatchery, as a result of the Project, are

not significant is unsupported, The Project's potential to result in reduced spawning and

negative impacts to the ecological habitat of the Owens tui chub remains unaddressed.

A revised DEIS/R should be prepared to include an accurate estimate of the percent reduction in

temperature in thermal water input from the Project, to include the methodology and model
inputs used to calculate the estimate. The current temperature of water reaching the fish
hatchery and the estimated reduction ¡n temperature from the Project should be quantified and

disclosed. The DEIS/R should include a discussion on whether this reduction will adversely

impact the ecological habitat and spawníng conditions for the Owens tui chub.

2. "thermal water fraction is a very small part (less than 5 percent) of the total flow and thermal
discharge at the springs is forecast to be reduced by 0.85 percent"

This claim relies on an unsubstantiated estimate of the thermal water fraction of the total
discharge to make a conclusion that thermal discharge at the springs will be reduced by less

than t%. The conclusion that thermal water is less 5% of the total discharge is not supported by

eologica03.pdf, p. 8t 
p.6

3 
http://calfish.ucdavis.ed u/species/?uid=104&ds=241
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any analysis in Appendix D and the there is no reference to any other report that makes this

conclusion.

A revised DEIS/R needs to be prepared to provide scientific evidence (i.e. peer-reviewed articles

or surveys undertaken by the U.S. Geological Survey) that support the claim that thermal water
fraction is less than 5% of total flows. lf this estimate is not supported, the Applicant should

revise the thermal discharge reduction to the springs and discuss the subsequent impacts to the
hot springs and fish hatchery,

3. "conductive buffering of the temperature would minimize potential temperature changes

making such changes difficult to detect"

The DEIS/R makes this claim without defining what conductive buffering is or how it would occur
in the Project area. Appendix D also does not include a discussion on conductive buffering. The

Applicant must show that conductive buffering can occur in the Project area in a method that
would minimize temperature changes, as the DEIS/R claims. lf conductive buffering can

minimize potential temperature changes, effects should be quantified. The impact of buffering

on temperature in waters reaching the springs and hatchery should be discussed.

The DEIS/R's finding that thermal water temperature and pressure declines are insignificant is the
lynchpin to its conclusion that Project construction and operation will not have an adverse impact on

hydrothermalresources in the Casa Diablo area. The DEIS/R concludes, "Based on this assessmentthere

would be limited potential for adverse impacts on the Owens tui chub or its critical habitat as a result of
operation of the Proposed Action" (DEIS/R, p. .a-LA).

However, as our comments have explained, this assessment is baseless or, at best, fraught with
uncertainty. The DEIS/R does not provide any reliable quantified information that would provide

assurance that temperature declines will be insignificant and will not harm the invaluable downgradient

resources. The DEIS/R needs to be revised to include an independent review, preferably by the U.S.

Geological Survey, of the modeling estimates for reservoir temperature and pressure declines. Requests

for independent reviews of the technological analysis and modeling provided in Appendix D has been

made by other agencies, including the Sierra Club and the Mammoth Community Water District
(Appendix A, pp. A-125 , A-1.62). The focus of the review should be to assess the validity of the findings

in Appendix D as well as the identification of a credíble "worst-case" scenario for thermal water and

pressure declines. The worst-case scenario should then be incorporated into a revised DEIS/R to predict

hydrothermal impacts to the Owens tui chub critical habitat, Hot Creek Hatchery and Hot Creek Springs.

ln addition, enhanced monitoring provisions should be incorporated into a revised DEIS/R. Defined

management actions tied to observations of critical temperature or pressure changes and reductions

should be identified. Enhanced monitoring is especially important because temperature and pressure

changes are difficultto detect. Even if detected, impacts to recreationalfeatures and habitat cannot be

simply reversed; instead, a period of recovery would be necessary. Construction of 16 additional wells

will increase heat extraction in the Casa Diablo area by 5O%. Afinite amount of energy, in the form of
heat, is stored in the hot springs. lf extraction occurs too rapidly, without consideration for temperature
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i

or pressure changes, the hot springs would need time to recover and calibrate to equilibrium pressur" i
and temperature. Without adequate and vigilant monitoring, pressure and temperature changes may
go unnoticed and mitigation necessary to reverse any impacts may not be implemented in a timely 

i

manner. lf heat extraction resulting in temperature and pressure declines is continued without I

mitigation or allowing for a period of recovery, there may be permanent and irreversible damages to
geothermal resources.

The need for prescriptive monitoring is critical given that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has identified

habitat destruction as a major threat to the Owens tui chub and that reductions ín flows from springs

can result in habitat destruction.G Monitoring is necessary to ensure that the Project does not result in

habitat destruction of the Owens tui chub.

To ensure protection of resources upon detection of a trigger event, such as a drop in temperature or
pressure by some defined amount, management actions should be included in a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) to be signed by the applicant and the County. For example, if triggers for
temperature are exceeded then a reduction in power would result until temperature declines are

reversed. A MOU was prepared for a groundwater extraction project in Cadiz Valley and the County of
San Bernardino,T The MOU defined the terms of the activity (water drawdown), agreed-upon limitations
(drawdown is limited to 80 feet at the wellfield), and measures to implement if limitations are breached

(reduce pumping to maintain elevation about 80 feet). A similarly structured MOU should be drafted

and included in a revised DEIS/R to show the Applicant's commitment to protection of the Project area's

geothermal resources.

Specific mitigation measures, such as reservoir pressure monitoring methodologies and locations, that
would enhance monitoring are not included in the DEIS/R. lnstead, the DEIS/R states that existing

monitoring programs would be expanded to include monitoring for the Project. Mitigation Measure

GEO-5 states that the monitoring programs would be in accordance with the Mono County General Plan

(DEIS/R/S, p. a.7-Ll. However, there is no explanation or details provided that explain how monitoring

will be expanded and conform to the County General Plan. Furthermore, the Mitigation Measure GEO-5

makes no reference to any specific hydrologic monitoring, Mitigation Measure GEO-4 does state that
the Project will be operated in conformance with monitoring through the Long Valley Hydrologic

Advisory Committee and with remedial action programs designed "to prevent, or mitigate, potential

hydrothermal impacts to the Owens tui chub critical habitat, Hot Creek Hatchery and Hot Creek Gorge

springs from geothermal operations" (DEIS/R, p.4.8-2). But again, no specifics are provided in the

DEIS/R that would identify monitoring measures or demonstrate their effectiveness, i.e. how the Project

will conform to monitoring and remedial programs to prevent impacts to the hydrothermal resources

and dependent habitat.

A revised DEIS/R needs to be prepared to include adequate monitoring measures (such as performance

criteria and triggering benchmarks) that will ensure negative impacts to geothermal resources from
Project construction and operation can be detected in a timely manner. ln order for the mitigation to be

t p.8
7 

See Attachment A.

i,

Èr
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effective in ensuring the health and existence of the fish hatchery and ecological habitat of the Owens

tui chub, monitoring needs to be tied to a MOU that will identify management actions that will be

implemented if monitoring data shows critical changes thermal water temperatures and pressures.

ircienrial ltii¡r.rcI it"oui ccirstnrcIi,un airir c¡t craLi$r, ciirrjectirfn i,1zg[i5

Up to 16 wells are to be constructed for the Project and half of these wells will be constructed as

injection wells. The wells will reach depths of nearly a half mile (DEIS/R, p. a.7-9). The DEIS/R fails to
discuss the potential for the construction and operation of the wells to impact downgradient
geothermal resources and ecological habitat.

Chemicals used during well drilling, construction, development, and production, including those used to
enhance production or injection of geothermalfluids (i.e. fracking chemicals), are not disclosed in the
DEIS/R. The DEIS/R only states, in Mitigation Measure HAZ-!, that the Project will comply with all local,

state, and federal regulations regarding the use, transport, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials
and wastes and that a Hazardous Materials Business PIan will be updated.

However, the DEIS/R does not address the potential for these chemicals to flow into the subsurface

toward geothermal features, including Hot Creek Gorge springs and Hot Creek Hatchery. The potential

interconnection has been demonstrated in monitoring that was conducted in association with operation

of the MP-ll and the PLES-Iwithin the Mammoth Pacific geothermal complex.s The motive fluid
currently used atthe Mammoth Pacific geothermal complex, isobutane, has been detected bythe U.S.

Geological Survey in downgradient surface water, in fumaroles at Casa Diablo and in the Hot Bubbling

Pool,3milestotheeastoftheprojectarea.t Thesegeothermal plantsuseaclosed-loopsystemwhichis

intended to isolate the isobutane from the injection wells; however, the presence of the isobutane has

led the U.S. Geological Survey to conclude that inadvertent leaks to the injection system occur and that
a hydrologic interconnection exists between the injection wells and downgradient surface water.10

The detections of isobutane at downgradient springs, coupled with the documentation of releases to
isobutane into the aquifer, demonstrate a connection between the injection wells and surface water.

The U,S. Geological Survey concluded that less ThanI0% of the fluid injected at Casa Diablo moves into
the production zone and that most flows away from the well field within the injection reservoir.ll This

conclusion means that injection fluid, including spent brine and any chemical additives, can move

downgradient with the flow of groundwater to degrade groundwater resources and interconnected

surface water bodies, including springs,

Appendix D indirectly acknowledges this interconnection by stating that isobutane leaks have travelled

to the Long Valley geothermal system (Appendix D, p. D-33). There is a clear connection and pathway

between injection wells and surface water for chemicals used in well drilling, construction, and

t Lettet from Mammoth Pacific, LLP to Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District, July 2L,1998 and April 17,
2000. See Attachment B.

p.706.
'o tbid., p.706
" tb¡d., p.706
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operation to travel and reach the hot springs and fish hatchery. lnjection wells at geothermal plants

carry not only spent brine but may include chemícals used to prevent biofouling, corrosion, and scaling

of the plant equipment. The chemicals and the composition of the spent brine injected at the

Mammoth-Pacific complex are not described in the DEIS/R. However, at other geothermal power

plants, chemicals that are injected are known. For example, according to the U.S. EPA, chemicals

injected at a geothermal plant in Hawaii include: sodium sulfite, benzoic acid, sodium hydroxide,

sodium gluconate, dimethyldioctylammonium chloride, soya amine polyethoxylate, cychlohexlamine,

polyamidoamino acetate, POE (15)tallow amine, sodium metabisulfite, cobalt compounds, sodium

chloride, phosphoric acid derivative, magnesium nitrate, 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazoline-3-one,

magnesium chloride, 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one, cupric nitrate, disodium ethylenebis-

dithiocarbamate, dimethylamine, ethylene diamine, ethylene thiourea, and sulfuric acid.'2 The U.S. EPA

has also documented that naturally occurring components of injected spent brine -- including total
dissolved soilds, arsenic, chloride, fluoride, manganese, aluminum, lead, mercury, selenium, iron,

cadmium, and zinc - may exceed drinking water standards.

All injected fluids, including any fracking chemicals, spent brine, chemical additives, and motive fluids

should be disclosed in a revised DEIS/R and evaluated for the potential to degrade groundwater quality *r
and in interconnected spring water and surface water. lf unmitigated, the release of spent brine, motive

fluid and other chemicals to the aquifer and in turn to surface water is a significant unmitigated impact

which would pose potential ecologic risk to aquatic resources. Chemicals used for drilling and I

operations may travel through interconnected pathways and reach the fish hatchery and Hot Creek. An

ecological risk assessment should be conducted to evaluate this potential pathway to ensure protection

of aquatic resources from any exposure to chemicals or to components of the spent brine.

5¡.Ci.¡:1,r;;í¡,¡.rll:.1'li¿.;fÍ,;(,r]-S:.Lict I

Well construction ,na Or¡lf ¡ng would require surfacing of drilling mud, drill cuttings, and water and

geothermal fluid, Pipeline construction, to receive and deliver brine, would require trenching, grading,

and disturbance of surface sediments. The DEIS/R notes that pollutants related to these activities can

be entrained in stormwater and flow offsite, resulting in degradation of water quality (DElR, p. a.I9-\.
The DEIS/R does not analyze the impacts from such pollution on water quality.

Mitigation measure SW-2 states that all containment basins and sumps will be constructed to contain

flows from a L00-year storm event with sufficientfreeboard (DElR, p. a.79-221. The DEIR's claim of
construction of "sufficient freeboard" is vague. Hydrologic and engineering calculations should be used

to determine the amount of freeboard necessary to contain any overtopping from flows anticipated

from a 100-year storm event. Peak discharge flows during a L00-year storm event should be calculated

a,nd used to identify the size of containment basins and freeboard.

Mitigation measure SW-L states that a drainage plan will be prepared, to include location and sizing of
stormwater retention facilities and on-site drainages, Stormwater facilities will be designed with the

qeothermalelectricpower.pdf, p. 45 (attached as Exhibit 3).
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capacity to retain a Z0-year,24-hour storm event. Figure 3.19-1 shows that the well sites will be located
just outside a L00-year flood zone. Wells 35-31-,55-31-,55-32 and 65-32 are proposed to be located a

fewhundredfeetnorthofthelOO-yearfloodzone(DEIS/R,Figure3.19-1). Wells55-32and65-32are
located in areas that are tributaries to Hot Creek (DElR, p. 4.19-31. Hot Creek, in turn, feeds into

Mammoth Creek.

Mammoth Creek is impaired for total dissolved solids and is on the 303(d) List of lmpaired Water Bodies

(DEIS/R, p. 3.19-2). ln the event that a 100-year flood event occurs and overflows the proposed

retention facilities, stormwater runoff, contaminated from well construction and operation, may flow
into the creek and further degrade water quality. The proposed containment basins and sumps for the
Project are to be built with a capacity to contain flows from a L00-year storm event. To be conservative,

the Applicant should require that stormwater retention facilities also be constructed to contain flows

from a L00-year flood event.

A revised DEIS/R should be prepared to evaluate the potential for failure of the stormwater retention

facilities and containment basins and sumps and the resulting water quality impacts. The drainage plan

should be prepared priorto construction and included in a revised DEIS/R to ensure that adequate sizing

and best management practices for managing stormwater runoff during Project construction and

operation are in place.

Adequate sizing and implementation of best management practices to minimize impacts from
stormwater runoff should be discussed and identified in a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

(SWPPP). Appendix A to the DEIS/R shows that the Regional Water Quality Control Board required the
Applicant to prepare a SWPPP if Project construction would disturb more than one acre (Appendix A, p,

A-1.22). The Project proposes to construct 1-6 wells, each with a O.4-acre well pad (for a possible total
amount of 6.4 acres), and therefore, will disturb more than one acre of land. The DEIS/R states that
appropriate measures such as preparation of a SWPPP will be used to control offsite discharges (DEIS/R,

p. a,3-3). A SWPPP should be prepared now and included with a revised DEIS/R to allow for
independent review. The SWPPP should identify all construction activities, pollutants that may be

generated during those activities, and best management practices to prevent contamination of
stormwater runoff during well construction and operation.

Sincerely,

Li' /
LL'I

L. L _----

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.

Uma Bhandaram
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Technrcal Consult¡tion, Dat¡ Anôltsrs Jnd
Lit¡gôl¡on Supporl lor thc Envlronnronl

2503 Eastbluff Dr., Suite 206

Newport Beach, California 92660

Tel: (949) 887-9073

Fax: (949) 717-0069

Email: mhage LnannCoswape.com

Matthew F. Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg, QSD, QSP
Geologic and Hydrogeologic Characterization

Indushial Stormwater Compliance

Investigation and Remediation Strategies

Litigation Support and Testifying Expert

CEQAReview

Educationl

M.S. Degree, Geology, California State University Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, 1984.

B.A. Degree, Geology, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA, 1982.

Prof essional Certification:

Calif ornia Professional Geologist

California Certified Hydrogeologist

Qualified SSWPP Developer and Practitioner

Professional Experience:

Matt has 25 years of experience in environmental policy, assessment and remediation. He spent nine

years with the U.S. EPA in the RCRA and Superfund programs and served as EPA's Senior Science

Policy Advisor in the Western Regional Office where he identified emerging threats to groundwater from

perchlorate and MTBE. While with EPA, Matt also served as a Senior Hydrogeologist in the oversight of

the assessment of seven major military facilities undergoing base closure. He led numerous enforcement

actions under provisions of the Resource Conseryation and Recovery Act (RCRA) while also working

with permit holders to improve hydrogeologic characterizalíon and water quality monitoring.

Matt has worked closely with U.S. EPA legal counsel and the technical staff of several states in the

application and enforcement of RCRA, Safe Drinking Water Act and Clean Water Act regulations. Matt

has trained the technical staff in the States of California, Flawaii, Nevada, Arizona and the Territory of

Guam in the conduct of investigations, groundwater fundamentals, and sampling techniques.

Positions Matt has held include:

. Founding Partner, Soil/Water/Air Protection Enterprise (SWAPE) (2003 - present);

. Geology Instructor, Golden West College,2070 - presenÇ

. Senior Environmental Analyst, Komex H2O Science, Inc (2000 - 2003);
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o Executive Director, Orange Coast Watch (2001 - 200$;
. Senior Science Policy Advisor and Hydrogeologisf U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1,989-

1,ee8);

. Hydrogeologist, National Park Service, Water Resources Division (1998 - 2000);

. Adjunct Faculty Member, San Francisco State University, Department of Geosciences (1993 -
1,ee8);

o Instructor, College of Marin, Department of Science (1990 - 1995);
. Geologist, U.S. Forest Service (1986 - 1998); and
. Geologist, Dames & Moore (7984-1986).

Senior Reeulatorv and Litieation Supoort Analvst:

With SWAPE, Matt's responsibilities have included:

o Lead analyst and testifying expert in the review of numerous environmental impact reports
under CEQA that identify significant issues with regard to hazardous waste, water resources,
water quality, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions and geologic hazards.

¡ Lead analyst and testifying expert in the review of environmental issues in license applications
for large solar power plants before the California Energy Commission.

o Stormwater analysis, sampling and best management practice evaluation at industrial facilities.
o Manager of a project to provide technical assistance to a comunit¡r adjacent to a former Naval

shipyard under a grant from the U.S. EPA.
. Technical assistance and litigation support for vapor intrusion concerns.
. Manager of a project to evaluate numerous formerly used military sites in the westem U.S.
. Manager of a comprehensive evaluation of potential sources of perchlorate contamination in

Southem Califomia drinking water wells.
¡ Manager and designated expert for litigation support under provisions of Proposition 65 in the

review of releases of gasoline to sources drinking water at major refineries and hundreds of gas
stations throughout Califomia.

. Expert witness on two cases involving MTBE litigation.

. Expert witness and litigation support on the impact of air toxins and hazards at a school.

. Expert witness in litigation at a former plywood plant.

With Komex H2O Science Inc., Matt's duties included the following:
¡ Senior author of a report on the extent of perchlorate contamination that was used in testimony

by the former U.S. EPA Administrator and General Counsel.
. Senior researcher in the development of a comprehensive, electronically interactive chronology

of MTBE use, researcþ and regulation.
r Senior researcher in the development of a comprehensive, electronically interactive chronology

of perchlorate use, researcþ and regulation.
. Senior researcher in a study that estimates nationwide costs for MTBE remediation and drinking

water fueatment, results of which were published in newspapers nationwide and in testimony
against provisions of an energy bill that would limit liability for oil companies.

o Research to support litigation to restore drinking water supplies that have been contaminated by
MTBE in California and New York.

. ExPert witness testimony in a case of oil production-related contamination in Mississippi.
r Lead author for a multi-volume remedial investigation report for an operating school in Los

Angeles that met strict regulatory requirements and rigorous deadlines.
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Development of strategic approaches for cleanup of contaminated sites in consultation with
clients and regulators.

Executive Director:

As Executive Director with Orange Coast Watch, Matt led efforts to restore water quality at Orange

County beaches from multiple sources of contamination including urban runoff and the discharge of

wastewater. In reporting to a Board of Directors that included representatives from leading Orange

County universities and businesses, Matt prepared issue papers in the areas of treatment and disinfection

of wastewater and control of the dischrge of grease to sewer systems. Matt actively participated in the

development of countywide water quality permits for the control of urban runoff and permits for the

discharge of wastewater. Matt worked with other nonprofits to protect and restore water quality,

including Surfrider, Natural Resources Defense Council and Orange County CoastKeeper as well as with

business institutions including the Orange County Business Council.

Hvdroeeoloev:

As a Senior Hydrogeologist with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Matt led investigations to

characterize and cleanup closing military bases, including Mare Island Naval Shipyard, Hunters Point

Naval Shipyard, Treasure Island Naval Statiory Alameda Naval Station, Moffett Field, Mather Army

Airfield, and Sacramento Army Depot. Specific activities were as follows:

. Led efforts to model groundwater flow and contaminant transport ensured adequacy of
monitoring networks, and assessed cleanup alternatives for contaminated sediment, soil, and
groundwater.

o Initiated a regional program for evaluation of groundwater sampling practices and laboratory
analysis at military bases.

. Identified emerging issues, wrote technical guidance, and assisted in policy and regulation
development through work on four national U.S. EPA workgroups, including the Superfund
Groundwater Technical Forum and the Federal Facilities Forum.

At the request of the State of Hawaii, Matt developed a methodology to determine the vulnerability of

groundwater to contamination on the islands of Maui and Oahu. He used analytical models and a GIS to

show zones of vulnerability, and the results were adopted and published by the State of Hawaii and

County of Maui.

As a hydrogeologist with the EPA Groundwater Protection Sectiory Matt worked with provisions of the

Safe Drinking Water Act and NEPA to prevent drinking water contamination. Specific activities

included the following:

. Received an EPA Bronze Medal for his contribution to the development of national guidance for
the protection of drinking water.

¡ Managed the Sole Source Aquifer Program and protected the drinking water of two communities
through designation under the Safe Drinking Water Act. He prepared geologic reports,
conducted public hearings, and responded to public comments from residents who were very
concerned about the impact of designation.
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o Reviewed a number of Environmental Impact Statements for planned major developments,
including large hazardous and solid waste disposal facilities, mine reclamation, and water
transfer.

Matt served as a hydrogeologist with the RCRA Hazardous Waste program. Duties were as follows:
¡ SuPervised the hydrogeologic investigation of hazardous waste sites to determine compliance

with Subtitle C requirements.
. Reviewed and wrote "part B" permits for the disposal of hazardous waste.
o Conducted RCRA Corrective Action investigations of waste sites and led inspections that formed

the basis for significant enforcement actions that were developed in close coordination with U.S.
EPA legal counsel.

¡ Wrote contract specifications and supervised contractor's investigations of waste sites.

With the National Park Service, Matt directed service-wide investigations of contaminant sources to
prevent degradation of water quality, including the following tasks:

o Applied pertinent laws and regulations including CERCLAv RCRA, NEPA, NRD,Av and the
Clean Water Act to control military, mining, and landfill contaminants.

o Conducted wate¡shed-scale investigations of contaminants at parks, including Yellowstone and
Olympic National Park.

¡ Identified high-levels of perchlorate in soil adjacent to a national park in New Mexico
and advised park superintendent on appropriate response actions under CERCLA.

. Served as a Park Service representative on the Interagency Perchlorate Steering Committee, a

national workgroup.
¡ DeveloPed a program to conduct environmental compliance audits of all National Parks while

serving on a national workgroup.
¡ Co-authored two PaPers on the potential for water contamination from the operation of personal

watercraft and snowmobiles, these papers serving as the basis for the development of nation-
wide policy on the use of these vehicles in National Parks.

. Contributed to the Federal Multi-Agency Source Water Agreement under the Clean Water
Action Plan.

Policy:

Served senior management as the Senior Science Poliry Advisor with the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agenry, Region 9. Activities included the following:
. Advised the Regional Administrator and senior management on emerging issues such as the

potential for the gasoline additive MTBE and ammonium perchlorate to contaminate drinking
water supplies.

. ShaPed EPA's national response to these threats by serving on workgroups and by contributing
to guidance, including the Office of Research and Development publication, Oxygenates in
Water: Critical Information and Research Needs.

¡ Improved the technical training of EPA's scientific and engineering staff.
¡ Earned an EPA Bronze Medal for representing the region's 300 scientists and engineers in

negotiations with the Administrator and senior m¿magement to better integrate scientific
principles into the poliry-making process.

o Established national protocol for the peer review of scientific documents.
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Geolocv:

With the U.S. Forest Service, Matt led investigations to determine hillslope stability of areas proposed for

timber harvest in the central Oregon Coast Range. Specific activities were as follows:

. Mapped geology in the field, and used aerial photographic interpretation and mathematical
models to determine slope stability.

. Coordinated his research with community members who were concerned with natural resource
protection.

¡ Characterized the geology of an aquifer that serves as the sole source of drinking water for the
city of Medford, Oregon.

As a consultant with Dames and Moore, Matt led geologic investigations of two contaminated sites (later

listed on the Superfund NPL) in the Portland, Oregory area and a large hazardous waste site in eastem

Oregon. Duties included the following:
. Supervised yearJong effort for soil and groundwater sampling.
. Conducted aquifer tests.
. Investigated active faults beneath sites proposed for hazardous waste disposal.

Teaching:

From 1990 to 1998, Matt taught at least one course per semester at the community college and university

levels:

o At San Francisco State University, held an adjunci faculty position and taught courses in
environmental geology, oceanography (lab and lecture), hydrogeology, and groundwater
contamination.

¡ Served as a committee member for graduate and undergraduate students.
. Taught courses in environmental geology and oceanography at the College of Marin.

Matt currently teaches Physical Ceology (lecture and lab) to students at Golden West College in

Huntington Beach, Califomia.
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Hagemann, M.F., 2008. Disclosure of Hazardous Waste Issues under CEQA. Presentation to the Public
Environmental Law Conference, Eugene, Oregon.

Hagemann, M.F., 2008. Disclosure of Hazardous Waste Issues under CEQA. Invited presentation to U.S.

EPA Region 9, San Francisco, California.

Hagemanry M.F.,2005. Use of Electronic Databases in Environmental Regulation, Policy Making and

Public Participation. Brownfields 2005, Denver, Coloradao.

Hagemann, M.ß.,2004. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River and Impacts to Drinking Water
in Nevada and the Southwestern U.S. Presentation to a meeting of the American Groundwater Trust, Las

Vegas, NV (served on conference organizing committee).

[Iagemann, M.F.,2004. Invited testimony to a California Senate committee hearing on air toxins at

schools in Southern California, Los Angeles.
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Brown, 4., Fartow, ¡., Gray, A. and Hagemanry M,2004. An Estimate of Costs to Address MTBE
Releases from Underground Storage Tanks and the Resulting Impact to Drinking Water Wells.
Presentation to the Ground Water and Environmental Law Conference, National Groundwater
Association.

Hagemann, M.F.,2004. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River and Impacts to Drinking Water
in Arizona and the Southwestem U.S. Presentation to a meeting of the American Groundwater Trust,
Phoenbç AZ (served on conference organizing committee).

Hagemann, M.F.,2003. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River and Impacts to Drinking Water
in the Southwestem U.S. Invited presentation to a special committee meeting of the National Academy
of Science¿ lrvine, CA.

flagemann, M,F., 2003. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River. Invited presentation to a
tribal EPA meeting, Pechanga, CA.

Hagemanry M.F., 2003. Perchlorate Contamination of the Colorado River. Invited presentation to a
meeting of tribal repesentatives,Parker, AZ.

Hagemann, M.F., 2003. Impact of Perchlorate on the Colorado River and Associated Drinking Water
Supplies. Invited presentation to the Inter-Tribal Meeting, Torres Martinez Tribe.

Hagemanry M.F., 2003. The Emergence of Perchlorate as a Widespread Drinking Water Contaminant.
Invited presentation to the U.S. EPA Region 9.

Hagemann, M.F., 2003. A Deductive Approach to the Assessment of Perchlorate Contamination. Invited
presentation to the Califomia Assembly Natural Resources Committee.

Hagemanry M.F., 2003. Perchlorate: A Cold War Legacy in Drinking Water. Presentation to a meeting of
the National Groundwater Association.

Hagemanry M.F., 2002. From Tank to Tap: A Chronology of MTBE in Groundwater. Presentation to a
meeting of the National Groundwater Association.

Hagemanry M.F,2002. A Chronology of MTBE in Groundwater and an Estimate of Costs to Address
Impacts to Groundwater. Presentation to the annual meeting of the Society of Environmental

Journalists.

Hagemann, M,F.,2002. An Estimate of the Cost to Address MTBE Contamination in Groundwater
(and \Alho Will Pay). Presentation to a meeting of the National Groundwater Association.

Hagemann, M.F.,2002. An Estimate of Costs to Address MTBE Releases from Underground Storage
Tanks and the Resulting Impact to Drinking Water Wells. Presentation to a meeting of the U.S. EPA and
State Underground Storage Tank Program managers.

Ilagemann, M.F., 2001. From Tank to Tap: A Chronology of MTBE in Groundwater. Unpublished
report.
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Hagemann, M.F., 2001. Estimated Cleanup Cost for MTBE in Groundwater Used as Drinking Water.

Unpublished report.

Flagemann, M.F., 2001. Estimated Costs to Address MTBE Releases from Leaking Underground Storage

Tanks. Unpublished report.

flagemann, M.F., and VanMouwerik, M., 7999. Potential Water Quality Concerns Related to

Snowmobile Usage. Water Resources Division, National Park Service, Technical Report.

VanMouwerik, M. and Hagemann, M.F. 7999,Water Quality Concerns Related to Personal Watercraft

Usage. Water Resources Divisiory National Park Service, Technical Report.

Hagemann, M.F., 7999, Is Dilution the Solution to Pollution in National Parks? The George Wright

Society Biannual Meeting, Asheville, North Carolina.

Hagemann, M.F.,7997, The Potential for MTBE to Contaminate Groundwater. U.S. EPA Superfund

Groundwater Technical Forum Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada.

flagemann, M.F., and Gill, M., 7996, knpediments to Intrinsic Remediatiory Moffett Field Naval Air
Statiory Conference on Intrinsic Remediation of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons, Salt Lake City.

Hagemann, M.F., Fukunaga, G.L., 1996,T}ire Vulnerability of Groundwater to Anthropogenic

Contaminants on the Island of Maui, Hawaii. Hawaii Water Works Association Annual Meeting, Maui,

October 1996.

Hagemann, M. F., Fukanaga, G. L., L996, Ranking Groundwater Vulnerability in Central Oahu,

Hawaii. Proceedings, Geographic Information Systems in Environmental Resources Managemen! Air
and Waste Management Association Publication VIP-61.

llagemann, M.F., 7994. Groundwater Characterízation and Cleanup at Closing Military Bases in

California. Proceedings, California Groundwater Resources Association Meeting.

ÍIagemann, M.F. and Sabol, M.4., 1993. Role of the U.S. EPA in the High Plains States Groundwater

Recharge Demonstration Program. Proceedings, Sixth Biennial Symposium on the Artificial Recharge of

Groundwater.

flagemann, M.F., 1993. U.S. EPA Poliry on the Technical Impracticability of the Cleanup of DNAPL-

contaminated Groundwater. Califomia Groundwater Resources Association Meeting.
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Hagemanry M.8., 1992. Dense Nonaqueous Phase Liquid Contamination of Groundwater: An Ounce of
Prevention... Proceedings, Association of Engineering Geologists Annual Meeting, v. 35.

Other Exnerience:

Selected as subject matter expert for the Califomia Professional Geologist licensing examinatiorç 2009-

2011.
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Appendix N
Memorandum of Understanding
by and among the
Santa Margarita Water District,
Cadiz lnc.,
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company,
and the County of San Bernardino

I
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MEMOR-ANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BY AND ÁMONG

THE SANTA MARGAIIITA \ryATEII DISTRICT, CADIZ INC., I'ENNER VALLEY
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, AND TIIE COUNTY OF'SAN BERNARDINO

Related to County Ordinance for Dcscrt Groundwater Managcmcnt

Ilús Memorandum of Llnderstanding ("MOU") is matlc and enterecl into on fufuy f|,
2012,by and benveen the Sanla Margarita \A/ater District ("SMV/D") , C.adiz Inc,. a Delau.are
Corporation ("Cadiz"), F'enner Valley Mutr.ral Water Company. a California nonprofit mutual
benel-rt corporation ("FVMWC"), and thc County of San Llemardino, a political subdivision of
the State of California ("County"). SMWD, Cadiz, FVMV/C, and County are each individually
referred to herein as "Par$/" and collectively rel'erred to herein as o"Paflics."

RECITALS

A. The Count5,adopted a l)cseft Groundwater Marragement Ordinance, San

Bemardino Connly Code Title 3 Division 3 Chapter 6 AÉicle 5 Sections 33.06551, c1. scq.
("Ordinance") for the prole ction of groundwater rcsources in ilre County, whicll is intended to
cnsure that extraction of groundwater does not cxceed the sale yield of affected groundwalcr
aquifers and to protect groundrvater sources within the unadjudicated, unincorporatsd deserl
regions of the County. including thc heallh of individual aquifers and the continued ability of
those aquilers to store and maintain u,ater.

B. The operation of ground\^'ater wells may be excluded from the Ordinance where
the operalorhas developed a Groundr'r'atcr Managemcnt, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan
approved by thc County, and thc operator and thcr County have executed a memorandum of
understanding that complies with the provisions of thc Ordinance and cnsures that it remains
enforccablc by the County.

C, Cadiz is the owner of approximately 45,000 acres olland in eastern San
Bcrnardino County most of which overlies the Fenner Valley aquifer svstem. Cadiz has
ploposed the Cadiz Valley Water Conse¡vation, Recovery, and Storage Project ("Project")
designed to appropriate groundu'ater from wells to be located on the Cadiz Property overlying
the Orange Blossom Wash, Cadìz-, Bristol and Fenner Valley aquifers (hereinafter "Fenner
Valley aquifer system"), and to deliver that groundwater for municipal and industrial uses via the
Colorado River Aqueduct ("CR4"1.

D, Cadiz has formed Fenner Valley Mutual Watcr Conrpany ("FVMWC"), a non-
prol-tt cntity that wil) opcrate thc Proposed Project and will be solely comprised of public water
systems that will own shares commensurate with their righrs to receive water from the Project.
Cadiz rvill not own shares in FVMWC but it is the intention of the Parties to contractually
obligate FVMWC to the provisions of this MO

E. SMÏ/D is the Lead Agency in the preparalion of an Environmental Impact Repofi
("EIR") for the Projecl and expects to receive \vater. SMWD is a California'Water District in
Orange County, a local agency of the State with b¡oad powers under the California Water
District Act. (Cal. Water Code, Section 34000 et, seq.) On June 28,2011, the County and
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SMWÐ agreed that SM\\¿D would serve as lead agency for thc Project through execulion of a
Memorandum of Understanding. One year prior, SMWD signed an option agreement to
participate in the Project which provides that SMV/D shall have the option to acquire up to
15,000 acre-feet per year ("at") of conserved water and to utilize storage in the basin in
exchange lor paying its fair portion of environmental review costs for the Project. Under tlie
option agrecment, SMWD will be the largcst Project participant in the conservation phase, and
tvould have the Iargest agency share in the FVMrilC, FVMWC is responsible for operating the
Project, and providing water and wholesale delivery services to all of jts membe¡s. As lead
agency, SMWD will be the first agency to act on the Project and has the greatest responsibility
for carrying out the Project.

F. A Groundwater Management, Monitoring, and Mitigation Plan ("GMMMP") wilì
be finalized in connection with the preparation of the Final EIR lor the Project. The GMMMP
rvill require monitoring of aquifer health and safe yield, groundwater levels, groundwatcr quality,
subsidence, surface vegetation, air quality, third-party wells and springs. and the mitigation of
potcntial undesirable resulls attributable to the Project set lorth in the Mitigation,I\{onitoring,
and Reporting Program ("MMzur"¡ to be adoptcd by SMWD pursuantto the Califomia
Environmental Quality Acr ("CEQA"). As lead agency. SMWD has the responsibilit¡r to enswe
that mitigation measures are implemented in accordance rvith the MMRP, including any
mitigation measures that are also provisions of the GMMMP. The GMMMP and this MOU,
togethcr, r'r.ill allocate complete enforcement authority to the County. Following certification of
the Final EIR, the GMMMP will be subject to County approval and a discretionary consistenc,v
determination that the GMMMP conforms to this MOU and the County Ordinance including, bur
not limited to, the exclusion provisions as set forth in Anicle 5, Section 33.06552 of the Count¡,
Code.

G. The obligations of the Parties under this MOU are conditioned upon compliance
with CEQA. ln no event shalì SMWD or the County be required to implement any provision of
this MOU prior to SMWD's approval of the Project, and the County's taking discretionar¡, action
as a responsible agency, other than the CounËy-'s obligal.ion under Paragraph 4(c) to exercise its
discretion within 90 days of certification of the Final ElR.

H. hnplementation and compliance with the GMMMP and this MOU are intendcd to
satisfi the requirements of the Ordinance and exclude the Project from the permitting
requirements of the Ordinance.

AGREEME,NT

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditìons
contained herein, the Parties agree as follor.vs:

1. Recitals lncorporatcd. The foregoing Recitals are incorporated herein by this
¡eference.

2. Definitions. The following tcrrns shall have the meanings set forth below,

(a) "Aquifer Health" means the geologic integriry- of the aquifer, its storage
capacity, and the qualíty of water wiihinthe aquifer.
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(b) "Cadiz GMMMP" oT "GMMMP" rrìeans the Croundwate¡ Managemenl
Monitoring, and Mitigalion Plan to be submiflcd fur Count¡, rcvicrv and approval.

(c) "Comnrencenlerlt" means the lirst production of groundrvater fronr the

Cadiz Property fo¡ the purposes of delivering water under the Project.

(d) "Groundrvatcr" mcans all watcr bcneath tllc surface of the eanh rvithin the
zone helow the rvater table in rvhich the soil is completely saturatcd with u,ater, but does no1

include rvater that flows in knorvn and definite channels.

(e) "Groundwater Safe Yield" is the maxirnum quantity of water that can bc
arurually withdrawn fiom the grcundrvater aquifer (i) rvithout resulting in overdraft (ii) rvithout
advcrsely alfecting aquifer hcalth, and (iii) without aclversely aff'ecting thc health of associated
lakcs, streams, springs, and seeps or theír biological resources.

(Ð "Ordinancc" nlcans the Descrt Groundrvater Managernent Ordinance, Sau

Bcrnardino County Code,'l'itle 3, Division 3, Chapler 6, Article 5, Sections 33"06551 et seq. (the
"Ordinance"), effective as of thc date of exccution ofthis MOU and attachcd hereto as

Exhibit A.

(g) "Overdraft" means the condition of a gr<lundwater supply in rvhich the
average annual amount of water withdrawn by pumping exceeds (i) the average annual amounl
of waler replcnishing thc aquifer in any ten-year pcriod. and (iì) groundwater tìrat may be
available as Ternporary Surplus.

0) "Project" rneans Lhe Cadiz Valley Water Conservation. Recovery. and
Storagc Project that proposes to appropriate groundwaler fi'om rosclls to be localcd on the Cadiz
Property overiying the Feruler Valley aquilbr system and ro convey that rvaler for municipal and
industrial uses.

(i) "Technical Review Panel" means the review panel comprised of technical
experts to be appointed by the Parties pursuant to the GMMMP to review and analyze data,

assess dcviations from predicted model results, make findings, and recommend corrective
actions and refincments i¡ the ongoing monitoring regime and GMMMP-

0) "Tenrpotary Sruplus" means the planned removal of groundwatcr fiom
storage pursuant to the GMMMP necessary to create underground storage space for the capture
and beneficial use of natural rechargc without causing Llndesirable Results.

(k) "Undesirable Results" means any of the follorving: (i) the progrc'ssive

decline in groundwate¡ levels and frcshwater storage below a "floor'n to be established by the
County through the GMMMP; (ii) the progressive decline in groundwater levels and fì"eshrvater

storage at a râte greatcl' than the ratc of decline to be establishcd by the County tluough the
GMMMP rvhere the decline signifies a threal of other physical impacfs enumerated in this sub-
paragraph 2(k); (iii) land subsidence, (iv) the progressive migration of hyper-saline water from
beneath the Cadiz or Bristol Dry Lakes toward the Project well sites; (v) increases in air quality
particulate matter; (vi) loss of snrface vegetation; or (vii) decreases in spring flou's.
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3. Groundwater Manap,ement Plan Development and Implementation.

(a) ln consultation with the County, SMWD and Cadiz shall develop a
Croundwater Management, Mitigation, and Monitoring Plan ("GMMMP') to govem the
operation and management of the Project by FVMWC during thc opcrational phase of thc
Project, the cunently anticipated tern ol-which is 50 years. Subject to the County's
determinations in Paragraph 4, below, the GMMMP will specify an initial exrraction rate of
50,000 afy ("lnitial Extraction RatC'). The GMMMP rvill includc groundrvater quality and
groundrvater level mouitoring requirements and groundwafer managernent thresholds. The
Board of Supen isors of the County will consider u,helher to approve the GMMMP at a noticed
public meeting prior to County's approval of thc Projcct.

(b) To develop the GMMMP's groundwater management thrcsholds,
SMWD's and Cadiz' dcsignated consultant shall work in conjunction with the Counq"g
designated consultant to (i) identi& the groundwaler levels that will serve as monitoring targets
and a "floor" l'ot the maximum groundwatct'drawdown leveljn the Projcct wellf,reld, and
(ii) establislr a projected rate of decline in the groundvyater table. The Partjes, as part of that
analysis, nray rely on existing numerical models and shall develop prcliminar.v mitigation
strategics including but not limited to changes in the timing and location of extractions and
estimates ofthe possible future reductions in the extractiou rate: r,vhich may be necessary to avoid
Undesirable Results and Overdraft during the remaining operational phase of the Project,

(c) Once the GMMMP is complcted and the Project is approved by the
County. SMWD and FVMWC shall operate the Project in compliance rvith the GMMMP subject
to continuing assessment, oversight, and enforcement by the County as set forth in this MOU, the
Ordinance, and the GMMMP. Specifically, the lnitial Extraction Rate specified in sub-
paragraph 3(a), above, may be subject to reduction by the County druing the operational phase of
the Project as necessary to avoid Undesirable Results or Overdrafl.

(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this MOU, SM\À/D, FVMWC, and
Cadiz acknowledge and agree that the County will retain full authoriry* and discretion to modi$r
Project operations (including but not limited to the institution olmitigation measur€s or the
curtailment or cessation of Project-related groundwater pumping) as necessary to avoid
Overd¡aft or Undesirable Results.

(e) The GMMMP will include provisions for the establishment of a Technical
Rer.ierv Panel ("TRP") to be compriscd of members appointed by the Parties, 'lhe TRP u'ill be
responsible for the evaluation of (i) monitoring protocols (including quality assurance and
quality control) and rnethods of data collection and processing; (ii) the rate of decline in the
gloundra'ater elevations; (iii) groundwater levels and quality; and (iv) the Project's potentialto
cause Undesirable Results. The TRP may make recommendations to the County or the. County
rnay request recommendations from thc TRP that require additional monitoring, mitigation. and
changes to Project operations as set forth in the GMMMP.

(Ð In the event SMWD, FVMWC, and Cadiz propose to implernent Phase 2
of the Project (temporary storage of imported water), the Parties rvill amend thís MOU in

'I
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compliance with the Ordinance and conrplete a subsequent or supplemenlal IllR as may be
rcquircd by CI..QA.

G) SMWD, FVMV/C, andCadiz rvillprcpare ancl submit to the County lor
approt'al a Closure Plan for the Project no later'lhan 25 years af,er Projcct Commcnoemerrt. The
Closure Plan will be developed to ensure that no residual efl'ects of the Projecl operations will
cause Undcsirable Resuhs during the post-opcrational phase of the Projccl and pcriod of
c' xtçn ded morritoring.

(h) SMWD, I"VMWC, and Cadiz rvill initiatc monítoring as set forth in the
GMI\4MP upon the initiation of construction and no later than one year before Commc-ncement,
SÀ4WD, F\rl\4WC, and Cadiz shall share glouudwater monitoring information and coordinatc
monitoring el1-orts vvith thc Count1,, itrcluding advanced revieu, and approval of any changes in
monitoring protocols and frequency,

4. Ccluntv Ordinance,

(a) Thc Parties agrec and acl<nowledge thaf compliance by SMWD, FVMWC.
and Cadiz u,ith the provisions of this MOU and the GMMMP will satisfy the requirements lor an
cxciusion liom the permitting requitcmcnls of the Ordinance, pursuant to lbc Scope and
Exclusions section of the Orclinance, with respect to the Project and related facilities (including
but not limitcd to the design, construction, and operation of groundvr,aler ,rvells and pipelines).
The Project shall not proceerl and the Project's exclusion from the Ordinancc shall not become
eff'ective, hovi,ever, unless and until the Paúies have finalized the GMMMP based upon
information produced from the CEQA environmental review proccss and following publíc
review and all legally requírerl procedures. The GMMMP rvill be subject to enforcemenr by the
County.

(b) This MOU is entered to establish a process for completing a GMMMP that
comports with the County Ordinance and CEQA. Pending completion and approval of the
GMMMP. thc Project lemains subject to the County's full exercise of discretion as a
l{csponsible Agency under CEQA to considcr the Final EIR certificd by SMWD and to approve
or disapprove the Project and to require the Pro-iect to undertake mitigation measures or
alternatives as rnay be set forth in the Final EIR or under the County's Ordinance . Pursuant 1o

CEQA Guidelines Section 15097(a), SMWD will delegare to the County the reporting and
monitoring responsibilities for those mitigation measures in the MMRP that are also included in
the GMMMP. The Parties further acknowledge and agree that any modifications to the Project
resulting fi'om SMWD's or the County's compliance with CEQA may necessitate amendmenrs to
this MOU in a mutually acceptable manner.

(c) il'he County u,ill conduct all necessa4, hearings regarding its discretionary
approval(s) for the Project within ninety (90) days of SMWD's certification of the Project EIR.

5. Term. This MOU shall be eflectíve lrom the date first written abovc and
coterminous with schedulcs included in the approved Closure Plan, unless carlier tenninated b1'

the unanimous written agreement of the Parties.
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6, Tenlrination. This MOU may be terminatcd at any tirne by the mutual and
unanimous agreement of SM$/D, FVMV/C, County, and Cadiz or in the event that all
discretionary approvals for the Project are not granted rvithin 60 months from the date of the
approval of the GMMMP by the Counlv, except this 60-month period rvill be tolled during the
pendency of any litigation filed by a third party challenging any approvals granted by SMWD or
County for the Projcct.

7. Enforccmcnt. To cnswe that the measures identified in the GMMMP are fully
implemented a¡rd enforced in accordance rvith Sections 33.06552(bX2XA)-(2)(B) of the
Ordinance, the Counfy rvill exercise power of enforcement. The power of enforcement shall
include the discletion to, at any and all reasonable times, enter the Cadiz and FVMWC Property
and any associated enclosures, slructures, and facilities for the purposes of making examinations
and investigations to deterrninc whether any provision of this MOU, the GMMMP, or the
applicablc provisions of the Ordinance are being adhered to.

8. Dispute Resolution. The County, SMV/D, FVMWC, and Cadiz will exercisc
good faith and reasonable effofis to resolve any issues, claims. or disputes that may arise under
the GMMMP, the Ordinance, or this MOU (hereinafter collectively "Dispute"), in the event that
such efforls areunsucoessful, any Party may commence mediation by providing to Judicial
Arbitration and Mediation Services ("JAMS") and the other Panies a written request for
mediation setting forth the subject of the Dispute and the relief requested. The Parties will
cooperate with JAMS and with one another in selecting a mediator from the JAMS panel of
neutrals and in scheduling mcdiation prnceedings. The Par¡ies agree that they will participate in
the mediation in good faith and that they will share equally in its costs, The mediation will
conclude within 60 days lollowing delìvery of the written request for mediation unless such
period is extended by the written agreement of all Parties. In the event the mcdialion is
unsuccessful in resolving the Dispute, each Party will retain all rights to seek judicial review of
the Dispute in accordance with applicable law. Except for disputes involving immediate or
irreparable injury to any ParÐ', compliance u,ith the provisions of thjs Paragraph 8 will be a pre-
requisite to the commencement ofjudicial proceeding relating to any Dispute. Disputes
involving immediate or irreparable injury to any Part),, including enforcement actions by the
County nccessary to avoid Overdraft or Undesirable Results, shall be subject to direct judicial
review afler prior r'ç,ritten notice to the Parties and the expiration of a reasonable cure períod
without cure.

9. Reimbutsements. The County and SMWD shall be reimbursed by Cadiz for the
costs of their assigned staff and the fees and costs of their consultanls and attomeys reasonably
incurred ín the oversight and enlorcemenl of the GMMMP or this MOU.

10. County Reserved Water.

(a) FVM$/C and Cadiz rvillreserve twenty-lìve thousand acrc-feet (25,000
af) of groundwater underneath the Cadiz Property until that water can be delivered as designated
by the County.
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(b) So long as con\/ey¿ulce capacity is available. I'VMWC and Cadiz shall
delivcr an1, part ol" the 25,000 af to the Colorado Rìr,er Aqueduct ("CRÂ") upon request b), the
County-

(c) The County shall rcimburse FVMWC and Cadiz for the incremcnlal cost
of conveying the stored r¡r.ater to the CRA.

(d) If, prior to CommencerÌrent, the Inland Empire Utilities Agency ("llìUA")
elects to participate in the Ploject and approves and e.recutes a long-tcrm watcr purchasc
agreemcnl r.r,ith Cadiz or FVMWC for a minimum of five thousand acre-feet per yeff (5,000
aly), then the County u,ill make this one-time suppl¡, of twenty-frve thousand acre-l'eet (25,000
al) available exclusively to IEUA or its designees at a price equal to the Counly's cost of all "out
of pockct cosls" plus $100 pcr acrc-foot. lf IEUA elects not to participate, then the County may
make the rvatcr available for any price to any party tliat it nray determine, in its corrrplete
discrction.

(e) All deliveries will be made rvithiu fìve (5) years ftom the date of any
Counry requcst for delivery that l.ollorvs the complction of Project construction.

(Ð The Counfy shall bear all costs of envil'onmcntal review and permitting
attributable to delivery of this stored groundwater.

I I . County Rescrved Rights for !'utruc Use. Tu,enty percent (20%) of the total
Project arurual yield will be reserved for the benefit oJ"luture San Bernardino County users fo¡ a

period of frfty (50) years.

(a) LTpon the five-year anniversary of Commencement and each ten-year
arniversary thcreafter, the Counlv on behalf of any public water supplier in the County may
exercise some or all of its reserved right to the annualyícld of the Project (cumulative of all
requests), To exercise its rcserved right to thc Projcct's annual yield, the County or its designee
niust submil a written notice to the Parties in accordance with the procedures in Paragraph 23,
below, and the notice must be receivcd by the Parties no later than the anniversary dates
referenced in this sub-paragraph 1 1(a). In its discretion upon such a requesto the County may
assign some or all of its reserved right to the public water supplier.

(b) To obtain the rvater, the County or its assignee must agree to execute a
"lake or pay" agreernent on terms similar to those of olher public water suppliers participating in
lhe Project for the delivery of the water and to agree to reinrbursc the Project, and specifìcally the
Ploject Participant(s), for their pro-rata allocated share ofcapital costs, ifany, attributable to thal
cluantity of rvater requested.

(c) Thc "take or pav" contract must l¡e coterminous with the remaining _years

ofthe Projecr.

(d) This groun<hvater will be made available as rcqucsted by the County or its
assignee within one (1) year of the requestJ providcd that the request is in compliance *ith all
applicable laws. including but nol limited to the California Environmental Quality Act. 'I'he

Couity or its assignee r,vill bear the full cost of environmental review and permitting,
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t

(.e) None ofthe one-timc supply of 25,000 af of stored groundwater delivered I

to the County, íts desígnee, or IEUA pursuant to Paragraph 10, above, shall be counled towards
the twcnty percent (20%) of annual Projcct yield rescrved for the County in this Paragraph 1 1.

(Ð If IEUA as a public water supplier urithin the County elects to participate
in the Project under a long-term contracl, the amount of annual Tvater delivercd to IEUA beyond 

I

the one-time water dclivered pursuant to Paragraph 10(d), if any, shall count towards the twenty 
I

percent (20%) of annual Project yield reserved for the County in this Paragraph I L

12. Construction and Interpretation. It is agreed and acknowledged by the Parties that i

this MOU has been arrived at through negotøtion, anãthat each Party has hid a-fuIl and fair
opportunity to revise the tenns of this MOU. Consequently, the normal rule of construction that
an¡, ambiguities are to be resolved against the drafting Party shall not apply in construing or
inferpreting this MOU.

13. Severability, The invalidity, illegality. or unenforccability of any plovision of this
MOU shall not render thc other provisions unenfolccable, invalid, or illegal. L

14. Governing Law and Venue. This MOU shall bc interpretcd and enforccd I

pursuant to the larvs of the Stale of California and the venue for any dispute shall be in San
Bcrnardino County,

15. Amendmenls. This MOU can only be modified by a *ritten instrumeut executed
by all Parties.

16. Entire MOU. This MOU contains the enlire understanding of the Parties related
to their interests. Obligations and rights in connection with the subject matler set forth herein,
A1l prior communications, negotiations, stipulations, and understandings, whether oral or r

written, are of no force or effcct, and are superseded,, excepl as referenced herein. l.

17. Assiqns and Succcssors. This MOU shall be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of the assigns or successors-in-inlerest ofthe Parties herein. The assignment of Cadiz'
interest in this MOU shall not be assigned unless Cadiz or its assignce(s) provides the Parties
thi¡ry (30)-days prior written notice and receives approval by the County, which approval shall
not be unreasonably withheld. Cadiz covenants to ensure that FVMWC's governing instuments
require compliance with this MOU and the GMMMP.

18. No Third-Parqv Beneficiary. The Parties to this MOU do not intend to create any
third-party benef,rciaries to this MOU, and expressly deny the creation of any third-parfy
beneficiary rights hereundcr toward any pcrson or entity.

i9. Time. Time is of the essence in the performance of each and every term of this
MOU.

20. No Waiver, The failue to declare a breach as a result of the violation of any term
of this MOU shall not constitute a rvaiver ofthat term or condition and shall not provide tlie basis
for a claím of estoppel, forgiveness, or waiver by any Party to that term or condition.
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21. Captions. The paragraph ca¡rtions in Lhis MOU are fbr conveniencc only and shall
not bc used in conslruing the MOU.

22. Documents. Each Party agrees to make, exccute, and delive r any and all
docr¡mcnts and to join in any application or other action reasonably required irnplementing this
MOU.

23. Notices. An1' and all comnrunications ancl notices in connection with this MOU
shall be hand-delivered or sent by Unitcd Statcs first class mai1. postagc prepaid, and addressed
as follorvs:

'Io SMWD:

Santa N4argarita Water District
Attn: General Managcr
Post Office Box 7005
Mìssion Viejo, CL 92690-?005

To Cadiz:

Cadiz lnc.
Artn: Chief Executive Offrcer
550 South Hope Street, Suite 2800
Lcs Angeles, CA 90071

To FVMWC:

Fenner Vallel, Mutual Waler Company
Altn: President
550 South Hope Street, Suite 2850
l,os Angeles, CA 90071

To County:

County of San Berna¡dino
Attn: Chief Execútive Officer
385 N. Arrowhead Avenue. Fifth ]rloor
San Bernardíno. CA L)2415

The Parties may change the foregoing addrcsses by ¡rroviding rvritten notíce to the Parties in
conrpliance with this Paragraph 23,

24. Indemnification. Cadiz and FVMWC shall indemnifo and hold harmless the
County and its agcnts, officers, and employees fro¡n and against all claims, liabilities, damages,

or cosls arising from or relating to any administrative or judicial action brought by any third
party against the County, its agents, officers. or employees, that may arise fi'om or in any manner
relate 1o the County's appnrval of the Ploject or this MOU, including the County's
detclninations as a responsible agency under CEQA. This indemnification shall include, but is
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not limited to, damages atvarded against the County, if any, costs of suit, attomeys' fees, cxpert
consultant or witncss fees, and other expenses incurred in connection rvith any such action.

Cadíz and FVMWC shall indemnify and hold harmless the SMWD and its agents,
officers, and cmployees from and against all claims. liabilities, damages, or costs arising from or
relating to any administrative or judicial action brought by any third party against the SMWD, irs
agents, officers, or employees, that may arise from or in any manner relate to the SMWD's
approval of the Project or this MOU, including the SMWD's determinations as lead agency
under CEQA. This indemnification shall include, but is not limited to, damages awarded against
the SMWD,if any, costs of suit, attorneys' fees, expert consultant or witness fees. and other
cxpenses incurrcd in connection with any such actíon.

25. Binding effect- The Parties acknowledge and agree that this MOU constitures a

binding contract enforceable under California law,

26. Authoritv. Each Party represents and wanants to the others that: (a) it has the
requisite legal capacity and authority to enter into and fully perform each and all of its
obligations undcr this MOU, and (b) this MOU does not in any way violate any covenanl,
contract, agreement, instrument, or understanding by rvhich such party is bound.

*COUNTY" COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO

Title: CE.Ò

t.!'

*SM'WD"

Jv rr= 7t- hI ì--

Title: Counry of San Bernardino, Special Counsel

SAI'íTA MARGARITA WATER DISTRICT

.tBv: 1'5^-J

Title: inti.,t' É,'=¡f ;C P/+;ç-irl(-¿Jl'

,irr",SMwd JFÆN hr,¿¿

Date

Approved,4.s To Form:

juuø tst'741L ,r, Mnh,,¿t ,?^n#
Date

l0
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*CADI7:'

Date

Approved Äs To Form:

"FVM\ry'C"

CADIZ INC.

räe: ( ft)
BROWNSTEIN HYATT FARBER SCHRECK, LLP

FENNER VALLEY MUTUAL \ryATER COMPANY

Title: FVMWC Counsel

l'itle: LT(¿t r.t

ri|I.' <'e c ft t^ r- t/

BROWNSTETN HYATT FARBER SçHRECK, LLP

11
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Exhibit A
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ARTICLE 5: DESERT GROUNDWATI,R MANAGEMENT

{i 33.0655 Purposc.

(a) Thc protection of groundwater resources within San Benrardino County is of
utmost importance. The. public health, safetl, ancl general welfare of the people of the State of
California and of the County depend upon the continued availabilìty of groundwatcr through
ensuring that extraction of groundwater does not exceed the safe yield of affected groundwater
aquifers, considering both the short and long-term impacts of groundrvaler extraction. including
the recoverl of groundwater aquilers through natural as wcll as artilicial rechargc. The
protection of the groundwater resourcc within San Bernardino County also includes the
co¡rsideration of the health of individual aquifers and the continued ability of those aquifcrs to
stole and maintain water,

(b) The protection of grourdwater rcsources rvithin the unincorporated and
uradjudicated desert region of San Bemardino County is of particular importance due to:

(1) Thc existence of vast aquifers that underlic thosc areas which have not
been overdraftcd;

(2) The relative lack of signifìcant natural rccharge in those areas when
cornpared to the mountain areas and othcr less arid areas of the Counfy; and

(3) The lack ofregulatory orjudicial ovcrsìght ofthe groundrvater aquifers
within the unadjudicated desert rcgion, which ovcrsight u,ould scrve to ensure the
groundwater safe yield and health of the aquifers.

(c) This Article prolects the groundwater resources of San Bernardino County in
orclcr to ensure the heahh of that resource. This Article is intended to be consistent with the
Califomia Constitution. Article 10. Section 2 (watcr rights), and A¡ticle 11, Section 7 þolice
powers).

(d) This Article augments and supplements thc Groundwater Management authority
thc Counþ- may olherrvise have pursuant to the Groundwater Management Act. Watcr Co<le

$$ 10750 et seq.

$ 33.06552 Scope and Exclusions.

(a) This Article shall only apply to those groundwater aquifers that have not bcen
adjudicated by judicial decree. which are located outside of the jurisdictional boundaries of the
Mojave Water Agency and Public Water Districts wilhin the Morongo Basin and r*'hich are

situated in the uníncorporated desert region of the County, generally described as that area of the
County lying west of the Colorado River and the Califomia-Nevada State line, north of the San
Bernardino-Riverside County line, south of the San Bernardino-lnyo County line and east of Fort
Irwin MiJitary Reservation, the Mojave Water Agency, the Marine.¿\ir Ground Task Force
Command Center, Trventynine Palms Water District and the City of Twentynine Palms. The
area subject to this A¡ticle is more specifically identified on the attached Desert Groundwater
Ordinance Map.
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(b) This Article shall nol apply to any ruell operated by any dist¡icl or person where
the district or persofl has performed both of the following:

(1) Adoptcd a groundwater management plan pursuanl to Water Code
$$ 10750 et seq. ("AB 3030 Plan") u,hich adheres to "groundwater safe yield" and
"aquifer health" limitations, as those terms are defined in $ 33.06553 of this Code or has
otherwise developed and institured a County-approved groundwater management,
monitoring and mitigation plan associated with its exfaction of water that is consistent
with guidelines developed by the Counfy; and

(2) Executed a Memorandum of Undersl.anding ("MOU") or other binding
agleement with the County which:

(A) requires the parties to share groundwater monitoring information
and data and to coordinate their effofs to monitor groundwater resources in the
County; and

(B) ensures that the measures identihed in the AB 3030 Plan or
County-approved groundrvater managemcnt, moniloring and mitigation plan are
fully implemented and enforced. Such MOU or agreement must remain
enforceable iu order to provide for an exclusion from this Article.

(c) This Article shall not apply to the following;

0) Groundwater wells subject to the Lower Colorado Water Supply Project;

(2) Groundwater wells within the jurisdictional boundary of the Mojave
Water Agency, including public rvater agencies within the Morongo Basin:

(3) Groundwater rvell operations approved before the effective date of this
A¡ticle as part of a cu¡rently valid and complied with Conditional Use Permit or well
construction permit, Owner must provide evidence or certification the well was drilled
prior to permit requirements or lvas permitted prior to the effective date of thìs ordinance;

(4) Groundwater wells used in conjunction with mining operations for which
a currentþ valid and complied with mining reclamation plan has been established;

(5) Groundwater wells associated with an agricultural operation, where the
cumulative extraction from all of the agricultural wells from such an operation is less
than 1,i00 acre-feet per year and where the water is used on site and allowed to percolate
into the ground resulting in some return florv to the underlying aquifel,

(6) Groundwaterwellswhichreplace abandonedwells if (i) proof of
abandonment for the existing well is slrown, (ii) the replacement rvell casing is not larger
in diameter than the abandoned well. and/or (iii) the pumping capacity of the replacement
well is no more than the pumping capacity of the abandoned rvell,

(7) Non-agricultural wells with casings smaller than ten inches in diameter or
those to be pumped for less than 30 acre feet per year. Notwithstanding the foregoing
exemption, this Article shall apply to a non-agricultural rvell that is proposed on a parcel
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on which other wells are located and whcre the total production of all wells on-site is
greater than 50 acre feel per ycar. The lcrm PARCEL shall include all parccls wíthirr any
one groundwaler aquifer in rvhich the same person or persons have a common ou,nership
inlerest.

(8) Groundwater wells located on li'ederal lands unless othen¡'ise specified by
inter-agency agrcemcnt. Notwithstanding the f<rregoing exclusion, this A¡ticlc shall
apply to groundu,ater wells located on privately held lands, which are rvithin the
boundaries of a National Park, Preserve or Monument or any other Federal designation.

$ 33.06553 Dcfinitions.

Thc lollowing terms related to groundwatcr managcmcnt are dcfincd as follou¡s:

AB 3030 DISTRICT, A district which also has adopted a plan pursuant to the
Groundwater Management Act.

tlQUIl-ER A geologic formation that stores, transmits and yields signifrcarrt quantities
of water to rryells and springs.

AQAIFER HEALTH. 1-hc geologic integrity of thc affectcd aquifer, its storagc capacity
and the quality of waler vvithin the aquil'er. including the quality of walcr for a drinking waler
supply.

CODE. The San Bemardino County Code.

DISTRICT, Excluding a city wholly or in part located within the boundaries of the
County, any district or political subdivision whose primary function is the inigation, rcclamation
or drainage of land or is the diversion, storage, management or distribution ofwater primarily for
domestic, municipal, agriculfural, industrial, recreation, f,rsh and wildlile enhancement, flood
control or pov'ver production purposes,

ENFORCEMENT AGENCY. The Enforcement Agency for San Bcrnardino County
may be the Board of Supervisors or the Director of the Department of Public Health,
Envilonmental Flealth Serviccs Division.

GROaNDWAT¿'R. All rvater beneath the surface of the earth rvithin the zone below thc
water table in u4rich the soil is completely saturated with water, but does not include water
uùich florvs in knou.n and deñnite channels.

GROUNDI|ATER MÁNAGEtuIENTACT. WaTer Code $$ 10750 et seq.

GROUNDWATER SAFE YIELD, The maximum quantity of water that can be annually
rvithdrawn fiom a grouldrvatcr aquifcr (i) without resulting in overdraft (ii) without adversely
affecting aquifer heatth and (iii) without adversely affecting tlre health of associated lakes,
streams, springs and seeps or theír biological resources. The safe yield of an aquifer can be
increased by managemeut actions such as artificial recharge, including infiltration and other
similar actions.
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OVERDRAFT. The condìtion of a groundwater supply in which the average annual
amount of water withdrawn by pumping exceeds thc average annual amount of water
replenishing the aquifer in any len year period, considering all sources of recharge and
withdrawal.

PERSON. Axy state or local government agency, private corporation, firm, partnership,
individual, group of individuals or, to the extent authorized by law, any Federal aBency.

RECHARGE. Flow to groundwater storage from precipitation, inigation, infiltlation
from streams, spreading basins and other sources of rvatcr.

$ 33.06554 Permits.

(a) Requiremerzt for Permil. Except as otherwise excluded from the application of
this Article and in addition to any applicable permitting requirements for well consfuction,
reconstruction, abandonment and destruction pursuant to the provisions of the San Bemardino
County Code, no persoq district or othcr entity acting as principal, agcnt or employee, shall
locate, construct, operate or maintain any ne\Ä/ groundwater well within the deseñ region of San
Bernardino County, as identified in $ 33.065 52 (a), without first frling a written application to do
so with the enforcement agency and receiving and retaining a valid permit as provided herein.
This permit is a discretionary permit under the Califomia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA,
Public Resources Code $$ 21000 et seq.)

(b) Applicatiottfor Permil. Applications for permits under this Article shall be
submitted to the enforcelnent agency in a format prescribed by the enforcement agency, and shall
be of sufficient detail to allow the determinations set forth in Subdivísions (c) and (d) of this
Section to be made. Applications shall include the following infonnation:

(1) A plot plan depicting the location of the proposed well(s) on a section map
depicting the location of the following items within one-half mile ofthe well(s):

(A) Properfy lines, location and ownership of all parrcels and
easements;

(B) All intemíttent, perennial, natural or artificial bodies ofwater or
rvatercourses;

(C) Notable nearby geographic features (faults. etc.);

(D) All other wells; and

(E) Landfills, septic systems or other liquid or solid waste facilities.

(2) Proposed well diameter, depth and completion interval (screen or
perforation locations) for proposed well(s);

(3) TVell design capacities for proposed well(s);

(4) Anticipated groundwater safe yield of the affected groundwater aquifer:

(5) Anticipated static and pumping levels;
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{6) Anticipated waler quality;

(7) 'fhe intended use of groundwater from the proposcd well(s);

i8) The proposed montlls of operation of the proposed well(s) (year-round,
irrigation months. etc.);

(9) 'I'he proposed pumping c),cles (one ciglit-hour/da¡' c¡,cle, two six-hour/da1,
cycles, etc.):

(10) Estimated annual pumpagc fronr the proposed rvoll(s) in acre-lèet;

(11) System descrþtion (inigation, domestic, etc.);

(12) Ânticipatcd return flovvs (decp percolation, runoff, elc.);

(13) The estimated rate of natural recharge to the affected groundwatcr
aquifer(s) calculated in accordance with generally acceptcd scientific melhodologies and
as decmed appropriate by the enforcement agerlcy;

(14) A description of the alT'ected groundwater aquifer(s) including estimâtcd
storage capacity and the overall quality of water within the aquifeu

(15) Other inlormalion as may be reasonably necessary for the County to
detcrmine the potential effects of the proposed wcll opcrations on the groundwaler safe
yicld and aquiler health of the affected aquifer;

(16) Supporting documentation, whcre available, for all of the foregoing items.

(c) Permil Retiew.

(1) Procedure: administrative review or public hearing.

(2) Reviewing authority: The Director of the Department of Public llealth,
Environmental Health Services Division, shall be the reviewing authority for Permit
applications except in the following circumstances:

(A) \\{here the Director of the Dcparlment of Public Health.
Environmental Health Services Division refers the proposai to the Board of
Supervisors for Public Hearing.

(B) Wherc the proposal is filed concurrently with an application
subject to Public llearing review procedure.s,

(3) Where t-he Director of the Department of Public Flealth, Environmental
Health Services Division is the reviewing authoriry, the procedure shall be considered to
be Administrative Review and notice shall be provided pursuant to $ 3_3.Q6555 herein.

(d) Conditions of Approval. Plans shall be submitted to the enforcement agency
demonstrating compliance with the standards of this Article. No permit shall be issued unless the
enforcemenl agency delermines, based upon the available data, that the well(s) constructed and
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operated as proposed, would not result in exceeding the groundwater safe yield of the relevant
aquifers. Pcrmits may include conditions and requirements found by the enforcement agcncy to
be reasonably necessary to accomplish the purposes of this Article, including, but not límited to.
conditions requiring groundwater management, mitigation and monitoring by the applicant.

(e) Environmettlal Review- Prior to taking an action to approve an application for a
permit, the cnforr:ement agency shall make the environmental fìndings required under the
California Environm ental Qual ity Act,

(Ð Denial. Thc enforcement agency shalt deny the application where it determines
thal the standards of this Anicle have not been met; where the well operations proposed in the
application would result in exceeding the groundwater safe yield of the relevant aquifers
considered individually or in conjunction with other existing wel1s.

(g) Permit Fees. The hourly rates for administering the provisions of this Article are
established under thc provisions of the San Bcrnardino County Code Sohedule of Fees,

(h) Permít Suspension/Revocalion or ModÌficalion. Permits may be issued only for
so long as the well operations do not exceed the groundwater safe yield of the relevant aquifers.
Permits will be suspended, revoked or modified if the enforcement agency determiues that
continued operations under the permit would result in overdraft of the relevant aquifers.

(i) Administrative Variances and Special Circumslances. The County may grant an
adminislrative varia¡¡ce from any provision of this Article due to special circumstances or
hardship. The County may describe altemative requirements where submitted documents as may
be reasonably required by the County pror.ide substantial evidence that a modification of the
requirements in this Article will not endanger the general public health and safety and strict
compliance would be unreasonable in view of all of the ci¡cumstances.

0) Inspecliut and ltúoniloring. The enforcement agency may, with consent or a

rvanant if required, at any and all reasonable times enter any and all places. property, enclosures
and structures for the pwposes of making examinations and investigalions to determine whether
any provision of this Article is being or has been violated,

$ 33.06555 Notice of Pending Decision.

(a) Upon receipt of a request for a decisiorl the reviewing authoritl, shall cause notíce
to be given specifying the time and place at least ten calendar davs prior to the date of the
scheduled decision by the following applicable methods:

( 1 ) Notice shall be published once in a newspapü of general circulation in the
respective communþ of the proposal for decisions using the Public Hearing procedure.

(2) Notice shall be given by firsl class mail to any person who has flled a

written request for a specific application.

(3) Notice shall be given by fìrst class mail or delivery to all property orvncrs
within one mile of the external boundaries of the parcel of the proposed extraction for
decisions using the public hearing or the adminishative review procedures,

I

i,

I
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(4) Notice may bc given in such other manner as is dcemed necessary or
desirable.

(b) Said notice shall include sufficient information to give fhose receiving the notice a
reasonablc opportunity lo cvaluate thc implications of thc proposal and to participate in the
decision making process.

(c) Ownership and addresses of properties shall be determincd from the latcst
equalizcd tax asscssmenl role or from other rccords of thc County Assessor or County Tax
Collector, whichcver contains moLe recent information.

{d) If during a public hearing, items are continued by the revier,ving authority to a
specific date. the items shall not be re-troticed unless specifically requestcd by the reviewing
authority.

$ 33.06556 Appcals.

(a) Prior to its el"fective date, a decision made in accordance with the provisions of
this Code by a reviewing authority other than the County Board of Supervisors may be appealed
by the applicant or other affected parly, as follows:

(1) Applications lor an appeal to the Board of Supervisors shall be made on
forms supplied by the enforcement agency, Applications for appeals shall be

accompanied by a rvrittcn statcment of the grounds upon which the appeal is based. The
appeal application shall identi l-v:

(A) The subject permir application:

(B) ïre specific decision, condition of approval or other matter being
appealed;

(C) The date of such action;

(D) The justihcalion for the appeal; and

(E) Any remedy or solution for which the appcllant petitions.

(2) A uniform fee established by the Board of Supervisors shall be paid to the
Counw upon the filing of each appeal.

(3) A properþ, fltled application for appeal stays proceedings in the matter
appealcd until a decision is rendered on the appeal.

(4) An application fo¡ an appcal nrust be submitted to the Clerk of the Board
of Supervisors within 15 days after a notice of decisicln is mailed by the cnforcing agency
to the applicant.

(5) Within 30 days of the acceptance of an application for an appeal, the Clerk
of the Board of Supervisors shall set the matter for hearing and shall give notice of the
date, time and placc of the hearing to the appellarit. the applicant and to any other party
who has requested in writing to be so notified.
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t.l

(6) Upon hearing the appeal, the Board of Supervisors shall c¿nsider the lj
record and such additional evidence as may be offered and may affinn, revôrse or modif,i
in whole or in part the decision appealed. The Board of Supervisols is subject to all of the t ì
críteria, findings and requirements imposed by this Code upon the original decision t I

maker,

$ 33.06557 Violations, Remedies and Penalties.

It shall be unlawful for any person or eutity to violate any provision ofthis Article. All
enforcement procedures, remedies and penalties of Chapter I of Division 3 of Title 3of this Code
shall apply to this A¡ticle and are in addition to all others provided by law.

(Ord, 387 2, passed - - 2002)

Ì -J
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ATTACHMENT B
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MAMMOTH-PACIFIC LP
GEOTITERÌTÍAL POWER PLANTS

p.O. Bo¡ IS84
M¡mmoth LrkearCÁ 93516
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Via Fax and Mail

Iune 12,1994

Larry Cameron

Great Basin Unified Air
Pollution Control District
157 Short St, Suite 6
Bishop, CA 93514

Mr. Cameron,

Attached is areport concerning a breakdown that occurred at the Mammoth-pacific Lp
plant MP-II during May, 1994. This breakdown leaked isobutane into rhe *rt"i ry.r.rrL
not to atmosphere.

The emissions estimated in the report will be deducted'fiorn the quarterly loss statements
as breakdown losses, pufsuant to Rule 403, unless Mammoth-pasific is notified otherwise
by the District.

Please callrne ifyou have any questions.

Sincerelv,

MP GBUAPCD - Loss Evenr Norice

tr
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MAMMOTH-PACIFIC LP
BREAKDOWN NOTTFICATION

I. The loss event described herein was corrected on June 6,1994 at about l6:00.

2. The breakdown was caused by the failure of two heat exchanger tubes in the M:E-
10iA ìsobutane to water heat exchanger. The cause of the tube failures is
unknown at this time. The tubes were removed from the exchanger and found to
have one smallhole in each tube.

3. Corrective measures taken include the fol.lowing:

a. The heat exchangers were isolated and hydrotested to find the bad tubes
The leaking tubes were removed.

1, Estimated emissions

a. Estimate of breakdorvn emissions 47.990 lbs
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Loss Estimatc For MpLp 2od euarter l99g Tube Leaks

Description of Event

Afier cleaning the PLES-I heat exchangers in early May 199g, a tube leak was
discovered on May 13 rvhen rhe heaJexchangers were pressur'zedinpreparation to
return them to sen'ice. The exchangers u¡ere evacuated and the tube was plugged on
the morning of May 14.

At 70:37 May 14 the exchangers were again pressurized wirh isobutane t'or return tcr
sen'ice- At 11:05 another leakbecame apparent. They rvcre evacuated and the tutrc
ä'as piugged on the nrorning of May 15. At 9:42the exchangers wer.epressurized fbr
relurn to scrvice.

At 10:17 anoLher leak was cletectecl and tle unirs rvere isolated and er¡acuatcd, At 9:35
onMay 16 the tube 

"vas 
plugged and theunit was pressurized for returnto service.

A plant load rejection event occurred onMay 19 ar 07:30. At 16:29 t_l¡e leak chec,k
procedure found isobutane in the brine. The exchangers were isolated, tjrainecl and
evacuated for repair. Repairs were madc on the morning of Mal, 20. At 12:39 Lhc
Iockout u¡as removod antl the units were pressurized f-or retur.n to service.

Thc frequency of checks for isclbutane in the brine u,as increased to ever\, 30 minutes
until the morning of May 22 and then it was changecl to e very hour.

At 20:28 on May 23, isobutane u,as again found in tlte brine again. The units werc
isolated drained and evacuated. Repairs were nracle in the morning of Ma1,24.
.Anotller leak was tbund before the units u,ere put into sen,ice. The units u,ere isolatccl
drained and evacuated. Repairs lve.re rrìade in the norning orMa-v 25.

IsobuLane liquid levels were lìot stable during the ilrst week of June. No inilication of
Ieaks was provided b)' the regular high point blow clou,n. pl¿rnt surve)¡s \\7ere taken to
look f'or ambient leaks. The level sensing transmitters were cleaned and calibratcd.
Spccial sample kits for liquid.s containing non-condensible gas were ordereci f rom a

laboratory to take lrrine samplcs. Samples were taken June 9 and forwarded ro Lhe
laborotor¡, fbr anal),sis of gases Dresenl in the brine.

At 06:-5.1 on June 23, after a plant trip, isobutane \\¡¿rs foun<i in rhe MP-ll brine syslem-
Thcunits u¡erc rcmoved fiorn sen,ice, drained and er,acuated- Onthe mornine of .Tune

24, the lube $'as plugged aud the units u'e¡e returned to service. Inr,,entory levcls have
been stable since tbe¡r.

Loss Estimate

Do to the ltuntber ol ti¡res that heal exchangers were talien in ancl out <tf scn,ice,
evacuated and refilled, the isohutane inventor'¡'u,as unclear throughout thecourse of
thesc evcnts. -fhe irl\,entor), ìs the onl_1, possible methocl of determining loss rates,
ljef'ore the events and after the evenrs, the Jost rate has been approximateil'200 lbs/day

ì

I
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for each of MP-II and PLES-I. The only way we have to <Ietermine the losses is to
accounl. for ali known losses and purchases and attribute the remainder to the tubc
failures. The following is the calculations for this process,

Item

Average Liquid lnventory 3131t98
lsobutane Purchases
lsobutane Transfers
Expected inventory with no losses
Average Ending lnventory 6/30/98
Missing Liquid lnventory

MP-ll PLES-I Combined
53,816 50,786 104,602

194,897 0 194,897
-105,500 105,500 0
143,213 156,286 299,499
46,52s 42,317 88,840
96,690 113,969 210,659

Estimated Change Due To Ambient Temperature -11,000 -1 1,000 -Z2,OOO
Process Changes -24,000 -16,000 -40,000
EstimatedFugitiveLosses@200lbs/day/ptant -18,200 -1'g,20O -36,400

0
Estimated lnventory change due to tube leal<s 43,490 -68,769 -112,259
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Dr. Ellen Hardebeck
Air Pollution Control Offlicer

Plant
G-1 rJ-100
G-i u-200
G-2
G-3

Bob Sones

Iìile - JAA/Chron
GBUAPCi)

i.b" . t
\ ,J- A,' L1ry
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\¡L
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( .i .ì

¡r.iV;;4¿Great Basin Unified Ail Pollution Control District
I57 Short Sbeet, Suite 6
Bishop, Califbrnia 93514

Subject: Mammoth-Pacific LP Report of Isobutane usage In The 2nd etr of l99g

Attached for your information are the isobutane loss sum¡naries for the 2nd quarter of 1998. The loss
l¿vels at G-l remained well below thc permitted level. MP-II and PLES-I both experienced heat
exchangcr tube leaks which allowed isobutane to cnter the geothermal water a¡d be ínjected inr<l the
Bishop Tuff. We esrimatc that thc hreakdcrwn loss at MP-[I was approximarely 43,490|bs from a rul¡e/
leak during June. Six rube leaks occurred in series at PLES-I and transferred an estinlate<l 68,?69 lbs
of isobutane into the aquifer. lWe are currently cvaluating the cause of the leaks and rhe failure of our
detection methods to limit the losses to smallcr quantlt¡es.

Tlte i'eportable loss ratcs are as fclllon,s:

\U
0\

Loss Rate

fff tbtlaul'
163
200
200 t

-Aflachedarecopiesol'theiosscalculations.theisobutanedelivervtickels. ]'herewereno
ait'bonte breakdown loss events in tJris quarter, f-here were six isobutane delivcries in this
quarter: one to MP-I; five to MP-II; and no¡re 1o PLES-ì. A total ol 105,500 lbs of isobutane
rvere f:'alrsfe¡'red from Ì\4P-II t<¡ PLES-ì.

Sinccrely,

.çr'ãrf¿r=Ø Jalnes Â. Allderson
Ceneral Plant Manager

JAAidtc

Enclc'sures

c
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Mommoth-Pocific, L.P.
P. O. Box 1584

Marnrnoth Lakes, CA 9354G
(760) e34-48e3
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Mommoth-Pocific, L.P.
P, O, Box 1584

Mammoth Lakes, UA 93546
(760) 934-4893

June 20,2000

Via Facsimile and Mail

lvlr. Larry Cameron
(heat tsasin Unified Ai¡ Pollution Control Board
157 Short Street, Suitc 6
Bishop, CA 93514

l)ear Mr. Cameron:

This is the supporting work concerning a breakdown tlrat occu¡red at the Mammoth Pacific LP Plant
MP-II(PTO#575) on June 18, 2000. Afre¡ collecting data we have determined that the amount of
isobutane lost wasl6,261 lbs.

The event was caused by a leaking tube on *4" heat exchanger. This allowed isobutane to escape into
tbe brine re-injection system and into the injection aquifer, This b'reakdown did not result in losses to
atmosphere, but is beíng reported as such per you instructions in the lefter dated May 18, 2000.

T'he leak was discovered when a drop in accumulator over time was observed. The heat exchanger wa-s

suspected and was removed from service. Isobutane was discovered in the brine while draining thc hcal
exchanger. The heat exchanger was evacu¿rted and the tube was plugged.

A copy of the loss event fa,r is attached for your reference as well as supporting documentation. Please

call me if you havc an¡'quesl.ions.

ljob Sullivan
Plant Manager

Jim Â¡derson
file: MP GBLIAPCD Loss Evcnt Norice
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Figure A-2. Tlpical Flow Diagram of a Binary Cycle Power Cycle

Binary Cycle Porer Plant

Gencrator

I I l#lri'"*,

Source: U. S. DOE, 1998b

Geothermal Fluid and Gas Tleatment Chemicals

Geothermal steam and fluids contain non-condensible gases to varying degrees depending on

formation pressure, temperature, and mineralogy (Matro4 1980). The non-condensible gases most

commonly encountered in geothermal fluids are carbon dioxide, hydrogeri sulfide, ammoni4 hydrogør,

nitogen, oxygen, and methane @llis, 1977). Gas handling practices vary by plant and affect injectate

gas composition and overall characteristics. At some geothermal power plants, especially btnary plants,

these gases are not separated from the geothermal fluid and thus, are reinjected along with the

geothermal fluid. At other plants, especially some flash plants, non-condersible gases are collected
repressurizod and reinjected with the geothermal fluids. Other flash plants and steam plants vent non-

condensible gases to the afrnosphere and/or remove them through treatrnent . Hydrogen zulfide (H2S)

is the primary target of chemical or biological gas treafinent efforts that convert IIrS to elemental sulf,¡r.

Chemicals not native to the formation are intoduced into the injected fluids as a result of tlre
use of additives to contol biofouling, corrosion, and scaling of the plant equipment. The type of
chemicals used for these pu{poses are illustated by a list of active ingredients for additives provided in
the UIC permit for injection wells at Pahoa" HI, which includes (USEPA Region 9, 1998):

o
t

m
o
al,
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. sodium rulfite,

. berzoic acid,

. sodiumhydroxide,

. sodium gluconate,

' dimethyldioctylammonium chloride,
. soya amine polyethoxylate,
. cychlohexlamine,
. polyamidoamino acetate,

' POE (15) tallow amine,

' sodium metabisulfite,
. cobalt compounds,
. sodium chloride,
. phosphoric acid derivative,
o rrragnesium nitrate,

' 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazoline-3-one,

' magnesium chloride,

' 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one,
. cuprictifiats,
. disodium ethylenebis-dithiocarbamate,

' dimethylamine,

' ethylene diamine,

' ethylene thiourea, and
. sulfuric acid.

Supplemental Water Sources

At most geothermal fields used for electic power generatior¡ the injected fluids consist of spent

geothermal fluid in combination with other fluids generated onsite by plant operations, such as cooling

towerblowdown. At a few geothermal power plants, however, fluids in addition to those produced

from geothermal reservoirs are routineþ i4jecæd along with spent geothermal fluids to supplement fluid

recharge in the geothermal resource.

At The Geysers, for example, fluids injected down some of the29 active injection wells lu;,1997

(CDOG, 1998a) included storm water n¡nofffrom power plant sites, water from Big Sulfur Creek and

Clear Lake, treated wastewater effluent from the Lake County Sanitation Disfict (LACOSAN), and

treated sanitary wastes generated at the power plant sites (Crocket 1990; Dellingea 1998). The

largest volume supplemental source of injection water at The Geysers is the 7.8 mgd from Clear Lake

and LACOSAN that is delivered to The Geysers through a29-mlle pipeline and then distributed to

selected injection wells within the field. Injection of waters from some supplemental sources occurs

seasonaþ (i.e., storm water nrnoff during the winter "ra:tny seasonl' and waters from Big Sulftr Creeþ

while other sources do contribute year round. The relative contribution of the various sources to

aggegate characteristics of the injected fluid varies also seasonally because the amount of geothermal
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Boiling Water at Hot Creek-The Dangerous and Dynamic Thermal Springs

in Galifornia's Long Valley Galdera

Ttáe beautiful hlue pools and
L impressive hoiling lountains

along Hot Creek in east-central
California have provided
enjoyment to generations of
visilors, but they have also been
the cause of injury o¡ death to
some who disregarded warnings
and fences. The springs and
geyseß in úe slream bed and
along its hanks change location,
temperature, and flow rates
f requently a n d u n p re d i ctab ly.
The hot springs and geysers of
Hot Creek are visihle signs ol
dynamic geologic processes
in this volcanic region, whe¡e
anderground heat drives the¡mal
spring activity.

In the Hot Creek Geologic Site, located

in a narrow gorge 8 miles (12 km) east of
the town of Mammoth Lakes, numerous hot

springs flow into a snowmelt-fed stream. The

area is managed by the U.S. Forest Service

as a geologic interpretive site and has been a

popular recreational area for fishing, swim-

ming, hiking, bird watching, and photogra-

phy. The U.S Geological Survey (USGS)

Hot Creek flows through the Long Valley Caldera in a volcanically active region of east-central
California. This stretch of the creek, looking upstream to the southwest, has long been a popular
recreation area because ofthe warm waters from its thernal springs. These springs, however, are
unp y erupt with violence and at boiling temp rature. Because of this
dan has had to close pafts ofthe Hot Creek Geologic Siteto visitors.
(US

changes in the locations and vigor of springs

can be sudden and dangerous to unprepared

visitors, especially if they stray beyond
walkways and fences.

Since May 2006, springs in and near the
.most popular swimtning areas have been

"geysering" or internrittently spurting very
hot, sediment-laden water as high as 6 feet
(2 m) above the stream surface. At times
this geysering activity is vigorous enough

to produce "popping" sounds audible from
hundreds of feet away. The geysering usually
lasts a few seconds and occurs at inegular
intervals, with several minutes between erup-

tions. The unpredictability of this hazardous

spring activity led the U.S. Forest Scrvice to
close parts of the Hot Creek Geologic Site in
June 2006, and the closure has remained in
effect to date (June 2007).

USGS Fact Sheet 2007-3045

2007

Conditions in Hot Creek can change very quickly.

These fish-caught ¡n a burst of high'tenperature
wate r-we re c ook e d i n sta ntlY.

(USGS photo by Chris Farrar.)

U.S. Department ofthe lnterior
U.S Geological SurveY

has long monitored spring activity, water

tenìperatures and chemistry, and stream

flow as part of a program that seeks to better

understand volcanic unrest and possible geo-

logic hazards throughout the region.

The attractions of Hot Creek, however,

also harbor danger. The locations, dis-

charge rates, and telnperatures of springs

often change. The larger and more vigorous

springs flow frorn fractures in the vok:anic
rock (altered rhyolite) in Hot Creek gorge.

When fractures become sealed by mineral
deposition, spring discharge and tentpera-

ture decline. When new fractures develop or

sealed fractures reopen, spring discharge and

temperatures can increase suddenly. Rock
fracturing happens because the thermal area

lies within a region of frequent earthquakes

and active ground uplift (deformation). The
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The thermal springs in Long Valley Cal-
dera have long been known to Native Amer-
icans. Many of the hot springs have special
status with Native American tribes and have

been used for spiritual and medicinal pur-
poses. Early written records of the springs
came from visits by pioneers and scien-
tists- USGS scientist G.A. Waring visited
thermal springs in Long Valley in 1908 and

1 t9'00

37" 45

later wrote a paper describing hund¡eds of
springs throughout California.

Volcanic History of the Hot Creek Area

The Hot Creek Geologic Site lies within
the Long Valley Caldera, alarge topograph-
ic depression formed 760,000 years ago
during a massive volcanic eruption that pro-
duced extensive and thick deposits of ash

r rs" ¡E

and pumice. A reservoir of partially molten
rock (magma) beneath the caldera has pro-
duced subsequent volcanic eruptions. This
activity formed many hills within the calde-
ra, such as the 300,000 year-old Hot Creek
rhyolite flow, known locally as Doe Ridge.
The toe of that slow-moving lava entered a
Iake, where interaction with water altered
the rhyolite and formed clay and perlite, a

gray to black, glassy mate¡ial with a pearly
luster now exposed along the path from the
parking area down into the gorge. After the
lake receded, a stream cut the steep-sided
gorge through the toe of the solidified Iava.

This stream, known here as Hot Creek,
begins its winding course some 11 miles
(17 km) to the west as Mammoth Creek,
flowing through a series of small lakes west
of the town of Mammoth Lakes. The stream
wate¡ is derived primarily from melting
snow as it leaves Twin Lakes, 8,500 feet
(2,600 m) above sea level. It is quite cold,
rarely above 50"F (10"C). About 1.5 miles
(2.5 km) upstrcam from the thermal area,
Mammoth Creek is joined by warmer wa-
ter from thermal springs in the Hot Creek
State Fish Hatchery. From this point on,
the stream is named Hot Creek even though
water temperature seldom exceeds 68"F
(20'C) until it reaches the main thermal
springs in the gorge.

Why is Hot C¡eek Hot?

In hydrothermal ("hot water") systems
the circulation of ground water is d¡iven
by a combination of topography and heat
sources. The system in Long Valley Cal-
dera is recharged primariiy from snowmelt
in the highlands around the western and
southern rims of the caldera. The meltwater
inflltrates to considerable depths, where
some is heated to at least 430"F (220.C) by
hot rock near cooling magma beneath the
Inyo Craters and Domes, 10 miles (16 km)
west of Hot Creek. This volcanic chain ex-
tends from the western part of Long Valley
Caldcra northward to Mono Lake and has
produced numerous crnptions ovcr Lhe past
40,000 years, thc latcst only a few hundrccl
years ago. Thc heatcd water, kept frotn
boiling by high pressure, still has lower
density than cold water, and it rises along
steeply inclined fractures to depths of 0.3-
1 25 nlilcs (0.5-2 km). lr thcn flows east-
ward through rock layers to discharge points
at the surface along Hot Creek and around
Crowley Lake The water temperature de-

ftf ,*r,t*,.*-
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Sinplified geologic map (top) and diagranmatic cross section (bonon) ot Long Valtey Caldera, The
resurgent dome, Doe Ridge, Manmoth Mounta¡n, and the lnyo Craters and Domes all reflectvolcanic
act¡vity since 760,000 years ago, when a g¡ant erupt¡on formed the caldera. The thernal springs in Hot
Creek are led by Sierra Nevada snowmelt that seeps underground and migrates eastward, becom-
¡ng heated to temperatures as high as 428"F (220"C) in the vicinity of paftially nolten rock (magna)
beneath the weslern part of the caldera, The water cools as ¡t nigrates eastward beneath the ground
(red arrowsl The tenperature al wh¡ch water emerges ¡n the spr¡ngs at Hot Creek could be aflected
by changes in seismic act¡v¡ty, heat extraction, nixing with cooler water, and other Íactors.
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THEBMAT WATEß INPUT TO HOT CREEK DANGER COMES OUICKLY

The temperaturc in Hot Creek can change in seconds. These photos were
taken 5 seconds before and then during a violent geyser¡ng event, in which
boiling water (at 199'F or 93'C, the boiling point at th¡s elevation) erupted
above the suñace. Any swinmer caught in this paft of the creek would have
been severely scalded. (Photos couftesy of Alix Ginter.)

1997

The U.S. Geological Suvey nonitors the thermal water discharge in Hot
Creek gorge by measuring chloride concentration in the strean above
and below the hot springs. The onset of geyser¡ng in 2006 was acconpl.
nied by a snall spike in discharge, (l liter = 0.264 gallon,)

creases eastward because of heat loss and

mixing with cold water, and in the springs
near Crowley Lake temperatures are at only
about 125"F (50"C).

The springs in Hot Creek all emerge along
a stream section between two faults and dis-
charge a total of about 8.5 cubic feet per sec-

ond (about 240 ltters per second) of hot water.

This water flow represents nearly 70 percent

of the total heat discharged by all thermal
springs in Long Valley Caldera. The thermal
springs farther east all discharge less water

and at lower temperatures.

Possible Gauses of the Recent Ghanges

Geysering activity similã to that which sta¡t-

ed in May 2006 also occuned along Hot Creek

in 1980. That activity was during a period of
greatly increased seismic (earthquake) activity
and ground deformation. In 2006, however,

local seismic activiry and ground deforma-
tion were at üe lowest levels in years, and the

reason lbr this recent geysering is unclea¡. The
change seems to be related to increased temper-

ah¡re in the shallow thermal ground water that

supplies the springs. This increase was mea-

sured in the USGS monitoring well CH-108,

330 feet (100 m) deep and located 0.6 mile (1
km) south of the gorge. Water level in this well
is at the same altitude as the Hot Creek springs,

and the temperahrre at that level reached ttre

boitng point at about the time when geysering

began in Hot Creek. What caused the tempera-

ture increase in the aquifer is not known, but
it may be a delayed response to an earthquake

swarm in 1997 fhat could have opened new
flow pathways for hot water.

An alternative explanation for the onset

of geysering is increased pressure in the

aquifer leading to increased flow rate at

THE HOT CREEK GEOTOGIC SITE IS ALWAYS CHANGING

Before the presant ep¡sode of unpredictahle and dangerous geysering at Hot Creek, sinilar activity occurred here in the the lg30s and again in the earty
1980s, A pool (outlined) where people used to soak in the 1,970s (left photo) was near boiling temperature in the 1-980s. lt was then fenced off by the u.S.
Forest Service ¡n the ¡nterest of v¡sitor safety, As you can see in the recent photo (right), Hot Creek Geologic Site continues to change, and the fence now
goes through a pool instead ol around it. (Left: USFS file photo; right: USGS photo by Dina Y. Venezky)
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California Fish Species - California Fish Website

University of California
California Fish Website

California Fish Species

Page 1 of3

Fish Tui Chub

Scientific Gila bicolor
Name

'-- f-- --
Native Native Species

Identification

Tul chub. approx¡mately 10 cm (4") Iong. Date: 7ltolzoo7

http : I I caIfish. uc davi s. e du/sp e ci e s/ ?uid: I 04 & ds:2 4 I Il29t20t3
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California Fish Species - Califomia Fish Website Page2 of3

Tul chub (Owens tu¡ chub). Location: Univers¡ty Wh¡le Mounta¡n Research Sfatton. Photo

Tui chub, approximately 10 cm (4") long, frontal view. Date: 7/7O/2OO7.

I

f.

I

t-

I

h

by Joe Ferreira, Californ¡a Department of Fish and Game.

o

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

Life History

Heavy bodied, up to 40 cm SL or more
Large scales, head is large relative to body, short rounded fÌns
Small terminal mouth, slightly oblique
Gap between gill rakers greater than width of raker bases
Olive, brown, to brassy back, white 1o silver underside
Young fish silvery, progressively less with age
Fin rays: dorsal 7-9, anal 7-9
Lateral line scales: 41-64 (decurved)

httn' I / a al fi <h r r cd n'r¡i s edr r /sneci es I Ifi å:1 O4 R, å c:) 41 1l)Qnñ1"
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California Fish Species - California Fish Website Page 3 of3

Tui chub are capable of adapting to-a variety-of environments and dietary habits'They'are--
found in springs, ponds, lakes, large sluggish streams, and in the shelter of small swiftwater
streams Typically tui chub habitat is characterized by slow water and abundant aquatic
vegetation. Most tui chub waters have summer temperatures in excess o'f 20"C The optimal
range is 15-30'C, though these fish have shown the capability to survive from 2'C to 36'C ln
addition, tui chub are tolerant of dissolved oxygen levels less than 4 mg/L and can handle
highly alkaline waters such as Eagle Lake. Tui chub diet may vary with location and time as
these fish are opportunistic omnivores. Fish in one location may focus on detritus and
supplement with invertebrates or plants, whereas in a different water body they might focus
on benthic macroinvertebrates and supplement with fish and fish eggs. Most often tui chub
feed on detritus, organic matter, and plants. The characteristics of a water body affect both
feeding and growth in these fish Tui chub found in ponds or springs rarely exceed 20 cm SL,
though in large lakes chubs commonly reach 30-40 cm SL. Tui chub reach sexual maturity
after 2-4 years and spawn in spring and summer, with most breeding occurring between April
and July. ln some isolated ponds spawning may begin as early as February and continue into
August. Fecundities are typically high, and eggs sometimes ripen at different times, leading to
multiple spawning sessions per season. Typically tui chub spawn in shallow water areas with
adequate gravel substrate and aquatic vegetation One female may be surrounded by several
males waiting to fertilize eggs. The fertilized eggs stick to the substrate or aquatic plants until
hatching 3-6 days later The resulting larvae feed in a pelagic state until reaching a length of
around 2 cm, at which time they move towards shallow water, Tui chub may live up to 33
years in large lakes, though they tend to have shoder lifespans in small isolated waters

Watershed Crowley Lake Watershed, East Walker Watershed, Goose Lake Watershed, Honey-
Eagle Lakes Watershed, Lake Tahoe Watershed, Lost Watershed, Lower Klamath
Watershed, Lower Pit Watershed, Madeline Plains Watershed, Mojave Watershed,
North Fork Feather Watershed, Owens Lake Watershed, Scott Watershed, Shasta
Watershed, Southern Mojave Watershed, Tomales-Drake Bays Watershed, Truckee
Watershed, Upper Carson Watershed, Upper Klamath Waterslred, Upper Pit
Watershed, Warner Lakes Watershed, West Walker Watershed

Please note, watersheds are at the USGS B-digit Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) scale, so they
often include a lot of sub-watersheds. If a species occurs in any sub-watershed within the
HUC, the species appears within the HUC. Link to an EPA page that shows HUCs,

Agriculture and Natural Resources, University of Californ¡a

Webmaster Email: mailto:lcthonpson@ucdavis.edu?subject:CalFish Website Query

http:llcalftsh.ucdavis.edr-r/species/?uid:104&ds:24l 112912013
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.EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-[his 
ei,i",luatlon oí the Ov"ens tui chub nabitat '.n,as perírJrrned io asiir,,ss tl'rc

rlur;-Êr'lt r¡nderstanc:inel of lre hatlitat i'c;quircnrenrs oÍ lhe Oi,',ens tui chut¡, Tlle
Ov,'ens tui chub is a fecJerallv l,stc,:cj cnrianoe:eo species due to s¡;ecir:s lì,''asiorì
anc hablii¡t ilegraciaiion" Thc; remaining ''¡enelicalll/ pure O'*verrs iui c.h'.1F.,

r,.opulations r¡nlv exi-ct in harileiis thal are isolated írom non-nalive fish. The
isolaticn rs necessar¡r to i:roîecl the Or¡.'ens :ui chuLr Írom the Lahontan :r¡Ì chut.
a subspecies',vitir v¡hicil it reaclily rntcrbrec;cjs and hy,trriclizes, as v,,eil as
prcCatorv exoiic fish such as tlrc)','/n irout arnd larcernnu¡th Dass,

(lntical habitat has' been tlesignatecl as'lrigh quality cooi r,¡ater r,vitl-r adequate
Lro\/er i¡ the f ornt of rocks, urrrJelcLrt lar.,ks, or arluatrc vegetatrc.rn, and a sufficic,:ni
in,ssct food base." Aspects cf cltrcaf habiiat include the foliowing:

\/i.;güaiicn and L4t':tler Flo;','- Ð'n1'ei'ìs tui ,thub ere rlt-'sÈlr.'ecJ ill ]oi,' ,,,eloo:],
r,t'atcts. firpicall'y, ¿:sscciatecl in,'illt lve-,ll-r1e,,'eloped berls of ac¡uart:c i¡cçrlaticn.
1,/e5¡elat;r-_rrr is used ior ¡ire,:-lalc_rr e,.rotoAnce, leprodUCtiC,rr. r.n'AtÊr vr;lOcitV
il is¡-rlacerrir: nt. a nd îeedincl

TetnLtet¿tture itrtrt \ilater Ctualtii' - Olvens tili chul,- are Íouni bo{fi ¡¡1 llalilt;,:is of
:.-onsistert tenrperatures. such as the l'lot Creel.. Headsprings anci the Lii.lie Hol
Crc:ek i^,rsls¡fsir.rl ii'it¡routrdmeni. anC habitais rvitn Ílucruatlnq seascrnäl
ienrperatut€S Sucl', as Loì,,,'cr Oit'ens Gorge, \,Vhite h4ountain Research S'r.aiicn,
ercl l'.4Llle Scrine. At the l-iot Croi,-k l^leadsprinc;s, ivater tern¡tcratures in [he r-rasi

if; Yçs¡r haie rarrr-¡eci Írcll rr-¡LlrJhlv 14.5 to 18,!) 'C- At tlrcr Vtf hi¡e [r,4cunlain
Researc;h Staticrr-r, annual iemÞr)rlririrc..s fluciuate íronr 2"C û,,r.,inìer t,:¡:'to 25:C
lr, ilrc :-rtlnìnlcf l'.,'ir-rst sper-;ies crl r;itub spaul;l at tempe:.¿iures l-retit'r::e¡ 1-l ancj 17

Fot.¡ci Sources - Ltl,;,e r.¡tller c[',ll]s, thr-r Ð'''u'ens tui chuit ¡s at-, [rrllniv¡,rg ¡,,hich
ieeds r-''l;rìnl:,' bi¡ qleaninq ard grazirtg anr.-)ng the r,,eçletat:on l,níl¡;rtan'r focci
soUruÊS appeaf to b¡;:l':e ch:roni,nrcj [an'ae, rììlCro caCcrsfl¡, lan,'ae, arld oett'itus,
r¡ostìv aigae iind ¡-ilar':kton

Rr'¡tr;-tcìuttiort - î'¡i chtills i',,¡rl¡--all¡r sfla',¡',,'rì ítorl laic iÁ,/lFrirlr'to ei::l'y LrLt rììir-ìct'a)1.rf..:r

ar¡L:atic'ii;cetatrun crr gt'a',',;l i-;filtrrn¡- \,¡ei-jÊii-llrut.r is c,c'ns¡r:jered import:¡rrt tr-'r ihr;
5¡;rt.rIirãtI Of the irlrLl-1rJ l¿lf ',"¿:lI

Plgr./¿rir,'r.s - iis rnentrcrl+';ri abnire n'-rn-T,ati'/e [ish are FreCatr;r-c ol ilic Cr.^,er,s'-.li
chLll¡ Thc.: Lehorìïeil lt-¿i r::hr¡þ teaclil',, interbree(ls r,,,,¡ih tþs Qr.a,rs¡'¡s ti:i i;llui:
:esr-rllintl irr hybrìcjrzaC, n,-,n-c¡errelicelly pure ';if:s¡ri.ing, Other predatori, e):.)iicrì
sucl'ì ¡-ls r'¡r-ovrit'ì trcrut anLj lar¡¡cnrciuih bass i;ür-rsurle tl..e snreller tui uiruh. The
rlc:leticcllly ç'ui'e C:','u'ens lr-ri chult only'exists'.n.'h(;rc tirere ¡rc p¡tysicaì lt:lriers io
rn itj r;r t' c n,.rí tl-r e n c n - n a t; ir e f i s h r.r s .

t

E.;1, ¡',:¡t ! I r'.t,. ,,- 
-, | ,lf ,J: t:'¡,l,tl

_,, , 1.,ìl t. Lì.il j-::.

It¡ -¡ ¡:l't- ' . 1, i 1

L,

il . ,lr)git:a
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EVALUATION OF THE OWENS TUI CHUB HABITAT
LONG VALLEY CALDERA

MONO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

'i .i) :rurcrosaj ,irr a Sco¡-rg oi Ser¡ici-:::

Tf s rËpcrn nas lreerr l-ire[jârÊû bi lìucilir,:';ic.í-r,
¡rl(:i-;rtli;ilt-:e i,y'i'.h o,,¡ g,---cr[ì11 r'.rf r,.,'ùrl'r {Attachnrent 42.
cf i'.4 r,r lr o â rl r-j G e o I r: q i ca cl a: t rtrJ A Lr g r_r s i'1 S. 2 Ct t.,ì, ).

i¡-,¡:, lor [,,'lciltr: Ci:Jtii,i ,t'r

Agre:tr'.enI l-1eþ,,u'ccll (ìrl | ¡ ¡ ¡ ii,

Arl e',.'Ë¡lr-ratir--,n cf t.:lt-: Q,.,',,9¡-19 tui chuL-' hahitaf is irrpo'rt;.rrl tr-¡ ilre crrj¡j11.¡i¡¡5¡
'rlt:rtitcring cf tlrc i-or,q t"t;¡¡¡uv l--vtlrok:qical Si,str:ll lo',rnderstilrrd tlic r:irrgc i:í
u,'LìtEr qualtt'1, flo'vt' encJ lertt¡-reraturcs ¡r's'rrfÊc¡t fe¡¡tures cf thc Lor.,g Virllel'
l-i1,'droicgicaf S.v'str,nl Ihi+i tre L)r.r,ens I-r:r L]hui-l iriiralt;ts. Tliis cj'¡ålualloi'ì r,i,;:s

et:ccrrn¡rli-shr:il I-:i , 'rnLl lilt r t;¡.l tc, ;r T':rviç;i,,, r,¡í '-etir-'arcl- and infr-rttìlÊrt't,rr r-: rl tf le
r-ri,¡,'r-.rc TLli Cl-llf ;-1'.,;¡il¡lirlr-, it¡ tiri: ¡L.thlir: l_l r¡r¡1,ai;l a.lc_J [r:.e¡ll.r,t,tir i¡1¡¡¡",,j;.i.^.,,¡¡ ¡;
af;pro¡:,:iirie i'1,:-li,ridr-i¿¡ls ¿ll r,=qulator,,' ârqc-.nr_;ì.;rì rÊiipcns,l-rle f c,r nio¡rrtc;¡ir-,U uI tili:;
':.! 

n,:l a rt':i a,l reJr I s ¡ ieuie S

'1 
. 1,Ar'iiil¿l-ila llalä

Fr:.rr,'; g¡¡¡¡o$ ltLì'.'? L¡er:n crildLrcìorJ gl-recilrLìtill:\]'¡n the hattitaÌ rcquirnnlr-;ntb f¡f lhr-.:

Üi,,'Êt:s iu ch'¡l-. ¡\tl çvr:'¡'"r¡c'ur,' lif tiie itfE l-r tstc,1/ í.r'thi., tUÌ clruir $ptí-ìttrs, itl
q=iteral, ìS p-r¡3'r.r:¡6;,¡i ir,,, f'1rl3r.r;p q r;laSSi: teXtbr:Ox, lrilarlCl FrShr.:S Of tallÍO:nia
1.'¿i:)l2j /thse-rt s;ir::r-'ilir; ili:bit¿¡t ¡niormatilr-l rrli;ari-lllrr-t lhr= Cir,',,er:i tli r-;it,tlr
subspcr;i+l:, otì? tni_ql't tnÍc.r tirat thr,. L),,',rcri'rs lL¡i r,-ilLll.i l¡t:lilal lies r,,,ilr-lìn tl-lc
t-]¿neraiized l:Ín'l'l',-.-itta)rì prr-rviLir=r: aL.'out the .çt,lcics, I',rlt¡'t),,-ll ille r:nvir¡'tn'lental
assessrlen'i docuillctils c;ile l',4cE'.,irílr-l's detailed sttrr:t1r ci f,)r.nrcrìS tIr ,thll:
ir rr.:¡Lrit:r!l the f Ic,i f.,rcel. H,l¡rJslrincjr,: t1!iAt). Sìir,.ìlarl),', Jerrh,in,; i 1iìf,rrjì
rlÊse rtres tne L-)r,vcr',s lt,i çhul¡ at lire Ð,'r'.'ens lìir,'É;r üiti'gc

rjiìaii-ri[)rl lllr-ilritr;lnrJ crf Ihe ¡cnrainirrg O\r,€:r-lS:Lri i:hul-, I_ìr,frLjiätití]s an,:j lr¡rhit.rtS
i,as t-r,:er', pedl,rmco h,,,the Cai:;:-irniD De;-,¿¡¡1¡1¡e¡tt'-:i'Êish artl Ganlr-r 1Sl€l'"'r:
Pi'rrntr-:nii:;r. prlt-silr-ì;li .üi'niì:lrtir,:Ërtiol, 2lLi-¡ii), 'l 

l-,e nrc'st ra-.i--r'jtlt ri.:[.rür.1 ¡,,'¡.iil;1.,ríe iS

:f:c I!.1!il l',{cr:-tilr-,''i¡¡r,: ú[ Set'ls:Ir,,,e ,,\,lualir; /',nlnr¡ls in Tirc rî)'r'r,a;ris Basi:-r ¡l,,,lalerrgr-l,
lijtiirl ;hr:):2lll):. rno'llonli-l rÊtrüt-i has lrr:i l,'e.i hri:rlil Ct;rltl-,rl¡--llr,,,r:J [-rLlt slr:iUlr: [-re

¡','ail¡ll.,lt, Sti(lrl, Otiier lgu:¡[ studi:s on [h¡:'Jit,ens:ui ¡i-r:lh, l'isr.',:: frli;trfi,i-ra; {'rl
,ìrl¡irii:s; anri :-.r!'-ci{::tlt;jt¡(.s t*lel-ere;rr{eLì i:rÊ ÍrTLr\,'ì,:jed in Ser:iion Ê,-tl.

2.ú lrrroiuctic;n

îlt¡ C,,,,r,',rlrs Ttrì f,li.ll¡ (Sdi/i,rtr:rl;.S /:ii;cLirl lìrrç'¡1.;¡1¡ i:ì ir rsutLi-síj;i: Ês ¡f tr:t clrtb.
Thi" ',1.' ,:,: ilt-th iS ,'-¿ Ilirlricrir' lC,r.,¡-'l,.riiri:-ir, ii[rir:i: li srr:z¡ll sri;'.c.r,, fl:;h. It-r ]aliltrrr'.i¡¡,
ILj r tllti Js ;rTÈ ltiìir','= mcsii'i to inte'ior dr; r.a!:'s, ri:)if;al,i:[''':-. Ð,irll'al 1.¡'atl,j,,- iìrlil

i-,,;I t "t::',. r..¡¡r--l

Li-,-t lr:'-ì:ìñir;
L":r.r t:jr:i' -i 1,,

i:'. I ';".i- ''

-_¡ ilr:-irii['.il lr-rrlir:er
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absent fronr all coastal clrainages, except,,vhere iniroclucer.:. Tur chuSs occur in
rÌìaír\i habitats. isolated spnngls. large clesert lakes. slcucths, meacjc,,,i, streânrs,
slurlqish rivers, and lrar:kr,^raters of sr^,rifi creeks ilr.4o¡')e, Z-OCZ'¡. 

-[en subsltecres cf
tui chub ã.Jre reccgnized in Californra, atthouglh luñher laxonomic r.,.,¡¡!, ¡¡3tr,
change ihe ctlrrent status. The tui chub suLrspecries inclitcle: Klamath; Cov¡heaC
Lake. oocse Laxe; Pit Rii,r:r; L¿rhontan. Eagle Lake; High Rocir springs; oin,ens;
ani lr4oilai,e

Earl-v fish colleciions froni the Oivens Basin at the beginning ci ilre 2[t''çË,¡¡¡ry
stlgg¡est that the OrtrrcìtÌs tui chut- \,tere corrm,:n anci ocìupieJ a \,,er¡et],oi al¡uatic
habjiats of thc Or,,,ens Rir.'er iias¡l rn ln¡o ancJ lr4ono coun:iils lfi,titter, 1!2.2,).
Since titen, their survival has ber:n irn¡reriled by s¡tecies in,¡asir--r-r enr1 habltat
deqracJaticn. By 1974, the nunrber oi Or,vens tui chubs had rjecrinecj so
orecipitously that the staie r-rl Califcrnia a,Jclecl it tr¡ their c;nrJangered spc;cies list.
ln 1l-J85, the f¡sh becante irsted as ''enclarroered under the feder¿il enclangered
spec.ies act (USF\¡,/.S, l ggcq ì.

Tui chul; curi'entli'occuiil, rÌran\/ vajlev-iloor hattitals ¡n the Owerrs River anrl its
tribuiaries, i1r-ry;s,.is¡, fer,,,; rtf these nopulairc;ns irre c¡eneticalll, pure Or,^,,s¡5 ¡r¡
chub'- Nort-hybridizeLJ Or,tens tui chub ãppeer lo exrst onl,,,,J;lìsrÊ suitablc,hab,itat
is ísolatecj ircm rlon-nalrve íishes,'[he isclalion ¡-rrotecis tire Or.n,ens tui uhuL, n¡t
ot'tly from ¡lreriatoft. exotic íisir such ¿ls bro',','rr tror:l .rnrl larqr:n-,oLrttl i:ass, but
nlore lrTfJorlantly, from the Lahr-¡ntan tui chut> with which it rcartrl','rnierbreed.s
and lì\/bridi¿es. The Lalrontan tui chubs r',,er..r presumabi,,,introiucer-l as ílsh baii
and s¡.rreaij Lhroughou'i the Oi,u,ens River basin.

The reniaining genett.lailV pure Oivens tuj u.hub populatrons exisi :n the fr:liowrng
rsolaieC habitats' i) the AB ancJ CD s¡rinçs at Hct Creek Fish riatcher'¡; Zi ihð
uppcjrll'ì()sl reaoh cf the Cr,'u'erls Rir,,Èr Gc¡rge lou¿r,stre;ln: c:f Crcr,'ølr-:',, l-al,,e, l;) an
irrlrc..rxuuecl ¡-rr-.rlulaiion aî a r,r'¿rterf,¡ivl inrpounclnrenl r-¡n Liitl€ l-,ct Crr:e'r,:1) 4
1¿r.a,rler l-t'',v¿llered section of the Lo'.t'er Or,r,rç¡s Ri',¡er Gt-rrge í,oeniifler.j i¡'igil5,
cur.erl i-;xistence unkncy.'rti, Íj) U¡tiversitv cf CalifcLrriiä's \¡/hite l,,4ountarlr
Re.sr>arcil Station ne¿r Bisilo[] iiransfers frcm ihcr Lov,;Êr O,ut,ens Goroe ailrJ ilieir
¡'rirq9n1'); 6) i:-riOatron ditcl,:::; ancJ s¡-rrincl ai Cah¡rr Bar Ri¡nch cn Oiicrrs i ¡rlçe
fcurrr:nt exis:ence unl.irtort'n l, 7) ¿n intpoundnrc:rrl at h,lLrlr Sprinq r,:sial.rlished in'.9!i0 v.,ilh rescuecj flsli lro;n Cab,in Beir'; ancj 3) Sr¡ir;hr:r Lake, t,.,la,Jera Cor-nt,,,
ql,'lrJdle Falk Sarl Jl'aquin rii'c;t-,:lrainagej. Base,l rn a f,:-cÊitl gerretic siur::\,, ihc
CabÌn 3¿rrilì,.'lr-rie sorin,¡ tui chur;s cruli flrent rlistincticn es ä sÊ[¡;:r¿¡le sL3spccres
tCiir,tì ¡rilr-i [,1ay. 200lij. Thu trOrt-hybrr,:Jizec O',¡,rcr-rS lUì cflub popu;atrrrn at
Sc:chi:r Lalic,:-'ccLrrs oltsirie of rls nãli,,re range- Oihr:r ri'bririizerl tiri cnubs arL:
.r-rcaled in thc l'''1orrr¡ Lake and h,'lanrntotl-l Lakes basin. Ttrc- ol'rclln of these
e¡lir¿¡jinlttal clrul; ¡rt:'¡--,ula1itr''s ls un|',.loin,n, bui nray:eSUll- fr.-ri-il the Usc.oi:L;; C[:i;ltS
âS ll,,,e beir'ítrr-s¡tortiishirr.l cr tn: incìderntal sicc¡,inC crf irc¡rti ¡Chern AnCi 1,,1a,,,,

lrgrì

L ¡1.¡¡lt; ' r, ;-,'.',,È' : -L t- l''-,- hia i:al
L-r,'i .r l.:., i.¡,:.¡,-'.

i,.¡-, i, I f ì, r:

,.¡ ', lt;c_¡ic;r
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3 U Hi¡[il¿rt Reqrirr:n rr:nts

I.i'rfl1lg the Ðr,'vens tuì cliLtl; r.r,rg5 it;str-:ricirl,5'pfr:)sr::lìi in a't'Êrir.:ti'r:lf lliìl-riìa::-:'¡,,it¡in
iIle Úit'ens Ri'r¡ct trasir¡, t!lt rerr¿rininr¡ pc'¡ulatrors are,:c'rìfìnÊd ic linliled ¡::c¡-ì
',hat are rsolaiec.l frí:nl nclr-tiatiie frshes- lrtorn:atiol., is irrr--rr¡irJr--iri trelu',', al;cut ihe
iiabrt¿lts r-rl Ihesc arr:-as. Êaserj D'n its histr-,rrr:ai drstributrc;lr, hor,vi;,/È1, ii ìs liþ:eli'
ihiit the Or,"rens tui chul; cOLtld fl,:rurish rì ¿-r iv:tjcr rangrr r-i: concJilir-rns then
rjUrrentlir cxtst ill tilese SåtlCtLJAneS, íJTÉr./itìerJ that nO¡-nâti'r,e [rS1es in.'Ére ntt
F,'CSf:nt.

tlritical ilaliiiat l',ãs 3Êerì rlr-.signate.d al ¡r,a.,¡ sitcrr-. for thÊ C,)i,r'Êtìs ¡¡¡i ¡-1þ¡þ. 1)í:ì
,'t.t¡¡,ig ,-:í ilie {.),ui,ens Fii,t,er ¡rrrj 5(-t ir:el ú rì¡tarian ','egetatt!rl r;n r:itnerr:;:tj,: rif thr:
Ir'.'ei. errr-:ttrrpässÌr,q e tct¿ti rri ll7 i]ci't-.::.. irr t;ìg rJiverls l.ìii,'er l:ì':,rgEi anc tt¡r
S¡-rrirtt-.; prt,!,1'l(-ìÊs a¡nn 5[l fer.:t ¡1 ri¡-'a:ian vcceieltr-jn Crt'r eithei side r-.rI s!]rirìg t-rrcol.is

Ênc,1)r:i!-rlrssing up¡rrr-.r.xi;ììatr:'.r 5 ac¡es aì l-f rrt Crnr.:l: Fiil': H:-rlr:l're,rr,. Cr-:r5¡¡¡t,"nt
elí.;tr-¡rilìts r-rl Critit:at ilab'itat inclucir,: lriclh rluertitl¡, cnol Ì,',,ri:ll.Êt ',n.,itil atirllr-riltr: (ì:-r'.'Èr

irr lilc fr¡r:lr r-rf rclks. LîdÊirjL,i b¡nhs. nr aqu:ti,-',,e[lltalticr¡l, ât(l â BLrf[lcl--r¡t i'¡sect
i,-v-¡d:iasÉ i5û CiËR'l¡.ij5 i,:i,i. i'r ¡rrJtlitic,lrr, il',e r.:+sii¡ni-jîirriir-leritriier-:'.tcti'.'itres ilrat
coul'l arlvc:l-:t-:ìy ¡',rcJif¡ tir.. criiiral hatriÍal cf tlin tiri chll-, [c nclr-rrle '' ar:i¡,¡¡i,u=
tnei {:lLlCfÊe.se irr/â,lel-tie'ui'aie: cl Lailse si'..rriiìrc:nrit chanr-¡Ê iri the:,rt;\'sir-:irl r.rr

illailrtr:i-l ijrr-r,þrËrirÊs f e.q Li:nr¡-rÊiâtJfr,:1, !,l' l. r-r'r.l rssr:ilt,'e:d qé.ìsús oi tirri",Ä./At,:)r'l-

.i. i Veqelaitr:¡ "aO 
",'''u"ateT 

Flo'¡,t

lhe t¡,¡rrcal'' tiri :hub habitai ls qLjrei \.^.tal-er '''¡rtrr r,'iell-de,,rlc¡ied [rels ¡t aqLraiic

¡-ilants alrcl Lrr-rtir-r;-lr¡^ L)f si¿lrrrj r-rr otlrel [rne rì'ratrjliÍls (1,'1r-,llc',Z[-tt:t¿¡- ¡',,1¡-[r.',r¿-t¡-r

r-it,s:r'¡er: a clr-rsr ;ffrnlt,,'cf the Ü'.,'u,ens tui ohr-, rs ícr aquatii ''¡ei:ìet¿¡tìLr¡ in til,,= å-lr-ri

Cri--r¡il.,r. l-lr:;rr1s¡rrinqs l-l¡r ¡rtiribulcd it ta tnr¡r rcascns: ¡-''rtr:atcr at'niil¿rrc;r-r,

teptri,'-1r-lr;lrr-rtl, r,'',r¡¡¡ç'''.'elClitl'rJisi;la;::ertte¡lt, encj íeeclitlgt if,,ir-:Ei¡14n. 1!i8[tl, Lltlier
rì ijiLlitìi r-:lrndtl,L' rs, tlrt Érql-talr,;'"'?gele:ir-'¡ in t-r(-rlh Sl)rr¡qLi i-ìa)\''Êrs il;:ii r¡[ llr*
::treaTn s',utiacr ¿rreî, ¡-ìr¡r,'!iir-rrj o,Jt frc-'nl lhe sirjts uf the chanrel- 'lle s¡.tLrst.iìl.t-, is

ì li¡ti'lr,'unrfo¡ni Cf.¡u,,elt'Siì:riJ,,'Stii. nr,;<LLl fe r,',,lth ¡ hir.lh,:_lÊqt-ËÊ f,í ember.lr-iÊr_j nesl_i

fr.rl¡['¡,r;¡1 :r--ccnrnrended linlriinc] \,'L'''JL.i'rtiìoI iÊrì(,r'u'al i:-lr hat:hr:r), r¡pe'a'ritrìs :rj, [:ìt
'--rerrter:re-tlrir¡l rj tre i:h¿rrrel, anci ::,nly Lluririr,¡ llrt rirtt't-s¡-,air"lill!,: ¡.rerii-,i:.

l,,iorChitr:LrCl \,,. s,i'u'lmn'l init ilb,t it,', ¿ìt-r rj Llehil,,ir-rl- ¿rjl Sli;r-,¡est Llla: ifle iui chu! ¡s :;

::pc::ir,l; is n:li a :;trc.;lll ír-i.1 [lr]ri isn. i'r'i ii c:-;t;Lir:; itr trr;,'ì]' ilo:ler;;1e i,r; rrcitl.,

slrearÌ',s, si-rc;h ¡s, ll-1i,, C¡,'r,¡:r'r s Fli,frr, å-lcri trrr:ll il-rd'r.;iammoili tre;rll . Ëe,J5 ¡1
i,l rlr-JAiiü,,'ç:1¡¿:t"rllr--ll'l lln-;Ì-¡al-, lÏ Cr(;alC sitiiabl* l.alri,i'l ill:l',r,'rsr::;trc';lltts- t,¡,,'ittet

,r--,lli'-rliir,'s ì:l tilr b,rrlr cri:i:-¡ui-iir-: i,e¡elâ1i':'rr ¡t lhr-- Fis;l Ha:c:'lr-,lrv AB ¡n:: ll
:iJflnLls',ir,ls ÊssËili,ritllr,¡r'ril velllc¡tie-q ill il''r,: st.:l'oill-'diil1 ñPain 'rr,'ãt'-'r-'r't'r-ir['

rri:fi:liG,l zrl ü.15rir s {U"5 it sj Cflui-:s '.''u'Êrr i-rl-.'sÊr'.,'i:r.i dir¡tjn[l li]r.':)sÞ- arrl,is r-rf

r+l¡litr*ly'liiJll 'rrt,,lr:ic.ti¡,,tç 9¡¡,"'r'i:iin', ilnt: \,'c.rLlctallirn Lliij tc ,:incl¡e'r. trut su:tainer-l
s,v'v,lt'r-Ìl'l:iltri,u'uas ir,;jt ollsÉ:;rr.,,t'rri ilr tirr:sr:r âríiãs r,,l'ilcËr.t,an,'l!r¡!jj- i'i¡etel'!/E,L)i-ìtttÊb in

ìi'r Él i,,,;llrlrJrrit,l imitirr.lr¡rjll'ìCttii ¿'Lird l-':it:tnE ¡-,'-r¡'¡5 AfL- i-rfÊsJilÌr-rj [ç ¡-,9 l:i'ii tìS'r1'?,1,

F :¡l i:.ll ¡ 1'' ;-r,',',

L, l-; ' :r i: ' t,¡iil¿"
i ,r'-tr-t: r-f I i ;: i i::

l'rt'rl.:Í'1 t:

.t
-.t - ,lt--rç¡ic.,
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The CD spríngs \Â,'cre'/'irtuallv cjevold cf veqetaîion at thc time of the lggg annual
n',onitoring ancl no tui chub',,,,ei.e ctrserved.

ln ,Jenkins' siudl,,of ;.Ì',e Cuvens River Gorge fish communìiy, he obser,¡ed that
Oiryc.:ns tui chLrtr '.n,ere iairl,/ abundant in pools ancj absent from riifles throuqhout
trte streärn. Tlre erìiire population of chubs ¡rrobably nurrrbere<i ie'¡,er than S,000,
rrlosl oí r,'¡hich lived in the íirsi l.lilonreter of stream or in rare pool-lilic areas
distributed sf-rarselV along its length, Young-oÊ5'e¿¡r chubs lvere found onl1,, 6¡
lr,',,'o siles, troth of rn,hich r,vere artilicially constructed. one rvas a þronc'created l_r5i

ir cotlcrete \r.,'eir, ârrd ihe other ruas an alrandonerJ tleaver pclnd. lhe ivat¿r'.^,'as
'Jeeper and slot'.rer in these areas, anc encroaclleC by aquatic vegetation on all
sides (Jenkins, 1990).

3.2 Tc:rl¡:erature anci \¡,ialer Qualtty

infornratiorr regarcling tr:m1>eratr-rrer ancj r,,'ate. qualit¡r rs presented belc,','u for the
tui chuh species in gerter,ll, ancl s¡recificall',, lor lhe dillereni O'¡,iens iuí chub,
h airitats.

3.2-1 Tui chubs in general

tu¡t¡;-rters containing abunclerlt tur chubs USucìil¡, ila'.,Ð SU¡lrner in¡ater tenrpei'atures
ìn excess of 20 ciegreres C anci are alkalrne, bui do it,ell uncjer nlenV conCitions
irc,ril ihe colcl, clear r,,'atei's c:í Lctke Tailoe to the Ëooi, prccjr:ctir,e w,alers of
Pvramicl Lal.re I'levacJa lt,hcre total dissol',,eci soliris are crealel'ttan ¿,700 ppm,
aplrcximatell' 7Snt, socjlum chlonde, lt4chave tur chuLrs, tne southernmost
rei..resenlatii,e crl tle s¡iecies can sLtrvir,,e lent¡leralures from 2 to 36 G, bul
i,.Lrtinlal iert¡leratures are betr,.,,een 15 tr-, 30 ''C, The rlrnEe of aik¿lliniiies
lolen¡tecl is ccrnsrderai-rly glreater. Tui chutrs âre rectularly founcJ ;:t pH',,¡Jluës
r¡reater tharl I and can tcrlera',e pi-l levels oi arouncj 11 Tur chubs are als:r
tolc;rant of lor,"'dissol,,,ed oxyqen levels. in Pi'r¿rmio Lake ihei'are regulirrlv;r:r-ln'J
at crxygcn ic','cls lc-ss than 5[ltri saturation, and',','hen [he,.,r,ater is coic, thev r,vil

sLir\irve at less ihan 259,i: saiLrration. or'4 mglL qlr,loylc,2Ct02j.

3.2.2 {)t^leri:; Tr¡i C1'r-lhl

Tile renlattting Ði'rerts tL,, cltu[i haliitgiS r,,¡¡1r silrriiicailtlL, ,,a.,ilil respect io r,','ater

tÉrti¡-rg¡gltJre aricl QL;irlitl; Tall¡e 1 surì-lrraf i;c-rs ,.nJarcr rûmpcre:Lí'Ê an:: qualiti'
inlornraii':11 ei lhesÊ O,,','ens tui chr.lb hirbitats.

!-!c! Creek Sprincis (Fisli l-lalct¡erv t\B ancl CD S¡;ririg.si

S€,,,eral studrcs cf the Fisir Hatchery AB and CD s¡.rrin'rl iern¡eraiuí'€rs -suqc¡csi
'ihat ternperaturcs he'"'e becn l¿¡¡ri\¡ r:r.:n,¡lalrlt c\/€r ihe past 15 to 7-Q ),rc.)ars

L.

I ;lu¡',:-r í: ¡,-1.!i:'if, T r í

:-;-r,-- . f ! a'. i--¡lJ':r l
--r¡',;¡r:l¡i¡ i -iT .: i rr r-'

¡',' r-1 1, i ',í lll,

i r: l-;l/lrl F ¡-,:- logic;:
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[',lcE,¡nan n]ca-cLtred iernperaturcr and sotne 1,,vaier quality Farat'ìtetÉrs cur;ng his
siud',' frorl 1t8Û t'¡ 1glõ8 ei thcr ilol Creek. sprrnçLs. His results su¡-¡clestecl that
tent¡it:ratlrf,ls if, the l¡¡-r springs r.r,;g¡E ¡¡¡ilg c:onstsnl. rangirrg:rrnr 'l4,li to ifj.f
"C cut-itiç¡ tiris ¡rerioJ [Jissolr,ed 1¡!,r8e,Í1 concentratio¡s '.'arierJ lrr-¡r-n 5.4 to 7.r.']
rrtgii anrl ¡rll rattnecl irom Lì.1ì io 7. . Alkaliniiy',,aried frnnl 08 C Lo,S8,.'i rr-,grL
i lr'1cËr,'u,a tl 1 9fi ii ),

Durrtrg -9,-98 to 1!gi, the nrt an ntt-rnthlv tem¡:,eraturr.: al the AB spring ranrled
franr 1[j.i] tc-r i8 0 ic.'n,hiic rhe cD sprincr rar,ged irr:'m 14.5 ro ':r:j.,8 'c f caliir¡rni¡r
Del-rarlntgnt oi Fish atrcj fi;lrr',e, 1!i!rBi. 'lho tc;rtt¡:erâr-rlres l'lcreasr:d clurrr,r:¡ trte
r-l r,-i -lrj hi Ìrrr A r-S i 1 88 7 -': !t!l),,',,ri ti1 I c,,.n¡ :; p rìnB il oin,s.

r--l'le 19Üfl Califortri:r De;,-artn-ert ui Fish rnd Ganrrr i:ronitrrnng i.fu,lalenqo,'lSrit.r)
n'reirSul'erl Lhc f r'llnt^iirrci ',', ai+i f;ttenrislrV Vailur-:s: dissnl',,eci ()xl,/Uen 1., i:i rntrL;
(:irrrr-l-rcii'"'ity'2:Ji)-7li5lt.'lnlh:-rs; ¡rH r'ij. lerlJ-rr:raturr:.l; 1,1 rS C :Ctl s¡i'irti¡iand -lii.7

i,åB sJ,r; irrr]-

iìr:sults r:f the Larlr: \i.:-rlle5, Hr,'.crolorical h'lonrt';rir-0 Prr¡gn¡nl 'iurTlrÌlari-.ed in thc
HS,rlru:rrg¡icirl ìrtler¡-ti'a'¡ir.r¿ iì.¡-'¡1¡¡l crn ihc Gcntirernlr-.rl Sislerr in Lcn'3 \,,ja;ln'0,, D''el'l
ratei:l f;ÊLierrìl-rÊr 1ì/,2{-lü3 ly $r:rlc,'.,lir:a, i¡ls,: i'lilici:le thal tenrper;:ture...; ìn Fisi-r
i-{a1c:ler Splinls Å[i ¿.rnl ÜD l',a'.,c ,.'¡.¡rii':(l O\rr,]r' â rtarro,,tr ranrJÊ Lrr:1,,,¿'.lcn 'l 

lr il7 ;rrrcj

2Ül2 'u'',rh.lc' F;slr Hatc'lrjt'\'SL¡tritcl AB ratrged f:crn > 1ts it; 1l-i.5tC, tcfirp'-:ratt,:r'c:s
irl the C sprt nciÍi tv'err.r 11.¡ ',r.rr.¡, rartgirtr-¡ fronl 'l 4 tr¡ aInir¡st '1 r'ir- o'.,ct- tht¡] titìtÊ
[,8Tic-'c qFiqLtre'1 ],

l/r,ta lf-r lfc, v,ri I lli-t o ¿l li afi ¡;elll

\.¡,.'atÊt tr Little Hit: üritr:l-,. t.i)i.)l-.,r sir_ìnificantr'tr ir,,,:h{; iinrc il r,:rach(:s tl]Ê',,,raieffO,.n.,i

i:;l[.rr-it.ll,,:i¡l.itl.rt, Sle'u'e lrartlc:nirt-, teriiicrr-ria [--tcpr'l-lrrteirl a,l Fistt ärrd Ëarleì
tä':iLìlls tiurl t¡:lllperatulr:i!l iá,ìn.-lt fmln ?i tn it5 C f¡ i,, rl;r;r',i:r I r-;LrtrnrJnicllt,ln,
I'j,-r,,'¡1 ¡¡1 ¡,=t 2|.i. 2l.lfl lt i :n thc ',.¡.,atr.l lllr'¡,'l :¡llli-j!,¡ti-lfÌjÊ:lt.

l,i'-'lr+r U r'te/ is,{i','e,. lj :-,¡i-it-'

!ir,/ ¡.r1,::r tfrnt[ì,Êrriì1t:rr: in ll,t-- Ul;,[icr ft,¡,,Èr'lt, fir_rrg+ lS m,-tl_lt ¡_:Or_,lef tharl in 1'rr¡l Ur,.rsl..

',,ii:l-,o,,rI thc tlie-;rillai lr¡;lt:'il-rution r-ri:he sl.ìr,rrgls,;lnC rj-rÊ ['t ì.|.-È ircì|-, ele,,'¡ir,-Jr-r ¿rnü

sLlllrret sili'tl;t- Jenl-,ir,s i'L.pr:-ìrt's if-r¿lt cir .lbs lì,,'rr in u'ralr:rlr::FrTpr::"ã1t.t t¡5 5¡,,1¡r.r.; 'r'i 
:Ç

l-rr-rrn []er:en-,LrÊT thrc;url.t Felruãrr, {,,',rith ei;'rremes o; J-5 Cj ;:nci ai tr-ifft f,r.,;';i:uíes,
ir-r--urt 12 tc 1!i C [i;r ihe r.es'L r-rI i.lrc','ea: (Jer]l(ins, 19911

Basic r,rr,iter tirerni:iir\¡','elLiÊs icr ihe Up¡rei Ëcrge ¿rreas mrasured in -l3iì,0 ir',:r,3

i;s fcil:o',t,s. 1l,t-i tol¿rl alxaliri:i,[as uaCÐ3. n',r-t Ll; 25L] nr,::,'L total rlisscrl,.,¿i:: si:,lrrjs:

l¡--l I',lnrhos,l:;nr sLr,-lc¡ii(; (ìondlrc:anr:.c; 5it r-- rq'L clissclr.,¡,:'j ¡r,ir¡ncss Iii-c ü;rCÕ3),
an,J 7.¡ pl-i I' 

jenhins, lËrÉt/"J. J ¡* .19!ìSr annr_al nronit,_rrjnr_r ,i',,ateT chenri_rti.r' rata

E ;il-l:lr:' -i' I,,l' ¡_--¡i.: -i [ !ì, i' H:ì:r :J:

L. r; ;l-',ari¡-1,-.1
[. ,j,.: r-l:]ir 1í illl:
i- r,r I rl, ' I I ì r r :

';,. i- loqtica
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r,,,/ere: dissolvei oii:/gen lrcm 5.2 to 0,9 nrg,¡L; concuctivity from 30rl to li4tl
lvlnrhos. pH betv,'een I 1 and 8.6: and lenr¡leralL:res frcrrr 1.1 to i4.4'C.

l4thiíe l,4ounlain Researcl t Si¿lliarl

'littêe exlreilí'rìer.r:af ¡toncls ê1)¡r¡çv¡¡¡utelv, lBrì x'18nr i¡l size, and one smailer
iecr-rra',ii e pcnd ilâ'.,e l-leen collstrirctecl !:'i, the U¡rir'r-:rSít'y, nf Californ:a :¡r
researc:h ¡srr:¡er:ls. Ternperatt¡res íluctua;r,, grc:atl;u ilr lilc. hoiding ponrJs-. ln
,,nrittter, tlte ponds reporteclly ltave a skin of ice on top anci tenrperatures of 2-3"(-. 

Tentperaiures up [o 25 "C vv'ere fecorclerj in sulìrrer (Parntc:nîer, personal
comrnunicalion, 2C)A3). The 19'ú9, r¡'onitoring, pedorme.r-l irr Septcrnttcr. recoroecj
the folior,r,,inû i^,iatgr chcrnristrli values: Cissc¡i',,ed ÕxvüËn 5.6-ir li nigr[-;
,;r,''ndr¡ctr'rity 4'i(-r-060 l'.,1rTrhc;s; ¡lH 7.8-8.9; and tem¡re¡¿rl.urei4.2-18.6 "C.

C¿ittin Bar Rancl:,

Thc 19iflÇi annual nronitorin!, v'las perfurrrtecl ,-ìn JuÍlç 2tt, 1fll, !¡r¡atcr L-rr;n..isin'
teacings !4rere as f¡ilc',.,'s: clissoiu,red ox\rgen ?.A-i1,2 rlgi L; co¡rcuc;ii,ity ?_rJZ Lr:2û7
l',4nllrc.'s; ;tl1 7.7 ta 3.2; anLì ',emperetures oi 2î1,1-2t,2 C. Thcsc s;lal; p,6¡,j5
+¡ouid pre-sut-nat-.ly ire closr-; tc f¡eezinc ìn rn,lnter.

lvluie S¡tril rg

Fr:;lr hahritai at h4ule Scrnc cc,rsists of a recterrrrJuiarshaperj lontl nrcasurinq
'!iinr h¡,!-i.5n-:- ihe 'lû9S annuai rlrOnitolng rc¡-:r.rr1r--rcl ll-r¡: fr¡íl¡',,,tjnq i,.,raiei'cheil,stn,
',¿liues ¿lt the ¡:c¡nd inlet: d;ss,',rl,,,riti DXyger 5.[l nr¡¡rL; conCuclivitv 870 l'.,'inrhos; ¡-rli
Ê.2; ternpereiL::e 2'1.1 "G As in tìre alln',,c srrrall poncls. ii,atcr tenrpi:rartures in
,,,¡inler li,ould l;keli,ie c:lose :c freezincl.

Solc/rer L,:-¡ke

l)ne',valld expeot cirstirlct seasonal i,ãrl;¡iilns in,,i'a1r:. t:;nrperature at Sc,icher
I akc. i.ryt1:; ¿¡¡' attem¡rtinq til lrJcrlie this deta

- .-t 
-- - -l -.',..'; l-(lofl 5'.,-ìurccs

L;1.;c-: othel clir¡b subslecies. Ctr.r,"sr-,t tui cht,i; rs ar:l opi-,LrÉunrstic omnj\./Llre u.;fi:(ì:l

't-:eds n:ainii'b1'gl:ani116 .rnr-l ürezrl-rg anron,JSl il-r13 r,,gr-.ls[3iiori, A diut ar¡alvsrs oi
thc: t:irub in ihe ¿\! and CÛ splngs ili,icE',van. lg8-cil indicated ¿ ¡jir.,s¡5i1r.; r;í ioocl
iienrs {u¡rtc ten itenrs in s¡mrreri ¡nci that chi'¡ncnrid lan.¿ae ã[)peärËu il be tire
;ìlost inrpc-ìt-t¡rtrl íood itcm, They,'.nrs¡o present irr 77.1!c r-rf tl-lr; diqesii',,e iracis
examine'i. Other irn¡rorlant items !r'ere mrüfr-r uailcjisíllr ltnrac.l anti detrilus,
moslly algae and ¡rlarll,rton, The c;r:,nslant temperai.ure cf ihe sf.rring-r prcrnrcites

','ear-roJnd grr:r^ith anll ¡.rr-crductic.rn of aquairc ¡-ilrnls. algac:, and ir,'¡erlebrate íor:u
Lra:se, ¿¡ll1;r.r.ri'1g¡ tfl¿ O,,t,¡:ns ;Ul chub i.c re:-ia,r', ecti',,e t,CAr-t3,JnCi .

i

I

I

L

-i':rL:i(-jcilCA
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.1.4 Rtloroductr,on

-Qrlllt,, äspûrtis r:i lui chuLl i;íe'ristor1, (:ill ltc sLrrnrisc;c lrcrnr stutiies of ,lthe'
silg¿jes. lrr r1en,era, l,li ultr¡l-rs';i:rì(rr'lliî-ìr:l fronr la¡c, rn,'intcr tr: c:irrl.,v slrÌir¡ìet 1.,:-i

spã\r{'n tl,,irlr arjuatic',,ec,letall,'jtl c)f Uíâltel Sullstratr: (Kin'rse'i', 1!}5rl). l:Êtla-,les ''lla1'

¡-rroclLri-:e a larqc nunlh¿r iif ec1g1s. A fer¡ale frrr,t-, Faiilc T:ike ntc.;rsrrrrrcl 2ù xt¡',
(tûrìtiìrnr.i(j ii,2û0 rne etlq-s fenri.,les fronr ;-r¡r Oregorr ¡tolillatrc.rn n]eesurinü 1lì-
29 crl colt€rinu-rl 4,lr4(S-25 Ll,.jt-) er=lrjS anr:j [,,lolia'",e tui clrubs nre¿rsurinr] 1t'/'2 ut¡t
c,trntâirlrlri 3 t':lt--r-5t-t tJ0i) cç¡¡-¡s Spatvrring irr nrost tllaccs ¡.i-'urs ili temp.s¡a¡¡¡¡35
L,el,,,leÉl'l I3 of¡d i7 ''C, althcLlllr lriunai,e lrri cilrhs li¿t'u'c'r been iecordc.L;

sliilr,¡lr,iûrl;rt 2íj "Ll, i',,1Ê.r,u'¡lr,,fr,ni i¡r.-'ci Eclgs at'e '1.5-1.9 i'rlítt l-r r:iianlr.:ir,-r anci adhere
lo aq'tatic Þrlalìs ú: l-ri;:tt,rrr. Enrbrt'as natch ln Ii'lrÊe lt] si¡ r-la'vs and larv'a''-::rtirrl
ieecl¡nrl scorì il[ter itatcfrirr¡ lhlc¡'¡¿. ?Üi.,?¡

ln i',.,'icErn.'an s -ctiriiV flr,',lc¡s tJi c:l Lr L-'¿i" [:le H¿rtclle¡V hr,radscr: ¡,r¡s. he To.lnr-r â Ir:-rrtg

:ltt¿l\,',':rin,.ì seaSüll, íf'l,t'ìl F,irt-,íLl:jlr,L-lntil ,iLll.\, Btr:.ltJsc ìl-tl',ìr¿¡tef terllËe;¿r'.Lr 'e
j-r-rnìâins cr-rl¡starrt 1'elì:-r,:,u'lfl , ii ,.,1.,as r:n,:l3i¡r r.l',rf¡¡l ¡ltl',,'irrrntt.e.'.:ntal s:inrillr-l '-i

'Lliqr;ei'r:o :jlliì\,'r,nì;tU. i,¡,.I1'rilt,: htt i-li¡i ilot otrstrv'e ilìÊ O'r','eit; ttli r:t-tl[., cc¡q:; tn t-he

vcrl¡;taiion, lre rrcrte;:i tl',e aclhe¡-ir.¿ i1x¿li¡1,,',-;i Iile Ê-tjlJS,1lìr-.1 t,llJ¡-t:rl'"'a'fi lar¡i;l ¿ltril

l!/o.lti[J cl'rubs ln ltre i,,r,ìLl¿{t r-: '-,+¡;eiaiirrrr- É\ûLiailtLì \re{.ì elllllr-'f, ¡S l:,i'r)rìiln'lco tiì b,ij

È5s;erlt al t,i its ri:¡rlrdulti','= sucogl,:,s (l:'icFi',;an, 1U8!1i

3, [-' iriedâtí; T-r

¡i5 tìL,teL: ¡i[-içr,,;,e, il.kr ctcai.i:st pr:l-:ator lf] thÊ:'el--,rocJ(lÕiilrr'r ol tile çtenetÌc.rlìL'ü!¡ri:
ljr,r'err:; tLli ci¡ttfì srjlrspecirrs, is it'r,,j t-Lln-nâtr'.,e L¡ll-rc.rt'lian t;li .i''u¡ i¡.'illi r^,rhilh il
rr.¿¡tlii.v'interLrreecl:;, A:.^ il is,,'iriuellV inrl;t-:Si-iiilr';1n cr¡rdicaie il're L¿ì:lcrllcltt iul
chr-rl-r 1-rr-rrfl ll'e O,.';rjn.c Ri'.,,rr [t¿l.sir, Lhe C)'iu'erS 1t]t cl'rLtlr ¡'xisls tnl'/ tn tsitlati:ri.i

tel,.t ,-;l:t r,,.rl¡gr! ll'r È"i: l¡ri: pl-,,,,-sr':al L,¿lrritrs lf-l rìl;íl'atlll:l crf il¡r-'rì(irr-l'¿lt."lfj [isile:;,

¡,s :l'crc ¿1 ¡¡-r ¡-¡ -r rtåiii','e lrs¡ìl r: tl-r,.: üv¡r.rns l-ìivtr r-lrilitti':r¡r: lilal ea: c;,th¡-r' [ì:;it

ql,,,lcEl.,,a,t" 'l ir8,ili, ll'lr": [1,,'uels [,.r r cilrr[] h¡-rs 'rot,:li-)-L'ví.llr.'eü tr'tlh ar fiSil tirerl ¡'irlrr 3ñtl
-nlry t:r-rl lì¡lvr-, lr,:¿-1il-rcrl prer.: a1¡¡ ¿1 r,r¡i¡l¡Ì.li:t-:, fl¡e¡e{cre. li ll¡ls.Jei:li¡rel 

""'ith 
t¡¿'

:¡[r,:rc,Jc:icrr r-r I r-:titt]r nrr:i1 ¿'rrl'i rll'-ilil iiSh. tn':llcl itl:l Lrrt,'.,,rti ìruL: I atrr-i lar,:rr':ì-r¡: ulh

5as:,

[.J ¡ ;:re.:-1 ltt'r-r1, ltr-r!i,c'"taî, 
",t,;í1.. 

[)L]l--ìH¡,rer-l l-)1,, litt¡tL.r'ltrr,3 t'¿lt:rljr-1',',' l'!lLlt l¡rt;sitl . i¡r '-l :e
,'rE ir¡u ÊD lrceii:;¡)r't:rc;:=.;, in:j ic;rtrnl: :he¡: tili LlhLtb:i il ra Í'ttL er ¡-itt:e:le,:i íi;Lr'.1 'a¡r
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(lvÍcEv'ran, 1E89). ln fact, numerous trout v.'ere obseru'ecl in ihe lggg monrioring
of the CD spring, r,vhile tui chub lve¡e aþsent fMalengo, 1999). L4cpv,,an alsc
ob-çerycd ¡rotential preda:ion b',, tllac.k cror,,¡nc,d niqht herons and greal tlluÊ
herons The hercrns cause irout losses at ihe Hatcherv as ,uuell.

.t 0 Appropriatc.; Hal¡iiars r.o,'iihin the Long \,/alley CakJera

The essential requireitrents for Or,vens tui chub habrtat appeär to be: i) physical
rsolation fronl tion-tlaiive fisn; 2) r,'egelalion; 3) low-vr:locrty waters; 4) suffrc;ent
lcod sources ilarvae and delntusJ: 5) r,,raîer ternperature and qualit}, r,vrilrin iis
toìerance rËrre.Je. Of these. isolaiion is protrabt'r the nrcst impcrrlant.

The Otl'ens Basin ViretlantJ and Aouatrc Species Recovery Plan {US Fish an<j
Vi'iìdfile Service, 1998J clescril¡es acticlns necESSary io restore ¡to¡rulartions and
ellhance habitat fci- the Ovøens tui chLrt¡ ancl other threatenc,rcj or snrcJangered
species so lhey no ionger requirc prolectiorr 

'¡f the Endan¡ered Species Aci" ll ls
a lLrcs;tçj ecosysierìt-bi¡sec reccver¡r pla11. The Plan identifies a nunrr¡er oí
potetriial Conservation Areas, or landscape unrts clraracterrstic oí the Oi^,;eris
Basin valley-floor that include habitat for rare species, \t'here impacts to existing
lartd and wâter uses ai-e mininlal ani clrances íor reco\'ery of canclidate speciei
are greatest. The Conservaiion Areas include. Lltile Hot Creek anrj Hol Creek ín
Long Valic\'; Round Vallev, Fish Slough, \4f arrl S¡>rings, Blacl",rocl^r and Souihcrrr
Oit'ells in the Or,vens \/alley; aircl h,ìule S¡:r'ing in Lhe lry'o lvlountaÍn.s. These
habitats e;'e on lands o'.^¡nucj by' LCrS Arrgeles Departnrer¡¡ 9f r,//¿lçr ancl F¡;r.,,.rs¡-
Burtlatl nl Lend [r,llrnagement, and US Fc;rest Ser'¡ice Besides il-.e c:ÍficLrltl' ol
cbtarrrrng coopetaticn fronl ihese entitie-s, one itroulern rrf this rnullÈs¡;ccies ;;larr
I'uith res¡rect lo tlte.Qin,ens tuì chul-r is rlainia¡irrin!¡ ìsolat;on on a strea¡r sysienl
such as Líttle Hol Creek. lf non-native Íislr are presenl l,ithin the Consr-'Fr,âtiorl
Area, An Oi'u'ens tui chub pC[.'uiatrort r,nrill p¡6þ¿þ1r,, ncri i:e ,,,iable,

Tile success of th; O',','f,'rìs, iui,uhui¡ at Sctcher Lal.le inilrcalcs trat ri is a,laptahle,
ei'en to habiiats otlt r.'f tts Itailr'e range, \¡r/itl-rrl 1l-re Lonç Valley Calc'era, suitalllc
habiiat ior Or¡rens tui crut¡ may exist in rsc;la:'icci ¡lcrn,Cs or impoundments that
coulcl le stocked ',vith thc: fish, The [arld6\Â,rr]Êr, iìi¡ir.rsç,s¡, r.,r.r6si¡l ha',,e tt-.,;rclrúij t{_;

tl-re rustrictions on land use ¡nri i:rotentiai rrs¡ro¡5iþ¡lities of ¡n¡.rintelininll a,l
c ;trJ a rt ge'ed ¡-r r-rp,l le; t ir-,, n.

5 0 C,:rnr...litsioris

O'.çerls i,Lrt chub haoitat in the Lcng Valle¡,'Calclera is t¡lpically lo',v vejocitv tt,aters
'r^.'ith al-lundant vegetaticn. and inciucles a \,.,,¡clÊ ran/_-jrj of ,r,,,'ater tenr¡rcratures.
i\/aters uary íronr tlrt: co:-rsistentlS; \\'arnì tenrperatures o{ the Fistr Ha¡cher\,
Springs and Little Hot Cree[,] rmpounCnrent ri.l-i I 'C and 21-25'C. respectii,ell,')
to tlrr: seasorlal i'ariations Érbserved in ihe Upprer Oi,,,ens Gnrcle arlrj ','arit)us
l'.olding Frot-tcis i'u'here ìen:¡;eratures çan rñnge iron 2-25 "C 'uvithin Lì \'ear.
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Owens Tui Chub
(Siphdteles bicolor snyde ri [Species photo

to come]
= Gilo bicolor snyderil

Legal Status

DUDEI(

fS;

State: Endangered, Fully
Protected
Federal: Endangered [50 FR

31.592-31.597)
Critical Habitat: Designated on August 5, 1985 [50 FR 3I592-3L597)
Recovery Planning: Owens Basin Wetland and Aquatic Species

Recovery Plan, Inyo and Mono Counties (USFWS 1998)

Notes: The S-year review for this species IUSFWS 2009) found that
threats that were present when the Owens tui chub was listed are

still present with new threats identified. The recovery priority
number assigned was 3, which indicates the taxon is a subspecies

that faces a high degree of threat and has a high potential for
recovery (USFWS 2009).

Taxonomy

The Owens tui chub (siphateles bicolor snyderi) is a member of the

minnow family (Cyprinidae). It was described in L973 as a subspecies

of tui chub endemic to the Owens Basin fMiller L973) as Gíla bicolor

snyderi. Simons and Mayden (1998J published a paper addressing the

classification of the North America genera of Cyprinidae and, based on

ribonucleic acid sequences, restored Siphateles from a subgenus to a
full genus. The California Department of Fish and Game ICDFG)

currently includes the species under the genus Siphateles ICDFG
207I), and the U,S. Fish and Wildlife Service IUSFWS) proposes the

taxonomic change from G, b. snyderi To S. b. snyderi IUSFWS 2009J.

This taxonomic change will not affect its federal listing status.

It is morphologically similar to the Mohave tui chub (5. b. mohavensr)

and Lahontan tui chub [S. b. obesus).It is distinguished from its closest

relative, the Lahontan tui chub, by scales with a weakly developed or

v
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absent basal shield, lateral and apical radii that number 13 to 29, the
structure of its phar¡mgeal arches, the number of anal fin rays, gill-raker
counts of 10 to "J.4, and 52 to 58 lateral line scales (Miller 1973). Dorsal
and lateral coloration varies from bronze to dusþ green, grading to
silver or white on the belly. The species may reach a total length of 12
inches, The Owens tui chub evolved in the Owens River watershed with
only three other smaller species of fishes, Owens pupfish (Cyprinodon
radiosus), Owens speclded dace (Rhinichthys osculus ssp.), and Owens
s ucker (C ato s to mu s fu m e iv entris) (U S FWS Z0 09).

Based on recent genetic research, Chen et al. (2007) proposed that the
Cabin Bar Ranch population is a separate lineage-the Toikona tui
chub lineage-from the Owens tui chub lineage. They do not propose
making a formal taxonomic split from the Owens tui chub until more
information becomes available.

Descriptions of the species' physical characteristics can be found in
USFWS (1998) and USFWS [2009).

Distribution

General

The owens tui chub is endemic to the owens Basin (owens valley,
Round valley, and Long valleyJ of Inyo and Mono counties, california
(usFWS 1ee8).

Distribution and Occurrences within the Plan Area

Historicøl

Early fish collections in the Owens Basin documented Owens tui chub in
owens Lake, several sites along the owens River from Long valley to
Lone Pine, tributary streams near the Owens River in Long vailey and
owens valley, Fish slough, and irrigation ditches and ponds near Bishop,
Big Pine, and Lone Pine (Miller L973; USFWS 2009). Although there is
only one record for Owens tui chub in the Plan Area from before L990 in
the california Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) fFigure Sp-F4; Dudek
20'l'L), the scattered distribution of these localities and the ease with
which researchers captured fish suggest that owens tui chub were
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common and occupied all valley floor wetlands near the Owens River in
Inyo and Mono counties IUSFWS 2004).

Recent

Currentl¡ genetically pure Owens tui chub is limited to six isolated
sites in the Owens Basin: Hot Creek Headwaters IAB Spring and CD

Spring), Little Hot Creek Pond, Upper Owens Gorge, Mule Spring
White Mountain Research Station (operated by the University of
California), and Sotcher Lake, the last of which is outside the historical
range of the species in Madera County (USFWS 2009). However, there
are only three recent occurrence records documented in the CNDDB

database [Figure SP-F4; Dudek 201,L).ln t987 , Owens tui chub were
found occupying irrigation ditches and a spring at Cabin Bar Ranch on

the southwest shore of Owens Dry Lake, and became known as the
Cabin Bar Ranch population (USFWS 2009). Predation from
introduced largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoídes) and bluegill
sunfish (Lepomís macrochirus), and failure to maintain adequate

water quality and quantity, extirpated the Cabin Bar Ranch population

of Owens tui chub in 2003 IUSFWS 2009), However, prior to
extirpation, 24 individuals were placed in an artificial pond and

moved to Mule Spring in 1990; all extant fish of this group descend

from this transplant (Chen et al. 2007J. The Plan Area includes the
former Cabin Bar Ranch population and the Mule Spring population
(see Figure SP-F4). USFWS [L998) has proposed three conservation
areas within the Plan Area: Mule Spring, Black Roch and Southern

Owens fthe Cabin Bar Ranch population was found on the southwest
shore of Owens Dry LakeJ.

Natural History

Habitat Requirements

The Owens tui chub occurs in low-velocity waters with well-
developed beds of aquatic plants, rocks, and undercut banks with
bottoms of gravel (Leunda et al. 2005; Moyle 2002). Dense aquatic

vegetative cover is likely important to Owens tui chubs for predator
avoidance, reproduction, water velocity displacement, and feeding

[McEwan t989, as cited in Geologica 2003; McEwan 199L). Plant
species observed in occupied habitat at the Hot Creek Headwaters

DUDEK
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population include watercress (Nasturcium fficinale), water fern
(Azolla filiculoide s), ducla¡¡eed (Lemna sp.), pondw eed (P otamog eton
sp.), aquatic buttercup (Ranunculus aquatilrs), and elodea (Elodea
canadensis) (McEwan 799L). McEwan (1991) provides details of the
habitat structure at the Hot Creek Headwaters population, where
plants cover approximately 50o/o to 75o/o of the stream surface area.
The plants typically grow out from the sides in the main channel,
forming dense beds along the stream margins that delineate a small
chute of swift-flowing water in the center of the channel, In the
backwater areas with zero water velocities, vegetation covers nearly
L00o/o of the surface area. There is a limited die-off of vegetation beds
during the winter, but most of the beds persist due to the thermal
characteristics of the headsprings.

Water temperature within occupied habitat varies to a great degree
(as summarized in Geologica [2003]). It can be fairly constant at
spring sites [14-18'C [57-64"F]), hotter at hot springs (21,-ZS "C [70-
77"F1), and cooler in a river (36-78'F l2-25"C1) [Geologica 2003).
Within occupied habitat where measurements exist, pH ranges from
6.6 to 8.9 (McEwan t989; Geologica 2003), dissolved oxygen varies
from 5 to 9.3 milligrams/liter (Malengo 1999; Geologica 2003), and
alkalinity varies from 68.0 to 88.4 parts per million (McEwan 1989).

The Owens tui chub is restricted to six total populations, five of which
are within the historical range of the species. Of these five
populations, three [Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond, and
Upper Owens Gorge) are located in small, isolated, man-altered
portions of these waterways. The other two populations fMule Spring
and White Mountain Research Station) exist in manmade ponds at
upland sites with water supplied by artificial methods. A detailed
account of the habitat at each of the extant populations can be found
in the S-year review IUSFWS 2009').
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Table 1. Habitat Associations for Owens Tui Chub

land Cover
Type

[and
Cover Habitat
Use Designation

Habitat
Parameters

Supporting
lnformation

Low-velocity
waters

Breedi Primary
ng/fora
ging

Low-velocity
waters with
well-developed
beds of aquatic
vegetation,
rocks, and

undercut banks

Direct
observation
studies

Sources: USFWS 2009; Leunda et al. 2005; McEwan 1991, Geologica 2003.

Foraging Requirements

The results of a gut content analysis indicate that Owens tui chub is an

opportunistic omnivore that utilizes a wide variety of food items
(McEwan L99Ð. Aquatic vegetation is especially important as it
provides forage and habitat for aquatic invertebrates, the main food

item of the Owens tui chub [McEwan L989, as cited in Geologica2003;
McEwan L99L). Specific food items that appear to be of importance
include chironomids, larvae of two species of hydroptillid caddisfly,

other aquatic invertebrates, plant material, and detritus (McEwan

L99L). There is evidence that the diet varies seasonally at the Hot
Creek Headwaters (McEwan L99L); the dominant items in Owens tui
chub diet there are chironomid larvae and algae in spring, chironomid
larvae in summer, hydroptillid caddisflies in fall, and chironomid
larvae in winter [McEwan I99L). Owens tui chubs feed mainly by
gleaning and grazing among submerged vegetation [Geologica 2003).

Reproduction

Sexual maturity in Owens tui chub appears dependent on the

microhabitat. For example, sexual maturity in springs with constant
water temperature has been recorded at 2 years for females and L

year for males, in comparison to more varied temperatures where
males and females reach sexual maturity atZyears [McEwan 1990, as

cited in USFWS 2009). In general, tui chubs congregate from later
winter to early summer to spawn over aquatic vegetation or gravel

substrates fKimsey L954, as cited in Geologica 2003). More
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specificall¡ McEwan (L990, as cited in USFWS ZO09), recorded
spawning from late winter to early summer at spring habitats, and
from spring to early summer in riverine and lacustrine or lake-like
habitats. Spawning appears to be triggered by day length and
warming water temperatures [McEwan ]_989, Igg0, as cited in USFWS
2009). With the adhesive quality of the eggs, spawning usually occurs
over gravel substrate or aquatic vegetation (usFWS z00g). Multiple
spawning bouts during the breeding season are likely fMoyle ZO0Z),
and females may produce large numbers of eggs at each bout
fGeologica 2003). Embryos hatch in 3 to 6 days (Moyle Z00Z), and
may be influenced by water temperature, with eggs hatching earlier in
warmer water (cooper L978, as cited in UsFWS 2009). Larvae remain
near aquatic plants after hatching (Moyle 2002). Growth during the
first summer is rapid and slows at maturity, usually in the second to
fourth year (Moyl e 2002).

Table 2.Key Seasonal Periods for Owens Tui Chub

t
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Breeding XXXXX

Sources: USFWS L998, 2009.

SpatialActivity

The dispersal, home range, and migratory patterns of owens tui chub
are not well understood. Many of the locations where they are
currently found are completely isolated from other populations. Tui
chubs congregate from late winter to early summer to spawn over
aquatic vegetation or gravel substrates [usFWS z00g). chen et al.
(2007) have determined that the owens tui chub lineage is more
genetically distinct from the Cabin Bar Ranch population (the Toikona
tui chub lineageJ than the Lahontan tui chub, which may represent
independent lines of evolution (i.e, no dispersal). Morphology,
swimming ability, and behavior all suggest the species is not adapted to
movement through rapid waters fMoyle ?,002). Therefore, movement
of this species likely requires the presence of vegetation beds so that
high-velocity areas are encountered only briefly, |enkins (L990, as cited
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in Geologica 2003) observed no Owens tui chub in the Owens River

Gorge within riffle habitat Dispersal of other species of tui chub has

been inferred using gene flow, where unidirectional dispersal and
bidirectional inter-basin gene flow have been recorded (Chen 2006). In
addition, daily migrations have been observed for tui chub in large,

deep lakes during summer, whereas they move between deep water
during the day and shallow water during the night fMoyle 2002).

Ecological Relationships

Owens tui chub were once common and occupied all valley floor
wetlands near the Owens River in Inyo and Mono counties. Since that
time, predaceous non-native fishes, extensive development of water
resources, and interbreeding with Lahontan tui chub has resulted in
population decline and habitat loss.

Currently, the major threat to the species is introgression with
Lahontan tui chub (Chen et aL.2007). The Owens tui chub is reliant on

slow-moving freshwater habitats that provide food and cover, but that
are free ofnon-native aquatic predators and other tui chub subspecies

and hybrids. It requires aquatic vegetation for cover, foraging, and

spawning, as well as gravel substrates for spawning. If one or more of
these elements are absent, it can be quickly extirpated from a location.

Population Status and Trends

DUDEK
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Global: Critically imperiled (NatureServe 201,1)

State: Same as above

Within Plan Area: Same as above

Since its listing in 1985, three new populations of Owens tui chub

have been established, bringing the current number to six. Four of
these populations are in small, manmade or man-altered waters, and

one is outside the historical range of the species at an artificial lake
(Sotcher Lake). USFWS [2009) recommends that a Recovery Priority
Number of 3 be assigned to Owens tui chub, which indicates that the

taxon is a subspecies that faces a high degree ofthreat and has a high
potential for recovery. The threats that were present when the Owens

tui chub was listed are still present with new threats identified
(usFWS 2009).
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Threats and Environmental Stressors

USWFS (2009) provides a detailed explanation of the threats to
Owens tui chub, which are summarized here. Currently, the major
threat to the species is introgression [i.e., hybridization) with
Lahontan tui chub fChen et al, 2007), which has resulted in
extirpation throughout most of its range IUSFWS 2009).ln 1973, the
Lahontan tui chub was introduced as baitfish into many of the streams
in the Owens Basin. Historically, the Owens tui chub and Lahontan tui
chub were isolated from each other, but now hybridization has been
documented for populations in Mono County-at Hot Creek
(downstream from the hatchery), Mammoth Creeh Twin Lakes-
Mammoth, fune Lake, and Owens River Upper Gorge Tailbay. In Inyo
County, hybridization has been documented at Al_ Drain, C2 Ditch, and
McNally Canal fMadoz et al. 2005, as cited in USFWS 2009; Chen 2006,
as cited in USFWS 2009).lf the barriers that are acting to isolate the
Owens tui chub populations from Lahontan tui chub become
permeable, this could result in the loss of genetically pure populations
of Owens tui chubs at Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond,
and the Upper Owens Gorge. In addition, the opportunities to
establish new populations of Owens tui chub in the Owens Basin are
limited by the presence of hybrids in the Owens River and its
tributaries. Currently, the only viable locations for establishing the
Owens tui chub are isolated springs or the headwaters of streams
with downstream barriers to upstream movement of Lahontan tui
chubs or hybrids.

USFWS (50 FR 3L592-3'1,597J identified extensive habitat destruction
and modification as threats to the Owens tui chub, and this is current
as of today, Currently, Owens Basin water is in high demand that is
expected to increase, which would reduce the overall availability of
surface waters. The survival of ¡øo populations [White Mountain
Research Station and Mule Spring) is dependent upon the continual
maintenance of the artificial water supply and assurance of adequate
water quality. The Upper Owens Gorge population is a pool created by
a beaver dam that is eroding, which is slowly reducing the lacustrine
habitat for Owens tui chubs.

Submerged aquatic vegetation is a key habitat requirement for the
Owens tui chub, but not with large amounts of emergent vegetation
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because it may provide cover for nonnative predators of Owens tui
chubs, such as bullfrogs and crayfish (Procambarus sp.). At the spring
sites [Hot Creek Headwaters, Little Hot Creek Pond, and Mule Spring),

emergent vegetation (e.g., cattail) have reduced and altered the
aquatic habitat, and routine removal of emergent vegetation is
required. The Mule Spring and White Mountain Research Station
populations require routine management of water quantity and water
quality. The environment that the Upper Owens Gorge population
inhabits has been severely altered by the construction of a dam, with
no mechanism to manage adequate releases of water downstream of
the dam.

Since listing, evidence of disease has been observed in some

populations of the Owens tui chub (USFWS 2009). In AB Spring at Hot
Creek Headwaters, Bogan et al. (2002, as cited in USFWS 2009) found
evidence of infection in six of the seven Owens tui chubs that were
collected for genetic analysis, Since disease has been identified in
Owens tui chubs, it is considered a threat. However, the magnitude of
this threat is unknown IUSFWS 2009).

The final listing rule [50 FR 31592-3f597) identiñed predation by
introduced non-native fish as a major threat to the Owens tui chub.

Predation by non-native largemouth bass and bror,r¡n trout is thought to
have eliminated Owens tui chubs from much of their historical range in
the Owens River (Chen and May 2003), and it is believed that non-native

fish fiargemouth bass and bluegill sunfishJ played a role in extirpating
the Cabin Bar Ranch population (Chen et al. 2007). Mosquito fish
(Gambusia ffinß) may also present a threat, as they are known to prey
on small individuals of Mohave tui chub (Archdeacon 2007, as cited in
USFWS 2009). At Mule Spring bullfrogs are present and probably prey
on Owens tui chubs, as they are knor¡¡n to prey on other subspecies of tui
chubs [Parmenter 2009, as cited in USFWS 2009).

The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms is considered a

threat at this time by USFWS (2009), largely due to unregulated
actions that could overdraft the aquifer in the Owens Valley
Groundwater Basin area, which may result in reduced or no water
flow to existing isolated springs and headwater springs of streams in
the Owens Basin. The issue stems from the fact that the aquifer in the
Owens Basin has not been adjudicated and its use is not regulated.
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Any reduction in flow from springs in the Owens Basin would result in
further reductions of habitat quality and quantity for the owens tui
chub at springs and tributaries of the Owens River.

Currentl¡ Owens tui chub populations are small, between j.00 and
1,0,000 individuals; therefore, random events that may cause high
mortality or decreased reproduction could readily eliminate an entire
population, which would have a significant effect on the viability of
Owens tui chub populations. Furthermore, because the number of
populations is small (six) and each is vulnerable to this threat, the risk
of extinction is exacerbated [usFWS 2009). The owens tui chub has
experienced population loss from environmental stochastic events
and will likely do so in the future, For example, the cabin Bar Ranch
population was lost because of an apparent failure to maintain
adequate water quality and quantity and the introduction of non-
native predators. Another example is the disappearance of owens tui
chub from the Owens Valley Native Fishes Sanctuary fFish Slough).
Reasons for the loss of this population are not known, but the small,
isolated nature of this population likely contributed to their
extirpation (USFWS 2009).

In small populations, such as the Owens tui chub, there are a number
of factors that may reduce the amount of genetic diversity retained
within populations and may increase the chance that deleterious
recessive genes are expressed. Loss of diversity could limit the
species' ability to adapt to future environmental changes and
contributes to inbreeding depression (i.e., loss of reproductive fitness
and vigorJ IUSFWS 2009). Deleterious recessive genes could reduce
the viability and reproductive success of individuals. Isolation of the
six remaining populations, preventing any natural genetic exchange,
will lead to a decrease in genetic diversity.

Conservation and Management Activities

The recovery plan (USFWS 1998) provides a detailed account of
management goals that need to be successfully implemented in order
for the species to be delisted:
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Establish multiple, self-sustaining populations of Owens tui chubs

throughout much of the historical range of the species in six

identified conservation areas;

Ensure these populations are self-sustaining;

Ensure that each population contains juvenile and three additional

age classes, and that the biomass of Owens tui chubs exceed the

biomass of deleterious, non-native aquatic predatory species, which

would demonstrate successful recruitment and minimal predation

on smaller Owens tui chubs by non-native aquatic species;

Reduce competition with non-native aquatic species;

Increase the ability to conserve and protect aquatic habitats;

Implement measures to prevent hybridization with introduced

Lahontan tui chubs;

To the extent possible, reduce the probability of the loss of Owens

tui chub populations from stochastic events; and

Complete an approved management plan and implementing

agreement that address water quantity and groundwater management

with the land managers.

These recovery plan criteria do not address threats from disease;

catastrophic events that may affect the Owens Basin; demographig

genetiq or environmental stochasticity; or climate change. The recovery

plan identifies no recovery criteria for the Toikona lineage, as the

occurrence of this lineage was unknown when the recovery plan was

approved. The S-year review IUSFWS 2009) finds that none of these

management goals has either not been achieved or can't be evaluated.

Data Characterization

The distribution of and threats to Owens tui chub are sufficiently well
known to allow coverage of this species in the Desert Renewable

Energy Conservation Plan. Missing pieces of information on this

species include the lack of understanding of the Toikona lineage as far

as origin, genetics, and ecophysiology (Chen et al.2007J. Additionally,

the lack of management plans at each of the six existing populations

has resulted in less than ideal protections for the species and a poor

understanding of the population dynamics, A reintroduction plan with
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a specific genetic distribution of the current populations is also
needed. considering the degree of known introgression between
Lahontan and Owens tui chub [Chen et al. ZOOT), data on the
distribution of genetically pure owens tui chub and existing barriers
is key.

Management and Monitoring Considerations
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The Plan Area includes the former cabin Bar Ranch population and the
Mule spring population, as well as three proposed conservation areas:
Mule spring Black Roch and southern owens Dry Lake. The genetically
important and distinct Toikona lineage that occurs in the plan Area
descended from a total of 24 founders from cabin Bar Ranch and its
extant population is confined to two diminutive artificial ponds at Mule
spring (chen et aL.2007), chen et al. (2007) have determined that the
owens tui chub lineage is more genetically distinct from the Toikona
lineage than the Lahontan tui chub, which illustrates the genetic
importance of the Toikona lineage. They have also determined that the
Toikona lineage is suffering from low genetic variation that may be a
consequence of founder effects. specific management within the plan

Area may include development of a management plan specific to the
Mule Spring population. The management plan should propose
methods to secure the conservation and the management of water
quantity, water quality, habitat, and aquatic predators at the existing
occupied ponds at Mule spring. It should also illustrate in detail how to
create new populations for the Toikona lineage, as well as increase
effective population size. This detail should include a specific
standardized genetic protocol. candidate conservation areas to be
evaluated within the Plan Area for new Toikona lineage populations
may include Black Roch southern owens Dry Lake, and other areas at
Mule spring. Evaluation criteria may include the presence of suitable
habitat and the absence of predators and the Lahontan tui chub and
their hybrids. Because so little is known about the Toikona lineage,
additional studies and research should be proposed, such as origin,
genetics, and ecophysiology.
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Predicted Species Distribution in Plan Area

Species model summary and results will be provided following
model development,
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ABSTRÄCT

Changes in surficial thermal features and land-surface
elevations can accompany development of geothermal

reservoirs. Such changes have been documented to varying
extents at geothermal fields in the Westem United States,

including Long Valley czldera, Coso Hot Springs, and

Amadee Hot Springs in California, and Steamboat Springs,
Beowawe, Dixie Valley, and Brady Hot Springs in Nevada.
The best-documented cases are for the Casa Diablo area in
Long Valley caldera, Califomia and for Steamboat Springs,
Nevada where hydrologic monitoring p¡ograms have

delineated some combination of declines in thermal-water
discharge, increases in fuma¡olic steam discharge, and

subsidence. At other areas noted above, similar types of
changes have occurred but existing monitoring programs do
not permit the same level of analysis of cause-and-effect
relationships between such surficial changes and contributing
factors.

I, INTRODUCTION

In most respects, geothermal energy offers considerable
advantages over other forms of electrical and direct-use
energy development in terms of minimizing adverse

environmental effects. However, exploitable geothermal

reservoirs are commonly associated with su¡ficial thermal
feafures such as hot springs and fumaroles, and some level of
change in such feahrres can be expected to accompany
subsurface pressure changes associated with the production
and injection of reservoir fluids. Geothermal reservoir
pressure and temperature declines can also result in
subsidence ofthe land surface. Perhaps the besldocumented
examples are from the Wai¡akei and Broadlands geothermal

fields in New Zeala¡d (Allis, 1981; Glover et a1,,1996).

Most areas of existing or potential geothermal development in
the Westem United States include natural thermal features
such as hot springs, geysers, spring-fed thermal pools, and

steam-heated featu¡es such as fumaroles and hot pools. The

extent that these features may be impacted by geothermal

development depends on many factors, including both the
properties of the subsurface and the details of the

development (production and injection) scheme. The

hydrologic and mechanical properties of the subsurface a¡e

usually not sufficiently known before deveiopment begins to
predict the distribution and magnitude of surficial changes.

Ideally, a hydrologic monitoring program should be in
operation before and during development in order to delineate

changes from both nafural and man-made influences. For a

variety of institutional, economic, and engineering reasons,

this ideal is rarely met. Even when monitoring data are

available, it is often difficult to quantify the ¡elative effects of
different factors that can influence surficiai conditions, e.g

variations in precipitation and groundwater recharge,
pumpage of groundwater aquifers, and crustal unrest
(earthquakes and deformation).

The following list (see Figure I for locations) includes areas

for which some degree of documentation exists for changes in
surficial thermal features and land-surface elevations,
followed by references to background information.

o Amadee Hot Springs, California: Land subsidence
(Unpublished consultant's reports available from Lassen

County Planning Department and Califomia Division of
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources)

¡ Beowawe, Nevada: Cessation of geyser discharge
(Layman, 1984; Faulder er al., 1997)

¡ Brady Hot Springs, Nevada: Cessation of hot-spring
discharge and onset of boiling and steam upflow from
shallow aquifers (Garside and Schilling, 1979)

r Coso Hot Springs, Califomia: Increased activity of steam-

heated feahres (Combs and Rotstein, 1975; Moore and
Austin, 1983)

¡ Dixie Valley, Nevada: Increased activity of steam-heated
features and subsidence (Benoit, I 997; Bergfeld et al ,

I e98)
o Long Valley caldera, Califomia: Increased steam discharge

in the well field, decreased thermal-water discharge at sites
downstream from the well field, and subsidence (Sorey
andFanar, l998)

r Steamboat Springs, Nevada: Cessation ofgeyser discharge
(Sorey and Colvard, 1992)

In tbis paper, we describe the hydrologic monitoring program
and the evidence for changes in surficial features associated

with ongoing geothermal development in the Casa Diablo
area of Long Valley caldera. We also compare and contrast
the Long Valley development experience with that at
Steamboat Springs, Nevada, and comment on situations at the
other development aÌeas listed above.

2. LONG VÀLLEY CALDERA, CALIFORNIA

2.1 Geothermal Development

The geothermal system in Long Valley involves upflow from
a source reservoi¡ in the west moat of the caldera and lateral
outflow of thermal water in a generally west to east direction
(Sorey et a1., 1991). Reservoir temperatures range from
214'C beneath the west moat, to 170'C at Casa Diablo, and
110"C near Hot Creek gorge in the east moat of the caldera
(Figure 2). Hot springs discharge primarily within Hot Creek
gorge. Geothermal development currentiy consists of three

binary power plants on a combination of private and public
lands located at Casa Diablo. The plants produce a total of
about 40 MW from wells that tap the shallow, 170'C,
reservoir at depths of -150 m. Plant MP-l has been in
continuous operation since 1985; plants MP-2 and PLES-I
began operations in 1991. In thìs single-phase, closed system,
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cooled geothermal water at -80oC is reinjected in the well
field at depths of about 600 m. Total flow rate through the
plants is about 900 kg/s.

Inadvefent leaks ofisobutane working fluid into the injection
wells at Casa Diablo have provided a useful chemical tracer
within the geothermal system. Isobutane has been detected in
fumaroles at and near Casa Diablo and in the Hot Bubbling
Pool 5 km to the east. Fluorescein trace¡ tests and isobutane
data indicate that less than 10%o of the fluid injected at Casa
Diablo moves into the production zone. Instead, most of it
flows away from the well field within the injection reservoir.
The appearance of isobutane at distant thermal feafures,
however, indìcates a higher degree of connection between
these two zones outside the well field.

2.2 Hydrologic Monitoring Program

The Long Valley area, which includes the resort town of
Mammoth Lakes, has nurnerous features of geologic,
hydrologic, and recreational significance. Concerns ove¡
possible impacts of geothermal and water-resources
developments on surficial thermal features led to
establishment of the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory
Committee (LVHAC) in 1987. LVHAC membership includes
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service,
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Mono County, Califomia
State Department of Fish and Game, Mammoth Community
Water District, geothermal developers, and various
environmental organizations. As described by Fanæ and
Lyster (1990), the purpose of the LVHAC was to implement a

hydrologic monitoring program focused on early detection of
changes in surficial features that could be influenced by
water-resource developments within the caldera. The LVHAC
provides information to permitting agencies on such changes
and recommends mitigation alternatives for specific
development projects. The committee is advisory and as such
its recommendations do not create legal obligations. The
USGS, as a non-voting member of the LVHAC, is responsible
for collecting and compiling hydrologic monitoring data, and
has on occasion been requested to prepare interpretive reports
based on these data.

In addition to the hydrologic monitoring program conducted
by the USGS, each resource developer is required to monitor
conditions in and around their well fields. Thermal and
nonthermal subcommittees of the LVHAC meet with specific
developers to discuss both public and proprietary monitoring
and development data and interpretive analyses of such
information. Findings and/or recommendations are conveyed
to the LVHAC. Experience has shown that this full and open
disclosure and discussion of public and proprietary
monitoring data has allowed a more compiete understanding
of changes accompanying development and promoted an
attitude of trust that has helped to avoid litigation. One
example of this process is the planning and completion of a

numerical model of the response of the geothermal field to
development. The modeling was funded by the developer and
car¡ied out by one of its consultants, but input and review
were sought f¡om members of the thermal subcommittee.

The LVHAC monitoring program includes thermal springs
east of Casa Diablo (Figure 2), streamflow measurement sites
along Mammoth and Hot Creelq and both thermal and
nonthermal wells (e.g. CHl0B, and M-l4, respectively).

A¡eas of environmental concem include thermal springs at the
Hot Creek Fish Hatchery and in Hot Creek gorge. The
Hatchery springs discharge at a composite temperature near
16oC, considered optimum for trout-rearing operations.
These springs contain a small (-5%) component of thermal
water. Springs in Hot Creek gorge discharge at temperatures
up to boiling (93"C), and provide a popular environment for
bathing in heated creek water.

2.3 Changes in Surficial Features

Geothermal development at Casa Diablo has resulted in
declines in ¡eservoi¡ pressure and temperature over the 1985-
1998 period. As exemplified by data fiom observation well
65-32 on the edge of the well field (Figure 3), a cumulative
pressure change of 0.1 Mpa between 1985 and 1990 was
followed by an additional drop of 0.25 }ldpa during l99l in
response to increased production and deepening of injection
wells. Between l99l and 1999, reservoir pressures have
declined by about 0.1 Mpa for a total decline of 0.45 Mpa
(4.5 bars). The reduction in reservoir tempe¡ature amounts to
I 0-l 5"C, compared with localized reductions of -80.C in the
deeper injection zone. Boiling conditions in the heated
groundwater system above the production reservoi¡ have
resuited in significant steam occunences at and near the land
surface, including fumaroles occupying former hot-spring
vents, steam collecting beneath building foundations, and
steam flowing upward through the roots oftrees.

Data from the USGS monitoring program outside the Casa
Diablo area (Sorey and Farrar, 1998a, b) show cessation of
spring flow at Colton Spring (2 km east of Casa Diablo) and
declines in water level in Hot Bubbling Pool (HBP, 5 km east
of Casa Diablo). The water-level record for thermal well
CW-3 adjacent to HBP correlates with the pressure record
from well 65-32, indica|ing that the 0.25 Mpa pressure
decline in the well field in 1991 (equìvalent to a water-level
drop of 25 m) caused a drop of 1.2 m in water level at this
distance.

At the Hot Creek Fish Hatchery, chemical-flux measu¡ements
show that the thermal-water component in the springs has
declined by some 30-40% since 1990. However,
temperatures in the Hatchery springs have changed mainly in
Íesponse to variations in the nonthermal component caused by
seasonal and annual variations in groundwater recharge. The
apparent lack of observable response in spring temperature
accompanying the decline in thermal-water component
suggests a moderating influence of conductive heating from
rocks within and adjacent to the shallow flow zone containing
a mixtu¡e of thermal and nonthermal fluids

Total thermal-water discharge at Hot Creek gorge is
calculated from chemical flux measurements at gaging sites
on Hot Creek upstream and downstream fiom the thermal
springs. Within a measurement enor of -75%io, no decrease in
thermal-water flow has been detected ove¡ the 1988-1998
period and the presence of isobutane has not been detected in
the gorge springs It appears ûom this that the cunent level
of geothermal development has not caused detectible
hydrologic changes beyond distances ofabout 5 km from the
well field.

Leveling data collected along Highway 395 show subsidences
in the vicinity of Casa Diablo beginning in 1986,
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superimposed on a general pattem ofuplift that began in 1980
in response to crustal unrest (Sorey and Farrar, 1998; Sorey et
al., 1995). Since 1988, benchmarks at Casa Diablo have

subsided approximately 25 cm relative to benchmarks on the

resurgent dome, which have risen approximately 20 cm. This
perhaps represents a unique situation in that subsidence
induced by geothermal fluid withdrawal has allowed the

acfual land surface elevation to remain relatively constant,

while intermittent intrusive activity has cause significant
uplift ofthe surrounding region.

3. STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, NEVADA

3.1 Geothermal Development

The geothermal system beneath the Steamboat Hills, located
about midway between Reno and Carson City, Nevada, is
currently being developed by two well fields and associated
power plants (Figure 4). To the south, the higher-temperature
Caithness Power Incorporated (CPf development involves
single-stage steam flash and residual liquid injection. To the

nofh, the lower-temperature Far West Capital (FWC) project
involves production and injection of pressurized single-phase
liquid and binary power plant conversion. Electrical
production totals about 15 MW at the CPI plant and 85-90%
ofproduced fluids are reinjected north ofthe production well
field. The generating capacity of the FWC plants totals about
40 MW and 100% of produced fluids are reinjected in wel1s

adjacent to the production well field.

Between the two development areas is a silica terrace through
which hot springs and geysers discharged until 1987, when
sustained testing of geothermal wel1s began and water levels
in the spring vents began falling (Sorey and Colvard, 1992;
Collar and Huntley, 1990; Coliar, 1990). Analyses of
available hydroiogic and geochemical data have led various
authors to conclude that a single, interconnected, geothermal
system exists in the Steamboat Springs area (Sorey and
Colvard, 7992; Mariner and Janik, 1995, and White, 1968).

Hot water flows upward beneath the Steamboat Hills and then
laterally toward the north and nofiheast. In addjtion to the
main terrace described above, the ultimate point of discharge
of thermal water under pre-development conditions was

Steamboat Creek.

3.2 Hydrologic Monitoring Program

Regulation and monitoring activities at Steamboat have
tended to be more complex and difficult to pursue than at

Long Valley. Although there are multiple regulatory
jurisdictions involved at each area, the absence of an entity
such as the LVHAC at Steamboat has made it more difficult
to conduct adequate monitoring and to provide for interpretive
studies of changes associated with development. This
situation still exists today, in spite of the fact that part of the
silica terrace and adjacent areas to the west were designated
an Area of Critical Environmental Concern by the Bureau of
Land Management (Sorey and Colvard, 1992)

Each developer has been responsible for monitoring
conditions in and around their well field. A set of wells drilled
for testing and monitoring exists in the FWC well field; in the
CPI well field wells drilled for stratigraphic information a¡e

monitored. A network of wells drilled into the nonthermal

Sorey

groundwater system surounding the Steamboat Hills is
included in the monitoring program carried out by FWC.

3,3 Changes in Surficial Features

Data on pressure changes in the developed well fields are

either not publicly available or are difficult to interpret.
Pressures declines in both fields appear to be minimal (-0.05
Mpa, or 0.5 bars). This indicates high reservoir transmissivity
and pressure support from injection welis. Indeed, ûacer tests
at the FWC show that most of the injected wate¡ ¡emains
within the well field (Rose et al., 1999). This is in contrast to
the situation at Long Valley described above.

By the time monitoring programs began in eamest in 1986,
the geysers and springs were in decline and by 1987, liquid
discharge on the main terrace had stopped. Monitoring of
water levels in some spring vents continued through 1989,
when water levels in the silicalined spring conduits fell
beyond the reach of measuring equipment. Two
measurements were also made in 1989-1990 of thermal-water
discharge in Steamboat Creek, using chloride flux techniques.
for comparison with similar estimates made in the 1950-1960
period (Sorey and Colvard, 1992). These data suggest
declines in total discharge ofabout 40%.

The analysis by Sorey and Colvard (1992) concluded that
declines in hot-spring activity and thermal-water discharge at

Steamboat Springs resulted fiom a combinat'ion of (1)
successive years of below-normal precipitation and
groundwater recharge, (2) groundwater pumpage in the South
Truckee Meadows (north of the Steamboat Hills), and (3)
geothermal fluid production. It was not possible at that time
to adequately determine the relative impacts of each factor.
However, precipitation has retumed to normal or above-
normal levels since 1994 and monitoring records show that
groundwater levels have risen significantly since that time and
are now at nearly the same levels as in the late 1980's.
Although no recent measurements have been attempted of
water levels in the spring vents on the main terrace, there is
no evidence of any renewed spring flow.

4. OTHER ÄRÌ,AS
DEvELOPMENT

OF GEOTHERMAL

The scale and type of geothermal development at other noted
a¡eas in the Western United States vary widely, ranging from
a small binary-electric power plant supplied by two
production wells and no injection wells at Amadee Hot
Springs in northeastern Califomia to the -250 Mwe steam-
flash power plants at Coso Hot Springs in eastem Califomia
(Figure 1 ). In all but one case, all or most of the development
area and surficial thermal features are privately owned. The
exception is the Coso Hot springs area south of Long Valley
in eastern California, where most of the land under
development is part of the federally operated China Lake
Naval Weapons Center. Thermal features at Coso Hot
Springs, located adjacent to the well field, are traditionally
utilized by local Native Americans. Environmentai
agreements between the Navy, the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management, and Native American organizations cail for
mitigation in the event that geothermal development causes

changes that negatively effect futu¡e use for religious and
ceremonial purposes (Bureau of Land Management, 1980).
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In cases where geothermal reservoirs and associated surficial
thermal features are on privately owned land, regulations
governing geothermal development are usually specified by
state or count¡r agencies, rathe¡ than federal agencies.
Monitoring programs may not include observations of thermal
features, so that information about changes in thermal features
or land elevations is usually anecdotal or unpublished and
often not sufficiently detailed to provide adequate
documentation of cause-and-effect ¡elations. Even when
thermal featu¡es are on public lands, hydrologic monitoring
may be deemed r¡nnecessary where expected changes in
thermal features or land-surface elevations are judged a-priori
to be either mitigatable or insignificant.

A common aspect ofchanges induced by development ofhot-
water reservoi¡s is the reduction ofliquid discharge in springs
and geysers and the increase in steam discharge in fumaroles
and othe¡ steam-heated features. Available information
indicates that such changes have occurred at Long Valley,
Steamboat, Beowawe, Amadee Hot Springs, and Brady Hot
Springs, while at Coso Hot Springs and Dixie Valley naturally
occurring steam discharge has increased during development
At Amadee Hot Springs, Brady Hot Springs, Dixie Valley,
and Long Valley, reductions in ¡eservoir pressure have also
induced significant levels of land subsidence and ground
cracking. As pointed out previously, documentation ofsuch
changes and determinations ofthe influence ofva¡ious factors
on the thermal features is adequate only for Long Valley. At
Beowawe and Steamboat Springs, reductions and cessation of
geyser activity accompanied the pre-development testing of
production wells in the 1970's, at a time when monitoring
efforts were inadequate. Some of the previously cited
references contain information on thermal features at the
"other" areas of geothermal development discussed in this
section; additional pertinent references ate listed below:

.BeowarÀ/e: Zoback (1979); White (1998); Layman (1984);
Olmsted and Rush (1987)

¡Brady Hot Springs: Ettinger and Brugman (1992); Harnll
(1970), Osterling(1969); Olmsted et al. (1975)

o Coso Hot Springs: Monahan and Condon (l99la,b);
Erskine and Lofgren (1989); Fournier et al. (1980); Foumier
and Thompson (1 982)

o Dixie Valley: Williams et al. (1997); Waibel (1987)

5, CONCLUSIONS

Changes in surficial thermal features and land elevations
accompanying geothermal development should be viewed as

the rule, rather than the exception. This follows fiom the
nature of geothermal rese¡voirs within flow systems that
commonly include discharge of fluids at the land su¡face. In
the absence of fluid injection in locations proximal to such
discharge areas, reductions in ¡eservoir pressure will cause
some degree of reduction in fluid upflow feeding the thermal
featu¡es. Natural geyser activity should be expected to be
most sensitive to such changes because of the unique
combination of processes and characteristics typically
required for geyser discharge. Where hot fluids occur at
relatively shallow depths, eitber within a developed reservoir
or in the overlying groundwater system, pressure reduction
can also induce boiling conditions that result in inc¡eases in
steam discharge at the land surface.

Factors othe¡ than pressu¡e reductions in geothermal
reseryoirs can influence the temperafure and flow rate of
surficial thermal featu¡es. Information gained from hydrologic
monitoring in and around the developed well fields, both
during and prior to the development period, can allow
quantification of the timing and magnitude of cause-and-
effect relations between various factors that affect surficial
thermal discharge and guide attempts to mitigate any adverse
impacts caused by development.
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Figure l. Locations of some geothermal fields where development has been associated with changes in thermal features and,/or land

subsidence.

Figure 2. Map of Long Valley caldera showing various geologic and cultural features, and key sites in the hydrologic monitoring program
directed by the Long Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee.
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Figure 3 , pressure history in observation w ell 65-32, ìocated on the edge ofthe geothermal well fiel d at Casa Diablo, and periods ofoperation

ofthree geothermal power Plants.

Figure 4. Map of the Steamboat Hills and surrounding region showing approximate wellfreld areas fo¡ the Caithness Power. Incolporated
(CÞ! and Far West Capital (FWC) geothermal developments, locations of most of the production and injection wells, some of tÏe vents on

the main silica terrace that formerly included active hot springs and geysers, and the outline of the Area of Critical Environmental Concem

(ACEC) designatedby the Bureau ofland Management.
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